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The present work is designed to form a companion volume to the well known and much appreciated English-Canarese School-Dictionary, compiled by the Rev. F. Ziegler. The publication of a Kannada-English School-Dictionary has for a long time been a deep-felt desideratum, as the two smaller editions hitherto extant have but insufficiently served their purpose. The stupendous work of the Rev. Dr. Kittel, the eminent lexicographer of the Kannada language, whose unremitting labours have set a permanent literary monument to the language, standing out in bold features of historical, etymological and philological, critical researches for guidance and instruction to litterateurs striving after Kannada embellishment and scholarship, held out promising inducements and marked facilities to undertake this work which is chiefly based upon it.

Plan and arrangement: To add to the usefulness of the work and to facilitate its use, I deemed it fit to indicate the principles that have been adopted in arranging the matter and when launching on new methods I have attempted rather to err on the side of cautious adherence than on the side of hasty innovation.

I. Orthography: a. Obsolete Letters. These are ए and ो, now universally represented by े and ो, and have been put in parantheses immediately after the words in which they occur to give an insight into their different origin and meaning.

N. B. The double consonant र has been brought to its proper place and is invariably to be looked up under the letter र.

b. Sonnē. The method of using bindu or sonnē indiscriminately before classified (vargiya) and unclassified (avargiya) letters sanctioned by former lexicographers, grammarians and time-honoured practice, has uniformly been adopted, though at
variance with the laws of etymology. These laws have not seldom to give way to usage and well-established practice. But, though this convenient mode of representing by sonne the letters n, n and m, when followed by consonants of their own class, and the nasals ŋ, and ŋ has been adhered to, the alphabetical order of words has been maintained uninfringed. Words in which the sonne occurs, appear now in their proper place in the alphabet. This may at the beginning occasion a little embarrassment to those who are accustomed to look up this class of words at the head of each letter, but all difficulty will with practice disappear.

e. Orthography proper is yet a neglected field of study. The colloquial language, legitimately abounding with provincial peculiarities, dialectical whimsicalities and vulgar inelegancies, must ever differ from the written language. The lingua litera should possess a uniform system of spelling, which it has in some respects not yet accepted, but approving of various spellings as authors think fit. The four short vowels ā, ē, ī, ŋ, for instance promiscuously interchange in words like: ಸಾಯಾಸಾಯ, ಸಾಯಾ, ಸಾಯಾ, ಸಾಯಾ, etc. . . . or ಸಾಯಾ, ಸಾಯಾ, ಸಾಯಾ, ಸಾಯಾ, etc. . . . or ಸಾಯಾ, ಸಾಯಾ, etc. . . . or ಸಾಯಾ, ಸಾಯಾ, ಸಾಯಾ, ಸಾಯಾ, etc. . . . of ಸಾಯಾ, ಸಾಯಾ, ಸಾಯಾ, etc. . . . or ಸಾಯಾ, ಸಾಯಾ, ಸಾಯಾ, etc. As most of these forms occur in books, newspapers and documents, they demand the same attention of being embodied in the vocabulary which is a mere encumbrance to the student. Hence a standard orthography is greatly desired.

II. Compounds. This class of words is very numerous in the Kannada language and materially contributes to its copiousness. The largest number of compounds has been received from the ductile, flexible and infinitely copious Sanskrita language, so peculiarly adapted to form numberless compounds. All compounds, irrespective of their origin, whether of pure Kannada, of Sanskrita, of Tadbhava or of any other tongue, have been treated alike, and subordinated to leading words—a hyphen denoting the division of the members of the compound. Many compounds and especially Kannada compounds, as ಸಾಯಾ. 
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had in many instances to be introduced as independent words when the euphonic changes effected in combining the separate parts would involve too great a task to recognise them. Both Samskrita noun-compounds, as of अग्रस, अद्व, अन्तर, etc., as well as adjectival and adverbial compounds, as of अध, अत, अद्व, etc., have been treated in this manner, provided the phonetic changes caused by the sandhi of the two words remained unmodified. Where a phonetic change or an elision or a permutation of letters took place the compound was treated as a separate word.

III. Derivatives: a. Unusual Derivatives. It should be borne in mind that there is, logically speaking, a vast class of derivatives formed by adding to a primary root etymological terminations, inflectional affixes, etc., e.g. ग added to रिस=रिस, निस=निस; or ग added to रिस=रिस, धिस=धिस; or ग added to रिस=रिस, धिस=धिस, रिस=रिस; or ग added to रिस=रिस, धिस=धिस, रिस=रिस; or ग added to रिस=रिस, धिस=धिस; etc. These being difficult to trace to their original constituent parts have, of course, been considered as und erived and treated accordingly.

b. Proper derivatives of abstract and personal nouns, where no hazy uncertainty is felt, terminating in -अ, -ू, -ै, -ं, -र, -व, -वर, -वर्त, -वर्तिन, -वर्तिन -वर्तिन, etc. have consistently been added on to the primary word. In incorporating these derivatives the same method has been employed as with the compound.

Verbal Derivatives of unfrequent occurrence terminating in -अ, as ततस्तिः, सदाकाले, ततफूल, etc. have been exhibited under the primary words ततस्तिः, सदाकाले, ततफूल, etc., however with the alteration of writing the whole word in full to avoid ambiguity and confusion. Verbs of great importance and frequent usage, as: जस, जस, जस, जस, etc., have been introduced as independent words.

IV. Homonyms, of which the Kannada language embosoms a good number, have occasionally been split up under two or three heads, when they obviously and intelligibly belong to different roots bearing the characteristics of distinct derivation.
Homonymous roots involving the sense of a noun, of a verb and even eventually of an adverb, as रूण, रूण, रूण, रूण, रूण, etc. have been treated under one head with their respective grammatical signs.

V. Grammatical significations. For a School-Dictionary it is a most important feature to indicate the parts of speech, the determination of which cannot be left to the discretion of the pupil. The abbreviated grammatical signs have been added after the Kannada word. The treatment of the Sañskrita different verbal derivations that have not yet assumed a definite part of speech in Kannada has been made subject to the same method adopted by reliable Sañskrita lexicographers. The abbreviation for "causative verb", with which the Kannada language can be marvellously enriched, has been expelled as fallen into disuse and where necessary substituted by "००००". The grammatical signs are only added to the leading word and not to compounds or derivatives being in most cases self-evident.

VI. English equivalents. Special attention has been paid to the rendering of the English equivalents. Brevity and conciseness have systematically been aimed at in order to give a ready-made coin. Considerable pains have also been taken to contract and condense the equivalents into as few groups as practicable to facilitate comprehension. Another effort has been made while arranging the several meanings in order to indicate their actual growth and development, beginning, if possible, with the primitive meaning suggested by etymology. It has also been found recommendable not to adduce too many English equivalents to facilitate the choice of the most appropriate one.

VII. Origin of words. The Kannada language is one of the principle representatives of the Dravidian language-family in South-India spoken by upwards of 10 millions. It is however to be remembered that the language, as in fact all languages, being in constant transition and permutation, does not only comprise Dravidian elements but has absorbed various alien ingredients. The most prominent and at the same time formative
and constructive factor in the language is the Dravidian which forms the solid groundwork determining the declensional and conjugational and other inflections and supplying the more common, homely and familiar words, as ಎನೆ, ಇಂದೂ, ತ್ರಾವಿದ್, ತ್ರಾವಿದು; ಜೀ, ವಿಜಯ, ಹುಳ್ಳ; ಮಾತ್ರ, ಮಾತ್ರ; ಮುಂದ, ಮುಂದ, etc. Next we have the Sanskrita element which has had a great influence upon the language in enriching its vocabulary, in augmenting its synonyms and in ennobling its composition. The introduction of Sanskrita words dates back to the contact of the Dravidians with the Aryans and supplied the language with almost all its abstract, religious and scientific terms. The Dravidian words are for everyday events and natural feelings, while the Sanskrita are elegant, dignified and artificial, fitted for rhetoric, subtle disputation and the profound expressions of philosophy. Many have retained their unaltered Sanskrita form, whereas others have changed so as to suit the Kannada tongue. The latter class are called Tadbhavas. Next we have a good number of Hindusthani and Mahraṭi words, chiefly relating to feudalism and militia, whose introduction is due to the Moghul and Mahratta conquests of Kannada districts. Some few Portuguese expressions have found their way into the language too, as ಅಪ್ಪ್ಲಾಸ್, ಇಂಜಿನೆಆರ್ ಹೆಸರ್ಸ್, etc. from the Portuguese period. Finally the English language has also commenced to contribute its mite mainly relating to education, jurisprudence and revenue. Some have already become homewords and, as time advances and a smattering of mispronounced English diffuses into the masses, it is but natural that this process of assimilation continues at even a more extensive rate.

To bring out this feature conspicuously it has been thought desirable to mark with the initials of the respective language the words migrated from. The carrying out of this principle has sometimes met with considerable difficulty with regard to words, doubtless of Sanskritic origin, but which had come into Kannada through the medium of another Indian language, as s. ಸ್ವತ್ಥಯಾ = h, ಸ್ವಾಯತ್ = k, ಸ್ವಾಯತ್: s. ನೌದರ್ಶನ್ = m, ನೌದರ್ಶನ್ = k, ನೌದರ್ಶನ್; s. ಸ್ವತ್ಥಯಾ = h, ಸ್ವತ್ಥಯಾ = k. ಸ್ವತ್ಥಯಾ. In such cases the greatest probability has
always carried the decision, as no comparative philological studies could be made. It has been the compiler's aim to attain to utmost accuracy with pure Kannada and pure Sanskrita words, whereas with Tadbhavas such an exactitude was unattainable.

As ancient classical literature is extensively read in schools and colleges a considerable number of obsolete and obsolescent words principally occurring in Jaimini Bharata and other poetical works prescribed have been inserted and marked by the letters a. k.

VIII. Fusion of elements. The foreign words that have come into the language do not stand by themselves as an independent class but have become Kannadasised subject to Kannada laws and analogies. But, notwithstanding this metamorphosis the borrowed words, taken as a class, have a peculiar character which separates them even to the feeling of an uneducated Kannada man from the Dravidian stock, thus giving to the language a somewhat heterogeneous aspect. But a still more serious disadvantage is the necessity of expressing new ideas either with the help of Sanskrita or English. The expressiveness and suggestiveness of these terms are hidden from those who are unacquainted with Sanskrita and English, and thus the language suffers in its power of quickening and originating thought.

IX. Conclusion. To secure the greatest possible accuracy and perfection the manuscript copy was, before its print, placed into the hands of R. Ry. Bh. Shiva Rau, the experienced and learned corrector of the Basel Mission Press, whose thorough acquaintance with the great work of Dr. Kittel in having carried it through the press has enabled him to make some valuable suggestions and not a few additions, for whose liberal services the author is under great obligation. My thanks are also due to the Kanarese Pandit B. Rama Krishnaya, Munshi of the G. M. High School Mangalore, who assisted in reading the proof-sheets, and also to Mr. T. Maben, Assistant Teacher, G. M.
High School, for a list of legal terms. The printer and publisher deserve also a vote of thanks.

In conclusion the author desires to express his profound admiration for the supreme Kannada scholarship of Dr. Kittel's work.

Though the compiler is more sensible of the deficiencies and shortcomings of this work than any other person can be, he does not hesitate to confidently commend it to the public, for whom it will prove both instructive and useful, and he will be amply rewarded for his night-labours bestowed upon it by its appreciative and extensive use.

Hints and suggestions for improvement and enhanced efficiency will readily and thankfully be received.

_Mangalore, January 1899._

_J. Bucher._
List of Abbreviations.

- **a.** = adjective.
- **abl.** = ablative.
- **acc.** = accusative.
- **ad.** = adverb.
- **a. k.** = ancient Kannada.
- **arith.** = arithmetic.
- **chr., Christ.** = Christian.
- **cf.** = confer, compare.
- **conj.** = conjunction.
- **Cpd.** = compound or Cpd. compounds.
- **dal.** = dative.
- **decl.** = declension.
- **dem.** = demonstrative.
- **dupl., dpl.** = a couple of words used to make the idea more impressive, as: वारेकी, वारेकी, etc.
- **e.** = English.
- **e. g.** = exempli gratia (for example).
- **esp.** = especially.
- **etc.** = et cadere (and so on).
- **f.** = words of foreign derivation, i.e. Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam, Portuguese, Latin, Greek, etc.
- **f.** = feminine.
- **fig.** = figuratively.
- **fr.** = from.
- **fut.** = future.
- **gen.** = genitive.
- **g., gram.** = grammar.
- **h.** = Hindustani, Persian, and Arabic.
- **hon.** = honorific.
- **i. e.** = id est (that is).
- **imp.** = imperative.
- **int.** = interjection.
- **inter.** = interrogative.

---

- **lit.** = literally.
- **loc.** = locative.
- **k.** = (pure) Kannada.
- **m.** = Marathi words.
- **N.** = Name; proper name.
- **n.** = noun.
- **neg.** = negative.
- **P. p.** = Past participle (P. ps. = Past participles).
- **pl.** = plural.
- **pref.** = prefix.
- **prep.** = preposition.
- **pres.** = present.
- **pro.** = pronoun.
- **q. r.** = quod vide (which see).
- **reit.** = reiteration, i.e. a couple of words, the first of which is rendered more impressive and powerful by the second one which is however meaningless by itself, e.g. चूकें, चूकें, etc.
- **rep.** = repetition, i.e. the act of repeating the same word twice or thrice, e.g. चूकें, चूकें, चूकें, etc.
- **s.** = (pure) Sanskrit.
- **s.** = sub, under.
- **sing.** = singular.
- **tb.** = tadbhava.
- **v. i.** = verb intransitive.
- **v. t.** = verb transitive.
- **=** = equal (in meaning).
- **=** = and.
- **=** = hyphen, indicating that the principal word is to be prefixed in the case of compounds and derivatives.
The first letter of the alphabet. 2, a short vowel inherent in every consonant. 3, a termination denoting etymological functions in declensions and conjugations, as a. 1st pers. pl. imp. etc. etc. etc. etc. 4, a negative prefix to nouns derived from Sanskrit, as अन्ये, unworthy (fr. अन). Before a vowel अ becomes एङ्ग; thus अ-एङ्ग = एङ्ग endless.

ए. A termination used in declension and conjugation in ancient Canarese. 2, cop. conj. both, and, also.

ए, एङ्ग s. n. A part, share, portion. 2, a fraction (arith.). 3, a degree of latitude or longitude. एङ्ग. An astrological diagram.

एङ्ग s. n. A part. 2, a kinsman, co-heir.

एङ्ग s. n. A part of a portion; a एङ्ग (एङ्ग 2) s. n. A ray of light. 2, the sun. 3, light, splendour. 4, a point. एङ्ग. A collection of rays.


एङ्ग s. n. Cloth, dress. 2, fine cloth.

एङ्ग s. n. The shoulder, shoulder-blade.

एङ्ग s. a. A bull's hump.

एङ्ग s. a. Strong, stout, lusty.

एङ्ग k. int. expressing admiration, contempt or jest.

एङ्ग s. n. Pain, trouble; sin.

एङ्ग s. a. Bald-headed.

एङ्ग, एङ्ग s. a. k. int. Alas! oh!

एङ्ग s. a. Frightful. 2, adverse, contrary.

एङ्ग s. a. k. v. i. To become warped (leather).

एङ्ग s. a. Handless, maimed.

एङ्ग s. a. Not to be done, improper.

एङ्ग s. a. Without work. n. Crime.

एङ्ग s. a. Neuter or intransitive (verb, g.).

एङ्ग s. a. Stainless, spotless, pure.

एङ्ग s. n. Purity, innocency.
The rice-water; Too seasonable. — The honest. A term with final ə.

Too much. 2, disrespectful.

The letter ə.

Causing.

H. a. Vain, useless.

An improper act.

Inauspicious time. a. Unseasonable. — Fruit out of season.

Untimely. — Fruit out of season.

A. Very poor.

Several.

Gold, silver.

The ocean. 2, the king of tortoises supposed to uphold the world; a big tortoise.

Undone. 2, criminal.

What ought not to be done. 2, a crime.

Guiltless.

= Imperishable.

An elder sister. — Elder and younger sisters.

An affectionate mode of addressing an elder sister.

Wonder, surprise. 2, envy.

Wonderful, curious.

= Silver.

k. n. A furrow between two others of a main crop.

Deceit in words, etc.

The close adhesion of the woof and warp in the web of a loom.

Wonder, surprise.

(th. of ə) q. v.

A letter of the alphabet.
अनेक s. n. A letter of the alphabet. 2, eternal beatitude. 3, penance. 4, the sky.
अंत s. n. The eye. अंतः Eye-disease. अंतः Eye-lash.
अंगों s. n. A large army consisting of elephants, chariots, horse and foot.
अंश k. int. expressing abhorrence or disgust.
अंबोद्ध s. a. Undivided; entire, whole.
अंतर्गत s. n. Non-refutation. 2, time.
अंतर्जात s. a. Unbroken. 2, continuous. 3, unrefuted.
अंतर्न s. a. Uneatable, unfit to be eaten.
अंतर्न s. a. Not distressed, not wearied.
अंतर्न s. a. Without a gap; entire, whole, all.
अंतर्न s. a. Not moving. n. A tree; a mountain.
अंतर्नका k. v. t. To press firmly, compress, squeeze down.
अंतर्नका s. n. Pārvati, the daughter of Himālaya.
अंतर्नका k. n. Viciousness, meanness. a. Wild, untamed. अंतर्नका Mischiefness.
अंतर्नका (lb. of अंतर्नका) n. A wooden bolt to fasten a native door.
अंतर्नका s. a. Uncounted. 2, innumerable.
अंतर्नका, अंतर्नका k. n. The act of digging.
अंतर्नका s. n. Necessity, want, need. a. Wanted, necessary. अंतर्नका Necessarily.
अंतर्नका s. a. Free from disease, healthy. n. A medicine. अंतर्नका A physician.
अंतर्नका m. a. Altogether, wholly; quite.
अंतर्नका s. n. The mountain supporter, Vischnu.
अंतर्नका k. n. A ladle of cocoanut shell.
अंतर्नका s. n. The mountain-splitter: इंद्र. 2, a hatchet.
अंतर्नका s. a. Not going. n. A tree. 2, a mountain.
अंतर्नका s. a. Inaccessible, unattainable.
अंतर्नका 1. k. n. Dandruff.
अंतर्नका 2. s. n. The balsam tree which yields Bdellium, Amyris agallocha. अंतर्नका A yellow fragrant wood.
अंतर्नका k. n. Expansion, space, extent. 2, width, breadth. 3, far distance. a. Broad.
अंतर्नका k. n. Separation.
अंतर्नकार (fr. अंतर्नका) k. v. t. To remove. 2, to separate, disunite.
अंतर्नका k. v. t. To separate from, quit, part, leave. n. अंतर्नका.
अंतर्नका (अंतर्न) k. v. t. To spread out; to abandon.
अंतर्नका, अंतर्नका k. n. A washerman. अंतर्नका A washerwoman.
अंतर्नका, अंतर्नका = अंतर्नका, etc. 9. v.
अंतर्नका 1. -अंतर्नका k. n. A town-gate; the gate of a fort.
अंतर्नका s. n. N. of a rishi, son of Mitra and Varuṇa by Urvasi. 2, the regent of the star Canopus.
अंतर्नका, अंतर्नका, अंतर्न (प्र = म) k. n. A fort ditch, trench, moat.
�ंतर्नकाका k. v. t. To cause to swing; to wave. अंतर्नकाका v. i. To swing, shake.
अंतर्नका (प्र = म) = अंतर्नका.
अंतर्नका 1. k. n. A grain of boiled rice. 2, food.
अंतर्नका 2. (प्र = म) k. v. t. & i. To dig, burrow. 2, to tear off. n. A fort ditch, moat.
अंतर्नका h. n. The front, van. ad. In front.
अंतर्नका s. n. A hole, chasm. a. Deep, bottomless, unfathomable. मेरु. अंतर्नका s. n. The high mountain Mahā-
Słownik etymologiczny Pali. Wiersze

1. k. r. t. To dig, burrow. 2, to chew, champ. v. i. to tremble, shake, fear. 2, to be glad.

2. k. n. Water (a word only used by educated Lingaits).

3. (.=) s. n. Fragrance.

4. k. v. t. To cause to dig.

5. k. n. Extensiveness, greatness.


7. k. v. t. To terrify.

8. k. v. t. To shake, move. v. t.

9. To become loose.

10. =, q. v.

11. (.=) (lb. of ) n. A bolt, a bar for locking a door.

12. 1. =

13. 2. (.=) k. v. t. To dig.

14. 1. =

15. k. n. A seedling; a germ, bud, shoot; cf. . 2, a suffix to form adverbs, e. g. , , . To raise seedlings.

16. (= ) k. int. Lo! behold!

17. s. a. Invisible, imperceptible; wondrous.

18. 1. (lb. of ) n. Cheapness.

19. Cheap; low, mean.

20. 2. (lb. of ) q. v.

21. =, q. v.

22. (= ) k. n. Water.

23. 2, an offering of water.

24. k. n. Greatness; great power.

25. (.=) k. v. t. d. t. To be or become pre-eminent; to make great efforts; to excel.

26. k. n. A powerful man.

27. (lb. of ) n. Fire.

28. s. n. Fire.


31. Having a crest of fire; saffron; safflower; a lamp; a rocket; an arrow.

32. A flame; the plant Gloriosa superba. - . Praise of Agni; a peculiar sacrifice in spring.

33. The consecration of fire; any rite in which the application of fire is essential.

34. The wind. - . The (magical) quenching of fire.

35. An oblation to Agni. - . Practising the agni-bhūtra; maintaining the sacrificial fire; one who has prepared the sacrificial fire-place.

36. The priest who kindles the fire.

37. s. n. A meteor, comet.

38. 1. k. n. The thrush, a sore mouth.

39. 2. (= ) s. n. A top, point, summit. 2, the front. 3, the beginning. 4, excess. 5, praise. 6, a multitude.

-"v. s. a. Not rustic. -"v. Unvulgarity.

-"v. s. a. Unacceptable, inadmissible.

-"v. s. a. Foremost. 2, best. 3, elder, eldest.

-"v. s. a. Principal, best. 4, an elder brother.

-"v. s. n. A man who marries a widow at his first marriage.

-"v. s. n. The supreme lord.


-"v. s. n. Water used for the worship of an idol.

-"v. s. a. Foremost, first; best. 2, intent.

-"v. s. n. Sin, crime. 2, pain. 3, passion.

-"v. s. a. Difficult, impossible.


-"v. s. a. Liquid, not dense.

-"v. s. a. Expiatory. n. A daily expiatory prayer, reciting a particular passage from the Védas.

-"v. s. n. A wonder; excess.


-"v. s. n. A hook. 2, the lap, thigh. 3, the side or flank. 4, the body. 5, a mark. 6, a numerical figure. 7, a fault. 8, a war. 9, proximity. 10, place. -"1. Excessive crookedness. -"v. A list of titles. -"v. A valiant man.

-"v. s. n. Arithmetic.

-"v. i. n. The space between two pillars or beams.

-"v. s. n. Marking, stamping.

-"v. s. a. Marked. n. A sign, signature. 2, a word. 3, a dedication. -"v. A proper name.

-"v. s. v. l. To mark, look at.

-"v. s. n. A sprout, shoot. 2, hair. 3, blood. -"v. To sprout; to rise; to happen.

-"v. (lb. -"v) s. n. A hook, esp. for driving an elephant.

-"v. 1. k. n. An order, command; control; restraint, check. 2, (= "v) leaning against; a lever. 3, trust.

-"v. 2. n. (lb. of -"v). A numerical figure; an account.

-"v. s. s. Alangium hexapetalum. -"v. s. n. The plant Alangium hexapetalum.

-"v. 1. a. k. n. Way, manner, mode.

-"v. 2. s. n. A limb, member. 2, the body. 3, the mind. 4, an expedient. 5, a verse-line. 6, N. of Bengal proper. int. Indeed, true; please. -"v. The heart's wish. -"v. Gestures of the body. -"v. Ceremony of touching certain parts of the body.

-"v. s. Anatomy. -"v. Rolling one's body round a temple.

-"v. -"v. Protection of the body; also an amulet. -"v. A body-guard. -"v. Unguents for the body; perfuming the body. -"v. A small cloth; an upper garment.


-"v. Mutilated; incorporeal. -"v. Mutilation.

The description of Kāma, etc.


The description of Kāma, etc.


The description of Kāma, etc.


The description of Kāma, etc.


The description of Kāma, etc.


The description of Kāma, etc.

1. (= विड़) s. a. Pure, clear, transparent. -वन्स. A white bear.
2. s. a. Unbroken, uninjured. 2. new. 3. defective.
4. s. a. Firm, imperishable.
5. æ. Permanence.
6. s. a. Unborn. æ. Brahmá. 2. Vishnu. 3. Śiva. 4, the sun. 5. rain. 6. a driver, leader. 7. a ram: a he-goat. 8. the sign Aries.
9. s. a. Śiva's bow.
11. æ. Not sewed. as a cloth.
12. s. a. Unprepared. æ. A desert. 2. an insignificant: person. 3. driving.
16. æ. Bishop's weed, Lignocaster divaricat. 2. common carraway, Carum carvi.
17. æ. Unconquerable, invincible. æ. Defeat. 2. Vishnu. [plur.]
18. (= विड़) s. a. The Indig.
19. s. a. Ageless, undecaying.
20. s. a. Indestructible; undecaying. æ. Friendship.
22. s. a. Not to be injured. 2. continual.
24. s. a. The state of being too wakeful. 2. carelessness.
25. s. a. Nipple pending from the neck of goats. 2. a useless object.
26. s. a. Practically. 3. nearly. 4. very. 5. quite. 6. almost. 7. very nearly. 8. almost 9. very nearly. 10. exactly. 11. nearly.
To
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Ignorance.
manifest,

3, magic ointment. 4, ink. 5, night.

Anointing.

s. a. A species of lizard. 2, a small mouse.

s. a. The skin. 2, the skin of an antelope. -s, A bat. -s. An antelope, a deer.

s. a. Agile, quick. n. A court, yard. 2, an object of sense. 3, air.

h. n. Bishop's weed.

s. a. Not crooked, straight. n. A fish; a frog.

s. a. Undigested. n. Indigestion.

= गर्भ, q. v.


s. a. Invincible.

1. k. n. Opportunity. 2, the dry filaments.

2. (lb. of गर्भ) n. A grandfather.

(lb. of गर्भ) n. A grandmother.

An idle story.

, (lb. of गर्भ) n. A great-flowered jasmine.

k. n. The state of being thin and small. -सम्बन्ध. The age of debility.

s. a. Not knowing; ignorant. 2, foolish. -ङ्ग. Ignorance.

s. n. Ignorance. 2, माया. -ङ्ग. Ignorance.

s. a. Ignorant, unwise. n. A stupid person.

, s. n. The end or border of a cloth.

s. a. Bent. 2, honoured. 3, manifest, pure; beautiful.

1. (= गर्भ) 1. To divide.

2, (= गर्भ, q. v.) To lurk.

2. (lb. of गर्भ) n. Edge, border, brim, selvage, skirt; bank, shore; side.

To construct a bank; to form a selvage.


s. n. Anointing. 2, a black collyrium applied to the eye-lashes.

3, magic ointment. 4, ink. 5, night.

s. n. A species of lizard. 2, a small mouse.

s. a. The cavity formed by hollowing the palms together; when raised towards the forehead it is a salutation to superiors. 2, a measure of corn. -जीवन = गर्भ, No. 1.

k. n. Fear.

1. k. v. l. To frighten.

k. v. i. To fear, feel anxiety; to be afraid of. n. Fear.

-सांस, -राखा. A coward.

= गर्भ q. v.

h. n. A fig; a fig-tree.

1, गर्भ k. n. Motion; play; speech.

-सांस, त्रीकर्य. Trickery, fraud; escape. -सांस, -कृत. To play tricks, deceive.

2. m. n. Obstruction; a bar, lever.

-सांस, Weariness. -सांतल. A pole for lifting sacks.

1. h. v.l. To stop, hinder, check.

h. n. Obstruction, restraint.

= गर्भ, q. v.

f. n. The shrub Justicea adhatoda.

f. n. Addition and subtraction. 2, revenue.
itri (=
)s. n. A wood, forest.

sam (=
)f. n. Control, power.

ele
s. a. High, lofty; n. A garret or upper loft in a house. 2, a tower, buttress. 3, a scaffold. -
A loud laughter; a pomp, parade. 4, (fr. 
) cooked.

elh (= 
)s. n. A structure of poles put on stones. 2, lb. of 
q. v.

dh.

elh
s. n. An apartment on the roof. 2, a palace. 3, a bastion.

elh (lb. of 
) n. see s. elh.

elk
v. t. To take possession of. 2, to cause to pursue. 3, to cause to evaporate or to be wasted.

elk
v. t. To keep close to, follow. 2, to pursue, chase, drive away. 3, to send. 4, to put. v. i. To evaporate; to be wasted. n. Closeness. 2, putting. -
-
N. of a game in which cowries are put from hole to hole on a wooden board.

elk
k. n. Gifts to the bride and bridegroom.

elk
a. k. n. A crowd, multitude. 2, annoyance.

elk
k. n. A headless trunk. 2, a sole, sandal; skin, bark. 3, a leech.

elk
k. n. Mud. 2, (lb. of 
) a stand on poles.

elk
k. n. =

elk
k. n. Compacture. 2, piling, storing; a pile. 3, hiding one's self. 4, becoming obedient. 5, abridgment.

elk
k. n. To compress.

elk (= 
) k. v. t. To press, as cotton. 2, to pile, as pots, grass, etc. 3, to put. 4, to subdue, control.

elk (= 
) k. n. The areca palm; its nut.

elk
k. n. A betel-nut cutter.

elk
k. v. t. To thwart, obstruct.

elk
k. v. t. To cause to hide; to conceal, hide. 2, to suppress. 3, to appease.

elk (= 
) k. v. i. To conceal one's self; to disappear. 2, to be quenched, humbled, contained in. 3, to crouch. n. (a. k.) Flesh, meat (= 
). 2, becomingness, agreeableness.

elk (= 
etc.) k. n. Cooking.

elk (= 
q. v.) a. k. n. A fort.

elk f. n. Difficulty, distress.

elk (cf. 
, 
, 
, etc.) k. v. t. To pack up, close; to stuff, press down; to humble. 2, to hush, silence. 3, to rap, cuff. [clothes.

elk
k. n. Clothes to be washed; hired

elk (= 
) k. n. A barber's dressing case; a betel-pouch. -
(-
).

One who carries a betel-pouch.

elk (= 
) k. n. A pledge, pawn.

elk
a. k. n. A cook. 2, flesh.

elk
lb. of 
) n. Ostentation, display.

elk
k. n. A mark, sign.

elk
k. n. A seufle. 2, vying, rivalry.

elk
k. v. t. To climb, mount; to pounce upon, rush at. v. i. To be united with; to appear; to amass. n. An attack; an attempt. To cause to ascend, etc.

elk
k. v. t. To bring together; to set in readiness.

elk
k. v. i. To be shaken; to be afraid; to grieve. n. Tremor; confusion; fear. 2, mud.

elk (lb. of 
) n. A forest, wood, jungle. -
. Fire in forests. -
. A miserable lot. -
. To go astray.

elk (= 
) k. n. Suitableness; closeness, thickness. 2, a pawn, pledge, deposit. 3, An impediment.
To rashness, awkwardness.

Quickly.

Unremunerated and forced labour or service.

The state of being across; obstacle.

Extra work.

A partition or curtain wall.

A figure written from left to right; the total.

A shelter.

An oblong frame; the Liṅga box.

The breadth of the foot.

An ill-formed head.

To touch, thwart, interfere with.

Awkwardness, clumsiness; awkwardly.

To turn aside.

To thwart, interfere.

A scale beam; a bamboo pole across a palankeen to carry it.
A slit bamboo put crosswise.  

A transverse beam.  

A half-suppressed laugh.  

A surname; a sectarian crossmark on the forehead of Śmaṭas.  

A lying or opposing tongue.  

Breadth and height.  

Contradiction.  

A side-row of people at dinner.  

The upper or lower part of a door-frame.  

A palankee carried crosswise.  

To come in the way.  

To fall across; to prostrate.  

A cross bar.  

A knot of hair.  

To be cross; transversely, across, broadwise.  

A transverse line or furrow.  

To pass by.  

To apply horizontally, as sectarian mark.  

To put crosswise; to put before for obtaining a blessing or pardon.  

To pass by; to thwart.  

A transverse line or furrow.  

To walk about, promenade.  

To recline, lean on.  

To put across or before.  

To make hostile efforts.  

A shot beside the mark.  

A new tenant, fresh comer.  

An indirect course.

2. k. n. Seven duḍḍus, two apas and four pies.  

2, a weight = 1/18th of a varaha.

7, k. = त्रिः, q. v.

2. k. n. A three-legged stand.

2. k. (क्रोडः) k. ad. Across, transversely.

2. k. v. t. To move obliquely. 2, to obstruct. 3, to intervene, conceal.

2. k. n. An obstacle. ad. Across.  

2. k. (क्रोडः) k. v. t. To become an obstacle; to oppose.

2. k. n. An obstacle; opposition; delay.  

2. k. n. A necklace.

2. k. n. A bamboo by which one or two persons carry burdens suspended from its midst or both ends.  

To carry it.

2. k. (= श्रावण) k. n. A perverse or stubborn person.

2. k. n. A flat basket or earthen vessel.

2. k. n. Mud.

2. k. A suffix used in the formation of a verbal noun, or 1st pers. pl. imperat., e. g. नंदे, नंदे।

2. k. (क्रोडः) a. k. ad. Whatsoever, howsoever.  a. Small.

2. k. n. Mockery, derision. 2, (= राख) closeness, firmness.

2. k. v. t. To mock, deride.

2. k. n. q. v.

2. k. = राख, q. v.

2. k. n. A very clever man.

2. k. n. A pitcher or water jar.

2. k. n. A mushroom.

2. k. n. The under part of the mouth. 2, a squirrel.

2. k. n. A ferrule. 2, a throng.

2. k. (क्रोडः) h. n. An anna.

2. k. n. Joining together of threads in a loom. 2, fitness, beauty; order. 3, an array, a body of soldiers.  

To join a certain number of threads, etc.  

To move the loom's treadle.

2. k. (क्रोडः) k. n. A comb.

2. k. n. Minuteness. 2, the power of becoming an atom.
a. k. n. Fitness, nicety; greatness.

k. n. (= तृण) Ink-nut, *Terminalia chebula*.


k. n. A son. त्रिकु, त्रिकु. A daughter.

a. k. v. l. To humble; to ruin, destroy.

v. l. int. used in calling a woman: ho! ho!


k. n. (तृण) f. *n*. The soap-nut tree.

k. n. A prickly climbing shrub, *Acacia intis*.

k. v. l. To evaporate.

k. v. i. To come in contact with, touch; to be contagious. *v. l*. To touch; to embrace. 2, (क्रुद्ध No. 1) to follow, pursue. *n*. Contagion; impurity. 2, gum, paste. 3, a grafted branch; a young plant. -क्रुद्ध. A contagious disease.

s. *n*. An egg (तम्भ). -हस्त. Egg-born; a bird; a fish, etc.

a. k. v. l. To oppress, trouble, hurt. *n*. Oppression, trouble.

k. v. i. To go near; to resort to.

k. n. An approach. 2, a buttock.

k. n. A vessel made of bamboo. 2, (a. k.) nearness, vicinity.

k. n. An elder brother; an elderly male. 2, an affectionate mode of addressing boys, as त्रिकु! फुलके. -क्रुद्ध. Brothers.

k. n. The uvula.


a. k. n. Friendship.

s. a. Unrestrained; useless, waste.

s. a. Invincible.

s. n. N. of a hell. (lit. bottomless).

k. n. Tumult, confusion.

s. n. Common flax, *Linum usitatissimum*.


Very little. 

s. n. Great laughter.

 s. n. Great stupidity.

 s. n. An invited guest. - Hospitality.

 s. a. Gone by, past; gone beyond. 2, passed away. 3, having neglected. - Past time. - A neglected business.

 s. a. Going beyond the senses.

 n. The mind.

 s. ad. Exceedingly, very.

 s. a. Not sharp, blunt. 2, slow.

 a. k. v. t. To join, cement. v. i.

 To be joined, united.

 s. a. Unequalled.

 s. a. Not cold or dewy.

 s. n. Dissatisfaction.

 s. n. Attar of roses; perfume, essence.

 k. n. A carpenter's plane.

 k. n. The red-wooded fig-tree, Ficus racemosa.

 (lb. of ) n. An elder brother's wife.

 k. (p. p. of ) Having wept.

 s. n. A mother-in-law. 2, ( ) a father's sister.

 s. a. Exceedingly low or mean.

 s. a. Beyond limit; excessive. 2, endless. 3, absolute. - Very great affliction.

 s. n. Going over or beyond; surpassing. 2, death; sin. 3, danger; distress.

 s. a. Excessive.

 s. n. Extravagant desire or hope.

 s. n. A great marvel.

 s. a. Exceedingly good.

 s. a. Very high.

 s. a. Very hot.

 s. n. N. of a rishi and a star in the Great Bear. - Born from Atri: the moon.

 s. An auspicious particle, used in stuti, maṅgala, etc. ad. Now, then; what? how? moreover; rather; but; else.

 s. n. The fourth veda.

 s. ad. Or.

 k. The termination of the relative negative participle, as सदयाः कृष्णं.

 ( = , , etc.) k. v. t. To press, squeeze, cram. 2, to be bruised. n. A bruise in a metal vessel.

 a. k. n. A very firm or persevering man.

 a. k. v. t. To scold, reprimand; to subdue. v. i. ( = ) To tremble. n. Self-will; boldness; pride.

 h. a. Of counting or numeration.

 h. a. Low, mean, vulgar.

 ( = ) k. v. t. To squeeze. 2, (a. k.) to upbraid, reprove.

 h. n. Respect, regard.

 ( = ) k. v. i. To tremble. n. Trembling, tremor. - Faint-heartedness. - Shaking and quaking. - The palsy. To make shake.

 s. n. Non-vision, disappearance. a. Invisible.

 f. n. Exchanging.

 =


 (3rd. pers. sing. pres. of ) k. He may be. He is.

 h. n. Justice; a court of justice.
দেবী h. n. Enmity, hatred.
দেবী s. n. The mother of the gods. 2, the earth.
দেবতা (=দেবী) k. r. i. To tremble, shiver, fear.
দেবতা, দেবতরা k. n. The creeper Gaertnera racemosa.
দেহ f. a. k. n. Trembling, fear.
দেহ s. a. Indigestive. n. Bad digestion.
দেহ k. pro. That, it. 2, the affix of the 3rd person singular neuter of the negative mood; as দেহেবে, দেহেব সেহেন, দেহেন।
দেহতা = দেহতা, k. q. v.
দেহ k. r. i. To become soft by pressing. দেহতাব। To make soft by pressing.
দেহতাব (=দেহতা) k. int. Lo! behold!
দেহতাব (=দেহতা) k. r. i. To tremble. n. Native metal. 2, dampuff.
দেহতাব a. k. v. i. To be perplexed.
দেহতা s. a. Unstable. 2, irresolute.
দেহতা s. a. Invisible; not fit to be seen.
দেহতা s. a. Unseen, invisible; unknown. n. Unforeseen danger; destiny, fate. -দেহতা, -দেহত। A lucky (or unlucky) man.
দী 1. k. A termination of the negative participle, as দীনী, দীনে।
দী 2. int. Lo! look there. v. i. It is, there is, দীনী। That very thing.
দীনী k. int. Ah! oh!
দীনী, দীনকর f. k. n. An anvil.
দীনকর f. k. n. Immersion, dipping; dying clothes.
দীন k. v. t. To immerse, dip; to dye. 2, =দেহতা, as in দীনে দীনে পোড়ানো পোড়ানো পোড়ানো, ক্লান্ত, শোয়াল, etc.
দীন f. a. Acting. -দীন। Acting work.
দীন s. a. Wonderful. n. A marvel, wonder; surprise.
দীন ad. Now, to-day. -দীন। Referring to to-day. -দীন। The aorist (imperfect).
দীন s. n. A stone; a mountain. 2, a tree. 3, the sun. -দীন।, -দীন। Pārvati. -দীন। The earth. -দীন। Tableland.
দীনতা Indra. -দীন। Himālaya.
দীনতা s. a. Destitute of duality, unique. n. The doctrine of the identity of the Brahma and the universe; pantheism.
দীনতা s. a. Destitute of wealth or property.
দীনতা s. a. Lowest. 2, vile, bad.
দীনতা s. a. Lower. 2, low, vile. n. The lower lip; the lip.
দীনতা s. n. Unrighteousness, irreligion; wickedness. দীনতা। An unrighteous or wicked man.
দীনতা s. ad. Above; over and above; besides; upon.
দীনতা s. a. Additional; abundant; intercalated. 2, surpassing, superior; excellent. n. Abundance. -দীন। Very much. -দীন। An intercalary month.
দীনতা s. n. Supremacy. 2, a receptacle. 3, a topic. 4, a category. 5, the locative case. দীনতা। To aim at; to master.
দীনতা s. a. Over and above, very much.
দীনতা s. n. Authority; government, rule, right. 2, privilege. 3, the use of royal insignia, royalty. 4, an office.
দীনতা। To empower. -দীন।, দীনতা। A man in authority; an officer.
দীনতা s. a. Found, obtained. 2, learned.
দীনতা, দীনতা, দীনতা s. n. A presiding deity.
দীনতা s. n. A ruler.
দীনতা s. n. A supreme king.
দীনতা s. n. A ladder.
An abode, house.

Standing by, abiding. an abode; a basis, site; a settlement.

authority. To govern.

A lord, master. Authority, power.

Not bold, modest.

A half-rupee.

Want of courage, timidity. To become timid.

Downward movement; perdition.

The lower part.

Reading, esp. the Vedas.

The lower world.

An inspector. Superintendence.

Reading, esp. on the Vedas.

A teacher.

Instruction, esp. on the Vedas.

A lesson, chapter. a reader.

Unfixed; uncertain.

A road. time. sky.

A sacrifice.

Devoid of sound. A wilderness.

Breath.

Till, until. meanwhile.

Sinless, faultless.

Incorporeal. Kāma. the ether.

Unclear, turbid.

A bull. A cow.

Not great, small.

The pluperfect tense (pr.-

Adverse, unfavourable.

Endless, infinite, eternal. Vishnu, or Śiva. the sky.

the earth. the snake king. Eternity; boundlessness.

Having no interval. following, next. Afterwards.

Not different. unique. fixed on one object.

Harmless, innocuous.

Innocent. An innocent man.

Unfettered, free; haughty.

Priceless.

Worthless, useless; unhappy.

Nonsense.

Fire; the god of fire.

digestive power.

Irreproachable, faultless.

Inattentive. Inattention.

Unlimited.

Incessant.

Having no leisure.

Suitable place, room.

Fasting.

Unenviousness, freedom from spite.

the wife of Atri.

Disadvantage, loss.

Shapeless; deformed.

Regardless of custom, unprincipled. Irreligion; incivility.

Fatherless, helpless, poor. A friend of the friendless.

A widow, helpless woman.

Disrespect, slight.

Without beginning, eternal.

Heaven. Tradition.

Disrespected, despised.

Having no beginning.
Nightless; Nameless; Absence Causeless, Methodical Conferring a. To
Disorderly.
Want of rain, drought. The pine-apple, Ananas sativus.
Absence of desire; indifference.
That much; that time; so much; so many. a. All; the whole. All persons.
Not everlasting; transient, unstable.
Causeless, groundless.
Not winking; vigilant. n. Not a moment. 2; a god.
Lawless; irregular.
Wind or air; the deity of wind.
Refractory; excessive.
Invertible. n. Calamity.
Nightless; sleepless; continuous.
Unwished, disagreeable. n. Ill-luck; crime; hatred.
Proper. v. t. To cause to say.
Injustice, immorality. An unjust man.
One who has no protector or superior. a. Powerless.
1. k. n. (cf. நூறு, நூற்து) Fitness; propriety; loveliness. 2, worth. 3, readiness (cf. நாற்று'article). 4, success. 5, scheme, device. 6, accommodation.
7, occurrence; opportunity, leisure.
To make ready, prepare.
To be ready or fit; an occasion to happen.
2. = தேவ, q. v.
3. s. ad. Afterwards, then. prep. Along; with; severally, each by each; towards; like; according to.
Sympathy, compassion, tenderness.
Imitation; resemblance. An imitative word. To imitate. 2, to accept. 3, to make ready.
Succession, method.
Methodical arrangement.
A table of contents; a preface.
Going after. n. A companion; a servant.
Gone after. n. A follower.
Succession, order.
Following. n. Sati.
A follower, companion.
Congenial with. Congeniality.
Conferring benefits, favour, kindness; aid. To gain favour.
To favour, grant, vouchsafe.
Improper; wrong.
After-born. n. A younger brother.
Living on (others). n. A dependent.
Assent, permission; leave to depart. 2, an order.

Repentance. 2, sorrow.

Absence. 3, departure.

Penitent. 2, low, inferior. 3, silent, without any reply.

Every day, daily.

Salutation, courtesy. 2, entreaty. 3, conduct; discipline.

The response in a chorus.

Alliteration. 2, an uninterrupted series. 3, consequence, result. 4, motive. 5, an indicative letter. 6, commencement. An auxiliary verb (as in 1st in Sanskrit).

A reflection. v. t. To be reflected.

Knowledge from observation, enjoyment, experience. 2, apprehension, understanding. To make one's self acquainted with.

To experience: to enjoy, suffer, undergo.

Dignity, authority. 2, resolution.

Enjoyment. 2, experience, undergoing.

To enjoy. 2, to experience.

Approved; permitted, allowed. n. = अनुमति.

(= अनुमति) s. n. Assent, permission; approbation.

To assent, agree. 2, to persuade.

Hesitation, doubt, suspicion. 2, inference (in logic). -दशा, -अवधि To doubt, etc.

To doubt, hesitate; to suspect.

Inferable. To infer.

Pleasure from sympathy; assent, acceptance. v. i. To feel sympathetic joy; to assent.

A question. 2, reproof.

A question. 2, attachment. v. t. To attach, join.

Affection, love, devotion. v. i. To love; to be fond of.

The seventeenth lunar mansion.

Tautology. v. t. To repeat the same word.

Ointment; anointing. v. t. To anoint.

Following; concurring. 2, compliance, obedience. 3, continuance. 4, consequence. v. t. To refer or apply. 2, to follow.

Repetition; confirmation. 2, slander. v. i. To reason, argue.

Preparation for setting out. 2, refreshment.

Complying with. 2, reverting to. 3, imitating; conformity.

Close connection. 2, evil result. 3, repentance. 4, wrath.

Regulating; instruction, direction.

Undertaking; performance, practice, business. v. t. To perform.
Following, Thighless. According to.

To act in like manner; to follow.

A follower.

N. of the second string of o lute.

After-sound; the nasal sound represented by o (g.).

The spine. 2, race. 3, temperament.

Undiminished, not less; whole.

Thighless. n. Aruna; the dawn.

Not straight. 2, wicked.

Untrue. n. Falsehood, lie.

Suffix to form adverbs, as को, यो, वो, देवरो.

Suffix to denote ordinals, as देखिक, आनंदिक, अमरंक, etc.

Not one, many, several. -भू. Many times.

Such, such a one. २, प. प. of भू.

End, limit, boundary. 2, completion; death, decay. 3, a final syllable (g.). 4, certainty. 5, disposition. 6, nearness. 7, inside.

Within, in the middle. 2, between. -स्थित. The inner organ, the heart, conscience, soul. 2, (flg.) favour, love, mercy (को, जय). -मनस्तत्वम्. To have mercy. -वृत्तदन्तिः. A man whose mind is pure.

Inner strife. -सम्. The inner or female apartment; gynaecceum. -नात्र. Inward purity. -स्थित. Having internal essence.
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s. n. The interior. 2, a hidden thought.

s. n. The supreme soul.

s. n. Inward heat; distress.

(adj. of s.) a. Being between.

n. A story of a building. 2, degree of rank.

s. n. A secret.

k. = ṣoḍu, q. v.

(adj. = q. v.) ad. Such. 2, the.

[etc. (g).]

s. etc. = ṣoḍa, ṣoḍa, etc., 2,

s. ad. Near. n. Vicinity. 2, end.

k. ad. In that manner, thus, so. n. The whole, total. ṣoḍa, ṣoḍa. Such, such a one. ṣoḍa ( = ṣoḍa).

Either so or thus, at any rate. ṣoḍa. And so; as for, as ṣoḍa ṣoḍa ṣoḍa, as for new ones they did not appear.

= ṣoḍa.

1. k. ad. Even so; just like; just as (qūdū).

k. d. v. It is said; see s. ṣoḍa.

s. a. Last; final. 2, lowest n.

The end. -n, -n. Lowest born; a Śādra.

s. n. Funeral ceremonies.

th. of ṣoḍa, q. v. as ṣoḍa, ṣoḍa, etc., 2, enthrall, gut.

k. ṣoḍa ( = qūdū) k. ad. Such, of that kind, as ṣoḍa, ṣoḍa, ṣoḍa, ṣoḍa, etc., ṣoḍa, ṣoḍa, ṣoḍa. Such and such.

( = ṣoḍa) k. n. Fitness; beauty.

2, manner. 3, nature; faculty. 4, true state.

To spoil, ruin. -n. To become ugly. -n. An ugly creature. -n. To cause to look nice.

To be beautiful. -n. A handsome man; f. -n. A beautiful.

(k. of ṣoḍa) n. A litter, palankeen.

(k. of ṣoḍa) k. If one says; that is to say. ṣoḍa ṣoḍa ṣoḍa what is sandhi?

h. n. Proportion; estimate. ṣoḍa. To make an estimate.

k. n. An evergreen tree, Carattia integerrima.

k. n. A small insect that infests grain.

1. k. ad. At that time, then. 2, Childhood. ṣoḍa. Since then. ṣoḍa. Always.

2. k. v. l. To suffer; to get at; to obtain. v. i. To reach, arrive.

n. A chain, fetter. 2, an anklet.

k. n. The clearing nut plant, Strychnos potatorum.

= ṣoḍa, q. v.


s. n. Darkness. -n, -n. ṣoḍa. Darkness to cover.

f. n. The Telugu country; a Telugu man.

1. ( = ṣoḍa) a. k. ad. That time; meanwhile. -n, -n. So long as, until.

-3. To have an appetite. भोज. A beggar.

अद्वितीय k. c. i. To say, speak, name. आद्वितीय To cause to say, etc. आद्वितीय To be called, to pass for. (P. ps. अद्वितीय, आद्वितीय, having said, for which often आद्वितीय, etc. are used). The verb अद्वितीय, like अद्वितीय, is used to introduce words and sentences, as अद्वितीय तो अद्वितीय, he asked "where shall I go? अद्वितीय. Having said, it is said. अद्वितीय. That is to say (explanatory). अद्वितीय. Saying.

अद्वितीय (= अद्वितीय) a. k. ad. Meanwhile, until. 2, truly, certainly.

अद्वितीय अद्वितीय s. a. Other, another, different; foreign. अद्वितीय Another caste. अद्वितीय A foreign country. अद्वितीय. Cooked by others. अद्वितीय. The mind of another. अद्वितीय. Another language.

अद्वितीय s. a. Either of the two.

अद्वितीय s. ad. Elsewhere.

अद्वितीय s. ad. Otherwise; in a different manner.

अद्वितीय s. n. Unlawfulness, injustice. अद्वितीय. An unjust man.


अद्वितीय s. n. Succession; connection. अद्वितीय 2, race, family. 3, grammatical construction of a sentence (p. 4, drift, purport. अद्वितीय. To construe; to arrange words in order.

अद्वितीय s. a. Intelligible, clear. अद्वितीय. A word of self-evident meaning.

अद्वितीय s. n. Family, race.

अद्वितीय s. a. Deposited. 2, renewed, as a sacred fire.

अद्वितीय s. a. Connected; understood.

अद्वितीय s. n. Searching, investigation. अद्वितीय 1. = अद्वितीय.

अद्वितीय s. a. Ad. Away. 2, negatively, contradictorily. 3, without.

अद्वितीय s. n. Wrong, offence, harm. अद्वितीय An offender.

अद्वितीय s. n. Reproach. 2, disgrace, infamy. अद्वितीय To be disgraced. अद्वितीय To incur disgrace.

अद्वितीय s. n. A wrong act; damage, injury.

अद्वितीय s. n. Going away. 2, flight. 3, (= अद्वितीय) disorder.

अद्वितीय s. a. Uncooked, raw. 2, unripe.

अद्वितीय s. n. Injured reputation, disgrace.

अद्वितीय s. a. Gone, departed. 2, deceased. अद्वितीय. Low condition.

अद्वितीय s. n. Improper conduct; offence, mistake. 2, defect.

अद्वितीय s. n. Honour, respect. 2, loss. 3, expense.

अद्वितीय s. n. Defeat, reverse, loss. अद्वितीय. To defeat. अद्वितीय. To be defeated.

अद्वितीय s. n. Concealment of knowledge.

अद्वितीय s. a. Wifeless. अद्वितीय A widow.

अद्वितीय s. n. Offspring; a child.

अद्वितीय s. a. Unfit, unwholesome. अद्वितीय Bad diet. 2, a lie.

अद्वितीय (सा = सा) k. n. Slander, calumny; disgrace. अद्वितीय, अद्वितीय, अद्वितीय. To calumniate. अद्वितीय. To be disgraced. [state.

अद्वितीय (ub. of अद्वितीय) n. A low miserable condition.

अद्वितीय s. n. A pretence. 2, a butt, mark. 3, fame. 4, quarter.

अद्वितीय s. n. Falling away; degradation.

अद्वितीय, अद्वितीय, अद्वितीय k. n. Distrust, mistrust; unbelief.

अद्वितीय s. n. Abuse, reproach. अद्वितीय अद्वितीय To accuse falsely.

अद्वितीय s. n. Misapplication.

अद्वितीय s. n. Incorrect language.
Stray, a sudden or violent death. 2, a minor death, *i.e.* a desperate sickness.

**Denial, to a.**

**Evil:**

**An un musical sound.** 2, a hoarse voice.

**Taking away; stealing.**

**Defamation.**

**Ridicule, scorn, mockery.**

**Mock at.**

**Deformed.** 2, a sectarian mark.

**Concealment of knowledge.**

**Unworthy, unfit.**

**The ablative case (**).

**Stray, as cattle; disorderly, as a man; ill-done.**

**Going away.** 2, destruction. 3, evil. 4, peril, danger.

**Shoreless, immense.**

**Unmeaning.** 2, a refuge. 2, a fence, hedge. a. Helpless.

**On; near to.** *ad.* Moreover. 2, though. 3, certainly. 4, perhaps.

**Covering.** 2, a cover.

**Sonless.**

**Exemption from further transmigration (**).**

**Not flowering.**

**A cake of flour, etc.**

**Unprecedented.** 2, extraordinary, wonderful, unparalleled.

**To desire, wish for; to expect.**

**Desire, wish; hope.**

**To excite desire, etc.**

**Removal of doubt.** 2, arguing.

1. *(pr. part. of ** = **) a. k.**

Becoming; being, *e. g.* **.**
As well as possible. An agreeable or fit man.

2. k. n. Father; cf. 父, 父, पिता, etc. 2, an affix to proper name, as 父父り 3, (lb. of 父) a rice cake.

f. a. Pure, unmixed.

k. n. Flatness.

(lb. of 税) n. Order, command, law. 2; permission, leave. To ask permission. To give permission; to order. To take leave. To order.

(lb. of 税) n. Tax; rent.

k. v. t. To embrace; to seize eagerly.

down.

k. v. t. To lift up and throw

k. v. t. To strike against; to slap. 2, = 矢。

k. n. Joining, cementing. 2, a patch.

1. k. v. t. To join, unite. 2, to embrace. n. An embrace (भक्ति).

To embrace, clasp. An embrace.

2. (lb. of 税) n. Water.

An embrace.

s. a. Not shining; hidden.

s. a. Unequalled, incomparable.

s. n. Instability. 2, ill-fame, dishonour. To disgrace.

s. n. Unjust imputation.

s. a. Invisible, imperceptible.

s. a. Stupid, dull.

s. a. Unlimited; unproved, unauthorised; dishonest. n. A lie.

s. a. Unproved, unwarranted; unworthy of being believed. Untruthfulness, dishonesty.

s. a. Unfathomable, inscrutable

s. a. Unserviceable, useless.

s. a. Unknown, obscure. n. The state of being unknown, obscurity.

s. a. Unpraised; irrelevant; unsuitable; accidental.

= 无, q. v.

s. a. Disagreeable, disliked.

s. n. Want of love, disaffection; dislike.

s. a. Modest; unlearned. Ignorance.

s. s. n. A celestial nymph.

s. a. Unfruitful. 2, barren, useless.

s. s. n. Opium. An opium eater.

= 无, q. v.

k. ad. Hastily.


s. (lb. of 税) n. Disorder, confusion; waste.

s. a. Weak, feeble. n. Weakness. A woman.


f. n. Incongruity. 2, disagreeableness.

h. n. Revenue derived from intoxicating liquors.

lb. of 税, q. v.


s. n. A cloud. 2, a year. The grass Cyperus rotundus.
The ocean. 2, pure knowledge (सीताकृत). 3, right behaviour (सीता). -a, -स्त्री. The moon. -स्त्री, -क्र. Vishnu.

A loud cry; sound, report; noise. 2, desire.

To cry aloud; to bark, howl. 2, to desire.

Eructation or belching.

A plant from which pens are made. 2, (th. of वेद) mother.

H. n. Honour, reputation.

Undevout; unbelieving.

Not breaking; without destruction.

Fearlessness, peace, safety. -a, -स्त्री.

To give assurance of security. -स्त्री, -क्र. Giving safety.

Unborn.

Unfortunate, poor; wretched.

Improper. n. Impropriety.

Non-existence, absence. 2, omission. 3, death. -ष. The negative mood (g.).

On. 2, towards. 3, in presence of. 4, intensely. [term.

A name; a word.

Coming near. 2, adoration (of idols) at noon.

Attack; injury, loss.

Ghee put on food or oblation.

A servant.

Incantation, sorcery.

Race, family; ancestors. 2, fame; a badge of honour.

Well-born, noble. 2, proper. 3, learned.

Victorious. n. Midday.
अमरसिम्हा s. n. Increase; prosperity; success; progress.
अमरसिम्हा s. n. Curse; calumny.
अमरसिम्हा s. n. Union. 2, attachment. 3, debt. 4, a curse.
असरोदो s. a. Sprinkled over; inaugurated, enthroned.
असरोदो s. n. Sprinkling over; consecration, inauguration. 2, the liquid used for sprinkling. 3, purifying an idol with ablutions. असरोदो. Coronation of a king. -असरोदो, असरोदो. To sprinkle over; to inaugurate
असरोदो s. a. Going towards; dispersion; following.
असरोदो s. n. A stroke; injury.
असरोदो s. n. Seizing, robbing. 2, an attack. 3, reversion. 4, exertion.
असरोदो s. v. i. To look towards.
असरोदो s. a. Wished, desired. 2, acceptable. -असरोदो. Gaining of a desired object.
असरोदो s. n. Absence of difference; identity.
असरोदो s. a. Impenetrable; indivisible.
असरोदो, असरोदो, असरोदो s. n. Smearing the body with unctuous substances. 2, an unguent.
असरोदो s. n. Permission; order.
असरोदो s. n. The interior. 2, an obstacle, impediment. -असरोदो, असरोदो असरोदो. To hinder.
असरोदो s. n. Worship, reverence.
असरोदो s. a. Practised; studied.
असरोदो s. a. Come, arrived. n. An uninvited guest.
असरोदो s. n. Arrival; visit.
असरोदो s. n. Use, habit. 2, study, learning. 3, practice, exercise. -असरोदो, असरोदो. To study, practise. cpds: असरोदो, असरोदो असरोदो.
असरोदो s. n. A student.

अमरसिम्हा s. n. Rising, elevation; increase, prosperity.
अमरसिम्हा s. n. The sedge Cyperus rotundus. 2, tale, mica.
अमरसिम्हा s. n. The sedge Cyperus rotundus. 2, tale, mica.
अमरसिम्हा k. n. Tamult.
अमरसिम्हा k. n. A fit opportunity; festive occasion. 2, season.
अमरसिम्हा (=अमरसिम्हा) k. v. t. To squeeze, etc.
असरोदो k. n. A medicinal shrub, Physalis flexuosa.
असरोदो (th. of असरोदो), असरोदो. n. A hog-plum.
असरोदो s. a. Unfelt, imperceptible.
असरोदो s. n. Unconsciousness; ignorance.
असरोदो k. int. of surprise and pain: Ha! alas!
असरोदो s. n. The mountain of the gods: Meru.
असरोदो s. n. The abode of the gods.
असरोदो k. n. Fitness, suitability.
असरोदो k. v. i. To be closely united; to be linked to. 2, to arise, appear. 3, to be fit; to fit. 4, to fall upon; to climb. 5, to embrace. असरोदो. To cause to join; to prepare; to reprove.
Unmeasured, boundless, infinite.

An enemy.

A petty revenue officer.

The lowest executive officer of a civil court.

The root of a fragrant grass, Kaskas.

Immortal. 2, ambrosia, food of the gods. 3, anything sweet, e.g. water, milk, juice of soma. 4, quick-silver. 5, a ray. 6, N. of several plants. The moon; a physician. Immortality. The custard-apple. The heart-leaved moon-seed. A deity.

Impure; unholy. Excrement, faeces.

Unmeasured, boundless, infinite.

An enemy.

A petty revenue officer. 2, the lowest executive officer of a civil court.

The first day of the first quarter on which the moon is invisible.

Clothes, apparel. 2, the sky, atmosphere. 3, cotton. 4, tāla. 5, a perfume, Ambrygirs. The sun. A purple cloth.

Clothes, apparel. 2, the sky, atmosphere. 3, cotton. 4, tāla. 5, a perfume, Ambrygirs. The sun. A purple cloth.
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A kind of porridge.

The cry of a cow.

A whitish and fragrant kind of betel leaf.

A heap of thrashed straw.

A granary.

A howdah on an elephant.

A kind of insect.

An insect infesting cattle.

A boat.

A boatman.

A mother.

A boat.

An arrow.

An archer.

A bow and arrow.

To dry, fade.

Water.

Aquatic.

Water-born: a lotus.

The sun.

Brahma.

A cloud.

The ocean.

A cloud.

The bed of a stream.

The creeping bent grass, Agrostis statorufera.

The ocean.

A mother.

Durgā.

= Durgā, q.v.

Scented turmeric.

The crawling knees, Gomphraena globosa, Taynarinudus.

To crawl on hands and knees.

Water.

A lotus.

A mother.

A mother.

The smallpox. See Cholera.

An affectionate name for a female; a coward.

Cholera.

A nipple, teat.

A game of throwing hand-balls in the air.

To be able; to wish, desire.

Sourness, acidity.

The globe amaranth, Gomphraena globosa.

The tamarind tree, Tamarindus indica.

Sir.

A school-master.

Five.

Five hundred.

Five colours.

Five thousand.

A five fold string (of pearls).

Going.

Road, path.

Half a solar year.

To move, as the sun.

Iron; steel; metal.

Not moving; stopping.

Without a vehicle.

Five.

Original, principal, prime.

Hereafter; in future.

A wife whose husband is alive.

Bewildernent, madness.

Property, wealth; cash, money.

Unfit, unsuitable, improper.
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Gumlac; a. k. n. Cold, coldness; frost; snow. 2, the cold season.

Gum (fr. गुम्लाक्रमं 3) = गम्प्रक्रम. k. It certainly is, it is.

1. k. v. i. To go to; to join. 2, to approach (अंत्र). 3, to obtain (-संत्रोक्त). गुम्प्रक्रम. To cause to go to, etc. गम्प्रक्रम. Exceedingly, greatly, then, even.

2. (= गङ्गर) k. a. Five. -गम्प्रक्रम. Five and a half. -संत्रोक्त. Five liquids.

A master, sir. 2, a father. 3, a Jaṅgama. 4, a teacher. -संत्रोक्त. The state of being an Ayya or Jaṅgama.

An epithet of respect among Śrīvaishnavas. cpds. गम्प्रक्रम, गम्प्रक्रम, गम्प्रक्रम, गम्प्रक्रम, गम्प्रक्रम, गम्प्रक्रम. गम्प्रक्रम, गम्प्रक्रम, गम्प्रक्रम, k. int. of grief:

Alas! 2, of surprise: Aha!

A. f. n. A small vessel or vase used at weddings.

A. f. n. A disease of the eye.

[much.

A. (= गभोष, q. v.) a. k. ad. That

1. (= गभोष) k. n. A file.


A. k. n. Washing rice. 2, the state of broken or injured, as a tile. गम्प्रक्रम, A brass basin.

A. h. n. Spirit, juice, essence; toddy.

A. k. n. The half.

1. k. n. A border, margin. 2, vicinity.

2. k. v. i. To decay; to be digested.

3. (lb. of गम्प्रक्रम) n. Gumlac; sealing-wax. गम्प्रक्रम, A stick of lac. गम्प्रक्रम, गम्प्रक्रम, गम्प्रक्रम. A superior ink made from lac, etc. गम्प्रक्रम. Sealing wax.

A. s. n. Disorder.

A. (= ग्व) = गम्प्रक्रम. 3, a reel.

A. (= गम्प्रक्रम) k. v. i. To be extended, etc.

A. k. n. A nuptial present.

2, s. n. The wood of the Ficus religiosa used for kindling fire by attrition.

[lizard.

A. (= गम्प्रक्रम) k. n. A greenish kind of

A. s. n. A wood, forest, wilderness (= गम्प्रक्रम, गम्प्रक्रम).

1. k. n. The act of grinding.

2. s. a. Indifferent to.

A. s. n. The elbow. 2, a cubit.

A. s. a. Toothless.

A. s. a. Toothless.

A. s. a. Toothless.

A. s. a. Toothless.

A. s. a. Toothless.

A. s. a. Toothless.

A. s. a. Toothless.

A. s. a. Toothless.

A. s. a. Toothless.

A. s. a. Toothless.

A. s. a. Toothless.

A. s. a. Toothless.

A. s. a. Toothless.

A. s. a. Toothless.

A. s. a. Toothless.

A. s. a. Toothless.

A. s. a. Toothless.

A. s. a. Toothless.

A. s. a. Toothless.

A. s. a. Toothless.

A. s. a. Toothless.

A. s. a. Toothless.

A. s. a. Toothless.
(see s. त्र 2) n. A palace; a court. 2, government.

terminology, त्रसुस, h. n. A gift of rare value.

ad. To some extent; here and there. [aha! त्र स. int. of wonder: Well done! त्र,का k. v. i. To expand, open (as flowers). n. A flower. त्रन, त्रहा. To cause to blossom.

A Tamil woman.

k. n. Tamil. त्र. The T. language. त्र. The T. country.

A Tamil woman.

k. n. Knowledge.

k. n. Indigestion. 2, cloth.

A king's duty. त्र, त्र, etc. -त्र. Kingship, royalty. त्र. A carbunele.

A queen.

lb. of त्र) n. A queen.

lb. of त्र) n. Turmeric.

k. v. t. To inquire after, seek, search. n. Research, enquiry.

= त्र, q. v.

k. n. Amazement, perplexity.

( = त्रसूर) k. n. The poplar-leaved fig-tree, Ficus religiosa.

= त्र, q. v.) k. v. i. To bloom.

n. A flower. 2, parched grain.

k. n. Dressed cotton. 2, a post, pillar.

= त्र) k. n. The gall nut,

Terminatia chebula.

k. n. A forehead ornament for young children. 2, a fig leaf.

s. a. Anarchical.

s. a. An enemy, foe.

1. (= त्र) k. v. t. To cut or lop off. n. Cutting off, gnawing.

2. (= त्र) k. v. t. To grind on a slab. त्र. To cause to grind.

3. k. n. A mass of unthreshed corn. 2, excess in corn measure. 3, a disease of the eye (-त्र).

4. ( = त्र) k. v. i. & t. To learn to know; to know, understand. P. ps. त्र, त्र. To be ignorant of. त्र त्र त्र त्र त्र त्र त्र त्र त्र त्र त्र त्र त्र. To make known, inform.

5. s. u. An enemy.

= त्र, त्र, त्र, त्र ( = त्र) k. n. Knowledge; understanding; information. त्र त्र त्र. To inform.

( = त्र) a. k. v. i. To bawl, scream.

( = त्र) lb. of त्र) n. The soapnut त्र s. n. An oar; a rudder.

a. k. a. Impossible, inexpressible.

( = त्र) = त्र, q. v.

( = त्र) a. k. n. A star. 2, mud.

= त्र, q. v.

= त्र, = त्र.

s. a. Unhurt. n. Good or bad luck, misfortune. 2, buttermilk. 3, the neem tree. 4, the soap-nut tree, Sapindus trifoliatus. त्र. A very heavy calamity.

s. n. An unsuitable composition of words.

= त्र, q. v.

k. v. t. To cause to cut off. 2, to cause to grind. 3, ( = त्र) to inform.
sára (lb. of सन्त) n. Piles.

sára 1. (सन्तः सन्तः) = सन्तः k. a. Six. -सन्तः
Six-fold. -सन्तः. Sixty.

sára 2. (सन्तः सन्तः) a. k. v. i. To be cut asunder; to cease.

sára 3. = सन्तः 1, q. v.

sára 4. s. n. Aversion, dislike; disgust.

sára 5. = सन्तः, q. v.

sára 6. Yellow, ruddy. n. Aruna, the dawn. 2. a ray. -सन्तः. The sun. सन्तः सन्तः. Sunrise.

sára 7. s. n. N. of the wife of Vasis-
shtha. 2. N. of a star. -सन्तः. Vasishtha.

sára 8. (सन्तः सन्तः) see s. वसिष्ठ 4) a. k. v. t. To make known.

sára 9. lb. of सन्तः, q. v.

sára 10. a. k. n. Love, affection.

sára 11. a. k. n. A flower-bud.

sára 12. (सन्तः सन्तः) k. n. Mud. -सन्तः. A muddy paddy-field.

sára 13. सन्तः सन्तः k. n. Bewilderment, dotage.


sára 15. (सन्तः) k. v. t. To make known.

n. Knowledge.

sára 16. s. a. Formless; ugly.

sára 17. 1. k. v. t. To grind, pulverize. 2.

(सन्तः सन्तः) to strike, beat. n. The plant
Grisea tomentosa. 2. a. k. stone, rock. 3, the back. -सन्तः. To pursue.

sára 18. (= सन्तः q. v.) k. n. A half. 2, a little. -सन्तः. To cut into halves. -सन्तः.
A loose knot of hair. -सन्तः. Half-heartedness, timidity. -सन्तः. Un-
finished work. -सन्तः. To open half.


-सन्तः. The Persian lilac. -सन्तः. To be half opened, as a flower. -सन्तः.
A half-mad man. -सन्तः. Hesitation, doubt. -सन्तः. Half the body. -सन्तः.
-सन्तः. A spiny shrub, Randia dumetorum. -सन्तः. To leave unfinished. -सन्तः. The half moon.

sára 19. s. n. Health. सन्तः. A healthy
person.

sára 20. सन्तः सन्तः s. n. Want of ap-
petite; disgust, indigestion. a. Insipid.

sára 21. s. n. Radiance. 2, the sun. 3,
crystal. 4, Indra. 5, swallow wort, Calotropis gigantea. -राशि. Sunday.

sára 22. k. n. Weeping, lamentation.

sára 23. s. n. An impediment; a bolt, lock.

sára 24. a. k. n. Greatness; a great man.

sára 25. s. n. Price, cost. 2, an offering
to gods, etc.

sára 26. s. a. Valuable; venerable. n.
A reverential offering to gods or venerable men.

sára 27. s. n. Invocation, worship. -ए. A
worshipper. -ए. Worship, homage.

sára 28. To worship.

sára 29. s. n. Flame. 2, shine, lustre.

sára 30. (= सन्तः q. v.) k. v. t. To cry
aloud.

sára 31. (सन्तः) h. n. A written petition.

-सन्तः. -सन्तः. -सन्तः. -सन्तः. etc.
To petition. -सन्तः. A petitioner.

sára 32. s. v. t. To acquire, gain.

sára 33. s. a. White. n. Silver. 2, the
tree Terminalia arjuna. 3, the son of Indra and Kunti.

sára 34. s. a. Moving. n. Water. -ए.
The ocean.

sára 35. k. n. Love; desire. 2, pleasure,
fun. -शोभा. To spoil a wish. -शोभा. A man of pleasure. -शोभा. To be
pleased with.

sára 36. (शोभा) fr. हस्त) k. n. The weight
of half a rupee.

sára 37. s. n. Aim, purpose; cause, reason.
2, meaning. 3, advantage, utility.

4, a request. 5, manner, sort. 6, wealth. -सन्तः. Useful. -सन्तः. To
mean; to confer riches. -सन्तः. Ascertainment. -सन्तः. A man of pro-
perty. -सन्तः. Explanatory remark.


That place, direction, as in (s.b. -s.b.), (s.b. -s.b.). State or condition, in verbal nouns, as (s.b.). To be fit, right or sufficient.

Of surprise: ah!
**31**

- **V** s. a. Lazy, idle, weary, faint. -ר. Idleness.
- **V** k. n. Fatigue; idleness. -ר. To be tired.
- **V** k. v. t. To become weary, tired, vexed. v. t. To shake, agitate, as in water. n. Weariness; idleness. -ר.
- A lazy man.
- **V** s. n. A fire brand. 2, a rope, cord.
- **V** h. n. Mahammadans' Mohram festival. 2, the bottle-courd.
- **V** h. a. Distinct, apart.
- **V** h. n. An affectionate greeting, embrace.
- **V** k. ad. There, as לָלָל, לָלָל, לָלָל, לָלָל. v. i. = אָלָל. Must, may. 2, pr. imper. as אָלָל, אָלָל, אָלָל, אָלָל, אָלָל, אָלָל, אָלָל.
- **V** s. n. The forehead.
- **V** k. n. An aquatic plant, Aeshynomea aspera.
- **V** s. a. Genderless (g.).
- **V** s. n. A terrace before a house-door.
- **V** k. k. v. i. To be agitated, shaky or loose; to shake. מַשְׇשִׁי. To shake, tremble. מַשְׇשִׁי, מַשְׇשִׁי v. t. To shake.
- **V** h. n. A whistle, pipe.
- **V** k. a. k. v. t. To wash with water. מַשְׇשִׁי, מַשְׇשִׁי, מַשְׇשִׁי, מַשְׇשִׁי k. v. i. To move about; shake. 2, to roam, wander; to dangle. v. t.
- To shake. n. A wave, billow.
- **V** s. n. A blank book. 2, a deity.
- **V** f. n. Allemagne, Germany, Europe. -רע, A dragoon sword.
- **V** a. k. conj. When; as, מַשְׇשִׁי, מַשְׇשִׁי k. n. A dragoon troop.
- **V** s. n. Not the world; the spiritual world.
- **V** s. a. Not worldly; not secular, unusual. -ר. Unworldliness; unusualness.
- **V** h. n. A title; titles, honors.
- **V** k. f. n. An almira, a chest of drawers, wardrobe.
- **V** 1. (fr. **V** No. 2, q. v.) k ad. Not, no; its opposite is בָּלָל. -ר. To reject, deny. בָּלָל int. Is it not? בָּלָל. Being not good, fit. -ר. A useless or bad man. בָּלָל. Besides, except, unless. בָּלָל. Moreover. בָּלָל, To deny.
- **V** k. n. Green ginger.
- **V** k. k. n. Great agitation (as of water or mind), confusion, disorder, tumult.
- **V** k. v. t. To deny, reject, refuse.
- **V** k. k. n. Mirth, merry-making, jest.
- **V** k. n. Separation of lovers or friends.
- **V** k. n. Trouble, disturbance, harass.
- **V** k. k. n. Moving about.
- **V** k. v. i. To move, shake, swing; to be loose. מַשְׇשִׁי, מַשְׇשִׁי v. t. To shake, move about.
- **V** k. (= **V**) k. ad. There, in that place.
- **V** k. Go there. מַשְׇשִׁי. Here and there. מַשְׇשִׁי, מַשְׇשִׁי. Here and there.
- **V** k. So far as that place; till then. 2, used to form the loc., as מַשְׇשִׁי, etc. 3, also added to rel. part., as מַשְׇשִׁי, מַשְׇשִׁי, etc.
- **V** k. n. A washerman.

- **V** (=$V$) k. n. Fatigue, weariness.
To k. v. t. To join, knit, plait, braid.

Not m. S5^;^Je) Shaken.

S1, Shatra k. pro. He, that man; f. Ara; pl. Aras. Sns^a. Both of them.

S2. s. ad. Off, away, down (implying disrespect).

S Charity s. n. Place; opportunity, leisure; interval.

S Displeasure, disfavour.

S a. Not crooked; upright, straight.

S f. n. An obstruction; jeopardy.

2, inaccessibility. 3, monstrosity.

4, impossibility. 3lsar. To depress, slight, suppress. 2, to hurry, hasten, become impetuous.

S a. Disregarded, despised.


S Understanding, comprehension.

S, Ss Divining into; bathing. 2, comprehension. 3lsar, 3lsar. To dive into; to enter into; to comprehend.

S A vice; an evil effect.

S, Ss Separation. 2, obstacle. 3, drought. 3lsar. To lay hold on, attain.

S Striking, killing. 2, a violent blow.

S (= 3lsar, 3lsar) k. v. t. To press; to confine, embrace. 2, to hide.


S Anything cut off; portion.

2, distinction. 3, discrimination.

S Negligence.

S Disregard, disrespect, contempt.

S A garland of flowers. 2, a crest.
A limb, member; part.  

The relation of membership.  

An inauspicious omen.  

1. s. a. Superior, high; posterior, following.  

A younger brother.  

Their.  

Missshapen, deformed.  

A species of pulse, *Phascolus radiatus*.  

Obstruction.  

A shoot of a plant, a pendent branch.  

The climbing of a creeper.  

A non-class.  

Not belonging to the classified consonants (g.).  

A day book, ledger.  

Drought.  

Rice scalded, dried, fried, and flattened by beating it in a mortar.  

An unlucky sign.  

Hanging down.  

The waist.  

Resting on; dependence, support; a prop, stay.  

To hang on; to depend on.  

Supported.  

Sport, play.  

Easily, readily.  

Pounding in a mortar; cf. *shuddha*.  

Seeing, looking.  

2, sight (śīla).  

Observation.  

To look at (śīla).  

Uncontrolled.  

Necessary.  

Unawares, suddenly.  

[mainder.  

Left, remaining.  

Remaining.  

Inevitable.  

Necessity, urgency.  

Necessarily, certainly.  

To become necessary.
Inability, Unobstructed; 2, misfortune, trouble.

Disobedient. -Ę, Disobedience.

Undivided, joint.

Undivided. n. Undivided condition.

Unloosed. n. N. of a tirtha near Benares.

Close; thick, compact. 2, not rare.

Unobstructed; proper, consistent with.

Not delaying, quick.

Want of discrimination; ignorance; indiscretion. Ыерсъ. Inconsiderate; short-sighted.

Uniform, alike. n. Uniformity, equability.

Distrust, unbelief (= Ыерсъ, q. r.v.). 1йерсъ. An unbeliever, infidel.

= 1йерсъ.

Unprescribed. 2, improper.

A woman who has neither husband nor son.

k. pro. They; pl. of Ыерсъ.

To press, squeeze. Ыерсъ.

To cause to press, etc.

= Ыерсъ. 2, to hold firmly.

The castor-oil plant, Ricinu's communis.

To chew, champ. n. The jaw. 2, the lower lip.

An invitation to dinner. 2, a festive dinner.

A coat of mail.

pl. of Ыерсъ. (They) are. Ыерсъ, Ыерсъ, Ыерсъ, etc.

Unascertainable.

A man not versed in the veda.

Indistinct, imperceptible. 2, inarticulate. n. The soul.

Ease, happiness (= Ыерсъ).

Unchangeable, imperishable. n. An indeclinable word, a particle. 2, heaven. Ыерсъ. A form of verb used for all genders, numbers, and tenses.

Disorder, confusion.

Adjoining, contiguous. Ыерсъ. The time just past.

Recess from work.

Peculiar. 2, not pervading.

(1b. of Ыерсъ) n. A mother. 2, a feminine title of respect and love. 3, an elderly woman. Ыерсъ. A kind of children's sport.

Imitation of the note of the cuckoo.

Unable, incompetent; weak. Ыерсъ. Inability, weakness.

Impossible.

Eating. 2, food.

Maintenance, ration.

One who is desirous of or asks for food.

Bodiless. n. The sky. 2, Kāma. Ыерсъ, Ыерсъ. An oracle, voice from heaven.

Unscriptural, heterodox.

Untrained, unlearnt.

Eighty.
Impurity. a. s. Impure. n. Impurity; also -sa. [Impurity.]
Inauspicious. a. s. I. a. Without remainder, entire.
2. infinite, endless.
Sorrows. n. A deity.
the tree Jovesia asoka.
Unpurified, unreviewed; unrefined.
Not beautiful. [ness.
Absence of beauty, comeliness.
A ceremony at marriages.
Unbelief, distrust. 2, dislike.
Unworn; continual.
A tear.
Unheard; inaudible.
Ugly; vulgar.
The holy fig-tree. Ficus religiosa.
N. of Drôna’s son.
A goddess, mother of the twin sons. 2, the first of the 28 nakshatras.
Noblemen, persons of rank.
N. of a Kannada metre; N. of a poem. -asa. Spider. -asa. The eight requisites to the regal state, as: are; are, are, are, are, are, are, etc. -asa. The eighth. -asa. The eight kinds of pride, viz. of are, are, are, etc.; are, are, etc. -asa. Eight-formed: Siva. -asa. Eight demigods, as: are, are, are, are, etc. -asa. The eight kinds of marriage. -asa. Eight parts of the body for performing obeisance as: hands, breast, forehead, eyes, throat and middle of the back. -asa. The eight stations of yoga, as: are, are, are, etc. are, are, etc. are, are, etc. are, are.
The eight lunar day of either fortnight.
Eight daily observances to the household gods, as: are, are, are, are, etc. are, etc. are, are, are, are.
Eighteen castes. -asa. Eighteen books of Mahâbhârata. -asa. The eighteen Purânas. -asa. A spider. are; are; are. Greatly deformed, ugly; N. of a saint. -asa. Eight kinds of service to an idol after the pâjû."
An energetic man. -क्षेपित, -क्षी.  
Strength to fail, be exhausted. -अक्षेपित.

न्यल.  s. n. Doubtlessness, certainty.  
अभदर्थितक.  s. n. The state of being uninitiated.

अभस्सनिः, lb. of अभस्सन्ति.  
अभस्सन्ती.  = अभस्सन्तिक, q. v.  

क. n. A washerman.  2, N. of a 
Kannada author.

अभस्ससान्त. अभस्ससान्तक, अभस्ससान्तक्ष.  s. a.  
Innumerable.

अभस्ससक्रं.  s. u. Non-attachment. 2, impro- 
priety, incongruity.  a. Not attached.

अभस्ससक्रम.  s. a. Unassociated. 2, uneven.  
3, inconsistent. 4, imperishable.

क. n. A stupid man. अजस्त्र. A stupid 
woman.  [वदि, etc.  
क. n. Stupidity, stubbornness. -र्कण.

अभस्ससक्रम (lb. of अभस्ससक्रं) n. Contemptible-
ness; ugliness.

अभस्ससक्रम (lb. of अभस्ससक्रं) n. Dislike, con-
tempt; scorn. -अभस्ससक्रम. To despise, 
slight.

अभस्ससक्रम s. n. An unfaithful wife.

अभस्ससक्रम s. a. Untrue.  n. Untruth; false-
hood.

अभस्ससक्रम (lb. of अभस्ससक्रं) n. Impossibility.

अभस्ससक्रम.  s. a. Displeased, not content.  
अभस्ससक्रम. Discontent.

अभस्ससक्रम s. n. Dissatisfaction; discon-
tent.  [tent.

अभस्ससक्रम s. n. Displeasure, discon-
tent.  [vulgar.

अभस्ससक्रम s. a. Unfit for an assembly;
अभस्ससक्रम s. a. Unequal, uneven.  2, odd.

अभस्ससक्रम s. n. Unfit time.

अभस्ससक्रम s. a. Powerless, feeble; in-
competent.

अभस्ससक्रम s. n. The five-arrowed: Kāma.

अभस्ससक्रम s. n. Displeasure; discon-
tent; indisposition.  [equalled.

अभस्ससक्रम s. a. Unequal, unlike; un-

अभस्ससक्रम h. n. A ceiling cloth.  2, 
an ornamental brush of peacock's 
feathers.

अभस्ससफ्तिः  s. a. Unfinished, incomplete.  
-अभस्सफ्ति. A participle (g.), as, अभस्ससफ्तिक,  
अभस्सफ्तिक, etc.

अभस्ससक्रम s. a. Incomplete, imperfect.

अभस्ससक्रम s. n. Non-connection.

अभस्ससक्रम s. a. Inconsistent, improbable, 
unlikely.  n. An extraordinary event.

अभस्ससफ्तिः  s. a. Incomprehensible.  [from.

अभस्ससफ्तिः  s. a. Disapproved, differing 
अभस्ससफ्तिः  s. n. Dissent, disapproval.

अभस्ससफ्तिः  lb. of अभस्ससफ्तिः, q. v.  
अभस्ससफ्तिः  h. a. Original; legitimate, well-
born; exactly copied.  n. The prin-
cipal; an original.

अभस्ससफ्तिः  s. a. Friendless, lonely.

अभस्ससफ्तिः s. v. i. To be intolerant ; to be 
disgusted with.

अभस्ससफ्तिः s. a. Unbearable, disgustful.  
n. Disgust. -अभस्ससफ्ति. To be disgusted.

अभस्ससफ्तिः  s. a. Uncommon; peculiar; 
distinguished.

अभस्ससफ्तिः  (= अभस्ससक्रम) s. a. Impossible; 
incurable.

अभस्ससक्रम 1. k. int. of disgust:  फ्क!  
अभस्ससक्रम 2. k. v. t. To scatter, disperse.

अभस्ससक्रम s. v. i. To shake, move.  n. That which 
is laid on the ground.  2, (a. k) thin-
ness. -भरणा. The lower stone for 
grinding curry-stuff. -भरणा. That is thin.  
-भरणा. A tender waist.  -भरणा A 
delicate flower.  -भरणा. A thin finger.  
अभस्ससक्रम 3. s. n. A sword, knife.  अभस्ससक्रम.  The 
blade of a sword.  [glo.

अभस्ससक्रम s. n. A female servant in a sera-
अभस्ससक्रम s. n. Life. -स्व, -स्ववा. To give 
life. -स्ववा, -स्वस्त्र. To give up one's 
life, die. -स्वस्त्र. Existence. -स्वस्त्र. Escaping with 
life.

अभस्ससक्रम k. v. t. To shake, agitate.
a. k. v. i. To feel disgusted; to be impatient. n. Fatigue.

ailment s. n. The sun. 2, a demon, an Asura. -অল্প, -অল্পি, -অল্পি, অল্পে।

Vishnu, Krishna.


ailment, h. n. Lining of a garment. অল্পী। s. int. Be it so, let it be.


ailment s. a. Unsteady; uncertain. -অল্পি। Unsteadiness.

ailment s. a. Indistinct.

ailment (অল্পি) s. a. A tear. 2, water. 3, an eye. 4, blood.

ailment s. a. Dependant, subject.

ailment s. a. Unnatural.

ailment s. a. Indistinct; having a disagreeable voice. n. A consonant (g).

ailment s. n. Illness, sickness, ailment.

ailment s. a. Sapless, insipid.

ailment s. n. Disinterestedness; generosity.

ailment (অল্প iq, v., অল্পে) a. k. অল্পে, অল্পে অল্পি। Yes. অল্পে। To be yes or true. অল্পে। To say yes; to assert, affirm.

ailment (অল্পি) a. k. ad. That manner;

ailment, s. n. The sense of self; egotism, pride, haughtiness. অল্পতি। To be egotistic or proud. অল্পতি। অল্পতি। A proud man.

ailment (অল্পি, q. v.) a. k. ad. That manner.

ailment (Dual: day and night) s. n. A day. অল্পতি। Day by day, daily.

ailment s. pron. I. -অল্পতি। Conceit. -অল্পতি। High notion of one's own superiority. -অল্পতি। Conceit.

ailment, s. n. A day. অল্পতি। Day and night.

ailment h. n. A public servant.

ailment h. n. State, circumstances, condition.

ailment h. n. Attendance, retinue. 2, a number of coolies.

ailment, s. int. of joy or sorrow. s. n. A serpent. 2, the demon Vritra. -বৃত্রাঃ। A number of serpents.

ailment s. n. A serpent. 2, the lord of serpents: Śesha. -সেষ, শেষ। A couch of snakes.

ailment s. a. Not beneficial, unfriendly. n. An enemy; damage. -ষঃ। Adverse; unwholesome. -ষঃ। Enmity.

ailment. See s. অল্পে।

ailment s. n. Causelessness. -অল্পতি। Causeless.

ailment s. n. Day and night, from sunrise to sunrise.

ailment a. k. n. Contact; nearness. 2. fitness; propriety; comeliness. 3. power, strength. 4. possibility. -স্বাস্থ্য। Joining; bringing about. -স্বাস্থ্য। To join; to tie; to attach; to bring about. -স্বাস্থ্য। To be closely joined; to be at hand. -স্বাস্থ্য। To be depressed, to faint.

ailment k. a. Neither thick nor thin (fluids).

ailment k. v. i. To fear. 2, (= অল্পি) to prick, throb. 3, (= অল্পি) to move about. n. Fear. 2, the pricking of a thorn. -অল্পি। To frighten. -অল্পি। To shake as water, to bubble.
The bar; the ebbing of the tide in a river-mouth.


An earthen vessel.

A son-in-law, a nephew. The law of inheritance according to which a man's property descends to his sister's son. Being an.

A squirrel.

To ruin, destroy; to kill.

Weeping. A cross child. A crying or fretful person; f. To make weep.

A k. n. Excess; greatness; excellency.

A squirrel. = = = = = = = =

A k. i. To decay.

A k. n. Nearness.

A k. n. Measure. A measuring rod.

The bar; the ebbing of the tide in a river-mouth.

To measure or cause to be measured. To be ruined; to perish, decay; to disappear; to die.

To ruin. To measure. Ruin; waste; damage. Remainder of liquids.


Oppose; to harass. To destroy; to fear. Ruin, destruction; death.

A son-in-law, a nephew. The law of inheritance according to which a man's property descends to his sister's son.

A squirrel.

To ruin, destroy; to kill.

A squirrel. = = = = = = = =

A k. i. To decay.

A k. n. Nearness.

A k. n. Measure. A measuring rod.

The bar; the ebbing of the tide in a river-mouth.

To measure or cause to be measured. To be ruined; to perish, decay; to disappear; to die.

To ruin. To measure. Ruin; waste; damage. Remainder of liquids.


Oppose; to harass. To destroy; to fear. Ruin, destruction; death.

A son-in-law, a nephew. The law of inheritance according to which a man's property descends to his sister's son.

A squirrel.

To ruin, destroy; to kill.
1. **k.** The second letter of the alphabet. 2: *a remote pronominal adjective:* That; those, *as:* ततः तताः। That man. यतः यताः। That side. यत्तताः। Therefore. ततः तत्तः। Instantly. तत्ततः। On that account. तत्तततः। Thereafter. ततः तत्तः। Afterward. तत्ततः। Until then. तत्तततः। Then, a *final particle in friendly conversation, as:* तत्, तत्स्तः! ततूः ततूः! 4, an *interrogative affix, as:* तत्तत्? तत्तत्तत्?

2. **s.** *ad. From.* 2, towards. 3, all around. 4, till, as far as.

3. **k.** *int. of surprise and sorrow.*

4. **s.** *n.* A multitude. 2, a mine. 3, a place.

5. **स्नः** s. n. Calling; a challenge. सिद्धः। To accept; to challenge.

6. **र्णः** s. n. Hearing; listening. शुचः। To hear, listen (cf. शुचः, शुचः)।

7. **र्णः** s. n. Drawing, attraction towards one's self (= शुचर्णः)। 2, a die or dice; playing with dice, etc. 3, temptation, allurement. -णः। A magnet. शुचर्णः। To attract, draw.

8. **कः** s. a. Sudden. *ad.* Suddenly; instantly.


10. **कः** k. n. Disgust.

11. **कः** (ैंकः) k. n. Yawning, gaping, दंगः। विश्रां}

12. **निः** s. n. Desire, wish. 2, requiring of a word to complete the sense. 3, suspicion. भक्ततः। To desire, wish.

13. **स्नः** s. n. Form, shape. 2, a hint, sign. 3, the vowel ऋ। -स्नः। -स्नः। Dissimilation.
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4, to become. 5, to be. 6, to be done or finished. 7, to come under. 8, to be suitable, fit; to agree. 9, to be possible; to be related. An unfriendly man; an incompetent man. It is unfit or forbidden, as: not coming, impossible. It is unfriendly. An unfriendly man; an incompetent man. To accomplish, bring about. Having become, happened, being finished, etc.: 1, affixed to adjectives or nouns it is used to form adverbs, as: becoming, becoming, becoming, etc. 2, it is used to convey the idea of "voluntarily", "of itself", as: he came of his own accord. 3, with the Dative it signifies: for, on account of, in behalf of, as: having, having, having, having, etc. 4, it signifies a state or quality, as: having, having, having. To be finished; to die. Though; moreover. If it be, if so. It is also used to form a kind of passive, as: becoming, becoming. To bring about, perform. Becoming, happening. In, into.

See s. ।

The sun. a. Always. 2, that time.

See s. ।

Pretence of agony or injury. Coming; future. The future tense (g.). Relating to future.

A house, dwelling. To come into being. To take place, happen. The south-east quarter.
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From time to time. From time to time. In the order.

Also, then; notwithstanding, though, as, not withstanding. Though he did it.

Seizing. 2, earnest solicitation. 3, violence (विक्रमादित्य). 4, anger. To become angry.

Smelling. To smell.

Brihaspati. 2, the 6th year in the cycle of sixty.

As long as moon and sun endure.

Rinsing the mouth or sipping water at a religious ceremony.

Observing. 2, conduct, practice; performance. To perform, observe.

Conduct; good behaviour. 2, an established rule of conduct; custom, usage, practice. Cpd: 成, k.

A spiritual guide. 2, a conductor of religious ceremonies. 3, a title of learned men.

That side; beyond. 2, after, afterwards, as, रुपम् जन्म, रुपम् जन्म.

That side.

Covering, concealing; a covering. अक्रिया. To cover, conceal.

Relating to goats. A flock of goats.

Going, running. 2, war, battle. 3, level ground.

Livelihood. ad As long as life endures.

Ordering. To order, command.

An order, command. 2, permission. 3, verdict, punishment.

A penal decree.

To order; to allow. To take leave. To order; to condemn, punish. To transgress a command.

Obedient.

Motion. 2, play, sport, amusement, jest. 3, a dance, stage performance; gambling. 4, sound.

Cpd: 成, k. An actor; a gambler.

A dancing girl. A player; an actor; a cheat; (s.) a woodman.

Obstruction, obstacle. To hinder.

A person given to play.

An extra servant.

A player. 2, -र (cf. र). To long for, desire.

Motion; play. (f.) a. Minor; extra.

Ostentation, pomp. 2, control, power.

A female.

A drum. 2, roaring. 3, thunder. 4, pomp, display. 5, expanse; a heap.

Administration, management.

That moves or plays. A holding, motion; play; a holiday. An actor. Moving, playing.

1. k. v. i. To be in motion; to wag, wave, shake. 2, to play, sport. 3, to dance, act. 4, to speak, utter, sound. 5, to abuse. Cpd: 成, k. etc. A playful person. Moving, playing.

To cause to move, play, dance, etc.

A he-goat. A herb, Phyllanthus madraspatensis.
Obstacle, Hospitality. To command. To entertain a guest.

Desire, -yö. To feel desire.

A shrub, Justicia adhatoda.

A screech owl.

A kind of pulse.


Singing, praising.

An order, command.

Roundness. 2, excellency, preciousness. A costly pearl.

The linch-pin; a nail. 2, a limit. The base of a pillar. A nail-maker.

A hailstone.

Command. 2, oath. To swear. To free from an oath. By God. By my son.

A crack. To crack, burst.


That man, he.

Obstacle, hindrance. 2, disease. 3, fear. To hinder.

An assailant, felon, murderer.

Sunshine. a. Heated.

A parasol.

Hospitality. 2, a guest. To entertain a guest.

crossed, passed over.

k. p.p. of ö, q.v.

Longing for. 2, excitement; haste. -j. Desire. To be hasty. To feel desire.

A cockroach.

The soul. 2, the self. 3, nature, character. 4, intellect; mind. 5, the soul of the universe. 6, effort. 7, wind, air. (in cpds.) Having the nature of. Suicide. A son. A daughter. Self-knowing; a sage. Fretful, miserable. Offering one's self as a sacrifice. The middle voice of a verb (g.). Self-born; Brahmā. Self-deceiver. Self-delusion; one's own sake; reflexive (g.).

Having the nature of.

Own, relating to self.

Durvāsā. 2, the moon.

k. (rel. p. p. of ö, q.v.) Affixed to nouns it converts them into adjectives, as: heavy; extensive, etc. He may become. It may be; yes.

Reverence, homage. 2, kind treatment, kindness; consolation. A helper in trouble. To respect; to treat kindly.

(fr. g.v.) conj. Either, or. 2, any. (anywhere), any one; something; anywhere). 3, at least (at least now). 4, though (though he did).

cond. conj. If, if it be (if it be so). 2, but.

A mirror. Showing; a mirror.

(fr. k. n. Forehead; front.
Gain, income, profit; advantage.

Beginning. a. First, prior. (without beginning; from eternity). con. And so on, etc. A primary cause. The creator. The sovereign of the serpent race. Cpd.:  

The sun. Sunday.

First, prior, original.

Profit, gain, income.

P. p. of  q. v.

A gift.

Information.  precept.

First, initial. N. of Valmiki.

Placing, depositing. a deposit, a surety. a receptacle.

Support, aid. authority, sanction, foundation. a receptacle.

A man of property.  a destitute man.

Location. a deposit. thought; anxiety; cf.  

Excess, abundance; superiority.

Supremacy, authority.

Subjected, dependent. n. Subjection, control, charge. Cpd.:  

Rel. p. p. of  q. v.

A large drum beaten at one end. a tambourine.

Bent, bowed; humbled, submissive.

The mouth; face.

Happiness, joy, delight. the 48th year of the cycle. Tears of joy. To rejoice. A kind of tune. To rejoice.

Bending. To salute reverently.


He is. aff. for 3rd pers. sing. masc. present; as: etc.

The inside, heart; the mind; secrecy.

The bowels, entrails. Ingual hernia, rupture. [owl. The white screech s. n. Swinging. A palankeen  

s. n. A cook.

Télugu. country.

Ret. pres. p. of Being strong, able or possible. As much as possible.

It will be possible.

2. s. n. Water.

A river, stream.
A shop. 2, a market.
A shop-keeper, merchant.
Trouble; misfortune, calamity, distress. -सङ्ग, -सङ्गज. To be in distress.
A time of trouble. -सङ्गक.
Practice allowable in time of distress.
Gained, acquired. 2, distressed.
Rushing on; throwing down; happening. 2, the instant.
Accusation; punishment. -सङ्गाचार्य. To charge, punish.
A drinking-party.
An object to lean upon, refuge, protection. 2, a kind of bulrush, Typha elephantina.
Full. -सङ्ग सिद्धि. Fulness.
Expecting, wishing. -सङ्गाचार्य a. Wished.
=sिद्धि.
Sipping of water at the beginning and end of meals.
Obtained, reached; apt, fit. 2, trustworthy. n. A friend.
An ornamental umbrella borne over rajas. (tude.
Reaching; obtaining; apti-
Watery; consisting of water. 2, obtainable.
Causing fulness; satisfying. n. Satisfaction, pleasure.
Bathing, ablution. -क्र. A Brāhmaṇa who has taken the bath after his period of study.
Honour, character, renown. -विनय. A man without honour or character.
Flourishing, cultivated.
Fallacy; failure, defect.
Annual, yearly.
An ornament.
Manner, mode.
Addressing, speaking.
Splendour, light; appearance; reflection.
A cowherd.
(fr. यहोद, q. v.) s. a. Internal. n. Obstacle.
Raw; uncooked; unripe. n. Constipation; passing unhealthy excretions (mucus); sickness. -क, -काणित्व. Dysentery. -काणित्व. A sour sauce or seasoning made of tamarind.
A potter's kiln.
Coming; income; import.
Welcome. 2, invitation.
Sickness, disease.
The plant Emblica myrobalan (= आवलुक). A kind of cake made of split pulse mixed with spices, fried in ghee or oil and soaked in curds.
A minister, counsellor.
The stomach.
Flesh. 2, a bribe. 3, a gift. 4, desire.
Gladdening, joy. 2, fragrance. To be glad; to smell at.
Pepper water with tamarind.
See तमारसंगच्छ.
The tamarind tree. 2, sourness, acidity.
1. a. k. n. The inside; the vital part of the body. 2, detail, particulars. तमारसंगच्छ. Structuro of tenderness.

3. s. n. Revenue. 2, profit. -कोज. Corn given by the villagers to the hereditary servants of the village as their established fees of office. -कोज. A hereditary village servant.

1. k. n. Fitness. 2, readiness. 3, ease. [diffuse.

Checked. 2, extended; 

s. n. A place, seat, home. 2, an altar. 3, a temple.

2. s. a. Dependent on. 2, docile.

s. n. Effort, exertion; trouble; 2, fatigue. -हार्ड, -संत, -संत. To become weary.

1. h. n. A mother.

Collecting. v. t. To collect, gather; to select. P. p. 

-र्मुण्डिका. Selecting. नौकारिका. To select for one's self. नौकारिका. To cause to choose. -वक्ता. A beggar.

k. (3rd pers. sing. past t. of द्यो). It became, it is done, etc.

Collecting. v. t. To collect, gather; to pick out, choose. 2, (स = ओ) a mortgage with possession.

a. k. n. The anxiety of a sick man.

s. n. An enemy.

s. n. A worshipper.

s. n. Service, worship. उज्ज्वल. To worship, adore (उज्ज्वल). 

s. a. To be worshipped or served. 2, (स = ओ) a grove, garden.

k. n. The Indian millet, Panicum italicum.

lb. of द्यो.

k. v. t. To collect, gather; to pick out, choose. 2, (स = ओ) to quench, allay; to heal.

1. k. n. Fullness, abundance. ad.

Fully. Cpds: लोकोन्व, रोकोन्व.

2. = विन्ध्य.

3. k. n. A pair of oxen yoked to the plough. 2, a frame put on the
neck of cattle. r. i. To cry aloud. -क्षड़, -सोष्कित. To yoke oxen to a plough.

4. कः (कः = कः) k. r. i. To go out, be extinguished. 2, to grow cool. 3, to dry. 4, to heal. सूर्यादि. To dry up, etc. बुद्धो, चमक, चमकी. To put out to dry.

5. कः (कः = कः) k. a. Six. शेषा. Six feet: the dark blue bee. सहस्रहे.

6. कः k. a. Mounted, ascended.

1. k. n. A shrub, Bauhinia racemosa.


3. = कः. 2, pl. of कः 1.

1. k. n. Eating; a meal (कः = कः या) -कः, चुंबक. To eat.


3. = कः. To make healthy. -सेच, -सेचि. Healthy, wholesome.


5. = कः. To apply, ascribe; to accuse.

6. = कः. Rising, mounting, ascending; a ladder. चढ़ा. To ascend.

1. कः k. v. i. To cry aloud. 2, (=कः) No. 2) to quench.

2. = कः. To acquire.

3. = कः. Honesty, rectitude. 2.

4. = कः. Afflicted, distressed; unhappy; full of desire. -कः. Seasonable.

5. = कः. Cry of pain.


8. = कः. The sixth lunar mansion.

9. = कः. Might, force, valour (कः शुभा).

10. = कः. Crying aloud, roaring. मृत्युरे, मृत्युरे. To cry aloud.

11. = कः. A respectable, venerable man, an अर्य. 2, a man of good family. 3, an elder. अर्यावर्तक. The abode of the अर्य, the country between the Himālaya and the Vindhya mountains.

12. = कः. A certain form of marriage. विवाहा. Venerable; very ancient.

13. = कः. The Banian, Ficus indica; बैंज. 2, the red water-lily. 3, (s) animal poison.

14. = कः. = कः. 2, = कः. Depending on.

15. = कः. Support; assistance. अनुदान, अनुदानि. To lean upon; support. -आस. To give support. -श्री. Supported.

16. = कः. Seizing; killing.

17. = कः. An abode, house; an asylum. Cpdts: श्रीति, श्रीति, श्रीति, श्रीति, etc.

18. = कः. = कः या. To listen, attend to, mind.

19. = कः. A trench for water round the foot of a tree.


21. = कः. Speech, conversation. 2, lamentation. 3, the prelude in music. अवसानी. To converse; to lament.

22. = कः. The pupil of the eye. 2, an inflammation of the eye. -देश, (=देशेणि) A hailstone.

23. = कः. A bee. 2, a female friend. 3, desire. 4, a line. 5, a bridge; dike.

24. = कः. Embracing, clasping; an embrace. -णा, अतीता. To embrace.

25. = कः. = कः, q. v.

3. one who possesses, as: शिशुस्य, अक्षरयान. -नस्तिः, A potato.

कृ. "n. A sugar-cane mill. 2, the lobe of the ear.


कृ. "s. n. Thought; opinion; intention; counsel. -नवस्त, एदारे. To think, consider. -नवस्त, एदारे. To give one’s opinion.

कृ. "s. n. Mixing; stirring. 2, acquaintance, experience.


कृ. a. k. ad. Whenever, always, further.

कृ. "s. a. Covering; veiling; enclosing. n. A fence, railing; a bolt. एदारे. To cover, conceal, enclose.

कृ. = ए 1, q.v.

कृ. र, कृ. h. n. A head in the ledger.

कृ. "s. n. Turning, revolving. 2, a whirlpool.

कृ. "s. n. Turning, repeating.

कृ. "s. n. A turn, time. -करते. To repeat, as a lesson.

कृ. "कृ. " "s. n. A row, range, line. 2, a series. 3, a heap.


कृ. (fr. कृ) "s. "k. ad. When.

कृ. "s. n. Scattering. 2, a trench for water at the root of a tree (= एदारे). 3, a bracelet.

कृ. "s. n. An abode, dwelling.

कृ. "s. n. Inviting; invoking a deity to occupy an image.

कृ (=कृ) "k. n. Steam, vapour; heat. 2, a potter’s kiln.

कृ. "s. n. Becoming manifest. एदारे. To be manifest; to be born.

कृ. "s. a. Become visible.


कृ. "tha. of कृ, q.v.


कृ. "s. n. Turned round, averted.


कृ (=कृ) "k. n. A turtle, tortoise. -चांद्र, A tortoise shell.

कृ. "s. n. Hurry; agitation.

कृ. "s. n. Entering, taking possession of. 2, demoniacal frenzy; excitement. 3, pride. -करते, एदारे, एदारे. To be possessed by a demon.

कृ. "s. n. Pervading; visiting.

कृ. "s. n. Surrounding, wrapping; a wrapper; an enclosure. एदारे. To surround, wrap.

कृ. "tha. of कृ, q.v.

कृ. "s. n. Wishing. 2, declaring. एदारे. Wish, desire, hope; declaration.

कृ. "s. n. A resting place; an asylum; a receptacle. 2, meaning, intention. 3, will. 4, property.

कृ. "कृ. " s. n. The snare of lust.

कृ. "s. n. Disappointment.

कृ. "s. c. l. To desire, wish. 2, to bless.


कृ. (fr. कृ) "s. n. Impurity.

कृ. "s. a. Curious, marvellous. एदारे. Wonder; surprise, astonishment-
Distilling.

Attending

Aphthous

The 

effort.

effective

protect.

world.

- Mitchell.

Surprising.

\( \text{(fr. } \text{ s. a. Stony, made of stone.} \)

\( \text{n. A hermitage.} \) one of the four religious orders, i.e. \( \text{etc.} \)

\( \text{Depending on; a support, shelter, refuge; protection.} \)

To afford help. To have recourse to for shelter. To join; to obtain; to follow; to approach for protection.

\( \text{s. n. Stream, flow.} \) 

\( \text{distress.} \) 

\( \text{promise,} \)

protection

a.

compliant.

incursion.

Incursion.

a.

fall

protection.

To breathe; to comfort.

\( \text{s. n. The 4th lunar month} \)

(June-July). 

\( \text{as an ascetic's staff.} \)

\( \text{a cheat, scam.} \)

\( \text{s. n. The plant Asparagus racemosus.} \)

\( \text{s. a. Devotedly attached to.} \)

\( \text{zealously pursuing.} \)

\( \text{s. n. Attachment; diligence, zeal.} \)

To be ardently devoted to.

\( \text{db. of } \text{ q. v.} \)

\( \text{s. n. Sitting; sitting as devotees in peculiar postures.} \)

\( \text{a seat, stool, chair.} \)

\( \text{Cpds: } \text{etc.} \)

\( \text{s. a. Sat down; closely united; near.} \)

disease.

\( \text{Aphtous} \)

\( \text{s. n. Gasping, panting.} \)

\( \text{lb. of } \text{, q. v.} \)

\( \text{k. r. i. To be weary or fatigued.} \)

\( \text{p. p. } \text{n. Weariness, fatigue.} \)

\( \text{To be tired.} \)

\( \text{s. n. Distilling.} \)

\( \text{s. n. Laying down: meeting with; obtaining.} \)

\( \text{h. n. A person or individual.} \)

\( \text{s. n. Incursion.} \)

\( \text{a heavy fall of rain.} \)

\( \text{provision, food.} \)

\( \text{A kind of hall.} \)

\( \text{k. n. The sāl tree, Shorea robusta.} \)

\( \text{a. k. n. Increase, abundance: strength.} \)

\( \text{annoyance, trouble.} \)

\( \text{(fr. } \text{s. a. Relating to evil spirits.} \)

\( \text{n. A form of marriage.} \)

\( \text{db. of } \text{ q. v. To shelter, protect.} \)

\( \text{To allure.} \)

\( \text{Avarice.} \)

\( \text{To desire.} \)

\( \text{A covetous man.} \)

\( \text{s. n. Attending to: assiduous practice; commerce.} \)

\( \text{s. n. Spreading.} \)

\( \text{a. layer.} \)

\( \text{s. n. Property, wealth.} \)

\( \text{rett.} \)

\( \text{A believer in God and another world, a theist; a man of property; pious, faithful.} \)

\( \text{Theism.} \)

\( \text{A man of property.} \)

\( \text{s. n. Place, site.} \)

\( \text{as an assembly.} \)

\( \text{A courtier.} \)

\( \text{s. n. An assembly.} \)

\( \text{care.} \)

\( \text{condition.} \)

\( \text{f. n. The English "hospital".} \)

\( \text{s. n. Place.} \)

\( \text{position.} \)

\( \text{business.} \)

\( \text{basis, occasion, opportunity.} \)

\( \text{To allow.} \)

\( \text{s. n. Moving to and fro, flapping; clapping the arms: knocking, as at a door.} \)

\( \text{A gimlet.} \)
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Cf. *s. To sound the depth.

Sore Boail. Sore.

Rule, reign.

To eat.

To receive a blessing.

To make glad.

A message of a sort.

The third letter of the alphabet.

Of many Euhemeric persons.

To sound the depth.

To sound the depth.

A deep bank.

A mushroom.

An offer for forming some as.


Noted for good qualities.

Bringing, deceiving.

To take away, rob.

Summoning; challenging.

To challenge, v. A, a warrior.

If surprise pity or sorrow.

To take food. -5.

Digestion. -5.

The apple. v. 

To eat.

To offer an oblation to the deities. -

To offer an oblation to the deities. -

To receive an offering.

Calling; summoning.

To make glad.

A religious ceremony to be performed every day.

A. A, a Pop. delight.

To be glad.

A, a summary.
respectively, as: अभिनववत्स, शरीरवत्स; कामिनी, कामिनवत्स; अयोध्यवत्स, श्रुतिवत्स; नरसिंहवत्स, बद्रिवत्स; और आदि; and to form the instrumental sing. and plur., either following the shorter or the common longer form of the genitive, as: अभिनव, अभिनवो, अभिनवं, etc.

मधु (स्त्री. जन्म, जन्म, etc.) a. k. Two. नामिनी. Two ways or parties; narrowness, strait; dilemma. अन्तःसमान्तः. Many difficulties. काशिन, काशिधा. Both sides. विशिष्ट. Both eyes. अन्तः. Both banks. अन्तः. Both arms.

तत्त्वं s. The letter त. 

तत्त्व 1. क. An affix for the formation of neuter nouns, as: अभिनववत्स, अभिनवो, अभिनवं, अभिनवेत्ताः, etc.

तत्त्व 2. (स्त्री. जन्म, जन्म, जन्म, etc.) क. An affix to form the dative of the infinitive with final अथ, as: अभिनव, अभिनवो, अभिनवं, अभिनवेत्ताः etc.

तत्त्वं, तत्त्व स, तत्त्वं k. int. Look here! lo! behold!

तत्त्वं (स्त्री. जन्म). क. n. Strait, dilemma. अन्तःसमान्तः. A narrow passage. विशिष्ट. To be strait.

तत्त्वं प्रति k. r. i. To sound. v. t. To kill.

तत्त्वं (स्त्री. जन्म) क. n. Tongs, pincers.

तत्त्वं k. r. t. To put, place; to beat; to serve, as food; to give, as money; alms, etc.; to abandon; to put. 2, to kill. अभिनव, अभिनवं. To put aside, lay by. अभिनवं. To cause to put, etc. अभिनवं. Putting, etc.

तत्त्वं 1. क. n. Abiding; an abode, a place of rest or refuge (स्त्री. जन्म).

तत्त्वं 2. (स्त्री. जन्म) क. An affix of infinitive, as: अभिनव, अभिनवो, अभिनवं, etc.

तत्त्वं k. n. The residence of the kings of Bidanur. अभिनवं. A gold coin of that name.

कामाः = काम, etc. q. v.

कामाः s. n. The sugar-cane; also -कामके. काम. Sugar-cane juice. अभिनव. Kāma.

कामाः तूरस n. A bitter gourd. 2, N. of the first king of the solar dynasty.

काम k. An affix to form masculines, as: अभिनववत्स, अभिनववत्स, अभिनववत्स, अभिनववत्स, अभिनववत्स, etc. कामात् k. r. i. To be evaporated, dried up. 2, to shoot, sprout. n. A sprout, germ. 2, the gums.

कामात्नं (= कामात्नं No. 2) f. n. A church. कामात्नं = कामात्नं etc. q. v.

काम, काम k. n. Sweetness; agreeableness. अभिनवं. The sea of milk. अभिनवं. The sugar-cane.

कामारं h. n. Refusal, denial, abnegation, disdain; also अभिनवं. अभिनवं. To deny, refuse.

काम k. n. A little.

कामाय (स्त्री. जन्म. = कामाय, q. v.) s. n. Separateness. अभिनवं. To separate.

कामाय, कामाय, कामाय (स्त्री. जन्म) का. कामाय (स्त्री. जन्म) का. Vermilion.

कामाय (स्त्री. जन्म) n. Heated charcoal; fire. अभिनवं. अभिनवं. To catch fire.

कामाय s. n. A hint, sign. 2, aim, intention, covert purpose. अभिनवं. Understanding signs, etc.

काम 1. क. r. i. To be imbibed; to soak into. 2, to dry up. 3, to boil away. 4, to give. अभिनवं. To evaporate; to cause to give.

काम 2. (स्त्री. जन्म) n. A perennial plant, Ferula asafoetida. अभिनवं. अभिनवं. To deceive.

कामाय, कामाय, कामाय f. n. English. 2, (स्त्री. जन्म) an "église", a Roman Catholic church.

काम a. k. An affix to form masculines denoting "born of", as, अभिनव (flower-born), Brahmá.

काम k. = काम, काम से. A random figure, the third term in the rule of three.

कामाय, कामाय (स्त्री. जन्म) n. Coaxing, flattery. 2, a flatterer. अभिनव. Flattering. अभिनव. To flatter, coax.
to desire, wish, covet.

Allure. -a; -b. One who wishes or wills; a willing man; f. -s; -r. A wish to be gratified.

Narrowness; -odjrf, -tjotf. To take into one's employ; to lay by, as money, etc.; to put on, keep. Pdps.: -oqaiS'q, to adjure; -sqaSn, to cry; -skaSn, to amass; To -s'^j, to mind; -s'^qSj, to invoke; -s'^j, to kiss; -s'^j, to prop.


A contractor, monopolist.

Narrowness; -odjrf, -tjotf k. n. Narrowness, straitness. v. t. To come within reach.

A crowd, throng; abundance. 2, hindrance, strait. To be close, crowded; to throng.

The vomit-nut tree, Strychnos nux vomica. 2, (lb. of -s'd) a spear, lance.

A brick mould. -s'^j, -s'^j. A brick kiln. -s'^j. Brick to make.

A brick-maker.

Narrowness; a strait, obstacle.

To pinch; to press, beat, cuff. n. (= -s'^j, q. v.) Narrowness; trouble.

Hindrance, obstacle. 2, trouble. 3, enmity. v. t. To stumble.

k. v. t. To be close, heaped; to crowd; to abound. 2, to be powdered; to crumble. v. t. To pound. n. The state of being close. 2, the whole. 3, a collection, mass. 4, cement. A treasure. -n. To cause to powder; to cause to put, erect, etc.

k. v. t. To put down; to throw. 2, to put, place; to give, as a name; to set, plant. 3, to put on; to lay by, keep; to preserve. 4, at the end of certain words: to produce, make, etc. n. (= -odjrf). Putting; planting. To take into one's employ; to lay by, as money, etc.; to put on, keep. Cpsds.: -oqaiS'q, to adjure; -sqaSn, to cry; -skaSn, to amass; To -s'^j, to mind; -s'^qSj, to invoke; -s'^j, to kiss; -s'^j, to prop.


A contractor, monopolist.

Narrowness; -odjrf, -tjotf k. n. Narrowness, straitness. v. t. To come within reach.

A crowd, throng; abundance. 2, hindrance, strait. To be close, crowded; to throng.

The vomit-nut tree, Strychnos nux vomica. 2, (lb. of -s'd) a spear, lance.

A brick mould. -s'^j, -s'^j. A brick kiln. -s'^j. Brick to make.

A brick-maker.

Narrowness; a strait, obstacle.

To pinch; to press, beat, cuff. n. (= -s'^j, q. v.) Narrowness; trouble.

Hindrance, obstacle. 2, trouble. 3, enmity. v. t. To stumble.

k. v. t. To be close, heaped; to crowd; to abound. 2, to be powdered; to crumble. v. t. To pound. n. The state of being close. 2, the whole. 3, a collection, mass. 4, cement. A treasure. -n. To cause to powder; to cause to put, erect, etc.

k. v. t. To put down; to throw. 2, to put, place; to give, as a name; to set, plant. 3, to put on; to lay by, keep; to preserve. 4, at the end of certain words: to produce, make, etc. n. (= -odjrf). Putting; planting. To take into one's employ; to lay by, as money, etc.; to put on, keep. Cpsds.: -oqaiS'q, to adjure; -sqaSn, to cry; -skaSn, to amass; To -s'^j, to mind; -s'^qSj, to invoke; -s'^j, to kiss; -s'^j, to prop.


A contractor, monopolist.

Narrowness; -odjrf, -tjotf k. n. Narrowness, straitness. v. t. To come within reach.

A crowd, throng; abundance. 2, hindrance, strait. To be close, crowded; to throng.

The vomit-nut tree, Strychnos nux vomica. 2, (lb. of -s'd) a spear, lance.

A brick mould. -s'^j, -s'^j. A brick kiln. -s'^j. Brick to make.

A brick-maker.

Narrowness; a strait, obstacle.

To pinch; to press, beat, cuff. n. (= -s'^j, q. v.) Narrowness; trouble.

Hindrance, obstacle. 2, trouble. 3, enmity. v. t. To stumble.

k. v. t. To be close, heaped; to crowd; to abound. 2, to be powdered; to crumble. v. t. To pound. n. The state of being close. 2, the whole. 3, a collection, mass. 4, cement. A treasure. -n. To cause to powder; to cause to put, erect, etc.

k. v. t. To put down; to throw. 2, to put, place; to give, as a name; to set, plant. 3, to put on; to lay by, keep; to preserve. 4, at the end of certain words: to produce, make, etc. n. (= -odjrf). Putting; planting. To take into one's employ; to lay by, as money, etc.; to put on, keep. Cpsds.: -oqaiS'q, to adjure; -sqaSn, to cry; -skaSn, to amass; To -s'^j, to mind; -s'^qSj, to invoke; -s'^j, to kiss; -s'^j, to prop.


A contractor, monopolist.

Narrowness; -odjrf, -tjotf k. n. Narrowness, straitness. v. t. To come within reach.

A crowd, throng; abundance. 2, hindrance, strait. To be close, crowded; to throng.

The vomit-nut tree, Strychnos nux vomica. 2, (lb. of -s'd) a spear, lance.

A brick mould. -s'^j, -s'^j. A brick kiln. -s'^j. Brick to make.

A brick-maker.

Narrowness; a strait, obstacle.

To pinch; to press, beat, cuff. n. (= -s'^j, q. v.) Narrowness; trouble.

Hindrance, obstacle. 2, trouble. 3, enmity. v. t. To stumbled.

k. v. t. To be close, heaped; to...
k. A termination of the third pers. sing. neuter of the imperfect, as: यदि तदग्न, यदैत्थो, etc.

(= प्रोख्याति) k. ad. This side; in this direction or place; after this, further; also अस्तिनि. -अस्ति. To and fro. -अस्ति. This side. अस्ति, rep.

The whole matter; settlement, decision.

s. ad. And so on, etc.

k. int. Lo! look here!

(= प्रोख्याति, q. v.) k. n. That which is opposite; the front; opposition. अस्तिनि. To face. अस्तिनि, अस्तित्व. To put in front; to oppose. अस्तित्व.

Contradiction. -अस्ति. To look straight; to expect. अस्तित्वाता.
The hostile army. अस्तित्वाता. To oppose. अस्तित्वाता. To come to meet out of respect or love.

(= अस्तित्वा, ) अस्तित्वाता k. v.t. To face; to oppose, withstand.

k. prox. dem. pro. This, it.

हुस्तीय, अस्तित्वाता. -अस्तित्वाता. A defendant.

अस्तित्वाता. To contradict; to contend.

k. 3rd pers. sing. pres. neut. of अस्तित्वाता. It is, there is. 2, lo! just now.

क, अस्तित्वाता k. n. Charcoal.

(= प्रोख्याति) k. P. p. of अस्तित्वाता, to be. By means of अस्तित्वाता a subjunctive mood is formed, as: अस्तित्वाता, if. अस्तित्वाता. Just as it was; without any apparent cause.

(= प्रोख्याति etc.) k. n. Two. 2, sweetness.

(= प्रोख्याति) अस्तित्वाता. Two hundred.

s. n. A master, king. 2, the sun. 3, a husband. -अस्तित्वाता. Saturn; Yama; Karna; Sugriva. -अस्तित्वाता. Rahu.

h. n. A present, gift; a grant in general. अस्तित्वाता. Land assigned either in favour or charity, or in compensation of the duties of hereditary office. -अस्तित्वाता. A holder of an inām.

h. n. Favour, grace; a grant. -अस्तित्वाता. A letter of favour.

(= प्रोख्याति) k. prox. dem. pro. This much, this measure. 2, all this or these. 3, a little, a trifle. अस्तित्वाता. So many persons (as these).

(= प्रोख्याति) k. An affix of comparison. Then, as: अस्तित्वाता, अस्तित्वाता, etc.

(= प्रोख्याति) अस्तित्वाता k. ad. Thus, so; in this manner; (at the end of letters:) in conclusion, as: प्रेम, प्रेम, प्रेम.

It, or अस्तित्वाता. Being of this kind, such. अस्तित्वाता. So and so many or much; very much.

(= प्रोख्याति) अस्तित्वाता k. ad. Such, like this, of this kind. अस्तित्वाता. Such and such.

(= प्रोख्याति) k. An affix to form the instr. or abl. case, as: अस्तित्वाता, अस्तित्वाता, अस्तित्वाता, अस्तित्वाता, etc.

(ब. अस्तित्वाता, q.v.) अस्तित्वाता, अस्तित्वाता.

Lakshmi.

s. n. The blue lotus.

1. k. ad. This time; to-day.

हुस्तीय. For to-day. -हुस्तीय, -हुस्तीय तिल to-day. अस्तित्वाता. From to-day.

s. n. The moon. -सिः, -सिः. A digit of the moon. अस्तित्वाता. The lunar gem. -पित्र. The ocean. -अस्तित्वाता.

The disk of the moon. -अस्तित्वाता. Monday.

(ब. अस्तित्वाता) s. n. Indra, the deity of svarga, and the regent of the East quarter. 2, a prince. a. Best, excellent. -अस्तित्वाता. N. of a mountain. -अस्तित्वाता.

A platform, terrace. -अस्तित्वाता. The cochinical insect; the firefly. -अस्तित्वाता.

Indra's net: deception, fraud, trick; jugglery. -अस्तित्वाता. Conqueror of Indra.

स. न. Relating to Indra. 2, power; faculty. 3, an organ of sense. -र्वन. Restraint of the organs of sense. -र्वन. To restrain them. -र्वन. One who restrains them.

सू. क. ad. Further, yet, still; moreover; hereafter. शृंग. The current time. तुसन्तु. So much more. तुसन्तु. No more, no longer; not yet. तुसन्तु. Henceforth, hereafter.


अन. क. (सर्व) Pres. rel. part. of अन. Being, etc.

तुसन्तु. क. a. Twenty. तुसन्तु. क. (सर्व) Pres. rel. part. of तुसन्तु. Being, etc.

तुसन्तु. क. n. The tree Bassia latifolia.

तुसन्तु. क. a. Two. तुसन्तु. क. (सर्व) Pres. rel. part. of तुसन्तु. Being, etc.

तुसन्तु. क. n. The tree Bassia latifolia.

तुसन्तु. क. a. Two. तुसन्तु. क. (सर्व) Pres. rel. part. of तुसन्तु. Being, etc.

सू. सू. क. a. Two. तुसन्तु. तुसन्तु. तुसन्तु. Two divisions. तुसन्तु. Mongrel: of low descent; double-tongued. तुसन्तु. Two persons. तुसन्तु. Two balas. तुसन्तु. Two months, double edge.

तुसन्तु. क. n. Two and two persons.

तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु. क. n. A kind of blackwood tree.

तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु. क. n. Fog, mist, dew.

तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु. क. n. Two parts.

तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु. क. n. An elephant. -सू. = तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु.

सू. 1. (सर्व) क. a. Sweet. तुसन्तु. A sweet mango. तुसन्तु. An entrée in sweet, humble words.

सू. 2. क. a. Two. तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु. Two fold, double. तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु. To double. तुसन्तु. Twice as much.

तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु. क. v. t. To evaporate, dry up; to wane, waste away.

तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु. क. n. An edifice; a palace.

तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु. क. n. The eyelid.

तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु. क. n. Sweetness; agreeableness, pleasantness. -र्वन. To become nice. तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु. Sweetly (सन्तु, सन्तु, मूला), melodiously.

सू. क. n. Expansion, width, breadth.

सू. 1. क. n. A resting place; a home; a place; space, room (शमः मृण). तुसन्तु. To become a shelter; to give room.

शर. To give place; to afford shelter. -र्वन. To place.

सू. 2. (= तुसन्तु) क. n. A saying, word.

तुसन्तु. क. ad. In a sweet, agreeable or proper manner.

तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु (सर्व) क. v. t. To be compressed, squeezed. (= तुसन्तु) v. t. To press, squeeze. तुसन्तु. The state of being squeezed. 2, butting.

तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु क. n. A driving rain.

तुसन्तु = तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु क. n. A kind of jasmine, Jasminum sambac.

तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु क. n. Being; staying; support; condition, system.

तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु h. n. A remittance to the treasury.

तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु तुसन्तु क. n. An iron axle-tree.

तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु क. n. Night.

तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु h. n. Purpose, design, intention; accord.

तुसन्तु 1. क. A honofistic affix, employed in addressing a superior, as: तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु, etc. 2, an affix of the 2nd pers. pl. past, fut, imper., and neg., as: तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु, तुसन्तु, etc.

तुसन्तु 2. (सर्व) क. v. t. To beat, strike; to pierce, stab; to butt; to kill. 2, to
flying. -svar. To stab mutually. wāru, 
āsru, sār. Piercing, stabbing, etc.
ugākṣa, = asādha, q. v.
āḍā, अड। अड।, अड।, (स = तृ) 
k. n. An ant. -rāj, -ṛjak. An ant hill.
āḍā (स = तृ) k. n. A pit-fall to catch 
elephants, etc.
āḍā k. v. t. To cause to be or to stay; 
to place, put, deposit.
āḍā (स = तृ) k. v. i. To be; to exist; to remain, 
stay; to hesitate, delay. n. (स = तृ).
Goring, butting. P. p. अड। = अडा, 
q. v.). अडा. To allow to be. अडा 
रू. Do not be! With a dative or 
locative case, it expresses possession, 
as: जैसे जैसे तैसे, I have a house. अडा।।
Being, remaining. अडा, अडा। अडा।।
Being, existing; etc. अडा अडा, अडा।। 
In course of time, gradually.
āḍā (स = तृ), etc. q. v. (स = तृ) k. 
v. t. To compress, etc. n. A narrow 
place, thicket.
ugākṣa (स = तृ) = अडा।।
ugākṣa (स = तृ) k. n. A throng; crowd.
ugākṣāra (स = तृ) k. n. Constipation and stoppage of 
urine.
ugākṣāra k. n. Two shares: both the 
landlord’s and cultivator’s share of the 
produce.
ugākṣāra (स = तृ) k. n. Night. अडा।। 
The moon. -अडा।।।
A night-watchman. -अडा।।
A night. Night time.
āḍā (स = तृ) k. a. Two. अड।अड। = अडा।, 
q. v. अड। = अडा, q. v. अडा।। Both 
ears. अडा = अडा।। Both hands. 
अडा = अडा।। Two heads; 
two generations. -अडा।।, -अडा।। 
A grandfather. अडा।। Both 
forces. अडा।। The second 
cultivation, अडा।। A complicated disease. 
अडा = अडा।। s. अडा।, q. v.
to exist, fail, disappear. नवीनतम, नवीनता. Is there not? or not? or. यथाकारः न आहेत. Certainly not. नवीनतम, नवीनता. Or not? is it not? नवीनतम. To say no.

नवीनतम k. n. Soot.

नवीनतम, नवीनतूं, नवीनता. See s. नवीनतम. नवीनतम k. n. A tell-tale; backbiting. नवीनतूं. Scandal.

नवीनतम k. ad. In this place, here; this place (opp. of नवीनतम). नवीनतूं. From here to there. नवीनतूं. From here to there. So far as this, up to this. नवीनतूं. A man of this place.

नवीनतम k. prox. dem. pro. This man, he; also नवीनतूं. नवीनतूं. This woman, she. नवीनतूं और नवीनतूं are used as substitutes for नवीनतूं and नवीनतूं respectively when speaking of a respectable person; cf. नवीनतूं and नवीनतूं.

नवीनतम k. pl. of नवीनतम, q. r.

नवीनतूं k. pl. of नवीनतम.

नवीनतूं f. n. A sign or signal; a hint.

नवीनतूं s. n. An arrow. नवीनतूं. A quiver.

नवीनतूं s. a. Wished, desired; agreeable; dear, beloved. नवीनतूं. Wish, desire; love. 2, a husband. 3, sacrificing. नवीनतूं. A person who confers what is desired or agreeable. नवीनतूं. Fragrant; a fragrant substance. नवीनतूं. A tutelary deity. नवीनतूं. Friends and acquaintances, beloved friends. नवीनतूं. Dear good people. नवीनतूं. The fulfilment of one's desire. नवीनतूं. Anything desired or agreeable. नवीनतूं. Anything desired or agreeable.

नवीनतूं (= नवीनतूं) k. prox. dem. n. & pro. This much, so much as this; thus much or many, etc. नवीनतूं. This much and that much. नवीनतूं नवीनतूं नवीनतूं, his trouble is excessive. नवीनतूं, etc. नवीनतूं. So much as this; little; much.

नवीनतूं k. v. l. To take. नवीनतूं! नवीनतूं h. n. An itch which attacks the wrists. नवीनतूं. An annual plant, fleawort.

नवीनतूं h. n. A name; an individual. नवीनतूं. Name by name. नवीनतूं. An individual account. [an era.

नवीनतूं h. a. Christian. n. The Christian. नवीनतूं 1. (= नवीनतूं, q. r.) k. v. l. To throw, shoot, as an arrow.

नवीनतूं 2. k. Affix joined 1, to Samskyita, tadbhava (and Hindusthini) themes to form verbs, and 2, to Kannada themes to form (transitive or causative verbs, as: नवीनतूं, नवीनतूं, नवीनतूं, नवीनतूं, नवीनतूं, नवीनतूं, नवीनतूं, नवीनतूं, नवीनतूं, नवीनतूं, नवीनतूं; नवीनतूं, नवीनतूं, नवीनतूं, etc.

नवीनतूं h. n. Reception, meeting and receiving a visitor.

नवीनतूं h. n. Proclamation. नवीनतूं. A written notice; advertisement.

नवीनतूं h. n. A smoothing iron; ironing.

नवीनतूं. नवीनतूं. नवीनतूं. नवीनतूं. A compound.

नवीनतूं k. int. Fie! नवीनतूं. rep.

नवीनतूं 1. (= नवीनतूं, नवीनतूं, etc. pres. rel. p. of नवीनतूं to be). a. k. n. Being; stay. नवीनतूं. नवीनतूं, नवीनतूं, etc.

नवीनतूं 2. s. ad. Here; at this time. n. The present state, present world. नवीनतूं. Earth and heaven. नवीनतूं. This world.

नवीनतूं, नवीनतूं (= नवीनतूं, etc., q. v.) a. k. ad. In this manner, thus.

नवीनतूं (१० = ओ) k. n. Coming down, descending. नवीनतूं. A going down, declining, as in age; subsiding, as anger, disease, etc.; reduction; a slope. नवीनतूं, नवीनतूं. A slope. नवीनतूं. Midday to sunset.

नवीनतूं (१० = ओ) k. v. l. To cause to go down, to lower. v. i. To go down, incline. नवीनतूं, नवीनतूं. Sloping, a sloping ground.
The fourth letter of the alphabet.
2, contraction of -s. (1) in the acc. sing., as: दीर्घस्तिः, दीर्घस्तिया
(2) in the gen. sing., as: दीर्घस्तिस, दीर्घस्तिसी; (3) in the loc. sing.,
as: दीर्घस्तिस्थि, दीर्घस्तिस्थित्।
3, contraction of -ति: (1) in the imperat., as: दीर्घस्ति! दीर्घस्ति! (2) in the third pers.
sing. impf., as: दीर्घस्ति, दीर्घस्ति।
2. dem. pro. (substitute of दीर्घस्ति।
This; these. -दीर्घस्ति, -दीर्घस्ति। This time.
दीर्घस्ति। This cause, on this account.
दीर्घस्ति, दीर्घस्तिदृ, दीर्घस्तिः, दीर्घस्तिः। In this manner.
दीर्घस्तिः।
Till now, thus far. दीर्घस्ति। Now, this time.
दीर्घस्तिः।
3. k. v. t. To give, bestow; to allow.
P.p. दीर्घस्ति। v. t. (=दीर्घस्ति, दीर्घस्ति, q. v.)
To bring forth. दीर्घस्ति।
To be brought forth; दीर्घस्ति।
To cause to give; to cause to bring forth.
दीर्घस्ति। s. The letter द।
दीर्घस्ति। k. hon. pro. This woman, she; cf. दीर्घस्ति।
दीर्घस्ति। s. n. A spectator, beholder.
दीर्घस्ति। s. n. Seeing; sight. 2, the eye.
दीर्घस्ति। A male fortune-teller;
f. दीर्घस्ति।
-दीर्घस्ति। Descending. -दीर्घस्ति। Descent etc.; fading; degraded condition.
दीर्घस्ति। To humble one's self.
दीर्घस्ति। s. n. The earth (दीर्घस्ति। 2, water (दीर्घस्ति। 3, food (दीर्घस्ति। 4, sound (दीर्घस्ति।
-दीर्घस्ति। Looking.
दीर्घस्ति। s. a. Seen, regarded, considered.
दीर्घस्ति। s. v. t. To see, behold, look at; to consider.
-दीर्घस्ति। Seeing.
दीर्घस्ति। s. n. Sight, viewing.
दीर्घस्ति। s. n. Looking.
दीर्घस्ति। s. n. The pole or shaft of a plough, cart, etc. -दीर्घस्ति। The staff or handle in the shaft of a plough.
दीर्घस्ति। k. ad. This side; on this side.
दीर्घस्ति। To this side; afterwards, later.
Ten. strength; •dirjJ «.

77k. f. n. A lance, spear, javelin.


99k. s. n. Praised.

10. (fr. vaping) k. n. Putting, throwing.

11. To be exposed to; to become an object for, to incur. "атв. To scatter, disperse, expose.

12. k. n. Increase; strength; means.

13. proportion; a prop, support; fitness; equality; an equivalent, compensation; a pawn, pledge, security. -3он, -пен. A powerful man. "атв. To become equal; to suffice; to become bail or bondsman. -1он, -пен, -пен. To pledge. -пен. A good match. -пен. To make equal.

14. (fr. vaping-vaping) k. v. i. To be fulfilled. "атв. To fulfill.

15. a. k. v. t. To drink, sip.

16. k. hon. pro. This person, he. Ret. past part. of 8 3, v. i.

17. s. n. Calamity from rain, drought, locusts, etc.

18. k. An affix for 3rd pers. sing. neut. pres. of uncertainty or possibility, as: аж3ак, аж3й.


20. (= 8 3, v. i.) k. v. i. To bring forth young, yean, cub.

21. k. n. The dung of flies; a nit.

22. s. u. Desire, wish. аж3й. Desired.

23. f. n. Difference.

24. = 3й, q. v.

The fifth letter of the alphabet. 2, the final of many Kannada words, as: 
swastika, vahu, rahu; cedrus,跨境电商; aether, etc. 3, an auxiliary letter added to words ending in a consonant in classical language, as: 
swastika, vahu, rahu, etc. 4, an auxiliary letter to form tadbhavas, as: 
swastika, vahu, etc. 5, an auxiliary to form the nominative of nouns ending in a or o, as: 
swastika, vahu, etc.

1. k. conf. = pr.  
2. k. int. of displeasure.  
3. k. int. of joy: hey! ah!  
4. An affix to form masc. nouns, 
as: 
swastika, vahu, etc.  
5. The letter sv.

k. n. The outermost part of a town or village. 2, an entrenchment about a camp; a match; a guard-house. 3, a piece of rope tied to the end of a well-rope, for fastening the vessel.

k. n. Swell: abundance. 2, a narrow board or piece of bamboo tied between two beams used for hanging clothes, etc. on.

k. n. Cunning, fraud.

k. v. i. To rise, swell, as the sea; to come up in boiling; to foam; to boil, as rage; to be elated.  
Rising. 2, spume, froth. 3, pride. 4, power.  
5. To lose one's power.  
6. Rising. To rise up, effervesc.

k. n. Steel. Ashes of calcined iron.

k. n. Ploughing. 2, remainder.  
1. To plough.

s. n. Speech; a word, expression.  
To speak.

k. n. An ox, bull. One who rides on an ox: Siva.  
Siva.  
Siva. A pot, caldron.

k. n. A shrubby creeper, the heart-leaved moonseed, Cocculus cordifolius. 2, the creeper Lettsonia aggregata.

k. n. Source, origin.

k. v. i. To gasp, breathe hard.

k. vb. of 

1. k. v. i. To pull, draw off or out. 2, to hurt, rend, slit, break. 3, to fear.  
Pulling.

2. (= दामनष्ट) k. v. i. To spit, spit out.

3. k. n. Steam; vapour or reek.  
The heat of steam.  
To warm by steam.  
To foment. 
A steam-engine.

k. v. i. To become loose; to flow, trickle; to be shed; to let loose; to throw.  
To let loose, spill.

k. n. A nail; a claw.  
The quick of a finger-nail.
Poison caused by scratching.  
To scratch asunder.

(v. i.) To spit out; to sputter.  
Spittle, saliva.  
To cause to spit.  
Salivation.

A rope or cord attached to anything, as a handle.

Repeated sounds, as in dancing or music; noise, clamour.  
To sound; to cry out, proclaim.

A. k. n. A storehouse, granary; a treasury.

A store-keeper.  
A village-peon.

int. Hurra! huzza!

The warp spread and starched.

To consider; to observe.

A ring.  
A ringlet.  
The ring-finger.  
A seal-ring.

To go beyond; to overstep; to transgress; to pass or elapse, as time, etc.

Delightful, agreeable.  
Usual.  
Right, proper, convenient, suitable.  
A gift, present.  
Knowing what is proper.  
Gratuitously.

(= अन्न) s. a. High, lofty, elevated; tall; deep.  
The apex of a planet's orbit.

Utering; pronunciation.  
To utter, pronounce, speak.

To come forth, proceed.  
To separate.  
To penetrate.  
To run over, as water.

Searing; expelling, removing by means of magical incantations.

Taking of goods upon credit.  
On credit.

s. n. Utterance, pronunciation, articulation.

The top or crown of the head.  
The fontanel.

Diarrhoea.

To pull out, draw, as a sword.  
To untie, loosen.  
To become loose; to fly off, as an arrow.  
To become free.  
To be purged.  
Looseness, etc.  
A loose knot.  
To strip off.  
To become loose.

Urine.  
The bladder.  
A urinary disease, diabetes.  
To void urine.

Indra's horse.

s. n. Neighing.

s. a. Left, rejected.  
Leavings, orts; remainder.

s. n. Drying up, making dry.

Breathing, breath.

Desolate, depopulated.

h. n. Deference, respect.

N. of a city in Málava, Oujein.
As a helpful assistant, I can't accurately transcribe the text as it is presented in the image. The characters are not clearly legible, and it appears to be a page from a book or document with a mixture of languages. If you need help with a specific term or concept, please provide more context or a clearer image of the text. I'm here to help! 😊
etc. 2, that exists. 3, with the dative it expresses possession (as: चेतनार्थम्, he has). n. Existence. चेतना. To become; to happen; to be born; to accrue to. चेतनासहाय. Becoming, etc. -रत्नसह. To cause to be, to create, produce. -रत्नसहस्पति. Creating.

संस्कीर्तन 2. क. = तत्कालीन. तत्काल। To roll.

संस्कीर्तन k. n. A kind of rice cake.

संस्कीर्तन s. n. A single, solitary man.

संस्कीर्तन k. n. A stamp. 2, a pass, a ticket for free passage.

संस्कीर्तं k. P. p. of दृष्ट्वत् q. v.

संस्कीर्तं k. n. A ball of anything, as of raw sugar, tamarind, etc. दृष्ट्वत्स। To form a ball.

संस्कीर्तं k. n. Taking a meal; a meal. 2, a ticket.

संस्कीर्तं k. v. t. To eat a meal (or úta), as anna (kūl), holigé, etc. 2, to enjoy, as riches. P. p. दृष्ट्वत् युक्त, दृष्ट्वत्, दृष्ट्वत्. To serve up a meal. दृष्ट्वत्, दृष्ट्वत्. A glutton. दृष्ट्वत् दृष्ट्वत्। Much, further; in vain.

संस्कीर्तं k. v. To suck.

संस्कीर्तं (lb. of दृष्ट्वत्) n. Wool.

संस्कीर्तं a. k. v. i. To go up; to break forth; to issue.

संस्कीर्तं s. n. Subsiding; alleviation; diminution; descent; cheapness.

संस्कीर्तं f. n. Haste, impatience.

संस्कीर्तं s. a. Excessive; important, superior, high. 2, proud. 3, mad, furious. 4, difficult. n. Eagerness; affliction.

संस्कीर्तं s. a. Desiring, longing for; distressed.

संस्कीर्तं s. n. Longing; regretting; anxiety, regret.

संस्कीर्तं s. a. Raising; drawing out. n. Excellence. 2, joy; pleasure.

संस्कीर्तं s. n. Longing for. 2, fear. 3, a wave.

संस्कीर्तं s. a. Excellent, eminent, superior. -जिः. Excellence.

संस्कीर्तं k. n. Going out or astray; transgression. दृष्ट्वत् दृष्ट्वत्। To depart, as life; to exceed, transgress, as an order.

संस्कीर्तं k. त्वं k. A termination of the pres. participle, as: दृष्ट्वत्, दृष्ट्वत्, दृष्ट्वत्, दृष्ट्वत्, etc.

संस्कीर्तं दृष्ट्वत् k. ad. To or in the middle side or direction; cf. दृष्ट्वत् and दृष्ट्वत्

संस्कीर्तं s. n. A gold necklace worn by women.

संस्कीर्तं s. a. Uppermost; chief, best, excellent. n. The first person (y.).

संस्कीर्तं k. An excellent man; the first person (y.). दृष्ट्वत्। A man well spoken of. दृष्ट्वत्। दृष्ट्वन्। The head. दृष्ट्वत्। Good and bad. दृष्ट्वन्। Excellence, superiority. दृष्ट्वत्। दृष्ट्वन्। The very best.

संस्कीर्तं 1. s. a. Higher, upper. 2, superior, excellent. 3, northern. 4, left; posterior. 5, subsequent, following, latter. n. An answer, reply; a mandate. 2, a defence, rejoinder.

संस्कीर्तं k. future consequence. दृष्ट्वत्, दृष्ट्वत्, दृष्ट्वत्। To give an answer. दृष्ट्वत्। दृष्ट्वत्। To silence. दृष्ट्वत्। The northern direction. दृष्ट्वत्, दृष्ट्वत्। Funeral rites. दृष्ट्वत्। Benares. दृष्ट्वत्। The north pole. दृष्ट्वत्। A defendant; the dark half of the month. दृष्ट्वत्। Worship at the close of a ceremony.

संस्कीर्तं k. A defendant. दृष्ट्वत्। A successor; an heir. दृष्ट्वत्। The summer solstice. दृष्ट्वत्। More and more; success; welfare. दृष्ट्वत्। To answer; to order.

संस्कीर्तं 2. s. a. Crossing over; coming out, escaping from. दृष्ट्वत्। Crossing over.

संस्कीर्तं k. n. A common weed, Aegyranthes aspera.

संस्कीर्तं s. a. Relating to the north. दृष्ट्वत्। A female's ear-ornament.
The twenty-sixth lunar mansion.
The twenty-first lunar mansion.
To cross; to come out; to escape; cf. るう つ．
heits (its lb.) n. An upper garment.
The north. The twelfth lunar mansion. N. of Virūṭa's daughter.
Lying on the back. shallow. N. of a star; N. of a king.
Rescuing. remission; giving back. land given rent-free by government to an individual (sānabhūga, gauḍa, etc.) as a reward for services.
Formidable; arduous, difficult; speedy; high, tall.
Crossed; rescued, liberated, released.
P. p. of 割, q. v.
Dried dates.
An affect for forming third person. neut. as: ハバ (＝ハバ), ハラ (＝ハラ), etc.
Stimulating, stimulant.
Incitement; an incentive, inducement, stimulant.
Rising; resurrection. mainly exertion. starting on an expedition. a courtyard (など). A feast of the 12th day in the month of など.
Birth, production, origin; produce, profit. The source of anything.
Error, evil. the air, sky.
Born, produced. n. Produce, profit. Origin; production.
The blue lotus, Nymphaea caerulea. N. of a vritta. The moon.
A portent, prodigy or phenomenon; any public calamity, as earthquake, eclipse, etc. Perverse.
Coming forth, producing. Bringing forth.
To produce.
Overlooking; indifference. a simile; comparison.
Emission. excretion. quitting. gift. a general precept.
Letting loose, quitting; gift.
To let loose; to quit, abandon.
Elevation. joy. a festival; a festive procession. a libation. To make merry, be glad. Cps.: など, など. Active, persevering; a happy person. To rejoice.
Restless. eager. longing for. regretting for. n. Ardent desire. Zeal; affection; regret.
Water. The lotus.
A reservoir for water; the ocean.
Rising, the eastern mountain behind which the sun is supposed to rise. light. creation, production. becoming visible. The time of sunrise. The dawn; a morning carol. らる のち, など, = など No. 2.
The rising sun. 信贷
To rise; to be born.

s. n. The belly, womb. 贷款
Sustenance of life. 子宫
till the 
belly is full. 贷款
Feeding the 
belly. 催促. The colic.

Having a belly. 2, = 信贷
k. v. t. To cause to fall or 
drop down.

To fall, drop down. n. Falling. 2, the state of 
boiled rice or pulse not sticking to one 
another.

s. a. Elevated, high. 2, generous; illustrious. -阿插. A man of 
noble behaviour.

s. n. Breathing upwards. 气息
The vital air which rises up the throat 
and passes into the head.

s. a. Lofty, exalted; generous, 
liberal; proper, right. -日, -日. Libe-
rality, generosity. -下午. Generous-
minded. 气息. A liberal, generous 
person.

h. n. Debt; credit; cf. 信贷
s. n. Indifference, apathy.

s. a. Indifferent, neutral. 2, 
despised. n. Indifference; contempt, 
disregard. -阿插. To disregard, dis-
respect.

s. n. Saying, declaration. 
2, an example, illustration, instance.
3, a reply. 4, an opposite argument. 

s. a. Bound. 2, said, spoken.
3, sprung up, born.

= 信贷

a. k. dem. pro. (cf. 信贷, 贷款.) This 
between the two.

( = 信贷, q. v.) k. v. i.
To fall down, drop, as fruits or leaves.

= 信贷

k. int. Behold (what is between 
the two)! ho! halloo!

( = 信贷) s. n. Rising; source; 
origin; production; a flower. -阿插.

A flower bunch. -阿插. A flower-
wreath. 贷款. To rise; to ascend; 
to be born.

s. n. Spitting out, vomiting. 2, 
eruption. 3, an ejaculation; an 
interjection. -阿插. The sign 
of exclamation.

s. n. A kind of vessel. -阿插.
Unfastening; revealing.

s. n. Watch or guard-house. 气息
-阿插. An opener; a key. -阿插 (= 计算 
阿插). Opening, revealing; raising-
lifting up.

s. n. Crying out; sounding. 计算阿插. To cry out, sound.

n. Height; tallness; length; depth. a. Long; tall. 计算 
Length or height and breadth. 
Cpds. -阿插, -阿插, -阿插, -阿插, etc. 
To lie down lengthwise.

阿插. Height; length. 贷款阿插. 
Very proud behaviour.

s. a. Having a raised staff. 2, 
powerful, violent; proud. -阿插. Pride.

s. a. High, tall. 计算
A long neck.

= 信贷, q. v.

= 信贷, q. v.

k. n. A low ridge in a field for 
irrigation purposes. -阿插. The pole 
of a carriage.

( lb. of 计算阿插 ) n. Credit, 
purchase on credit. -阿插. To give 
on credit.

信贷, 计算 ( lb. of 计算阿插 ) 
Business, profession. -阿插, -阿插. 
A trader; a farmer.

s. prep. Aiming at; with regard 
to, on account of.

-阿插 s. n. Inflaming, exciting; 
aminating; stimulating.

s. a. Lighted; shining; inflamed.

1. ( = 信贷, q. v.) k. v. t. To rub.
2. k. n. A common pulse, Phaseolus mungo; also शाय।

संस्कृत s. n. Object, motive; purpose, meaning, intention. 2, an assignment; a previous statement. To aim at, intend.

रुदे s. a. Rude, impudent. उदोरुष्य. 2, Rudeness.

राजस्व s. n. Raising, lifting. 2, delivering, rescuing. 3, final emancipation.

योग s. r. t. To lift up. 2, to rescue, deliver, save, release.

कृषि s. n. Great joy; a festival.


रुदे s. a. Roused up. 2, exalted, high.

चूड़ा s. a. Drawn up. 2, raised, elevated.

सन्नाति s. n. Birth, production, origin; existence; manifestation. उदोरुष्य।

To be born; to exist.

राजस्व s. n. Radiance, splendour.

झूठा s. a. Sprouting, germinating. झूठा।

नाशा s. n. A plant or vegetable. झूठा।

कमल s. n. Opened, budded. 2, different.

रत्न s. n. Whirling; agitation, anxiety. झूठा।

रुदे, रुदे To be perplexed.

चूड़ा (th. चूड़ा, etc.) s. n. Undertaking; exertion; business.

्रुदे s. a. Active, diligent. उदोरुष्य।

To undertake anything.

राजस्व s. n. A garden, park. 2, motive, purpose. झूठा।

राजस्व s. n. Accomplishing. 2, the concluding ceremony of any religious observance.

झूठा s. a. Zealously active.

राजस्व s. n. Business; an occupation, profession; an office, situation. 2,

exertion. झूठा।

To follow a profession. झूठा।

To work; to execute an office. झूठा।

N. of the fifth book of the Mahābhārata. झूठा।

A man of profession; an official. झूठा।

Active, diligent; a person in office. झूठा।

To undertake anything; to be busy.

राजस्व s. n. An otter.

राजस्व, = झूठा, q. v.

राजस्व s. n. Excess, increase, abundance. 2, enjoyment. 3, forwardness. झूठा।

To be excited.

राजस्व, = s. n. Going up, 2, rubbing and cleansing the body with unguents.

राजस्व s. n. Lifting up. 2, carrying. 3, leading home, marrying.

राजस्व s. n. Concluding ceremonies of an idol-worship.

राजस्व s. n. That which raises. झूठा।

Matrimonial. झूठा।

To marry.

राजस्व s. n. Rashness; agitation; anxiety, fear. झूठा।

To go swiftly.

राजस्व k. v. t. To be soaked; to soak. झूठा।

To soak.

राजस्व a. k. a. So much as this.

राजस्व k ad. In this (intermediate) manner.

राजस्व k. ad. This (or at this intermediate) time.

राजस्व s. a. Raised; elevated, high; eminent. झूठा।

n. Elevation, altitude. झूठा।

Height; sublimity, greatness; eminence; majesty. झूठा।

Very high; the highest.

राजस्व = झूठा।

राजस्व a. k. v. t. To think, consider.

राजस्व s. a. Intoxicated; mad, furious. झूठा।

Haughty, arrogant. झूठा।

Madness; intoxication; pride.

[metel.]

राजस्व 2. s. n. The thorn-apple, झूठा।
Investiture, Madness, extravagance, arrogance.

Winking; awaking; expanding.

Under; inferior; towards; on; near to; with; etc. 2, prefixed to verbs or nouns it denotes approach, vicinity or inferiority, as: -�, -दस, -दद, -दद, etc.

A short story related in a long one.

Helping. 2, an implement, instrument; a means.

Help, assistance; benefit; a favour, kindness; also जरु म, विद्या. To be grateful. जरु म, जरु म. To benefit, help; to do a favour. जरु म. Gratitude. जरु म. To put under obligation, to oblige. जरु म. Gracious; a benefactor. जरु म. A protectress; a palace.

Approach. 2, commencement. 3, a design. 4, a means. जरु म. To commence.

Patience, forbearance.

Gone to, approached; occurred; granted.

An inner apartment.

Confinement. 2, a minor planet.

Injury, damage, hurt.

Collecting; accumulation; quantity, heap.

Service; attendance; homage; attention, courtesy, civility. 2, pretext, metaphor. 3, physicking. जरु म. Serving; a polite person. जरु म. To wait on, to treat kindly.

Living; subsistence, livelihood; maintenance. जरु म. To maintain one's existence.

Living upon; a dependant. जरु म. To live upon; to get one's livelihood; to live.

Annoyance, trouble.

Heat. 2, pain, trouble. 3, disease. जरु म. To feel pain; to be sorrowful.

Instruction; teaching; information; advice; initiation in a mantra. जरु म. A teacher; a spiritual guide. जरु म, जरु म, जरु म. To instruct, teach, advise. जरु म. To take advice.

A calamity, disaster; trouble; annoyance; a disease or affliction; a national distress. जरु म, जरु म, जरु म. To trouble, afflict.

Imposition, fraud. 2, a penultimate letter (g).

A suburb.

Investiture with a thread to be worn over the left shoulder and under the right.

The knowledge of Brahma as the only existent. 2, the sections of the Vedas which treat of this knowledge.

Spectacles.

A statement, suggestion. 2, an introduction. 3, lecturing.

Production; gaining; a theory; proof; means.

Produced; gained; proved; suited to the occasion.

A sin in the second degree, as killing a cow, etc.

Enjoyment; use. 2, pleasure. जरु म. To enjoy, etc.

Comparison; analogy; illustration; a simile.

Resemblance, similarity; a simile; comparison. जरु म. To compare.
s. a. Adapted, suitable; convenient; useful. -जन. A proper behaviour.

s. n. Application; use, service; utility. उपयोगशीलम्. To make use of, to use.

s. n. Ceasing, stopping; refraining from sensual enjoyment.

s. ad. Above; upon; besides; beyond; after.

s. n. Hindering; obstruction; impediment. -स्त्री. One who hinders. etc. लघुकार्यस्वार्थ. To hinder, etc.

s. a. Obtained; perceived; well known. [suburbs.

s. n. A grove, garden in the

s. n. A fast, fasting. -यस्त्रो, -यस्त्रे, -यस्त्रम्. To fast. यस्त्रम्.

One who fasts.

s. n. A word used to modify an adjective, an adverb (y).

s. n. The sacrificial thread worn by the three first classes.

s. n. Writings subordinate to the वेदas, as on medicine, music, etc.

s. n. Calmness, composure; patience. 2, quieting; appeasing. 3, anodyne. शांतिः. To abate, become calm or refreshed; to take rest. -स्त्रम्. To calm, appease.

s. n. Calmness, composure, tranquillity.

s. n. Connection; nearness. 2, trouble, misfortune. 3, a calamity. 4, a preposition; a prefix (y).

s. n. Approaching (for help). आगमनम्. To approach; to have recourse to.

s. n. A bay.

s. ad. Approached, near, at hand.

s. n. Destruction; vexation; disturbance; infatuation.

s. n. An oblation; a tribute, present, gift.

s. n. A ceremony performed once a year before reciting the वेदas.

s. n. Approach; agreement. 2, a minor अगामा.

s. n. Abstraction; withdrawing the organs of sense and perception from the outer world. 2, material cause. -स्त्री. Immediate or proximate cause.

s. n. Virtuous reflection. 2, deception, disguise. 3, a peculiarity. 4, an attribute, epithet. 5, the natural character of species, quality or action.

s. n. Teacher. 2, a priest that conducts the ceremonies, etc.

s. n. A schoolmaster; a preceptor. विद्याधिकारी, विद्याध्यायी. A female teacher; a teacher's wife.


s. n. Th. of विद्याधिकारी, g. r. विद्याधिकारी = विद्याधिकारी.

s. n. Service, worship, adoration. -विद्या, विद्याहरणम्. To worship.

s. n. Worship; meditation.

s. n. Disregard, neglect; indifference. दृढ़ता. To disregard, disdain, neglect.

s. n. Vishnu or Krishna. 2, a king. 3, N. of a man.

s. n. An example. 2, a beginning. 3, analysis.

s. n. A fast, fasting.

k. n. Salted and dried vegetables.

lb. of शास्त्रशहीद) n. Height, loftiness.

lb. (lb. of योगशील) n. A palace; an upstairs house; the upper story of a house. -शील. An upstairs house.
**k. v. i.** To rise, as the soul; to jump up. 
**v. t.** To extend, increase, spread.

**k. n.** One of the salt-maker’s caste.

**k. n.** A small tree, *Macaranga indica*.

**k. n.** A bricklayer, stone-mason. 
**f.** -ia. 
**The business of a bricklayer or a salt-maker.**

**k. n.** Salt. 
**2.** doting affection. 
**3.** a game at which the women play.

**A thorny climbing shrub* Monetia.* 
**A salt pan or depot.** 
**Rock-salt.** 
**Pickles.** -sa. 
**Salt and other spicery.** -sa. 
**Bengal gram parched and seathed in salt.** 
**A kind of oake with various ingredients.** -sa. 
**To be in one’s employ.** -sa. 
**A salt—bed.** -ta. 
**Salt earth.** 
**To salt.**

**a.k. n.** Swelling; elation; power; boldness, heroism. 
**2.** crying aloud.

**k. n.** A wooden beam for locking a door. 
**2.** a kind of weapon; a club.

**k. n.** Swelling; increase; abundance. 
**To swell, be swollen; to rise; to be full; to be elated; to be joyful.**

**k. n.** The husk of paddy. 
**2.** fallen hair or wool.

**k. n.** Asthma. 
**2.** fretfulness, envy. 
**3.** difficulty, trouble. 
**To become asthmatic.**

**k. n.** Nausea, qualm, eructation. 
**To nauseate.**

**k. v. i.** To swell; to rise; to be puffed up. 
**n.** The state of being swollen; elation; pride. 
**2.** crying aloud.

**Swelling.** 
**Prize to fade.** 
**Excessive pride.** 
**Hill and dale; unevenness.** 
**A swollen river.** 
**To cause to swell, etc.**

**k. n.** Heat; steam. 
**2.** rain. 
**To expose to steam.** 
**A washerman’s hut where dirty clothes are steamed.**

**(lb. of *Vasista*)** 
**n.** Anxiety, fear, distress.

**s. a. Both.** 
**Persons of both sides, both persons.** 
**In both places or times.** 
**Both sides.** 
**Both languages: Sanskrit and Kannada.** 
**A word of common gender.** 
**This and the other world.** 
**Mutually agreed to or accepted.** 
**Mutual agreement.**

**s. n.** Lin, flax, *Linum usitatissimum.* 
**2.** Śiva’s wife. 
**Śiva.**

**h. n.** Confidence, assurance; aptitude, inclination. 
**A candidate, volunteer.** 
**Expectancy, volunteering.**

**k. A vulgar form of* *Vasista,* q. v.**

**lb. of *Vasista,* q. v.**

**k. n.** Phlegm, mucus. 
**2.** difficult breathing.

**n.** Heat; grief; trouble, anxiety. 
**Heat; distress, anxiety; fatigue.** 
**To be hot; to grieve, be distressed.**

**k. n.** Milky grains of wheat or barley fried for eating.

**k. n.** A stone used to remove juice. 
**2.** (lb. of *Vasista*) heat, steam.

**k. v. l.** To restrain, check, bind.

**k. n.** A festival at which the idol of Vishnu is swung.
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**nor (lb. of  ಪ್ರಸ್ಸ)* n. The breast.


**ವರಣು, ವರಣು The king of snakes.

**ವರಣುಕು k. n. Rolling-play: a play of a newly married couple.

**ವರಣುಕು h. a. Inverse, upside down.

**ವರಣುಕು (-ಪ್ರಸ್ಸ) k. v. i. To reject, deceive.

**ವರಣುಕು (=ಪ್ರಸ್ಸ) k. v. i. To roll. n.

Coarseness, as of cloth, thread, hair, etc., thickness. -ಪ್ರಸ್ಸ. A coarse skin. -ಪ್ರಸ್ಸ. Stout thread. [tion.

**ವರಣುಕು (=ಪ್ರಸ್ಸ) k. n. Burning; irrita-

**ವರಣುಕು (-ಪ್ರಸ್ಸ) k. v. i. To inflame, burn. n. Burning.

**ವರಣುಕು 1. (=ಪ್ರಸ್ಸ) k. n. A running knot; a noose, snare. 2, rolling, crumbling. -ಪ್ರಸ್ಸ. The potato.

**ವರಣುಕು 2, ವರಣುಕು k. n. Fuel.

**ವರಣುಕು k. n. Crying aloud.

**ವರಣುಕು k. n. Haste, rashness; impulse, urgency. ವರಣುಕು to act hastily or presumptuously.

**ವರಣು k. n. A ball, as of dough, etc. 2, a bulb. 3, a round vessel.

**ವರಣು = ವರಣು, q. v.


**ವರಣು 2. (ಪ್ರಸ್ಸ) k. n. A coarse network for suspending pots and other vessels.

**ವರಣು 1. s. a. Great, much, excessive, eminent, precious. -ಪ್ರಸ್ಸ. Greater, wider.

**ವರಣು 2. (ಪ್ರಸ್ಸ) a. k. v. i. To be; to stay, stop; to hesitate; to come about.

**ವರಣು 2. (ಪ್ರಸ್ಸ) k. n. Standing, stopping.

**ವರಣು 1. k. n. Passion, anger.

**ವರಣು 2. (ಪ್ರಸ್ಸ) a. k. v. i. To be crooked, distorted. n. Crookedness.


**ವರಣು = ವರಣು, q. v.

**ವರಣು (ಪ್ರಸ್ಸ) k. n. Violence; rapidity; force.

**ವರಣು, ವರಣು (ಪ್ರಸ್ಸ) k. n. Mass, multitude, excess; excellence.

**ವರಣು (=ಪ್ರಸ್ಸ) k. n. A noose, snare, gin. -ಪ್ರಸ್ಸ. To hang one's self.

**ವರಣು = ವರಣು, q. v.

**ವರಣು h. n. Offerings at the shrine of a Muhammadan saint.

**ವರಣು k. v. i. To roll; to be turned over; to revolve. n. Rolling. 2, a noose. ವರಣುಕರು. To roll about.

**ವರಣುಕರು To cause to roll, etc. -ಪ್ರಸ್ಸ.

A religious vow or penance which consists in rolling one's self round a temple.

**ವರಣು (ಪ್ರಸ್ಸ) k. ad. Abundantly, well, nicely, fully; much. n. Abundance.

**ವರಣು k. int. Bravo! well done!

**ವರಣು = ವರಣು, q. v.

**ವರಣು = ವರಣು, q. v.

**ವರಣು = ವರಣು, q. v.

**ವರಣು = ವರಣು, q. v.
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69 k. v. i. To start up, as a tiger.
2, to flash on the mind; painful thoughts to arise. 3, to be sprained.
4, A sprain.

69 k. v. i. To sound; to cry, utter, speak. n. A sound; a cry.
-श्, अश्, अश्. A sound; a cry.

69 k. = अश्, q. v.
69 k. = अश्, q. v.
69 k. = अश्, q. v.

69 (= अश्) h. n. Gratuitous supplies or presents given to great persons on a journey.

69 s. n. An owl.

69 s. n. A flame; a meteor. 2, a firebrand. अश् अश्. Falling of a star.

69 k. n. A snipe.

69 अश् पालन m. Passing over; transgression. अश्वपालन. To cross; to transgress.

69 अश्, अश्वपालन (अश्वपालन) f. a.
Inverse, upside down, topsyturvy, out of order.

69 अश्, अश्वपालन, अश्वपालन = अश्वपालन.

69 h. n. An outcry. 2, change of voice in grief, sickness, etc.

69 s. n. Sport, joy, delight. अश्व पालन. A gay man. अश्वपालन (अश्वपालन).
To delight, be merry.

69 k. ad. In this intermediate place.

69 अश्व अश्व पालन s. n. Scraping; writing, description. अश्व अश्व पालन. To write.

69 अश्व (ल. of अश्वपालन) q. v.

69 k. An affix of the present rel. part. of the future, and of the imp., as अश्व अश्व पालन, अश्व अश्व पालन. ad. This (inter-
mediate) man.

69 अश्व (ल. of अश्वपालन) n. The planet Venus. 2, सुक्र.

69 अश्व (ल. of अश्वपालन) n. Breathing; inhaling; breath. -श्व पालन. Inhaling and exhaling.

69 अश्व अश्व पालन s. n. Morning light, dawn.

69 अश्व पालन. The dawn, daybreak.

69 अश्व s. n. A camel. 2, an "ostrich". अश्व, अश्व.
A she-camel.

69 अश्व s. a. Hot, warm. 2, passionate; sharp. n. Heat, warmth; also -श्व, अश्व, अश्व.
Hot water.

69 अश्व h. n. Boiled pulse seasoned with salt, chilli, etc.

69 अश्व अश्व, अश्व अश्व k. n. Sand.

69 अश्व अश्व k. n. Business, affair.

69 अश्व k. v. i. To speak, say; (to breathe). n. Breath; life. 2, taking breath. अश्व अश्व पालन अश्व अश्व पालन.
To breathe.

-श्व, अश्व. To hold the breath.
-श्व, अश्व. To choke. -श्व, अश्व. To exhale; to expire.

69 अश्व k. int. A sound used by cattle, drivers in calling their cattle. ad.
No, no!

69 k. v. l. To have, possess. v. i. To be. Pres. rel. past अश्व. Being; possessing; affixed to nouns it turns them into adjectives, as: अश्व अश्व पालन, employed; अश्व अश्व पालन, wise; अश्व अश्व पालन, feverish; अश्व अश्व पालन, lovely; etc.

69 अश्व (अश्व) = अश्व (अश्व) 2 k. n. Remaining, remnant.
-श्व, अश्व, अश्व. To remain, stop; to escape. -श्व, अश्व, अश्व, अश्व.
The remainder. -श्व. Remaining.

69 अश्व 1. k. v. i. To conceal one's self. n.
A thief. 2, a chisel; an awl. 3, hiding; an ambush; a hunter's hut.

69 अश्व 2. (क = क) k. v. i. To leave, quit. 2, to be left, to remain. 3, to be left out. 4, to be saved. 5, to remain behind. P. p. अश्व अश्व पालन, अश्व अश्व पालन. n. Remaining, remnant. -श्व. Remainder.
-श्व. A bird of omen. -श्व, अश्व, अश्व. To spare, save, keep alive.
The sixth letter of the alphabet.

2. a copulative conjunction signifying: and; and... and; also; at any rate; even; though. *always, everywhere; always, always.

The letter s. The letter s.

k. n. The warp of a loom spread and starched.

(k. th. of k). Superior, costly. -Costly cloth. -The warp. Superior and inferior.

k. n. An insect that infests grain.

k. n. A meal; taking a meal. -A dinner party.

To give a dinner. -To invite to a meal. -To take a meal.

To give a meal. -A great eater; f.

h. n. Rising. -Rising and sitting down, as on haunches in quick succession.

k. n. A natural spring of water.

k. v.t. To give to eat, make eat. 2, to join, yoke. 2, to smear.

t. To eat. -To cause to eat; cf. etc.

k. n. Firmness.

k. n. Frankincense. -Frankincense, pastille.

k. n. A stick covered with frankincense, pastille.


k. n. Lilac, sky-blue.
Power, energy; effort. -\(\text{a}\) शक्ति. Powerful; well established; mighty, excellent; much.

High, raised up. -\(\text{संहिता}\) महान. -\(\text{संहिता}\) शक्ति. A perpendicular line on the forehead of a Vaishnava.

Going upwards, ascent; moksha. -\(\text{संहिता}\) महान. To suppose, reason, infer.

Expiration. -\(\text{हृष्टिः}\) तात्विक. A wave. 2, a fold in a garment. -\(\text{जनकी}\) रूपा. Janaka's daughter and wife of Lakshmana.

Salt ground.

Heat; steam; passion.

A kind of lizard, the Indian monitor.

A guess, conjecture. 2, reasoning; reflection.

Heaven. -\(\text{संहिता}\) महान. A male servant. -\(\text{संहिता}\) शक्ति. A female servant.

To call; to cry out; to howl (p.p. अन्नम्, एत). A howl.

The seventh letter of the alphabet.

The letter ज.

lb. of जम्बू, q.v.

The rīgveda, the first of the four vedas.

The rīgveda. 2, a verse of the rīgveda.

Straight; right; honest, upright. -\(\text{संहिता}\) तात्विक. An honest hero.

Guilt. 2, debt; obligation. -\(\text{संहिता}\) तात्विक. To lend money. -\(\text{संहिता}\) तात्विक. To pay a debt. -\(\text{संहिता}\) तात्विक. To incur debt. -\(\text{संहिता}\) तात्विक. A debtor. -\(\text{संहिता}\) तात्विक. The trouble from debt. -\(\text{संहिता}\) तात्विक. Released from debt. -\(\text{संहिता}\) तात्विक. Discharge of a debt. -\(\text{संहिता}\) तात्विक. A creditor; a debtor. -\(\text{संहिता}\) तात्विक. The connection of indebtedness in some preceding birth for certain sufferings or enjoyments.

True, right. n. Truth. 2, gleaning. 3, an ascetic. 4, the sun, moon. 5, water.
The eighth, ninth and tenth letters of the alphabet. No words begin with these letters, and the use of them is extremely rare.

2. The eleventh letter of the alphabet.  
2, the final (a) of nouns, (b) of verbs, and (c) of adverbs, as: अ, आ, इ, ई; उ, ऊ; ए, ऐ; ओ, औ; अ, आ, इ, ई, उ, ऊ, ए, ऐ, ओ, औ, etc. 3, a particle of emphasis or vocative, as: अ, आ, इ, ई; उ, ऊ; ए, ऐ; ओ, औ; अ, आ, इ, ई, उ, ऊ, ए, ऐ, ओ, औ, etc. 4, a particle used in doubtful questions; as, अ, आ, इ, ई, उ, ऊ, ए, ऐ, ओ, औ.
5, termination of the 1st a. p. sing. of the future and impf. and of the neg. verb, as: अ, आ, इ, ई, उ, ऊ, ए, ऐ, ओ, औ; अ, आ, इ, ई, उ, ऊ, ए, ऐ, ओ, औ.

८० a. k. A termination of the 1st p. sing. pres. fut. and impf. and of the neg. verb, as: अ, आ, इ, ई, उ, ऊ, ए, ऐ, ओ, औ; अ, आ, इ, ई, उ, ऊ, ए, ऐ, ओ, औ.

[power.

० h. n. Authority, control, अ, आ, इ, ई, उ, ऊ, ए, ऐ, ओ, औ.

८३ s. n. The letter अ.

० अ. s. अ. Alone, in private; a single person. अ, आ, इ, ई, उ, ऊ, ए, ऐ, ओ, औ.

० k. n. A superior, noble man.

० k. n. Greatness; wonder.

० k. n. A kind of leathern sandal.

० k. n. Ridicule, mockery, jest.

० k. v. t. To mock, jest.

० k. v. t. To mock, deride, make faces at.

० a. k. n. A wild hog. a. High; tall, huge.

० k. n. Confusion, doubt.

० k. n. A piece of timber forming one side of a cot-frame.

० k. v. t. To divide; to dress cotton, to card wool. v. i. To come up, stand on tiptoe. 2, to purge.

० k. n. To cause to dress cotton, etc.

० (b. of शत्रु) n. The swallow-wort, Catotropis gigantea. Crops.: अनन्त, अनसु, असोह, असन्द.

० k. n. The jujube tree, Zizyphus jujuba.

० k. v. i. To rise; to fly; to jump.

० k. v. i. To fly away; to be spent, as money. to wear off, as gilt; paint; etc.; to be ruined, as commerce. अनन्त. To cause to rise, etc.; to pilfer.

० k. n. Rising; embarkation. अनन्त.

० k. n. Dues for embarking.

० k. v. a. k. n. A rude, rustic, low man. अनन्त. Rudeness; stupidity.

० k. v. अनन्त.

० k. n. Shame. 2, disgrace; blame; harm. अनन्त. A bashful person. अनन्त. Bashfulness. अनन्त. To find fault with.

० k. n. A stupid, silly person. 2, fraud, deceit. अनन्त. A counterfeit coin.

० k. v. t. To shoot arrows; to expel, an water through a syringe.

० k. P. p. of अनन्त, q. v.

० k. n. Wakefulness; watchfulness, caution, pre-
crookedness.
Poverty; {=} Difficulty, To to impure; TooorfA)

An interval; -33JJO.
ler left-handed frequent.
Left-handed man. -ls.

To stand; tiptoe.

The inner velocity of a river.
- newsp. The time between sunrise and sunset.

To roll or flatten sown field.

An obstinate person. -m.
Obstinacy.

k. v. i. To be accessible. n. A blow.

1. ( = = ) k. n. Place, ground.

n To go and come frequently, to frequent.

2. k. n. The left, the left side.

n Left and right.

3. ( = = ) k. n. Place between, interval; inferiority.

A smaller kind of weeding machine. -m.
An obstacle. -a. A middling sort; mediocrity. -r. Bad state or character; stupidity. [speaking.

k. n. Difficulty, especially in

1. ( = = ) k. n. A foe, adversary.

1. k. n. Strait, trouble. 2, an impediment, obstacle.

2. ( = = ) a. k. n. Poverty; ruin.

2, crookedness. v. i. To be crooked, to be dishonest. 2, to stumble, trip.

(ef. -v. i.) k. v. i.
To stumble, trip, to strike with the foot against.

1. ( = = ) k. n. A place, spot; ground. 2, room; interval, distance.

A small dam. -k. To fall down.
rep. Here and there. -n.
To give way, submit. -k. To take place, occur; to come to a stand; to obtain; to resort to.
A. The middle age. -fo. -m.
To move, wander, roam. -v. -n.
To leave room; to stop, cease.
-fo. -m. To compress, squeeze.

The inner velocity of a river.
- newsp. The time between sunrise and sunset.

2. (lb. of = ) n. An offering; meal.

2, the leaf, etc. on which food is placed.
-fo. -m, -v. -n. To abuse; to mock; to cheat.
-fo. Cheating; stupidity.

k. n. Counting, reckoning. 2, thinking; thought; notice, observation; opinion.

Thinking to succeed. -m. To think, etc.

k. v. i. To add together, to count; to reckon; to estimate; to consider; to compare. v. i. To think of.

To number.

1. k. n. A couple, pair; connexion; fellowship; equality, similarity; a
match. -ད་, -ན་. To become loose. -རབས་. A woman’s braid of hair. -བཀའ་. To become equal; to face. -ནོར་, -དོན་. The ruddy goose.

རྣམ་ 2. = བརྒྱུར་

ཐག་1. མི་. Arrogance.

ཐག་2. མི་. Eight. མི་. Eighth. མི་. Eight and a half. མི་. Eight and eight; eight times eight. མི་, མི་. The eight points of the compass.

རྗུ. = མི་, q. v.

རྗུ. k. v. ལ. To count; to think.

རྗུ. k. n. Oil. ན་. To heat oil. ན་. Dark brown. ན་. To extract oil. ན་, རུ་, ཡས་, རུ་. To pour oil; to spoil as another’s affairs. ན་. To anoint one’s self with oil. ན་. An oil-mill. དངོས་. The sediment of oil.

རྗུ. ེ. k. pro. Eight persons.


སྲི. 2. (cf. མདོ་) k. n. Lifting up. 2, undertaking; finding out an item in an account. 3, deceit, cunning. -ནམ་. A means, device; a trick.

སྲི. ཊ་, ཊ་. k. n. Height; tallness. -ད་. An elevated rice-field.

སྲི. 1. མདོ་. k. v. བ. To lift, raise, take up; to collect, as money, alms, etc.; to assume, as a form (avatāra); to mention, as the name of another. བ. 2. བ. Lifting, etc. བ. བ. To copy, as a manuscript. བ. བ. བ. To take away. བ. བ. བ. To go to attack. བ. བ. བ. To lift up. བ. བ. To cause to raise, etc. བ. བ. བ. བ. Lift-stone. བ. བ. Rent that is raised. -འོར་. A moveable stove. -ཉིད་. Lifting, raising, etc.

སྲི. 2. མདོ་. A ox, bullock. Cpd: འཆེད་, འཆེད་, འཆེད་, etc. འཆད་. Bullock’s tongue, Trichodesma indicum.

སྲི. རང་. k. n. Collecting money.

སྲི. ཕ. of རང་, q. v.

སྲི. རང་, རང་, རང་ (= རང་, q. v.) k. n. The front; that which is opposite. -ནོར་, རངོ་. To outbid; to contradict. རངོ་. To oppose, contradict. རངོ་. An antagonist. -ཐོང་, རངོ་, རངོ་. To meet. -ཐོང་, རངོ་, རངོ་. A contradiction. -ཐོང་, རངོ་, རངོ་. To contradict. -ཐོང་. A counter-claim. རངོ་, རངོ་, རངོ་. A document given by the purchaser of land stipulating to give it back on repayment of the purchase money within a definite term; a counterpart. རངོ་, རངོ་. A note of hand given for another that is lost; the counterpart of a deed or lease.

སྲི. རང་. The chest, breast; courage. -མོ་. The breast to become dry; courage to be quenched. -དྲེག་. The heart to break: courage to fail. -དྲེག་. The heart to melt. -དྲེག་. To become courageous. -དྲེག་, དྲེག་. Courage to fail. དྲེག་. The pit of the stomach. -དྲེག་, དྲེག་. To stand boldly. -དྲེག་, དྲེག་. Heartache. -དྲེག་. A bold man. དྲེག་. The heart to be agitated; violent mental agitation, fear. -དྲེག་. Courage to fail. -དྲེག་. To dishearten. -དྲེག་, དྲེག་. A man who disheartens another. -དྲེག་. To labour to weariness, fag hard. -དྲེག་, དྲེག་. The heart-burn. -དྲེག་. A coward. -དྲེག་. The heart to palpitate.

སྲི. བ. P. p. of རང་.

སྲི. རང་, རང་ a. k. pro. How much? how many?
a. k. pro. How many persons?

k. aff. The common form of ½ for the 1st pers. sing. past., fut., and neg., as: अन्तर्ण, अन्तर्ण, अन्तर्ण.

1. = अन्तर्ण, q. v. A common p.p. of अन्तर्ण, q. v.

2. = अन्तर्ण, अन्तर्ण. = अन्तर्ण, q. v.

k. pro. In what manner or way? how? अन्तर्ण. By all means.

= अन्तर्ण, q. v.

k. pro. What kind or sort? int. What a kind! how! as: अन्तर्ण हैं! अन्तर्ण, अन्तर्ण अन्तर्णहैं, अन्तर्ण हैं! अन्तर्णहैं!

1. k. (p. p. of अन्तर्ण) Having said. Used to introduce a sentence, when it is equivalent to "that", as: अन्तर्ण अन्तर्ण अन्तर्ण, he said "they came".

अन्तर्ण अन्तर्ण, अन्तर्ण अन्तर्ण, "where shall I go?" he asked.

2. k. ad. What time? when? अन्तर्ण, अन्तर्ण, अन्तर्ण. For ever and ever, always, continually. अन्तर्ण.

At any time sooner, once. अन्तर्ण, अन्तर्ण, अन्तर्ण, अन्तर्ण अन्तर्ण. As usual.

अन्तर्ण, अन्तर्ण. Ever, always.

= अन्तर्ण a. k. pro. Of me, my. अन्तर्ण मे. Mine.

= अन्तर्ण k. v. t. To say, speak; to call. P. ps. अन्तर्ण, अन्तर्ण; pres. p. अन्तर्ण, अन्तर्ण, अन्तर्ण, अन्तर्ण (अन्तर्ण) का. अन्तर्ण.

स्त्रेष्ठ k. a. Seventy. अन्तर्ण, अन्तर्ण, अन्तर्ण. 74. [Silliness.

अन्तर्ण k. n. A foolish, silly man. -सर.

अन्तर्ण k. v. t. To rouse, awaken; to lift up; to raise; to enliven, give life. अन्तर्ण अन्तर्ण अन्तर्ण. To provoke.

अन्तर्ण, स्त्रेष्ठ k. v. i. To rise. अन्तर्णाँ. To follow, pursue; to harass. [indeed.

1. (= अन्तर्ण, q. v.) k. int. Well,

अन्तर्ण k. pro. Our. अन्तर्ण. To us.

अन्तर्ण. Ours. [ornament.

अन्तर्ण, अन्तर्ण k. n. A bone. 2, an ear-

अन्तर्ण, अन्तर्ण k. n. An eyelash, eyelid. 75. To shut the eyelid.

अन्तर्ण k. v. t. To say. हैं, हैं. Saying. अन्तर्ण. अन्तर्ण. (pres. ret. part. of अन्तर्ण). That is or are called. अन्तर्ण (अन्तर्ण अन्तर्ण) used as अन्तर्ण, q. v.

अन्तर्ण k. a. Eighty.

अन्तर्ण k. pro. Of us, our. अन्तर्ण. Our.

अन्तर्ण k. n. A female buffalo. अन्तर्ण. A large black scorpion. अन्तर्ण (अन्तर्ण) A male buffalo-calf.

अन्तर्ण अन्तर्ण k. n. A porcupine. अन्तर्ण अन्तर्ण A porcupine quill.

अन्तर्ण k. n. Any metal infusion; molten state. अन्तर्ण. To pour melted metal into a mould, to cast. [arm.

अन्तर्ण k. s. अन्तर्ण k. n. A wing; a fin; an object. अन्तर्ण k. v. i. To bow; to make obeisance to; to alight, perch; to fall upon; to join; to accrue to. a bow, an obeisance.

अन्तर्ण k. s. अन्तर्ण k. v. t. To sprinkle; to scatter; to strewn; to sow. -सर. Strewing.

अन्तर्ण k. a. Two. अन्तर्ण अन्तर्ण अन्तर्ण. To go to void excrement. अन्तर्ण अन्तर्ण अन्तर्ण. To become separated. अन्तर्ण अन्तर्ण अन्तर्ण. A double tongued, deceitful man, liar.

अन्तर्ण स्त्रेष्ठ k. n. To speak two things: to be insincere. अन्तर्ण. To play tricks, act deceitfully; two ways. -सर. To split. -सर. Two and a half. -सर. Morning and evening. अन्तर्ण अन्तर्ण अन्तर्ण. Two and two, two times two. अन्तर्ण अन्तर्ण अन्तर्ण. Both.

अन्तर्ण, अन्तर्ण (= अन्तर्ण) a. k. n. 2, wind, air. 3, playing.

अन्तर्ण, अन्तर्ण k. n. An antelope, deer.

अन्तर्ण k. n. An object of desire; a thing borrowed, as a book, etc.; a loan. 2, difference; damaging; deficiency; harm. अन्तर्ण, अन्तर्ण To grant an object of desire; to lend.

अन्तर्ण अन्तर्ण k. a. To ask a loan. अन्तर्ण, अन्तर्ण. To borrow.
k. n. Dung, muck.

1. k. n. A dark-brown colour. 2, black grease for wheels. 3, black soil (= कूं, -कूमा, -कूमस्त्र, -कूस्सत्र). 4, a worm that lives in orts; a bait. 5, food for animals. 6, = कृत.

2. a. k. v. t. To beg, ask, solicit. -कृए. A beggar.

3. (कृत्यः) k. v. t. To pour out; to cast, as metal; to cover with water. v. i. To bathe. n. Pouring. 2, a master; f. ज्ञीः. ज्ञीःः. A sweet pancake.

= कृत्यः, q. r.

k. n. The jujube. -कृत्यःः The bottle-gourd.

= कृद्धः, कृद्धाः, कृद्धे k. n. A bone.

a. k. n. Wind, air; breath. वीरे, वीरेः वीरे वीरे वीरे. Air-eater: a serpent.

k. n. The silk-cotton tree, Bombax heptaphyllum.

कः k. int. (strong, rough) Ho! o! oh! तो कः कः कः कः कः कः. तो कः कः कः कः कः कः. तो कः कः कः कः कः कः.

कः k. int. (familiar and friendly) O! oh!


कः k. int. O! etc.

कः, कः, कः k. n. All; everything; the whole. ग्रोहे. N. of a goddess.

कः N. of a goddess. ग्रोहे. All persons. ग्रोहे. All things.


k. n. A limit, boundary; also -कः. -कः. A boundary stone.

k. Termination of the first pers. pl. of past, fut., and neg., as: कः कः कः कः कः कः कः. How much? how long or far?

कः. How (very) many (one does not know).

कः (fr. कः) a. k. n. Shine, splendour, beauty; form; delight.

कः a. k. v. t. To engage in, undertake; to do, perform; to commence.

कः, कः (fr. कः 1) k. n. A throw, shot.

k. n. The boiling water in a cooking pot; the water strained from boiled vegetables, etc.; pepper water.

k. n. A flower-leaf, petal; a small twig with leaves.

k. n. N. of a jungle tree.

कः, कः 1. k. v. t. To shoot an arrow; to throw. P. ps. कः कः कः कः कः कः. A shot; a throw; also कः.

2. k. v. i. To shine; to be brilliant, beautiful, distinguished; to appear; to become manifest.

कः, कः कः (कः कः, कः कः) a. k. ad.

In what manner? how?

कः 1. = कः, q. r.

कः 2, कः कः कः P. ps. of कः, q. r. That is tender, young; etc.

कः k. n. A species of sheep; the ram used by boys for riding.

कः = कः, q. r.

कः k. n. Unsteadiness, fickleness. ad. Unsteadily.

2. (स = स) k. v. t. To pull, draw, drag; to seize, take forcibly. P. ps. तिन्तुनी, तिन्तुम, तिन्तुम. तिन्तुमुक्ते. To pull towards one's self; to lay hold of; to absorb. उदरकर्न. To pull mutually. भूते. Pulling, drawing; spasm, cramp. उदरकर्न. उदर. To cause to drag; to put off; to thwart.

3. (क = क) k. n. Thread. उदरकर्न क. To spin.

4. a. k. v. i. To go upwards, rise.

5. The twelfth letter of the alphabet.

2, a particle of emphasis, as: स घ न ह। मृत; स घ न ह; मृत; ल स घ न ह. 3, a contraction of स a, in the genitive, as: र ज ज ज ज; र ज ज ज ज; र ज ज ज ज ज. 4, = र ज ज ज ज ज ज ज ज ज ज. What to do? र ज ज ज. What to say?

of the waxing or waning moon on which Brāhmaṇas use to wake and fast. लघूवाहः। A sole monarch; an astrological term. लघूवाहः। A lonely place, solitude; secrecy; a secret; alone, secret, hidden. लघूवाहः। A hermitage; a harem. लघूवाहः। A heifer one year old. लघूवाहः। One meaning; synonym. लघूवाहः। The protection of one deity only. लघूवाहः। The period of one day; a ceremony performed on the eleventh day in the course of funeral rites.

क्रम । s. n. The letter अ।

होनव । h. n. Honesty, uprightness.

बन्धनव । s. n. Becoming one; association.

बन्धनव । To become one.

क्रम । f. n. Sum total.

क्रम । s. n. The śrāddha performed for one deceased individual.

क्रम । k. n. A blow; a throw. 2, a kind of gambling with dice. -क्रमः। A shooter. -क्रमः। To strike a blow.

क्रम । k. A crab. 2, a coward.

क्रम । k. v. i. To speak ill; to mock.

क्रम । s. n. A kind of deer or antelope; f. क्रमः।

क्रम । k. n. A ladder. -क्रमः। A number of flambeaux fixed on a horizontal ladder and carried in a procession or before persons of distinction. -क्रमः। -क्रमः। To mount a ladder.

क्रम । k. n. An edge, border.

क्रम (fr. क्रम) । k. n. Ascent; rise. 2, a lever for raising water, picotta. 3, an instrument for pounding rice. -क्रमः। The bamboo by which the bucket hangs.

क्रम । = क्रमः, see s. क्रमः।

क्रम । s. ad. Such like; of this kind, similar.

क्रम । k. n. A porcupine. v. i. To pant.

क्रम । k. pro. Some, a few.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kannada</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ಕ್ರೀ</td>
<td>To throw. n. A throw, shot. ಕೃಥಿ. To shoot arrows.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ಕ್ರೀ (ಪ್ರ)</td>
<td>k. pro. What quantity? etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ಕ್ರೀ (ಪ್ರ)</td>
<td>k. v. t. To censure, reprove; to throw into shade. ಕೃಥಿ. Contempt, blame.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ಕ್ರಕಾ</td>
<td>Rising; growth, increase; greatness, magnificence, glory; haughtiness.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ಕೃಬಹಿ</td>
<td>2. (ಪ್ರ) k. a. Seven. ಕೃಬಹಿ. Seventh. ಕೃಬಹಿ. Seven or eight; seven times eight. ಕೃಬಹಿ. A necklace of gold beads composed of seven strings.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ</td>
<td>The thirteenth letter of the alphabet. The initial ಕೃ in Kannada words has arisen from ಕೃ, and those words may also be looked up under this spelling. ಕೃ ಇ. as: ಕೃಭಾ. O! enough. ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ s. n. Unanimity, agreement. ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ s. n. The letter ಕ್ರ. ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ s. n. Oneness, unity; harmony; identity. ಭಾ. Oneness. ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ (ಪ್ರ) k. n. A Jaigama. 2, a school-master. ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ (ಪ್ರ) k. v. t. To come, approach. ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ s. n. Oral tradition, a legend, tale. ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ 1. (ಪ್ರ, q. v.) k. a. Five. ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ 2. (ಪ್ರ) k. v. t. To join; to draw near; to reach, obtain, get. ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ = ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ, q. v. ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ k. n. A mirror; spectacles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ</td>
<td>(ಪ್ರ) k. n. A school-master. 2, a respectful mode of addressing a Brähmana. ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ (ಪ್ರ) k. n. The marriage badge tied round a female's neck. ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ = ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ, q. v. ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ s. n. Indra's male elephant; f. ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ. ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ h. ad. Instead of. ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ h. n. Property, wealth: cash or goods. ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ (ಪ್ರ) k. n. Fifty. ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ s. n. Power, might; wealth, riches, opulence. ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ. A rich man; f. ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ. ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ, lb. of ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ, q. v. ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ = ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ, q. v. ಕೃಟ್ಟಿ (fr. ಕೃ) s. a. Relating to this world; temporal, secular.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
20. The fourteenth letter of the alphabet.

2, a particle employed in common as well as doubtful questions, e.g. अर्थं? ।

3, in admonition and calling, as: श्रवणे! सर्वस्य! वहने! वर्षने!

200क्र. k. n. The cry of buffaloes.

20क्र. k. a. One. 2, short p. p. of वर. ।

20क्रों, One bond; unanimity, concord, harmony. श्रवणे. A one-eyed man. वाग्णे. To throw, cast away; to wash and give.

20क्रों k. n. The letter ।

20क्रों, अक्रों s. n. The honorific address at the top of a letter, etc. 2, style of composition. अक्रों. To tell, say; to describe.

20क्रों k. v. i. To spit out, vomit. 2, to retire.

20क्रों, अक्रोंत्रक्र, अक्रों्न k. n. A farmer, husbandman; ।

20क्रों, अक्रों्न. A tenant's house; a farmhouse.

20क्रों k. v. t. To tread out corn; to thrash. n. Thrashing. 2, an omen. ।

20क्रों k. v. t. To belch.

20क्रों, अक्रों k. n. A riddle, enigma.

20क्रों (= वरवर) k. n. Vomiting.

20क्रों, अक्रों v. q. r. ।

20क्रों k. n. Washing. 2, throwing.

20क्रों k. n. The harmonious life of husband and wife and their manage-

ment of household affairs; the affairs of life.
k. v. t. To make one join; to put together, pile up. v. i. To come together, assemble; to become a mass, be united. n. Union; a heap, pile; sum total. 2. the close adhering of a lump of clay. 3. all together, on the whole. To come together, convene; to become one in mind. To be united, as a family. To join together; to add up. The whole amount. Sum total.

A crack, hole. To be cracked, to get a hole.

To collect, join; to heap together; to convene. v. i. To become one; to come together.

Union; being together, company. Close union. To be born by the same parents; birth as brothers and sisters; brothers or sisters.

The state of being cracked or broken; a fracture, crack; disunion. A broken voice. One who cannot keep secrets.

Broken state; broken paddy or split pulse with chaff or husk.

A mistress.

P. p. of .

(fr. ) k. prep. With; together with. ad. Fortwith, immediately. Company, intercourse. A companion, friend. Companionship, friendship. To associate with. All at once, etc.

( = ) k. v. i. To agree, assent; to consent; to covenant. To cause to agree; to persuade, convince. A covenant, agreement, bond, treaty, compact.

v. t. To join; to put to. v. i. To enter into, engage in, undertake, begin; to perform; to endeavour, try.

The body; the belly, stomach. Burning of the belly; internal grief.

A thing, substance, possession; a jewel; property, wealth.

1. k. v. i. To be broken, to crack, burst; to break forth, as a bud; etc.; to bud; to turn, as milk; to fail, as courage; to branch off. To trickle through, ooze, sink. v. t. To break. To strain off, filter through a cloth. To break; to destroy; a broken mass. To bruise. To cause to break, etc.

2. k. n. Heat.

3. a. k. aff. If; when; to; as: , ; ; ; ; ; ; ;.

n. Possession, ownership; rule, sway; also . An owner; a lord, master; a chief, leader; a ruler, king. Lord of lords.

A class of people who cut stones, dig tanks and wells and speak a Telugu patois.

A pile, heap. An assembly; an army.

A. 2. =

(lb. of , q. v.) n. A birthday festivity.

k. v. t. To place, put, lay; to fix, set; to catch; to array. 2, to oppose, resist. 3, to heap up. n. A heap, pile, mass; a bank; a large gathering; a stake at play; host, army. To cause to place, etc.

A great assembly, a royal audience, darbâr.

A gold or silver belt or zone.
Dry. 2, sapless, profitless, empty; false. -=7. An emaciated man.
To dry, become dry; to wither. Dryness. 
To dry.

1. k. a. One, single, alone. Cpd.:
A man of mere bones, a weak man. -=5. A single man.

k. A solitary woman.

2. k. n. A gold earring.

k. v. i. To agree with one's health, as water.

(kg. of ) n. A camel.

k. n. Sediment, deposit, dregs; mud in rivers, tanks, etc.; turbidity.

k. The nightmare.

k. n. One side. ad. Aside.

k., k. n. Fomentation.

k. n. Impetuosity; force; speed. 2, one layer or division.  
To increase; to be or become lofty, haughty, impetuous, quick. v. t. To join closely; to subdue.

k. n. Force, violence, compulsion; impetus.

k. n. Help, assistance. -=-

A helper, assistant.

k. v. t. To press, squeeze; to shampoo; to press down; to impress, as a seal; to overpower; to trouble; to use unusual force or power, as in speaking, calling, etc.; to stress, emphasize. 2, to foment. v. i. To give way, step aside. n. Closeness; thickness; a pile; vicinity; pressure. 2, an under letter. -'-=7. Pressing.

A double consonant.

To prop. -=-=. A thin finger-ring or toe-ring to tighten other rings.

k. n. A pledge, pawn. 2, a single or one of a pair. -=7, -=-. To pledge, pawn. -=-=. To redeem a pawn. -=-. To take a pawn.

k. n. One kind or sort.

k. v. i. To come to hand, be got; to be effected; to be ready for; to be at hand; to be of use; to thrive, increase. 2, to give way, step aside.

n. That is at hand. To cause to be obtained, to make ready, etc.; to fulfill.

k. n. The lip.

k. v. i. To shake; to cry aloud, shout, shriek, howl; to shake, move to and fro. n. Shaking, etc. -=-. Crying with great noise. -=-,. To shout with great noise. To cause to shout, howl, etc.

= q. v. 2, to gain, obtain.

k. k. v. t. To kick; to spur. P. ps.
A kick. Mutual kicking; kicking in pain; struggle, trouble, hardship. To kick mutually; to kick in pain; to struggle in difficulty or distress.

k. n. Union, concord, friendship.

k. n. Wetness, dampness; moisture.

Cpd.: -=-, -=-. One direction.

k. n. A large wooden pestle.

= q. v. A sieve.

k. n. A turn, rotation, time. 2, a share. -=-. To take one's turn. -=-. To miss
one's turn. To finish one's turn.  One who takes his turn.  

one's;  one's k. prep. Together with.  

one's.  One;  to suitable  

one's  consent, once  

one's;  one's  k. v. i. To be one or united; to be linked to; to come to meet; to be fit, suitable.  v. t. To obtain; to get; to use.  to join; to place or fix on; to grant.  

one's  k. a. One; a, an; a certain thing.  To go to make water.  First.  one and a half.  Like one; at the rate of one, per one.  one to one.  To become one; to unite.  Some or other; a certain -; once upon a time.  A little.  To be joined.  One sort or mode, an unusual manner.  One time; once.  To join, unite.  One time, once; perhaps.  From morning till midday, or from midday till evening.  One and three-fourths.  One only.  Nothing.  One only.  One or two; a few.  A herb, Hydrocotile asiatica.  One - the other; one another; separate; own; each by itself.  

one's  k. n. Fitness, propriety, neatness, elegance; beauty; lustre, polish; correctness.  To bestow the last honours (on a deceased person).  To embellish, polish.  To sign.  

one's  k. n. An agreement; a contract; a treaty; a covenant.  To make an agreement, etc.  

one's, one's q. v.  

one's k. n. Fitness, propriety.  

fitly.  

one's, one's, one's k. n. Consent, agreement; admission.  To sign.  

one's  k. v. l. To deliver over, give in charge, commit, to give.  To deliver.  To prevail on.  To take over a charge; to comply with.  To give over a charge, as:  etc.  

one's  k. v. i. To suit, be fit, proper, agreeable.  Two, to agree to, consent; to admit.  Three, to be manifested.  n. Fitness; consent; beauty; elegance.  In a suitable manner.  An agreement.  To persuade.  To appear to great advantage.  Aggreeing, etc.; cf.  

one's  k. a. One (m. or f.); a, an.  A certain man.  Only one; he alone.  Some; the honorific plural; somebody.  These - the others, one another; these and others; every, each; also  One woman; a woman.  A certain (man or woman).  rep. Every or each (man or woman).  They mutually; every one or each of them; they one by one.  A single solitary man.  

one's  k. n. A sweet cake, hóligé.  

one's = one's q. v.  

one's  k. n. A bush, thicket.  

one's  k. a. One.  Nine.  One mind, unanimity.  

one's  k. ad. Once; one time or turn; together.  All at once.  Suddenly; at some time or other; sometimes.  Together.  rep. Now and then, occasionally; by turns.  

one's, one's, one's k. v. l. To carry off; to conduct.  
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convey. P.p. भिड़, अभिनय, Conveying, etc.

A plain used for horse-races.

A rider on horseback. रुबिङ्ग, 

A ride on horseback. रुबिङ्ग, 

A touch-stone. टोक्ना, To apply to a touch-stone.

To ooze, spring, drip, flow; to be wet, moist.

A sheath, scabbard. शाख, शाख, शाख. To draw a sword. शाख.

To sheath.

To be pleased. चुम्ना, वेदवृक्ष. To be pleased.

To be pleased, favourable; to like, love; to be apt, fit. चुम्ना, शाख. चुम्ना. A coquette. शाख. A sheathmaker.

The grace of God. चुम्ना, वेदवृक्ष. To be pleased.

A spring, fountain; a flow; a fluid.

To cause to cry out, etc.

To cause to cry out, etc.

A sheath. चुम्ना. To be pleased.

To swing; to shake, tremble; to move. 2, to hang or bend to one side, as a wall, etc. v.t. To shake. चुम्ना. To swing or move about.

A fire-place, furnace, an oven, hearth. चुम्ना. The three stones of which an ओले consists. ओले, ओले, ओले, ओले. To form an ओले. ओले. To kindle a fire. ओले. ओले. To put fire into an ओले.

A small đōtra.

(k. v. i. To will; to like, love).

1. k. n. A stone mortar.

A stone mortar.

1. k. v. i. To rub, smear. 2, to rub on a touch-stone. 3, to try, examine; 4, to grind, make thin. 5, to draw,
speech, news. To send news.

The gums.

To ooze, trickle, flow gently. Oozing, etc. A kind of crystal. Trickling water.

A little.

That is true, good, nice, etc. Its final is doubled before a following vowel. A good quality. A beautiful beam. A true, good word. A real pearl. Beautiful lustre.

Good, eatable oil.

In, into, among, at, with; as: etc. Inside, a. The inner sole of a shoe.


To yield, to be subject to; to be merged. To make subordinate; to inclose; to seduce.

An inner part; a subdivision. The inner side, as of a cloth. A plot, intrigue. An intriguer, plotter. A secret debt. The tail end of a woman's cloth. The inside of the belly; the stomach.

Intermediate space.

The inside, inner part. Within, in, into. To get into the power of; to submit one's self; to be subject; to incur. Secretly, privately. To give out a secret.

In, within, in, into; as: etc. To be inside or in. To go inside; to sink, as an eye. Control.

The inside; a secret. 2, control.

That is good, nice, handsome, excellent, well. To do a thing well.

A good, nice man.

Goodness, handsomeness, etc. (see  ). a. Good, nice, fine, excellent, proper; gen. or . Cpd.s.: , , , . Very good, well.

A good man. Goodness, good conduct, propriety, etc.

The fifteenth letter of the alphabet. 2, a contraction of  as: etc. 3, interrog. affx., as: etc. 4, int. of admiration, etc., as in .
k. n. Vomiting. -वस्र (वस्र्ष्व, etc). To vomit, retch, spit out; to emit. -वस्र्ष्व. Vomiting.

कृषि, कृषि कृषि कृषि. k. n. A red liquid of turmeric and chunam sprinkled upon persons at the holi feast or other auspicious occasions. -कृषि. To sprinkle the okuli on one another.

सूचा s. n. The letter अ.

कृषि = कृषि, q. v.

कृषि k. n. Boiled rice; also मूर्द्धन्ययम. Cpd.s: घातकग्रेद्धन्ययम, जलकारग्रेद्धन्ययम, etc.

कृषि s. n. A stream, current. 2, a heap, multitude.

कृषि s. n. The mystic syllable ओ.

कृषि k. n. A teacher, guru. 2, a carpenter, blacksmith.

कृषि, कृषिकृषि s. n. Strength, energy. 2, light, splendour. 3, manifestation.

कृषि अ. k. n. A row, line, range; regularity, order.

कृषि (fr. कृषि) k. n. Running; a run, race; speed. -कृषि. A runner, racer; f. -कृषि, -कृषि.

कृषि 1. k. n. The tree Garcinia pictoria. 2, a jungle reed. 3, a crack, hole.

कृषि 2. f. n. A half of a cocoa-nut shell. 2, the shell, as of the wood-apple, almonds, etc.


कृषि 1. k. n. A fragment, potsherds; an earthen pan; the skull.

कृषि 2. k. v. t. To run; to flee. बा कृषि. To go quickly, decamp. बा कृषि, कृषि. Running about. बा कृषि, कृषि. To run about, skip. बा कृषि. Running about. बा कृषि. To cause to run; to drive away. बा कृषि. To drive off. -कृषि, कृषि. Running.

कृषि k. n. An earthen hoop used for wailing the inside of wells; a large store-vessel. 2, a fried cake.

कृषि k. A verbal affix, as: देशकृषि, अर्थात्कृषि, नरकृषि. 2, aff. of verbal nouns, as: लोकोनान्तरकृषि, ब्रह्माण्याः शाश्वकृषि. 3, aff. of the 1st p. pl. imp., as: ब्रह्माण्याः शाश्वकृषि! शुभकृषि! etc. Let us run! etc.

कृषि k. n. A line, row. 2, a lane, alley.

कृषि k. n. A kind of lizard or chameleon, blood-sucker.

कृषि (of कृषि) k. n. Reading, study.

कृषि k. v. t. To read; to recite; to study. कृषि, -कृषि. Reading, etc. कृषि. To learn to read. लिगिस्तिकम् अज्जेत. To let read. लिगिस्तिकम्. To read off. लिगिस्तिकम्. To be able to read. लिगिस्तिकम् अज्जेत. A pupil. लिगिस्तिकम्. To cause to read; to instruct. लिगिस्तिकम्. A reader; a learned man.

कृषि s. n. The name or mantra that begins with अ, i.e. in अंका अंको, 2, a N. of the alphabet.

कृषि k. n. Likeness, similarity.

कृषि, कृषि, कृषि, कृषि k. n. Bishop's weed, Ligusticum ajacae.

कृषि k. int. O! ho! hallo!

कृषि (= कृषि, q. v.) k. n. Declivity, sloping. 2, side, edge, margin.

कृषि k. k. अकृषि k. n. A husband's brother's wife.

कृषि k. n. Equality; similarity; a match. -कृषि. A man of the same age.

कृषि k. n. Sloping, declivity; variance.

कृषि a. k. n. A line, row. लेखन. To be or put in a row.

कृषि k. n. A hole. v. t. To think; ponder; to consider.

कृषि k. n. Leaning, sloping, bending; declivity; crookedness. a. Slant, oblique, crooked. -कृषि, -कृषि. A tie bending to one side; a way of tying the turban. -कृषि. A squint-eye; a side-glance. -कृषि. A pentroof. Other cpds.: -कृषि, -कृषि, -कृषि, -कृषि, etc. -कृषि. To become crooked.
The screw of an ear-ring. -原子. A book of cadjan leaves. -原子. A female's good fortune to wear an ole as a sign of her husband being alive. 男は男. The palmyra tree. 男は男 k. n. A government servant who carries letters, etc., a porter. 男是人 s. n. A plant, herb. 2, an annual plant. 男是人 s. n. A lip. 男是人. A labial. 男 is k. a. Sloping, slanting. n. An unsatisfactorily balanced burden. 男 is k. v. i. To go to one side; to turn aside; to give way, yield; to go away; to hesitate. 男 is (a. k. 坐即) k. n. Cause, reason for. prep. On account of. 男 is k. v. To yield, to bend. 男 is k. int. of wonder, admiration, etc. Ho! stop! oho! 男是人 (= 男是人) k. n. A continuous line; a row; succession.

The sixteenth letter of the alphabet. In Kannada words it is another form of 男, or of 男 (as: 男 is 坐即, 坐即 = 坐即, 坐即 = 坐即, 坐即 = 男), and therefore for all Kannada and Tadzhava words with initial 男 not found below see under initial 男 or 男.

男 is s. n. The letter 男.
男 is k. v. t. To press down, squeeze, shampoo.
男 is k. v. t. To yield to pressure, as a ripe fruit.
男 is (fr. 坐即) s. n. Fitness, propriety; pleasure, delight.
男 is s. n. Lustre, shine; gold.
The seventeenth and eighteenth letters of the alphabet. The first is generally called anusvara or souné, and the second called visarga, is found only in Sanskrita words. There is no word beginning with either of these letters.

The nineteenth letter of the alphabet. The letter ṣ pronounced with the short a.

The letter ṣ.

The letter ṣ. N. of a weapon.

The letter ṣ. Medicine, drug; a herb.


The letter ṣ. ṣ. k. n. Trouble (heavy breathing, etc.) arising from an overloaded stomach, from running, etc.

The letter ṣ. 2. lb. of ṣ, q. v. -ṛ. A cruel man; f. -ṛ. The letter ṣ. 1. k. n. A mother's younger sister; uncle's wife; step-mother.

The letter ṣ. 1. (= ṣ) a. k. n. A notch, dent; the rough or toothed part of a millstone, file or saw; roughness; sharpness. 2. a splinter, shiver.

The letter ṣ. 2. k. v. To vomit. n. Vomiting.

s. n. N. of a plant bearing a berry containing waxy and aromatic substance; a perfume made of its berries; also -v.

perfume, q. v.

s. n. The hem of a garment tucked into the waist-band. 2, a girdle. 3, the armpit; also -v. 4, a forest. 5, an objection or reply in argument. -v. A bag carried under the armpit.

s. n. One party as opposed to another; objection, contention. -v.

A party (in a civil or criminal case).


s. n. A long, tedious or literary composition.

s. n. The eye. -v. An eye-drop, tear. -v., v. A side-glance, leer. -v., v. To perceive. -v., v. To be blinded, confused, vexed; to be afraid. -v. To blind, bewilder, confuse.


s. n. Gravel, a pebble.

s. n. v. A skeleton. -v. Who carries the backbone of Vishnu: Śiva.

s. n. An ear of corn stripped of its grain. -v. To thrash out corn.

s. n. The armpit.

s. n. A blind man.

s. n. Displeasure, anger.


s. n. 2, the heart-pee. 3, the Indian millet -v. To become angry or annoyed.

s. n. see s. v.

m. n. An ornamental cordon, groove, etc.

s. n. The hair of the head. 2, matted hair. 3, a binding; a band.

s. k. ad. Smartly, forcibly. 2, with the sound of treading or anything falling into mud.

s. k. n. A dish of boiled vegetables or fruits seasoned with salt, pepper, etc.


s. h. n. A hall of audience, a court for administration of public business; an office. To open a court or office for business. Cpd.: -v, -v, -v.

f. n. The long Zedoary, Curcuma zernabet.

s. h. n. Filth, rubbish.

s. k. n. A kind of vegetable dish.

a. k. n. An honorary arm-ring.

h. a. Unripe, green; raw; rude, rough; tender; minor, less. A seer of only 20 or 24 rupees' weight. -v. A clumsy affair. -v. A mean man. -v. A rough account.

s. k. v. t. To bite; to sting. 2, to gripe, ache, as the stomach. To join. u. Biting; a bite, an incision; a notch; a wound. 2, washing; water in which rice has been washed.
Quarrel. To bite one another, as dogs; to quarrel. To cause to bite.


* marshv. (lb. of गंधर्व & गंधर्व)<sup>1</sup> n. The hem of a garment tucked into the waist-band. 2, a female's cloth. 3, a girdle.

* = त (२) र्य, q. v.

* (२) र्य no. 1) s. n. 2, marshy ground. 3, the bank of a river. 4, a tree. -चिं. Chasteness.

* = त (२) र्य, q. v.

The sash worn by peons or sepoys.

* (२) र्य (२) र्य) f. n. The date fruit.

* , lb. of गंधर्व, q. v. = त, चिंतक, चिंताक. 1, s. n. Lamp-black; a collyrium.

* = त (२) र्य f. n. Bread. 2, a kind of sweet cake.

* (२) र्य (२) र्य) n. Seab (the disease), itch. -स्थर्ष. One infected with the itch and always scratching it; f. -स्थर्ष.

* = त (२) र्य n. A parasite in the itch.

* k. n. A marble. -चिं. To play marbles.

* २ २ १. k. n. A kind of bitter and sour orange.

* २ २ २. (२) र्य (२) र्य) n. The town Conjeveram. -र्य. A small white goat.

* २ २ २ h. n. A dancing girl.

* २ २ २ s. n. The mountain ebony, *Bauhinia variegata*.

* (२) र्य (२) र्य) n. White brass, bell-metal; a vessel made of it. -वस कक्ष. To appear or come suddenly or like a flash. -जस्त, -जत. A round vessel of आलम.

* २ २ २ s. n. A bodice, jacket; an armour.

Lumbago. -महाल। A waist-band worn by females.

स्पुंगेंट; -महाल, q. v.

Pungent; strong-scented; biting; bitter; fierce. 2, disagreeable. n. A pungent taste.

जिल्ला. -महाल, q. v.

The farthest end; at the very end.

A final answer.

स्पुंगेंट h. n. A bowl or cup.

स्पुंगेंट (स्पुंगेंट, स्पुंगेंट) k. n. End. -स्पुंगेंट।

An order, command, rule; rate; a case. 2, a weight used by goldsmiths or jewelers. 3, thick butter-milk. -स्पुंगेंट।

A bag for keeping weights, etc. -स्पुंगेंट।

स्पुंगेंट. Daily.

स्पुंगेंट (lb. of चीड़ at) n. Wood or timber; fuel; a stick. -हल्द, वैभुद्ध, -स्पुंगेंट।

A wood-seller. -स्पुंगेंट।

A hard heart; obstinacy. -स्पुंगेंट।

स्पुंगेंट. To cut wood.

स्पुंगेंट 1. (स्पुंगेंट, q. v.) k. n. Intensity; excess, etc. -स्पुंगेंट, -स्पुंगेंट।

A thick jungle. -स्पुंगेंट।

A thick kind of porridge. -स्पुंगेंट।

see separately. -स्पुंगेंट।

स्पुंगेंट। A strict order. -स्पुंगेंट।

A firm resolution. -स्पुंगेंट।

A strong man. -स्पुंगेंट।

स्पुंगेंट। Great valor.

स्पुंगेंट।

A strict order. -स्पुंगेंट।

स्पुंगेंट। Remission of land-revenue on account of loss by failure of rain, etc. -स्पुंगेंट।

Excessive pride. -स्पुंगेंट।

Strength. -स्पुंगेंट।

A great noise. -स्पुंगेंट।

A strong acid. -स्पुंगेंट।

A hard task.

स्पुंगेंट 2. k. v. l. To bind, tie; to affix; to yoke; to construct, build, form; to dam in, as water; to shut up, as a door; to lay by, deposit, as money; to restrain; to apply to; to determine, as price; to collect; to obtain; to bewitch, charm. v. i. To be checked, stopped, formed. (स्पुंगेंटूँ) To embrace. -स्पुंगेंटूँ।

स्पुंगेंटूँ। To obtain merit. -स्पुंगेंटूँ।

स्पुंगेंटूँ। To conduct away with one's self. -स्पुंगेंटूँ।

स्पुंगेंटूँ। To cause to bind, etc. -स्पुंगेंटूँ।

Tying. n. Binding, fastening; restraint. 2, a band, tie; a boundary. 3, a pack, bundle. 4, a frame. 5, build, form. 6, a regulation, rule. 7, a fiction. 8, bewitching. -स्पुंगेंटूँ।

A binding written agreement.

स्पुंगेंटूँ। Boiled rice tied up for a journey. -स्पुंगेंटूँ। To become a rule; to stop; to be shut, as school. -स्पुंगेंटूँ।

Rightly, positively. -स्पुंगेंटूँ।

A necklace of small gold beads. -स्पुंगेंटूँ। A fiction. -स्पुंगेंटूँ।

To bind, tie; to restrain; to regulate; order. -स्पुंगेंटूँ।

Great embarrassment, strength. -स्पुंगेंटूँ। A wrapper or cover, etc. -स्पुंगेंटूँ।

A fictitious term. -स्पुंगेंटूँ।

To break a rule; an association to be dissolved. -स्पुंगेंटूँ। A man who ties; a fiction.

स्पुंगेंटूँ। 5. k. n. Soup of any pulse. -स्पुंगेंटूँ।

Boiled rice mixed with it (cf. s. चटपटा)।

स्पुंगेंटूँ। Such soup seasoned with salt, pepper, etc.

स्पुंगेंटूँ। A structure; a guard-house.

2, a dam, dike. 3, a bridge. 4, a basin round the foot of a tree (=चतुःसेतु, q. v.). 5, a pond. -स्पुंगेंटूँ।

स्पुंगेंटूँ।

स्पुंगेंटूँ। 2, a law-suit, case.

स्पुंगेंटूँ।

स्पुंगेंटूँ। 2. k. v. l.

Hard; stiff, inflexible; violent; cruel, harsh. -स्पुंगेंटूँ।

Hardness; cruelty. -स्पुंगेंटूँ।

A hard heart; hard-hearted, cruel. -स्पुंगेंटूँ।

A cruel disposition. -स्पुंगेंटूँ।

A dangerous sickness. -स्पुंगेंटूँ।

To harden; to vex.

स्पुंगेंटूँ। 2. k. v. l.

Hard; stiff; sharp; cruel. -स्पुंगेंटूँ।

Full. -स्पुंगेंटूँ।

Hardness, severity. -स्पुंगेंटूँ।
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1. k. n. A debt. 2, a loan. -देशस्यः.
To incur debt. -देशस्यः. A debtor.

2. k. n. A ferry, ford.

3. (==ट्रां) k. n. End, corner.


चिरा, चिरा k. n. A channel leading to water to a tree; a ditch.

चिरा k. n. A wasp, hornet.

चिरा (cf. चित्र) k. n. A book made of folded cloth covered with charcoal paste. 2, cutting; a cut, incision.

चिरा (fr. चिरा) k. a. Steep; upright.

2, hard, rough, severe, firm. u. Steepness; uprightness; hardness, etc.
-चिरा. A powerful man; a harsh man.

चिरा, P. p. of चित्र or चित्र.

चिराः कौचक, कौचक, कौचक. = चित्रम्, q. v.

चिराः, चिराः कौचक. A species of deer.

चिराः, चिराः कौचक. A cake boiled in steam.

चिराः = चित्रम्, q. v.

चिरा k. n. The sea; an ocean.
-चित्रम्, चित्रम्. The moon.
-चित्रा. A wave of the sea.
-चित्र. Cuttle-fish bone.

चित्र, = चित्रम्, q. v.

चित्रम् = चित्रम्, q. v.

चित्र (==चित्र) k. n. An elk; the Indian stag.

चित्र k. n. A young cow or buffalo not yet calved.

चित्रित (==मलितम्) f. n. Strictness; accuracy.

चित्राः = चित्रम्, q. v.

चित्राः (lb. of चित्रम्) n. A large, round boiler.

चित्राः, चित्राः s. n. Wooden shoes. 2, a lathe; turning.

चित्राः k. n. A skin (to sit or lie on); also चित्राः.

चित्र k. v. t. To bite, bite or cut off; to sting, as a bee; to pain, as the stomach; to gnash, as the teeth. 2, to cut, hack; to chop; to dig, as a well; to pull. v. i. To itch, as the body. P. ps. चित्र, चित्र, चित्र. चित्राः. Altercation. चित्राः. To cut down; to fight, wrangle. चित्र, चित्र, चित्र. A cut, bite; a chip, piece, bit; a potsherd; an oblong roll of cotton thread. -चित्र. A leather-shield. -चित्रा. The impression of a horse's hoof. -चित्रा. Grits of rice.

चित्राः (==चित्राः) k. n. Deficiency; want, defect; inferiority. -चित्राः. To make less, decrease. -चित्राः. To become less. -चित्राः. To fall short.
-चित्राः. More or less; difference.

चित्राः, चित्राः कौचक, कौचक. k. n. A bit, bridle.
-चित्राः. To bridle. -चित्राः. To pull in the reins.

चित्राः (==चित्राः) k. n. Firmness; intensity; vehemence; swiftness; abundance, excess. Ad. Greatly; swiftly.
-चित्राः. A heavy loss.
-चित्राः, -चित्राः. Great wrath.
-चित्राः, -चित्राः. Great darkness.
-चित्राः. A great hero.
-चित्राः. Great trouble.
-चित्राः, -चित्राः. A swift horse.
-चित्राः. A very mischievous person.
-चित्राः. Severe cold.
-चित्राः. A talkative tongue.
-चित्राः. Acute pain.
-चित्राः, -चित्राः. A heinous sin.
-चित्राः. A notorious sinner.
-चित्राः. A big fool.
-चित्राः. Great swiftness.
-चित्राः. Great grief.
-चित्राः. A very stupid man.

चित्राः k. n. A cut, piece; a bit; a headless trunk.

चित्राः k. n. Force, vehemence; severity; pride; great valor.

चित्राः कौचक, कौचक. = चित्रम्, q. v.

91. (==चित्राः) k. n. End, termination; limit; direction; place. a. Last, low, ulterior; inferior. -चित्राः. To look upon as inferior, slight; to end.
-चित्राः. To finish, accomplish.
the very last; totally. अर्थात्. Aside; towards; in the end, at last, finally. अनुमोदना. To rescue. अस्त्रुपालन। To go last; to go aside. अनुमोदना. To cause to pass by, through or over; to save. अस्त्रुपालन। The youngest child. चिकित्सा। A common form of अनुमोदना। अत्र अनुमोदना। The left side. अनुदयन। The right side.

2. k. v. t. To churn; to stir; to rub together, as two pieces of wood to excite fire. 2, to turn in a lathe.

3, to pass over; to get through. v. i. To fall down, sink. अनुमोदना। To churn curds. n. Churning.

A. To cause to pass by, through or over; to save. मुख्यतः। अनुमोदना। To churn curds. n. Churning.

2. k. n. A clown, blockhead; an unpromising man. 2, a pitfall to catch elephants. अनुमोदना। To make a dolt of one. अनुमोदना। Obstinacy, pertinacity; stupidity.

3. k. n. Force, compulsion, execution. अनुमोदना। An outrageous man. अनुमोदना। To force, constrain.

4. (lb. of त्रुटि) n. A small stick, fibre of a leaf or a bit of a haulm. अनुमोदना। Stick lac; a stick of sealing wax.

5. (अनुभव) k. n. The Bengal gram or chicken-pea, Cicer arietinum.

6. (चिकित्सा, q. v.) k. n. The eye; a mesh. अनुभव। अनुभव। A collyrium for the eye. अनुभव। The socket of the eye. अनुभव। The inner or outer corner of the eye. अनुभव। अनुभव। To blind, bewilder, confuse. अनुभव। A smile of the eye. अनुभव। A faint notice. अनुभव। अनुभव। Distinctly, clearly.

7. k. n. To fix the eyes. अनुभव। Tears. अनुभव। An eye-brow. अनुभव। Smarting of the eye; envy. अनुभव। अनुभव। An eye-lash, eyelid. अनुभव। A web or film of the eye. अनुभव। अनुभव.

To open the eyes. अनुभव। To shut the eyes. अनुभव। अनुभव। A wink.

1. s. n. A grain, single seed; a particle, a granule; an atom. 2, a drop, spark. a. Small.

2. k. n. A piece of cloth for a female's bodice, as अनुभव।

3. (lb. of त्रुटि) n. A thrashing floor; a battle-field; a misty halo round the moon.

4. k. n. Dough, especially of wheat flour.

5. (अनुभव) k. n. A flittermouse, bat.

6. अनुभव। k. n. A shrub yielding Tapioca, the bitter cassava plant.

7. अनुभव। k. n. Fragrant oleander, Nerium odorum.

8. s. n. A corn-bin, i. e. a cylindrical structure for storing grain, a granary, barn. अनुभव। A wasp.

9. अनुभव। To store grain.

10. (अनुभव, अनुभव) k. n. A hill-pass, gap, ditch.

11. k. int. Lo! indeed!

12. k. n. Sight, spectacle; ominous sight; divination, sooth. अनुभव। To ask for a divination. अनुभव। To divine. अनुभव। A fortune teller; f. अनुभव।

13. k. n. A knot, tie. 2, a stone.

14. (lb. of त्रुटि) n. A ditch; a mine.

15. f. n. An atom; grits; a trifle.

16. k. n. The stalk of the great millet deprived of its ear.

17. अनुभव। अनुभव। अनुभव। q. v.

18. अनुभव। अनुभव। q. v.

19. k. n. A stick; an arrow. 2, a wooden roller of an oil-mill.

20. (lb. of त्रुटि) n. An iron style for writing on palm-leaves. 2, the neck of a vessel.

21. s. n. A thorn; the point of a needle. 2, a foc. 3, annoyance,
obstacle; danger. 4. a hunter. -ॉः। A jack fruit. जौँचे। An awn; a troublesome woman.

कौलः, पृष्ठस्य n. A sort of prickly nightshade, Solanum jacinthi.

कौलचरि, कौळ k. n. A double bag carried across a beast.

कौळसः, पृष्ठस्य n. A species of Solanum. 2, the Acacia catechu. 3, any thorny shrub. 4, a kind of gold ornament for the breast. a. Thorny; annoying.

कौळबः k. n. An offset in the wall of a well or at the foot of a wall; a flight of stairs leading to a well.

कौळ (लल्लः) s. n. The throat. 2, the neck of a vessel. 3, an iron style for writing. 4, guttural sound. 5, the body. -अः। Learning by heart. -सः। A necklace. -अः। Vain talk. -कः। The thread worn by wives round their neck; the sacrificial thread. जौळकः। The vowels अ, इ, and ए।

कौळसः s. n. A collar; a necklace. जौळसः। Roaring from the throat; a lion.

कौळङ्खः, पृष्ठस्य n. N. of a Mysore king. जौळङ्खः। A gold fanam (4 3 Anas).

कौळा 1. k. n. Flesh, meat.

कौळा 2. (पृष्ठ a. of कौळा)। Seen; he saw.

कौळा 3. (लल्लः, q. v.) -कौळा भौळा। To speak so that further argument becomes futile. -कौळा। Sugar-candy.

कौळङ्खः, कौळङ्खः। Final settlement, treaty.

कौळङ्खः, कौळङ्खः। Cfps. -कौळङ्खः, -कौळङ्खः, etc.

कौळङ्खः k. n. A kind of bill-hook or cleaver.

कौळङ्खः 1. k. n. A chink; a hole; an opening, gap.

कौळङ्खः 2. f. n. A measure of capacity and weight. 2, a certain timber-measure.

कौळङ्खः 3. k. n. A ball of thread put into the weaver's shuttle. 2, (fr. जळ) a piece.
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**k. v. i.** To be shaken, stirred; to become turbid, muddy, impure. v. t. To stir. n. Turbidness; mud. 2, commotion, tumult.

**s. n.** War, fight. A hero in battle.

**s. n.** The tree *Nanuel cadamba*. 2, a multitude. 3, mustard seed; turmeric.

**k. n.** A spindle. 2, lustre.

**k. n.** The Barbados aloe. 2, the small aloe.

**k. n.** The neck; throat. To cut the throat.

**k. v. t.** To inflame, kindle.

**h. n.** Writ; a writing. 2, a kind of hand-writing.

**th. Of**. A knife; a razor; a sword. To gird on one's sword; to be hostile. A religion established by the sword or force. Sword exercise. A naked sword. To draw a sword. To pierce with a sword.

**k. n.** The hyena; a kind of deer.

**k. v. t.** To press; to distress, trouble.

**s. n.** Telling, relating; narration, tale. A story-teller.

**s. n.** A speech; a tale, story; narrative. 2, affair. To relate a story. The course of a story or conversation.

**k. n.** The leaf of a door; a door.

**k. int.** Ha! ha! ha! To laugh loudly. To shake, be agitated.
A shower of gold. वरकर्णीकिर।
Honouring a venerable person by pouring gold-coins on his feet or head.
श्रेयस = श्रेयस, q. v.
श्रेष्ठ k. n. A pair of spectacles.
श्रेष्ठ k. n. A disagreeable smell, as that of burning oil.
श्रेष्ठ k. v. i. To chafe, be angry. n. Anger.
श्रेष्ठ (= श्रेष्ठ) k. n. A dream, vision.
श्रेष्ठ k. n. Tender-heartedness; pity, kindness. श्रद्धा पity, compassion.
श्रेष्ठ k. n. To have compassion on.
श्रेष्ठ s. n. The smallest or least, the last or worst; inferior. 2, the youngest.
श्रेष्ठ The little finger.
श्रेष्ठ h. n. A fixed term of payment, instalment (श्रेष्ठीयता).
श्रेष्ठ 1. k. v. i. To set, as the sun, etc. श्रेष्ठ
to extinguish.
श्रेष्ठ 2. s. a. Happy. n. The heart.
श्रेष्ठ 2, a granary.
श्रेष्ठ k. n. A bundle, as of straw, etc.
श्रेष्ठ s. n. A rag, patched garment; a thick cloth made of quilted rags.
श्रेष्ठ 1. k. n. A young child; a term of endearment for grown-up children.
श्रेष्ठ 2. s. n. A bulbous or esculent root, bulb. 2, a lump, swelling.
श्रेष्ठ 3, a kind of metre. श्रेष्ठ A radish and other esculent roots.
श्रेष्ठ h. n. A ditch, trench.
श्रेष्ठ s. n. A cave, glen; a valley.
श्रेष्ठ k. n. A small earthen water-vessel.
श्रेष्ठार्थ h. n. Military; police.
श्रेष्ठार्थ h. n. Tribute; tax, land-tax.
श्रेष्ठ k. n. A cow that has calved. a. Dust-coloured.
श्रेष्ठ k. n. Fading; faded state.
श्रेष्ठ 1. k. v. i. To be burnt or scorched; to turn black, as the body. 2, to wan, fade, wither, wane. n. Discoloration by scorching; blackness; want of lustre.
श्रेष्ठ श्रेष्ठ Stains and deficiencies. श्रेष्ठ
Impure silver.
श्रेष्ठ 2. k. n. A calf. 2, young plantain trees. 3, the foetus of beasts.
श्रेष्ठ 3. f. n. An iron plate for baking cakes.
श्रेष्ठ h. n. A money-bag, purse.
श्रेष्ठ k. n. A hole made by burglars in a house-wall. श्रेष्ठ श्रेष्ठ Burglary.
श्रेष्ठ A burglar's instrument. श्रेष्ठ
श्रेष्ठ A burglar. श्रेष्ठ श्रेष्ठ To break a hole in a wall for burglary.
श्रेष्ठ h. = श्रेष्ठ, q. v.
श्रेष्ठ ( = श्रेष्ठ) k. n. A looking-glass, mirror; a pair of spectacles.
श्रेष्ठ k. n. A man of Kannada country; f. श्रेष्ठा
श्रेष्ठ k. v. i. To translate into Kannada. 2, to mirror.
श्रेष्ठ, श्रेष्ठ = श्रेष्ठ, q. v.
श्रेष्ठ, lb. of श्रेष्ठ, q. v.
श्रेष्ठ s. n. A girl, maiden, virgin. 2, the sign of the zodiac Virgo. श्रेष्ठ
Maidenhood. श्रेष्ठ श्रेष्ठ Cape Comorin. श्रेष्ठ श्रेष्ठ Giving a girl in marriage. श्रेष्ठ श्रेष्ठ A vow of virginity.
श्रेष्ठ s. n. Fraud, deceit, hypocrisy, disguise, dissimulation. शराय, शराय,
शराय A deceitful man, hypocrite.
शराय, शराय Deciety. शराय
Disguise. शराय शराय Sincerity.
श्रेष्ठ h. n. An article of apparel, cloth.
श्रेष्ठ f. n. A sort of cloak dyed with kāvi and worn by lingāyita priests or ascetics.
श्रेष्ठ, श्रेष्ठ k. n. An apparatus for raising water, consisting of pulley, rope and leathern bucket, worked by oxen.
श्रेष्ठ The leathern bucket. श्रेष्ठ
श्रेष्ठ To draw water.
The leaf of a door; a door.

The skull. 2, a cup, jar, pot; a lid. 3, a potsherd.


The wood-apple tree, Feronia elephantum.

Brown, tawny. N. N. of a rishi, the founder of the sánkhya philosophy. A brown coloured cow.

Incense.

A dove, pigeon.

A cheek.

1. Tribute; also .

2. A ring of wire for the wrist or feet.

A tattered cloth.

A large potsherd.

1. To dig. A hole in the ground, pit.

A hole for catching elephants.

Blackness; the black colour; collyrium.

Black.

= 1, q. v.

= , q. v.

A frog.

Very large eyes.

A frog-shaped boil.

A bivalve shell.

A spreading sore in the palm of the hand or sole of the foot.

Pilegm.

Blackness.

A rose-finch. The wave-leaved fig-tree, Ficus infectoria.

Ad. In a snatching manner.

To bite snatchingly, as a dog.

To gulp quickly, as beasts.

Water. 2, a cloud. 3, a headless trunk.

A Muhammadian tomb.

A knot of braided hair.

News, information. 2, attention.

A careful or strict man. Take care! mind!

Carefulness, strictness.

A mouthful; a bolus, pill.

To eat, devour.

A bullock or horse-load of grass, etc.

A person who brings and sells it; a milk-man.

Agreeing to; consent. agreement; also .

To consent.

A blind man.

A rose-finch, starling; see .

A poet.

Iron. Rust of iron, dross.

Sugarcane. Juice of sugarcane.

h. n. Rancidity, smell of burnt oil or ghee.

An ascetic’s water-pot.

Desirable; lovely, pleasing.

Desirable.

The lotus, Nlumbium speciosum. 2, water. 3, the moon.

Vishnu; lotus seed.

Vishnu. -n, -n, -n, Brahmá.

The sun.

The moon.

A bow; an arch, a vault; a spring, as of a watch; a fiddle-stick.

Collection of the revenues.

A sea-custom superintendent; a toll-collector.

Trembling, tremor, quaking.
**A** To Bitter.

**More**

To "e.

1. To conduct with margosa ness; 2. To wipe tears. -v. 3. To shed tears, weep.

**A** A blanket, cumley. 2. a dew-lap. -w. A caterpillar.

**A** Daily hire or wages. -n. A day-labourer.

**A** Wire, an iron band; a bar, rail; the bridge of the nose. 2. a stripe running parallel with the border of a cloth. 3. a thick bamboo laid across the shoulder for carrying burdens. 4. a club, mace. -n. A mace bearer, doorkeeper. -w. A kambi bearer. -p. A plate with holes for drawing wire.

**A** (lb. of **A**) n. A post, pillar.

An. Worship paid to the first pillar when erecting a building.

**A** = **A**, q. v.

**A** k. ad. Fragrantly, deliciously.

**A** k. n. Coinage; mint. **A**

A coiner.

**A** h. n. The loins, waist. -s. A waistband, belt.

**A** (lb. of **A**)**A**. A blacksmith. -s. The workshop of a blacksmith.

**A** h. n. Deficiency. -s. More or less.

**A** k. n. Fragrance. v. i. Breath to be fragrant.

**A** 1. (= **A**)**A** k. v. l. To do.

**A** 2. (= **A**,**A**) k. n. The hand.

**A** 3, **A** (**A**, q. v.) k. n. Bitterness; also **A**. -v. Neem or margosa tree; also **A**

**A** 1. k. P. p. of **A**. -v. To bring along with one's self. -v. To conduct away with one's self. -w.

To calland bring.

**A** s. n. Doing, making (**A**, **A**). 2, the hand (**A**, **A**). 3, the elephant's trunk. 4, tax; royal revenue. 5, a ray of light. 6, a cloud.

**A** k. n. Grief, trouble; worrying, annoyance. -s. To vex. -w. To feel remorse; to be grieved.

**A** k. n. Cinder; the crust formed on cooking pots. 2, calcined drugs.

**A** (lb. of **A**) n. A kind of water-jar.

**A** (= **A**, lb. of **A**) n. A saw. -s. The teeth of a saw.

**A** k. v. i. To be dissolved; to melt; to melt away; to become softened to pity or love; to wane, as the body; to pine away for grief; to languish. -s. To cause to be dissolved; to melt.

**A** k. n. A small pancake.

**A** s. n. The shell of a coconut.

**A** s. n. A crow. 2, N. of a jackal in the Hitopadesa; a backbiter.

**A** k. n. Dried fodder-grass.

**A** k. n. A bear. -v. A bear's cub.

**A** (lb. of **A**)**A**. A basket or covered box; a casket or small box of metal or wood.


**A** 2. f. a. Rough, as an account. n. A day-book; scrawling; a scrawl.

**A** s. n. Making; causing. 2, an instrument, means. 3, an organ of sense; also **A**. 4, cause, motive. 5, a scribe. 6, a rhythm; dramatic action.

**A** s. n. Doing. 2, = **A**. 3, a mason's trowel; also **A**.

**A** s. n. A writer; a village clerk; the head native official of a district collector's office.
1. k. n. A clot, lump. 2, a ball made of iron filings, and rice flour and rubbed on tambours to make them sound well.

2. h. n. The large brass trumpet which sounds the bass.

3. s. n. The palm of the hand.

4. s. n. A cymbal. 2, beating time by clapping the hands.

5. P. p. of 3 1.

6. s. n. A flat piece of wood for cripples to rest their hands on.

7. h. n. The musk-melon.

8. s. n. A finger-nail.

9. s. n. A fragrant oleander.

10. s. = 7, s. =, q. v.

11. k. n. Calling, inviting.

12. = 7, q. v.


14. s. n. A class of Brāhmaṇas.

15. h. n. A promise; an agreement. -संधि. A written contract.

16. s. a. Great, large. 2, formidable, dreadful. 3, crooked.

17. A helping hand; helping; support.

18. k. n. The seacoast region or that of the banks of a river.

19. s. v. i. To be scorched, burnt. 2, to fry, roast. 3, to dig. P. ps. शुष्कसेवय, शुष्कसेवय. शुष्कसेवय. To cause to fry or roast.


4. (= पुष्प) k. n. Vegetables of any kind. 2, flesh, curry.

5. = के, q. v.

6. P. p. of 7 1, q. v. [grass.

7. (ि = ि) k. n. The Hurilalée.

8. s. n. A tender shoot of bamboo.

9. a, a thorny shrub, Capparis aphylla.

10. k. n. Embossed work, bass-relief; a puppet.

11. (ि = के) k. n. A calf; also ते.


13. k. n. An entrail; the bowels.

14. love, pity. -कोपकोप. To be open-hearted; to show mercy. -कोपकोप. Bowels to yearn. -कोपकोप. To restrain the bowels.

15. गंधर्वी, गंधर्वी (ि = के) k. v. l. To envy. n. Envy.

16. k. v. l. To call, invite; to sound.

P. ps. गंधर्वी, गंधर्वी. -कोपकोप, -कोपकोप.
To send one person to call another.  

Calling.

2. k. n. A bank, shore; a boundary.  

2, the border of a cloth or blanket.  

3, a cow-house.

3. (= దీ, q. v.) k. n. Blackness; a dark-blue colour; also శీఖు. Cps.:  

పటం, పట్టు, పట్టం, పట్టం, పట్టం, పట్టం,  

పటం, పట్టం, etc. The black dame: a household-goddess.

4. (శి = శ) k. v. t. To milk; to cause to flow, to rain; to give milk.

h. n. A crore, lakh.

s. n. A crab: the sign Cancer.

s. a. Hard, firm. 2, rough, harsh, severe, violent; unkind.  

Hardness, harshness.

s. n. N. of a serpent; also శ.  

శఠా = శఠా, శఠా, q. v.  

శఠా = శఠా, q. v.

f. n. The fruit of the date tree.

The car. 2, a helm, rudder.  

Come to the ear.  

A demon forced to communicate by whispering in the ear.  

Ear-ache. The organ of hearing.

s. n. The Karnāṭa country.  

Belonging to K.; the K. language; (also కమహం); the Karnāṭa man.  

A matchlock.  

A grammar of K. language.  

K. country.  

A K. verbal root.

lb. of శఠా, శఠా, q. v.  

lb. of శఠా, q. v.

s. n. Scissors.

s. a. Fit to be done. n. Obligation, duty, task.

s. n. A doer, author, agent; a creator; a master.  

2, an agent, the active noun, subject (g.).  

Agency.

s. n. Cotton.

s. n. Camphor.  

Thick-leaved lavender, Lavendula carnosa.  

A crystallized gypsum.

s. n. An act, action; performance, business; duty. 2, the accusative; the objective noun (g.); the idea of the passive voice (g.). 3, any religious action. 4, sin.  

An artisan, mechanic.  

Fate.  

Skilful in work; scrupulously exact in performance of a religious rite.  

Sin, vice.  

N. of a class of compounds.  

The way of works.  

The consequences of actions.  

Success.  

Funeral rites.  

Acting; a sinner.  

Very active; very sinful.  

The organ of action.

s. n. A verb in the passive voice (g.).

s. n. Drawing, dragging.

s. n. Drawing, dragging.

k. n. A stone.  

A mason.  

Stone-trough.  

The bastard aloe.  

A stone quarry.  

Hail.

s. a. Dumb.  

Gold. 2, a musical time; a melodious tone, as humming, etc.  

The cuckoo (కుక్కు); a bee; a swan; a pleasing tone.  

A confused noise.  

Twittering of birds.  

A low sweet tone.

k. n. Mixture; a mixture of unboiled ingredients; infusion (med.).

k. n. A very long time.  

At all times, permanently.

k. v. t. To be agitated, shaken, turbid, etc.  

To agitate, shake; to stir up, disturb.  

n. Turbidness.
1. To make turbid.
2. To disturb, stir.
3. A stain, spot, mark. 2; a fault, blemish. 3; fierceness.
4. The water in which raw rice and other vegetables have been washed and mixed with strained rice-water, etc. and given to cattle.
5. The water-melon.
6. A wife.
7. A mortar and pestle.
8. Mixture, as of cold and hot water.
9. White rice growing in deep water.
10. A reed pen; a painter's brush. 2; a paragraph; a distinct head, item. 3; a graft.
11. Ruin, loss.
12. A water-vessel, jar, pitcher, vase. 2; an ornamental or rounded pinnacle on the top of a temple; a dome. 3; The rite of worshipping a water-pot. 4; The rite of fixing a dome on the top of a temple, etc. 5; A rite preliminary to the end of the world.
14. Boiled rice mixed with tamarind, chillies, salt, etc.
15. Quarrel, strife; war, battle.
16. To quarrel.
17. A kind of goose or swan.
18. The moon.
19. Cleverness in the elegant arts, as singing, dancing, etc.
20. Quarrel, contention. 2; a collection. 3; an ornament. 4; a quiver.
21. Silken thread covered with gold or silver.
22. The tinning of brass and other vessels. 3; A tinner of vessels.
23. A distiller or vendor of spirituous liquors.
25. To learn, study. To be mixed; to come together, to meet.
26. A learned man. 3; Learning, skill. To teach; to mix; also 4; q. v.
27. A warrior, hero. 2; the fourth age of the world, the age of sin; also 3; Valor, heroism. 4; A time of sin and misery, the age of vice.
28. P. p. of 4; q. v.
29. Turbid, muddy. u. Sin.
30. The scar; a stain, taint.
31. A small part; a sixteenth of the moon's orb. 2; a measure of time. 3; a fine art (there are 64). 4; skill. 5; grace, lustre.
32. Dirt, filth; a kind of paste. 2; sin; pride.
33. N. of Vishnu in his tenth and last avatara yet to come.
34. A precept, injunction. 2; one of the six vedāngas which prescribes rituals. 3; a day of Brahma or the period of a thousand yugas. 4; One of the trees (a creeper) of svarga granting all desires.
35. Making; fabrication, invention. 2; a fancy, idea; an imagination. Fabricated, artificial, invented.
36. To make; to fabricate; to assume, feign; to give a precept.
37. A stain; a blemish; sin; dirt.
38. Beautiful; happy, auspicious, lucky. u. Good fortune, prosperity, welfare. 2; a marriage festival.
Lakshmi; N. of a tune. -स्भेष. A kind of sweetmeat.

सिडा र्होम्बियासियलिया k. n. A shrubby plant, *Sida rhombioides*. 3


त्रे स. n. A surge, billow, wave.

त्रे k. An imitative sound of anger. -त्रेः. To scold.

त्रे s. n. Armour, coat of mail; a jacket. 2, an amulet.

त्रे = सोनी, q. v.

त्रे (लब. of श्रे) -श्रेष्ठिः. An ugly-looking puppet of dough. -श्रेष्ठिः. A great cheat.

त्रे, त्रे (लब. of श्रे) n. A cowrie.

त्रे k. n. An ornamental, stitched binding of a dōtra.

त्रे k. n. A bifurcation. -त्रेः. A word out of place.

त्रे k. n. A sling for throwing stones. -स्त्रे, त्रे, -म्. To sling a stone.

त्रे = सोनी, q. v.

त्रे s. n. Composing; a poetical composition; a faucy. -त्रेः. A poet.

त्रे, श्रे (सोनी) s. n. A mouthful, morsel; bolus. 2, a gargle.

त्रे k. v. i. To become forked, to branch off. n. A forked branch or stick; divided state; a couple, pair.

त्रे, श्रे To get branches.

त्रे, श्रे lb. of श्रे, q. v.

त्रे k. n. A swoon. 2, = श्रे. 3, = श्रे पा 2.

त्रे 1. (लब. of श्रे) n. Siva's alms-pot, a skull. 2, a metal vessel.

त्रे 2. f. n. A pack or bundle of betel or plantain-leaves. -श्रे. A house with a gable-roof.

त्रे f. n. A spinous shrub, bearing black eatable berries, *Corissa carandas*.

त्रे = श्रे, q. v.

त्रे = श्रे, q. v. श्रे. A cowherd; f. -श्रे.

त्रे, श्रे श्रे श्रे h. n. Military manœuvres; parade.

त्रे 1, k. v. l. & v. i. To come upon; to attack; to cover, overspread. (P. ps. श्रे, श्रे, श्रे). n. A rush. -श्रे, -श्रे. To put upon.


त्रे k. v. i. To be turned upside down, to be upset.

त्रे s. n. The bit of a bridle.

त्रे, श्रे lb. of श्रे, q. v.

त्रे = श्रे, q. v.

त्रे, श्रे श्रे f. n. The wood or the oriental partridge.

त्रे k. n. A quilted cover for the night; quilted rags.

त्रे s. n. An oblation of food to ancestors.

त्रे s. n. A whip; a string, rope.
10c s. n. Consternation, alarm; fainting.  a. Foul, dirty.

A s. n. A tortoise.  2, N. of a fish.

Astringent s. a. Astringent.  2, fragrant.  

n. An infusion, decoction of medicinal herbs.  -s". To decoct.

A s. n. Trouble, misery, woe.  2, bodily exertion, toil, hard work.  

3, difficulty.  a. Bad, evil; severe.  -s". To give trouble.  -s". To suffer trouble.  -s". To afflict, annoy.  -s". To get one's self shaved.  -s". To toil; to shave.  -s". -s". Patiently to bear trouble.  -s". Paintstaking.

1. k. n. Rubbish, sweepings, off-scarerings; impurities in the body; a weed.  -s". An inflamed eye.  -s". To sweep. -s". -s". -s". A broom. -s". A scavenger.

2. k. P. p. of  a.  -s". To take away by force, snatch away.

h. n. Poppy-seed. -s". The opium poppy, Papaver somniferum.  -s". A hard, unripe fruit.

h. n. Business, trade, profession.

h. n. The chief town of a district or taluk; also  s".

1. k. n. Astringency.  2, unripeness.  3, bad humours in the body.  4, dust.

2. h. n. Deficiency, defect; profit or loss on the exchange of coins.

k. n. Uneasiness, as in the bowels; disquiet.

k. n.  k. n.  k. n. A butcher.

f. n. Indisposition.

1. k. v. i. To slip down from; to fall.  2, to ooze, trickle.  n. Fine rain, drizzling.

2. h. a. Pruned, castrated.  n. Pruning; castration.  -s". To prune, castrate.

f. n. Strength, power; the nutritional principle, as of soils, etc.

h. n. Embroidery. -s". -s". To embroider.

f. n. The tie of an angi, etc. -s". A petticoat with strings attached.

h. n. Violence, force, annoyance.

h. n. Cares, trouble; fuss, ado. -s". A painstaker. -s". A peremptory demand for payment.

s. n. Musk.  2, a scented mark put on the forehead. -s". A kind of scented turmeric. -s". A stick covered with musk. -s". A kind of Acacia with fragrant flowers. -s". The musk-deer.

(lb. of  s".) n. A metal trumpet.

k. n. Bitterness; also -s". -s". A bitter shrub. -s". Bitter greens. -s". A kind of bitter gourd.

1. k. a. Sound in weeping.  2, a sound in boiling, as of rice.  3, sound indicating agitation. -s". rep. -s". To weep and sob. -s". Agitation; distress, anxiety. -s". -s". -s". To be agitated; to grieve, to be anxious, perplexed.

2. (=  s".) k. n. A thief, rogue.  2, a battle field.

3. P. p. of  s". q. v. -s". To put off, let drop; to spend; to lose; to get rid of; to break, as a promise (s"); to give up, as a friendship (s"").

4. (lb. of  s") n. A threshing floor.

= s", q. v.

s. v. t. To put off, let drop.  2, to shake off; to pull off.  v. i. To become loose.

(¥ = ¥) k. n. Purging.

= s", q. v.

P. p. of  s", q. v.
Theft.

Rejected, adulterated; base (as coin, fruits, etc.).

A water-pot. 2, a corn-measure equal to $\frac{1}{3}$ of a mudi.

A cunning, bad man.

A tender bamboo shoot used for pickles.

To send, despatch, delegate; to dismiss. To send for.

To send word. To send one to call another.

A. k. v. t. To steal.

To throw away; to abandon, leave; to reject, pull off; to leave out; to get rid of; to subtract, deduct; to spend, as time or money; to draw out, as a sword; to remove, do away with, destroy; to extinguish, as a lamp; to lose. v. i. To become loose; to go, pass, be spent. (P. ps.

The yoke fastened round the neck of the bullocks. The pegs used to fasten the yoke.

Weed. To weed.

Shine, lustre; a ray; beauty. 2, the fine arts. 3, a part; a digit. 4, the number sixteen. To lose one's lustre. Lustre to fade.

A thief; a rogue, bad fellow; f. A forged signature. A forged document.
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Vishnu.

Lampblack; The s. forester. A Heat Hardness; Cashoo, Glass; A kind of plague. Small Lampblack; The s. forester. A Heat Hardness; Cashoo, Glass; A kind of plague. Small Lampblack; The s. forester. A Heat Hardness; Cashoo, Glass; A kind of plague.

etc.

A forester or fowler; a troublesome man (f. फूटाचे); trouble. -करण Annoyance.

Plundering, marauding, pillaging.

A bite, cut.

A kind of fermented pap of jóla or rági.

Hardness; firmness; severity.

A blackish jóla. -क्रीत. Black colour.

To treat harshly; to give trouble; to tease; to plague. जोला क्रीत. To trouble, plague.

A forest; a jungle. a. Wild. Cpd.s.: जूला, गूला, जूली, गूली, जूलेन, गूलेन, जूलान, गूलान, जूलो, गूलो, जूलोन, गूलोन, जूलोन्या, गूलोन्या, जूलोन्या, गूलोन्या, जूलोन्या, गूलोन्या, जूलोन्या, गूलोन्या, etc. Wild or jungle—, etc.

A deception.

A stalk.

One who does not see. 2, a crow. a. One-eyed.

A sixty-fourth fractional part (१/६४) of any coin (cpds.: रु, एक रु, एक रुप, एक रुपया). 2, gift; property; hereditary right. जोला. Hereditary right to lands, etc.

Unevenness of scales. 2, that which is put to counterpoise. -स्तंभ जोला. A weight put to balance scales.
To Lustre
To present,
Dishonesty,
also To Rati
To Sight;

V.
appear;
See! lo! श्रीमान्
To visit. श्रीमान्
To examine. श्रीमान्
To imitate. श्रीमान्
To have an interview with. श्रीमान्
Seeing; appearing. श्रीमान्
Sight; a present, gift. श्रीमान्
Great valour.

A stalk, stem. 2, an arrow.
3, a part; the section of a book.
4, a bundle. 5, season. 6, water.
A curtain, screen.

A granary constructed of bamboos.

N. of a plant; a kind of a gourd, Cucumis utilissimus.

Confused, agitated, perplexed. 2, timid, afraid. n. Confusion, perplexity; also शरीर. 2, alarm, fright; शरीर. To be agitated, perplexed.

(शरीर) h. n. Assurance; guarantee.

a.k. n. Coir; cord made of it. 2, anger.

= शरीर, P. p. of शरीर.

a. k. n. Affection, love. शरीर. A dear man; a paramour.

A sweetheart.

1, शरीर k. v. t. To war, fight. शरीर. A fight, quarrel.

2. P. p. of शरीर & शरीर.

h. n. Ear. शरीर. An ear ornament.

s. n. A wood, forest.

h. n. A rule, regulation.

s. a. Dear, beloved; beautiful; agreeable. n. A lover, husband. 2, a stone. 3, a house. 4, the moon.

A lovely woman, wife.

A forest. 2, a difficult road. 3, a kind of sugarcane; also -s.

Wish; loveliness, beauty; splendour, lustre; personal decoration.
Lustre to be obscured.
Lustre to decrease.

(शरीर) s. n. Dishonesty, fraud.

s. a. Relating to the skull. शरीर
A religious mendicant; Śiva’s worshipper.

1. h. n. Coffee. -स्त्री. The coffee-tree.

2. f. n. N. of a tune.

3. f. n. A copy.

k. n. Guarding, preserving, protection. 2, a preservative ceremony on the 7th day after a child’s birth.
To make watch or guard.
To guard, protect, take care of, defend, nourish.

= शरीर.

s. n. Wish, desire; love; lust. 2, the god of love. -ई, The rainbow.
The burning of an effigy of Kāma at his annual festival. -क, Kāma’s annua festival, the holi. -एः. Following one’s own inclinations.
Sweet Basil. श्रीमान् मदनलीकरणे शरीरं यत्र वर्षे
The six vices. -विध. Vishnu or Kṛishna. -कसः. The cow of plenty.
-रात्रि. Rati the wife of Kāma.
-क्रिक्र. The (five) arrows of Kāma.
Unnatural desire. शरीर. Durgā; a kind of lute.
Excited by lust. -साह, शरीरं शरीरं. Śiva.
A lustful; a libidinous man. शरीरं. Wished, desired; a wish, desire. शरीरं. A desired
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object. A loving woman; a woman in general. To wish, desire. Desirable; agreeable; optional. An advantage desired from observations or rites.

Pod n. Work; workmanship.

k. n. The lemon grass, Andrographis paniculata. [jaundice.]

s. n. A kind of Labour (for wages). 2, a day-labourer; also.

s. n. The body. 2, a multitude.

h. a. Fixed, permanent, confirmed. To confirm.

s. n. Work, profession; pursuit; rite. A relating to the body.

h. n. A rule, regulation.

1. = s., q. v.

2. k. n. An unripe fruit in hard or nearly full-grown state; any nut, pod. 2, hardness, callousness. To form or become hard, as a boil. Various vegetables. Pod and leaf vegetables. To get fruits.

The milk of a coconut.

h. n. Sickness.

k. v. t. To boil, make hot; also. To watch.

1. (s., q. v.) k. v. t. To guard, protect; to take care of; to tend; to watch; to keep in check. To wait. v. f. To wait. P. ps. , .

2. k. v. i. To grow hot, be heated; to become angry. P. ps.

( = s.) k. n. Heat. 2, wrath.


1. (lb. of ) n. Pungency, hotness of taste; a pungent, hot substance. 2, an alkali, as soda or potash. 3, wrath.

s. n. A kind of vermicelli.

2. s. n. Making, causing. 2, a maker, doer. 3, a term used to designate the sound of a letter, as etc.


A noun on which the case of an adjective depends (g.).

h. n. A clerk; a tollman.

s. n. A manufactory, work-shop.

f. n. A playing fountain.

s. n. Cause; reason; motive, origin; a means. 2, agency, instrumentality. 3, need of. For, on account of. A deity; a great man. To be necessary. Causal, investigating the cause; an examiner; performance.

h. n. The red stripes or painting upon the walls of a house.

h. n. Business, affairs; government. To manage.

A superintendent, manager.

h. n. A kind of red cotton cloth.

1. k. n. A backwater; an arm of the sea. 2, a ford.

2. s. n. Making, causing, etc. 2, an artist, artificer, actor. A female who does; a doing, a business; a comment, gloss.

f. The dried date-fruit.

1. k. n. Blackness.

n. Sable darkness.


3. ( = ) k. v. i. To vomit. n. Vomiting.

To cause to vomit.
Compassion, n. Compassion, kindness. -भू. A treasure of compassion.
-दर्श. An ocean of compassion.


1. see s. जन्म 1.

2. n. N. of the 8th lunar month (October-November).

3. (fr. जरा) s. n. Poverty; imbecility; pity; parsimony; niggardliness. -यल. To be in distress.


-शिफ्स. A division of a work; plot, intrigue. -चक्षू. To accomplish a business. -संत. Success, fulfillment of an object. -काल. Work to be accomplished.

-शेष. Measurement of time. -शेष. Subject to time or death. -शेष. A term expressing time. -शेष. Passing away time; delay. -शेष. From season to season; once. -शेष. Interval; period; process of time. -शेष. Fixed time; the end of a year.

8. s. ब्लोक. Blackness. 2. Durga; also दुर्गा. -दुर्गा. N. of a celebrated poet.

9. (यमुना) s. n. N. of a country or people. 2, the black snake.

10. s. n. The river Yamuna. 2, fem. name.

11. क. n. A water-course, channel.

12. k. n. The foot, leg. 2, a strand or lock of hair. -शत्रु, शत्रु. A bench. नामयु. To take a walk; caus. दुर्गायु. दुर्गायु. A fast walker; a wanderer, roamer. -शत्रु, शत्रु. A foot-soldier. -शत्रु, शत्रु, शत्रु, शत्रु, शत्रु, शत्रु. शत्रु. To take a step; to walk. -शत्रु, शत्रु. To tie the leg; to embrace one’s feet; a shackle; marriage. -शत्रु. A plain anklet. -शत्रु, -शत्रु. Trousers. -शत्रु, शत्रु. A ring worn on the second toe. -शत्रु. A ford. -शत्रु. Stockings. -शत्रु, शत्रु. To retreat, flee. -शत्रु, -शत्रु. A footpath. -शत्रु. Dust of the feet: an evil (as belly-ahe) supposed to have occasioned from contact with one’s feet-dust. -शत्रु, -शत्रु. Walking on foot. -शत्रु. Foot-soldiers. -शत्रु. To fall at one’s feet. -शत्रु. To bend the leg, i. e. to make water; urine. -शत्रु, -शत्रु. A sandal or shoe. -शत्रु. To make for, begin. -शत्रु. A chain ornament worn above the ankles.
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2. k. n. A quarter or fourth part.

2. s. n. A piece of wood, a stick; dry wood. 2, a blockhead. -ဝ, Vain grief. 

2. s. n. A region of the world. 2, place, site. 3, a measure of time. 4, excellence.

2. s. n. Cough, catarrh. 2, asthma. 2, a cough-medicine, Cassia sophera. Cough-medicine.

2. h. a. Private, not public; own.

2. s. n. The tree Strychnos nux vomica.

2. h. a. Good, fine; legitimate; own.

1. (= သီးသင်း) k. v. t. To warm, make hot; to boil; to bake as bread, etc.

2. k. n. The smallest copper coin, a cash; a coin in general.


A dark night.

2. k. n. Fight, battle, war.

2. k. n. A spittoon. 2, a vessel from which scented water is sprinkled.

2. s. n. The black cobra, Naga tripudians.

2. s. f. n. The liver. 2, the breast, heart.

1. (= သီးသင်း) k. n. A corn, single grain; seed; a pea; a bean. 2, (= သီးသင်း) a forest, etc. -ရုကုံ, သီးသင်း. To be ruined; to become troublesome or hostile. -သီးသင်း. A ferocious Bhairava.

1. k. v. t. To make small, to reduce. v. i. To be closely united or thickset, as fruits or leaves on a tree.
k. v. i. To be close together, dense. n. A crowd, throng.

k. n. A small tie or band.

s. n. A servant, slave. Servitude; destitution.

k. An imitative sound. - To chirp, chatter.

h. n. A mixture of boiled rice and pulse.


s. a. Somewhat. 2, a little.

h. A window; a wicket. The window-opening. An ear-ornament. To open a window.

k. A gajuga (Motucca bean).

s. n. Secretion; excrement; dross of iron; rust, etc.; cow dung kept in a pit.

k. A kind of torture in which the hand, ear, or nose is pressed between two sticks.


k. A mischievous boy. Mischief.

An imitative sound. To tinkle, tingle.

k. A chink, gap, cleft.

h. n. A title. 2, a book.

k. n. An ascetic, a rishi.

k. n. An orange.

h. n. A time, turn. In fragments.

k. n. Strife, quarrel.

h. n. Canvas, linen.

k. v. t. To pluck out. 2, p. p. of pluck.

h. n. Silk stuff interwoven with gold or silver thread, brocade.

h. n. Edge, border.

s. n. A human figure with a horse's head; a demigod serving Kuvêra. Kuvêra.

s. n. A lute. 2, f. of ु.

m. n. Profit, gain.

k. n. The little finger. = q. v.

h. n. Price, value.

s. n. A ray of light.

( = ω), see s. 2, q. v.

k. n. A hyena; a leopard.

f. n. Cochineal; cochineal colour.

m. n. Grocery, as sugar, spices, etc.

s. n. N. of a savage tribe inhabiting woods and mountains.

h. n. Rent, hire, fare.

1. k. v. i. To grin.


k. n. A pair of creaking shoes.

h. n. Annoyance, trouble.

k. n. A small sîrē worn by girls.

see s. 2.

f. n. A kind of gentian, Agathotes chirayta.

s. n. A diadem, crown, tiara. A crown of nine sorts of gems.
111. **An imitative sound.**

**To cry, scream; to creak, as a door.**

**To an account of receipts and disbursements.**

**To get corroded or covered with verdigris.**

**To a hollow bamboo whistling in the wind.**

**To become pus.**

**To a dish composed of rice, wheat, etc.**

**To praise, song of praise; eulogium.**

**A kind of potherb.**

**A low or inferior casing or kind.**

**Slight darkness.**

**A short sword.**

**A short neck.**

**The shank, lower or upper part of the leg.**

**A smile.**

**The uvula.**

**A plant that stings like a nettle, Tragia cannabina.**

**To put astride.**

**To be disagreeable.**

**To put on one's seat.**

**To open the ears.**

**A whispered word.**

**To shut the ears.**

**To make known, to communicate.**

**Attentively.**

**A man whose auricle is rent; f.**

**To twist the ear.**

**The legs put astride (in walking).**

**A grinning mouth.**

**A grinner, simpleton.**

**k. ad. Suddenly, unawares.**

**k. v. t. To put astride.**

**k. n. Kind, sort.**

**Sorted.**

**k. v. i. To put astride.**

**k. n. Redness; a dark-red colour.**

**k. v. i. To be disagreeable.**

**n. Disagreeableness, disgustfulness; strife, quarrel.**

**h. n. A pocket.**

**h. n. An instalment; payment by instalments, as of assessment.**

**Settlement of revenue by instalments.**

**Arrears of instalments.**

**a. k. v. i. To neigh.**

**The cry of certain birds.**

**The curlew.**

**k. v. i. To become pus.**

**s. n. A worm, insect.**

**Mischief-making.**

**k. n. Mischief-making trouble.**

**s. a. Poor, wretched; small, little.**

**s. i. sick.**

**k. n. The mungoos.**

**f. a parrot.**

**3, (lb. of 1) milk.**

**1. (1) k. v. i. To scream.**

**2, to rage, fume.**

**v. t. To scrape, scratch.**

**2. f. n. A dish composed of rice, wheat, etc.**

**s. n. A praise, song of praise; eulogium.**

**2, fame, glory.**

**s. n. Fame, glory, renown, report.**

**2, praise, worship.**

**To acquire fame.**

**A famous man.**

**s. n. To praise, laud.**

**= k. v. q. v.**

**s. n. A pin, bolt, wedge, etc.**

**2, the forty-second year in the Hindu cycle.**
क s. n. A lock; the spring of a watch.  श्रेणि. The key of a lock.  इति. To unlock.

क (lb. of क) n. A pin, peg, bolt, bar, wedge, joint, etc.  इति. 2, device; contrivance; a secret.  इति. To bind, fasten, fix, pin.

क (f. क) k. n. Pus, matter of a sore.

क ए k. r. t. To make thin, scrape. 2, to pull out or off. n. Scraping, scratching. 2, a coil of palm leaf put in the ear-hole.


क 2. k. v. t. To pull out; to pluck out or up; to uproot, eradicate.  प. p. इति.

क s. A particle implying inferiority, wickedness, etc.

क k. n. The euckoo. v. t. To cry as a cuckoo.

क s. n. A smoking fire.

क f. n. The quantity of thread spun in one ball. 2, the ball-like swelling produced on the upper arm from being struck.  इति. To swell thus.

क k. v. t. To put down with violence or destroy; as vessels; 2, to squat.

क k. n. A creeper running wild, Passiflora foetida.

क 1. k. v. t. To peck; to strike in a pecking manner; to hack, dig up. 2, (क) to urge. 3, to beat gently, as a cloth in washing. v. i. To wink; be dazzled by the sunlight, etc.

क 2. k. n. A heron, crane. 2, shaking.

क s. n. A cock.  कृ. A hen.

क s. n. A certain posture of an ascetic during religious meditation.

क s. n. A dog. 2, a vegetable perfume.

क k. n. A small basket.

क k. n. Trot, as of a horse.

क s. n. A cavity. 2, the belly.

क s. अ Selfish, greedy.

क k. v. t. To become low; be depressed; to crouch; to decrease; to cease or stop, as voice or speech.  इति. To cause to be depressed, etc.

क s. n. A hamlet.  इति. A petty villager.

क s. n. Saffron, Crocus sativus. 2, crimson saffron-powder applied by married women to their foreheads; a kind of cosmetic.  इति. The saffron flower.

क k. n. The nape of the neck. 2, the shoulder.

क = क, q. v.

क s. n. The female breast; a nipple.

क f. n. A bad disposition; jeering, mockery.

क k. n. Whispering.  इति. To whisper.

क s. n. An evil design, wicked contrivance; reviling and defaming; wild tricks.

क s. n. Ridicule, derision, mockery; an evil thought.  इति. A mocker, reviler.

क 1. k. v. t. To boil.  इति. Rice made from paddy slightly boiled and dried.

क 2. (lb. of क) = क, q. v. n. A bunch, bundle, cluster; a tassel; a brush.

क s. a. Earth-born, low-born. n.

The earth's son: the planet Mars.  इति. Tuesday.

क k. n. An unripe jack-fruit.
A bunch, cluster, tassel; a brush used by weavers.

A hooded cloak for children.

A brush used by weavers for cleaning the warp.

A place overgrown with creepers; a bower.

An elephant. a. Pre-eminent, excellent.

A roof; hut.

A tent.

A curve. 2, a hut. 3, a nosegay.

One who beats, etc. Cpd.s: क्रोड़, क्रोड़, क्रोड़, etc.


A hut, cottage.

To gulp, swallow. 2, to sting. n. A draught, morsel.

A household, family; a wife. -क. A housefather. भुगीरा. A householder; f. भुगीरा.

A metal mortar to pound betel-nuts.

A bawd, procuress.

To beat, strike, pound, bruise. 2, to throw. 3, to prick, ache. 4, (at the end of cpds.) to utter, etc., to do (as: गायन, गायन, गायन, गायन, etc.). n. A blow; a piercing pain in the bowels. -क, -क, बीरण. Beating.

Decay, the state of being pulverised by wood-worms.

An axe. -स.

Ganapati; Paraśurāma.

A staff-like iron roller for clearing cotton from the seed. 2, a cauterising iron. 3, a stick of sealing wax.

A drinker, drunkard.

Drinking; a draught.

A jacket.

The hollowed palm of the hand. 2, a liquid measure in S. C. = री. sheer.

A measure of capacity = री. तस.

1. k. v. t. & i. To drink; to inhale. n. Drinking. -रो. To cause to drink. -रो. Drinking water.

A point, top; a bamboo shoot, the end of a lamp's wick; the lash of a whip; the point of a flame. 2, a flag. -जी. A side glance. -कृ. A mustache with pointed extremities. -तव. The extreme point of a cloth.

A small vessel; an inkstand, bottle, etc. -वंस. A kind of firework.

To give, etc.


To wash (a cloth) gently. 2, to peck.

A stick for beating drums, etc.; a fiddle-stick.

Dancing.

A hole, a pit; a grave-pit. -म, -म. A fox.

To dance; to jump, frisk, hop. -ज, -ज, -ज. Dancing.

Crooked-armed; having a withered or crippled arm. -स. A cripple.

A loop, noose; a clasp; a link; knot. 2, a hollow, cavity. 3, a finger. 4, a corner.
The page contains a section of text that appears to be a dictionary or a list of words with definitions. The definitions are in Sanskrit and include various terms and their meanings. Here is a breakdown of the content:

- **A k. n.** A cripple, lame man; f. 
- **A lb. of** a k. n. A lame foot. 
- **A hop-scotch.**
- **A k. n.** A procure, whoremaster; also -ř; f. 
- **A k. n.** Lameness; hopping; a hop.
- **A i. To limp, halt, hop.**
- **A k. n.** An instrument for levelling ploughed ground and removing noxious weeds. 2, the web-beam in a loom. 3, a pool, pond. 4, a broomstick.
- **A s. a.** Blunt, dull; indolent, weak; foolish; cf. शंख्. शोध. Blunted; lazy, stupid; confounded.
- **A s. u.** A pit. 2, a pot. 3, a pool, pond. 4, a son born in adultery; also -क्रोदः.
- **A = शोधः, q. v. शोधः.**
- **To fall or sink down.**
- **A s. u.** An ear-ring; also one worn as a badge of honour by Panditas, etc.; brackets. 2, an astrological diagram; also न. न. न. A scholar who wears a pair of such a badge.
- **A s. a.** Circular, spiral. n. A snake. 2, the herb Mollugs cerviana.
- **A k. n.** Buttocks; the posteriors; the bottom of a vessel. -स्त्री. Tight breeches.
- **A (= शोधः, शोधः, etc.) k. v. i.** To sit down.
- **A क. शोधः.**
- **A शोधः, जैन, जैन h. n. Satin.**
- **A s. u.** A wicked design. -क्रोडः. A man of wicked devices.
- **A s. n.** Fallacious argument, fallacy, sophism.
- **A f. n.** A leathern oil-bottle.
- **A f. n.** Eagerness; desire; curiosity.
- **A h. n.** The Muhammadan Friday sermon and blessing.
- **A s. n.** Eagerness; curiosity; desire. 2, sport, amusement.
- **A k. n.** Defect, deficiency; fault; sickness; trouble; adversity, danger.
- **A. A sickly female.**
- **A k. n.** The throat; the neck.
- **A k. v. i.** To beat, strike, bruise; to push. n. A stroke; that is small. -स्त्री. A small foot. -श्र. Striking. अवस्था. To cause to beat.
- **A s. a.** Reviled, despised; contemptible, vile.
- **A = शोधः, q. v.**
- **A कुल, कुल h. n. Low ground; a hollow; the bed of a stream.**
- **A = शोधः, q. v.**
- **A k. v. i.** To boil, bubble up. 2, to suffer pain, to grieve (P. ps. शोधः, शोधः). n. Boiling; grief. शोधः, शोधः. To boil, etc.
- **A a. k. v. i.** To trot. n. Trotting.
- **A k. v. i.** To recover from illness, be set, arranged, etc.; to come to hand; to fit; to become quiet, firm; to prosper, succeed. n. Settlement; symmetry; health, family. 2, a gardened bed. 3, a rim of a mortar. -स्त्री. Success, as of a business. -न. Success. To fix, establish.
- **A k. n.** A horse. 2, the cock of a gun. 3, a knight at chess. -क्रोडः. The tree Terminalia tomentosa. -क्रोडः. -श्री. A horsekeeper. -क्रोडः. The hair of a horse’s tail. -क्रोडः. A perennial fodder plant, the Lucerne grass. -क्रोडः. N. of a sanitarium on the Western Ghauts. -क्रोडः. A kind of crocodile. -क्रोडः. A horseman. -क्रोडः. -क्रोडः. To mount a horse.
- **A a. k. n.** A fetter.
- **A (lb. भोडः) s. n.** A hoe, a kind of spade. 2, mountain ebony.
- **A. P. p. of शोधः, q. v.**
- **A कुल, कुल k. n.** Envy.
- **A h. n. Rancour, spite.**
- **A a. k. v. i.** To bend, bow, stoop.

कुङ्कुम n. u. Hair; cf. शुद्धिः. 2, a mode of dressing the hair. 3, N. of a country.

यदुमाता s. n. N. of the daughter of the Yadava prince शुरा and mother of the पञ्जावास.

cूङ्कुम = कुङ्कुम, शुद्धिः, etc. (P. p. of कुङ्कुम). Having sat down.

कुङ्कुम 1. k. n. A pillar of bricks, etc.

कुङ्कुम 2. s. n. A kind of jasmine. 2, Olibanum, a resin. 3, one of Kubera's treasures.

कुङ्कुम k. n. Defect; hindrance.

कुङ्कुम k. n. Setting a precious stone with gold. 2, fine gold.

कुङ्कुम k. n. The rim of a mortar.

कुङ्कुम k. n. To become lean; to wane, decrease, fail, sink; to faint, cease. 

u. Decrease, deficiency; defect, want; fault; emaciation; grief. -स्वस्तिक, -कथा, कुङ्कुम. To find fault with. कुङ्कुम स्वस्तिक, कुङ्कुम. Decreasing, decline. कुङ्कुम. To cause to decrease, etc.

कुङ्कुम k. n. A cub, puppy, etc.; a young dog.


कुङ्कुम k. n. A portable furnace.

कुङ्कुम s. = कुङ्कुम, q. v.

कुङ्कुम (lb. of कुङ्कुम) n. A bodice; a jacket; a cuirass.

कुङ्कुम k. v. i. To heap; to be numerous; to jump over. 2, to be injured or scalded; to blister. v. t. To amass, heap. [bottle.

कुङ्कुम (lb. of कुङ्कुम) n. A vial, flask.

कुङ्कुम k. v. t. To heap, lay up. v. i. (कुङ्कुम कुङ्कुम) To leap, jump. n. A kind of disease. कुङ्कुम कुङ्कुम. To cause (an animal) to jump; to jump with joined feet.

कुङ्कुम k. n. A pile, heap; a dunghill.

कुङ्कुम k. v. t. To dig up the ground slightly.

कुङ्कुम s. n. Evil-mindedness.

कुङ्कुम, कुङ्कुम = कुङ्कुम, q. v.

कुङ्कुम, कुङ्कुम = कुङ्कुम, q. v.

कुङ्कुमकुङ्कुम s. n. A bad teacher. कुङ्कुमकुङ्कुम. Bad instruction.

कुङ्कुम s. a. Hump-backed; dwarfish; f. कुङ्कुम.

कुङ्कुमकुङ्कुम, कुङ्कुमकुङ्कुम, कुङ्कुमकुङ्कुम h. n. Help; assistance.

कुङ्कुम s. n. Evil-mindedness; weak intellect.

कुङ्कुम k. n. A piece of forest land cleared of its trees and cultivated for one or two years only.

कुङ्कुम s. n. A boy, youth, son. 2, the heir apparent. 3, Skanda, the god of war. -सिंह, -सिंह. The author of Kannada Râmâyana. -सिंह. The author of Kannada Bāhrata. -सिंह. Skanda.

कुङ्कुमकुङ्कुम, कुङ्कुमकुङ्कुम, कुङ्कुमकुङ्कुम s. n. A young girl, maiden; a daughter. कुङ्कुमकुङ्कुमकुङ्कुम. Cape Comorin.

कुङ्कुमकुङ्कुम = कुङ्कुम, q. v.

कुङ्कुमकुङ्कुम k. n. Nauseousness; mustiness, damp smell.

कुङ्कुमकुङ्कुम s. n. The white water-lily, Nymphaea esculenta. 2, the blue lotus. 3, the elephant of the south-west quarter. 4, the moon. 5, camphor. a. Brown, tawny. -सिंह. A fragrant garden flower, Kaemferia rotunda. -सिंह, -को, -को, कुङ्कुमकुङ्कुम कुङ्कुम कुङ्कुम. The moon. -सिंह, कुङ्कुमकुङ्कुम कुङ्कुम. The sun.

कुङ्कुमकुङ्कुम f. n. Company.

कुङ्कुमकुङ्कुम (lb. of कुङ्कुम) n. The pumpkin gourd. -कुङ्कुम. A pumpkin. -कुङ्कुम. The pumpkin-creeper.

कुङ्कुमकुङ्कुम (कुङ्कुम) (lb. of कुङ्कुम) n. 

A potter; f. कुङ्कुम, कुङ्कुम, कुङ्कुम. -कुङ्कुम.
A potter's wheel. -क्षेत्र, शोकलास. The business of a potter.

 DPR k. n. Bowing down; an obeisance. 2, decay.

 DPR k. n. A wall on a roof that serves for a balustrade.


 DPR s. n. The earth.

 DPR s. n. A hell in which the wicked are baked like potter's vessels, etc.

 DPR v. t. To beat with a pestle; pound. n. Pounding.

 DPR k. n. Cutting, reaping. 2, a tenon. -वीर. शौकलास. A reaper.

 DPR s. n. A wicked device.

 DPR f. n. An instrument of goldsmiths, etc.; a sort of anvil.

 DPR s. n. An antelope, deer.

 DPR = शौकलास, q. v.

 DPR (lb. of शौकलास) n. The corundum-stone, Spatum adamanticum, used for cutting diamonds.

 DPR, रक्तसरस = शौकलास, q. v.

 DPR = शौकलास, q. v.

 DPR = शौकलास, q. v.

 DPR s. n. An ospray; f. रक्तसरस.

 DPR = शौकलास, q. v.

 DPR 1. (१ = दो) k. n. A mark; aim; an object of aim. v. t. To mark; to take note of, regard, mind. P. p. रक्तसरस (used as a particle). With a view to, respecting, regarding, etc. रक्तसरस. A mark, etc.


 DPR (= सरस) h. n. A chair.

 DPR, see s. दो 1, q. v.

 DPR 1. k. n. A protuberance on the body; a boil. 2, smallness.

 DPR 2. s. n. The ancestor of the Pāṇḍus and Dhṛtarāṣṭhra. -हत्र. N. of the field of battle between the Kurus and Pāṇḍus near Delhi. -दिल. Bhima.

 DPR (१ = दो) k. n. The state of being diminished. 2, the serum of the ear, ear-wax.

 DPR (१ = दो) (२ = ती) k. n. Smallness; dwarfishness. a. Small, dwarfish.

 DPR k. n. An artificial frame-work used to put idols in, etc.

 DPR, शौकलास h. n. A plant used as medicine for the eyes, Odina wodier.


 DPR = शौकलास, q. v.

 DPR (१ = दो) k. n. A mark, sign; a characteristic; acquaintance. -क्रिया, रक्तसरस. To mark, define; to consider.

 DPR (१ = दो) k. n. A shepherd. 2, a foolish man; f. -कु, -हँस. -कुश. A perennial creeping plant, Lepidagathis cristata. -कुश. The profession of a shepherd; foolishness.

 DPR (१ = दो) k. n. A caste of mountaineers; f. रक्तसरस.

 DPR k. n. A tender, young cocoanut.

 DPR s. n. A young cocoanut tree.

 DPR s. n. A fruit, species of Barleria. 2, a species of Barleria. 3, the red cedar.

 DPR (१ = दो, q. v.) s. n. The fragrant grass, Cyperus rotundus. 2, vermilion. 3, the corundum-stone.
k. v. i. To shake, as a vessel, body or voice. n. Shaking; a shake; trotting. s.o. To cause to shake; to agitate. -K. A coquette. k. Trottings, trut.

H. n. A fire-pit or furnace.

H. n. A male buffalo.

H. s. n. Sour gruel. 2, a sort of phaseolus. 3, a species of dolichos, Dolichos biflorus.

H. s. n. A canal. 2, a ditch; a dyke. 3, a river. 4, a bad habit. a. Of a good family, well-born.

H. h. Expanding, opened; also ə. ə.

H. h. The whole.

1. th. of ə, q. v.

H. k. n. A potter. 2, a veil.

H. s. n. Any water-lily.

H. s. n. A speaker ill of any one.

H. s. n. A weaver.

H. s. n. The god of wealth and regent of the north.

H. = ə, q. v.

H. n. The sacrificial grass. 2, a son of Ramaçandra. ə. Point of kuša-grass. ə. Acumen; shrewd, intelligent.


H. h. Ease; fun, frolic, pleasure. -ə. Salute firing. -ə. To rejoice.

H. h. n. Pleasure; will.


H. h. n. Dry land not artificially irrigated.

s. n. An improper union of letters. 2, an unlucky conjunction of stars. 3, a narrow space.

v. i. To bend, stoop; to sink, give way, to tumble. n. Bending, sinking. 2, the peg or pin of a door. -sitting. To give way as a wall, etc.

k. v. l. To strike. 2, (= στρώσει) to wash by slightly beating.

k. v. l. To wash (= λύπη) clothes by beating them on a stone.

s. n. A flower. -m. N. of a metre.

f. n. Raw fruits, etc. preserved as a seasoning.

(lb. of ραδίων) n. Dried flowers of safflower. 2, the red dye prepared from them. -deep red. A deep red cloth. -red. A deep red colour.

s. n. The safflower Carthamus tinctorius. 2, a student's water-pot.

k. n. The pulp or soft part of some vegetables and fruits. 2, the sticky filament of flowers. -a young unripe fruit.

h. n. Wrestling. -wrestling. To set on to wrestle. -wrestler, -wrestle. To wrestle.

= στρώσει, στρώσα, = στρώση, q. v.

s. n. A cheat, rogue; a juggler, (f. καλαμάτης); deception, legerdemain.


n. The business of a kulavadi. -tenant. A settlement made with the farmers individually.

k. n. Confusion. 2, a ploughshare; a cauterizing iron.

1. k. n. An affix for the formation of nouns, as: -ness, etc.

2. (ψ = π) k. n. A hollow; a hole; a pit. v. t. To dig, make a hole.

(P. p. of γαστιζώ) k. Seated, sat down. -sit. To sit down.

1. (= κεφαλή, κεφάλη, φασίς) k. v. i. To sit down, squat; to stoop.


k. n. A dwarf; f. dwarf.

= ψαμμώ, q. v.

= ψαμμώ k. v. i. To sit down. -ψαμμώ. To cease to sit down.

k. n. A cake of dried cow-dung.


k. n. Ear-wax.

k. v. i. To cry aloud, to cry out (also -γεράτος, γεράασα, γεράσα). n. A cry, clamour, shout. -i. The distance at which a loud cry can be heard. -s. Crying aloud.

1. k. n. A post in a wall for the support of beams. 2, smallness. -small. A small, stunted tree.

2. h. n. March or decampment of troops or people.

= χάλκην h. n. An earthen water-jug; a goglet.

1. (fr. χάλκης) k. n. A junction; union; an assembly, crowd; a quantity; company. -assembly. To assemble.

s. n. The summit of a mountain; any prominence. 2, a plot; fraud, conspiracy. 3, an astrological term.

n. The male representative of a family. 2, eternally the same, as space, soul, etc.

= χάλκης (inf. of χάλκης) k. prep. Together with, along with; with. 2, also, likewise. -also, conjunct. To heap, pile up.
Hair

At Children's Hire,» To; To widow. husband. A To v. Joining; meeting. 2, marrying a widow. -गर्व. A man who has married a widow. -कर्मणि. A remarried widow.

To k. v. t. To join; to mix; to add; to amass. -अव. Adding; addition.

To k. v. i. To join, unite; to meet, come together; to be possible; to take place. 2, to be fit. v. t. To join, add, as numbers. कृषि, in. कृषि निधि. To be accumulated. -न्यू हो. To heap up. कृषि व. To come together; to prosper, as a business; to assemble and come to a place; to astrologically agree, as the horoscopes.

To k. prep. With, together with; at the same time; further, also. -तुहिर. Mutually, all together.

To (=स्त्रिया) k. v. i. To sit down. कृषि हो. To cause to sit down.

To =स्त्रिया, q. v.

To k. P. p. of धस्ता, q. v.

To k. n. Hair of the head or body.

To k. v. i. To bend, stoop. n. A hump. 2, a mark, sign. कृषि. A hump-backed man; f. कृषि.

To k. s. n. A hole; a well. 2, a mast.

To (स = ह) k. n. A sowing machine.

To 1. k. n. Sharpness; acuteness; also वृष, अवत्रंसा. A brave soldier. वृष. A sharp, acute or brave man.

To 2. k. n. A tenon.

To 3. k. v. i. To mind, be attached to, to love. वृष, अवत्रंसा. A lover; beloved man; a husband. वृष. Love.

To 4. k. v. i. To sit down.

To (स = ह) k. n. A kind of cloth

To s. n. A bunch, bundle. 2, the space between the eyebrows. 3, the beard, mustaches. -चं, अवत्रंसा. A brush.

To =स्त्रिया, q. v.

To s. n. A tortoise, turtle. 2, the second incarnation of Vishnu; also वृषस्वरूपः. वृष. The purana of the said incarnation. वृषस्वरूपः. A stool in the form of a tortoise back.

To a. k. n. Attachment, love.

To s. n. The whole, from first to last.

To k. n. Hire, wages, esp. daily cooly. 2, a day-labourer, a cooly. कृषि. Daily labour. -स्त्रिया, कृषि व. To work as a day-labourer.

To, -कृषि, -कृषिव. A cooly; f. कृषि ता, -कृषिव. 

To 1. k. v. i. To fall down; to be overturned, ruined. कृषिव. To cause to fall.

To 2. k. n. A tenon. 2, a sloping flight of stairs leading down to the water of a tank.

To (lb. of कृषिव). n. A mast; also -कृषि.

To (=वृषा) k. n. The East-Indian arrowroot, Curcuma angustifolia.

To s. n. The pumpkin gourd.


To (स = ह) k. n. A vulgar, rude, stupid, vile man; f. कृषिव. a. Vulgar, etc. -कृषिव. Rudeness, meanness.

To, To 1. k. n. A basket for fishing.


To 2. k. n. The stump of jōla; stubble in general.

To s. n. Distress. 2, difficulty. 3,

रूड़क का अंश. Done, made, wrought. n. Deed, action, accomplishment. 2, the first of the four yugas of the world. 3, a kind action, benefit. -स्मतः. Made, artificial; simulated, false; hypocrisy. -भो: त्. Contented, satisfied.


गृहीतः = गृहीतः No. 2. -विवेकः. Dexterous, skillful. भू: भूगोल. Done and not done. भू: भूगोल. Successful; satisfied; clever.

रूड़िया का अंश. n. Doing, action; a literary work, poem. -रूड़िया. An author, a poet.

रूड़क रूड़क का अंश. n. Hide, skin. 2, the birch tree.

रूड़क रूड़क का अंश. n. The third lunar mansion containing six stars called the Pleiades.

रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. s. a. To be done, proper. n. Action, act, deed; business, duty.

रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. n. An act, deed. 2, a female deity.


रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. s. n. A word ending with a रूड़िया affix.

रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. s. n. Pitable, miserable, poor. 2, avaricious. -रूड़िया, -रूड़िया. Wretchedness; avarice.

रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. s. n. Pity, tenderness, compassion, mercifulness; kindness; also रूड़िया. -रूड़िया, -रूड़िया. A kind look, the eye of favour. -रूड़िया, -रूड़िया. An ocean of tenderness. -रूड़िया. Compassionate, merciful. -रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. Pitiless.

रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. (= रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश.) s. n. A worm, insect. 2, a spider. रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. A vermifuge, Erycibe paniculata.

रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. s. a. Lean, emaciated, thin, slender.

रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. s. n. Agriculture, husbandry. -रूड़िया, -रूड़िया. A husbandman.

रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. ला का अंश. q. v.

रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. (रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश.) s. a. Black; wicked.

रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. का अंश. n. The dark half of the lunar month. 2, one of the incarnations of Vishnu. 3, a crow. 4, the black antelope. 5, Indra. 6, a river so called.

रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. n. No. 1. =रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. The first day of the moon's wane. -रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. Black-faced. -रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. A disease in which the tongue turns black. -रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. The black cobra.

रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. का अंश. A black variety of Agal-lochum or aloe wood. रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. The skin of the black antelope.

रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. का अंश. An incarnation of Krishna.

रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. का अंश. A suffix to form the dative sing., as: रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश., etc. 2, a nominal or pronominal suffix, as: रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश., रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश., रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश., etc.

रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. का अंश. k. n. The melon vine. रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. The musk-melon.

रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. k. n. Insult, insulting language.

रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. k. v.i. To be excited from fear.


रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. (= रूड़िया का अंश., q. v.) k. ad. Redly. n. Redness.

रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. k. n. The udder of beasts.

रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. 1. k. v.t. To join the ends of two threads by twisting them with the fingers. n. The knot formed by twisting.

रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. 2. k. n. Core, the heart of a tree; essence, strength. 2, pride. -रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. To become strong. रूड़िया रूड़िया का अंश. Pieces of hard areca nuts.
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k. n. A red or brown man; f.  A kind of red ant.

k. (past rel. part. of  k.) k. a. Wicked, bad; foul, rotten. 2, mischievous, injurious. 3, abominable. 4, fierce. -a. A bad, wicked disposition.

P. p. of  k., q. v.

k. n. A mischief-maker; a bad, wicked, mean man; f.  A bad, depraved nature or conduct.

k. n. Corruption; ruin; foulness; evil. -a. =  k.

( =  k., k.) k. v. t. To make fall down; to fell; to throw to the ground; to pull down.

=  q. v. 2, to pierce through, as a hole.

k. v. t. To destroy, ruin; to spoil; to deflower; to extinguish, as a lamp. Cpsds.: , , , etc.

k. v. i. To be ruined, spoiled; to become foul, bad, vicious, vile, low; to be extinguished. P. p.  Cpsds.: , , , , etc.  k.  q. v. -a. =  q. v. -a. Rain, destruction.

a. k. v. i. To fall down, drop, sink. v. t. To let fall.  n. The act of dropping (words) thoughtlessly. -a. To speak thoughtlessly; a thoughtless word or speech.

k. v. t. To irritate or provoke. Provocation.  k. To cause provocation.


( =  k., k.) k. n. The act of setting, as precious stones, etc.; engraving.

k. v. t. To chisel, carve, engrave, cut; to scrape; to chip, as grass, planks, etc.; to make thin. 2, to enclose; set, as precious stones.  To cause to carve, engrave.  k. =  k. The act of setting, engraving, carving, etc.  A chain set with precious stones.

k. n. A chip, paring.

k. v. t. To stir, scratch.

( =  k.) k. v. i. To scatter, be scattered about; to disperse; to swing about; to scratch, as fowls, dogs, etc.

( =  q. v.) Red. Cpsds.: - , , , , , , - , , etc.


( =  k.) k. n. Redness.

k. n. The upper cheek.

( =  q. v.) k. a. Red. Cpsds.: - , , , , , - , , , etc.

k. a. Red. ad. Redly.


k. n. The redness of evening.

k. n. A cough; coughing; also . v. i. To cough.  To cause to cough.
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A mushroom.

A stemless plant with large leaves and eatable tubers, the Cooco, Arun colocasia.


(122) k. n. The state of being under, below, down or inferior; the bottom. ad. Under, down. Decl. 手手, 手手, 手手 etc. 手手. To lay down. 手手. To descend. 手手. To fall to the ground. 手手. To make the lower side upper; to turn. 手手. Topsy-turvy.

(122) k. n. A female companion.

(122) a. k. v. i. To gape; to open, expand; to blossom. 2, to cry out; to dispute, wrangle.


s. a. Squint-eyed. n. A leer.

k. r. i. To hawk in spitting.

k. Hawking in spitting.

k. r. i. To cry as a peacock.

n. The cry of a peacock.

k. n. One who ruins or is ruined; also - 手, 手. Cpdts.: 手手, 手手, 手手, 手手 etc. - 手. Destructiveness, impairment.

k. n. Ruin, destruction; mischief; disaster; loss. - 手. A disastrous period. 手手. A mischief-maker.

k. n. Envy, grudge; anger. 2, deliberation. - 手. A grudger. - 手. Envy; stubbornness

s. n. The fragrant screw-pine, Pandanus odoratissimus.

s. n. Summons, invitation; also - 手. 2, business. 3, a place. 4, splendour.
१२३

Alone, a. k. n. A ray of light; brightness.

To, a comet. 3, the descending node. 4, a flag.

Park. tb. of दीर्घ, q. v.

A field; a park. 2, a temple. 3, the body. नटन. N. of a tune.

The centre of a circle. 2, a planet's distance from the first point of its orbit.

k. n. A shrub with red or white flowers, Leuca cocinea.

A periodical supply of merchandise.

m. n. Rubbish, refuse, etc. a. inferior. निद. An inferior mango.

The Malabar country.

K. n. A street, lane.

k. n. The tree Semecarpus anacardium, which produces the marking nut.

The marking-nut.

k. v. i. To winnow.

k. n. The rat-snake, Ptyas mucosus; also सदुत.

k. n. A large earthen water-jar.

s. a. Alone, only, mere. 2, entire, whole, all. 3, pure, unmingled.

The hair of the head. नटत. A comb. नट, नट. Having much hair.

s. u. Krishna, Vishnu. 2, N. of the author of the शब्दालकांड शास्त्रः.

Also शास्त्रभाषाः.

s. n. The filament of flowers. 2, the plant Minusops elengi. 3, saffron.

4, the mane of a horse or lion.

h. n. The empress of Hindustan, title of Queen Victoria.

s. a. Having a mane. 2, saffron coloured. n. A lion. 2, a horse.

A kind of paddy. दोष. Rice seasoned with saffron, sugar, etc.

a. k. n. Redness. अस्थ्र. A red kind of rice. रक्षस. A red flame.

An onion.
ture. -সাধনা. To accomplish. -সাধনা অর্জন, -সাধনা. To be obtained; to succeed. -সাধনা. To lose, be defeated. -সাধনা. To give the hand; to stretch the hand for help or promise. -সাধনা সূত্র. A shrine wherein idols are carried about. -সাধনা, -সাধনা. Clapping the hands. -সাধনা. Dexterity, sleight of hand. -সাধনা. Cramp in the hand. -সাধনা. To stretch out the hand. -সাধনা প্রাঙ্গন, -সাধনা. A snap with the fingers. -সাধনা. A note of hand. -সাধনা. A glove; a small bag. -সাধনা অর্জন, -সাধনা. To join the hands in greeting. -সাধনা. To clap the hands; to touch pieces of money in counting; to beckon. -সাধনা. A mistake; a slip of the pen; to fall from the hand. -সাধনা. A kind of cymbal. -সাধনা. An instrument to move the inner latch of a door from outside. -সাধনা. A handful of food. -সাধনা. Ornaments of the hand. -সাধনা. A deal of cards for games. -সাধনা. To grasp; to thrust the hand into; seizing. -সাধনা. To be liberal in giving alms. -সাধনা. To stretch out the hand. -সাধনা. Water poured over the hands of the marrying couple. -সাধনা. Help, assistance. -সাধনা. A handkerchief; also -সাধনা, -সাধনা, -সাধনা. A hand; a looking glass; a handbook. -সাধনা. A small cup; a scoop. -সাধনা. A loan (of money). -সাধনা. Handwriting. -সাধনা. A bracelet. -সাধনা. A small adze. -সাধনা. A sickle. -সাধনা. To let loose one's hand; to cease to assist; to desert. -সাধনা. A hand-loom. -সাধনা. To be confounded or amazed; an attitude in dancing. -সাধনা. Black dirt on the hand; a slow poison. -সাধনা. A hand-gesture. -সাধনা. To make signs with the hand; to rebel; to brandish; to bargain. -সাধনা. A fathom; offering of goods for sale at the doors. -সাধনা. To become excessive. -সাধনা. To exceed, surpass, go beyond; to get out of one's power. -সাধনা. To touch with the hand; small utensils. -সাধনা. The hand to break; fig. a plain bracelet, also -সাধনা. -সাধনা (অস্ত্র). Writ, hand-writing; signature. -সাধনা. To move with the hand; to rub gently; to stroke. -সাধনা. With full and open hands; with a prompt hand. -সাধনা. Nursing with one's own hand, supporting by one's own means. -সাধনা (-সাধনা). Bribery; a bribe. -সাধনা (-সাধনা). An assistant, servant. -সাধনা. Oil extracted by hand. -সাধনা. To raise the open hand. -সাধনা (-সাধনা). To hold out the open hands to receive anything. -সাধনা (-সাধনা). To be produced by the hand; to be practicable; to be able, useful. -সাধনা. Actual possession. -সাধনা (-সাধনা). To come into one's power or possession. -সাধনা. A pair of compasses; praise, eulogy. -সাধনা. To praise. -সাধনা. To swing the arms when walking. -সাধনা. A sign made with the hand. -সাধনা. To be possible. -সাধনা. A veranda. -সাধনা. Spoil, plunder. -সাধনা. Arrest, captivity. -সাধনা. A small lamp. -সাধনা, -সাধনা. To put the hand to. -সাধনা. To be obtained; to become useful. -সাধনা (সাধনা). In the hand, etc. -সাধনা. In or into the power; under the control.

2. k. n. Bitterness.

3. k. n. A prisoner.

1. k. n. A weapon.

2. h. n. Imprisonment; restraint; arrest. -সাধনা. A prison. -সাধনা. To put a stop to; to arrest.

h. n. Statement; an affair, case; a suit, plaint.
Himalaya. N. of a mountain in the Himālaya range, the seat of Kuṣeṣvara and paradise of Śiva. -र्वस. A lost debt. -र्वस. A deceased worshipper of Śiva.

Sjori. (fr. त्तं) s. n. Perfect exemption from further transmigration, absorption in the supreme soul. 2, pureness.

Sjori, (स्तृं) (स्तृं) k. n. Crookedness, as in writing.

Sjori k. v. i. To chuckle, giggle. 2, (fr. छोटक) to shrink, shrug as from cold, fear, etc. 3, to menace, abuse.

Sjori k. n. A crane.

Sjori (fr. त्तं) k. n. The beak or bill.

Sjori k. n. Crookedness; a crook; a hook. -स्तृंम. A hook; a walking stick with a bent handle. -स्तृंम. A perverse man. -स्तृंम. A hooked nail.

Sjori, (स्तृं) (स्तृं) k. n. A very common under-shrub, Tephrosia purpurea.

Sjori k. n. The Concan country of the western coast. -को, स्तृंसच, स्तृंसचन. A Concan Brāhmana.

Sjori k. v. i. To be bent, crooked, curved, deformed; to become perverse, untrue, etc. n. Crookedness, etc. -स्तृंम. Wrongs and defects. -स्तृंम. Curled hair. -स्तृंम. An altered voice or speech.

Sjori, (स्तृं) (स्तृं) k. n. The armpit.


Sjori, (स्तृं) k. n. The branch of a tree.

Sjori k. n. Cochin on the Malabar coast.

Sjori 1. k. v. t. To sift flour on a small fan. 2, (=स्तृंसचन) to cut up, to chop. n. Cuttings, chips. 2, powd-
er, dust. -स्तृंसचन. The act of cutting.

Sjori 2. k. v. i. To speak much, prattle, brag.

Sjori k. n. Mud, mire.

Sjori h. n. A eunuch.

Sjori k. n. A little; littleness; inferiority. -स्तृंम. An insignificant man.

Sjori (स्तृं) k. n. A threshing floor.

Sjori, =स्तृं, q. v.

Sjori 1. (स्तृं) k. n. A bamboo tube. 2, an extremity. -स्तृंम. The extreme point.


Sjori, (स्तृंम, स्तृंम) (fr. त्तं) k. n. Beating the husk from paddy, etc.

Sjori, (त्तं) (त्तं) n. A threshing floor. -स्तृंम. The officer in charge of a granary; a steward.


Sjori, =स्तृं, q. v.

Sjori 1. P. p. of Sjori.

Sjori 2. k. n. A point; a nipple; a crest; a head-ornament.

Sjori k. n. The stone or kernel of fruit.

Sjori h. n. A chamber, room.

Sjori (त्तं) n. A pitcher, pot. -स्तृंम. A koḍa of copper or brass.

Sjori, स्तृंसच a. k. n. The ear. -स्तृंम. An ear-ring.


Sjori k. n. A gift, grant.

Sjori, स्तृंसच k. n. A large prickly shrub, Zizyphus xylopyrus.
remove, rub off, as ear-wax or impurities.

1. k. n. The pain of a sore. 2. severe itching. 3. a stick tied to a dog's neck.

(k. n. A wooden hammer.

(k. v. t. To scatter or throw about; to shake.

(= lb. of liquid) n. An axe, hatchet.

k. n. The small tree Clynthia collina. 2. (lb. of liquid) the medicinal tree Wrightia antidysenterica.


k. n. Land free of rent.

k. v. t. To give; to present, bestow, grant. P.p. 

is often added to other verbs without altering their meaning, as: 

= ; ; etc. Affixed to infinitive forms of other verbs it denotes to allow, permit, as: 

etc. To cause to give. 

Giving. 

and receiving.

k. n. An umbrella; a parasol. v. t.

To hollow, scrape, scoop. 2. to ache.

k. n. A stupid man, a clown.

q. v.

(k. n. A pond, tank.

k. n. A club swung in the hands for exercise.

k. n. A round wooden dish to knead dough etc. in.

1. k. n. A hill, mountain. - Hills. A large black-faced monkey.

2. lb. of liquid. A feast in honour of Virabhadra.

(see k. v. t. To applaud, praise, glorify.

k. n. A hook; the link of a padlock. 2. the sting of a scorpion. - To slander, defame.

P. p. of k. q. v.

k. n. A chaplet of pearls. 2. a tassel.

k. n. Calumny, slander, defamation. 2. a slanderer, defamer; also - ; f. 

h. n. The chief officer of a town police. 2. the overseer of a travellers' bangalow.

k. n. A bulwark, bastion.

k. n. A cat.

k. v. t. To chop, mince. n. A bunch, cluster. 2. a mark for a liquid measure.

(by) n. Coriander seed.

k. v. i. To hesitate in speaking; to stammer; to mutter. n. Stammering.

a. k. v. i. To sprout; to arise, extend. n. A shoot, sprout; the film of a lotus.

k. v. i. To succeed in an object. n. An extremity; a point; a top; an end; a branch. Cpsds.: 

etc. - To accomplish. - To be accomplished.

(by) n. A spear, lance. - A spearman.

P. p. of k. q. v.

k. n. The tree Cassia fistula.

,k. n. A hamlet, village; affixed to village-names.

(by) n. A metal boiler.

k. n. The notched extremity of a bow or horn. 2. a woman's knot of hair. 3. an ear-ornament.

k. n. The hood made of a cumbly.

k. n. The kernel of the coconut. - A kind of chatney. - Concealed coconut oil.
Half of a cocoanut kernel. -कोणातील, k. u. Cocoanut oil.

Excavate, k. v. i. To grow fat, thick, etc.; to be rank, luxuriant; to become proud, insolent. n. Fat; luxuriance; pride. शंकु. A proud man.

To begin to burn, as fire or anger.

1. k. n. A small bundle or load of thorny twigs. 2, a thorn bush.

A small hamlet; cf. काळक.

To seize, take. निव. = निव, q. v. निवारिस. Taking.

A horn of animals; a tusk. 2, or its embodied form 3, a branch of a tree; also निव.

A branch.

A corn-bin. 2, hog-weed, Boerhavia procumbens.

To cut; to pluck, as fruit, etc. v. i. To crop, reap. P. ps. निवारिस, निवारिस, निवारिस. A cutter. शंकुवर, शंकुवर. Cutting.

Reaping, plucking. निववरि. To cause to cut.

The sound produced by hoarseness; the pur, as of a cat (see निवत). -कृतार्थ, -निवनस्थित. To pur.

A rugged stone.

A cut, channel, the bed of a stream. निवत. To bite.

A clod-crusher.

To become sapless; to shrivel; to wane; to sorrow. n. Sorrow. निववरि. To cause to be sapless.

A thievish wandering hill-tribe.

To upbraid, revile; to speak much and uselessly. निववरि. Upbraiding; mocking; reviling; useless talk.

The state of being stunted or checked in growth. -स्वरूप. To get stunted.

The trunk of a lopped tree; a stump, lop. 2, a clod-crusher.

A whip.

Deficiency; want; loss; defect; fault. -कृत्य. To feel a want; to be poor. -कृत्य, -कृत्या. Deficiency or loss to come about.

A kind of sedge, Cyperus hexastachyus.

A curry-comb.

A kind of millet, Panicum italicum. 2, a kind of ant.

A man of a tribe so called who make baskets, mats, etc.; f. -वृत, and निववरि, who is also a fortune-teller.

The throat; the neck; voice. निववरि. To embrace one's neck from love. निववरि. A cut-throat.

A collar.

1. (c, = को, = को) k. v. t. To cut, as wood, letters, etc.; to break, bore, as a hole; to excavate, as running water the soil; to pierce as cold. 2, to diminish. 3, to whirl, rave. n. Cutting; a cut off piece. निववरि. Cutting; piercing of cold.

Annoyance, trouble.

Smallness, deficiency, defect. 2, rest, remainder.


A clasp, hook, etc.

A forge.

Trouble, A countless The decrepit to The -S'Sio. To -ffJ3^^ To -To Crookedness. The A to -^j3S;*o. ^j3'S<£;o

impurity; hinderance, lean. cause cloth; blow-pipe.

To blow-pipe. Anything given to boot in buying.

Trouble, A countless The decrepit to The -S'Sio. To -ffJ3^^ To -To Crookedness. The A to -^j3S;*o. ^j3'S<£;o

impurity; hinderance, lean. cause cloth; blow-pipe.

To blow-pipe. Anything given to boot in buying.

Trouble, A countless The decrepit to The -S'Sio. To -ffJ3^^ To -To Crookedness. The A to -^j3S;*o. ^j3'S<£;o

impurity; hinderance, lean. cause cloth; blow-pipe.

To blow-pipe. Anything given to boot in buying.

Trouble, A countless The decrepit to The -S'Sio. To -ffJ3^^ To -To Crookedness. The A to -^j3S;*o. ^j3'S<£;o

impurity; hinderance, lean. cause cloth; blow-pipe.

To blow-pipe. Anything given to boot in buying.

Trouble, A countless The decrepit to The -S'Sio. To -ffJ3^^ To -To Crookedness. The A to -^j3S;*o. ^j3'S<£;o

impurity; hinderance, lean. cause cloth; blow-pipe.

To blow-pipe. Anything given to boot in buying.

Trouble, A countless The decrepit to The -S'Sio. To -ffJ3^^ To -To Crookedness. The A to -^j3S;*o. ^j3'S<£;o

impurity; hinderance, lean. cause cloth; blow-pipe.

To blow-pipe. Anything given to boot in buying.

Trouble, A countless The decrepit to The -S'Sio. To -ffJ3^^ To -To Crookedness. The A to -^j3S;*o. ^j3'S<£;o

impurity; hinderance, lean. cause cloth; blow-pipe.

To blow-pipe. Anything given to boot in buying.

Trouble, A countless The decrepit to The -S'Sio. To -ffJ3^^ To -To Crookedness. The A to -^j3S;*o. ^j3'S<£;o

impurity; hinderance, lean. cause cloth; blow-pipe.

To blow-pipe. Anything given to boot in buying.

Trouble, A countless The decrepit to The -S'Sio. To -ffJ3^^ To -To Crookedness. The A to -^j3S;*o. ^j3'S<£;o

impurity; hinderance, lean. cause cloth; blow-pipe.

To blow-pipe. Anything given to boot in buying.

Trouble, A countless The decrepit to The -S'Sio. To -ffJ3^^ To -To Crookedness. The A to -^j3S;*o. ^j3'S<£;o

impurity; hinderance, lean. cause cloth; blow-pipe.

To blow-pipe. Anything given to boot in buying.

Trouble, A countless The decrepit to The -S'Sio. To -ffJ3^^ To -To Crookedness. The A to -^j3S;*o. ^j3'S<£;o

impurity; hinderance, lean. cause cloth; blow-pipe.

To blow-pipe. Anything given to boot in buying.

Trouble, A countless The decrepit to The -S'Sio. To -ffJ3^^ To -To Crookedness. The A to -^j3S;*o. ^j3'S<£;o

impurity; hinderance, lean. cause cloth; blow-pipe.

To blow-pipe. Anything given to boot in buying.

Trouble, A countless The decrepit to The -S'Sio. To -ffJ3^^ To -To Crookedness. The A to -^j3S;*o. ^j3'S<£;o

impurity; hinderance, lean. cause cloth; blow-pipe.

To blow-pipe. Anything given to boot in buying.

Trouble, A countless The decrepit to The -S'Sio. To -ffJ3^^ To -To Crookedness. The A to -^j3S;*o. ^j3'S<£;o

impurity; hinderance, lean. cause cloth; blow-pipe.

To blow-pipe. Anything given to boot in buying.

Trouble, A countless The decrepit to The -S'Sio. To -ffJ3^^ To -To Crookedness. The A to -^j3S;*o. ^j3'S<£;o

impurity; hinderance, lean. cause cloth; blow-pipe.

To blow-pipe. Anything given to boot in buying.

Trouble, A countless The decrepit to The -S'Sio. To -ffJ3^^ To -To Crookedness. The A to -^j3S;*o. ^j3'S<£;o

impurity; hinderance, lean. cause cloth; blow-pipe.

To blow-pipe. Anything given to boot in buying.

Trouble, A countless The decrepit to The -S'Sio. To -ffJ3^^ To -To Crookedness. The A to -^j3S;*o. ^j3'S<£;o

impurity; hinderance, lean. cause cloth; blow-pipe.

To blow-pipe. Anything given to boot in buying.

Trouble, A countless The decrepit to The -S'Sio. To -ffJ3^^ To -To Crookedness. The A to -^j3S;*o. ^j3'S<£;o

impurity; hinderance, lean. cause cloth; blow-pipe.

To blow-pipe. Anything given to boot in buying.

Trouble, A countless The decrepit to The -S'Sio. To -ffJ3^^ To -To Crookedness. The A to -^j3S;*o. ^j3'S<£;o

impurity; hinderance, lean. cause cloth; blow-pipe.

To blow-pipe. Anything given to boot in buying.
The battlements of a fort; -रिका, A fort patrol. -रिकारा. A fort-guard.

1. f. u. A stronghold of thieves.
2. The steps of a pond.

f. u. A granary; a factory, warehouse.

k. n. A monkey, ape. -क्षीण, An apish trick.

k. n. An apish man; a buffoon.

-स्रोत. Buffonery.

k. n. A kind of fried cake in the form of a ring.

1. k. n. An outlet or weir of a tank. -स्वप्न. To stop the outlet.
2. To open the outlet.

k. n. Deficiency, defect, want.

number 20.

k. n. A kind of a flag with an image of a demi-god set up on a post before a temple. -सङ्ग्राम. A festival in connection with it.

1. a. k. v. i. To be cool.
2. To fear.
3. To shrink. n. Coldness. 2; fear. 3, shrinking.

k. n. A horn of animals; a tusk.
2. The peak of a hill.

k. n. West wind; the hot season.

-रिकर. A field yielding creep in the hot season.

1. k. n. A male buffalo.
2. A foolish man.
3. A leafless, shrubby creeper, Sarcostemma intermediate. -सार्को. -सार्को वायु. To train a buffalo.

k. n. An angle, a corner.

k. n. An inner apartment or chamber, room.

2. A kitchen.

k. n. N. of a low-caste tribe on the Nilagiri. 2, (f.) deficiency, reduction.

-क्ष. N. of one of the Nilagiri hills.

(लब. of लक्षण) n. Coriander.

k. n. Saving, laying up. -संसार. An extra pay.

k. n. A monkey, ape. -संसार. A monkey's trick.

m. n. Farming, tenancy. 2, (= भर्तराला) barracks.

k. n. A rope for punishment, suspended in schools, on which a boy is tied up with his hands clasped and which he is not permitted to loose.

(लब. of नालेथ 2) n. An angle, corner. -संसार. नालेथी. A stone built tank with steps on all sides.

s. u. Passion, wrath, anger. -संसार. A passionate man; f. -संसारी. Very passionate; an irascible man; f. सार्वत्रिक-सुभृत. To pacify, appease. -संसार. To become angry.

-संसारायुस्थ. Excess of passion.

k. n. A Vaiśya shopkeeper. 2, a miser; also -श्री. -संसार. A Kōmati's profession; covetousness.

s. a. Tender, soft; sweet; pleasing. -संसार. Softness, etc.

s. n. The lapwing; the paddy bird.

=संसार, q.v.

s. n. A bud.

s. n. Small cardamoms.

f. u. A frontlet of idols.

k. v. i. To be dazzled.

f. n. Unbleached cotton cloth.


(संसारव) k. n. A rag; a worn out blanket. -संसार. A Lingāyata hawker or tradesman. -संसार. A ripe mulberry. -संसार. A caterpillar.

(संसार) k. n. Wish, desire, longing, hope. -संसार. -संसार. -संसार. A wish to be gratified.

k. v. i. To wish, desire, hope.
2. (fr. जोला) k. n. A part, portion, share in cultivation, etc.

A. n. Crookedness; perverseness.


2. k. n. Decoration; figure, form, as of masks, dresses, etc., as used in devil dances. 2, public procession.


2. s. n. A loud noise; an uproar.

2. k. n. A stick of jolā.


2. k. n. A peon.

2. a. k. n. A potter.

2. k. n. A tube. 2, a gun, matchlock. -अन्स. To shoot.

2. s. a. Skilled, experienced, wise; f. जोलीसे.

2. k. n. Dyspepsy. 2, a boil on the head of children. 3, the climbing plant *Bryonia grandis* with red fruit. 4, a crucible.

2. h. n. A kind of condensed milk.

2. s. n. A case; a sheath, scabbard; a pod. 2, a storehouse, treasury. 3, a vocabulary, dictionary; cf. डीक्सनरी. -जंग्र. A treasury.

2. s. n. The intestines. 2, an apartment; a granary. 3, (शाप) leprosy. 4, a square, as in tables of calculation; also छोटाघर.
An n. Agreement. 2; safeguard to pass, as granted to an enemy. 3, stipulated tribute. -साग. An agreement.

अन्तर्गत (fr. अन्तर्गत) s. n. Well-being, happiness. 2; skillfulness, cleverness.

अन्तर्जोति s. n. Indra. 2, N. of Viśvāmitra. 3, a snake-catcher. 4, an owl.

अन्तर्ज्ञु s. n. The wife of Daśaratha and mother of Rāma.

अन्तर्ज्ञु ज्ञु s. n. The jewel suspended on Viśn Śu's or Krīṣṇa's breast.

अन्तर्ज्ञु (lb. of अन्तर्ज्ञु) n. A butcher. 2, deceit.

क k. A dative affix, as: न्याय, न्याय, न्याय, etc.

अन्तर्ज्ञु कालं = अन्तर्ज्ञु, q. v.

अन्तर्गत् s. n. Sacrifice, offering. -साग. Śiva. -का. Vishnū.

अन्तर्गता s. n. Crying out, calling. 2, weeping.

अन्तर्गत s. n. A step; the foot. 2, order, series; regular course. 3, method, manner. 4, a sacred precept. -तः. Going, proceeding, advancing. Čpds.: वाच, एकाच, त्रि-काच, etc. -का. Order to be missed. अन्तर्गत। To go, walk; to cross.

अन्तर्गते s. a. Descended regularly or lineally.

अन्तर्गता s. a. By degrees, gradually, in order.


अन्तर्गताः s. n. Raw flesh. अन्तर्गताः. Carnivorous; a rākṣasa.

अन्तर्गत s. n. Going; the sun's course on the globe; the ecliptic; also -तः, -तः.

अन्तर्गत (अन्तर्गत) s. n. An insect, worm. अन्तर्गत s. a. Having the nature of a verb.


अन्तर्गत (अन्तर्गत) tbd. of अन्तर्गत, q. v.


अन्तर्ज्ञु s. n. Play, sport, amusement. अन्तर्ज्ञुक्रः. To play, sport. अन्तर्ज्ञुक्रः. A pleasure garden, park.

अन्तर्ज्ञु s. n. A cross. -क्रः, अन्तर्ज्ञुक्रः. To crucify.


अन्तर्गतस्य s. a. Purchasable.


अन्तर्भूतक्रः. Christianity.

अन्तर्भूत s. n. The chest, breast, bosom. 2, Saturn. -क्रः. Vishnū. अन्तर्भूतक्रः. To abridge, write briefly.

अन्तर्भूत s. n. Anger, wrath, passion.

अन्तर्भूत s. n. The fifty-ninth year of the cycle.

अन्तर्भूत s. a. Angry, passionate. n. The thirty-eighth year of the cycle.

अन्तर्भूत s. n. Calling out; a cry, shout. 2, a measure of distance, a kos, ¼ yojana.
s. n. A curlew. 2, a mountain in the Himalaya. 3, one of the divisions of the world.

श्रम् (fr. श्रम) s. n. Cruelty, fierceness.

रिश्व s. a. Fatigued, tired. 2, put to shame. 3, contradictory.

श्रवी s. a. Idle, slothful; mean, miserly.

n. The neuter gender.

श्रम त (ib. of श्रम) a. Arranged; fixed.

श्रम s. n. Affliction, pain; distress, -श्रिः. To suffer pain, to grieve.

श्रम s. ad. Anywhere; somewhere. 2, sometimes. 3, very little.

श्रम s. n. The syllable श्र.


श्रम s. n. A man of the military caste, Kshatriya; f. श्रमी.

श्रम s. n. Fasting. 2, A Buddha or Jaina mendicant.

श्रम s. a. Patient, enduring; putting up with. 2, adequate, competent.

श्रम श्र s. v. t. To endure, bear patiently; to put up with; to pardon, forgive. श्रमः तिमयाः श्रम्यम्. To pardon sin.

श्रम (श्रम) s. n. Patience, forbearance, indulgence, long-suffering; pardon, forgiveness.

श्रम s. n. Wane, decrease, diminution, consumption; loss, destruction. 2, pulmonary consumption. 3, sixtieth year of the cycle. -श्रमः. A lunar day beginning after sunrise and ending before that of the next. -श्रमः. The fortnight of the waning moon. -श्रमः। Consumption in general. श्रमोऽश्रमः। To wane, decrease.

श्रम s. a. Perishable.

श्रम s. a. Enduring, patient. श्रमः। Patience, forbearance.

श्रम s. a. Scorched; emaciated, wasted, thin. n. Emaciation, debility; famine.

श्रम s. a. Salty, biting, acid, pungent. n. Salt, any saline substance, alkali; soda, nitre, saltpetre; essence.

श्रम s. n. Washing. श्रमः। Washed, cleansed.

श्रम s. n. An abode. 2, the earth; a field. 3, decrease, wane, loss. श्रमः। Decreased, wasted. श्रमः। श्रमः। श्रमः। श्रमः। श्रमः। A king.

श्रम s. a. Quick, swift, speedy.

श्रम s. a. Wasted, worn away; emaciated, thin, slender; miserable. श्रमः। Wasting, diminution, decay.

श्रम s. n. Milk. 2, water. श्रमः। Curds. श्रमः। Milk and water. श्रमः। Essence of milk. श्रमयुक्तः श्रमयुक्तः। The sea of milk. श्रमयुक्तः। A dairy. श्रमयुक्तः। A dairy-man.

श्रम s. a. Small, little. 2, poor, miserable. 3, low, vile. 4, avaricious, niggardly. n. A fault; slander. श्रमः। श्रमः। A slanderer. श्रमः। A slanderous person.

श्रम s. n. Hunger. श्रमः। श्रमः। श्रमः। Hungry.

श्रम s. n. A razor. श्रमः। श्रमः। श्रमः। A barber.

श्रम (श्रम, श्रम) s. n. Little; thin. 2, poor, indigent. 3, avaricious. n. A man of the lowest extraction.

श्रम s. n. A field. 2, place, country; a place of pilgrimage. 3, the body. 4, a diagram. श्रमः। A husbandman. श्रमः। Experienced, skilful; the soul. श्रमः। A deity protecting the fields: Bhairava. श्रमः। Area; quotient.

श्रम s. n. Casting; pushing; depressing; passing away. Cpd.s.: श्रमस्य, श्रम, श्रमस्य.
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s. n. Well-being, weal, happiness; health. -जि् के. Promoting well-being.

s. n. The earth; a field. 2, a certain high number. -का. A king.

The twentieth letter of the alphabet.


s. a. Bound; inlaid, studded. 2, joined. 3, positive, true.

s. n. Stirring, churning. 2, a ladle. -श. An awning, canopy.

s. n. A ladle, spoon.

h. n. A treasury; treasure.

h. n. Quarrelling. -दंग. A quarrelsome man.

s. n. A bedstead, cot. 2, a hammock.

s. n. A sword. 2, a rhinoceros; also -क्र. जीरो ला, etc. Sword to sword; a sword-fight; also अंजल्ल. रक्तात्रि (जागुर). s. a. Broken, divided.

n. A fragment, part, piece; a section. 2, a division of the terrestrial globe.

s. n. Dividing, reducing to pieces; refuting.

1. (नज्यं, q. v.) k. n. Firmness, strictness, certainty.

2. s. a. Cut, taken to pieces; refuted.

s. v. t. To break, crush, cut; to disappoint, etc.; to refute (in argument).

s. n. Agitation, commotion, disturbance, emotion, alarm.

s. n. The paper on which the items of the day-book are abstracted. काल्पनिक सितव. k. n. Anger, wrath, rage.

s. n. The tree Acacia catechu; its resin called catechu.

s. n. A fire-fly; the sun.

s. n. A digger, miner; a house-breaker. 2, a rat.

s. n. Digging; burying.


s. n. The betel-nut tree, Areca catechu. 2, the mouth. 3, a buffalo. 4, disgrace.


h. n. A foul copy; a day-book; a scrawl; also चंद्रस।

h. n. A currycomb.

h. n. A purchase; price, cost.

f. a. True, correct. -हस्त. To speak truly.

2. s. n. The grass Andropogon serratius.

s. n. (नज्यं, q. v.) h. n. Expenditure, expense, costs. -हस्त. dupl. -हस्त. A spendthrift. -प्रज्ञा, -प्रज्ञा. To cost money.

s. n. Itch, scab.

s. n. The date-tree, Phoenix dactylifera.
s. a. Maimed; short, low. n. A dwarf. 2, ten thousand millions.

s. n. (=ឥStateException) s. n. The water-melon.


s. n. A leaf or paper rolled into a cup.

=ဝမ်, q. v.

(၃ =ဝမ်) k. ad. Loudly, roughly.

=ဝမ်, q. v. ဝမ်သည်. A wrestling match.

h. n. Food; fodder.

=ဝမ်, q. v.

1. s. n. An artificial pond.

2. f. n. An account on the daybook. 2, province, department.

s. n. Eating; food. ဝမ်သည်. Eaten.

s. n. A thick cotton-stuff.

h. n. A prince, chief; a title borne by Mohammadan nobles.

h. n. A place, house, as in ဝမ်သည်, မင်သည်စီ. 2, a sliding box, drawer. ဝမ်သည်. A census of the population.

h. ad. Positively, certainly.

f. n. A measure of capacity equivalent to about three bushels.

h. a. Empty, vacant. 2, unemploy-ed. 3, useless. -ဝမ်သည်. To become vacant; to be disappointed.

=ဝမ်သည်, q. v. ဝမ်သည်. The equipage or procession of a chieftain; the chieftain in person.

h. n. Service, attendance.

s. a. Depressed, distressed, wearied.

s. n. A piece of waste land. 2, a supplement. 3, anything empty or fruitless.

h. n. A robe of honour.

f. n. God.

h. a. Own; in person; self.

(၃ =ဝမ်သည်) f. n. A hoof.


h. n. The Koran. ဝမ်သည်. Embezzlement.

ဝမ်သည်, ဝမ်သည် h. n. Obeisance, reverence.

h. n. Openness; emptiness; evidence, clearness; freedom. a. Open.

s. a. Small, low, mean; wicked.

(၃, (h.) =ဝမ်သည်. -ဝမ်သည်. Meanness.

f. n. Flattery, fawning.

=ဝမ်သည်, q. v.

=ဝမ်သည်, q. v.

h. n. An indication, sign.

h. n. Murder. -ထွက်, -ဝသည်. A murderer.

h. ad. Well, finely; copiously.

(ကြား) (fr. ကြား) s. a. Moving in the air. နား h. n. A bird; a deity.

ဝမ်သည်, ဝမ်သည် h. n. A shield.

s. n. Sorrow, grief, distress, des-pondency. -ထွက်, သဲစီး. To feel grieved.

s. n. A single time, turn.

s. n. Moving to and fro; also -စီး. Play, sport.

s. n. An evil disposition; a vice; a mean, miserable wretch. a. Ill-disposed, having a bad habit. -ဝသည်. An evil disposition.

s. a. Well known, famous; also -ဝသည်. Fame, celebrity, glory.
The twenty-first letter of the alphabet.

1. k. An affix to form words denoting time, as: दो, दस, etc. 2, an affix to form masculine nouns, as: अभिशाप, अश्रवेय, etc.

2. s. a. Going, moving.

केश n. The letter क.

केश k. ad. Quickly, suddenly.

केश n. The sky, atmosphere.

केश The sun.

केश k. n. A hollow silver ornament filled with pebbles for jingling.

केश k. n. A hollow ring of brass containing bits of metal, etc. to produce a jingling noise.

केश k. f. n. The dewlap of an ox or bull.

केश (= कौर, q. v.) s. n. The Ganges.

केश The Ganges and Yamuna rivers; a cloth with different coloured border on each side.

केश k. n. A water-goddess.

केश k. n. Siva.

केश k. n. Bhishma.

केश k. Pilgrimage to the Ganges.

केश n. Bathing in the Ganges.

केश s. n. A circular metal vessel for holding water, etc.

केश s. n. The river Ganges.

सत्यावती, the boatman's daughter who became Bhishma's mother.

केश h. n. A Chunammed floor.

केश h. n. Mortar, plaster, cement.

केश h. n. A kind of alliteration.

केश, गंधार. Gaṇḍā. लक्ष्मी A picture of Lakshmi with elephants on her sides. श्री, राम. A lion. अर्द्ध अर्द्ध A large stately elephant.

केश h. n. A measure of three feet; a yard.

केश = कौर, q. v.

केश k. n. Poor rice lands.

केश k. (कौर = कौर) a. k. v. l. To roar; to scold. n. A loud idle talk.

केश f. n. A chitterer; f. -केश.

केश k. n. Confusion, disorder, intricacy.

केश k. An illegible writing.

केश k. A rough road.

केश To confuse.

केश, केश, केश k. n. A prickly climbing shrub, the Molucca bean, Gutandina bonducella.

केश f. n. A store-room, treasury.

केश k. n. The urine of cattle, etc.

केश स्तरी A species of coarse grass, Eleusine indica.

केश (lb. of चूर्ण) n. Conjee, rice gruel; starch. चूर्ण A creeping plant, Indigofera tinctoria.

केश A starched cloth.

केश A cloth used in straining boiled rice.

केश h. n. A pack of round cards.

केश f. n. A set of round vessels that are put one within another in the form of a cone.

केश (lb. of खन्न) n. A powerful, able man.

केश k. n. A ghaut, mountain-range.
Kālī (lb. of śāla) n. Beating down, as roads; loading a gun.

Kālaṅkāra, k. n. Firmness; hardness; the state of (fluids, etc.) being thick, solid; strength, ability. 2, a lump. 3, an ingot. 4, smartness, fineness. 5, a strong, smart person. a. Firm, strong, solid. -धा. A strong, able person. -राहू. A strong work. -र, A strong, energetic man. -सत्ता. Thick curds. -वस्त्रा. Thick milk.

Kālaṅkāra (= sanctioned) f. v. t. To strike, beat. 2, (k.) to make effort (to speak loud).

[paper.

Kālaṅkāra (= sanctioned) f. n. A bundle, ream of paper.


Kālaṅkāra 2. h. n. A small fort. 2, a liquid measure.

Kālaṅkāra 3. k. int. expressing quick motion or disorder. -रिक. Quickly (used of walking, reading, eating, etc.). -रिहो. To rattle, as thunder, carts, etc. -रिल, -रिल. A tutt, tumult, ado.


Kālaṅkāra 5. h. n. A stand, shelf.

Kālaṅkāra 6. h. n. A godown, store-room; a spirit-shop.


Kālaṅkāra 8. a. k. n. A mass, heap; a multitude. -रिका. To join, heap, pile.

Kālaṅkāra (lb. of śāla) n. Reckoning; meaning, sense. -रिक्ता. To regard, care for, etc.

Kālaṅkāra (= sanctioned) k. n. Massiveness, stoutness, strength. a. Massive, etc.

Kālaṅkāra, Kālaṅkāra f. a. Thick, as darkness; sound, deep, as sleep, study, etc.

Kālaṅkāra h. n. Disappearance, hiding.

Kālaṅkāra, = Kālaṅkāra, q. v.

Kālaṅkāra k. n. A stout, robust person.

Kālaṅkāra (= sanctioned) f. v. t. To hide or fix firmly in the earth.

Kālaṅkāra h. n. An iron crow-bar.


Kālaṅkāra 2. (lb. of śāla) n. An hour of 24 minutes; a gong.

Kālaṅkāra (lb. of śāla) n. An earthen vessel.

Kālaṅkāra (see s. Kālaṅkāra) k. n. Confusion; vexation.

Kālaṅkāra, Kālaṅkāra h. n. An hour-glass; a gong; a watch, clock.

Kālaṅkāra k. n. A limit; a period, term, instalment; also -व, -क.

Kālaṅkāra, = Kālaṅkāra, q. v.

Kālaṅkāra (= sanctioned) k. n. Hardness, brittleness, as of iron; difficulty, as of work; heaviness, as of rain.

Kālaṅkāra 1. k. n. A bamboo pole. 2, match; comparison. -रिक. A man who carries a pole with a flag; an oarsman.

Kālaṅkāra 2. (lb. of śāla) n. A wheel for raising water.

Kālaṅkāra k. n. The beard; the chin. -सी, -सी. To let the beard grow. -सीश्वरी. To have the beard shaved.

Kālaṅkāra, = Kālaṅkāra, q. v.

Kālaṅkāra k. n. A mass; a lump, clump. 2, any bulbous root. 3, the root of the ear. 4, an island; also शिव. -शिव. To freeze, congeal; to grow in clumps, as grass. शिव. A sweet potato. शिव. A clot of curdled milk.

Kālaṅkāra s. n. A flock, multitude, troop, tribe. 2, a body of troops equal to 27 chariots, 27 elephants, 81 horses and 135 foot. 3, the attendants of Śiva. 4, a syllable foot in prosody. 5, a number. 6, a group of lunar mansions.

Kālaṅkāra. An arithmetician; an accountant; an astrologer; f. -स, -स. -थ. Reckoning, counting; esteeming.
Gone, loan, boil. Male Parvati's becoming.

Calculating, the science of computation, arithmetic. a. Counted. An astrologer. The science of computation, comprising arithmetic, algebra and geometry. To count; to consider.

The stalk of an onion. A boatman; a tumbler. Pārvati's son Gaṇēśa.

A small bundle, parcel. The throat. A kind of small gold earring.

The knot or joint of a reed, bamboo or a cane. 2, a bundle, parcel. 4, money, wealth; capital in trade. 5, swelling and hardening of the veins. The desire of becoming rich. One who falsely assumes the appearance of poverty; one who does not return a loan. A pick-pocket. The herb Leucaea urticacefolia. An under-shrub, Clerodendron serratum. To get knotted; close connection to spring up; union or harmony to take place; to run counter to; to attack. A frowning look or countenance. A difficult lawsuit. To make a knot; to knit, as the eye-brows; to employ capital.

An English hour. To ring a bell. Ring, q. v.


s. n. Danger, peril, jeopardy (cf. s. Gaṇḍa 2).

See s. Gaṇḍa 2, q. v.


s. n. Rinsing the mouth.

h. n. A division of paddy land.

s. a. Calculable, numerable; worthy of esteem.

s. a. Gone, departed; past; disappeared; arrived at; gone to any state; belonging to; relating to. Stale words; indefinite postponement,
as of a law-suit. र्गर्मभाग्य. Successive, in rotation; following custom, imitating. गर्भभाग्य. Unmeaning, nonsensical; deprived of an object.

को s. n. Going, motion; gait; march, progress. 2, a path, way; refuge, resource; an expedient, means; course of events, condition; happiness. 3, the diurnal motion of a planet in its orbit. 4, transmigration. 5, deliberation; knowledge. 6, sin, vice. र्गो. Progress, state, etc. to be destroyed. र्गन्व. To destroy the course, condition, etc.; to check. र्गोा. A person destroying his own or others welfare.


र्गोत मो s. n. Another remedy or resource; a way of avoiding.

र्गो 1. s. n. Speaking, speech.

र्गो 2. s. n. Disease, sickness.

र्गो 3. k. n. Shaking, quick motion. र्गो त्रंय सुर, र्गो सुर (v. i.). To shake, tremble violently; also र्गन्व.

र्गो k. n. The smell of cattle-urine, burning chillies, etc.

र्गो (अ = र्गो) k. v. i. To thunder, roar, cry; to menace; to exhort earnestly. र्गन्व. To exhort earnestly; to scare, frighten. र्गन्व. Reproof, exhortation.

र्गो, र्गो s. n. A mace, club. र्गो ग्राम. Krishna.

र्गो k. n. A swelling, tumour.

र्गो, र्गो s. n. Stammering; indistinct utterance, as sobbing, etc.

र्गो k. n. The chin.

र्गो र्गो = र्गो र्गो, q. v. v. i. To thunder, roar.

र्गो ओ k. n. Noise; din.

र्गो, र्गो ओ k. n. A throne; a seat; a tomb monument of Jaṅgamas. 2, a basis.

र्गो k. n. A field, paddy-land. र्गो, र्गो. A ridge between rice-fields.

र्गो. A paddy-field. र्गो र्गो. A turban-cloth with square stripes.

र्गो s. a. To be spoken. n. Prose. र्गो. Prose and verse.

र्गो s. n. A silver weight equal to about a farthing. 2, a small gold coin.

र्गो, lb. of र्गो, q. v.

र्गो s. n. A way, course. 2, moving about.

र्गो, lb. of र्गो, q. v. र्गो का, र्गो का. The cross bars fastening the planks of a door. र्गो, र्गो. Perfumed powder. र्गो. Permeate; an oculist.


र्गो र्गो. Black salt. र्गो र्गो. The pigment called akshatō and sandal-paste.


र्गो हर्गो s. n. A celestial musician. 2, a singer. 3, a ghost. 4, a kind of deer. र्गो र्गो. A marriage on mutual agreement of the parties.
A. h. a. Silent, still. int. Silence!

B. k. ad. Quickly, greedily.

C. k. ad. Suddenly, all at once. —. To seize suddenly.

D. h. n. A lie, falsehood.

E. h. n. Deceit; falsehood. 2, invisibility. 3, stillness, muteness.

F. =. etc., q. v.

G. (lb. of रत्त) a. Proud, haughty. —. To become pregnant (used of cattle).

H. (lb. of रत्त) a. Proud, haughty. —. To become pregnant (used of cattle).

I. k. n. A bad smell, stench.

J. s. a. Deep; profound, grave, solemn.

K. 1. k. n. Strong scent, fragrance. —. To smell sweetly.

L. 2. s. n. Going; march. 2, flightiness; thoughtlessness, rashness.


N. 1. k. n. Odour, fragrance.

O. 2. s. a. Going, walking; march. —. To go; to walk.

P. k. n. A basket.

Q. (lb. of रत्त) s. a. Deep; solemn. —. Depth; profoundness, sagacity.

R. h. n. Game, play; amusement, fun.

S. k. ad. Quickly.

T. s. a. Accessible; attainable; intelligible, suitable.


V. 1. s. n. A drink; poison, venom. 2, an astrological division of the day; see देवनागरी.

W. 2. (lb. of रत्त, q. v.) n. A planet; an evil spirit. —. An evil spirit to smite any one. —. Possession, frenzy, torment. —. To become possessed with an evil spirit; to rave, wander. —. An evil spirit to seize.

X. k. n. Unevenness, roughness.

Y. k. n. A common weed, Eclipta alba.

Z. k. n. The tree Ficus asperrima.

a. k. n. Pleasantness; beauty.

b. (lb. of ज्य) n. A saw. —. A tree with rough leaves, Ficus conglomerata.

c. k. n. The state of being scorched by heat. a. Fragile, brittle, dry, as flowers, leaves, etc.

d. s. n. The fifth of the eleven astrological divisions of the day.

e. h. n. Need, necessity; pressing business.

f. =. q. v.

g. (lb. of रत्त) n. A decent and reputable woman.


i. (lb. रत्त) k. n. Gravel.

j. k. n. A measure (of salt) equal to 400 marakāls.

k. h. n. A respectable man.

l. k. n. A feather; a wing; the feather-like leaf of a palm, etc.

m. To get strength; to improve. —. The two side-portions of a wheel of an idol-car.
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**Kṣaśaḥ** h. a. Poor.

**Kṣaatikā (fr. गिट) s. a. Heavier; dearer.

**Kṣatru** s. n. The feathered vehicle of Vishnu; an eagle, kite. 2, a building shaped like Garuda. 3, a military array. -कत्रो, -कत्रा. A pillar before a temple on which at festivals an image of Garuḍa or Nandi is set up. -कत्रज्ञ. A medicinal herb, *Ophiorrhiza mungos*, said to be an antidote to snake-bites. -कत्रेण. N. of a small purāṇa by Garuḍa. -कत्रि. The tree *Hydnocarpus venenata*. -कत्रस्य. A kind of idol-conveyance.

**Kṣatruḥ** (≡ कस्त्र) k. n. An abode. 2, a fencing-school, gymnasium; also -ज्ञानि, -स्म. -कस्त्र, -कस्त्रम. Gymnastic exercises.

**Kṣatriya** s. a. Wind.

**Kṣatriya** s. = कस्त्र, q. v.

**Kṣatru** k. n. A sound in loud belching or in creaking.


**Kṣapā** s. n. Roaring; rumbling. 2, wrath; reproach. -क्षपाः, क्षपर्. To roar.

**Kṣapaka** k. n. N. of a tree of which the sour fruits are used for pickles.

**Kṣapakā** s. = क्षप्का, q. v.

**Kṣapaka** s. n. An ass.

**Kṣapaka** s. n. Greediness.

**Kṣapakāḥ** (≡ कस्पका) s. n. The womb. 2, an embryo. 3, a child. 4, the inside, interior. -क्षप्का, -क्षप्का. A lying-in chamber; the sanctuary of a temple. -क्षप्काः. To conceive. -क्षप्क्य्. Pregnancy, gestation. -क्षप्क्य्. A pregnant female. -क्षप्क्युः, क्षप्क्युः. Born to riches and honour. -क्षप्क्युः. A purificatory rite observed by pregnant females. क्षपक्षः. Pregnant; a pregnant woman. क्षपक्षः. Pregnant; inclosed. क्षपक्षः. To incline, comprise.


**Kṣapakaḥ** t. of कस्पक, q. v.

**Kṣapita** (≡ कस्पित) s. n. Clamour, confused chatter. -क्षपितम्. To chatter loudly.

**Kṣapitaḥ** 1. k. n. A kind of reed for pens.

**Kṣapațaḥ** 2. k. n. Loud chatter.

**Kṣapakāḥ** = क्षपिका, q. v.

**Kṣaprakāṭa** k. n. Rinsing. क्षप्रकटः. To rinse.

**Kṣapakāṭa** = क्षप्रका, q. v.

**Kṣapatā** f. n. Hubbub, uproar; clamour.

**Kṣapakaṭa** h. n. Mustaches curling over the cheeks.

**Kṣapakaṭaḥ** s. n. A kind of jugglery consisting in swallowing stones, etc.

**Kṣapakāṭa** k. n. Disorder, confusion.

**Kṣapakaṭa** h. a. Dirty, filthy.

**Kṣapakāṭa** k. n. Tinkling, jingling.

**Kṣapakaṭa** h. n. A case, as of a pillow, sofa, etc.

**Kṣapakaṭa** h. n. A wrapper round the throat, neck-tie.

**Kṣapakaṭa** k. h. The cheek. -क्षपकः. A dimple in the cheek.

**Kṣapakaṭa** h. a. Astray; misplaced; also

**Kṣapakaṭa** h. n. Corn. 2, =रेण, q. v.

**Kṣapakaṭa** s. n. A lane, alley.

**Kṣapakaṭa** k. v. t. To shake, as the boiled contents of a pot, etc., or as corn, etc., on a fan. 2, to trouble, annoy. v. i. To be troubled, etc.

**Kṣapakaṭa** f. n. Hanging, as a culprit.

**Kṣapakaṭa** h. To be hanged. क्षपकः, क्षपकः, -क्षप्क्यः. To hang on the gallows. क्षपकः, क्षपकः. Punishment by hanging.

**Kṣapakaṭa** k. n. A lump, clot. 2, (=कस्पका) a money-hole in the shop of shroffs and dealers.
ןא k. n. Smart itching. -ה"ש. To itch very much.

ן"א = ח"א, q. v.

ץ"א k. n. Attention, care, heed. ה"א. To heed, mind.

ץ"א s. n. A species of ox, the Gayal.

ץ"א (ג"א) a. k. n. A basket-maker.

ץ"א = ח"א, q. v.

ץ"א, י"א - א. n. A cover, wrapper, case, sack.

ץ"א 1. = ח"א, q. v.

ץ"א 2. (= ח"א) (ג"א, ח"א) (ך"א). (b. of ח"א, -ו) n. A man of the herd caste; f. ח"א.

ץ"א s. n. A small round-window; an air-hole.

ץ"א h. a. Rustic, clownish.

ץ"א k. n. A cave, cell. 2. covering. -ה"א. To heed, pay attention.

ץ"א k. n. Noise, hubbub.

ץ"א (= ח"א) s. n. The chief officer of a village. 2. a title of honour among peasants; f. -ח"א. -יה תching. -ה"א. A Gavunda’s business. ח"א. A maidservant.

ץ"א f. n. A flour-paste made into threads and cut into small bits.

ץ"א (= ח"א) k. n. A fetid smell.

ץ"א k. n. The house lizard.

ץ"א s. a. Belonging to a cow: milk, cheese, butter, urine and dung; also ח"א.

ץ"א k. n. A sound like quick rubbing. -ה"א. To rub, as the teeth, clothes on a stone, etc.

ץ"א k. n. Care, concern, grief.

ץ"א k. n. The sediment or dregs of oil, melted butter, or pickles.

ץ"א h. n. A patrol, going the rounds; also ח"א.

ץ"א k. n. The sound of laughter. ח"א. To laugh merrily. ח"א. Hilarity.

ץ"א s. a. Deep, dense; inaccessible. 2. difficult of comprehension, profound. n. A thicket; a wood. 2, a mystery, secret.

ץ"א s. a. Deep. 2, contiguous. n. A thicket. 2, an abyss; a cave. 3, a deep secret. 4, a jungle. 5, hypocrisy.

ץ"א 1. (= ח"א) s. n. The neck, throat. ח"א. A neck-ornament. ח"א. A hook for the throat.

ץ"א 2. (= ח"א) k. n. Quick motion. ח"א. Quickly.

ץ"א (ץ"א) k. v. i. To chatter, prate. n. Idle talk. ח"א. A loquacious, lying man. ח"א. Idle prattle.

ץ"א, צ"א (ץ"א) (ך"א) n. A high bamboo-basket for storing corn.

ץ"א f. n. An inner chamber.

ץ"א (ץ"א) f. n. Acquittal, acquisition; gain.

ץ"א 2. (ך"א) n. A fold, as of cloth.

ץ"א 3. (ץ"א) (ך"א) n. A period of twenty-four minutes; a short time.

ץ"א (ך"א) v. t. To procure; to acquire, obtain, gain.

ץ"א k. An affix of the plural, as: ח"א, ח"א, ח"א, ח"א, etc.

ץ"א (ץ"א) k. n. A bamboo rod; a pole, staff; a churning stick.

ץ"א h. n. A complete agricultural apparatus; a set of implements.

ץ"א k. n. Noise; hubbub.

ץ"א (ץ"א) (ך"א) s. a. Belonging to the Ganges. n. Karna. 2, Bhishma.

ץ"א (ך"א, q. v.) n. Glass.

ץ"א (= ח"א) s. n. The dried heads of the hemp-plant. ח"א. The hemp-plant, *Cannabis sativa*.

ץ"א, צ"א (= ח"א) k. n. A sharp, strong smell as of tobacco, burnt chillies, etc.

ץ"א m. n. A load-cart; a carriage.

ץ"א The inner seat of a cart. ח"א.
A round nose-ring. — लक्ष, लक्ष्मी. A cart-driver.

अंगिर ( = अंगिर म) s. n. A juggler.

त्वत्स s. a. Hidden or absorbed in. 2, tight, close, firm, compact; deep, sound, as sleep; intense. 3, excessive, much. — त्वत्स, A sound sleep. त्वरी त्वरी. Thick darkness.

कन्या k. n. An oil-mill; a sugarcane-mill. 2, (= नर्स) a hook; a fish-hook. — कन्या, To work a mill.

रस्ता k. n. An oil-miller; f. रस्तें. रस्तें, अर्जुने s. n. Arjuna's bow. रस्तें, अर्जुना. Arjuna.

रस्ता m. n. The posteriors. — रास्ता. A bump with the knee upon a boy's posteriors; an acheing fever. [अस्ति].

कन्या ( = नर्स) n. Depth. 2, lb. of कन्या, कन्या। ( = नर्स, q. v.) k. n. Stoutness; thickness.

रस्ता (= नर्स) s. A fem. affix of nouns, as: हर्स, हड़प्स, हड़प्स, हड़प्स, etc.

कन्या 2, s. n. A limb of the body. 2, the body. [proverb.]

रस्ता (= नर्स) s. n. A song; a saying, रस्ता k. n. The mark left by a whip, by the bite of a mosquito, etc.

कन्या h. n. Cushion. 2, the seat of an eminent personage.

कन्या (lb. of कन्या) n. A saying, proverb; also — रस्ता. [of अस्ति.]

कन्या s. a. Fordable, shallow. n. Bottom.

कन्या s. n. Singing; a song.

कन्या s. n. The third of the seven primary notes of music. 2, Candahar and its people.

कन्या s. n. N. of the wife of Dṛṣṭarāṣṭra. 2, N. of a rāga.

कन्या, कन्या (= नर्स) h. a. Overcome by terror, grief, etc. n. Terror, consternation.

कन्या k. n. Fear, alarm.

कन्या k. n. A rustic, simpleton. — रस्ता.

The behaviour of a rustic. रस्ता. Stupidity.

A parrot’s drumming with n. plants calved of cocoanut disagreeable to use. -ಕೂಡಹಿನ್. Disagreable to abuse, Demon worship. -ಕೂಡಹಿನ್. To be crowded. -ಕೂಡಹಿನ್. The chirping of birds; confusion, disorder.

Being full of seeds and disagreeable taste. -ಕೂಡಹಿನ್. The kernel of the cocoanut when still in the nut.

To be obtained. -ಕೂಡಹಿನ್. To be closely pressed. -ಕೂಡಹಿನ್. A useless man.

A plant; a small tree, shrub. -ಕೂಡಹಿನ್. Medicinal plants and roots; a herbal medicine. -ಕೂಡಹಿನ್. A hawk; a falcon.

To devour by mouthfuls. -ಕೂಡಹಿನ್. An imitative sound. -ಕೂಡಹಿನ್. A small drum like an hour-glass.

唁ಸೇ, =唁ಸೇ, q. v.

A short, small man; a dwarf. -唁ಸೇ, Short, small. -唁ಸೇ, Cpd. -唁ಸೇ, etc.

Shortness, smallness.

A parrot. -唁ಸೇ. A parrot’s beak; a Roman nose.

Gingham, stout cloth.

A small round water-vessel with or without a spout.

The milk of a lately calved cow or buffalo.

A cancerous disease destroying toes and fingers.

A knot, joint, as of a sugarcane, finger, etc.

A fem. affix of nouns, as: പാമ്പൻ,-പാമ്പുന്ത്, പെരുന്റ്, etc.

A quarter (4). -സസ്യ, കുറ്റിന്റെ, 4 part of a kūni. -സസ്യ. The fourth part of a sōliḡ. -സസ്യ. 16 part. -സസ്യ. 4 part of a measuring seer.

(으 = উ) k. n. Being close, strait, narrow.

The ankle.

A cotton-press.

A round cushion.

Distress, penury; fate.

A buyer; a customer. a. Saleable.

One's private affairs.


Krishna; Vishnu in the form of a tortoise. -সঞ্জিভ. The Himalaya.

A mountain peak.

A mountain. hill. Aff. denoting office, business or profession, as: সম্পর্ক, সম্পত্তি, রাষ্ট্র পদ.

Whirling, buzzing.

A kind of rattle-box. -সঞ্জিভ. To turn round with speed.

Creaking. -সঞ্জিভ. A sort of castanets; a child’s turning rattle. -সঞ্জিভ. To creak, as a door.

Quickly, speedily; with a whirl.

Tinkling; rattling, etc.; a jingle. -সঞ্জিভ. The sound emitted by the gejje.

A plaster of lime, water and sand.

Fear. -সঞ্জিভ. To be afraid.

A child’s rattle-box.
The roar of an elephant; also प्रभुपीत. The bottle-bird, Ploceus baya.

A line, stroke. A song, hymn. Singing; a song, the Bhagavadgītā.

A house, abode. To scrape or rub off, as butter; to draw as lines. A scratch; a line, streak, stripe, groove.

Sandal streaks on the body. A sectarian line of gopī on the forehead. A fluted gold bracelet.

A god, deity. Samskṛta.

Whizzing, buzzing. The sound of some insects.

To draw a deep breath whilst speaking. To falter in speaking.

An inarticulate sound.

Grain boiled and seasoned. An annual weed, Hedystis aspera. A mode of punishing boys by tying the hands round the knees in a sitting posture and fixing a stick between them.

The fragrant gum bdellium; a powder made of it.

Curling, bristling, as the hair of the body.
k. v. i. To be entangled, as thread. 2, to pull, contract, as muscles. n. Particles of cotton sticking to one's cloth; nap. 2, the coir of coconuts.

k. n. A single gulp or draught of any liquid. To drink in a single gulp. To drink in gulps. With a single gulp.

k. v. i. To grunt, bellow, as a bull.

s. n. A pill, bolus.

= n. q. v.

k. n. A mixture of medicine for babies.

k. n. A secret; a hidden thought; one's private affairs.

s. n. A ball, globe. 2, molasses, jaggory. - a. A beverage made of jaggory, etc.

k. n. A hut with a thatched roof.

k. n. A round thing. 2, (= n. s) the round mark used for the vowel a, and the round mark used for the vowel o.

f. n. A preparation of tobacco for smoking or snuff.

k. n. A large water-vessel, caldron.

s. n. A tent. 2, a thick coarse cloth.

k. n. A circle; a halo. 2, a mass, cluster.

k. n. A halo to form round the sun or moon; to form a ring; to come together, as people.


h. n. A turner and cabinet-maker.

h. n. Breeches. - s. A sort of breeches.

k. v. l. To sweep. 2, to heap up. Sweeping.

k. v. i. To run when playing at tip-cat or ball. To run about.

k. v. i. To thunder. Thunders, roar, etc.

m. n. A smoking pipe; a hubble-bubble.

k. v. i. To grumble; to roar; to growl, grunt.

= n. q. v.

k. n. A boy, pupil; a dwarf. 2, shortness.

k. n. A mountain; a hill. - s. A shrub, Alangium lamarkii. - s. A small tree, Eugenia zeiliana. - s. The tree Elaeocarpus serratus.

k. n. The eye-ball. 2, an egg, spawn. 3, shortness, smallness.

k. n. A heap, pile. 2, a piece of cloth used by men.

s. n. A cord, string. 2, quality, property. 3, the three fundamental qualities: satva, rajas, tamas. 4, a good quality, virtue, merit, excellence; wisdom; energy; dignity; goodness; temperance; recovery from sickness; favourable issue; benefit. 5, political wisdom. 6, flavour, taste. 7, multiplication. 8, a secondary gradation of a vowel, the vowels a, e, o, 9, joy. 10, protection. 11, at the end of a compound: fold, times. (math.) Multiplier. Profitable. One who appreciates good qualities. A scholar. Dependence; virtue. Virtue and vice. The virtue or duty incidential to certain qualities, as: clemency is the virtue of royalty. (math.) Multiplication. A name that expresses the nature of a thing, person, etc. An ocean of virtues.
A jewel of virtues. -�. Adjective.

-ActionBar, -ActionBar. (q.) An adjective.


(math.) Multiplication. -ActionBar. Endowed with good qualities. -ActionBar. (math.) Multiplied; multiplication.

 ActionBar (= ActionBar) k. n. A hole, pit. -ActionBar.

A sunken eye. -ActionBar, A sunken cheek.

ActionBar s. v. t. To multiply; to enumerate; to calculate.

ActionBar. Tb. of ActionBar, q. v.


ActionBar ActionBar l. k. n. Proximity. ad. Near; along, as ActionBar, ActionBar.

ActionBar 2. (ActionBar) k. n. A peg, plug.

ActionBar f. n. The 1/10 part of an acre.


A small round and deep metal vessel.

ActionBar. Of a round, globular form. -ActionBar.

A round water-vessel.

ActionBarActionBar k. n. A foundation. -ActionBar.

To lay a foundation; to ruin completely.

ActionBar (ActionBar, ActionBar) k. n. A hole, pit, hollow. 2, = ActionBar, q. v. 3, a large round vessel. -ActionBar. The physical heart.

ActionBar k. n. The pit of the stomach.

2, the thorax, heart; courage.

ActionBar 1. a. k. n. A heap, mass; a crowd, etc.

ActionBar 2. k. n. Anything round, as a boulder; a stone for grinding or constructing an älë; a globe; a ball, marble; a bullet, cannon ball. -ActionBar, ActionBar. A round file. -ActionBar, A grinding stone. -ActionBar. A kind of jasmine. -ActionBar. A diving water-bird.

ActionBar s. a. Endowed with qualities. n. The multiplicand.

ActionBar k. n. Closeness; tightness. -ActionBar.

A tight bracelet. -ActionBar, Close, tightly.

ActionBar, ActionBar k. n. A bunch or cluster of flowers. 2, a bush.

ActionBar, ActionBar k. n. An exclusive right of sale, farm, monopoly. 2, rental on land.

ActionBar k. n. A fat, stout man; f. ActionBar.

2, a prop behind a door to keep it shut.

ActionBar, ActionBar, q. v.

ActionBar 1. k. n. A rope for the feet used in climbing palm trees. 2, a bunch.

ActionBar 2. k. v. t. To jump; to stamp.

ActionBar, ActionBar, ( ActionBar) k. n. A club, cudgel.

ActionBar, ActionBar (ActionBar) n. A kind of pickaxe, hoe.

ActionBar k. n. A clog tied to the neck of cattle.

ActionBar 1. k. n. A hole, as of a mouse, snake, fox, etc.


ActionBar k. n. A small crest on the grain of jòla. 2, the husk of paddy.

ActionBar k. n. Smallness. 2, a raised spot.

ActionBar. A dwarfish elephant.

ActionBar, ActionBar k. n. Paper gilt with tinsel.


ActionBar k. ad. Silently.

ActionBar, ActionBar k. n. Thickness, as of a foliage. 2, veiling, covering. -ActionBar, -ActionBar. To become thick in foliage; a cover over the head; a cloak.

ActionBar k. n. Noise of a crowd. 2, a swelling.
1. k. n. A knob, protuberance. 2. a button. -कुटिल. A stout nail with a pommelled head.

2. k. n. A sparrow; also अग्नि, -स्. A small grass whose seeds stick to one's clothes, Lappago aliena. -प्रकाश. A common grass, Sporobolus diander.

स्पोरोबोलस दियान्द्र, क. व. ल. त. To send forth a fragrant odour; also यज्ञवल्लि, भगवन्।

स्पोरो, ह. न. A copula or dome. 2. a huge figure of stone, representing a Jain saint.

स्पोरो, f. n. Fight of children.

स्पोरो, = रत्नसिंह, q. v.

स्पोरो, ह. न. Heed, care, consideration; suspicion, surmise. स्पर्शविद्या. Suspicious; suspected.

स्पोरो, ह. न. An agent, deputy; an accountant. -ः। The post of a gumāsta.

स्पोरो, k. n. A mass, heap, crowd; number. -संपत्ति, -हृदयार्थ। ते. To assemble.

स्पोरो, s. a. Stringing together; arranging. -की. Winding, arranging.

स्पोरो, ह. न. An agent, deputy; an accountant. -ः। The post of a gumāsta.

स्पोरो, k. n. A mass, heap, crowd; number. -संपत्ति, -हृदयार्थ। ते. To assemble.

स्पोरो, s. a. Stringing together; arranging. -की. Winding, arranging.

स्पोरो, ह. न. An agent, deputy; an accountant. -ः। The post of a gumāsta.

काॅ, ह. न. A copula or dome. 2. a huge figure of stone, representing a Jain saint.

काॅ, k. n. A mass, heap, crowd; number. -संपत्ति, -हृदयार्थ। ते. To assemble.

काॅ, s. a. Stringing together; arranging. -की. Winding, arranging.

काॅ, ह. न. An agent, deputy; an accountant. -ः। The post of a gumāsta.

काॅ, k. n. A mass, heap, crowd; number. -संपत्ति, -हृदयार्थ। ते. To assemble.

काॅ, s. a. Stringing together; arranging. -की. Winding, arranging.

काॅ, ह. न. An agent, deputy; an accountant. -ः। The post of a gumāsta.

स्पोरो, k. n. A sparrow; also अग्नि, -स्. A small grass whose seeds stick to one's clothes, Lappago aliena. -प्रकाश. A common grass, Sporobolus diander.

स्पोरो, ह. न. Heed, care, consideration; suspicion, surmise. स्पर्शविद्या. Suspicious; suspected.

स्पोरो, ह. न. An agent, deputy; an accountant. -ः। The post of a gumāsta.
recognise. -श्या. To tell the peculiar feature of a person or thing.


gujarat (गुजरात) s. n. Gujarát. -रात. Woven silk or fine cloth from G. -रात. A pregnant woman. -रात. = गुजरात, q. v.

The camboge tree, *Garcinia pictoria.*

*Gujarat* s. n. Gujarát. -रात. Woven silk or fine cloth from G. -रात. A pregnant woman. -रात. = गुजरात, q. v.

A female’s newly chariots, a Rose-coloured.

Rose-coloured. -रा. A rose bush. -रा. Rose colour.

A slave, menial. -स. Slavery, bondage.

The red powder which the Hindus throw about at the holi feast.

A shrub, bush; a thicket. 2, a disease of the spleen. 3, a body of troops consisting of 9 elephants, 9 chariots, 27 horses, and 45 foot. -अ. Ague-cake-

A loud noise, hubbub.


An owl. -व. A rolling eye, or one of deficient sight. -व. An idle life; longivity.

An arm, amputating. -व. An arm.

A bull 2, a big house. -व. A bull allowed to roam at liberty and dedicated to a deity.

-व. = व, q. v.

Garlic.

Greedy. n. A vulture.


The ship, to sail.

A common grass, Andropogon aciculatus. -aus. A maker of small bells.


A span. -aus. The stomach that is only a span in length or breadth.

A f. n. Rhinoceros.


A labour contract.

A. f. n. Giddiness.

1. k. n. A phlegmatic sound produced in the chest.

2. k. n. The marking-nut tree; the cashew-nut tree. -aus. The marking nut, Semecarpus anacardium; the cashew-nut tree.

A basket.
Barrenness,
—
A tree.
Scarcity; 2, strength.

Absence.

A cloak or blanket worn over the head and face. 2, a cumbly.

A mass, heap. 2, the large grey babbler.

Connexion; 'To speak indistinctly.

n. Indistinct speech.

Mud, mire.

A thick mess of boiled brinjals, mangoes, etc. mixed with tamarind, chillies, etc. 2, acidity, sourness.

Putridity; mud, mire.

A bunch, cluster, as:

etc. = mango-stone, etc., q. v.

A hole, hollow. —att. A hollow to be formed.

A bamboo tube for administering food or medicine to cattle. 2, a mango-stone. 3, a corner.


= mango-stone, q. v.

Connexion; intercourse; concern with, care about.


Useless talk.

To nasalize. n. Nasalization. 2, grumbling, murmuring.

One who nasalizes; f. Acridotheres. A link of a chain. 2, a loop. 3, a bunch of 5 pearls.

A cluster; a tuft; a tassel. 2, a thickset state. 3, an amaranth, Gomphrena globosa. An impervious jungle.

Mucus of the nose. 2, a blot of ink.

Mark, sign, token. 2, knowledge, acquaintance. 3, appointment, regulation, order; a place of resort or shelter.

A male acquaintance; a person of distinction; a headman. —att. —att., —att. To find out. —att. To be known; to be found out.

Mud, mire.

Thickness, as of ambali, etc.

A bat used in leading the course of an idol-car.

A large black ant.

Pig's dung.

A cluster or bunch of fruit, as of coconuts, plantains, mangoes, etc.

To assemble, etc; to be plentiful.

Confusion; bustle; tumult.

An alley, lane. 2, a strait.

Maure. 2, the measles.

An image, idol; a puppet, doll; the pupil of the eye.

A sham-marriage made by children with dolls.

Snoring.

A kind of hood made of leaves or grass.

N. of a plant. —att. A common potherb, Digera arvensis.

A kind of termites.

A class of Śaiva beggars; f. —att.

The common Maina, Acridotheres tristis.

An evergreen tree which makes good torches, Ixora parviflora.

An amaranth, Gomphrena globosa. A hoof.

The notched extremity of a bow. 2, a cluster.
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* Rath 

(lp. of rukna) n. A cowherd; f. -3. 2, an assistant cashkeeper.

* Rukna k. n. The yellow thistle, *Argemone mexicana.*

* Rukna k. n. Husk, chaff. 2, the rind of a tamarind fruit.


* Rukna k. r. t. To beg loudly. n. Bellowing sound of a bull-frog.

* Rukna s. n. Range (lit. field for cattle). a. Being within range or reach of, accessible, attainable, perceivable by the mind, sense, or the eye. -śrā, śrā. To become perceptible; to appear.

* Rukna f. n. A cloth to cover the privies.

* Rukna k. n. Interference, entanglement. 2, intercourse. 3, embarrassment, trouble.

* Rukna 1. k. n. Fringe, ribbon, edging, trimming. 2, a stunted tamarind fruit. 3, the state of being full grown, but hard; as śrāṇī, śrāṇī. A hard, inferior kind of areca nut.

* Rukna 2. h. n. The border or hem of a garment. 2, a cloak of broadeloth.

* Rukna k. n. Sediment from the bottom of wells, tanks, etc.


* Rukna k. n. = ṛukna. 2, a man with a neck. -śrā. A cut-throat; f. -śrā.

* Rukna 1. k. n. A sack, pack-sack; also -śrā. 2, a confluent kind of small-pox; also -śrāśr. -śrā, śrā. Sackcloth.

* Rukna 2. (= ṛukna) k. n. The tree called *Ficus elastica.*

* Rukna k. n. The nape, neck, throat. -śrā. A cut-throat. -śrā. To drop the head and fall, as in dying.

* Rukna 1. k. n. The fetid urine of cattle.

* Rukna 2. k. n. A ruinous business; loss. -śrā. To die.

* Rukna s. n. A cow-pen. 2, family, race, lineage; kin; offspring. 2, the family-name. -śrā. A relation.

* Rukna, Rukna, Rukna k. n. A crib for cattle.

* Rukna s. n. The Godavery river.


* Rukna s. n. Dust raised by cattle on the road when coming home. 2, evening twilight. -śrā. Marriage performed at gōdhūlī.

* Rukna s. n. The forehead. 2, an iguana.

* Rukna, Rukna s. n. A large kind of lizard; an iguana.

* Rukna a. k. n. The throat, neck.
A cowherd. 2, the head of a district; a king. 3, Krisna. -तम. A bull. -सह. Guarding, protection.
-ध्वनि. Indra's vehicle: Airāvata; Brahma's vehicle: the hamsa; Vishnu's vehicle: Garuda.
-कौ. A herd's woman.
-रक्षा. (स्त्रील. q. v.) s. n. A cowherd; a caste of Vaishnava mendicants. 2, alms. 3, a N. -कौ. A mendicant's bamboo basket.
-घना. s. n. A cowherd's wife, Krisna's foster-mother; a milkmaid. -घना.
A species of white clay used by Vaishnavas for making sectarian marks.
-दल. (lb. of दल) n. N. 2, a neck-ornament.
-द्वार. s. n. A town-gate, gate; a tower over the gate of a city or temple.
-सच. s. a. Secret, hidden.
-सिन्धुस, गुड़ाकेश, etc. k. n. The neck or throat with Adam's apple.
-चावल. s. n. Cowdung.
-चारा अ. s. n. Goa.
-चहरा f. n. A bad mark in a horse.
-चन्द, चन्द्रचन्द्र s. n. A precious stone of a reddish colour.
-चोच, चोचहोल, चोचोल (lb. of चोच) n. The prickly flower-plant Lawsonia spinosa.
-चन्द्रह. h. a. White; of fair complexion.
-चन्द्रह 1. h. n. A grave, tomb.
-चन्द्रह 2. k. n. Drawing together; attracting, decoy. 2, a kind of rake. -चन्द्रह. Dotichos fabaeformis.
-चन्द्रह 1. k. v. t. To draw; to gather pile; to fish with a net, etc. 2, to scratch. n. Drawing, etc. -चन्द्रह.
A kind of rake.
-चन्द्रह 2. f. n. Trouble, annoyance.
-चन्द्रह k. n. A shovel.
-चन्द्रह (lb. चन्द्रह) s. n. A yellow pigment prepared from the urine or bile of a cow or found in its head.
-चन्द्रह h. n. A money-box, till. 2, a ball.
-चन्द्रहावता s. n. Golconda near Hyrdabad.
-चन्द्रह s. n. A small ball. -घना. A marble.
-चन्द्रह (lb. of चन्द्रह, q. v.) n. A circle, ring; a globe. चन्द्रहास. A plain finger-ring.
-चन्द्रह k. n. The guava tree, Psidium guajava.
-चन्द्रहड़ s. n. A hill in Vrindavana.
-चन्द्रहड़ lb. of चन्द्रहड़, q. v.
-चन्द्रहड़ s. n. A chief-herdsman. 2, Krisna; Vishnu.
-चन्द्रह = चन्द्रह, q. v.
-चन्द्रह s. n. Goa.
-चन्द्रह s. n. A veil, cover used by Mohammadan women when appearing in public.
-चन्द्रह m. n. A word; a story.
-चन्द्रह s. n. A cow-pen.
-चन्द्रह s. n. An assembly. 2, a conversation, discourse.
-चन्द्रहावता h. n. An abstract, summary.
-चन्द्रहावता, चन्द्रहावता lb. of चन्द्रहावता, q. v.
-चन्द्रहावता k. n. A chameleon.
-चन्द्रहावता = चन्द्रहावता, q. v.
-चन्द्रहावता (स्त्रील. q. v.) s. n. The master of cows. 2, a religious mendicant.
-चन्द्रह (lb. of चन्द्रह, q. v.) n. A ball; a globe. 2, (k.) clamour, tumult.
-चन्द्रह k. v. i. To bewail, lament. कौ. Lamentation, weeping. कौ = कौवी.
The Seizing, a. Seizing, n. book Perceivable; A Tx'^rf^^ A A Seizing; tb. Rustic; Binding.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textit{Seizing}, k.n. Any kind of fig tree which bears no apparent flowers; the banyan tree, \textit{Ficus bengalensis}. 2, a small potherb of the genus \textit{Portulaca}. -\(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde.
\item The headman of a village; f. -\(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde.
\item 2. s.n. Sweetmeats. 2, the district of Gaur in Bengal. -\(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde, -\(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde.
\end{itemize}

The gauda style. -\(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde, Trickery. -\(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde; 3, imperfectly dignified, respectable.

\begin{itemize}
\item Subordinate, secondary.
\item n. N. of Buddha or Sakyamuni, the founder of the Buddhist sect.
\item Relating to a guru.
\end{itemize}

\textit{Seizing}; \(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde, -\(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde, -\(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde. A kind of miureal. -\(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde. Ganapati.

\begin{itemize}
\item \(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde (= \(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde, q. v.) f. n. A paste of wheaten flour cut into threads.
\item \(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde (= \(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde, \(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde) k. n. A milkman.
\item lb. of \(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde, q. v.
\item s. n. Binding. 2, a book or composition in prose or verse; a code; a religious treatise. 3, wealth. 4, great knowledge. -\(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde, -\(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde. An author. -\(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde. One of the characters used in writing.
\item s. n. A knot; a tie; a joint, gland.
\item s. a. Devoured, eaten; seized. 2, imperfectly pronounced.
\item s. n. A planet. 2, an imp, evil spirit, demon. -\(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde. The bad influence of unpropitious stars; fate, destiny. -\(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde. The sun. -\(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde, -\(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde. Trouble from unpropitious stars or demons. -\(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde, -\(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde. The planets. -\(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde. Propitiation of the planets by offerings.
\end{itemize}

\textit{Seizing}; t. Seizing; taking, accepting. 2, seizure of the sun or moon: an eclipse. 3, understanding, comprehension.

\begin{itemize}
\item \(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde, s. n. Diarrhoea, dysentery. 2, rickets; marasmus.
\item lb. of \(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde, q. v.
\item s. n. Understanding, comprehension.
\item s. v. l. To accept, acknowledge; to comprehend, understand.
\item lb. of \(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde, s. \(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde, q. v.
\end{itemize}

\begin{itemize}
\item s. n. A mouthful, morsel. 2, food, nourishment. -\(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde. Means of subsistence.
\item s. a. Seizing, receiving, accepting, perceiving. -\(\text{\textasciitilde}\)\textasciitilde. The faculty of comprehension.
\item s. a. Seizing, accepting, etc.; holding; perceiving.
\item s. a. Perceivable; acceptable; comprehensible.
\item s. n. The hot season from the middle of May to the middle of July; heat, warmth.
The twenty-second letter of the alphabet.

A s. n. The letter ง.

s. a. Coming to, reaching, joining.

n. Collection. 2, a troop of elephants.

3, the body. 4, an earthen water-vessel.

A large serpent.

s. a. Strong, powerful; forming a constituent part. n. A manager between parties.

Joining, junction; arranging, effecting; effort, exertion; accomplishment, success.

A small water-jar. 2, a period of 24 minutes. 3, a gong. 4, a sinking cup for measuring time.

A machine for raising water.

( = กษ, q. v.) s. n. A period of 24 minutes.

s. a. Joined, united; planned, devised; occurred. Практичность.

( = กษ, q. v.) s. r. i. To be gained; to happen, etc.; also Практичность.

s. n. Effort, endeavour. 2, an assemblage, collection.

( = กษ, q. v.) k. n. A range of mountains, ghat, defile. ภูเขา.

A staircase.

s. n. Beating down, as a road; folding by beating gently.

( = กษ, q. v.) s. n. Touching; rubbing, beating, striking; compressing; practice.

( = กษ, q. v.) k. a. Firm. 2, loud. 3, solid. 4, able, clever. -ที่. A strong, able man. -ที่. Strength, energy, ability.

(TH) = กษ, q. v.

(Th of ง) n. A drum formed of an earthen vessel.

. A bell; a gong. An attendant on Siva. ध्रुविक, ध्रुविक. The sound of a bell.

s. a. Compact, solid, hard, dense, full; large, great, much; auspicious; n. Any compact substance. 2, respect, honour, dignity; greatness.

2, an assemblage; solidity. -ค. A cubic measure. -ค. Uncommonly hard, thick, great, etc. -ค. Firmness, solidity; greatness, excellence. ทำไว้. Thickened, compact.

Water; a deception; camphor.

= กษ 1, q. v.

s. n. A grindstone.

( = กษ) s. n. Heat; sunshine; the hot season. 2, sweat, perspiration; also กษ.

s. n. Rubbing; grinding; friction; furbishing.

( = กษ) k. n. Quick. 2, 3, q. v.

( = กษ) a. k. ad. Quickly.

s. n. The nape of the neck.

h. a. Thick, coarse, as cloth.

s. n. Striking; wounding, killing.

2, destruction, ruin; a blow. -ที่. Killing, felonious; a murderer; f. -ที่. -ที่. Killing, striking.

Breach of trust; ภูเขา. Killing; a killer.

To strike; to slay, etc.

s. a. Killing, destructive, mischievous.

= กษ, q. v.

( = กษ, q. v.) k. n. A wound.

To be wounded.
Hass, distress; fatigue; pain, hurt.


The roaring of an elephant.

Heat; ardour; tenderness; disgust.

Clarified butter, ghee.

S, f. n. A circumference.


Sound, noise, cry, roar. 2, a station of herders. Speaking loud; crying. A sonant letter. To make a great noise; to cry out, proclaim.

Smell, odour; the nose. Fragrant substance; a perfume. To smell.

The organ of smell.

The twenty-third letter of the alphabet. No words begin with it.

The twenty-fourth letter of the alphabet.

Glitteringly.

A letter. A word. Shaking; afraid, timid.

A cake made in the form of a ring and fried in ghee or oil.

Defining of the boundaries of an estate; jurisdiction.

A chip of wood or of stone.

The pumplemose or shaddock, Citrus decumana. 2, an esculent vegetable, goose-foot.
Quickness, a SrS). 3, to quarter. The Za a 'tioE^eS. The pot-herb, Chenopodium album, the goose-foot. -nott. The ruddy goose. A gander. A goose.

k. n. A cultivated tree, the Manilla tamarind, Pithecolobum dulce.

s. n. The eye. The sense of seeing.

(= k. n.) k. n. The plant Cassin turia.

= q. v.

= q. v.

k. ad. In bounds, with agility.

k. n. A sort of Costus.

1. k. n. A jump, leap, etc.; agility. v. i. To jump, etc. To jump with agility.

2. h. n. A Jew's harp.

k. n. A day-labourer.

(= k.) k. n. Crookedness, perverseness. Apish pranks, frolics, sport.

(= k.) k. n. Haste. 2, wakefulness, care.

= q. v.

(= k., q. v.) f. a. Square.

k. n. A kind of grain, Helotus spicatus.

s. n. Shaking; unsteady; fickle, capricious. n. The wind. Unsteadiness, fickleness. Fickle-mindedness.

k. n. A small cultivated tree, Flacourtia catafreta.
chess.

An.

Ascent, rise; increase, as of assessment, value, etc. 2, a kind of shoes.

1. f. n. A dovetail (in carpentry).

2. h. n. A cane. 2, a staircase.

k. ad. Quickly, rapidly.

k. n. Breeches reaching to the thighs.

s. n. The chick-pea, Bengal gram.

2, = Cicer, q. v.

k. n. A sort of pulse or lentil, Cicer lens.

s. a. Hot, fiery; passionate, wrathful; impetuous; mischievous. n. Heat; passion. 2, Śiva; N. of a demon.

f. n. Earnest money, a hand-sel.

s. n. An outcaste; a man of the lowest and most despised of the mixed tribes.

1. s. n. A passionate and violent female. 2, an obstinate or mischievous man. 3, obstinacy, etc. 4, Durgā; N. of a female. -क्रिया, -क्रिया. Durgā. -स्व. Obstination. -स्वा. To be obstinate or angry.

k. n. Wetness. a. Wet, moist.

k. n. A tuft; a crest; a tuft of hair left on the head at the tonsure. -वृत्ति. To leave a tuft on the head.

1. (= चतुर्भुज) k. n. A ball to play with; a bunch or cluster of flowers. चतुर्भुज. To play at ball. -चतुर्भुज. A variety of jasmine. -मा. A flower like marigold, a Chrysanthemum.

2. k. n. The nape of the neck, neck.

Durgā; also सुरि, -रि. 2, a certain perfume. सुल्तान, सुल्ताना. Śiva.

k. n. Short breeches.

1. s. a. Four. -चतुर्भुज. The triangular spurge, Euphorbia antiquorum. -चतुर्भुज. A commander of four districts or of constituents of an army. -चतुर्भुज. Quadrangular; a square; a boundary. चतुर्भुज, चतुर्भुजों. Four-faced: Brahmā. चतुर्भुज. The four expedients or means of success. चतुर्भुजं. Four-membered: chess. चतुर्भुजः चतुर्भुजः. A complete army comprising elephants, chariots, cavalry and infantry.

2. (= चतुर्भुज, चतुर्भुज, etc.) s. a. Dexterous, clever, ingenious. 2, charming. n. Skilfulness, dexterity; shrewdness. also -क्रिया, -क्रिया.

4. s. a. Fourth; the fourth. चतुर्भुजः. The fourth ease, the dative; the fourth day in a lunar fortnight.

1. s. a. Fourteen. चतुर्भुजाः. The fourteenth day in a lunar fortnight.

s. n. The four points of the compass.

s. a. Four-armed. चतुर्भुजाः. Vishnu, Krishna.

s. n. Brahmā; Śiva.

s. n. The four yugas or ages of the world.

s. n. The four castes.

s. a. Twenty-four.

s. a. Four-fold.

s. n. The four vedas.

s. a. Four-fold. n. An aggregate of four.

s. a. Square, quadrangular.

n. A square.

Four-footed. n. A quadruped.
Insipidness, A cooling bolus.

Moonlight; a coil of written palm-leaf.

A beautiful, handsome man.

Moon-rise. A cooling bolus.

A beautiful, handsome man.

Moon-rise. A cooling bolus.

A beautiful female.

A fickle woman; lightning.

A slap. To slap with open hands.

A hand-made cake.

Hiding, concealment.

Insipidness, tastelessness. ad. Insipidly.

Flatness. A flat stone.

A smart slap.

To slap with the palm.

A large flat stone. 2, a dodge, trick. To drag or put a flat stone (on another's business): to ruin.

A shed. 2, a court-yard.
roof. 4, a trellis. 5, the canopy of a bedstead. Cpd.: *śhāla, śhālaka, śhāla, śhālaka, etc. -śhālak. A canopied bedstead. -śhāla. A shed. -śhāla. To put up a thatch.

śhāla k. n. A smacking of the lips used by peasants to stop their cattle.

śhāla 1. k. v. i. To chuckle or chuck to an animal. 2, to smack the lips; to chew with a noise. 3, to chirp.

śhāla 2. (=śhāla) k. v. t. To slap, pat.

śhāla h. n. A shoe or sandal.

śhāla = śhālā, q. v.

śhāla k. n. Clapping the hands. -śhāla. To clap the hands.

śhāla 1. k. n. The hip-bone. 2, insipidness.

śhāla 2. f. n. An impression, seal, stamp. śhāla = śhāla, q. v.

śhāla h. n. A horse-whip.

śhāla = śhāla, q. v. To whip. -śhāla. The Casuarina tree.

śhāla h. n. The skin.

śhāla, śhāla, śhāla, śhāla, śhāla, s. n. Astonishment, surprise; a show, spectacle; a wonder; skilfulness, cleverness. 2, wit, eloquence. -śhāla. Ambiguous style.

śhāla s. n. The yak or bos grunniens. 2, the chowry or long brush made of the yak's tail; also śhāla.

śhāla, śhāla s. n. An army. 2, a division of an army consisting of 129 elephants, 129 cars, 2187 horses, and 3685 foot. -śhāla, śhāla. A general.

śhāla h. n. A spoon.


śhāla (=śhāla, q. v.) k. n. Copper. 2, a globular vessel used for drink-

ing; cf. śhāla. -śhāla. A copper-smith.

śhāla (śhāla) lb. of śhāla. -śhāla lb. 3. a whip. 2, a sledge-hammer. 3, a leather backgammon board; also śhāla.

śhāla (lb. of śhāla) n. A shoemaker; a worker in leather.

śhāla 1. k. An *imitative sound. -śhāla.

śhāla With the sound of śhāla. rep. The sound of scratching with the nails or with a pen, etc. śhāla.

śhāla With the sound of śhāla.


śhāla s. n. Moving. 2, a foot. 3, a seat, school. 4, a verse-line. -śhāla. The sole. -śhāla. Both the feet.

śhāla s. n. A jaingama who has taken the vow of celibacy.

śhāla s. & k. v. i. To go away (used in tiṣyavanta māthas).

śhāla (=śhāla) h. n. Fat, suet.

śhāla s. a. Last, final, ultimate; western.

śhāla, śhāla k. n. A large copper or brass pot for carrying water.

śhāla s. a. Movable and immovable. n. Animals and plants; all created things.

śhāla f. n. Pasture; pasture-ground.

śhāla = śhāla, q. v.

śhāla s. n. Going, course; conduct, practice; deeds; story. śhāla. Attaining one's object, successful. n. Accomplishment; welfare.

śhāla s. n. Walk, behaviour; exploits; story, history or account of one's
A historian.

A firmness, a disorderly, current, to.

A caldron, pan, pot. To move about; to walk; to wander, roam; to behave; to set about.

An offering to Demavva.

Reflection, consideration.

2, investigation, reasoning, inquiry, logic.

3, a word.

4, idle slander; ridicule.

5, a quarrel, dispute.

6, perfuming the body.

To consider; to investigate; to discuss.

Skin, leather, hide, bark, etc.

2, a shield.

The material, physical eye.

3, a shoemaker.

The word.

Going; behaviour, conduct.

Practice; occupation.

Chewing, masticating; solid food.

Moving, stirring; unsteady; movable.

Agitation.

Firmness of character, resoluteness, obstinacy, self-will.

An obstinate man; a resolute speaker; an obstinate person.

Moving; wandering.

n. Going away; setting out, departing.

A small pit; a spring of water or a fountain head, brook.

To make go, to execute. r. t. To go beyond; to be finished.

Current, as coin, etc.

n. Currency; practice.

Moving; trembling, marching.

To move; to stir; to tremble; to go astray; to start.

Beauty, handsomeness, elegance, grace; niceness.

A handsome man; f.

A beautiful, nice, elegant; also. That is nice, well, etc.

Cpds.-

An aider, a giver.

1, k. n. Fun, amusement, pleasure; smile.

To sport, gambol.

Sport, fun.

A jocose man; a man who gets his living by coaxing.

To drive off, disperse, scatter.

Disorderly, confusedly.

A chellan, voucher; an invoice.

Breeches of different length.

see s. 1, and s. 1.

To scatter about; to pour out, spill, as milk; to squander; to throw away; to sow, as seed.

Throwing about.

To throw about.

To spill, throw away.

To be spilt.

An idle person, a gadabout.

Idleness.

A low seat, stool.

2, a guard-house; a matha; the inner veranda of a house.

A kind of lute.

q. v.

A kind of head-ornament made of the hair of the yak's tail.

Two Anas; cf.

cheap.

Careful inquiry; investigation.
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**To a Jaju**

**Quartan,** A cultivated ciiequered N. To Brackishness. To female The tree, snow, to contracted, rheumatic skill. Acuteness; agility, speed.

**Soap.**

**Quartan,** A cultivated ciiequered N. To Brackishness. To female The tree, snow, to contracted, rheumatic skill. Acuteness; agility, speed.

**K. v. i.** To stretch out, hold out, extend; also योगीया. To cause to stretch out.

**Fickleness,** unsteadiness.

**Jugglery; incantation; also असाध्य, असंभव.**

**A whip.**

**K. n.** A refuge; a shelter.

**Pleasing discourse; flattery; clear speech. -मुह. Agreeableness; flattery.**

**Slander, backbiting. -कर, -रोग, -रक्ष. A slanderer; a talebearer.**

**A bird Cuculus melano-**

**The bird Cuculus melano-**

**A so-called Sarternee, a man of a Sudra caste that worships Vishnu.**

**Dexterous, clever, ingenious. -मत्र, अलीक. Dexterity, cleverness, shrewdness; pleasantness.**

**A. Quartan, as soap.**

**A cotton or silk sheet or a dothra worked with gold or silver threads.**

**A small chisel.**

**An awning.**

**Lunar. -मू.**

**Lunar measurement of time. -मू.**

**A lunar month. -मू.**

**The lunar year. सन. An expiatory observance regulated by moon’s phases.**

**1. s. n. A bow. 2, a rainbow.**
A step-mother. Conduct, to stamp; to print; also 

1. k. n. Stretch, length, extent. 

2. h. n. The cock of a gun. 

1. k. n. A mat. 

2. (= శాత్రు) h. n. A stamp; a type; an impression. -శాత్రు. A printing office. 

(శాత్రు) s. n. A chowry, the bushy tail of the Bos grunniens used as a fan. 

శాత్రు s. n. Durga; also శాత్రువ్య శాత్రు శాత్రు. 

(శాత్రు) (lb. of శాత్రు) n. Colour, shade, etc.; also శాత్రు. 2, the madder plant. 

1. s. n. Course, motion. 2, a spy, messenger. 2, a prison. -శాత్రు, A privy. 

2. f. n. Green fodder of cattle. 

3. (శాత్రు) k. n. A line, streak. 

శాత్రు s. n. Wandering; a strolling actor, hard; a celestial singer. 

南昌శాత్రు s. n. Acting. 2, course. 3, a way, manner, method. 4, stratagem. 5, intention, mind. 6, cheapness. 

శాత్రు s. n. Conduct, behaviour; a ceremony. 

శాత్రు k. v. t. To grind, triturate, as sandal; to mix by rubbing, as medicine. [ful. 

శాత్రు 2. s. a. Agreeable, lovely; beautiful. 2. (శాత్రు) k. n. Sap, juice; broth. 

శాత్రు f. n. A square. -శాత్రు. A female's cloth with small coloured squares in it. 

శాత్రు f. n. X. of a ghati. 

శాత్రు s. n. An atheist or materialist; a sceptic. 

శాత్రు s. a. Movable, changing. -శాత్రు. (Movable rent); rent for one year. -శాత్రు. That is in use; current. 

శాత్రు, శాత్రు హ. a. Smart, dexterous, clever. 

శాత్రు s. n. Causing to move or pass through; sitting; making loose. శాత్రు. A sieve, strainer. 

(శాత్రు, q. v.) s. n. Moving; custom, manner. 2, currency, as of a coin, order, etc. 3, a pace, as of a horse. 

శాత్రు h. n. A court; a village-hall; a veranda. 

శాత్రు h. n. Cantonments, temporary erections for troops. 2, a roof, roofing. 

శాత్రు h. n. A key. -శాత్రు. To wind, as a clock or watch. 


(శాత్రు) (lb. of శాత్రు) n. Conduct, practice, habit; a silly habit. -శాత్రు. To be fickle, etc. 2, to sift. 

(శాత్రు) (fr. శాత్రు) n. Dimness of vision. 2, the age of 40. శాత్రు శాత్రు. A pair of spectacles. 

శాత్రు (= శాత్రు, శాత్రు) k. int. Fie! for shame! pshaw! 

శాత్రు h. a. Hard; thick, rich. -శాత్రు, -శాత్రు. A fine kind of betel-nut. 

శాత్రు s. n. The science of medicine, therapeutics. శాత్రు శాత్రు. A physician. 

శాత్రు s. n. Will, design. 

శాత్రు k. a. Little, small; young. -శాత్రు, -శాత్రు. A younger of the elder sisters. 


శాత్రు k. n. A small bodice. [శాత్రు. 

శాత్రు, శాత్రు శాత్రు, శాత్రు, శాత్రు శాత్రు, see s. 

శాత్రు, శాత్రు శాత్రు k. n. A fleam. 

శాత్రు శాత్రు k. n. A small cash; a trifle.
1. k. n. A spot, speck, dot, as that of a cat, cloth, etc. 2, a star. 3, an antnt. —ताप्ति. A black dot applied to the forehead between the eye-brows.

2. k. n. A flat-nosed woman. 2, a mouse. 3, a betel-nut.

3. k. n. ताप्ति. P. p. of तर्क

An antelope.

4. k. n. ताप्ति. An antelope.

5. k. n. ताप्ति. = ताप्ति, q. v.

6. k. n. ताप्ति. = ताप्ति, q. v.

7. k. n. A ball made of fried gingely oil-seed mixed with jaggory.

8. 1. k. v. t. To throw with the fingers.

9. 2. (=ताप्ति). k. v. i. To sprout, shoot. 2, (=तर्क) to jump.

10. क. v. i. To sprout, shoot; to bud, blossom. n. A sprout, shoot. ताप्ति. A young betel leaf; a fresh leaf.

11. ताप्ति. h. v. t. To loosen a thorn in the flesh with a needle; to cause pain.

12. ताप्ति. = ताप्ति, 1, 2, q. v.

13. ताप्ति. (=ताप्ति) k. n. Cracking of the finger-joints. 2, a quantity of thread wound upon a reel, a skein.

14. ताप्ति. To crack the finger-joints.

15. ताप्ति. k. v. i. To throb, as the head.

16. k. n. Smallness, littleness. —सेवान.

The hind hoofs of cattle.

17. 1. k. n. A snap with finger and the thumb. 2, a little; a pinch, as of snuff; also ताप्ति. 3, a castenet. —सेवान.

To snap with the fingers.

18. k. n. Cauterising in any part of the body to cure particular diseases. —सेवान. To cauterise for that purpose.

19. ताप्ति. = ताप्ति, q. v.

20. k. ad. With a scream.

21. ताप्ति. k. n. A perennial plant, 

Pavonia zeylanica.

22. k. n. A measure of grain, equal to four sêru or soligô.

23. (=ताप्ति) k. n. Smallness, shortness.

2, disgust. ताप्ति. A small rat, a mouse.

24. ताप्ति. A herbaceous shrub, Sida cordifolia; a small kind of castor-oil seed. ताप्ति. A small work.

25. h. n. A roll of lands under cultivation.

26. (=ताप्ति) h. n. A rough daybook.

27. ताप्ति. f. v. t. To excite, provoke.

28. ताप्ति. (=ताप्ति) k. n. Smallness. 2, the bat in the game of tip-cat; also ताप्ति. —ताप्ति. —ताप्ति. —ताप्ति. The game of tip-cat.

29. k. n. A little one, a boy.

30. ताप्ति. क. ताप्ति s. n. A funeral pile.

—मध्य का. The ashes of a funeral pile.

31. s. n. Perceived. n. Thought; intention, aim, wish, will. 2, the heart; the mind. —फला. To agree to. —का. Inconsistency of purpose or will. —का. —का. Madness.

—रूपं. Disposition of mind; feeling; the mind; the attention. —का. Purity of mind. ताप्ति ताप्ति. God's will.

—रूपं, ताप्ति. ताप्ति. ताप्ति s. v. l. To attend to, notice, consider.

—का. lb. of ताप्ति, q. v.

—का (lb. of ताप्ति) n. A portrait; any picture. ताप्ति. A painter.

—का s. n. An intelligent woman.

—का h. n. A blot, obliteration, correction in writing.

—का, lb. of ताप्ति, q. v.

—का (सा) s. a. Perceptible; bright-coloured, variegated. n. An ornament.

2, a painting; picture, sketch. 3, variegated colour. 4, a wonder, marvel; also — (सा, सा वर्म). 5, a mark on the forehead. —का, —का. To draw a picture. —का. A painter; a leopard or chita. —का. A tiger, panther. —का, —का. A painter. —का. N. of a hill. —का. N. of the recorder
of the vices and virtues of mankind in Yama's world. -\(\text{v}^\text{v}\). A picture, painting. -\(\text{v}^\text{v}\). The sixteenth year of the cycle of sixty. -\(\text{v}^\text{v}\), -\(\text{v}^\text{v}\). An under-shrub, the Ceylon leadwort. -\(\text{v}^\text{v}\). A portrait; N. of a daughter of king Yâna's minister. -\(\text{v}^\text{v}\). Horrid torture. -\(\text{v}^\text{v}\). Variegated, multi-form. .Impress, =\(\text{v}^\text{v}\).

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\), \(\text{v}^\text{v}\) s. n. Boiled rice mixed with various condiments. [Kanara.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\) s. n. N. of a place in North \(\text{v}^\text{v}\) s. n. A square carpet of a variegated colour.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\), \(\text{v}^\text{v}\) s. n. A painter. \(\text{v}^\text{v}\). Variegated, painted. \(\text{v}^\text{v}\). To draw; to paint.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\) s. n. The fourteenth lunar mansion, \(\text{v}^\text{v}\). 2, a sort of cucumber, \(\text{v}^\text{v}\). \(\text{v}^\text{v}\) k. v. t. To peel the skin of soaked avaré pulse by squeezing. n. Peeling of the skin, as of soaked pulse.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\) s. n. N. of a place of pilgrimage.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\) s. n. Intellectual happiness. -\(\text{v}^\text{v}\), -\(\text{v}^\text{v}\). Siva.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\) s. a. Intelligent, thoughtful, amiable, good-hearted. n. Krishna.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\) k. n. Small pieces. -\(\text{v}^\text{v}\). To minee.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\) s. a. Relating to or coming from China.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\), \(\text{v}^\text{v}\) k. n. A money-changer; a jeweller.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\) k. n. Soaked and germinated gram seasoned with salt and chillies and fried.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\), \(\text{v}^\text{v}\) s. n. Thinking, consideration, reflecting upon; anxious thought.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\) s. a. Anxious, solicitous.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\) s. a. Overcome by anxiety or care; f. \(\text{v}^\text{v}\).

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\) s. n. The philosopher's stone.

2, N. of a work in Kanarese. -\(\text{v}^\text{v}\),

A book on omens. -\(\text{v}^\text{v}\). A talisman.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\) h. n. Large scales for weighing.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\) s. a. Thought, reflected upon.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\) s. v. t. To think about, reflect upon. v. i. To be anxious, sorrowful.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\) s. n. Sad or sorrowful thought, care, anxiety; reflection. \(\text{v}^\text{v}\). Never mind.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\), -\(\text{v}^\text{v}\), -\(\text{v}^\text{v}\). To be anxious. -\(\text{v}^\text{v}\). To reflect, consider. \(\text{v}^\text{v}\). To be thought of, reflected.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\) f. n. A shred, strip; a rag.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\). \(\text{v}^\text{v}\) q. v.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\) k. n. Gold. 2, smallness. -\(\text{v}^\text{v}\). (=\(\text{v}^\text{v}\), q. v.). A dealer in gold; a shroff.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\), \(\text{v}^\text{v}\) (lb. of \(\text{v}^\text{v}\)) n. A sign, token, mark.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\) s. a. Full of knowledge.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\). All-intelligence.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\) 1. (lb. of \(\text{v}^\text{v}\)) n. An artisan, mechanic.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\) 2. (=\(\text{v}^\text{v}\), fr. s. \(\text{v}^\text{v}\) to sew) n. A tailor.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\) k. n. A shell, cockle, crust, hard covering; the skull. -\(\text{v}^\text{v}\). The shell to form, as of a coconut.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\), \(\text{v}^\text{v}\) k. n. A bamboo lid.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\) (lb. of \(\text{v}^\text{v}\)) n. A reddish or blackish spot on the body; freckle.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\), \(\text{v}^\text{v}\) (=\(\text{v}^\text{v}\), \(\text{v}^\text{v}\) k. v. t. To sprinkle.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\), \(\text{v}^\text{v}\) f. n. A pair of tweezers, pincers.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\) e. n. A chimney.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\) k. v. i. To prattle, as children. 2, welter, wallow.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\), \(\text{v}^\text{v}\) q. v.

\(\text{v}^\text{v}\) f. n. Nippers. -\(\text{v}^\text{v}\). Plucking out hairs with nippers.
k. v. i. To twinkle, wink. 2, (f.) to squeeze, pinch.

k. v. i. To propel with the finger. 2, to push forward; to cast, fling; to butt or toss with horns. 3, to squirt. 4, to break forth; to gush out; to fly off. 5, to brandish a weapon.

f. n. Zion; the Church of God.

s. a. Long, lasting a long time. -k. Long-lived; a term used in epistles when addressing or referring to a younger relative.

k. n. A cheeta or hunting leopard.

h. n. A lamp.

k. n. A kind of gentian, Agatholes chirayla.

s. a. Long-lived. n. A crow.

For a long time; a long time.

k. n. A hasp or small chain for fastening a door.

k. n. The odd money over a round sum.

k. n. Small pieces of wood used for building a flat roof. 2, the pot-herb Hinglisha repens.

h. n. The bowl of a hukka.

m. n. A very irritable person.

s. n. Malice, roguery.

A mischievous fellow.

1. k. n. The clearing-nut tree, Strychnos potatarum.

2. f. a. Blear-eyed. n. The Bengal kite.

A bleared eye.

k. n. Smallness, pettiness, trifling; cash under one rupee. Petty expenses. Sundry small articles of commerce, as grain, etc.

A trifling word. Small money, change.

k. n. A piece of wood holding a spindle.

k. n. A wound made by scratching.

k. v. i. To cut off, pluck off or pinch off with the nails.

k. v. t. To scratch with the nails or claws. n. Scratching.

A chit, note; a bill, bond; a lot, ticket. A note to a shopkeeper. A forged note of hand. A passport. To cast lots.

k. n. A fried sweetmeat in the form of a marble.

f. n. China; Chinese. 2, a kind of cloth. The squash-gourd. Granulated white sugar. Pure silver without alloy.

1. k. v. l. To suck.

2. f. n. A piece of stone or wood used as a supporting prop.

k. n. A small chisel.

1. = k. v. e.

2. (c) = k. v. i. To scream, cry out. n. Screaming. 2, raging, fierceness.

k. n. A bag, sack.

h. n. The helm of a ship or boat.

h. v. l. To settle, adjust; to fix, as the price; to discharge.
\( \text{blame,} \) 
\( \text{with.} \)

The
To
To
q.

\( \text{softly.} \)
\( \text{A} \)
an
Pettiness: small money, change; a trifling sum. 2, interest on money.

\( \text{k. n.} \) A small smoking pipe.

\( \text{k. n.} \) The end of a turban; a dangling tatter. 2, the fibrous tuft, as of a pealed coconut.

\( \text{k. v. t.} \) To insert. 2, to pierce into, as with a knife, thorn, etc.; to pierce or bore, as the ears. 3, to incite, as to quarrel. n. Piercing.

To cause to pierce.

1. k. n. A bird’s beak.

A musk-rat.

2. k. a. A projecting ledge on a house. 2, the hair curling round the forehead. 3, red or brown colour.

h. n. Shortness, brevity.

k. ad. Fiercely, painfully, as a scorpion stings.

k. n. A cheeroot, cigar.

\( \text{lb. of} \) n. Slander. -s.c. Slandering.

h. n. Side. 2, majesty, excellency.

Choosing, selection.

h. v. t. To choose. 2, to plait, fold.

a. k. n. Blame, censure, abuse; scorn. -s.e. A word of abuse. -s. To blame, censure.

k. rep. int. With intense brilliancy, used of the rising of the sun. n. Throbbing or smarting sensation.

s. n. Kissing; a kiss. A loadstone.

[softly.]

s. v. t. To touch lightly or

\( \text{lb. of} \) q. v.

\( \text{lb. of} \) q. v. 2, an oil-press, sugar-mill.
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To zlo3|^h. "J

Intelligence, Relating

A -?i^dj. eSzS-r
tSd23. aoSS^sSoIiO
cl&o
sSielo

To scatter black-art.

tSe;j zScoj.
eSs^do.

The to scatter goblin.

The to scatter goblin.

To scatter, shed, spill, etc. The to scatter. To scatter about, shed, spill, etc. To cause to scatter about, etc.

The heart or core of a tree; essence.

f. int. Fie! shame! 2, not so!

s.n. A servant, slave; f. etc.

f. n. A goblin summoned to harass people. -क्ष. To practise black-art.

(fr. त्रप) s. a. Conscious; intelligent; alive; living. n. The mind, soul; a living and sentient being.

(lb. of फाल्क) n. Power.

(i. e. त्रप्तसूद्र, fr. त्रप्त) v. i. To re-cover consciousness. -क्षर. Consciousness, strength.

s.n. Consciousness; intelligence; the mind, intellect.

k. n. A gush, as of milk.

k. n. The Cēra or Koṅga country.

s.n. Cloth; a garment.

s.n. Gesture, grimaces; action; exertion. 2, mischievous tricks, derision. च. A ridiculous grimace. -राज्ञ. A man full of tricks and pranks.

(क्ष = क्ष) k. n. A scorpion. -क्षत्रि


(क्ष = क्ष) s. n. Intelligence, consciousness; sensation, the soul. 2, power, strength. 3, N. of a Vaisnava reformer. आ, -क्षरा. A rich man.

(क्ष = क्ष) (fr. त्रप) s. a. Relating to a funeral pile. n. A monument, tombstone, temple. 2, (fr. त्रप) the mind.

s. n. The first month of the lunar year (March-April).


-सी. Pure silver.

-राज्य, -राजा, अनन्त = अनलम, q. v.

k. n. The annual herb Cassia occidentalis.

(क्ष = क्ष, क्षरसूद्र) k. n. Crookedness, perverseness. 2, a perverse man; f. क्षःसूद्र. Cpd.s: -क्षरा, -क्षरा, etc.

k. n. The first birth; the first offspring. -क्ष. A first-born son. -क्षरा. A first-born daughter.

= क्षर, q. v.
Surprise, wonder; a marvel, wonder.
A span's height.
Surprise, astonishment, wonder.
A mace-bearer.
A thief, robber.
A short jacket; bodice.
A kind of chignon made of some hair of the camari.
The coast of Coromandel; N. of its people.
The Cōla country.
Four-sided, square. A four-sided linga-box. 2, a square handkerchief. 3, four rupees. 4, a square in a town where four roads meet; a square in the centre of a temple or house. 5, the number four on a die. 6, prod-

The twenty-fifth letter of the alphabet.
The syllable ง.
ง k. int. An imitative sound. rep. The sound of snapping or clashing.
ง h. ad. Quickly.
ง 2. s. n. A choultry, inn.
ง. -ง s. n. A covering. 2, a wing. 3, a leaf.
งง s. n. A covering. 2, the thatch or roof of a house.
งง s. n. Disguise, fraud, deceit, trick.
งง = งง1, q. v.
งงงง s. n. Metrical science, prosody. 2, the vedic hymns.
งง h. n. Sickness, vomiting.
งง s. n. Fraud, deceit, deception, disguise; pretext; device. 2, (= งง2) firmness. -งง. An obstinate man.
งง s. n. Skin. 2, colour; beauty. 3, light, lustre.
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[Text content]

flaw, fault. दुर्गा दिंक्रात्र. Searching for faults.

2. (lb. of अंकगु) n. The world -अंकगु. Mankind. -स्वर्ग. The light of the world; the sun. -लक्ष्मण. The lord of the world. -विवाह. The greatest liar in the world; the most shameless man. -जीवन. The most stupid man in the world.

2. (lb. of अंकगु) n. The world, universe. जीवन, अंकगु. The creator of the world; Brahmā. अर्हन्त. The three worlds: svarga, bhūmi, and pātāla. जीवन, अर्हन्त. The Lord of the universe. जीवन, अर्हन्त. The guru of the world; Jesus Christ; an eminent guru. जीवन, अर्हन्त. The Saviour of the world: Christ. जीवन, अर्हन्त. The Lord of the world: God; N. of a town near Cuttack. जीवन, अर्हन्त. The governor of the world: God. जीवन, अर्हन्त. Durgā, Lakshmi.

1. दुर्गा. Ticklishness (of. दुर्गा दिंक्रात्र). दुर्गा. To amuse, divert; to jeer at, deride; to tickle; to touch; to play about.

1. (क्षेत्र) s. t. Glittering; notoriety. दुर्गा, दिंक्रात्र. Sparkingly, brightly. -दुर्गा. To shine brilliantly. -क्षेत्र. To glitter, shine.
to-r (=?^) k. n. A raised, open veranda; a seat of mud, etc.

Zi& (=?^) k. n. A quarrel, fight; war. -?^, A quarrelsome man; f. -?^.

To rouse a quarrel. -?^ To pick a quarrel. -?^ To create a quarrel. -?^ To quarrel.

Twisted Zangar, 't; Coldness; hair.

Trees -^ to hang -t. Cort. placed him.

Lo to -?^ living. wind, mendicant.

Slip; -^ a. 3id. With -<

Quarrel.

Power -?^ of -?^ wear.

A. A Jangama; a liiga worn by him.

A forest, jungle.

A platform with railings placed on two boats, used at ferries.

Zangar, a greenish blue dye.

A bell worn by a Jangama mendicant.

A mass, assemblage, herd, etc.

A. A stride.

The Shank or lower part of the leg; the leg. -?^. A swift wind. -?^. Power of legs. -?^ Running, fleet, swift; a runner, courier.

lb. of -?^, q. v.

k. v. t. To bruise, crush, squash.

A bruise.

h. a. General: consecutive, not specified or classified. -?^. Consecutive number. -?^. Running numbers or papers.

f. u. Trouble, bother, plague.

Zi& h. n. A swivel gun.

f. v. t. To scorn, treat scornfully; also -?^.

f. ad. Smartly, quick. -?^. Strife, scuffle; angry discussion.

[Hair.

s. u. A quantity of twisted.

s. u. A herb growing on the Himalaya, the Indian spikenard.

s. u. N. of a fabulous vulture.

s. (= =) q. v. s. u. Twisted and matted hair; a tress of hair.

2, a pendent root from the banyan. etc. 3, the fibrous root of trees. -?^. Wearing matted or braided hair.


s. u. The belly. a. Hard, firm.

The gastric juice.


s. a. Water-born. n. A lotus.

(r. =) k. n. Beating, driving in, as a nail. -?^. To drive in, etc.

f. u. A close and narrow search.

s. u. Coldness; apathy; stupidity; inertness.

(= =, q. v.) k. v. t. To drive in; to fasten or bolt, as a door.

k. v. t. To threaten, menace; to frighten; to blame, chide; to urge on.
2, to wave, brandish, as a sword, etc.
3, to beat; to pound. 4, to beat into; to drive in, as a nail. -सः. To cause to beat.

अयु 2. k. n. A long-continued, fine, small rain; also -यसः.

अत्रिसम (०. अत्र) s. n. Dulness, apathy, insensibility.

अत्रर फ. n. A flap (attached to a paper kite).

अनु. 1. (० अनु) k. n. A callous spot; a wart, scar. 2, the disagreeable smell of sheep's milk, etc.

अनु 2. (lb. of अनु) n. Slight indisposition; sickness; dulness; also -अनु. -अत्र. A dull understanding.

अत्र h. n. Joining; meeting; partnership; -त्र. A partner. -अनु. Title-deeds in the name of two persons. -अनुस्त्र. To join; tie. -अनु. To join; to annex.

अनु h. n. A flag; banner.

अनु (० अनु, lb. of अनु) n. Care, heed. 

अनु (lb. of अनु) n. An ascetic. 2, harmony in music.

अनु (० अनु, क्षलः, lb. of अनु) n. Union; intercourse; company; a pair; a fellow. -त्र. A male companion; f. -अनुत्र. -अत्रस्त्र. To pair, accompany.

अनु a. k. n. Fraud, deceit, hypocrisy; disguise.

अनु k. = अनुभ, q. r.

अनु (० अनु) lb. n. Intercourse, friendship.

अनु s. n. Man, mankind, people; a person in general. -अस्त्र. Known to all. -स्त्र. People, mankind; birth. -अस्त्र, -श्र, -अस्त्र। A king.

-अस्त्र। Gratifying people. -स्त्र। A community, people; an empire, -अस्त्र। Rumour, report.

अत्रः s. n. A progenitor, father; Sītā's father. -स्त्र, -स्त्रस्त्र, अत्रिसमस्त्र. Sītā.

अत्रः (० अत्रः) s. n. Birth; production. 2, race, lineage. -अत्रः, -अत्रः। Horoscope. -अत्रः। A mother.

अत्रिसमक s. n. N. of a king, Parikhshit's son.

अत्रिसमक s. n. A nation, tribe.

अत्रिसम h. a. Made for women. n. A seraglio, harem.

अत्रिसम s. n. An uninhabited place.

अत्रिसमक s. n. Vishnu, Krishna.

अत्रः 1. s. n. Birth, production. 2, a woman. 3, a daughter-in-law. -स्त्र. Born, begotten. -स्त्र। To be born or produced.

अत्रः 2. k. v. i. To flow; to drop.

अत्रिसमक (० अत्रिसमक, lb. of जीवनका जीवनका) n. The sacrificial thread.

अत्रः a. k. n. The yolk of an egg.

अत्रः lb. of अत्रः, q. r.

अत्रः s. n. A creature, living being.

अत्रः 2, any animal.

अत्रः f. n. A short small beam or rafter.

अत्रः lb. of जीवनका, q. r.

अत्रः (lb. of जीवनका) n. A sacrifice.

अत्रः क (lb. of जीवनका) n. That belongs to sacrifice.

अत्रः क = अत्रिसमक, q. r.

अत्रः (० अत्रः) s. n. Birth, production, origin; existence, life. -स्त्र। To give birth to. -स्त्रः। To be born. -स्त्रः। Native country. -र्यः। The natal star. -स्त्रः।-स्त्रः। Horoscope. -स्त्रः। Original sin. -स्त्रः। Birthplace. -स्त्रः। The sign of the zodiac that contains the natal star. -स्त्रः। = स्त्रः।

अत्रिसमक s. n. Another state of existence; transmigration.
**s. n.** A creature, man.

**s. a.** Born, produced. n. Rumour, report. 2, war, combat.

**s. n.** Muttering; muttering a vedic verse, names of a deity, charms, prayers. -श्रुंग, श्रुंग्म. To perform japa. -रुंग, -रुंग्म. A rosary.

**h. n.** Seizure, confiscation, attachment (law).

**f. v. i.** To wait and watch patiently, to lurk.

**h., h. n.** Powerful. घुरी.

**k. v. l.** To chide, scold.

**= अवलोक, q. v.**

**k. n.** The state of being weak, infirm or frail from old age, etc.

**1. (= अवलोक) k. n.** Weakness; softness; slackness.

**2. (= अवलोक) k. v. l.** To scold, abuse. 2, to suck. n. Weakness; frailty; softness; slackness.

**s. n.** A sitting carpet.

**s. n.** Blazing fire. 2, N. of Parasurama's father.

**= अवलोक, q. v.**

**h. n.** Receipts, income; collection. अवलोक. Receipts and disbursements. अवलोक. Settlement of assessments. अवलोक. To assemble; to collect; to succeed, as a business. अवलोक, अवलोक. The collections and the outstanding balances.

**h. n.** A commander of a body of troops; the head peon.

**= अवलोककार, q. v.** अवलोककार. A zeindar, landholder.

**h. n.** Land or ground. अवलोक, अवलोककार. अवलोककार. A zeindar, landholder.

**= अद्वितीय, q. v.**

**= अवलोक, q. v.** अवलोक. A man of ostentation.

**= अवलोक, अवलोक.** "lb. of अवलोक," n. Ostentation, pomp. अद्वितीय. A man of ostentation.

**k. n.** Affair, business.

**s. n.** A lemon.

**1. k. n.** Length. 2, a kind of reed, Typha angustifolia.

**2. s. n.** The rose apple, Eugenia jambolana. अवलोक. The central division of the world, including India; India.

**s. n.** A jackal.

**= अवलोकस, q. v.**

**s. n.** A lemon. 2, N. of a demon destroyed by Indra. 3, the jaws; a tooth, tusk.

**s. n.** Victory; conquest; winning. 2, the twenty-eighth year of the cycle. अवलोक. rep. Hurra! brav0! all hail! glory unto! अवलोक. To gain victory. अवलोक, अवलोक. A shout or cry of victory. अवलोक. A record of victory. अवलोक. A cheer of victory.

**अवलोक, अवलोक.** The goddess of victory.

**अवलोक, अवलोक, अवलोक.** A conqueror.

**अवलोक, q. v.**

**s. n.** A flag; banner. 2, the day on which a deity assumed an incarnation. 3, the plant Sesbania aegyptiaca.

**= अवलोक, q. v.**

**= अवलोक, q. v.** अवलोक. s. v. l. To conquer, defeat, overcome.

**1. k. n.** Sliding. अवलोक. अवलोक, अवलोक. Sliding on the posteriors, as children do.

**2. lb. of अवलोक, q. v अवलोक. Ague. अवलोक. Ague-eake.

**3. h. n.** Brocade. 2, a little, somewhat.

**4. (= अवलोक) s. n.** Growing old; decaying, wasting.

**अवलोक, अवलोक.** (क. r. i.) To slip, slide; to roll down as sand from a heap; to pass, elapse as time; to be done as a business. n. Loose texture as that of cloth. अवलोक. To cause to slide; to push or carry on as work.
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Torn, broken in pieces; infirm. 

K. v. t. To scold, rebuke.


h. ad. Quickly.

h. v. t. To burn.

h. n. A sort of masquerade at the Moharam.

s. n. A whirlpool, eddy.

s. A lake or pond.

s. n. A leech.

s. n. Dropsy.

h. n. Old age; decrepitude, grey hair.

h. v. t. To rebuke, abuse; to disgrace, disdain, jeer at. P. ps.

s. a. Old, infirm, decayed. 2, broken, shattered. (= muk. 33).

k. Old age. 2, mud, mire.

k. n. Unsubstantiality; uselessness.

k. A sieve.

s. a. Waxing old. 2, promoting digestion. n. Cumin-seed.

h. n. Silver wire covered with gold. Worked with jatāra.

(= muk). P. p. of 1.

h. n. Terribleness; awe.

s. n. The womb. 2, the after-birth. -z. Born of the womb.

1. (= muk) k. v. i. To slip or fall; to slide or slip down; to shrink back. 2, to fall away; to lose flesh. n. A ravine worn by a stream. -z. A fern. To retreat, retire. To advance.

2. h. n. Gold or silver threads. a. Worked with such threads. 

A laced belt; a grand flag.

3. (o = muk) k. n. A centipede.

4. (o = muk) = 2, q. v.

h. n. A giraffe.

h. n. A land-measure. 2, measurement.

= muk, q. v.

h. v. To talk much, to be loquacious. n. Garrulity, vain talk.

= muk, q. v.

h. ad. Necessarily, urgently; at all events.

1. (= muk 4, muk) s. n. Old age; decrepitude, grey hair.

2. (o = muk) k. v. t. To rebuke, abuse; to disgrace, disdain, jeer at. P. ps.

s. a. Old, infirm, decayed. 2, broken, shattered. (= muk 33).
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A round bamboo basket used for storing corn.

A boatman's pole. 2, the state of being torn, as cloth or leaves.

A bamboo pole.

1. s. n. Speed, velocity, swiftness.

Velocity to be impaired.

2. (lb. of  ) n. Saltpetre.

(lb. of ) n. A curtain, screen, veil.

1. k. n. Cloth of any kind.

A cloth-seller.

2. (lb. of ) n. A pair; twins; sameness.

Two words.

= , etc., q. v.

( = ) h. n. Civet.

2, musk. = . A civet cat.

h. n. A peon.

( = ) h. n. An answer, reply.

A responsible man.

Responsibility.

f. a. Produced in one's own country, as cloth, wool, etc.

h. n. A jewel; jewelry.

k. n. The hair of a horse's tail.

( = ) k. n. Swampy ground, a swamp.

lb. of , q. v. Barley, Hordeum vulgare.

lb. of , q. v.

( = , ) f. n. A swing.

lb. of , q. v.

( = ) h. n. An assignment by government of lands or revenues.

The holder of a jahagiru.

h. n. A ship.

N. of a king who adopted Ganges as his daughter.

The Ganges.

s. n. Heat; hot vapour.

Shining brightly.

( = , s. ) s. n. A bath, bathing.

To bathe.

( = , q. v.) k. n. Emptiness, hollowness.

An empty grain of corn.

A vain word.

Barren sesame.

, . = , , q. v.

h. n. A place, spot, room.

(lb. of ) n. A gong used by religious mendicants, in temples, etc.

, ( = ) s. n. Waking, wakefulness; keeping a vigil.

s. a. Wakeful.

Wakefulness.

, , j. = , q. v.

a. k. n. Silence, taciturnity.

s. a. Awake; attentive; also .

n. = . To pay attention.

s. n. Wakefulness; attention, carefulness.

To take care.

To be attentive.

s. a. A snake catcher, juggler.

(lb. of ) n. Nutmeg, mace.

2, . Nutmeg.

Mace.

Jasmine.

h. n. Red colour.

s. a. Shining, resplendent.
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To A Belonging Birth. A An Shaking', A Sitā, n. The An SrSwtJ &i3T^E?

SdDZSS 8d;)ri^je)s5 d:x>Ti Qi7)i2. 3dsa Sds5 SdDcS diDT:o{fr.

aiSe^seoS'S' 5i7)B &!3ig fctiP'S aiSe^seoS'S'.

sweeping; throwing; discharging; diarrhoea.

SrSwtJ h. n. A sweeper.

SrSwtJ h. n. A general clearance of accounts; also श्री.

SrSwtJ 1. h. n. A discharge; a flood; an outburst, as of tears, wrath, etc.

SrSwtJ 2. k. n. A common cumibly.

SrSwtJ 3. h. n. A jar.

SrSwtJ f. v. l. To sweep; to dust. 2, to shake off, as dust from cloth, etc.; to jerk or throw out, as an arm, etc.; to purge. 3, to reprove.

SrSwtJ k. n. The mark of a footstep, track, trace; wink, hint.

SrSwtJ (f. अः) s. n. Coldness; apathy; indisposition, disease.

SrSwtJ (tb. of अः) n. A skilful, knowing, or clever man; f. -अः, हाम्. -अः, अः रेण्यं, अः. Cleverness; knowledge; understanding.

SrSwtJ s. a. Born, brought forth, produced; possessing; manifest. n. A son; birth; a creature; a race, kind, sort, species; a mass. -अ. A horoscope. -अः. A ceremony performed on the birth of a child.

SrSwtJ h. n. Balance, remainder after deductions.

SrSwtJ s. n. Birth. 2, lineage, race, family; tribe, caste. 3, kind, sort, species. 4, superior breed. 5, (= अः मद्य) nutmeg. 6, the great-flowered jasmine. अः, आः, अः. A high caste; a good family. अः, अः, अः, अः. A low caste. -अः. Enmity with one's caste. -अः. The law or usage of caste. -अः. A distinction of castes. -अः. An outcast. -अः. Of high breed or rank. -अः.

Sव. A medley of castes. -अः. -अः, q. v.

Sव s. n. Belonging to a family, or caste, of noble descent.

Sव (lb. of सङ्क) q. v.

Sव h. n. Magical arts.

Sव s. n. Sitā, the wife of Rāma. -अः, -त्रस्ता. Rāma.

Sव s. n. The knee.

स = सत्र, q. v.

स सोः f. n. The croton-seed. सोः सोः. Croton ligatum plant.

स लो (lb. of सिगु) n. Loitering plant. 2, a sluggard, lazy man. a. To be muttered. -अः. A sloth, sluggard.

सससस सससस h. n. A passport; a memorandum; an inventory, catalogue.

सस (ससससस) h. n. An answer; a letter of correspondence.

सस s. = सस, q. v.

सस s. n. A son-in-law.

सस s. सोः h. n. A bail, security; surety, sponsor. -अः, अः अः. A surety, bondsman. -अः अः. Surety-bond.

सस सस s. n. A sister's son.

सस f. n. A sort of goblet.

सस s. a. Belonging to the jambu tree. 2, अससससस.

सस s. n. N. of the chief of the bears. असससस. His daughter.

सस s. a. Being born.

सस s. n. Loss, injury, damage.

सस = सस, q. v.

सस s. n. A medicament, medicine.

सस s. n. A paramour; an adulterer.

स अः Adultery. -अः = अः. -अः, अः. An adulteress, harlot.

स अः h. n. Relieving from a state of sequestration, as land. 2, currency. 3, enforcement, execution. -अः. To execute.
To slip, slide. 2, to steal away; to withdraw, retire. 3, to go off; to run away. 4, to flow down. 5, to become loose, as a knot. n. Slipping; disappearance; a slide. -s. Sliding; etc.; flowing.

A net, snare; a web; a net-work. 2, a lattice, loophole. 3, deception, illusion; conjuring. 4, pride. 5, a pretext. 6, a multitude. 7, a cover, covering, film. 8, an unblown flower. 9, an organ of sense. 10, the sky. -s. A deceiver, conjurer; a fisherman; f. -n.s.

A woven texture; a web. 2, a loophole; cf. s. n.

Net-work, fringe.

A tree yielding a kind of lac, Shorea taryana.

1. k. n. The thorny babool tree, Acacia arabica. 2, the thorny shrub, Acacia farnesiana.

A species of cucumber, Trichosanthes dioica. 2, a fisherman.

A fisherman. 2, a spider. 3, a conjurer, juggler. 4, = s. Nos. 1 & 2.

A net. 2, a chain-armour. 3, a leech. 4, woollen cloth; cf. s. n. = k. n. (= k. n.). To cleanse rice etc. by washing in water.

A night-watch; the eighth part of a day; also s. n.

A. Common, vulgar; insignificant.

The match of a matchlock.

h. n. Excess; oppression, force. a. More than, additional, extra.

h. n. Proclamation.

h. a. Published; public. -s. A written proclamation.

(s. = s.) k. v. i. The daughter of Jahn; the Ganges.

Cloth of a thin texture. -s. = h. v.

1. (lb. of or k. n.) A net. 2, a lattice-window. 3, a purse. 4, an assemblage.

2. (s. = s.) k. n. Cloth, raiment.

Cloth, -s. -s. An empty, vain speech.

(= k. n.) k. n. Stickiness. 2, gum. 3, birdlime.

A leech.

1. k. n. Thickness, viscosity. 2, a kind of blight or mildew falling on the cotton plant. 2, gum.

To jump. 2, (= s.) to chew, as betelnut, bread, etc.

lb. of k. n. An antelope.

s. n. Intoxication. 2, the plant Rubia muniista, madder.

s. n. Desire of knowing; inquiry, investigation.

k. n. A grasshopper. 2, a sty.

A greasy or oily substance. 2, rancidity.

s. = s. q. v.

k. n. A grease or oily substance. 2, rancidity.

s. a. Subdued, overcome, won. -s. One who has subdued desire, lust, etc., an ascetic; f. -s. -s. One who has conquered his enemies. -s. -s. One who has conquered his passions.

2. (lb. of s. a.) a. Fixed, firm, stable. To make firm; to commit to memory. -s. To become firm, to be mastered, as a lesson. -s. A firm mind.

h. n. Affront; contention. 2, spite, hatred.

s. a. Victorious; steady; brave. n. A saint of the Buddha sect; a
Jaina saint. जीवने, Jaina doctrine. जीवने, monk.

कृंडक (कृंडक) k. n. Fineness, as of texture, thread, etc.

अल्ला (अल्ला) h. n. An article; wares, goods.

मछली k. v. i. To become insensible; to faint. v. t. To liquefy, melt, as butter.

कर्म v. n. 1. कर्म, q. v.

कर्म v. n. 2. कर्म, To drizzle. 2, to muddle, hum. 3, to melt, as butter, ghee, etc. n. Drizzling rain.

शिर, शिर h. n. Goods and chattels; one's estate, (movable) property.

शिर, शिर (बिख) n. A miserly, avaricious man; f. शिरी.

शिर = शिरी, q. v.

शिर k. n. Rheum of the eye.

शिरी = शिरी, शिरी. Tender arecanut, cut into pieces, boiled and dried.

शिरी k. n. Stickiness, sliminess.

शिरी f. & h. n. Gymkhana, an association for the competition in gymnastics and sports.

शिरी k. n. A prickly tree, Zanthoxy- lon rhetsa.

शिरी h. n. Charge, trust of a thing.

शिरी h. n. Land fit for agriculture.

शिरी (किन) k. n. A centipede. 2, a cockroach. 3, a kind of earwig.

शिरी, शिरी h. n. A sort of sweetmeat.

शिरी f. n. Glitter, gloss, shine.

शिरी, शिरी h. n. A district. शिरी.

The governor of a district.

शिरी k. n. The sensation produced by touching cold water. शिरी. That sensation to be produced.

सिर s. a. Victorious, triumphant. n. An arhat. 2, Indra. 3, Vishnu. 4, Śiva.

सिर, सिर s. n. The tongue. 2, the flame of fire. शिरी. The root of the tongue. बिष्कुमहानिर्भ. A word.

सिर k. n. A squirt, syringe.

सिर k. n. A prop, stay, as for a wall.

सिर (ल. लिँग) n. Living; salary, wages; work. -सिरी. A paid servant.

सिर व (लिंग) n. A niggardly, miserly man; f. लिंगी. a. Decayed, old.

सिरी Niggarliness.

सिरी 2. h. n. A saddle. -सिरी. A saddler.

सिरी = शिरी, q. v.

सिरी, शिरी = शिरी 2, q. v.

शिरी h. n. The area between the inner and outer walls.

शिरी f. n. Sir, master; a particle expressing assent.

शिरी (लिंग) n. The cumin seed. -सिरी. A kind of fragrant mango.

शिरी, शिरी. A superior kind of rice.

शिरी (लिंग) k. n. Screaming; shrilling; cf. लिंग. -लिंगी. A kind of bee.

शिरी k. n. (= लिंग) k. n. A syringe.

शिरी s. a. Grown old; worn out, consumed, digested. शिरी. The stomach. शिरीः. Old, tattered cloth.

शिरीः To be digested. शिरीः शिरीः शिरीः. Repairing of what is worn out.

शिरी s. a. Living. n. A living being, a creature. 2, existence, life. 3, (=लिंग) the principle of life, the living soul. 4, (=लिंग) livelihood. 5, Brihaspati. 6, water. शिरी. A servant; a usurer; शिरी. The glow of life, life.

शिरीः To give up one's life. शिरीः. A coward. शिरीः. To kill. शिरीः. A very dear friend. शिरीः. Fear to lose one's life. शिरीः. Love of one's life.

शिरीः. Obligation with regard to one's life. शिरीः. The gift of life. शिरीः शिरीः. To be alive.

शिरीः शिरीः To remain alive. शिरीः. Live stock, cattle. शिरीः. Life-time, life. शिरीः. The animal
kingdom. -क. Destroying life.  
*कृतु* s. a. Living, alive.  
*कृत्रिम* s. n. Life, existence; means of subsistence, livelihood. 2, water.  
*कृत्रिम* A cloud. *कृत्रिमलक्षण, बहुस्त्रिमः* Maintenance, livelihood. *कृत्रिमकृत्रिमः* Means of livelihood.  
*कृत्रिमसंन्यास* s. u. Liberation from further births and from ritual acts. *ते कृपाहनुमानः* A man purified by knowledge of Brahma.  
*कृत्रिमस्तोत्तरः* = *कृत्रिमस्तोत्रः* No. 3, q. v.  
*कृत्रिमस्तोत्तरः* (lb. of रोप्त्र) n. A vital member or organ. 2, a chip put in the mouthpiece of a musical pipe or drone. 3, substance, pith, essence.  
*कृत्रिमस्तोत्तरः* s. u. A living being. a. Living, alive. -अः. Living; life, existence; wages. -शः. Lifetime. -श्य।. To live, exist; to live by.  
*कृत्रिमस्तोत्तरः महाभारतः* h. v. i. To stoop, bend; to reel, stagger.  
*कृत्रिमस्तोत्तरः* f. n. Gambling.  
*कृत्रिमस्तोत्तरः* s. n. Censure, reproach. 2, aversion, disgust.  
*कृत्रिमस्तोत्तरः* k. n. The comb of a cock.  
*कृत्रिमस्तोत्तरः* k. n. The tuft of hair left on the crown of the head at tonsure; a crest, as of a cock. -कः. To produce a jujta at tonsure.  
*कृत्रिमस्तोत्तरः* k. n. A kind of pigeon.  
*कृत्रिमस्तोत्तरः* h. n. A bush; a thicket.  
*कृत्रिमस्तोत्तरः* k. v. i. To shrink, contract; to withdraw. n. Shrinkage.  
*कृत्रिमस्तोत्तरः* h. n. The pendant of an earring.  
*कृत्रिमस्तोत्तरः* = *कृत्रिमस्तोत्रः*, q. v.  
*कृत्रिमस्तोत्तरः* k. ad. Quickly. 2, with horripilation.  
*कृत्रिमस्तोत्तरः* जाता h. n. A mosque that is visited on Fridays.  
*कृत्रिमस्तोत्तरः* h. n. Amount, sum, total.
January (1st month of the year).

Feeble; exhausted. n. Weakness, indisposition.

A wall. -रंग, -रंग. An embrasure for guns; a loophole. -रंगस्था. A close siege.

Sweetness, pleasantness.

A cockroach.

The scurf of the head, dandruff. 2, a filthy mass of seum floating on water. 3, the elephant-grass.

Union, company, pair. -रंगस्था. To join. -रंगस्थम्. q.v.

A cockroach.

A cluster, bunch.

To cause to tremble. v. t. To tremble; to be aroused. 2, to get intoxicated, stupefied.

Inebriation, stupor, paralisation.

Saliva, slaver.

(= सघ, q.v.) k.n. Emptiness.

h. n. An affected manner of speaking, walking, dressing, etc.; a scheme, trick. -रंग. A man of affected manners; f. -रंगः.

Attention, caution, care. 2, beauty, harmony. -रंगस्था. To take care, protect. -रंगस्थें. To be attentive, cautious; to be safe, well protected.

A lullaby.

A waterfall. 2, benumbed sensation of a limb.

A Kannada metrical translation of a Samskrita poem.

A female beggar dedicated to Ellamma.

Joining; junction; preparation; readiness.

A pair or couple. 2, a sheet of paper.

To join, unite; to put to; to collect.

Junction, union; company; a pair or couple; a match. 2, a pair of shoes. 3, a suit of armour. 4, close connection. रंगस्थें. A double letter, diphthong.

P. p. of रंगइत्र, q.v.

P. p. of रंगइत्र, q.v.

An elephant-driver.

Fluidity, as of jaggory; also -रंग. -रंग. One of a Śūdra caste.

A hut; a cottage.

Taking care of, looking after; fostering. -रंगस्थें. To take care of.

A dull, lazy man.

A gold necklace.
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s. n. Advanced in knowledge.

s. n. A wise person, sage. 2, an astronomer or astrologer. -s. Knowledge, perception. -rs. To consider, reflect. वेणि नित्य. An organ of perception; the skin, tongue, eye, ear, and nose.

s. n. Bearing in mind, remembrance, recollection. न्योग्ना. To indicate, notify.

s. a. Cognizable, perceptible.

s. a. Most excellent; oldest; elder-born. n. An elder brother. 2, the third lunar-month.

s. n. An elder sister. 2, the eighteenth lunar mansion.

("") s. n. Light; brightness, clearness. 2, fire. 3, a ray of light. 4, a star. 5, the eye. -सिं. The science of astronomy (or astrology).

("") s. n. Astronomy; astrology. 2, an astronomer, astrologer; also आंधवे, नाटु।

s. = न्योग्ना, q. v.) s. n. A small bag for receiving alms; a wallet.

s. a. Knowing; intelligent. -स. Knowledge of.

s. n. Knowing, understanding, apprehension.

s. a. Known, understood. -रश्मि. Versed in any science or śāstra.

s. n. A paternal relation; kinsman.

s. n. Knowledge; cognizance; intelligence; religious knowledge. -स्रव.
The twenty-seventh letter of the alphabet. It occurs only in a limited number of Kannada and Tadbhava words.

It is a n. The letter ड.

It is a f. n. A robe extending to the feet.

Buzzing or humming, as of bees, etc.

A violent storm with rain.

The jingling or tinkling of ornaments; also जंगल, तंगल.

A sort of drum or cymbal.

A curl, lock of hair. 3, tassels, fringes; cf. दसी.

Tassels, fringes, hangings.

A fish.

s. v. t. To make glitter or shine. 2, to brandish, as a sword.

A sort of drum; also तंबाकु.

The shrub Barleria cristata.

A cricketer.

To hum, buzz.

The twenty-eighth letter of the alphabet.

The twenty-ninth letter of the alphabet.

A cunning fellow, rogue.

A mint.

A sort of drum.

To be reduced to poverty.

An aquatic plant, Aeshynomene aspera.

With a bounce in leaping.

To stop, detain.

A post-office.

A post-coach.
A stage; a halting place.

A relay-horse.

Stage; a halting place. A relay-horse.

To settle, fix, decide.

Settlement, decision.

To lead, as a horse.

To walk about.

To set, settle.

Fix, decide.

Settlement, decision.

To lead, as a horse.

A stitch; also a stout dull woman.

Simple and compound addition.

Guile, trick, deceit.

A deceiver.

A support; a vault.

Arches with niches on the walls surrounding big temples.

A place; room; an abode.

Knowledge, acquaintance with.

A place; spot; an abode; seat; destination. 2, means, opportunity.

The bird Parra jacana, the lapwing.

A gloss, comment, commentary. 2, a note, memorandum. A commentator.
The thirtieth letter of the alphabet.

The thirty-first letter of the alphabet.

The officer in charge of a thanā.

To capture.

The head station of a district; an encampment; a police station; a garrison.

To proclaim by beat of tom-tom.

A large tin box.

A kind of drum.

A kind of drum.

Pomp, ostentation, show. Arrogance, pride; an ostentatious man; a deceiver.

A showy man.

A kind of drum.

A pair of kettle-drums.

Vain display. Arrogance, pride; an ostentatious man; a deceiver.

A showy man.

Flying in the air.

A belch.
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A peon of a district office.

A spittoon.

A kind of drum shaped like an hour-glass.

A peon's belt.

A thick bamboo. 2; a skeleton's skull; also 綱縷.

(= 映) h. n. A race or run.

Shape, form; way, manner; indications, appearance. 2, estimated revenue; probably produce. 3, a pompous air; empty display. -鐘器. To brag, boast. -_data. Too high an estimate. -來.

An ostentatious man. -圓器. To make a show.

(= 引繩) h. n. Dacoity, gang-robbery.

The sword of a female demon.

A kind of female demon attending Kāli. 2, = 行者, q. v.

h. n. A spot, stain; inoculated cow-pox. 2, an attack.

3, dawk, post-office.

An anvil.

= 跌, q. v.

(= 跌) n. Horse-gram.

A staff, club.

1. (lb. of 跌) n. A woman's girdle.

2. k. n. Intimidation, menacing; awfulness; also -liable.

= 小米, q. v. 2, dammer.

(lb. of 跌) a. Deceitful; proud.

(lb. of 跌) n. A shield, buckler.

(lb. of 跌) n. A long rope for tying cattle in a row. -繩.

To tie cattle in a row.

a. k. v. i. To whirl about; to flicker, as flames; to rave.

h. n. Spite, malice, hatred; revenge. 2, (=同) desire. -怨.

To revenge one's self.

(=同) f. n. Burning thirst; desire; need, want.

= 炎, q. v.

f. n. Lustre; beauty; gracefulness. -光, 美. To shine; to be beautiful.

( = 傳) k. n. A push, butt. -推, -撞, dpl. -推士, -撞士. To butt.

s. n. A servant, slave: also 豆人.

2, a rogue. 3, a fat man.

s. n. A kind of small drum.

s. n. A scuffle, turmoil. 2, calamity arising from excessive rain, drought, locusts, etc. 3, a globe; an egg. 4, a child.

k. n. A lamp-stand.

s. n. A new-born child, young animal. 2, a fool.

a. k. n. Tottering state, agitation of mind; fear.

s. n. The town of Delhi.

h. a. Loose, slack. n. Delay.

To slacken; to delay.

( = 劫, 佞) k. n. The hump on a camel's back. 2, curvedness, roundness. [ruin.

f. v. l. To immerse; to

= 倒, = 洗, q. v.

( = 矣) k. n. The bellowing of bulls and oxen. -聞. To bellow.

a. k. n. The flag-staff on a bastion.

= 望, q. v.

f. v. i. To be overcome or stupefied, as by grief, terror, etc.

(= 拳) k. n. A blow.

k. n. A hawk, falcon.

h. n. A tent.

a. k. n. Thumping; striking; a blow.

The thirty-second letter of the alphabet. The letter k. Shoving and cuffing; also k. A sudden push; a shock; damage, harm. To receive a shock.

The thirty-third letter of the alphabet. It stands as final in many Kannada and some Tadbhava words, as: etc.

The thirty-fourth letter of the alphabet.

**The** s. n. A note of hand, bond.

**Embracing.** P. p. of ṛṣa, in रत्न, रत्न, etc. रत्न, रत्न, etc. On the Indian mulberry tree, *Morinda citrifolia*.

**To** f. n. A flat piece or sheet of metal; a metal plate.

**Thuggee;** k. n. The under-shrub *Cassia occidentalis*. 2, the Indian mulberry tree, *Morinda citrifolia*.

**To** s. n. A bug. -ढ़े. To have bugs.

**Fit,** v. t. To sprinkle, as water.

**Cassia** h. n. Fraud, dishonest doings.

**Lycoyericum esculentum.**

**Greatness,** a. k. n. Greatness, largeness. 2, love, affection, desire. -ढ़े. Fitness.

**Embracing.** k. n. Embracing. 2, wood, etc. that can be once grasped with the arms. 3, joining; a mate. 4, an accumulation, heap. 5, a number of persons, etc. assembled together. [etc.

**Tabular statement, etc.** H. n. A tabular statement, etc.; an account, as of receipts, expenses, etc.

**Cushion,** h. n. A pillow, cushion, pad.
Flatness, To To To da3^!oD0:b«) A bank To EJ To To To eo To -^.

Check, I I I OaO I I I CAO'Ti I I I eS I I I "oaQ'^o I I I ^oaQ'^o I I I 24x320 n. Any cold or stale food, as rice, bread, etc.; also जून्नु.

k. n. A cool breeze.

k. n. A younger sister. 2; an epithet of endearment for a female younger than one's self.

k. v. i. To stop; to stay, sojourn. n. Halt: a day's journey.

k. n. A horse's or elephant's trappings.

k. n. The plant Cassia auriculata.

न, न, ह. n. Investigating; planning; arranging.

k. n. Tanjore.

s. n. A declivity. 2, a bank or shore. 3, a field. 4, the sky, horizon. -्न्. Standing still; awaiting intently; indifferent.

k. n. A drop, as of water, etc.; a small quantity.

k. ad. In drops. 2, quickly, suddenly.

(व. छेद, शेद) k. v. t. To hammer. v. t. To wander about.

k. n. Fraud, trickery. -सत. A deceitful man, liar.

(ि. v. छोटा, छोटी) k. v. t. To pass by or over, as a river, etc. 2, to pass right through.

= छुट्टी, q. r.

s. n. Lightning.

, a. k. n. Flatness, levelness. 2, a thin, emaciated fellow.

(ि. ूंक, औंक) k. ad. Suddenly, all at once.

(ि. ूंक, q. v.) k. n. A frame-work of bamboos, plaited palm-leaves or straw; a tatty. 2, matting.

1. k. v. t. To tap; to touch; to pat; to strike; to clap; to knock; to drive; to remove. n. A slap or pat; a blow. 2, (फाग) a blow, as of disease, danger, etc.; fatigue. 3, the measles. 4, flatness. -स्था, स्था. A great strait or dilemma.

2. k. n. Side; direction.

3. h. n. A pony or tattoo.

f. n. Sackcloth.

1. (ि. ूंक, etc.) k. n. Flatness. 2, a flat, lid-like basket. 3, a platter, plate. 4, a flat, beanless pod.

2. k. n. A bamboo split in two.

k. n. A woman's shoe.

(ि. सभे, सभे) k. n. Check, obstacle. 2, delay. 3, perplexity, confusion. -स्था. To stop, as water; to charm, as snakes, etc. -ः. Stopping, restraining; lasting; wearing well, as cloth. -भोग. To impede; to perplex; to turn the wrong way. -भोग. To delay; to be slow, loiter; to delude, perplex. -भोग. Delay to occur.

k. v. t. To grope for, seek. रस To cause to seek.

k. n. The pulse Vigna catjang.

k. n. Hindrance. 2, a small cloth like apron.

k. v. t. To grope; to seek.

k. v. t. To touch or rub gently.

(ि. ूंकोदा) to grope. 3, to stop. n. Delay.

k. n. A time, turn.

f. n. A water-fall.

a. k. v. t. To stay, wait. v. t. (ि. झा) To stop, hinder. n. Impeding, hindering.
Stop, cessation. v. t. To stroke.

Smartness, shrewdness.

1. k. n. A thick staff, cudgel.

2. k. n. A saddle made of woollen or cotton cloth; a mattress.

3. k. n. Damp, wet. Imperfectly moistened, as clay.

4. (lb. of ವ್ಯಾ) n. A bank, shore.

5. (= ಸ್ವ) k. n. A frame of bamboo, straw or leaves used as a screen, tatty, etc.

6. k. v. t. To stop; to detain; to keep off.

7. k. v. i. To delay, lose time; to loiter; to wait. 2, to last, as cloth. v. t. To stop; to detain, check; to endure, bear. n. (ದ್ರ, q. v.) An obstacle, hindrance, impediment; a charm; delay. ದ್ರು = ಸ್ರು, s. ಸ್ರು, q. v. ದ್ರು. A dam. ದ್ರು. To stop; to raise objections.

8. (ತ. ಶು) h. v. t. To inquire after.

9. k. n. Glowing coals.

Coldness, coolness; wetness; also ಸ್ರು.

10. k. v. t. To grow cool; to be refreshed; to be calmed or appeased. 2, to get feeble. (P. p. ಸ್ರು, ಸ್ರು). n. Shame, modesty. ಸ್ರು. To cool, refresh, appease.

11. ಸ್ರು, ಸ್ರು, ಸ್ರು k. n. Coolness, calmness, appeasement; satiation.

12. ಸ್ರು ಸ, = ಸ್ರು, q. v.

13. h. n. A quarrel, dispute; trouble, annoyance. 2, connection; interference. ಸ್ರು. A quarrelsome man. ಸ್ರು. To annoy. ಸ್ರು. A troublesome person; also ಸ್ರು ಸ್ರು.

14. k. n. A mass; a multitude; a crowd; a party. ಸ್ರು ಸ್ರು. Crowds upon crowds.

15. f. n. Pincers, tongs.

16. (= ಕು) k. n. Cold; wetness.

17. s. n. Rice cleaned from the husk.

18. k. n. A foot-ornament of women.

19. f. n. The master of a beat, a tindal.

20. k. n. Coolness, cold. ಸ, -ಸ್ರು. Cold; cooling; refreshing; calm.

21. k. n. Cool or cold water. ಸ್ರು. To sprinkle cold water.

22. ಸ್ರು, ಸ್ರು k. n. Cool breeze.

23. k. n. A cool shade.

24. ಸ್ರು, = ಸ್ರು, q. v.

25. ಸ್ರು. k. n. Assuaged sunshine or heat.

Extended, spread. n. A stringed musical instrument.

1. s. n. Extent; a series, range; a crowd, troop. [season.

2. (ಕಲ) n. A proper time or ಸ್ರು. s. n. That time; present time.

3. Directly, immediately.

4. s. n. The same moment. ad. Instantly, forthwith.

5. 1. f. n. Trembling, shuddering. ಸ್ರು. -ಸ್ರು, -ಸ್ರು, ಸ್ರು. To tremble.

6. 2. (ಸ್ರು) a. k. n. Perplexity, confusion.

7. (= ಸ್ರು) k. n. An egg.

8. s. a. Intent upon, wholly devoted to. ಸ್ರು. Entire devotion.

9. s. n. The supreme soul. 2, a class of compounds (q.).

10. ಸ್ರು s. a. Prior, former.

11. s. ad. There, thither; therein; then.

12. s. n. The true or real state; reality; truth; essential nature; the very essence; a principle; Brahma. ಸ್ರು. Knowing the true nature of anything, understanding the principles of a science. ಸ್ರು. Knowledge of the truth. ಸ್ರು. A philosopher.

The derivative

Ascertaining; examination.

A thread, string, a filament; a wire, an instrument.

A thread Brāhmaṇa.

A charming, crafty man.

To use an expedient.

A daughter.

To thrive, develop.

P. p. ಳಳೆ. n. The state of having thriven, full, developed, matured, etc.

ಆರು. A rich fragrance.

ಸಾರು. Juicy sugarcane.

ಪುಜರಿ. Delicious jaggory.

 Pandora. Great heroism.

Great pleasure or joy.

Great beauty.

Great blessing.

1. s. a. Thin, slender; small; delicate. n. The body. 2, the skin. ಸಾರು. A son; f. -ಸಾರಿ. ಸಾರಿ. Body, mind, and property.

= ಜೋಡು, q. v.

Pregnancy of beasts.


Third pers. singl. impf. of ಜೋಡು.

A thread, string, a filament; a wire. ಜೋಡು. Weaving; spinning.

Cotton cloth. Any stringed instrument.

A weaver; a spider; a loom. A thread Brāhmaṇa.

= ಜೋಡು, q. v. A cunning man.

A thread. 2, a loom; gesture. 3, a system; ritual.

An established doctrine. 5, magical and mystic formularies. 6, a charm.

A design; cunning, trick, intrigue, plot. 8, a curse; plotting.

A cunning, crafty man.

To contaminate, adulterate.

= ಜೋಡು, 2, a pûjâri. To use an expedient.

Water-drops, spray.

P. p. ಳಳೆ, q. v.

Father. A paternal grandfather.

Father and mother.

Parents.

Relationship by father's side.

Fatigue; sleepiness; exhaustion.

k. pro. Gen. of ಜೋಡು, q. v.; dat. ಜೋಡು; acc. ಜೋಡು; abl. ಜೋಡು.
Difference; To 
A also
Constitution; A
The To
Heat.
to
To

Heat; burning. 2, the hot season. 3, austerity, penance. 4, a demon. -क्ष्टिक्रिया. To perform a penance. -म. Heating, burning; the sun; mental distress. अग्रजात्रां. Rich in penance; ascetic, pious; an ascetic, devotee. अग्रजात्रांक्ति. One of the seven Hindu worlds inhabited by devotees.

क ad. All at once.

f. n. A tambourine beaten with sticks.

h. n. A slap on the check.

f. n. A round metallic cooking vessel.

Details, minute descrip-

s. (fr. च) s. n. The practice of penance.

1., (lb. of च) n. An ascetic, religious mendicant; f. -सा.

f. n. The wild mangosteen, Diospyros embryopteris; also -धे, 2, the plant Caesalpinia bonduc-cellula.

= तस्म, q. v.

s. a. Heated, burnt.

-। To be hot; to burn; to suffer pain.

s. a. Heated, burnt, afflicted.

= दिशयम, दिशय. Pres. rel. part. of दिशय.

= दिशय, q. v.

-क ad. Quickly, all at once.

k. n. The level ground on the top of a mountain; table-land.

= दिशय, q. v.

= दिशय, दिशय, q. v.

= दिशय, q. v.

क. r. t. To cause to miss or pass by; to let slip; to avert; to evade; to avoid; to escape, etc.

k. r. i. To make a false step; to slip; to mistake or blunder; to be missed or lost; to fail; to disappear; to miss. n. Slipping; erring. 2, a slip, error, mistake, blunder; an impropriety; a fault, misdemeanor. अन्वं. A false step. -सतक्रिया. To acknowledge one's fault. -देवण. A gift to make amends for a misdeed. -पुक्तक्रिया. A misdeed. -विदी, -विद्याग्रं. -वैश्या. To overlook a fault. -प्रेय. A wrong knot or connection. -प्रेय. A wrong road. -सार्य. A mistake to occur. -याज्ञवल्क्य. To make a mistake. -विद्याग्रं. To correct a mistake. -विद्या. To charge (a man) with a fault. -क्रिया. To find fault with. -या. Erring, missing. ख. दीक्षा. To be lost, as an employment; to go astray.

h. n. Difference; deviation, variance, as of accounts; failure; shortcoming.

h. n. A plate for betel-leaf, etc.

= तस्म, q. v.

h. n. A packet of papers. 2, a string which binds a packet.

h. n. Constitution; disposition.

h. n. A stable.

k. r. i. To be overcome by terror, grief, etc.; to be amazed. 2, to slip, stumble.


k. n. Bewilderment, maze.

(= प्रदाय) k. n. A child's bereavement of its mother or parents. 2, a wretched, mean or inferior person or thing.

k. r. t. To embrace. 2, to clasp in the arms, as a quantity of wood,
etc. n. An embrace. அண்மயம். An armful of grass. தோறவையில். To cause to embrace or clasp.

_exchange_ h. n. Exchange, transfer; arrangement

_purchase_ s. aff. of superl. Most.

_purchase_ = _purchase_, q. v.

_purchase_ k. pro. (dat. of _purchase_) To them.

_purchase_ சூடு, சூடுகள் k. pro. Theirs; yours (honorif.).

_purchase_ = _purchase_, q. v.

_purchase_ சூடு நார். A note of hand, bond.

_purchase_ (lb. of _purchase_) n. Darkness, gloom. 2, mental darkness; sin; ignorance. 3, Rāhu. [entirely.]

_purchase_ தோறவையில் h. n. The whole. ad. Wholly, altogether.

_purchase_ சூடு h. n. A farce; tricks of conjurers; sport, fun; a pantomime. -ஜி. A showman, buffoon.

_purchase_ ( = _purchase_) k. n. Coolness, coldness; wetness; a cooling, gratifying or refreshing quality or thing. a. Cool.

_purchase_ ad. Coolly. -ஜி, _purchase_. To cool: to extinguish, as fire or a light.

_purchase_ சூடு நார். A shady tree.

_purchase_ சூடு வெள்ளன் நார் k. n. A shrub with long thorns and fragrant yellow flowers, *Acacia chunnea*.

_purchase_ ( = _purchase_) சூடு, q. v.

_purchase_ = _purchase_, h. n. Tobacco.

_purchase_ சூடு நார் h. n. Chastisement, beating.

_purchase_ = _purchase_, q. v.

_purchase_ சூடு வெள்ளன் நார் k. n. The flour of fried rice mixed with milk or water, jaggory, etc.

_purchase_ h. n. A tent.

_purchase_ lb. of _purchase_, q. v.

_purchase_ k. n. Vegetables ground with coconut scrapings, mixed with curds, salted and seasoned to taste.

_purchase_ h. n. A kind of guitar with three to five strings; also _purchase_.

_purchase_ 1. k. pro. (gen. of _purchase_) Their; your (honorif.). அண்மயக்கும். Theirs; yours. Acc. அண்மயம்; instr. அண்மய க்கும்; loc. அண்மயம்;

_purchase_ 2. k. n. A younger brother; also a word of endearment; pl. அண்மயக்கும், அண்மயம்.

[trine.

_purchase_ ( = _purchase_, q. v.) k. n. A tambourine. அண்மயக்கும் h. n. An attendant on an idol.

_purchase_ k. n. The lobe of the ear or gristle of the nose. அண்மயப்பிளிறும். A cultivated pulse, *Dolichos tablab.*

_purchase_ சூடு நார் h. n. Prepared, made ready, waiting to do, etc. அண்மயம். Readiness, preparation. -ஜி, அண்மயம். To make ready, prepare.

_purchase_ 1. ( = _purchase_, அண்மய) h. n. Kind, manner, fashion; rank, class; sort; succession; order; equality. 2, a layer, stratum; a heap. -ஜி. Classification; sort, kind; condition; grade, class.

_purchase_ A bricklayer. -ஜி, rep. Varieties. அண்மயக்கும். Low rank, inferior sort.

_purchase_ சூடு நார். High rank, good sort.

_purchase_ 2. k. An imitative sound. -ஜி. To tremble.

_purchase_ 3. s. aff. of comp. degree. More; as: அண்மயம், அண்மயக்கும், அண்மயம், etc.

_purchase_ 4. s. n. Passing, crossing; also -ஜி.

_purchase_ = _purchase_, அண்மயக்கும் k. n. Roughness, unsmoothness, unevenness; as: -ஜி, அண்மயக்கும், -ஜி, வட்டு, -ஜி, etc.

_purchase_ h. n. Esculent vegetables.

_purchase_ = _purchase_, q. v.

_purchase_ k. n. *Cassia lora*; cf. அண்மய.

_purchase_ 1. ( = _purchase_) k. n. Diminishing; wastage. 2, customary deduction; brokerage, commission. அண்மயம்.

_A broker's shop._

_purchase_ 2. ( = _purchase_) k. n. That which is dried: dry or dead leaves said to be eaten by ascetics. அண்மயம். A dry leaf.

_purchase_ s. n. A wave, billow, surge. அண்மயம். A river.

A cross over. 

A speculation, an inferior stone like a diamond; also Aloe perfoliata; a kind of rose.

To tremble, quake. To cause to tremble, quake.

Getting ready; improving; effort, labour, exertion.

An inferior stone like a diamond; also Aloe perfoliata.

Side, direction; party; a division of a district.

To stay, stop.

Education, training.

Moving to and fro, unsteady, fickle. Liquid. Sparkling. A child, infant. 2, the central gem of a necklace. Unsteadiness.

A sword, scimitar.

Meat, flesh.

A field lying waste or fallow.

To be patient; to bear patiently.

A field lying waste or fallow.

The exercise of patience, forbearance; also Supposition. To be patient; to bear patiently.

A useless business. A good-for-nothing man. A useless word.

Various kinds or ways; differences of rank. Various kinds.

A speed, haste.

A balance, scales.

Roughness; grit.

To strip or cut off the leaves from a bough, etc., to pluck; to cut. 1. To cross over; to float, swim.

To bring; to give. Past sung. 2nd pers. sing. To cause to lead or bring.

Various Unsteadiness. A tender, youth, juvenility.

Fit or proper time. Afterwards, subsequently.


The science of logic. To reason; to speculate, dispute.

Threatening, pointing at in ridicule; putting to shame; wrath.

The forefinger. To threaten.

A translation; an abstract.

Satisfying, pleasing; satisfaction; an oblation to the manes or gods; a libation. To please, satisfy; to offer an oblation to the manes or gods.
To love; a desire.

The palm of the hand. Depth; the lower part, base; a pit, pond; the ground. The palmyra tree. Cause, origin, motive. One of the seven divisions of hell.

Generations upon generations. A generation.

To reach, come to hand; to arrive. To cause to reach, etc.

Pay, wages; a summons.

A sword.

A tank.

Search, quest. To make inquiry into; to get, obtain.

The head; a generation; that which is uppermost or principal.

A head-tie; the head or top-dash of a letter; an adjoining field.

The head downwards; topsyturvy. A brawler.

To behead. To protect. A pillow. A murderer; a ruffian; a cheat. To become giddy.

To nod; a nod. To spring up, appear.

The head to ache. The headache.

A piece of wood over a door. An application for headache.

The entrance door. The skull.

The ridge-pole. Tiresomeness. To shave the head.

To get the head shaved. To trouble; to be forward. A chief, headman. A kind of yoke for cattle. To take upon one's self. A kind of yoke for cattle. To rise from a poor condition. The skull. A ridge tile. To affect the head, as a strong smell, etc. A very dissolute man. A load carried upon the head.

A bed; a couch. An upper house. Agitation; alarm; fear; grief, etc. To be agitated, alarmed; to be anxious about.

Of thee, thine, thy.

Love; desire; eagerness; haste, hurry. To be eager; to hasten.

Manna (lb. of bamboo) an extract from wheat, etc.

To sift pounded grain, etc., on a bamboo fan.

Bran.

1. f. u. Tin.

2. k. u. The house of a woman's own people; also.

A fine; ill-luck, great trouble. 2, detention.

To decrease; to waste away; to perish. To diminish. Decrease; ruin. To cause to decrease; to destroy.

A k. v. l.

The gooseberry bush, the red myrtle, Rhodomyrtus tomentosa.

1. = K., q. v.

2. a. K. ad. Abundantly, wholly, further.

3. h. u. A metal lid of cooking vessels.
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To shine, ATX Collection

Shine, glitter, flash. To tie two beasts together.

Shine, Brightness, gleam, glitter. To glitter, flash, shine.

Splendour, lustre; a dye to colour the hair.

Agitation, alarm, fear. To be agitated, alarmed.

To move; to totter; to set out, depart. Moving; tottering.

A watchman, beadle. A climbing herb, Vitis setosa.

The foundation of a building.

To strew, sprinkle. Strewing, sprinkling. Brings.

To shoot, sprout. To unfold; to appear. A race, family; a stock or breed.

A fence; an asylum; a choultry for travellers.

A metal plate turned up at the rim.

To sprout, put forth leaves. A young shoot, sprout.

A festoon of young leaves.

A bed of tender leaves

Shine (cf. s. श) k. v. t. To pound; beat.

To stay, halt.

A bud-like lip.

To put forth shoots.

A bed of tender leaves

To smear the body with an unguent. Anointing; lustre.

A parasol, an umbrella.

To push, shove away, thrust, drive; to dismiss, reject.

Brings; dismissal; also -ा, आ.

An anonymous petition.

A connexion; association, company; intimacy. Raising quarrels; slander, calumnies. A slanderer.

To calumniate. An anonymous petition.
To a Fresh; Wicked, quarrelsome, and striking. Strike place. Striking 3. Against, contact etc.

A. A female fiend; a vixen; a hideous woman. A wicked, quarrelsome disposition.

1. K. V. I. To strike against, touch, come in contact with. 2, to strike. N. Striking against, etc. To knock one against another.

2. F. N. The sloping frame of a roof.

3. = र्सि, q. v.


5. Lb. of यर्सि, q. v.

6. A wild dance, esp. of the god Siva.

7. K. N. Cast iron; also सदार्चा. A father. 2, a grand-father.

8. K. A. Full of holes.

9. = र्सि, q. v.

10. (Fr. र्सि) a. Contemporaneous, instantly appearing; immediate.

11. s. n. Aim, object, purpose, intent. 2, meaning, purport, drift. 3, explanation.

12. F. N. Slight, disrespect, contempt.

13. S. Ad. Such like, such a one.

14. S. A. Drawn, stretched. N. Expanse; a thread; a tone; the key-note in music.

15. K. Pro. Ho, she, it, in the reflexive or reciprocal sense. Pl. र्सि, र्सि. Of himself, etc., voluntarily.

16. H. N. A web or piece of cloth.

17. S. A. Relating to tantras. N. A man versed in any science or system; a scholar.

18. S. N. Heat; torment; distress. A burning fever.

19. The three sorts of affliction, i. e. द्विद्वितीय, द्विद्वितीय and द्विद्वितीय.

20. K. N. A bar, bolt.


22. S. V. I. To be hot; to burn; to suffer pain. V. L. To warn, admonish.

23. K. N. A pimp's house.

24. H. N. A set of dancing girls and musicians.

25. H. N. A kind of silk cloth.

26. H. N. A bier carried about at the Moharam by Muhammadans.


28. (Fr. र्सि) K. N. A turtle.

29. (Fr. र्सि) A. N. A lotus. 2, the ring-worm.

30. (Fr. र्सि) S. A. Of darkness. N. Slothfulness, slowness; darkness. 2, a villain. A sloth, slaggard. Night; a vicious man.

31. F. N. A metal dish.
Gymnastic. a. The star. lotus. s. A protector.

1. f. n. A small box or tube containing an amulet and worn on any part of the body.

k. v. t. The base for the neg. of ตร; as ตร. (He) won't bring. ตร. Not brought, etc.

1. f. n. A copper coin of 2 kāsū.

2. s. a. Crossing, floating. 2, high, as a note in music. 3, clear; white; good, excellent. n. The ether, sky. 2, a mountain. 3, a star. 4, the pupil of the eye. ตร. The influence of stars. ตร. The starry region, zodiac; a large well; a kind of fire-work.


s. n. One who helps another through a difficulty; a protector. 2, a star. 3, dāitya; also ตร. ตร.

s. n. One that enables to cross; crossing. 2, the 18th year of the cycle.

((fr. ตร more, and ตร most) s. n. Gradation; discrimination.

ั้น "ก. v. t. To sing in soprano; to exercise the voice before singing.

h. n. Work done with bricks and gārē.

= ตร 2, q. v.

, h. n. A date.

h. n. Praise, applause. 2, fun.

(ตร v. i. To become dry; to wither, wane. n. Dryness. 2, a bunch of areca-nuts. ตร. A double door. ตร. Disorder, confusion.

s. n. Youth. youthfulness.

1. = ตร 2, q. v. 2, Vālī's wife. 3, Brihaspati's wife.

(ตร k. n. A large timber tree, the Beteric myrobalan.

s. n. Personal observation. 2, demonstration.

(ตร s. n. A sophist; a disputant.

1. (ตร s. n. Clapping the hands. 2, beating time in music; musical time. 3, a cymbal. 4, a short span, the palm of the hand.

(ตร 2. (=ตร 3, ตร 2) s. n. The palmyra tree, Borassus flabelliformis.


1. (ตร 3. k. n. A golden necklace, as a marriage-badge.

2. (lb. of ตร) n. A kind of metal vessel.

3. (=ตร 2) s. a. The talipot or fan-palm, Corypha latifera. 2, =ตร 2.

h. n. Gymnastic instruction; a gymnasium; also ตร.

s. n. The palate.

h. n. A talook, division of a district.

k. n. A necklace of lotus beads.


1. k. pro. (pl. of ตร) They. 2, you (honorif.).

2. (=ตร , q. v.) k. n. A place, etc.

3. h. n. A sheet of paper.
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Adh. k. n. Boiled and seasoned vegetables.

Adh. 1. k. n. A pile of dried cakes of cowdung.

Adh. 2. (lb. of अधि) n. The palmyra tree, Borassus flabelliformis.

Adh. 3. = अधि 1, q. v.

Adh. = अधि, q. v.

Adh. k. n. Patient endurance; patience; forbearance; also अधि.

Adh. k. v. t. To season food. 2, to temper, sharpen.

Adh. 1. k. v. t. To hold; to take; get; undergo. v. i. To suffer patiently, endure; to wait; to wear well; to bear with. P. p. अधि, अधियो, अधितः. To get angry; to suppress anger; to pardon.

Adh. 2. (कोक = कोक) k. n. The bar or bolt of a door. 2, a corn-stalk. 3, the bottom.

Adh. = अधि, q. v.

Adh. 1. f. n. Tallying, agreement, as of accounts, etc. -सिद्ध, अधिक. To compare together. -सिद्धार्थ. To agree with, tally.

Adh. 2. = अधि 2, q. v. -सिद्धाल्य = अधि 4. -सिद्धाल्य, -सिद्ध, -सिद्धार्ा. A hollow coiled palm leaf worn by married women into the lobe of their ears.

Adh. 3. (कोक = कोक) k. n. The fragrant screw-pine, Pandanus odoratissimus.

Adh. = अधि, etc., q. v.

Adh. (fr. अधि) k. n. The bottom of a tree or hill.

Adh. 2. f. n. A mason's level; an instrument used in spinning thread.


Adh. 2. k. v. t. To rub, scour; to wipe. 2, to treat harshly, annoy. अद्यनः, अद्यन्तः. Rubbing, scouring; annoying.

Adh. a. Sharp; bitter. n. Pungency; bitterness. -सा. Bitter; the plant Trichosanthes dioecia.

Adh. k. n. Rind, bark.

Adh. h. n. Fraud. -सार. dpl.


Adh. k. n. A Tamil man, esp. an emigrant; f. -सार, अधि.

Adh. k. n. A potter's wheel.

Adh. (cf. अधि) a. k. v. t. To rub; to annoy. n. An unguent, perfume.

Adh. क. ad. In a very rough manner.

Adh. k. n. The moon; a month.


Adh. k. n. Rising ground, hillock. 2, abuse. v. t. To abuse, scold.

Adh. k. n. To strain. 2, to undergo trouble. v. t. To press, to make violent efforts.

Adh. k. n. Food. 2, itch. अद्यमुखः, अद्यस्म, अद्यस्म, अद्यस्थः. A glutton; f. -स्म, -स्म, -स्म, अद्यस्य. To set food before one.

Adh. a. k. n. Thickness; greatness; weight; excess.

Adh. s. n. Forbearance, patience, resignation.

Adh. lb. of अधि n. A leather bag. 2, bellows.

Adh. s. n. The francoline partridge.

Adh. s. n. A lunar day. 2, an annual ceremony performed by Brāhmaṇas for their deceased ancestors.
To pile; a wheel

To undergo, to suffer or undergo, to make a change or shift, as the wind; to cease, to dissolve, to break, to rectify, to mend, to reform; to fall, to settle a debt; to break, to reform; to rub, to glide; etc.

To make straight, to correct; to put aside, to dismiss; to avoid, to refrain from, to hold back; to turn round; to turn to the right; to go round; to roll; to roll back; to be crowded; to make a change or shift; to turn round.

The wheel; the hub; the hub of a wheel; a hub.

The hub of a wheel; the hub of a wheel.

To rub and clean the skin.

The string of a bow.

The string of a bow;

The string of a bow.

Knowledge; sense; understanding.

The skin of a fish.

The string of a bow, the bowstring.

A bump; a knot; a place; a swelling; a knot.

A bump; a knot; a place; a swelling; a knot.

A bump; a knot; a place; a swelling; a knot.

The hub of a wheel.

The hub of a wheel.

To rub and clean the skin.

The hub of a wheel; the hub of a wheel.

To rub and clean the skin.
the Arcot district. -sr.  
Sacred clay to make sectarian marks to the right and left of the forehead. -sr.
The sacred hill with the Vaishnava fame at Tirupati. -sr.
A gur's house. -sr. A holy tuft of hair at the back of the head. -sr.
Travancore.

ve.3. = देश, q. v.  
[beggar.

ve. (िेद) k. n. A wanderer; a 

ve. = देश, q. v.

ve. k. n. A screw. 2, changing.

ve. = देश, q. v.

ve. (िेद) k. n. Wandering about (for alms); begging; alms. -सम, -अ. To beg.

ve. k. v. t. To turn, as the head, key, screw, stone in a mortar. n. Turning; a bow-string.

ve. = देश, q. v.

ve. = देश, q. v.

ve. s. a. Covered, hidden, lost.

ve. s. a. Going horizontally. n.


An animal. -जी. The animal creation. -जी. The earth.

ve. f. n. Assessment, duty, tax. -जी.

A person paying assessment.

ve s. n. The Sesamum plant and its seed. -सम. An oilman.

ve s. n. A freckle. 2, a sectarian or ornamental mark made on the forehead with coloured earth, etc.

ve s. n. A strong smelling annual herb, Gynandropsis pentaphylla.

ve s. n. A series of sounds used in humming a tune.

ve (िेद 1.) k. v. t. To strike with the fist, box. 2, to pierce, stab. n.

Piercing, etc; also -अ. To cause to strike.

ve s. n. Staying, standing. -अ. To stay, lodge.

ve, ve (िेद, िेद) P. p. of वेन, in वेहिन्द्र, वेहिन्द्र.

ve. = देश, q. v.

ve k. v. t. To become clear, pure. 2, to be plain or known. v. t. To know, understand, perceive, learn; to feel as pain. नक्त्व नक्त्वम्. I understand, know, etc.; नक्त्व नक्त्वम्. I understood, etc. -क्त्वम्. To let know. -क्त्वम्. To make known. -क्त्वम्. = डू, No. 2. -क्त्वम्, -क्त्वम्, -क्त्वम्, -क्त्वम्, -क्त्वम्, -क्त्वम्. Knowledge; understanding, intelligence. -क्त्वम्, -क्त्वम्. = डू, q. v.

ve 2. k. n. Clearness, ptness. 2, knowledge, understanding; also -अ. 3, clear substances, as conjee water, etc. -क्त्वम्. A stupid person. -क्त्वम्. Ignorance, stupidity. -क्त्वम्. A light sleep. Other cpds.: -क्त्वम्, -क्त्वम्, -क्त्वम्, etc.

ve k. v. t. To make clear or known; to let know; to inform.

ve, ve k. v. t. To make known, to let know.

ve k. n. Fire. v. t. To burn.

ve k. s. a. Sharp; hot, pungent, fiery; harsh; zealous; energetic. n. Sharpness; heat; haste. 2, poison. -क्त्वम्. A keen mind.

ve k. n. Itching; irritation; an itching desire, lust, lasciviousness. -क्त्वम्. To scratch an irritation in the skin. -क्त्वम्. Useless quarrel. -क्त्वम्. A blabber. -क्त्वम्, -क्त्वम्. To be a cated with the itch.

ve k. v. t. To press, squeeze, rub; to secur; to smear on, as ungua on the body; to sharpen; to rub out; as insects; to strike with the palm of the hand. v. t. To touch, as air. 2, to blow, as the wind.
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A fragment, piece, bit. खंडः, विंचना, रागः, etc.

शिकार्यः 2 (संस्कृत मुनि), शिकार्यः 2. (= शिकार, शिकार, etc) k. v. i. To shake or be agitated, as water.

अभ: = अन, q. v.

गोलक k. n. A mischievous, wicked, insolent, lewd man, rogue, etc.; f. गोलकः. गोलकः. A wicked horse - गोलकः. A wicked business. गोलकः गोलकः. Wickedness, mischief, impudence; also अभारः. अभारः. reil.

गोलक s. n. A beak; a snout; the point of an instrument.

गोलर s. n. A beak; the mouth; the navel.

गोलरी k. v. l. To cut or break into pieces, make piece-meal, etc.

गोलरी k. n. A fragment, piece; a bit, a little. गोलरी. A small jacket; a cockroach. गोलरी. A maimed leg.

गोलरी rep. गोलरी, गोलरी. A petty chieftain. गोलरी. To cut into pieces.

गोलरी A rag. गोलरी गोलरी. To fall to pieces. गोलरी = गोलरी.

गोलरी गोलरी b. n. A long trumpet. गोलरी गोलरी. To blow the trumpet.

गोलरी = अभ, q. v. अभ. The very point.

गोलरी (lb. of गोलरी) n. Blue vitriol, sulphate of copper.

गोलरी k. n. A mouthful of food; a morsel; food. v. t. To take by mouthfuls. [ever.

गोलरी k. n. An extremity, end, point, top, tip. Cdpds.: गोलरी, गोलरी, गोलरी, गोलरी, गोलरी, गोलरी, गोलरी, गोलरी, etc.

-कृती. गोलरी. The hip, loins.

-कृती. गोलरी. To be hazardous.

-कृती. A summit. गोलरी गोलरी. To be nearly ready.

-कृती. गोलरी. The tip of the tongue.

-कृती. गोलरी. To the end, completely.

-कृती. The tip of the nose. गोलरी. The foremost point; the very beginning; beginning and end.

गोलरी k. n. Drizzling; spray; a drop. गोलरी. A fine, drizzling rain. गोलरी. Vapour, fog. गोलरी. Spray.

गोलरी गोलरी. The belly. गोलरी. Gorbel-lied; corpulent; also गोलरी, गोलरी. गोलरी गोलरी. s. a. Hit, stung, hurt. गोलरी. A tailor.

गोलरी गोलरी k. n. A creeping plant much cultivated, Luffa acutifolia.

गोलरी गोलरी h. n. A musket, matchlock, gun. गोलरी. गोलरी. A gun-stock. गोलरी. A gun-lock. गोलरी. The touch-hole of a gun. गोलरी गोलरी. The trigger.

-को. To load a gun. गोलरी, गोलरी, गोलरी. गोलरी. To fire a gun. गोलरी. The match of a matchlock.

गोलरी गोलरी h. n. A storm, typhoon; slander, calumny. गोलरी, गोलरी. To accuse falsely.

गोलरी k. n. Clarified butter, ghee. Cdpds.: गोलरी, गोलरी, गोलरी, गोलरी, गोलरी, etc.

-कृती. A species of sweet potato. गोलरी गोलरी. A kind of Luffa.

गोलरी गोलरी k. n. A feather; the soft plumage or down of birds; the soft hair of rabbits, etc.

गोलरी गोलरी = गोलरी, q. v.

गोलरी गोलरी k. v. l. To point out a thief. v. i.

To be found out. n. Detection. गोलरी गोलरी. To detect, find out.

गोलरी गोलरी k. n. The wild mangosteen tree, Diospyros emblyopteris; also गोलरी गोलरी. गोलरी गोलरी. s. n. Uproar, tumult.

गोलरी गोलरी = गोलरी, q. v. s. गोलरी गोलरी.

गोलरी गोलरी 1. (संस्कृत मुनि) k. n. A large black bee. Cdpds.: गोलरी, गोलरी, गोलरी, etc.

गोलरी गोलरी 2. f. n. A kind of long gourd, Lagenaria vulgaris.

गोलरी गोलरी 3. = गोलरी, q. v.

गोलरी गोलरी 1. k. v. i. To become full, be filled up; to abound; to get plump.
2. to possess, as a demon. r. t. To fill. n. Becoming full, etc. -क्षत्रियः. Blooming youth. रूपकृत्या, फुल्ल. Fully, all over, much. रेप्लिशन, रेप्लि. To fill; to cause to fill.

2. The foot-stalk of a leaf, flower or fruit, stalk.

3. (= देवधा) a. k. n. A tube: the wheel- nave through which the axle passes. 2, an outlet, sluice; also देवधार.

1. s. n. N. of a Gandharva.

2. k. n. The wild mangosteen, Diospyros embroopteris.

3. k. n. The herb Phlomis indica. 2, the very common weed Leucas linifolia.

k. r. t. To pull, draw, stretch.

3. Pulling.

k. n. A dish of rice, milk and sugar.

s. a. Quick, swift.

= असुरेस, q. r.

s. a. Going quickly. n. A horse.

1. = सन्तु, q. r. -सन्तु, -सन्तः.

Horse-faced: a Kinnara.

2. f. n. A prison.

s. n. A horseman, rider; a groom.

(स = च) k. n. An annual plant, stinging like nettles, cowbage.

h. n. A tree so called. a. Excellent.

(H. of सुधा) n. Haste, urgency. ad. Quickly; soon.

h. n. An ornament for the turban; a plume, crest; a tufted head of certain flowers. -स्मः.

A cypress.

1. (च = च) k. n. Itching, scratching; the itch; lust. -स्मः, -समः. Scab, herpes. -स्मः. Itching; scratching.

The Nilgiri nettle, Urtica heterophylla. -स्मः, -समः. To scratch, itch.

2. k. n. Grating. 2, scraping.

= अश, q. r.


(स = सांत) h. n. A Turk; a Mussulman. a. Turkish.

(स = सांत) k. v. t. To force into, eram, stuff; also सांतः.

(स = सांत) a. k. n. A throng, crowd; also सांतः.

(स = सांत) a. k. v. i. To be crammed, crowded, amassed. n. A throng, crowd.

s. n. A “troop”; a trump or winning card.

k. r. t. To tuck in, as flowers in the hair; also सांतः, q. r. n. The bundle of hair of the head.

k. r. t. To scrape, bore, hollow, as fruits or kernel out of its shell. n. Grating, scraping.

(स = सांत) k. n. The country mallow, Sida indica.

s. n. A Mahomedan; a foreigner. 2, olibanum, Indian incense.

= अश, q. r.

= अश, q. r.

s. n. Lifting, raising; weighing

(च = च) s. n. A small shrub, the holy basil, Ocymum sanctum.


(च = च), (ह) s. n. A balance, scales. 2, weight. 3, the sign of the zodiac Libra. 4, equality. 5, the beam of a balance. 6, a rupee’s weight. अश. The weight
of gold, jewels, etc., against one's person and distributed to Brāhmaṇas.

होल = होल, q. v.

होल s. n. A towel.

होल s. n. The husk of grain.

होल s. a. Cold, frigid, dewy. n.

Cold, frost, dew.

होल, होल s. a. Satisfied, contented, glad, etc.

होल s. n. Satisfaction; pleasure. -होली.

होली To satisfy, gratify, appease.

होली To be satisfied or contented.

होल, होल k. n. A little. -होल rep.

होल s. n. Mist, dew; cold. 2, moonlight. 3, camphor. -होल The Himalaya.

होल, होल (होल = होल) k. v. i. To be agitated, to shake, as water, etc.; to be scattered in drops; to run over; also होलसहन.

होल = होल, q. v.

होल (होल = होल) k. v. t. To tread on, trample; to crush to pieces with the feet. 2, to annoy, harass. v. i. To be trodden down; to be abject. P. ps. होलस्त्र, होलस्त्र। n. Treading, trampling; etc.; also होलस्त्र। -होल Walking on fire. होल Hamm. Treading, etc.

होल (होल = होल) a. k. n. A salutation, obeisance. 2, valour. 3, work, servitude. होलस्त्र। A valuable man. होलस्त्र। To be valuable; to be a servant.

होल k. n. Tulu, N. of a country on the western coast of South-India. -होल Relating to Tulu; a Tulu man.

होल k. n. The nave of a wheel. 2, the sluice of a tank. 3, the hole of an axe, hoe, etc., into which the handle goes. -होल To shut up a flood-gate. -होल To open it.

होल 1. (होल = होल) k. v. t. To winnow. v. i. To be shaken off. 2, to run, bolt away. n. Winnowing.

होल 2. (होल = होल) k. v. t. To enter; to go through a hole, as a thread, etc.; to penetrate. 2, to drizzle. n. Drizzling. 2, penetrating.

होल s. a. Quick, fleet. n. Rapidity, quickness.

होल s. n. A musical instrument. 2, a bugle.

होल s. n. Cotton; the down of birds.

होल a. k. v. i. To go off; to recoil. 2, to rush forward; to chase. 3, to originate. n. Attacking.
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s. n. Any gramineous plant; grass; a reed; straw. -\\n\\nA thatched hut. -\\ns. Amber. -\\n\\nA bamboo. -\\n\\nWorth a straw, worthless.

The palmrya tree; the coconut tree; bamboo; sugarcane.

s. n. The third. 2, chunam (being the third ingredient of tambula). -\\n\\nThe instrumental case. तृतीय. The 3rd day of a lunar fortnight.

s. a. Satisfied, contented, pleased.

s. n. Satisfaction, contentment; pleasure; gratification. -\\n\\nTo get satisfied, pleased. -\\n\\nTo satisfy, please.

a. k. ad. Greatly, very much.

k. n. An embrace. 2, a coil.

To clasp in the arms. -\\n\\nTo embrace.

k. P. p. of को. कोण. कोणणा. To take, receive. -\\n\\nTo put away, remove, dismiss.

कोणणा। कोणणा, q. v.

(\\n\\nk. a. k. r. l. To rebuke; to blame, abuse. n. Blame, abuse.

k. r. l. To take; to buy; to take away; steal; to seize; to exact; to put out; to prolong; as a note in music; to obtain; to open, as a door; to undertake; to pick up, as a quarrel; to assume, as a birth; to employ, as a grammatical form; to vaccinate (अभिनव); to draw, as a line, map, etc. (\\n\\n); to boro, as a hole; to find out, as a means; to ask about; to dig, as a channel, etc. r. i. To be taken away; to become less; to disappear. 2, to retreat, flee. P. p. कोणणा, कोणणा. कोणणणणा. To bring. कोणणणणा, कोणणणा. To take away. कोणणणणा (see s. कोणणा). To throw down; to raise as a siege. कोणणणणा. To allow to take.

कोणणा। कोणणा. To draw back, retreat, retire. कोणणा। To dishonour one. -\\n\\nTo cause to take, etc.

k. r. l. To grind, as sandalwood on a stone.

k. n. The south; also कोणणा. कोणणा. South wind. -\\n\\n, etc. -\\n\\nThe southern quarter.

k. r. l. To float, swim.

k. n. A certain Vaishnava mode of putting the nāma.

k. n. The coconut palm, Cocos nucifera. कोणणा. कोणणा. A coconut. कोणणा कोणणा। कोणणा। The coir or fibre of the coconut. Other cpds.: कोणणा, कोणणा, कोणणा, कोणणा, etc.

a. k. r. l. To winnow.

k. n. A small bundle, as of grass, etc. -\\n\\nTo tie together, as growing sugarcanes.

कोणणा। कोणणा, q. v.

a. k. n. A servant. 2, a connection, friend.

a. k. r. l. To bring into close connection; to insert; to pierce through.

1. P. p. of कोणणा.

k. r. l. To twist. r. i. To be twisted, connected.

a. n. Tennis, a play in which a ball is kept in motion (कोणणा).

k. n. A spike, ear of corn. 2, the coping of a wall; the top of a rampart, a merlon of a fort. -\\n\\nThe Indian millet.

k. n. A float, raft. -\\n\\nTo float a raft. -\\n\\nTo push a raft.

कोणणा। राजा, कोणणा। k. ad. At leisure, at ease; well.

कोणणा। कोणणा। (\\n\\nk. r. l. To become conscious; to start up, awake (with कोणणा); also कोणणा.
1. (क = क) a. k. n. An opening, a way, course; manner, sort. देखा. In a manner, etc.

2. (क = क) = दिखा, देखा. P. p. of देख in देखाना, to open.

3. (क = क) = देखा, q. v.

क. v. l. To tuck up (a garment when passing a river); to join, unite.

(क = क) k. n An opening, a gap; an interval; room, place. 2, cessation, as of rain. 3, leisure. 4, opportunity. 5, the state of being empty, as a house, box, etc. -रहना. To occupy more place; to leave room (for others).

(क = क) = देख, q. v. 2, the price paid for a wife; also देख. -अन्यजान. To empty.

a. k. v. i. To move, stir; to tremble, quiver; to proceed; to set out, depart. देखा. Moving; quivering; settling out.

2. a. k. v. i. To join; to assemble. देखा. A mass, multitude.

k. n. A round lump. 2, sap, pith. देख. A silk-worm; an insect in fruits.

(क = क) k. n. Tribute, tax; also देखा. -देखा. To levy taxes. -देखा. To impose a tax. -अदेखा. A written lease. -देखा. To pay taxes. -देखा. To free from taxes.

= देख, q. v.

(क = क) k. v. l. To cause to open, etc. 2, to cause to pay, as taxes, etc. देखा (क = क) k. v. l. To pay. P. p. देखा. -देखा. Paying.

1. (क = क) k. v. l. To be uncovered; to open. v. t. To open; to uncover; to unfold. P. ps. देखें, देखो, देखा. n. Opening; tribute, tax.

2. k. n. A wave, billow. 2, a fold; a wrinkle. 3, a curtain, screen. देखा. The crest of a wave. -देखा. To remove a curtain. -देखा. To let down a curtain. -देखा. The roar of waves. -देखा. The waves to beat.

(क = क) k. n. Telugu; the Telugu language. देखा, देखा. A Telugu man; f. देखा, देखा, देखा.

क. v. n. A telegram, a message by wire to a distance (देखा). देखा k. v. n. Telegraph (देखा).

(क = क) k. n. Telephone, an apparatus for transmitting sound to a distance. देखा a. k. n. A gift, present, esp. to the bride and bridegroom at their marriage; also देखा.

= देखा, q. v.

(क = क) k. n. A small dam in a field. 2, देखा.

देख, देखा k. n. A bhilllock; a balk. v. l. To rub; to tease. 2, to rob; steal. [desire.

क. v. i. देखा (क = क) k. n. An itching k. v. i. To creep along.


(क = क) k. a. Thin; delicate, etc. ad. Thantly, etc. n. Thinness.

= देखा, q. v.

= देखा, q. v.

क. v. l. The teak tree, Tectona grandis.

क. v. i. To belch. n. A belch -देखा. Belching.

स. n. Radiance, splendour, brilliance. 2, power, might, energy. 3, majesty, glory, fame. 4, the sun; also देखा. -देखा. A mass of lustre; a learned or virtuous man. -देखा. Brilliant; powerful. देखा. A horse.

= देखा, देखा. Full of light, energy, etc. देखा. A bright-faced man.
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к. н. A dish of boiled split pulse.

в. н. A cluster; a bundle, bunch, tassel; also корни.

к. в. To hang down, swing.

2, to stoop (as in яйцо яйцо).

к. н. A cradle.

1. P. p. of корни, q. v.

2. к. н. A nipple.

2, the foot-stalk of a fruit, flower or leaf.

3. (= корни) к. н. A drop.

к. н. A bees' empty cell.

к. н. = корни, q. v.

к. в. To get entangled, as thread, a horn in a tree, etc. 2, to engage, as in work. 3, to be in opposition. w. t. To commence (= корни); to entangle; to hinder, interfere. n. Entanglement; impediment, hindrance; objection; perplexity. -к. н.

To become entangled; to be hindered. корни. To be hindered, as work.

= корни, v. t. To engage, as in work; to begin; to undertake. w. t. To be begun. корни.

To cause to commence or undertake.

к. н. A cluster; a bundle, bunch.

к. в. To be linked to, connected with, etc.; to join; to fall in with; to be arrested, checked; to be caught. w. t. To encircle, as creepers round a tree. n. Connection; a badge of honour; an impediment, a check.

к. н. To tie, link, insert, fasten, fix.

к. н. Apparel, clothing; an ornament. 2, the beginning; the bottom.
k. v. l. To wipe away; to efface, destroy. 2, to cause to smart, as chunam, cow dung, etc.; also स्जस्म, स्जस्म, स्जस्म, स्जस्म.

नः k. n. Apparel, clothing; an ornament.

स्जस्म (= स्जस्म) k. v. l. To put on, as clothes, ornaments, etc. प. प. स्जस्म, स्जस्म. To dress another; = स्जस्म, q. v.

स्जस्म 1. k. v. l. To smear, anoint, rub on, as oil, ung u ments; to whitewash. 2, to wipe, as tears. 3, to eff ace, destroy.

स्जस्म 2. k. n. The thigh. जस्म. A bubo.

स्जस्म, स्जस्म k. n. A gallantly, dogfly.

स्जस्म a. k. n. Likeness, equality.

स्जस्म k. n. A chaplet of pearls. 2, (f.) = स्जस्म, q. v.


स्जस्म 1. k. n. A chameleon. 2, the upper part of a sugarcane.

स्जस्म 2. (lb. of स्जस्म) n. The tiny gourd Mon mordica mono adelpha. Opds.: जस्म, -जस्म, -जस्म, -जस्म.

स्जस्म, = स्जस्म, q. v.

स्जस्म k. n. A female servant; a mean woman. जस्म, जस्म. The son of a maid-servant.

स्जस्म k. n. A Tōda of the Nilgiris.

स्जस्म k. v. i. To stammer, falter. n. Stammering; faltering; speaking in distinctly. 2, untruth. स्जस्म, स्जस्म. Stammering speech. स्जस्म. A stammering tongue.

स्जस्म a. k. v. i. To swing, wave to and fro.

स्जस्म k. v. l. To wind one's self round. 2, to instigate one (to quarrel).

स्जस्म k. n. Intricacy, embarrassment; difficulty, trouble, vexation, impediment, drawback. स्जस्म, स्जस्म, स्जस्म. To get embarrassed, etc.

स्जस्म k. n. Leprosy; white leprosy.

स्जस्म k. n. All small leaves of plants in general.

स्जस्म k. n. Fresh cow-dung.

स्जस्म a. k. n. A cluster. 2, a host; multitude. 3, a large bamboo basket.

स्जस्म, स्जस्म (= स्जस्म) k. v. i. To become wet or moist. v. l. To moisten. प. प. स्जस्म, स्जस्म, स्जस्म. To make wet; to steep in water.

स्जस्म (५ = ५) k. n. A hook for taking down fruits from trees.

स्जस्म k. n. The spleen.

स्जस्म 1. k. v. i. Milk to form in the breast. a. Mature, ripe.

स्जस्म 2. (५ = ५) k. v. l. To put away, quit, give up, reject. प. प. स्जस्म, स्जस्म.

स्जस्म 3. (५ = ५) k. n. A hollow, hole; a cave. 2, a stream, river. स्जस्म. A mango-tree near a river. जस्म. An undershrub, Indigofera trita.

स्जस्म k. n. A salt-maker.

स्जस्म k. v. i. To go away, depart; to go aside; to retire; to be separated; to fail. स्जस्म, स्जस्म. To forsake. स्जस्म. To separate, cause to go away.

स्जस्म (lb. of स्जस्म) n. A beam of wood. 2, a balance. 3, a rupee's weight.

स्जस्म (= स्जस्म, स्जस्म). P. p. of स्जस्म, in स्जस्म.

स्जस्म a. k. v. i. To shine, be bright. n. Splendour.

स्जस्म (५ = ५) a. k. v. i. To move round. 2, to roam or wander about. 3, to get perplexed. v. l. To roll. n. Moving; roaming. स्जस्म. Moving round. स्जस्म. A wooden hand-mill. स्जस्म, स्जस्म. Roaming or wandering about.
Rice cleared of its bran.

To beat, pound, as rice so as to deprive it of its bran. 2, to box, fight. 3, to cause to wash; to get washed. n. Pounding; boxing. 2, entanglement

To turn round. v. To nauseate. n. Revolving, rolling; wandering.

1. k. v. l. To wash. P. ps. 

2. k. n. A hole. 2, one of the divisions in an orange, jack fruit, etc. - rakah. - rakh. To bore a hole.

= jasam.

Poor, miserable, dejected.

k. n. A hollow, hole, cavity. 2, deficit, debt.

= jasam, q. v.

A tail.

To appear, seem, occur to the mind. So it seems. Appearing, occurring to the mind.

k. n. A garden. - gardener, florist.

An inferior village servant, sweeper, scavenger, etc. 2, a scuffle; a quarrel.

A cartridge; also jasam.

k. n. A kind of white rat that infests crops.

k. N. of a tune.

To go out. v. l. To bale out water; to wind thread from one spool upon another. 2, to dig, excavate; to burrow. n. A water-course.

2. k. n. An expedient.

k. n. A ring of gold, etc., for the wrist or ankle.

f. n. A counterfeit; an imposter.


= jasam, q. v.

k. n. A carpenter's plane.

k. n. A clump of trees, grove, wood.


f. n. A horse's mouth-bag.


k. n. The pummelo or shaddock tree, Citrus decumana.

s. n. A festoon suspended across gateways, streets, etc.

(2 = ṭ) k. n. Appearance; sight. 2, conjecture, opinion. 3, exhibition; also jasam.

(2 = ṭ) k. v. l. To appear, seem, be visible; to come into existence; to occur. v. l. To show, exhibit; to evince. n. Appearing, showing. - ṭakah. A mortgage without possession. - ṭakah. The fore-finger. To show; to evince. - ṭakah. To point out.

f. n. Showing. - ṭakah. - ṭakah.

s. n. Weight; a weight of gold or silver amounting to 210 grains. 2, (= ṭakah) a rupee's weight, a Tola.
The right.
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Brahma, Vishnu and Siva; three generations. - Three systems of religion: smārta or advaita, mādhyamka or dvaita, rāmānuja or viśisṭadvaita. - The triad of Brahma, Vishnu and Siva.

Heaven, earth and the lower region. - Three systems of religion: smārta or advaita, mādhyamka or dvaita, rāmānuja or viśisṭadvaita. - The triad of Brahma, Vishnu and Siva.

The three sacred fires collectively.

The three generations.

The three times, i.e. past, present, and future.

The rule of three.

Trioculare. A mass, host, array.

The three nights.

The three branches of knowledge.

A trident.

One who understands and remembers a sloka hearing it three times.

The thirty-fifth letter of the alphabet. In Kannada it occurs only in few words.

The thirty-sixth letter of the alphabet.

The termination of the affirmative and negative relative participles, as: केशव, केशबस्म, केदबस्म, केदश्री, केन्द्र; etc.; केशव, केशबस्म, केदबस्म, केदश्री, केन्द्र, etc.

A bite, sting. 2, a tooth, 3, a gad-fly. - Biting; any thing fit to be chewed, as pickles.

A large tooth, tusk, fang. A wild boar; a monkey.

of the four ages of the world. The triad of Brahma, Vishnu and Siva.

The thirty-sixth letter of the alphabet.

The letter श. A mass, host, army. — श To blaze up.

The letter श. A large tooth, tusk, fang. A wild boar; a monkey.
s. a. Skilful, able, intelligent. n.
N. of a son of Brahmā. 2, ability; fitness. Durgā. -s. Cleverness, ability.

Trick, Burnt, Tumult fine; dishonest.

Thick, Right, 2, rag, rocky. 

CJSOP©, CJCCT. The sun’s progress south of the equator, winter solstice. The south and the north; right and left.

The south. 2, (money) presents given to Brähmaṇas.

f. n. A rude woman.

Trick, fraud. Roguery; a dishonest person; also dishonest man.

Armour, a coat of mail.

Deceit, fraud; imposture. A dishonest man. Decieving.

Heat, glow.

With a blaze. To burn brightly.

Burnt, scorched. A luckless man.

Tumult and confusion, as of a mutiny. To become rebellious. To rebel.

Half of a split tamarind seed. A kind of backgammon.

Thick, stout, robust; crowded together, thick-set, dense. n. Quilted rags. Thick, bushy hair. Densely. The state of being thick, crowded together, close, etc. To grow thick, close, dense. Thick, dense, etc.

A waist-band; a sash.

k. v. t. To rub out, obliterate; to efface. 2, (f.) to scold, menace.

Stumbling. A tottering, waddling step.

A sound imitating the rattling of thunder, etc.; trembling, quivering, palpitation. In hurry and flurry. To speak rapidly.

A bank, shore. Impetuosity, force.

A. A clubman.

f. n. The border of a cloth.

f. n. Of close texture, as cloth. 2, respectability; wealth.

A weight of ten sērs and equal to ¼ of a maund. 2, a weight to counterbalance.

A blockhead; a stupid, ignorant man; 2, a double consonant; also -s. Cpds.: -ṣeṣ, -ṣere, -ṣam, etc. Stupidity, ignorance.

A. A tatty, screen. 2, a cage. 3, a stable.

A. A profligate woman.

P. p. of , in of a maund.

Fatigue, weariness, exhaustion. To take rest. To be weary. To be fatigued.

1. k. v. i. To be fatigued or tired. 2, to be satiated. To cause to be fatigued; to satiate.

tb. of , q. v.

A stalk. Cpds.: -ṣeṣ, -ṣere, -ṣam, etc.

A stick, staff, rod. 2, a stalk. 3, a staff or sceptre. 4, the oar of a boat. 5, punishment; a fine; imprisonment. 6, a form of
military array; an army; also श्रोता. श्रीप्र. To set a fine on. -श्रीप्र. To pay a fine. -श्रीप्र. A fine to be imposed upon. -च. N. of a vṛpta; a pole. -श्रीप्र. Administration of justice; ethics. -श्रीप्र, A bridal procession; conquest of a region. -श्रीप्र, -श्रीप्र, -श्रीप्र. A pro-

stratation of the body.

श्रीप्र s. n. Beating, punishing, inflicting punishment; torment; also श्रीप्र. श्रीप्र. A penalty-clause in a document.

श्रीप्र s. 1. k. n. Greatness, might; abundance, excess. 2, anger. 3, cruelty. श्रीप्र 2. s. n. A doorkeeper, porter. 2, a religious mendicant carrying a staff; an ascetic.

श्रीप्र (lb. of श्रीप्र) n. The beam of a balance. 2, a kind of palankee.

श्रीप्र s. v. l. To punish, chastise; to mortify.

श्रीप्र (lb. of श्रीप्र) n. An army. -श्रीप्र, -श्रीप्र. To keep an army. -श्रीप्र श्रीप्र. To assemble an army. -श्रीप्र. To encamp an army. श्रीप्र श्रीप्र. To levy an army. श्रीप्र श्रीप्र. To enlist in the army.

श्रीप्र 1. s. n. A string; a garland, wreath. 2, a kind of gymnastic exercise of the body.

श्रीप्र 2. (lb. of श्रीप्र) n. A bank, shore. -श्रीप्र. Along the shore.

श्रीप्र = श्रीप्र, q. v. -श्रीप्र. To be proclaimed by beat of drum.

श्रीप्र s. a. Given, granted, made over. -श्रीप्र. An adopted son. श्रीप्र श्रीप्र. The resumption of a gift. श्रीप्र श्रीप्र. A promise.

श्रीप्र (lb. of श्रीप्र) n. The thorn-apple, Datura alba.

श्रीप्र 1. k. n. Being cracked, as an earthen vessel.

श्रीप्र 2. (lb. of श्रीप्र) n. Cutaneous eruption, herpes, rash, ringworm.


श्री (lb. of श्री) n. Cattle; a cow, bullock. -श्रीप्र, श्रीप्र, श्रीप्र. A herdsman. -श्रीप्र, -श्रीप्र. A herd of cattle.

श्री (lb. of श्री) n. A sound, voice.

श्री s. a. N. of Daksha's daughter and Kasyapa's wife. -श्री. A Dānava. -श्रीप्र, -श्रीप्र, -श्रीप्र. Krishna.

श्री s. n. A tooth; a tusk, fang. 2, an elephant's tusk, ivory. 3, an ele-


श्री s. a. Having teeth. n. An elephant.

श्री s. a. Dental, as a letter.

श्री h. n. Vexation, chicanery.

श्री k. n. Intricacy; trouble, annoyance. -श्रीप्र, -श्रीप्र (-श्रीप्र). To fall into trouble.

श्री k. n. Thickness; stoutness; coarseness. Cpd.: -श्रीप्र, -श्रीप्र, -श्रीप्र, -श्रीप्र, -श्रीप्र, etc. -श्री, -श्री. Thick; coarse.

श्री h. n. Burial.

श्री h. n. Time, turn. 2, a party of peons. श्रीप्रप्र. A head peon.

श्री h. n. A record, register; a bundle of records. -श्रीप्र. A head native revenue officer of a collectorate.

श्री k. n. A sound imitating the pal-

pitation of the heart or any heavy fall. -श्रीप्र. To palpitate. श्रीप्र. A waterfall.

श्री f. u. Unfair dealing, cheating.

श्री f. v. l. To force down; to menace; to slam, as a door.

श्री f. n. A pack-needle.

श्री (=श्रीप्र, श्रीप्र) k. v. l. To push.
( = *सीड* ) k. n. A slip, split, strip, esp. of bamboo. 2, (f.) a blow.

सङ्ग s. a. Taming. n. Self-restraint, subduing the passions; also -सङ्गः.

कासु ( = *कासुः* ) h. n. A kāsu, the fourth part of a duddu. 2, a small tambourine.

कंडकस s. n. N. of jackal.

कल्याणेश्वर s. n. N. of Nala's wife.

कविता h. n. The large sail of a boat.

a. Leeward.

कन्यास h. n. Damask. 2, a wooden leveler.

कंठित s. a. Subdued, conquered. -कंठितः.

कंठितक s. n. One whose sin is subdued.

कक्ष h. n. The master of the house.

2, (dual) man and wife. -कक्षः व्रते। To join in marriage by repeating certain formulas.

कद्रणिस h. n. Arrogance, ostentation, pride.

2, deceit, fraud, hypocrisy. -कद्रणिसः.

Arrogant, etc. कद्रणिसः, -कद्रणिसः. Arrogant, ostentatious behaviour.

झड़ = *झड़* , q. v. *झड़ः*.

Generous master!

झड़ h. n. Breath; panting; asthma.

-झड़, -झड़ः. To suspend one's breath; breath to be choked.

झड़ ( *झड़* , q. v. ) n. Sympathy, compassion, tenderness, pity, mercy, clemency, love. -झड़ः. To take pity on; to grant graciously.

-झड़ः. To be kind, considerate; to grant graciously. -झड़ः. A compassionate man. कोण्डङ्गकालः. A side-glance full of mercy, kindness, etc. कोण्डङ्गकालः.

A very compassionate man. कोण्डङ्गकालः. The quality of compassion, etc. कोण्डङ्गकालः. The feeling of compassion. कोण्डङ्गकालः, कोण्डङ्गकालः उः, कोण्डङ्गकालः. Ocean of compassion. कोण्डङ्गकालः, -झड़ः. Pitiful, merciful, kind, etc.

झड़ f. n. Rate, price.

झड़कः k. n. Roughness; hoarseness.

झड़कः h. n. An application, offer for a rent or farm.

झड़कः h. n. A Mohammadan place of worship.

झड़कः h. n. An extra tax.

झड़कः ( = *झड़कः* ) h. n. A tailor.

झड़कः ( *झड़कः* , q. v. ) n. The weight and value of one-fourth of a varaha: 11 anās 8 kāsūs.

झड़कः h. n. Care, regard; need.

झड़कः, तुल्यकः h. n. A royal court; a hall of audience; a levee-room.

2, the people assembled. 3, government, rule. 4, pomp, show.


झड़कः h. n. A gate or door; a gateway.

झड़ k. n. A cave; a hole. 2, a valley.

झड़कः h. ad. In this case; at this time; hereinafter.

झड़कः s. a. Poor, needy; distressed. n. A poor man; f. -झड़कः. 2, poverty, want; also -झड़कः.

झड़कः ( = *झड़कः* ) h. n. Investigation.

झड़कः ( *झड़कः* , q. v. ) n. A song in peculiar metre.

झड़कः, तुल्यकः h. n. A cave. 2, barren soil. 3, a wall.

झड़कः h. n. The chief native officer in the department of abkāri, salt, sandal, etc.

झड़कः h. n. All without exception.

झड़कः, तुल्यकः h. n. Rank, order, grade.

झड़कः = *झड़कः* , q. v.

झड़कः s. n. Pride, arrogance. 2, boldness.

झड़कः s. n. A looking-glass, mirror.

झड़कः = *झड़कः* , q. v.

झड़कः, तुल्यकः s. n. The kusa grass, Poa cynosuroides.
The Corn, Looking at, viewing; sight, view. -अिः. A spectator; an exhibitor; a savant; showing, displaying. -जः उपस्थता. A demonstrative pronoun.

Seeing. 2; sight, vision, appearance, observation; perception. 3, exhibition. 4, a visit. 5, view, theory. 6, a system of philosophy. -क्रेन्त्रस्त्रयं. To favour one with a visit-क्रेन्त्रस्त्रयं. To visit.

Seeing, showing, a seer, spectator; f. -अिः. -क्रेन्त्रस्त्रयं. Seen; shown; apparent. -क्रेन्त्रस्त्रयं. To see.

Certainly, to be sure, indeed.

Splitting, breaking to pieces, bursting.

Brokerage; commission. 2, a broker. -क्रेन्त्रस्त्रयं. A broker's business.

Fire. 2, a wood on fire. 3, a forest conflagration; also धनाभास.

The jaw bone, mandible.

The molar.

An inkstand.

The plant Arthemisia indica and its flower.

Corn, grain. -वस्त्र. reit.

A couch-shell used for blowing.

A medicine-shop, dispensary.

= = अजुनाद्वयो, अजुनाद्वयो, क्रेन्त्रस्त्रयं. A race, run.

Ten; Tenfold; a decade. -वर्ग. Tenfold; penalty for not affixing a stamp to an official document. -क्रेन्त्रस्त्रयं. Ten gifts: cows, land, sesa-mum; gold; ghee, raiment, betel, grain, jaggery, daughters in marriage. -क्रेन्त्रस्त्रयं. The eight points of the compass and the earth and sky. -क्रेन्त्रस्त्रयं. Tenth. -क्रेन्त्रस्त्रयं. Decimal. -क्रेन्त्रस्त्रयं. The tenth lunar day. -क्रेन्त्रस्त्रयं. N. of Râma's father. -क्रेन्त्रस्त्रयं. Ten parts; the tenth part. -क्रेन्त्रस्त्रयं. Ten members; an incense composed of ten ingredients. -क्रेन्त्रस्त्रयं. The ten incarnations of Vishnu. -क्रेन्त्रस्त्रयं. The ten organs of perception and action.

The skirt, edge or hem of a garment; the wick of a lamp. 2, age, period. 3, state or condition of life. 4, fate. -क्रेन्त्रस्त्रयं. A fortunate man. -क्रेन्त्रस्त्रयं. An unfortunate man.

A thin, dust-like coating on certain grains, as jōla, rāgi, etc., a kind of husk.

A dozen, 12 pieces; also अजुनाद्वयो.

Ten months' pay given for twelve.

The tenth day of the suklapaksha of the seventh month (आस्विन), the last day of the navarātri; also -क्रेन्त्रस्त्रयं.

A stake; a wooden peg.

A quire of paper. 2, a pack of 3 cards. 3, money withheld by government to an official.

Custom, fashion. 2, customary fees; postage; tax.

Consuming by fire, burning. 2, fire; Agni. -क्रेन्त्रस्त्रयं. The rites of cremation. -क्रेन्त्रस्त्रयं. To burn up.

2. f. n. Thickness, solidity. -ಶ.

Thickness; compactness.

3. (see 2) f. n. A leaf, petal. 2, a part, fragment.

k. v. t. To seam. v. i. To become abundant, as fruits etc.; to spread, as small-pox, etc.

e. n. A doctor; European physician.

s. n. N. of any of the daughters of Daksha. -ಗಳ, Gānēśa.

[(fr. ಸಸು) s. n. Civility, courtesy, politeness; honesty, candour; obsequiousness. -ಯು, -ಯು, -ಯು.

An obsequious man.

h. n. Proof, documentary evidence.

h. n. Entered, as into an account, etc. n. Entry of an item in an account or register. -ಸ್ಮ. To enter, as a name into a register, etc.

k. n. A winding half shrubby plant, Cocculus villosus.

h. n. Jewels worn on the body; personal property.

h. n. Repairing, doing up.

k. v. t. To make cross, etc.

k. v. t. To cross, ford; to pass; to go beyond; to escape. v. i. To die; to expire or pass away, elapse, as time. n. Stepping, passing over, etc. -ಶಾ. A summary. -ಶಾತ. A far-stepping foot. -ಆರ್. Sewing with long stitches.

h. n. The beard.

s. n. The pomegranate tree and its fruit, Punica granatum.

(lb. of ಗುಡಿ) n. A tusk; a fang; a molar. 2, a jawbone.

(lb. of ಗುಡಿ) n. Grain. 2, (= ಗುಡಿ) a rope.

f. n. Thickness, stoutness. -ಶ.

A very stout man; cf. ಹೆಸರ.

l. = ಲಿಟಾ, q. v.

f. n. A stout, strong man. -ಶ.

Rudeness.

lb. of ಗುಡಿ, q. v.

s. n. A giver, donor. -ಶ. Liberality.

(lb. of ಗುಡಿ, q. v.) n. A respectful term of address for an elderly man.

lb. of (ಇಂದು) n. A nurse.

s. n. Giving; a gift, present, donation. -ಶ. ವಿದ್ಯ. To make gifts, etc. -ಆದರ. A liberal disposition.


s. n. Danu’s descendant; a giant.

s. n. A donor.

s. a. Subdued, enduring. 2, ending in ಶೈಕ. Self-restraint.

= ಶಾಜ, q. v.

k. n. Stretch, etc.; the measure of a stride. -ಆತು. To measure by strides.

f. n. A certain border of a cloth.

= ಲಿಟಾ 1, 2, q. v.

(= ಲಿಟಾ 1, q. v.) s. n. A string, cord, thread. 2, a girdle. 3, a chaplet, wreath for the forehead. -ಶೈಕ.

h. n. Proportionate distribution, equitable allotment, dividends.

s. a. Having a cord round the belly. n. Krishṇa.

(fr. ಕೃಷ್ಣ) s. a. Deceitful; ostentatious, proud. n. Ostentatiousness; also ಗುಡಿ.

s. n. A gift, present. 2, a part, partition. 3, share, inheritance,
patrimony. 4, property. 5, a throw of dice. 6, an opportunity, fit moment; a means. -श. A giver; heir, kinsman. -विज्ञ. A portion of inheritance.

लोकतिर (lb. of लोकतिर) n. A descendant from a male stock.

लक्ष (lb. of लक्ष) n. A wet nurse.

2, (s.) giving, granting.

लक्षण (lb. of लक्षण) n. A remote kinsman. 2, = लक्षण.

काद 1. s. n. A rent, cleft; hole. 2, a wife. -श. A child.

कांड 2. lb. of कांड, q. v.

कांड 3. (lb. of कांड) n. A string, thread.

2, (aff.) holder, possessor, as: व्याख्या-व्याख्या, धम्मम्, etc.

कीर्ति f. n. Rate, market price.

कीर्तित्व्र, कीर्तित्व्र (lb. of कीर्तित्व्र) n.

A doorframe. 2, the panel of a door.

कार क. n. A way, road, path. -प्रेष.

To block up a way. -कार्यक. To let pass. -कार्यक. To start; to make a way for one's self, as water. -कार्यक.

To go on foot; to travel. -कार्यक.

To look out for, wait for. -कार्यक. To go out of the way. -कार्यक. A stroller. -कार्यक, -कार्यक. A traveller.

काल, काल्यास s. n. Poverty, indigence, distress.

काङ्ग s. n. A piece of wood, timber. 2, = लक्षण. -कांग, -कांग. A wooden spoon or ladle.

कांजक s. a. Cruel, horrible; hard, rough. n. Cruelty, horror.

कांठ 1, -कान्ष k. n. The fruit of Arerrhoa carambola.

कांठ 2, lb. of कांठ, q. v.

कांठ 3, कांठ s. n. Stability, strength, energy.

कांठ 4, कांठ s. n. Cinnamon.

कांठ h. n. Split pulse, dhal.

कांठ 1. = लक्षण, q. v.

कांठ 2. (= कांठ) s. n. A forest conflagration; also अरेर्म, अरेर्म. 2, a forest.

कांठ (lb. of लक्षण) n. A rope for tying cattle.

कांठ f. n. Labour, toil, exertion, trouble. -लिङ्ग, -लिङ्ग. To toil, etc. -लिङ्ग. To give trouble. -लिङ्ग. To take pains.

कांठ f. n. Thirst, desire; need, want; also तस.

कांठ, कांठ (= कांठ) h. n. Enmity, spite; a suit, complaint. -लिङ्ग. Property in litigation. -लिङ्ग. A prosecutor; complainant, plaintiff.

कांठ s. n. A fisherman. 2, a servant.

कांठ (fr. कांठ) s. n. Rāma.

कांठ (lb. of लक्षण) n. A bold and influential man; boldness. -कांठ. Boldness.

कांठ s. n. A male servant, slave; a devotee; f. अरेर्म. -कांठ. Servile work.


कांठ, कांठ, कांठ, कांठ, etc. f. n. The shoe-flower or China rose, Hibiscus rosa sinensis.

कांठ, कांठ (lb. of लक्षण) n. A Vaishnava religious mendicant. -कांठ. The boa.

कांठ = लक्षण, q. v.

कांठ s. n. A female servant or slave.

का० (fr. का०) s. n. I am a servant) s. n. Self-subjection; devotion.

का० (of. का०) h. n. A deposit; -का० reserve, stock.

का० s. n. Burning; internal heat. 2, ardent desire. 3, thirst. -का०.

To become thirsty. -का०, -का०, -का०. Quenching desire or thirst.

का०, का० (का०) (lb. of लक्षण) n. An impetuous assault; an attack; a rush; an irruption. -का०. To make an assault; to rush up to. -का०. A mutual assault.
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consternation, hard, had, crooked, dao'do, DACSO'd, OTs^O, D7^, Ga, aX, aX, aX, aX, aA, aAS^s^aociJ, ay, Dispersion pass, Another.

There; a mariner's compass.

d秋, -^ s. n. The regent or guardian of one of the quarters of the world.

The visible horizon.


h. ad. Also, additionally. a. Another. -^s^aociJ. Another or contradictory answer.

k. n. Consternation, horror, alarm, fear.

a. k. v. l. To let down, lower.

= हस्त, q. v.

s. n. An elephant of one of the eight quarters of the compass.

k. ad. Suddenly, all at once.

s. n. Various regions, distant countries.

s. u. A general charm to keep off all evils.

s. n. An offering to the regions of the sky.

e. n. Degree. n. Division or interval marked on a thermometer or barometer; also नू, नू.

s. n. A term denoting direction.

s. n. Universal conquest.

a. k. n. A jump, leap. 2, gambol. नू. To leap, jump.


To see; to look at.

(lb. of नू) a. Firm, strong, etc. u. Firmness, strength.

f. n. A wicket; a sally-post; also एकोम.

k. n. An eminence; a hillock.

k. n. The tree Anogeissus latifolia, which yields a hard, white gum.

k. n. A heap; a big stone; a bundle of wood or grass; a bale of cloth. 2, the handle of a plough; a log. 3, the trunk of a tree. 4, the centre of an orange; the core of a plantain tree. 5, thickness; strength; pride; nutritiveness. -य. A stout man. -र. A stout arm. -ऽसू, A stout, strong body. -सु, -सु, -क्षमय. To become stout.

( = असू, q. v.) k. n. An eminence; a bank.

s. n. N. of a daughter of Daksha, wife of Kaśyapa.


६, ६, -०००. Daily news.

( = अश्व) f. n. Grain; also । श्व, त्रिश्व.

s. ad. Daily; also -०, -षू, -षू.

k. n. An eminence, a hillock; cf. अश्व.

= हस्त, q. v. -शप. Hill and dale.

k. n. A nuptial procession. 2, a wooden stopple.

h. n. Haughtiness, inflation; arrogance, pride.
k. n. A pillow for the head; also
sacr. 2, the pericarp of a lotus.

Afflicted; sagacious.
Delivered. A conductor of a sacrifice; a family.

Similarity, equality. 2, valuation.

Afflicted; miserable. 2, dejected, downcast. 3, poor, indigent.

A humble disposition. Humility.
A deliverer of the humble.

s. a. Afflicted; miserable. 2, dejected, downcast. 3, poor, indigent.

A humble disposition. Humility.
A deliverer of the humble.

s. n. A lamp; a light. (2, lb. of
Imported raisins). 

A match. To light a lamp. 2, q. v.

A female image with a lamp-cup. 

Looking upon a lamp as in an adoring attitude. A lampstand. 

A kind of lighted arati. 

A festival with nocturnal illuminations; also .

s. a. Illuminated, bright.

Brilliance, light, lustre; a ray, flash.

s. a. Long (as space or time). 2, long, as a vowel. A long time.

A cockle. Length, longness.

Seeing far, wise; a seer. Far-seeing, far-sighted, shrewd; a sagacious man.


Long life.

A torch, flambeau. A torch-bearer.
A Woven Sorrowing, 2, Artocarpus incisa.

A termination of the p. p., as: 

- s. pref. Evil, bad, difficult, hard.

- s. n. Unhappiness, pain, sorrow, grief, affliction, distress, misery; trouble, difficulty. To give trouble. To be grieved, etc. To cause trouble, etc. To feel unhappy; to grieve, etc. Causing pain, sorrow, etc. Living in pain or distress. Allaying or cessation of pain, grief, etc.

Sorrowing, afflicted. Palmed, distressed. To be unhappy; to grieve.

A bad sound or word.

Badly disposed, ill-natured, reprobate.

Ill condition, unhappiness.


Woven silk, very fine cloth.

(lb. of ) n. Grief, care, anxiety; uneasiness.

(lb. of , q.v.) A lamp. brightness, brilliancy.

A termination of the p. p., as: 

- s. k. A sound of suddenly falling.

Entering headlong upon a work. Suddenly.

= see s. n. An economist.

A copper coin, of an Ana, money. Covetousness.

Rocking, unevenness. To rock, to be uneven, as a table, etc.

k. ad. Roundly. Round. Roundness; also , , ,

A shrub from Brazil, used for hedges, Jatropha curcas.

Roundness. 2, a plain bracelet. To round, move circularly.

Worked muslin.

(lb. of , q.v.) The thorn-apple.

n. The pulpy mass of a cucumber or pumpkin which contains the seeds.


The fifty-sixth year of the cycle. 2, a large kettle-drum.

A double cloth; a sheet.


An interpreter.

A very stout man; f.,
k. v. i. To leap or jump down.

k. n. Dust.

(b. of ०१३१४८१) n. Distress, sorrow, grief.

h. a. Secondary, subordinate.

Evil, bad, difficult, hard, etc.

a. k. n. A battle, war.

(b. of ०१३१४८१) a. Double coloured, as cloth.

f. n. The custard-apple, Anona squamosa.

s. n. Bad luck, misfortune.

h. n. A telescope.

s. n. An evil intention.

s. n. Offensive pride, presumption. दर्शनशील Disagreeably proud.

s. n. A bad practice or habit.

s. n. A miserable condition; a bad situation.

(= ०१३१४८१) h. a. Right, fit, in good order. -स्थित To repair.

s. n. Offensive egotism, presumption.

s. n. Foolish obstinacy. चाकु A head-strong person.

s. n. Bad behaviour, evil practices.

s. n. Bad conduct, wickedness. कृष्णार्द्ध लोप, licentious.

s. n. A malevolent person; a rascal, scoundrel; f. कृष्णार्द्ध.

s. a. Difficult of attainment.

s. a. A bad thought or intention.

s. n. Bad hope or desire. 2, groundless hope. -वैज्ञानिक A man of bad desire.

s. n. Bad desire.

s. n. Evil ways, sin. राक्षस Removing sin.

s. n. A bad wish; curse.

s. n. Harsh, offensive speech; abuse.

= ०१३१४८१, q. v.

(b. of ०१३१४८१) n. A cunning, dishonest or wicked man; f. दुर्भागीय, -वयक्ति. Wickedness.

(०१३१४८१) s. a. Difficult of access. n. A stronghold, fort. 2, a forest.

s. a. Unfortunate, distressed, poor. दुर्भागीय Ill condition; misfortune; misery; hell.

s. n. A bad smell, stink.

s. a. Difficult of access or attainment.

s. n. The eighth lunar day of the month of asvina, the birthday of Durga.

= ०१३१४८१, q. v. अस्विन Cholera.

s. a. An evil quality; a vicious propensity.

s. n. Daughter of Himavat and wife of Siva.

s. a. Difficult, unattainable.

s. n. A bad man; a mischievous man, villain.

s. a. Invincible.

s. a. Disagreeable to the sight; disgusting.

s. n. A bad situation; misfortune, calamity; also ०१३१४८१.

s. n. A dark, cloudy day; bad weather.

s. n. Hard fate, bad luck, unlucky destiny; misfortune; also ०१३१४८१. 2, a bad deity.

s. a. Difficult to be borne or suffered; irresistible; difficult, impracticable; dangerous.

s. a. Difficult of being assaulted; inviolable; intolerable.

s. n. Bad conduct.

s. n. A bad name; piles.

s. n. A bad omen. 2, a foul pretext.
Bad conduct; impropriety; bad ethics.

A bad excuse; poor pretence.

Evil intention; wicked resolve.

Weak, feeble.

Counsel; comprehension.

Hatred.

Evil-mindedness.

Bad, abusive speech, opprobrious language.

Scarcity of provisions, dearth, famine. A famine etc. to come to pass.

A bad opinion, doctrine, or tenet.

Evil-mindedness, malignity; foolishness. The fifty-fifth year of the cycle.

A bad disposition, evil mind. Bad advice.

Any violent or unnatural death.

Proud flesh that grows in a sore or wound.

Misconduct; offence; wickedness. A bad man.

The thirtieth year of the cycle.

Bewildered, infatuated or enamoured state. Ignorance, folly.

Ill repute, dishonour.

N. of the eldest son of Dhritarashtra.

A bad sign or symptom; a bad character; a vice.

Difficult to be observed; disagreeable to sight. Inadvergence.

Difficult to be obtained; scarce, rare; excellent; dear.

A harsh expression; abusive language, insult.

Evil speech; inelegant language.

Difficult to be repressed, irresistible.

Bad news, sad intelligence.

N. of a rishi. Unclothed.

Bad smell, stink. An evil recollection of past actions.

Unskilled; stupid; wholly ignorant.

Ill-trained; ill-mannered; stubborn.

A bad contest at law.

A bad thing or affair.

Bad conduct, mean practices. Vile, wicked.

Disreputable conduct, bad practices.

Useless expense.

An evil habit; bad desire. A man of evil habits.

Evil action or operation.

Rapid course; a run. To make run.

A wicked, impious or immoral conduct. Wickedness, iniquity, immorality.

An inauspicious sign; an ill omen.

Naughtiness.

A bad omen.
A double sinker, a double
mauvr, a double
sister. Two shawls, a double
sandor; f. A messenger, envoy, ambassador.

A shawl, a double
sister. Two shawls, a double
sandor; f. A messenger, envoy, ambassador.
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observations. The science of astronomical observation. Calculations founded on observations of heavenly bodies.

\( \text{Pinus} \) s. a. Firm, strong, solid; tenacious, compact. 2, confirmed, established; certain, reliable. 3, powerful, mighty. 4, Intellect. -\( \varphi \). A strong will. -\( \chi \). To become firm. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). To strengthen, confirm. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \) \( \gamma \). A firm mind.

\( \text{Sight;} \) instance, judgement; also \( \text{intellect.} \) Firm-bodied, stalwart; also \( \text{intellect.} \) Firm-bodied. Making firm; confirmation; an act of becoming a member of the Church of Christ.

\( \text{Seeing, viewing.} \) n. The eye. \( \text{Visible; to be looked at; beautiful.} \) -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). To show. \( \text{Visible and invisible.} \)

\( \text{Example, illustration, instance, evidence.} \) 2, a śāstra: science.

\( \text{Sight;} \) s. n. Seeing. 2, sight; look, glance. 3, the eye. 4, intellect. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). To look or aim at; to look after. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). To pay attention to, etc. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). To appear. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). The range of the sight, in sight, visible. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). A blast from an evil eye. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \). To see, look at.

\( \text{Greatness, pomp.} \)

\( \text{Demonic, evil spirit, phantom.} \) -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). The grimaces of one who is possessed. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). A glutton. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). A demon to strike (or possess) a person; also -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). To exorcise. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). The touch of an evil spirit. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \). A demon to possess a person.

\( \text{December (12th month of the year).} \)

\( \text{Sarnskṛta} \) n. A point of the compass.

2, (lb. of \( \text{Sarves} \)) condition, state. 3, luck, etc. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). On his account. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). A fortunate man. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). Refuge etc. to be lost.

\( \text{December (lb. of \( \text{Sarves} \))} \) n. A temple. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). An attendant on an idol.

\( \text{Money due, a debt.} \) 2, mercantile transactions. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). Lending and borrowing; mercantile transaction. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). A debtor.

\( \text{Brilliant, splendid.} \)

\( \text{Divine, celestial.} \) n. A deity, god. 2, a king. 3, an honourific title; his majesty, his honour. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). Your honour; pl. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \) \( \zeta \). -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). The pl. honourific form is used also of men; but when used of God the predicate is put in singl. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). A white sort of oleander. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). Any act of worship, any religious rite. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). Cloves. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). A natural pond. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). The celestial Ganges. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). A class of nakshatras. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). Divinity; a deity, god. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). A celestial tree. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). A temple. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). Divine worship. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). God-given; N. of the conch-shell of Arjuna; N. of any one. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). Lands allotted rent-free to pagodas. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). A species of pine, \( \text{Pinus} \) \( \text{deodora.} \)

-\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). A servant of god; N.; f. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). An angel. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). The character in which Samskṛta is usually written. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). A kind of reed. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). Worship of gods. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). Heaven. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). A large kind of citron. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). A divine man; a harmless fellow. -\( \alpha \) \( \varepsilon \) \( \zeta \). The sky, ether.

the goddess Krishna's mother.

fire. A porch; the threshold; a house. - ghāṭ. An attendant upon an idol.

go. Going, motion. 2, sport, play. 3, a die. 4, grief, sorrow.

husband's younger brother.

sky. A heavenly pishi, as Nárada, Atri, etc.

attendant on an idol.

s. n. An emanation from Sadāśiva, held as the inventor of weaving. 2, a kind of cloth. - śāstha. A class of Śaiva weavers.

1. s. n. A goddess. 2, Durgā. 3, a queen; a princess. 4, the smallpox. 5, an honourable termination of fem. names. - śakti. A vaccinator.

giving. Borrowing and lending.

the chief of the gods: Indra.


High opinion of one's country, patriotism. - kṣetra. A person who has this opinion; a patriot.

s. n. Begging alms from country to country; foreign countries. 2, alms. 3, imports.

the dialect of a country. 2, a certain rāga. - śāstra. A guide; a teacher; a traveller; a stranger. - śāstra. Local; provincial; native.

f. n. The head of a district; an hereditary officer.

beauty, comeliness. - rājya. An artist; f. - rājya. - rājya. lb. of - rājya, q. v.


s. a. Having a body, corporeal, embodied. n. A living man. 2, the soul.


a. s. n. Feebleness; depression, humbleness. - rājya. To be low spirited; to be humble. - rājya. Miserable subsistence; humble behaviour.


s. a. Divine, providential.

s. a. Corporal.
to dig or excavate with the nails, etc.

**k. v. t.** Large, big, stout, thick, great; extensive; important; chief; loud; old; as: -sā, -yā, -śar, -śava, -śor, -śeva, -śava, -śeva, -śiva, -śiva, -śiva, etc. A large, big, etc. The elder of the elder sisters. The eldest of the elder brothers. A thing which is large. Father's elder brother; great aunt's husband. Mother's elder sister; great uncle's wife. A fast walk. Long sleep; death. A generous mind; generosity. The tree turmeric. The royal Gool-mohr, Poinciana regia. A great, noble, old, rich, tall, etc., man; -ś. A well-to-do inhabitant. Long position, greatness, dignity. That is large, etc.

**k. n.** A cow-pen, fold, stable; a stockade for impaling wild elephants; a settler's first house.

**k. n.** The bat used at tip-cat.

**k. n.** A cudgel, club, mace.

**a. k. n.** A mass; a crowd, mob; tumult. Indistinct speech.

**k. n.** A bundle of sticks, grass, etc., used as a torch; diminutive.

**k. n.** A leaf-cup.

**k. n.** (=-śiva, q. v.) k. v. t. To shove, push, thrust, throw.

**k. n.** (=-śiva, q. v.) f. n. A caste of tumblers, mountebank.

**k. n.** A tumbler's pole. The ceremony of swinging an idol.

**k. n.** A crewd, mob; riotous mob, affair, quarrel. A street quarrel. One of a company of stage players. A confused testimony. A rioter.

**k. v. t.** To cause to obtain, etc.

**k. (=-śiva) k. v. i.** To be obtained, gained or found; to accrue. P. p. śiva.

Used impersonally with the dative case, as: śārā śiva śiva. We get. śārā, śārā 1. śārā, q. v. P. ps. śārā, śārā, śārā.

2. a. k. n. Resemblance; likeness, equality; propriety. 2, gain, advantage, use.

**3. (lb. of śārā) n.** A chief; a king; a master; a man of the ruling class; a gentleman. Śiva. Kingship, government, rule. Śiva. To rule. Śiva. A lady.

**k. n.** A pole with a hook for plucking fruit, etc.

**k. (=-śiva. lb. of śārā) n.** A boat.

**śārā v. n.** f. n. A Hindu-male's garment worn around the waist or over the shoulder. To wear such a garment. Śārā. To put on a garment.

**śārā v. f. n.** A washerman.

**śārā v. k. n.** A mosquito; a gnat.

**śārā v. 1. a. k. n.** Full-grown or mature state. Śārā. A full-grown fruit.

**śārā v. 2. k. n.** Thread. 2, a kind of bracelet.

**śārā v. s. n.** Swinging, rocking. 2, a swing.

**śārā v. (=-śārā), śārā v. s. n.** A swing; a litter, palanquin. The ceremony of swinging an idol.

**śārā v. s. n.** Fault, vice, defect; a blemish; blame, reproach; badness, sin; morbid affection, disease; spots on the tongue foreboding death. To blame. To put fault or blame upon. To lay or bring reproach upon; to find fault.
Fault-finding, censorious. -वधको।. A discerning wise man; a physician.

Removing blemish. विनेदकः. The moon; faulty. विशेषनकः. Accusation.

Fault-finding, censorious. -वधको।. A discerning wise man; a physician.

Vitiation of the three humours as wind, bile, and phlegm. -वधको।. A gambler.

Morning, dawn. -वधकः. The moon; faulty. विशेषनकः. Accusation.

Fault-finding, censorious. -वधको।. A discerning wise man; a physician.

Vitiation of the three humours as wind, bile, and phlegm. -वधको।. A gambler.

Morning, dawn. -वधकः. The moon; faulty. विशेषनकः. Accusation.

Fault-finding, censorious. -वधको।. A discerning wise man; a physician.

Vitiation of the three humours as wind, bile, and phlegm. -वधको।. A gambler.

Morning, dawn. -वधकः. The moon; faulty. विशेषनकः. Accusation.

Fault-finding, censorious. -वधको।. A discerning wise man; a physician.

Vitiation of the three humours as wind, bile, and phlegm. -वधको।. A gambler.

Morning, dawn. -वधकः. The moon; faulty. विशेषनकः. Accusation.

Fault-finding, censorious. -वधको।. A discerning wise man; a physician.

Vitiation of the three humours as wind, bile, and phlegm. -वधको।. A gambler.

Morning, dawn. -वधकः. The moon; faulty. विशेषनकः. Accusation.

Fault-finding, censorious. -वधको।. A discerning wise man; a physician.

Vitiation of the three humours as wind, bile, and phlegm. -वधको।. A gambler.

Morning, dawn. -वधकः. The moon; faulty. विशेषनकः. Accusation.

Fault-finding, censorious. -वधको।. A discerning wise man; a physician.

Vitiation of the three humours as wind, bile, and phlegm. -वधको।. A gambler.

Morning, dawn. -वधकः. The moon; faulty. विशेषनकः. Accusation.

Fault-finding, censorious. -वधको।. A discerning wise man; a physician.

Vitiation of the three humours as wind, bile, and phlegm. -वधको।. A gambler.

Morning, dawn. -वधकः. The moon; faulty. विशेषनकः. Accusation.
Spiteful, treacherous; a traitor, betrayer; *as:* दुर्गात, दुर्गाश्रय, दुर्गाधर, दुर्गाप्रसाद, *etc.*

दुर्गा (fr. दुर्गणी) *s. n.* N. of the daughter of Drupada and wife of the five Pāṇḍu princes.

दुर्गा *s. n.* A pair, couple. 2, any pair of opposites, *as* right and wrong, heat and cold, *etc.* 3, strife, contest. 4, doubt, uncertainty. 5, a form of compound (*q.v*). -दुर्गः. A duel, single combat.

दुर्ग *s. a.* Twofold, both, double. *n.*

A pair.

दुर्ग *s. a.* Twelve. 2, the twelfth. 71. The twelfth day of a lunar fortnight.

दुर्ग *s. n.* The third of the four yugas of the world. 2, doubt. 3, war.

दुर्ग *s. n.* A door, gate. 2, a way, means, medium. दुर्गः. By means of, through. -दुर्गः. The threshold; the panel of a door. -दुर्गः, -दुर्गा. A door-keeper. -दुर्गः. A door-frame.

दुर्गकेतु, दुर्गारक्षेत्र *s. n.* Dvārakā, the capital of Kṛṣṇa.

दुर्ग *s. a.* Two. -दुर्गः. Two accusatives. -दुर्गः. A grammatical compound. -दुर्गः. Two-fold, double. -दुर्गः. To multiply by two. -दुर्गः. Twice-born; a man of the first three classes; a Brāhmaṇa, Kṣatrya, or Vaiśya; a bird; a snake; a star; a house.

दुर्गः = दुर्गासन, *q. v.* *Cpds.* -दुर्गः, -दुर्गासन, *etc.*

दुर्ग *s. a.* Second. -दुर्गः. A second marriage. -दुर्गः. The accusative. दुर्गः. The 2nd of the lunar fortnight.

दुर्ग *s. n.* Doubleness. 2, a pair, couple. 3, reduplication of a consonant.

दुर्ग *s. ad.* In a two-fold manner. -दुर्गः. Duplicity.

दुर्ग *s. n.* An elephant (*lit.* drinking twice).

दुर्ग *s. n.* A biped. *a.* Two-footed.

दुर्ग *s. n.* A kind of metre.

दुर्ग *s. n.* An elephant.

दुर्ग *s. n.* Repetition, tautology.

दुर्ग *s. a.* Having a double nature.

दुर्ग *s. n.* An island; a sandbank. दुर्गः. A foreign island. दुर्गः. A tiger, leopard.

दुर्ग *s. n.* Hate, hatred, enmity; dislike. दुर्गः. A hater, foe, enemy. दुर्गः. To hate, dislike.

दुर्ग *s. n.* Duality, dualism. 2, dualism in philosophy, *as* of spirit and matter, *etc.*

दुर्ग *s. n.* Duplicity. 2, disunion; dispute; doubt. दुर्गः. Duplicity, fraud, doubt.

दुर्ग *s. n.* The island-born Vyāsa.

दुर्ग *सा s. a.* Returning every second day, as fever.

---

दुर्ग दुर्गः. The thirty-seventh letter of the alphabet. *In Kannada it occurs only in a few desiya and tadbhava words.*

दुर्ग *s. n.* The letter दुर्गः.


दुर्गः *कः (क=कास्पिय) s. n.* The white thorn-apple, *Datura alba.*

दुर्गः *s. n.* Property, wealth, riches, money. 2, wealth in cattle. -दुर्गः.

---
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s. n. N. of a tune.

s. n. A rich man; an owner, master.

The twenty-third lunar mansion.

A bow. 2, the sign Sagittarius. Bearing a bow: an archer. A bow and arrow. The solar 9th month. Tetanus, a disease which bends the body like a bow. Archery. The science of archery; N. of a treatise on archery.

A bow. 2, the sign Sagittarius. 2, an arc.

s. a. Opulent, rich. 2, fortunate; happy, blest; lucky. Opulence; good fortune. A fortunate woman; Embite myrobalan.

A rice-field; also.

s. n. The sun. 2, N. of a celebrated physician.

s. n. A reed, pipe, tube.

s. n. A braided and ornamented hair of a woman.

s. n. Holding, bearing, wearing; having; sustaining. 2, a mountain. Bearing, holding; a support; a weight for gold.

The earth; the ground.

A tree. Earth's surface. A king. The serpent; a mountain.

s. n. A king.

s. r. t. To hold, bear, carry; to contain; to put on one's self, as clothes, etc.; to obtain, get. To become incarnate. To become pregnant.

s. n. Ordinance, law; duty; right; justice; charity; liberality; a pious act. 2, usage, custom. 3, virtue, merit, good works; religion, piety. 4, almsgiving; alms; gift. 5, harmlessness. 6, sacrifice. 7, nature. 8, the god of justice: Yama.


s. a. Virtuous, religious, just. Most pious, very virtuous, etc.

s. a. White, dazzling. 2, beautiful.

A kind of camphor. A white cow.

s. n. Assault.

lb. of.

s. n. Natural condition. 2, an element, primary substance, primi-
tive matter, as earth, water, fire, air and ether or akâsa. 3, an essential ingredient of the body, as blood, marrow, etc. 4, the organs of sense. 5, a mineral; a metal; an ore. 6, a grammatical root. 7, origin. 8, strength. 9, the pulse. 10, the tenth year of the cycle of sixty.


स्त्र (स्त्र) s. n. A founder, maker, creator. 2, Brahmā.

स्त्र (स्त्र) s. n. A wet-nurse, foster-mother. 2, the earth. 3, Emblic myrobalan.

स्त्र s. n. Corn, grain; rice. -सृज्ज. Property in grain. सृज्ज. Nine kinds of corn grown in India.

स्त्र s. n. A house, home. 2, the body. 3, radiance, light. 4, dignity.

स्त्र (स्त्र) s. n. Holding. 2, a holder. 3, streaming down; flowing; a violent shower, gush. 4, a wave. 5, a hole. 6, a thread. -स. A receptacle, box; a post. -सृज्ज. The act of holding, bearing, undergoing, preserving, protecting, assuming, etc.; keeping the mind collected, holding the breath suspended.

र (र) s. n. Rate, price. र. Market price.

र s. n. A present received from the donor by pouring water over it; also र. र.

र s. n. Profusion; freedom from reserve; liberality, generosity. र. र. A liberal person. -र, र. र. Eloquence.

र s. aff. A person who holds, wears, etc.

र (र) s. n. The earth.

र (र) s. n. The dropping of any liquid; a stream of water; a shower. 2, the pace of a horse. 3, the sharp edge of a sword or any cutting instrument.

र (र) s. a. Righteous, virtuous, religious. -रेन्त्र. Righteousness.

र (र) s. n. Impudence, violence.

र s. a. Washing, cleansing. 2, running.

र s. n. Rubbing off; cleansing. 2, running, flowing. 3, attack, assault.

र h. n. Boldness, courage, impudence. 2, dread, awe.

र s. int. Fie! shame! -रेन्त्र. To reproach, censure; to treat scornfully. रेन्त्र. Reproach, censure; disrespect.

र s. a. Intelligent. 1, a thoughtful man. 2, Brahmā. 3, a star.

र s. n. Thought; understanding, intellect. -रेन्त्र (ल्र, रेन्त्र, रेन्त्र). Intelligent, wise; an intelligent man.

र s. a. Firm, resolute, brave, daring. 2, intelligent, prudent; sensible. र, र, र, र. Firmness, energy, courage, resolution.

र s. n. A very intelligent man. 2, a fisherman.

र s. n. A very intelligent man.

र s. a. Sounding, roaring. 1, A river.

र = र, q. v.

र s. a. Bearing the yoke; laden with good qualities. 1, A foreman, leader, chief. 2, a man of business.

र s. a. Able to bear a yoke. 1, A beast of burden. 2, a leader, chief.

र (=र) s. n. Incense, frankincense, perfume. र. र. र. The three essential constituents of idol-worship: the burning of incense, the

Digit s. a. Washer, cleansed; bright, pure. -ಸ್ವಾತಿ. Washing cloth.

Digit s. u. Meditation, thought, reflection; heed. 2, an abstract religious contemplation. -ಅಲಂಕಾರ ಪ್ರತ್ಯೇಕಿತ. To come to the mind. -ಸದ್ಯ ಬೋಧ. To consider, mind. -ೃತ್ತಿ. Absorbed in meditation. -ಸ್ವಾತಿ. Profound meditation; meditation and abstraction. -ಸ್ವತಿ. To think of, contemplate, meditate, reflect upon; to counsel with one's self.

Digit s. a. Firm, immovable, fixed; constant, eternal.  n. The polar star; the north pole. 2, the introductory stanza of a poem. 3, N. of a king, the son of Vyasa. 2, a blind man. 3, a kind of bird.

Digit s. u. Firmness, steadfastness, energy, courage. 2, pleasure. -ಸಿವಾಯಾಯ. Courage to lose.

Digit s. e. n. Thermometer, an instrument for measuring temperature.

Digit s. n. A milch cow.

The thirty-eighth letter of the alphabet.


Râtâ h. n. A copy, transcript. -रत्र, -रत्रम्. To copy.

Râta (= रात्रि, रात्रि) h. n. Ornamental representation; engraving; embroidery. 2, a picture; a map, plan.

Râta s. n. The letter र. 2, denying, denial. रत्नम्. To deny, decline.

Râtâ f. a. Inferior, bad, useless.

Râtâ = रत्र, q. v. -रत्रम्, -रत्रम्. To carve, engrave, etc.

Râtâ s. n. The mongoose, Vicerria ichneumon. 2, the fourth of the Pându princes.

Râta f. n. A ring of wire worn on fingers while playing upon a stringed instrument.

Râta k. v. t. To lick; also रत्तम्, 2, p. p. of रत्ते.

Râta s. n. Night. 2, fasting on certain nights. -रत्रे. A thief; an owl; a cat; a goblin.


Râtâ (= रात्रि, etc.) h. n. A map, picture.

Râtâ s. n. A star. 2, a constellation, lunar mansion. -रत्र. The motion of the lunar mansions. -रत्रं. A skyrocket. -रत्रे, -रत्रे. The firmament. रत्रे. The star on which a man is born, natal star.

Râtâ, रात्रि, q. v.

Râtâ, रात्रि s. n. A nail of a finger or of a toe; a claw, talon.

1. s. n. An ornament; an article; a piece. 2, a load of articles. 3, a ship.

2. s. n. A mountain. 2, a tree. -रत्री, -रत्री. Parvati.


Râta h. n. Ready money or cash.


Inpection of a town.

Râtâ h. n. A large kettle-drum.

Râta s. n. A place where the instruments of a band are kept; a band-stand.

Râtâ k. v. i. To laugh, smile; to laugh at, deride; to open (P. p. रत्रे). A laugh, smile; laughter; derision. -रत्रे. A smiling face.

Râtâ (= रात्रि n.) k. n. A laugh, etc.; blooming, etc. -रत्रे, रत्रे. To laugh. -रत्रे. A laughing-stock. -रत्रे. A joke. -रत्रे, -रत्रे. रत्रे = रत्रे रत्रे, q. v. -रत्रे. A joker, ridiculer.

Râta = रात्रि, q. v.

Râta k. v. t. To become bruised, as a metal vessel. n. A bruise in a metal vessel. -रत्रे. To get bruised. रात्रे. To go stooping.

Râta s. a. Naked, bare. n. Śiva; nakedness.

Râta 1. (= रात्रि, q. v.) k. v. t. To confide, trust, put confidence in, believe. 2, to desire, love. n. Confidence, trust, faith, belief. 2, desire, love. रात्रि, रात्रि (= रात्रि, -रात्रि). Confiding, trust, etc.

Râta 2. k. n. Doubt. रात्रे. An unreliable word.

Râta k. h. n. A forced tax levied on all the people, an unjust fine.

Râta h. n. Favourable look, sight; a present to a superior. रात्रे. रात्रे, q. v. रात्रे. Temporary confinement.
nazareth f. n. Nazareth, native place of Jesus Christ in Palestine.

k. v. i. To squash, crush, bruise, as dry ginger, pepper, etc.

k. n. A crushed state. 

A completely crushed mass.

k. v. t. To take a little, eat a little of anything as a relish.

k. n. Poison; impurity of the blood; paralysis of the brain. 

siva. a dealer in antidotes. 

Paralysis of the brain.

s. n. An actor, dancer, mime.

2, the tree Colosanthes indica. 

A pantomime; a dance; hypocrisy. 

s. An actress; an actor. 

To dance, act.

k. n. The cracking of the finger or other joints.

k. a. Middle, central. 

The middle of a forest. 

The very middle. 

Midnight. 

The backbone.

s. n. An actor. 

2, a dancing-master; f. 

To dance, 

k. n. Grass, its wide spreading roots.

P. p. of 

in 

walking etc.

k. v. q. v. Cpd.

q. v. 

k. v. 

k. v. etc. 

The very midst.

k. n. Trembling, shivering; tremor; fear.

k. v. i. To tremble, shake, shiver, quake.

k. v. i. To walk; to march; to go on, proceed; to go; to be current; to continue; to come to pass; to behave, conduct one's self; to succeed; to be obedient to. 

(P. ps. 

-e, etc.) 

To walk about. 

Walking; going; walk; course; gait; march; going; conduct, behaviour; also 

c. 

2, cattle. 

To cause to stop. 

At every step. 

Conduct and speech. 

A clean cloth to walk over. 

A self-moving chariot of the gods.

k. n. A relative, etc. 

Relationship; also 

k. v. i. To stutter, stammer. 

To stammer.

f. n. A nose-jewel.

s. n. Doubt, suspicion, uncertainty.
s. n. A river (personified as male); f. or m. 2, sound. A river. -s, (24 per cent.) interest.

h. n. A prophet: the prophet Mahomed. -s. - Mahomed.

s. n. The sky, atmosphere. -s. A bird. -s. A god. -s. The firmament, sky.

k. pro. We. Gen. s. n. Bowing, obeisance. A. Bowing; a bow, salutation, obeisance. -s. To bow, make obeisance, adore. -s. Obeisance, reverence, adoration.

h. n. Worship; divine service.

s. v. t. To bow; to worship, adore.

h. a. Declared, shown, mentioned, recorded. -s. To record, mention, show.

h. n. A specimen, sample; a model; a copy.

k. v. i. To grow lean or thin; to wear away; to become less; to be poor.

e. n. Number; a case, lawsuit.

The proceedings of a lawsuit. -s. An original suit.

k. n. Confidence, trust, fidelity, faith, belief; faithfulness. -s. A faithful man. -s. Faithfulness, trustworthiness. -s. To remain faithful.

k. v. t. To confide, trust, put confidence in, believe; to suppose. -s. = s. r. s. s. To cause to confide; to coax, persuade.

k. pro. (pl. of s.) Our, ours.
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1. k. n. Softness, fineness; mildness, gentleness; cheapness. -न. Smooth plaster. -ना, -नम्र. A gentle word. -न, Fine cloth.


s. n. Guiding. 2, the leading organ: the eye. -ष, An eyelid. -ष, -ष, ने, ने, सेष, सेष, सेष, सेष, सेष, सेष, सेष, सेष. Tears. -षान. An eye-disease. श्री. Investiture with the brahmanical thread.

1. k. n. A sinew, nerve, muscle; a vein, artery. -म् = सेष.


s. n. Hell, the Tartarus. 2, a mass of filth. 3, N. of a demon slain by Krishna; also सेष. A pit of filth. -अर्द्धसेष. A festival in the month of Āṣāvina to commemorate the destruction of Narakasura. -हस, -सहस, -सहस. The pains of hell. श्रीमती Yama.

k. r. i. To become stunted in growth. n. Stunted growth. 2, grumbling. -स्रस. A discontented man, grumbler.

k. v. i. To groan, moan.


(को = को) a. k. n. Fragrance, scent; smell. -रचन. Fragrance.

k. n. Grey colour: -राः. A cumbly with white and black stripes.

k. n. A wart, mole; also सेष.

k. r. i. To become grey, as the hair.


s. n. A dancer; f. रचन.

s. n. Dancing. रचना. To dance.

s. n. Sport, play, pastime; joke; wit. -रच, -रच्छ. N. of a river. -रच, -रच्छ. An associate of a prince.

a. k. n. Goodness, fairness; loveliness; dearness. Cpd.: -रचस, -रच, -रच, -रच, -रच, -रच, -रच, -रच, रच, -रच, -रच, -रच, -रच, -रच, -रच, -रच, -रच, -रच, -रच, etc. रचन. A good, dear man; a friend; f. रचन.

1. (=रचन) का, का, का, का) a. k. n. Pleasure, delight.


(को = को) k. r. i. To become rumpled, as cloth, paper, etc.; to become flabby by heat; to droop as vegetables, etc.; to grow faint or feeble from sickness, etc.

= श्रीमती 1, q. r.

a. k. v. i. To rejoice; to be pleased; to be fond of. n. (=श्रीमती 1) Pleasure; also श्रीमती. To be greatly delighted.
**s. n.** A lotus; a water-lily.  
**s.** Brahmā.  
**s.** The sun.  
**s.** The moon.  
A lotus as f.; a pond abounding in lotuses.

**s. v.**

**s. k. n.** Fondue; goodness; welfare, prosperity.

**s.** (fr. **s.**) a. k. n. Goodness; beauty.  
**s.** a good man. **s.**:  

**s.** Ketu.

**s.** a. Forty; also **s.**.

**s.** = **s.** 1, q. v.

**s. a.** New, fresh, modern.  
**s.** Freshness; novelty; = **s.**.

**s. a.** Nine.  
**s.** Consisting of nine.  
**s.** Nine fabulous continents.  
**s.** The nine planets, namely: Áditya, Sōma, Māngala, Budha, Brihaspati, Śukra, Śani, Rāhu, and Ketu.  
**s.** Nine-fold gifts to the nine planets.  
**s.** Propitiation of the nine planets.  
**s.** A fever continuing for nine days.  
**s.** The nine outlets of the body.  
**s.** The nine grains: gōdvī, bhatta, uddu, hēsaru, kadālē, tūgari, hurali, avarē and ēlla.  
**s.** The ninth.  
**s.** Arabian jasmine.  
**s.** The ninth day of the lunar fortnight.  
**s.** The middle hall of a temple.  
**s.** The nine precious gems: vajra, vāidurya, gōmēdhika, pushyāraga, nila, marakata, mānikya, vidruma, and mauktika.  
**s.** The nine tastes or sentiments.  
**s.** Nine nights: a nine-days' feast of Durgā, Indra, or Vishnu.  
**s.** The double rule of three: proportion (arith.).  
**s.** Nine modes of devotion.

**s.** = **s.**.

**s.** November (11th month of the year).

**s. k. n.** The Italian millet, *Panicum italicum*.
3, to become poor.  P. ps. रृजिय, रृजिये.

रृजित (lb. of रृजित, = रृजितू, q. v.) Snuff; also रृजित. रृजित । रृजिता ( = रृजिता) k. n. Dawn, twilight. रृजिता प्राप्ति. Early in the morning.

रृजिता ह. n. Fortune, lot.

रृजिताधि ह. n. Chastisement.

रृजितं a. k. n. Minuteness, smallness; a little; a trifle. -रृजितं. Early dawn.


रृजितं = रृजितं, q. v.

रृजितं h. n. Slight fever. -रृजितं. To be feverish.

रृजितं s. n. The nose. 2, ( = रृजितं) snuff; also रृजितं. रृजितं. Relating to the nose; snuff that produces sneezing.

रृजितं = रृजितं, q. v.

रृजितं a. k. n. Softness, tenderness, beauty. रृजितं प्राप्ति. To be soft, tender, nice, bright.

रृजितं (lb. of रृजितं) n. A tube.

रृजितं = रृजितं, q. v.

रृजितं k. n. A crab.

रृजितं k. pro. 1; also रृजितं. 2, four. -रृजितं. Four feet. -रृजितं. A canter; a gallop.

रृजितं s. n. Heaven, the sky, atmosphere; the abode of the gods.

रृजितं, रृजितं = रृजितं, q. v.

रृजितं s. n. A deity, god. -रृजितं. A multitude of gods.

रृजितं k. a. Four. 2, (f.) an ant-hill. -रृजितं. Four-fold.

रृजितं h. f. n. A Non-christian, unbeliever.

रृजितं h. n. Dissatisfaction, discontent; displeasure.

रृजितं s. a. Belonging to the stars, sidereal. -रृजितं. Sidereal computation of time.

रृजितं s. n. A snake, esp. the Cobra capella. 2, a fabulous serpent-demon. 3, an elephant. 4, any great man. 5, fire; cloud, darkness. 6, water. 7, lead. -रृजितं. A female of serpentine extraction. -रृजितं. Siva. -रृजितं. A kind of leprosy. -रृजितं. The tree Mesua ferrea. -रृजितं. A species of sunflower; the Indian jalap. -रृजितं. A feast on the 5th day of Šrāvana for the worship of serpent-images.


रृजितं 1. ( = रृजितं, q. v.) s. n. A snake, esp. the cobra. 2, an ornament with the image of a cobra; also -रृजितं. -रृजितं. A disease of the skin; childlessness. -रृजितं. = रृजितं. -रृजितं. The cobra.

रृजितं 2. (fr. रृजितं) s. a. Belonging to a town, civic; polite; clever. n. A citizen. 2, रृजितं रृजितं, q. v. 3, dry ginger.

रृजितं, रृजितं s. a. Town-bred; polite; clever. n. A townsman; a citizen; a cockney.

A creeper, *Piper betel*. -शेषा, ज्ञान. A cloth given to the son-in-law on the last day of his marriage.

**Science** s. n. A peacock. 2, Garuḍa.

**Jeevana** s. n. The serpent Śeṣa.

**Jeevana** k. n. Bashfulness, shame, modesty, decorum; grace. -केश, अर्जु. Shame or modesty to be lost. -स्वरूप. A shameless person. -केशस्वरूप, अर्जु. Shamelessness, impudence. -केश्यु. To feel ashamed. -श्राय. To give up shame.

**Jeevana** 1. k. v. i. To become ashamed or embarrassed. -श्रायते. To cause to be ashamed; to disgrace.

**Jeevana** 2. f. n. A nautch, dance, dancing. -प्रा, गोन्यम. To dance, act.

**Jeevana** f. n. The sheriff of a law-court. -वत्त, व्यक्तिराज. The sheriff.

**Jeevana** h. a. Delicate, soft, tender.

**Jeevana** h. n. A stem or beam of wood.


**Jeevana** k. n. Young plants, esp. of rice, fit for transplanting. 2, transplanting. 3, (f) a kind of rāga.

**Jeevana** (शेषा) k. v. i. To get within, to be pierced or stuck into, as a thorn. v. l. To fix in the ground, plant; to pierce into. n. Planting; depth; also वत्तोत, अदुर्देशोत. A planting stick. -केशोत. To make plant.


**Jeevana** k. n. & ad. The day after tomorrow; also वत्तोत. [person.

**Jeevana**, ज्ञान k. n. A rustic; a common

**Jeevana** s. n. The tubular stalk of any plant. 2, any tubular organ, as an artery, a vein, a nerve, etc. 3, any pipe or tube. 4, a fistulous sore. 5, the pulse. 6, a period of twenty-four minutes; also —. 7, a juggling trick. -ंतय, -कत्य। The pulse to beat. -कत्य। The pulse to cease. -कत्य। To feel the pulse. -स्वरूप। Examining the pulse.

**Jeevana** k. n. A village-superintendent. 2, one of a caste so called in Canara; f. -प्रस. A nadiga's business.

**Jeevana** k. n. A province, district; the country. -वत्त, व्यक्तिराज. The headman of a village. -केश, ज्ञान। A common proverb. -केशस्वरूप, अर्जु। The accountant of a village.

**Jeevana** a. k. ad. Further, moreover, much, excessively.

**Jeevana** (= ज्ञान, etc., q. v.) a. k. n. Bashfulness, shame, modesty, etc. 2, = वत्तोत, व्यक्तिराज। Shameless; a shameless person. -केशस्वरूप, अर्जु। Shamelessness. -केश्यु। A shameless man. -केश्यु। To disgrace, reproach. -केश्यु। Popular report, common talk.

**Jeevana** 1. k. n. Fineness, goodness, good quality, as that of cloth, grain, etc.; honesty, truth. -केश। -केश। A trustworthy man.

**Jeevana** 2. f. n. A coin; money. -केश। Assaying money. -केश। The agio on money. -केश। The detailed account of various coins.

**Jeevana** (= ज्ञान) k. n. Smell in general; a bad smell; stench. -केश। -केश। -केश। To smell; to stink.

**Jeevana** P. p. of ज्ञान, q. v.

**Jeevana** s. n. A protector; a master, ruler: a husband. -केशम्। Dependent, subject.

**Jeevana** s. n. A sound, a tone in general. 2, a note of music; as: वत्तोत, व्यक्तिराजस्वरूप, अर्जु, etc.

**Jeevana** (ल. of ज्ञानस्वरूप) n. A husband's sister; a brother's wife.

**Jeevana** h. n. Insolvency, pauperism. -केश। Insolvent; a pauper.

**Jeevana** शेषा, ज्ञान, q. v.
क्रिया s. v. i. To sound.

क्रिया k. v. i. To knead, as dough, etc.

रङ्ग स. v. i. To moisten, soak; to cool. दण ड़ा। To knead.

हा h. a. Out of order; unrepaired, unmended.

आवृत्ति s. a. Aquatic. आवृत्ति A species of reed, Catamus fasciculatus; the orange-tree; the shoe-flower plant.

हास्य s. a. Of different kinds, various, manifold. ad. Various, manifoldly. Cpd.s: विशाल, वीज, विश, अविश, वीधे, वीधी, वीध, etc.

हम स. Various. विभिन्न; a homonym; a homonym.

1. क. pro. I.

2. क. v. i. To get wet, moist, damp.

प. ps. वान, वान.

का k. a. Four hundred.

अलंकार s. n. Joy; prosperity. 2, eulogium or praise of a deity; a prayer recited at the opening of a religious ceremony or of a drama. अलंकार, अलस्य A commemorative offering to the manes before any joyous occasion, as marriage, etc.

बर्तन s. n. A barber; also बर्तन, बर्तन.

नूल s. n. The navel. 2, the nave of a wheel. 3, the centre, focus, middle. 4, a near relation.

अनाम s. n. A name. 2, a noun. 3, the sectarian mark of Vaishnavas. ad. By name. 2, possibly. अनाम दु ज्ञ The pigmy cormorant. अनाम दु The country sarsaparilla, Hemidesmus indicus. अनाम दु The ceremony of naming a child. अनाम दु A Vaishnava; renowned. अनाम दु A name, title. अनाम दु A noun. अनाम दु Bearing in mind the name of a god. अनाम दु To put on the Vaishnava marks; to cheat. अनाम दु Renowned.

अद्वय h. n. Disapproval. अद्वय दु Disallow, disapprove. [a coward.

अन्यून h. n. Unmanliness, cowardice;

अन्यून s. n. Bending. 2, a N. for all vowels, except ए and ए. -ण. Having a name.

अनुक्रम h. n. Disgrace, shame.

अनुक्रम h. n. A deed: letters patent.

अनुप्रेष (th. of अनुप्रेष) n. A lawsuit.

अनुप्रेरणा s. a. Pre-eminent, chief. n. A guide, leader; a chief, head; a general, commander; a husband; f. अनुप्रेरणा. -ण. Leadership. -णा A chief, headman, as of a caste, village, etc.

अनुप्रेष h. n. A deputy. अनुप्रेष A native head clerk of a subordinate office.


अनुप्रेष (th. of अनुप्रेष) n. A barber.

अनुवा s. n. The orange tree; an orange.

अनुवा s. n. N. of a devarshi. अनुवा न. Nárada's lute; a kind of lute.

अनुप्रेषत k. n. A very meagre man.

अनुप्रेषत s. n. A long arrow; a style to write with.

अनुप्रेषत (fr. अनुप्रेष divine spirit and अनुप्रेष pervading) s. n. Brahmá. 2, Vishnu, Krishna (sometimes the deity who was before all worlds). अनुप्रेषत न. Lakshmi; Durgá.

अनुप्रेषत 1. k. n. A bow-string.

अनुप्रेषत 2. s. n. A woman, wife.

अनुप्रेषत 3, अनुप्रेषत 3. s. n. The coconut.

अनुप्रेषत 1. k. n. A fibre: fibres of plants, strings in mangoes and other fruits.
Destruction, a also Noiseless.

A Silience, near, one.

A Silience, near, one. Who shoes a horse or bullock.

A Silience, near. One who shoes a horse or bullock.

A Silience, near. A drain, gutter.

A Silience, near. Unfit, ineligible. u. Demerit.

A Silience, near. A tubular stalk, tube. 3, a period of 24 minutes.

A Silience, near. The tongue. 2, the clapper of a bell. A Silience, near. Appetite to be lost; a promise to fail. A Silience, near. A promise to break; a slip of the tongue. A Silience, near. To be able to speak fluently. A Silience, near. Confidence in one's words or promises. A Silience, near. To become unable to utter. A Silience, near. To keep one's promise. A Silience, near. Trustworthiness. A Silience, near. Unfit, ineligible.

A Silience, near. Complaint; censure, sneer, reprobation. A Silience, near. To disapprove, disparage.

A Silience, near. Four. A Silience, near. Four feet. A Silience, near. Fourth. A Silience, near. 9. A Silience, near. Four times as much. A Silience, near. Four or six; several, some. A Silience, near. Every kind of work.

A Silience, near. All persons, every body. A Silience, near. The four castes. A Silience, near. The four points of the compass. A Silience, near. To divide into four. A Silience, near. Some words.

A Silience, near. Forty. A Silience, near. Four persons.

A Silience, near. (lb. of A Silience) n. A barber.

A Silience, near. f. n. A boatman; a helmsman.

A Silience, near. (tea) h. n. A broad tape.
A heap, set, flock. 2, a house, dwelling.

Plain, blunt, open, as a person, speech, etc.

An arbour, thicket.

A flock, multitude.

Dishonest practice, deception, fraud.

Drawn down; low, base, vulgar.

A house, dwelling.

a. k. n. Truth, certainty. ad. Truly, certainly.

Placing; a deposit, pledge, trust. 2, a hidden treasure. To deposit; to bury.

Complete, all, entire.

Fixing; as a hire, salary, etc.; decision. To fix; to decide.

Insertion. 2, a passage of the vedas. 3, the veda; a sacred precept. a. Issued from; liberated, set free.

1. (=र्वर्ण, q. r.) k. a. Straight, erect; also र्वर्ण. An erect ear. Straightness.

2. (lb. of र्वर्ण) n. The best of anything.

= र्वर्ण, q. v.

(=र्वर्ण) s. a. Prideless, humble. n. Humility. A humble person.

Care in looking after; tending; regard to.

To be stretched forth; to spread, expand; to become erect; to rise; to swell, become proud. n. Expansion. To stretch forth, etc.

s. a. Hidden, secret; profound, obscure.

s. a. Punishable.

= र्वर्ण, q. v.

Coercion, compulsion.

The tusks of an elephant: ivory.

Keeping in check; coercion; restraint; subjugation; humiliating; punishing. 2, rebuke, blame. 3, aversion; dislike; a mental pain. To restrain, subdue, keep in check; to punish.

Keeping in check.

A vocabulary, dictionary.

Friction, grinding, triturating.

A collection; a heap; assemblage.

lb. of र्वर्ण, q. v. [ladder]

(=र्वर्ण) n. A moorah of 42 sheers.


The spine. A long run.

That which is long; length.

A strong stifling smell, as that of tobacco, cayenne pepper, etc.

Length; extensiveness; bigness. Cpd.: -सृ, -सृसृ, -सृसृसृ, -सृसृसृ, -सृसृसृ, -सृसृसृ, -सृसृसृ, -सृसृसृ, -सृसृसृ, -सृसृसृ, -सृसृसृ, etc.

P. p. of र्वर्ण, q. v.
**s. a.** Continual, perpetual; endless, eternal, everlasting; necessary, essential. 
**s.** Daily observance.  
**p.** As usual.  
**g.** An always poor man.  
**to** Eternity.  
**th**. A daily śrāddha.  
The eternal soul.

**s. n.** (lb. of **s.** ) n. Weakness.

**s. n.** An example or illustration.  
**v.** a view, vision; omen.

**1. s. n.** A first cause.  
**2.** end, termination.  
**3.** pathology.

**2. lb. of **s.** , q. v.**  
**-s.** Drowsiness.  
**-s.** To wake.  
**-s.** To be asleep.  
**-s.** To fall asleep.

**s. n. End.  
2. death, loss.  
3. = 2.**

**s. n.** Laying aside.  
**2.** a receptacle; a treasure, wealth.  
**3.** a place of rest.  
**4.** effort, work.  
**5.** slowness, patience, pausing.  
**-s.** To consider, judge.

**s. n.** A receptacle.  
**2.** a treasure, wealth; a store.  
**3.** the ocean.

**k. pro.** Thou; also **s.**  
**s.** Thine.

**s. n.** P. p. of **s.** , q. v.

**s. n.** See s. **s.** , q. v.

**s. n.** Blame, censure, reproach, abuse, scorn.  
**s.** A censor.  
**s.** To blame, abuse, etc.

**s. a.** Blamable; despicable.

**s. a.** Gen. of **s.** , q. v.  
Of thee, thine, thy.  
**s.**  
**s.** Loc.  
**s.**

**k. ad.** Yesterday.  
**s.** Gen.  
**s.** Dat.

**s. n.** Falling down; dying, death; ruined state.  
**2.** putting down as irregular or exceptional, as a word in a compound; exception.  
**3.** a particle (q. ).  
**s.** To destroy.

**s. a.** Perfect; accurate.  
**s.** clever, skilful.  
**s.** Skilfulness, cleverness.

**s. a.** Bound; caught, fettered; confined.  
**s.** A fixed rule.

**s. n.** Binding; a rule, order.

**s. a.** Thick, dense, tight.  
**s.** Made close, dense, etc.

**k. n.** A marriage festival.  
**s.** A bridegroom's companion.

**h. v. l.** To endure, suffer, bear, succeed.

**s. a.** Immersed; sunk in; depressed.

**s. n.** Invitation, esp. to a śrāddha.

**s. n.** = **s.** , q. v.

**s. n.** h. a. Exact, quite correct; ad. Exactly, etc.

**s. n.** A mark, aim.  
**s.** sign; omen.  
**s.** cause, motive, reason.  
**s.** Because of, on account of.  
**s.** A fortune-teller.

**s. n.** = **s.** , q. v.

**s. n.** Twinkling, winking; the twinkling of an eye; a moment.  
**s.** a minute.

**s. n.** The Nimb-tree, **s.** indica.  
**Dat.** The coral tree.

**s. n.** (pl. of **s.** ) k. pro. Your.  
**s.** Yours.  
**s.** Acc.  
**s.** Abl.  
**s.** Dat.  
**s.** Loc.  
**s.**

**s. n.** Depth; a slope; a gap.  
**s.** Deep, low.
s. a. Having no interval; continuous; without interstices, compact, dense; uninterrupted, constant. *ad. Continuously.

s. n. A faultless or guiltless person.

s. a. Imperishable; infallible.

s. n. Absence of desire or expectation.

s. a. Nonsensical, useless, unprofitable.

s. a. Unlimited, interminable.

s. n. Without limbs or members.

s. n. Fasting; a fast.

s. n. Absence of selfishness.

s. a. Unselfish.

s. n. Repudiation, rejection.

To put away, repudiate; etc.

s. n. Desirelessness.

s. a. Formless, shapeless; ugly, also 3.


h. a. Furnished with kalabatu, as a cloth.

s. n. Groundlessness, poorness, etc.  A poor person.

s. a. Not causing trouble; not requiring efforts; not fatiguing.

s. n. Hopelessness, despair.

s. a. Supportless; friendless, destitute.

s. n. Foodlessness, fasting.

A fasting person.

(s. of ) n. Doubtlessness, certainty; calmness. 2, the sky.

1. ( = ) k. v. i. To be arranged, to be ready; cf. 3. n. Orderly arrangement.

k. n. Foldings: the folds of a garment, as of a dōtra or śīrē.
Assigned; to put down; to arrange; to adjust. n. Arrangement; display.

Looking towards, expectation, waiting for. s. u. Looking at; expecting; a look. To look at, gaze at; to behold; to expect.

Godless, atheistic. -s. Atheism. -s. An atheist.

k.n. Orderly arrangement; propriety.

Uttered, explained. n. One of the védángas.

Undoubtedly; true. n. Undoubtedly, truth; unfailingness; rectitude.

Without a reply; silenced, reposed.

s. a. Inactive, lazy; without employment. One who is unemployed.

Undisturbed; harmless, inoffensive. n. Undisturbedness.

s. a. Useless.

Free from cares or trouble.

Helpless, remediless.

Fame. 2, skilfulness.

An order, command; a written order. -s. Representing; investigation; determination, definition; sight; telling, narrating. To order; to make known; to define. Being defined, determined.

Free from sickness, healthy, well; also . A healthy person; also .

Shutting in; check; coercion, restraint; hindrance. To obstruct; to restrain, keep back.

lb. of s. a. A message; permission to depart.

Gone out, disappeared, extinct. 2, freed from.

Helplessness, misery, poverty.

Going forth, setting out, receding; departure; also -s.

q. v.

Without qualities. n. The supreme soul.

A shrub, the five-leaved chaste-tree, Vitex negundo.

A loud sound, noise.

Unpeopled, uninhabited, desolate.

Waterless, dry.

Lifelessness. a. Lifeless, inanimate. A lifeless being.

Decision, determination; precise definition. 2, sentence, decree, verdict. 3, final settlement.

To settle, decide, come to a decision; to give a verdict; to decree, order. Damnation (Christ.). Unmercifulness, cruelty.

Assigned; directed; described, ascertained.

Faultlessness.

Pointing out, denoting; directing; order, command, direction; description. To point out, show; to specify, etc.

Luckless.

Faultless; guiltless, innocent. A guiltless person.

Poor. n. Poverty.

s. v. t. To determine, ascertain, settle, make sure.

Particularizing; determining, defining, settling; certainty; judgment; also -s.
Extinguished; 2, ruined.

Disregard, contempt.

Shamelessness, impudence.

Stainless, spotless.  n. Spotlessness.

Unavariciousness, unselfishness.  Unselfish.

Ruin. Sincere.

To complete, finish.

To carry out; to accomplish, effect.

Exudation of trees, as juice, gum, resin, milk; etc.

Disregard, contempt.

Shamelessness, impudence.

Stainless, spotless.  n. Spotlessness.

Unavariciousness, unselfishness.  Unselfish.

Ruin. Sincere.

To complete, finish.

To carry out; to accomplish, effect.

Exudation of trees, as juice, gum, resin, milk; etc.

Disregard, contempt.

Shamelessness, impudence.

Stainless, spotless.  n. Spotlessness.

Unavariciousness, unselfishness.  Unselfish.

Ruin. Sincere.

To complete, finish.

To carry out; to accomplish, effect.

Exudation of trees, as juice, gum, resin, milk; etc.

Disregard, contempt.

Shamelessness, impudence.

Stainless, spotless.  n. Spotlessness.

Unavariciousness, unselfishness.  Unselfish.

Ruin. Sincere.

To complete, finish.

To carry out; to accomplish, effect.

Exudation of trees, as juice, gum, resin, milk; etc.

Disregard, contempt.

Shamelessness, impudence.

Stainless, spotless.  n. Spotlessness.

Unavariciousness, unselfishness.  Unselfish.

Ruin. Sincere.

To complete, finish.

To carry out; to accomplish, effect.
s. a. Unattached to any object.

(= s) s. n. Bliss; final emancipation.

s. n. Entering into. 2, expiation, atonement; also -n.

s. n. Unconcernedness.

a. Without deceit, candid, honest, plain. 2, without a pretext, cause or reason.

(= s) k. n. Standing. 2, the side-post of a door. 3, remainder, balance; also -n. -n., -n. Attitude; leisure; patience; composure.

= s, q. v.

s. n. An abode, residence. -n.

A householder.

(= s) k. n. Standing. 2, position. 3, height. 4, cessation; leisure.

a. High. s. A long garment.

= s, q. v.

=q. v. = s. Patience; composure; leisure. -n.

A staring eye. -n. A full-length-mirror.

k. v. t. To stretch one's self.

v. i. To reach; to stand upon one's tiptoes. 2, to come within reach.

3, to begin.

a. k. v. t. To heap up, amass.

v. i. To crowd. 2, to jump.

= s, q. v.

= s, q. v.

k. v. t. To cause to stand, stop, cease, stay, etc.

k. v. i. To stand; to stand up; to stop; to stay; to be; to wait; to remain; to stand or last, as colour; to remain without injury; to cease, as rain; to rest; to endure, etc. P. ps.

It stopped, stood. s. To cause to stand, place, etc. To stand, remain.

k. v. t. To stroke or rub gently.

s. n. To cause to stroke.

s. n. Accomplishment; turning back; ceasing. To turn away, repel; to leave off, remove.

s. n. Keeping back or off, warding off; averting; preventing, hindering, checking. Cpsds.: -s, -s, -s, -s. To keep back, ward off; to aver.

s. n. A resting-place, abode, dwelling.

s. n. An inhabitant. -n. To dwell, reside.

f. n. The act of waving a thing in front of a person or idol to remove any evil. -n. To wave anything to avert any evil.

s. n. Return; disappearance, cessation, inactivity; leaving off, desisting from; abstinence; rest. 2, felicity, bliss.

s. n. Communication, announcement; information; delivering, offering. To make known; to present, offer. An oblation, gift of food to an idol.

s. n. Entering; a settlement; a house; a camp.

1. s. n. Night. -s. Moving about by night; the moon; a thief. -s. An owl. -s. Evening. -s, -s. The moon. s. Break of day; quiet; a house.


h. n. An ensign, flag, standard.

s. n. Deism; natural religion.

1, s. n. Night.

2. h. ad. Together with, along with.

s. a. Fixed, firm; steady; also s.
I. 5. a. To hard. decision; useless; immovable, invariable. 2. fixed, steady. 3. a. Mountain. 2. an ascetic. 3. the earth.

II. s. a. Settled, decided, certain. A fixed matter; a certain kind of betrothal.

III. s. a. Thoughtless, careless; uninvolved; free from care or anxiety. Thoughtlessness; freedom from anxiety, care.

IV. s. u. Motionlessness; want of power.

V. s. u. Want of strength or power.

VI. s. u. Inspiration, inhaling. Inhaling and exhaling.

VII. s. u. Breathing out, expiration.

VIII. s. u. N. of a wild aboriginal tribe; a Höhlya.

IX. s. a. Prohibited, forbidden, prevented.

X. s. u. Killing, destroying.

XI. s. u. Prohibition, forbidding, hindering; negation, denial. The negative form of a verb. To forbid.

XII. s. u. Waiting on; service, worship.

XIII. s. a. Guileless. Guilelessness; also -s. -ś. A guileless, candid person.

XIV. s. a. Pitiless, unmerciful, cruel. A pitiless, cruel person.

XV. s. u. Ascertaining, decision, settlement. To determine, settle.

XVI. s. a. Stainless, spotless, sinless.

XVII. s. u. Guilelessness.

XVIII. s. a. Desireless, disinterested; unselfish. n. Absence of desire, disinterestedness. A person free from desire.

XIX. s. a. Causeless, groundless.

XX. s. u. The hollow of a tree. 2. a garden attached to a house.

XXI. s. u. Expiation, compensation, discharge of a debt or obligation.

XXII. s. a. Staying on, grounded on; devoted to, practising. n. Intention, aim.

XXIII. s. u. Position; condition. 2. devoted; uniform practice, religious duty; faith. 3. excellence, perfection. 4. conclusion, the end of a drama, etc. 5. death. 6. certainty. 7. trouble.

XXIV. s. a. Impartial. u. Impartiality.

XXV. s. a. Sinless, guiltless.

XXVI. s. u. Grinding, pulverizing.

XXVII. s. a. Useless; needless.

XXVIII. s. a. Causeless, groundless; useless. u. Uselessness.

XXIX. s. a. Fruitless, barren; unprofitable.

XXX. s. u. Relinquishment; evacuation; 2. giving away. 3. the natural state.

XXXI. k. v. l. To squeeze between fingers.

XXXII. s. n. Going out; crossing over; passing time. To spend, pass, as time.
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Desireless; political

impatient. u. Want of brilliancy.

s. a. Desireless; indifferent; content. u. Absence of covetousness; also -अ. undoubted, unerring, certain.

s. a. Pithless, sapless. n. Want of energy; weakness; also दक्षिण. दक्षिण.

s. a. Childless, issueless; also दक्षिण.

s. a. Undoubtedly, unerring, certain.

s. a. Pithless, sapless. n. Want of energy; weakness; also दक्षिण.

s. a. Childless, issueless; also दक्षिण.

s. a. Sapless; insipid, pithless; worthless, vain. n. Saplessness, insipidity.

s. a. Coarse, thick.


Moral conduct. अस्माय मानव. A moral, just, prudent man. अस्माय -स्माय. The science of ethics or morals. अस्माय -स्माय. A moral saying.

k. pro. Thou.


s. u. A lotus. 2, a pearl. 3, the garden plant Costus speciosus.

a. Free from impurity.

s. a. Leading, guidance; moral behaviour; political science, policy; statesmanship; moral philosophy, ethics; prudence; acquisition. 2, righteousness; justification (Christ.).

A well-conducted, virtuous man.
Siberian crane, *Ardea sibirica*. -

The skate fish. - The water-reed, *Calamus fasciculatus*. -

A water-snake. - Fog arising from water; steam, vapour.

smoothness, to.

1. k. r. t. To force one's self into; to enter without permission, as a house, etc.; to creep into.

2. (k. r. t. To crush, powder, grind. n. Crushed or crum- bled state. 

k. r. t. To be crushed to pieces, crumble.

The horse-radish, 

Moringa pterigosperva. Cpd.: -

k. r. t. To swallow; to devour

k. r. t. Fragments, bits; grits of any grain. 2, wasting away, ruin, etc. 

Ganji made of mud. 

k. r. t. To utter; to speak; to say. n. A voice; speech; a word; a promise; a language. Cpd.: -

s. n. A small lamp used for waving before an idol, etc.

s. n. An indigo shrub, *Indigofera tinctoria*. 2, indigo, the dye. 3, a female evil spirit that speaks lies. 

An eye with a bluish pupil.  

An indigo-dyer. - 

A falsehood. - 

s. n. A false report.  

The blue water-lily, *Nymphaea cyanea*; a blue lotus. 

f. n. Rice growing wild. 

s. n. A cloth worn round a woman's waist. 2, capital, stock. 3, a wagger, stake. 4, junction, union. 

1. k. pro. (pl. of ) You. See its decl. s. . 

2. k. v. t. To rub softly; stroke down, as the hair; cloth, etc.

lb. of 

v. t. To manage; to fulfill.

k. n. Extension, length, height. 

(cf. ) a. k. r. t. To grow long, extend, be stretched out.

s. int. Now? what? indeed?

k. v. t. To powder.

k. v. t. To slip.

k. v. c.

1. k. r. t. To force one's self into; to enter without permission, as a house, etc.; to creep into.

2. (k. r. t. To crush, powder, grind. n. Crushed or crum- bled state. 

k. r. t. To be crushed to pieces, crumble.

k. n. The horse-radish, 

Moringa pterigosperva. Cpd.: -

k. r. t. To swallow; to devour

k. r. t. Fragments, bits; grits of any grain. 2, wasting away, ruin, etc. 

Broken rice. 

Ganji made of mud. 

k. r. t. To utter; to speak; to say. n. A voice; speech; a word; a promise; a language. Cpd.: -

s. n. A small lamp used for waving before an idol, etc.

s. n. An indigo shrub, *Indigofera tinctoria*. 2, indigo, the dye. 3, a female evil spirit that speaks lies. 

An eye with a bluish pupil.  

An indigo-dyer. - 

A falsehood. - 

s. n. A false report.  

The blue water-lily, *Nymphaea cyanea*; a blue lotus. 

f. n. Rice growing wild. 

s. n. A cloth worn round a woman's waist. 2, capital, stock. 3, a wagger, stake. 4, junction, union. 

1. k. pro. (pl. of ) You. See its decl. s. . 

2. k. v. t. To rub softly; stroke down, as the hair; cloth, etc.

lb. of 

v. t. To manage; to fulfill.

k. n. Extension, length, height. 

(cf. ) a. k. r. t. To grow long, extend, be stretched out.
be inured to; to become familiar with.

श्रेष्ठ (श्रेष्ठ = श्रेष्ठ) k. n. The state of being harassed or exercised. -श्रेष्ठ. Familiarity with, etc.

श्रेष्ठता (श्रेष्ठता = श्रेष्ठता) k. v. i. To wane away.

c. l. (श्रेष्ठता = श्रेष्ठता) To reduce to powder, etc.

श्रेष्ठता (श्रेष्ठता = श्रेष्ठता) k. n. Gravel.

श्रेष्ठता k. v. l. To twist, as a rope, etc.; to wring, as clothes in washing; to curl, as the whiskers, etc. 2, the intestines to gripe. n. A twist, cord.

2, 2, gripping pain in the intestines; also श्रेष्ठता. To cause to twist.

श्रेष्ठता k. n. A twist, cord, thread, twine. -श्रेष्ठता. To twist. -श्रेष्ठता, -श्रेष्ठता. The twisting pin that elevates or depresses the shaft of the oil-mill.

श्रेष्ठता 1. k. n. Powder, dust.

श्रेष्ठता 2. k. n. An insect that destroys cloth, grain, etc. 2, an eye-fly; a gnat.

श्रेष्ठता 3. (श्रेष्ठता = श्रेष्ठता) k. v. i. To enter a door, etc. P. ps. श्रेष्ठतान, श्रेष्ठताना.

श्रेष्ठता (श्रेष्ठता = श्रेष्ठता) k. v. i. To enter a door; to get into; to retreat, hide one's self, sink. n. Entering a door.

2, evasion, falsehood.

श्रेष्ठता = श्रेष्ठता. P. p. of श्रेष्ठता.

श्रेष्ठता k. v. l. To shove, push; to push away or aside; to push on, urge on. 2, to spend, as time. 3, to fare.

n. Shoving; a push. श्रेष्ठता. To cause to push, etc.

श्रेष्ठता s. a. New, novel, recent; fresh, young; strange. -श्रेष्ठता. A schemer.

श्रेष्ठता (६. ६. श्रेष्ठता) n. A cancerous disease.

श्रेष्ठता (श्रेष्ठ = श्रेष्ठ) k. a. A hundred. श्रेष्ठ श्रेष्ठ. Hundredth. श्रेष्ठश्रेष्ठ, 150. श्रेष्ठश्रेष्ठश्रेष्ठ, 125. श्रेष्ठश्रेष्ठश्रेष्ठ. Fully a 100. -श्रेष्ठता, -श्रेष्ठता. A hundred fold.


श्रेष्ठता k. ad. Much, exceedingly.

श्रेष्ठता s. u. Man. -श्रेष्ठता, -श्रेष्ठता. A king. -श्रेष्ठता, -श्रेष्ठता. State policy. -श्रेष्ठता, -श्रेष्ठता. An excellent king. -श्रेष्ठता, -श्रेष्ठता. Vishnu's incarnation of man-lion; also श्रेष्ठता.

श्रेष्ठता s. u. Dancing, pantomime.

श्रेष्ठता (= श्रेष्ठता) k. v. l. To lick. श्रेष्ठता. To cause to lick.

श्रेष्ठता (= श्रेष्ठता) a. k. v. l. To cause to jump.

श्रेष्ठता k. n. A cold, catarrh. -श्रेष्ठता, -श्रेष्ठता. To catch cold.

श्रेष्ठता k. n. Leaping, jumping.

श्रेष्ठता, श्रेष्ठता a. k. v. l. To raise, lift up. n. Lifting up.

श्रेष्ठता = श्रेष्ठता. q. c.

श्रेष्ठता (श्रेष्ठ = श्रेष्ठ) a. k. v. l. To undertake; to engage in; to perform, do. v. i.

श्रेष्ठता k. n. An alligator.

श्रेष्ठता a. k. n. Action; work; conduct.

श्रेष्ठता, श्रेष्ठता. S. fame, accomplishment.

श्रेष्ठता k. v. l. To be purified, to be clear, to shine. 2, to jump up, to bound. 3, to rise, ascend. v. l. To raise, lift up.

P. ps. श्रेष्ठतान, श्रेष्ठताना. Leaping.

श्रेष्ठता, श्रेष्ठता k. n. The small caltrops, Tribulus lanuginosus; also श्रेष्ठता.

श्रेष्ठता 1. k. v. i. To be curved or bent inward; to sink in; to disappear; to get a bruise. [troy.

श्रेष्ठता 2. k. v. l. To crush, smash, des...

श्रेष्ठता (श्रेष्ठ = श्रेष्ठ) 1, q. v. k. v. l. To believe, trust; to confide in. n. Confidence, trust, faith, reliance. श्रेष्ठता, -श्रेष्ठता. 1. श्रेष्ठता s. श्रेष्ठता 1, q. v.

श्रेष्ठता श्रेष्ठता k. a. Straight, erect. ad.

श्रेष्ठता श्रेष्ठता. Straightly; orderly, regularly; right-
ly, distinctly; well, in good health.  -сид. To become straight.  -сид. To repair; to do well; to arrange.  

Recollection.  k. u. Straight, regular, proper, etc. Cpsds: -піп, -піп, -піп, etc. 

( = кіі, etc., q. r.) к. u. To fix firmly, plant, etc. П. п.  

k. u. Fat, narrow.  

( = кіі, q. r.) k. n. А kinsman, relative. -піп, -піп. Relations and other beloved ones. -піп, -піп. Relationship. 

( = кіі) n. The eye. 2, a die; a cowry used in gaming. 3, gambling. -піп. A play-board.  

Playing at backgammon, etc.  

A gambler.  


k. n. The forehead; the crown of the head. -піп. A pearl in the head. 

( = кіі) q. r.  

( = кіі) P. p. of кіі, in кіі. 

1. k. v. i. et t. To think, imagine; to think upon; to be mindful of; to wish; to remember; also кіі.  

Thought, reflection; recollection, remembrance. -піп, кіі. To think about, remember. -піп, кіі. To bear in mind. 

Recollection.  

2. k. v. i. To become wet. P. ps. кіі, кіі, кіі, кіі.  

Becoming wet, etc. -піп. To put for soaking. -піп, кіі, кіі. Soaked rice; a kind of sweetmeat.  

Soaked kadale. -піп. To make wet, moisten. 

( = кіі, etc.) k. n. Recollection.  

2. acquaintance. 


a. k. v. i. To lean on; to take for one's support. n. Leaning upon; a support. -піп. To charge with, attribute. 

k. v. To weave; to entwine; also кіі. Weaving; a web. -піп. A weaver. 

k. n. A water-lily. 


Next door and other neighbours. 

2. ( = кіі) k. n. A vital point or organ; a secret. -піп. Fullness, completeness. 

k. n. A fence of bamboos, etc.  

P. p. of кіі, q. r. 

kіі, кіі a. k. v. i. To bring together, join, collect, convene. 

а. k. n. Fullness; accomplishment; nicety; goodness. 

k. n. A union, mass, crowd, multitude, etc.  

[help. ] 

1. k. n. A mass. 2, an assistance, 

2. ( = кіі) k. n. Fullness, completeness. -піп. To fulfil, accomplish.  

To be completed, fulfilled, as a word, work, etc. 

See s. кіі.  

kіі, kіі k. n. Shade; shadow; shelter. 

kіі, = кіі, q. r. 


2. = кіі, q. r.
3. (s = 3) k. v. i. To become entire, full, complete, ready; perfect, mature, sufficient. P. ps. సంపూర్తి; సంపూర్తి. n. Completeness; maturity, etc. 2, a flood. ad. Completely; perfectly, fully, exceedingly. —సంపూర్తి. Replete with wisdom.


సౌందర్యం, సౌందర్యం k. n. A net-work of rope in which pots, etc. are suspended.

సౌందర్యం k. n. Standing-place; a place of residence; an apartment of a house; place; ground; footing; basis; certainty; certain knowledge; a mystery. —సౌందర్యం —సౌందర్యం = సౌందర్యం. q. v. —సౌందర్యం. A penetrating eye. —సౌందర్యం. Ground to lose, etc. —సౌందర్యం. To take footing; to take root, as plants, etc.; to become settled. —సౌందర్యం. To place, establish, etc. —సౌందర్యం. An abode. —సౌందర్యం. An upper story. —సౌందర్యం. To get a firm footing; to be in use.

సౌందర్యం k. n. The emblic myrobalan, Phyllanthus emblica.
k. n. Straightness; propriety; harmony; rightness; fitness; order. | rep. Quite proportionate; face to face.

a. k. n. Propriety, rectitude, etc. | A Brāhmaṇa; f. 

k. n. Common tree with purple berries, | Eugenia jambolana.

f. n. A breakfast.

t. i. To be suspended, to hang; swing, dangle. | P. p.

t. t. To make straight or smooth; to rub gently with the hand.

a. k. n. A necklace of silver or gold; a girdle.

(lb. of €) n. An anklet.

(€) a. k. n. The sun. - |

Crystal.

(€) n. Love. - | A male friend; f. - |

(fr. ) s. n. Lowness; humility.

(fr. ) s. u. Real. u. Reality; truth.

e. n. Nitrogen, an element.

s. a. Accidental, occasional.

s. a. Momentary. n. N. of a forest.

(€) s. n. Barter, exchange.

s. n. A dialectician, logician.

(lb. of €) n. The south-west quarter.

s. u. South-western. n. The ruler of that quarter. | The south-west quarter.

(fr. €) s. n. Stainlessness; purity. | [ness.

(fr. €) s. n. Blueness; blackness.

(fr. €) s. n. An offering of eatables to a deity. - , - , - . | To present a naivedya.
pulse.  ಮತ್ತೆ-  To peep.  ಮತ್ತೆ. - To look back.  ಮತ್ತೆ-  To wait, look for.  ಮತ್ತೆ. - To cause to look, etc.

ಆರಿ. Looking, etc.

ಆರಿ (fr. ಆರಿ) k. n. Ache, pain.

ಆರಿ k. v. t. To observe a vow or perform any meritorious act. P. ps. ಆರಿಯ, ಆರಿಯ.

ಆರಿ k. n. Any meritorious act of devotion, penance, or austerity.

ಆರಿಗಬು ಆರಿ, etc., q. v. ಆರಿಗಬುನಂ.

To cause to suffer pain; to pain, afflict.

ಆರಿಹ. n. Fare, freight.

ಆರಿ (fr. ಆರಿ) k. n. Ache, pain; affliction.

ಆರಿ, -ಆರಿಗಬು = ಆರಿಗಬುನಂ, q. v. ಆರಿಗಬು.

Stomach-ache, colic.

ಆರಿ s. n. A ship, boat. -ಆರಿ. A small ship.

ಆರಿಗಬು = ಆರಿಗಬು, q. v.

ಆರಿಗಬು = ಆರಿಗಬು, q. v.

ಆರಿಗಬು s. n. The Indian fig or banyan tree, Ficus bengalensis.

ಆರಿಗಬು ( = ಆರಿಗಬು) s. n. Method, way, rule, manner, system, plan. 2, fit-

ness, right, justice; law; a lawful act. 3, a lawsuit; dispute. 4, a logical argument; syllogism; logic. 5, an axiom. -ಆರಿ. A case; being settled (also -ಆರಿಗಬು. Last judgment). -ಆರಿಗಬು. To decide a case; to judge.

ಆರಿಗಬು ( =ಆರಿಗಬು) Deciding a case.


ಆರಿಗಬು. A standard of law; decalogue, the ten commandments of God. -ಆರಿ.


ಆರಿ s. n. A court of justice.

ಆರಿ. A court, cutcherry.

ಆರಿಗಬು, ಆರಿಗಬು. A judge.

ಆರಿಗಬು. The judgment seat, bench.

ಆರಿಗಬು s. n. Depositing; consigning; a deposit, pledge. 2, certain religious ceremonies.


ಆರಿ. The thirty-ninth letter of the alphabet.

ಆರಿ k. A letter used in reiteration, as:

ಆರಿ, ಆರಿ, ಆಯರಿ, ಆಯರಿ, ಆಯರಿ. etc. 2, a. k., a letter to form the future tense and the present ret. part., as: ಆರಿ, ಆರಿ, ಆರಿ, ಆರಿ, ಆರಿ, ಆರಿ, ಆರಿ, ಆರಿ, ಆರಿ, ಆರಿ.

ಆರಿ f. n. A petal of a flower.

ಆರಿ s. n. The letter ಆರಿ.

ಆರಿ h. n. A double water-skin carried on a bullock.

ಆರಿ = ಆರಿ, q. v.

ಆರಿ (lb. of ಆರಿ) n. A wing. 2, the flank or side; a side, party, faction. 3, neighbourhood. 4, support. -ಆರಿ. The flank or side.

ಆರಿ -ಆರಿ (lb. of ಆರಿ). The armour of horses or elephants. -ಆರಿ. Pleurisy.

ಆರಿ ( =ಆರಿ) k. ad. Suddenly. -ಆರಿ.

To burst out a laughing.

ಆರಿ f. n. A kind of vessel.

The centre of a dice-cloth. *Cpds.*:

2. the play itself. -समु तिभिः. The page-to-play.

2. f. n. Cautious, as in speech; painstaking. -प्रसयं. A painstaking man.

2. k. n. Tribute, tax.

2. f. n. Pay, salary.

The page.

2. a. k. v. i. To be sticky, viscid; to adhere. 2, to be afflicted.

1. f. n. A large fan; punka.


1. k. n. A fork, a forked branch.

A large forehead-mark. -प्रसयं. To deceive.

1. k. a. Apart, distinct. n. A party of people.

s. a. Lame, crippled.

s. = को. q. v.

s. = को. q. v.

s. Cooking, roasting; maturing; digesting. 2, fire.

f. n. Reproach. अभ्यास. To reproach, chide, jeer.


2. (lh. of अभ्यास) n. Dress, adorning; an ornament. -सम्ब. -सम्ब (सम्बह) A large wrapper; a stout cotton
cloth used as a cover at night. To decorate, adorn.

Earth, Five place cover a -omta:D^3^mD^3^.

A kind of pickles made of green vegetables.

A precious stone set in gold without soldering.

h. a. Twenty-five. 2, a kind of play.

Privacy; consulting in private.

Greenness. 2, yellowish colour. 3, young sprouts; growing corn, etc., and their colour. 4, freshness, unripeness, rawness. 5, an emerald. 6, N. of a plant with fragrant ears; also -s3ioj. 7, any tattooed figure on the skin. A climbing herb, Cucumis pubesceous. A festoon of green leaves.

S. = n. v. c.

S. = n. v. c.

s a. Five. 2, incomparable. n. A jury. -s. Made of five; a pack of five, as of paper. -s3ioj. A sweet meat made of five ingredients, as avalakki, ëllu, kadlé, kõbârî and bêlla. A pentagon. The five wounds of Christ, as of hands, feet and heart. Five things from the cow: milk, curds, ghee, urine and dung.

Brâhmañas of Bengal and northern provinces. N. of a collection of stories and fables in five chapters. Fivefoldness; death. Five days in a month on which Brâhmañas perform special worship.

The five sons of Pându, who are worshipped by peasants in the form of stones. A metal vessel. The five vital airs. The five elements: earth, fire, water, air and ether. The fifth; a Śûdra; a ānânâ. The five heinous sins: killing a Brâhmaṇa, etc. Devotional acts performed in reference to the veda, the gods, the manes of ancestors, men and all beings. Five musical instruments: a horn, tabor, conch-shell, kettle-drum, and a gong. The 5th day of the lunar fortnight; the ablative case. Five gestures of fingers made in presenting offerings; five sectarian marks of Saivas. N. of doctrinal books of Vaishnava sects. -s3ioj. The double rule of three.

An alloy of 5 metals, viz. gold, silver, copper, tin and iron. A lion; Śiva. N. of a place where Râma resided. The five colours: white, black, red, yellow, and green; five letters or castes. The five objects of sense: rasa, rûpa, gandha, śâdha, and sparâ. A calendar or almanac. An astrologer; a poor man. To tell the things from an almanac; to tell verbally.

The five nectarious substances: milk, curds, ghee, honey, and sugar.

h. n. An assembly to settle a matter by arbitration; arbitration. An award of arbitrators. An arbitrator.

N. of a tribe and their country in the north.

Five states of humanity: childhood, boyhood, youth, manhood, and old age.

s. n. One of the five classes of artificers: goldsmiths, carpenters, blacksmiths, braziers and stone-cutters. 2, a goldsmith.

s. n. The five organs of sense: the eye, ear, nose, tongue and skin.

(fr. वाळस - श्रेयस) s. h. n. One-eighth of a maund.

s. n. A cage. 2, a skeleton.

(lb. of चाँद - चाँदी) n. The Panjab.

f. n. The cotton-ball from which the thread is spun. 2, an almanac.

3, a journal; a register.

f. n. A torch.


2. नेत्र, q. v.

s. n. Cloth. 2, fine cloth; = नील, q. v. 3, a veil, screen. 4, a sheet; an expanse; vastness. 5, a tablet or plate. 6, a thatch, roof. 7, a sail. 8, a paper-kite. 9, a picture. 10, a basin for watering plants. 11, a plat. -नु. Cotton cloth; a camp. -वन्न. A weaver; alum. -वस. A tent. -सूनर. A perfumed powder. -काल. A mast.

(lb. of जलाल) n. Sulphate of alumina or alum; also वसुर.

k. n. Tongs, pincers.

lb. of चाँद, q. v.

s. n. A roof, thatch. 2, a cover, veil. 3, a basket. 4, lb. of नील.

s. n. Silk. -कुंड, -धाव. A man who dyes silk yarn, makes silk tassels, etc.


h. n. A cracker, squib. नक्हा, नक्षा s. n. Ostentatious display of one's dress.

h. n. A Pathân, Afghân.

f. n. A battalion, regiment, army.

s. n. Stripes, lines. 2, woven silk. -रंग. A strié with coloured stripes.

= अवस्थ, q. v. 2, lb. of नील.

f. n. An unprincipled fellow; a lecher; a prodigal; an adulterer. -अवाय. Unprincipledness, profligacy.

s. n. Sandal wood. 2, the belly. 3, bamboo manna.

s. a. Sharp. 2, fierce; pungent; violent; active; strong, great. 3, clever, skilful; crafty. 4, eloquent, talkative. -व्यक्ति. To kindle. -तन. Sharpness; cleverness; eloquence.

h. n. A village officer.

s. n. A species of long cucumber, Trichosanthes diocta; the snake-gourd; also वसुर.

s. n. Cloth; silk. 2, a tablet, plate; a royal edict or grant. 3, a frontlet with which a king is decorated at coronation; royalty; a royal throne; dignity, office. -वय. To invest with dignity or authority. (-सि or) -वयं बढाव करना. To come to the throne. -वयं स्थापित करना. To place on the throne. -वयं वेध: करना. To dethrone. -वयं, -वयं करना. The queen. -वयं. A throne. -वयं, -वयं. To be enthroned. -वयं, -वयं. To ascend the throne. -वयं. A king. -वयं. The queen. -वयं. व्यक्तिका Brâhmana of much reading. -वयं. A reading hall. वसुर. The coronation of a king, ordination of a priest.

k. n. An anvil. वसुर. A workshop.

(lb. of जलाल) n. A town, city.

वसुर, नक्षा. A townsmen.

f. n. A girth, martingale.

f. n. A long broad sword; also वसुर.

f. n. Idle talk.
s. n. A stripe, line. 2, a strip, slip, strap, as of lace, cloth; a narrow and long piece, as of cloth, leather, metal, wood, etc.; a bar of iron, a rail for a railroad; a piece of timber of a door-frame; a squared rafter, joist; a female's zone; a dog's collar. 3, a roll of betel-leaves. 4, a fold, as of a turban. 5, a bed in gardens or fields. 6, a roll of a general collection; a list of collection, subscription or contribution. 7, pay, salary. 8, a roll or list, as of names, etc. -slanderer. A slanderer.

s. n. A tablet; a kind of necklace. 2, a document. 3, a bandage, ligature. 4, a frontlet.

1. k. v. t. To seize, catch, take hold of. n. Hold; a firm grasp. 2, persistence; resolution; pertinacy. 3, an application to a swelling to allay pain. 4, a callous spot.

2. P. p. of 1, q. v. 2, (fr. 2) lying down. To lay down, place. [tion.

3. k. n. So much as; time, repetition.

1. k. n. The bark of trees. 2, plantain fibres folded up so as to hold snuff, etc.

2. (= , q. v.) s. n. The pate, i.e. a head without hair. 2, a stripe, as of colour. 3, a broad tape. 4, a strap, girth, girdle. 5, a zone, sash. 6, a plat. 7, the outer iron rim of a wheel. 8, a roll of assessment. A striped kamby. To shave the head in stripes. A cot with tape bottom.

3. (= No. 1) s. n. Silk; woven silk.
1. (= \( \text{v\\text{-}m} \)) k. v. t. To get; to obtain; to catch; to incur, undergo; to experience, feel; to suffer. Affixed to the infinitive of verbs it gives them a passive signification; as: भूमिः, भूमिः तृतीय. To be written, etc.

2. a. k. v. t. To lie down; to go down, set, as the sun; to wear away; to die. n. Setting: the west. -स्थ, -स्थैः. The western side. -स्थ, -स्थैः. The region of sun-set: the west.

1. (= \( \text{v\\text{-}m} \)) k. v. t. To get; to incur, undergo; to experience; to gain, obtain. 2, to beget; esp. to bear, give birth to, as a mother. P. ps. वर्जनः, वर्जनः. वर्जनः, वर्जनः. Obtaining, incurring; experiencing.


\( \text{रङ्ग} \) (lb. of रङ्गसतः) n. The sweet-scented oleander, Nerium odoratum.

1. f. n. Any tribe; a sectarian division. -चतुर्भुजः. Caste rules.

2. (= जिम्न) s. n. Play, playing for a stake. 2, a stake at play, a wager. 3, wages, hire. 4, a fanam, a small coin. 5, a weight of two tolas. 6, price. 7, money, wealth. 8, business, trade. 9, a shop, stall. -स्थलः. To wager.

\( \text{शूम} \) (lb. of शूमसतः) n. A saucer-shaped lamp-cup.

k. n. A stick, bat. -शूमः. A play with a bat and ball.

\( \text{कृत} \), q. r. 2, tillage; a quarry.

s. n. A Pandit, scholar, learned man, doctor; f. -वीः.

1. a. k. v. t. To make ready; to array; to dress; to trim. अर्जुः. Arranging, equipping; an ornamental mark on the forehead. अर्जुः. To cause to make ready.

2. = अर्जुः, q. r.

k. n. A farm.

s. a. Saleable, vendible. n. An article of trade, wares. 2, a shop.

s. n. A bird. 2, a grasshopper. 3, any flying insect, esp. a moth. 4, the sun. 5, a sort of paper-kite. 6, an arrow.

s. n. X. of a muni, author of the योगा philosophy.

s. n. Falling down.

s. n. A standard-bearer, an ensign. -त्. An army.

s. n. A flag, banner.


f. n. A lower garment of females.

s. n. A quiver.

h. n. An examiner of tax money and measurer of public corn.

s. n. Going, moving. 2, a footman. 3, a share of some joint concern. -स्य, -स्यीः. A partner.

k. n. A hold: a wall-shelf. 2, (lb. of शूमसतः) a sword-blade; a knife.

1. (= शूमसतः) 1, q. v.) a. k. v. t. To hold to, stick to, etc. n. Hold, adhesion. 2, a grapple in fight. 3, friendship. -वृद्धिः. The amount of frauds on government charged to a public functionary.

2. = शूमसतः, q. r.

f. n. Credit, reputation.


f. n. A Pattimar.

s. n. A wife. Cpd.s.: वृद्धिः, वृद्धिः, etc.

tb. of रङ्गः, q. v.

[an.

नेलुम्बियम् s. n. A footman, pedestrian.

नेलुम्बियम् s. n. The meaning of a word.

2, a thing. 3, a head; a category.

4, a dish of any vegetables; curry.

कृपा, कृपा, q. v.

नेलुम्बियम् (नेलुम्बियाः) a. k. n. Well-being, welfare; safety. नेलुम्बियाः A happy man. नेलुम्बियाः To cheer up. नेलुम्बियाः To become well or happy; to feel refreshed.

कृपा a. k. v. l To desire, wish. n Desire, wish.

नेलुम्बिस् s. ad. At a step. -निधि. At every step, on every occasion.

नेलुम्बिस् s. n. A way. 2, manner, mode, usage, custom. Cpd.: केष्क, केष-केष, etc.

नेलुम्बिस् s. n. A lotus, Nelumbo Nucifera. 2, the water-lily. 3, a species of fragrant plant used in medicine. 4, the moon. 5, a particular posture of the body in religious meditation. 6, thousand billions. -सातस, -सात, -सात, -ब्रह्माः Brahma. -सिद्धांत, Vishnu -रूप.

Costus speciosus. -कोष्ठकः. Lakshmi; Pârvati. -पुराणं, N. of a Purâna.

नेलुम्बिस् s. n. The sun. नेलुम्बिस्. A certain intertwining of the fingers in devotion; a sectarian mark on the forehead. नेलुम्बिस्. Lotus coloured; a ruby. नेलुम्बिस्. Lotus-eyed; the seed of the lotus. नेलुम्बिस्, N. of a woman; the town Patna. नेलुम्बिस-नेलुम्बिसं नेलुम्बिसं No. 5, q. v.

नेलुम्बिस् s. n. A verse; metre; poetry.

नेलुम्बिस् s. n. The jack tree.

नेलुम्बिस् s. n. A sweet cake, fritter; also नेलुम्बिसः.

नेलुम्बिस् f. n. Cheese.

2. (ला) 2. A bet, wager.

2, a promise or vow; a challenge. -ज
A fruit.

challenge, vow. — A wagerer.

A learned man, Pandit; a schoolmaster.

lb. of Pampa, q. v.

lb. of milk-sea, q. v.

f. n. A schoolmaster.

s. n. A path, road.

A pandal, shed.

= s. v.

a. k. n. A coward.

Pride.

The breadth of cloth.

A snake. — Siva.

Vishnu. — Garuda.

(lat. of s. v.) n. The canopy over a palanquin or couch; also s. v.

a. k. n. Valour, courage.

k. n. The web surrounding the lower part of a palm-tree leaf.

k. n. Boasting; self-conceit.

k. n. Rose-water; perfumed water.

h. n. A funny way of trimming the whiskers.

k. n. A small tree with very fragrant flowers, Guettarda speciosa.

= s. v., q. v.

= s. v., q. v.

s. n. A chequered garment; the stuff called "poplin".

(fruit.

The Papaya tree and

k. n. Split pulse, almonds, etc.

k. n. Beating bushes in hunting.

a. k. n. Equal division.

s. n. The river, lake, or town of Pampa or Hampi; also

= s. v.

= s. v., q. v.

निर्माणः (२ = २) k. n. The state of being emaciated or lean.

निर्माणः h. n. Proving coin, shroffing; also निर्माणः.

निर्माणः f. n. A long cloth.

निर्माणः १. = निर्माणः.

निर्माणः २. h. n. Distinction, difference; dissimilitude.

निर्माणः (= निर्माणः, q. v.) a. k. n. A benediction. २, a vow. ३, a broom.

निर्माणः h. n. A district.

निर्माणः f. n. A Frank; a European.

निर्माणः (= निर्माणः) k. v. t. To scratch with the finger nails.

निर्माणः (lb. of निर्माणः) n. The blade of a sword or knife; a sword. २, a sward-hilt.

निर्माणः s. n. The supreme light.

निर्माणः २. God.

निर्माणः f. n. A platter, pot; the blade of a hoe. २, an enclosure around a house.

निर्माणः f. n. A kind of dish. २, the nape of the neck.

निर्माणः १. (= निर्माणः) a. k. v. t. To spread.

निर्माणः २. To scrape out; to scratch. v. t.

निर्माणः २. To spread. extend.

निर्माणः २. a. k. n. The ankle.

निर्माणः = निर्माणः, q. v.

निर्माणः h. n. A curtain, veil.

निर्माणः f. n. Paradise, the garden of Eden; heaven.

निर्माणः f. adj. But, yet, however.

निर्माणः a. k. v. t. To spread about. २, to be divulged.

निर्माणः, निर्माणः f. adj. Elsewise, in some other way. n. An assignment, transfer. -निर्माणः. A deed of transfer.


निर्माणः The supreme soul. निर्माणः. An ascetic of the highest order.

निर्माणः An atom. निर्माणः. The supreme soul, the soul of the universe; God. निर्माणः. Supreme felicity.

निर्माणः. Best food, as: rice boiled in milk with sugar. निर्माणः. Reality, truth. निर्माणः. Utmost term or limit. निर्माणः, निर्माणः

निर्माणः. Supreme lord: Śiva; Vishnu; Indra.

निर्माणः (२ = २) a. k. n. A black bee.

निर्माणः s. a. Successive, repeated. निर्माणः. A series, succession, order; race, lineage.

निर्माणः f. lb. of निर्माणः, q. v.

निर्माणः h. n. Care, concern about; anxiety. -निर्माणः. Never mind.

निर्माणः, निर्माणः h. n. An order, pass, commission.

निर्माणः s. n. An axe. -निर्माणः, निर्माणः Rāma, the son of Jamadagni.

निर्माणः = निर्माणः, q. v.

निर्माणः (= निर्माणः. lb. of निर्माणः) n. People assembled at an idol festival.

निर्माणः (२ = २) s. n. The active transitive verb (२).

निर्माणः f. int. Attention! take heed! listen! n. Carelessness, inattentiveness, forgetfulness.

निर्माणः s. n. Heroism, valour, courage; power, strength. २, exertion; effort, enterprise. -निर्माणः. A valorous man. -निर्माणः. Powerful, valorous.

निर्माणः s. n. The pollen of a flower. २, dust, powder. ३, the nectar or honey of flowers.
sacrifice by faith; Christ. 印度人.
To abandon, leave, reject; to take away, remove, set aside, remedy; to clear off, as a debt.

-To Roaming, to RO.* To Joking, joking; a jester, buffoon; also -t. 2, mirth, sport; laughter, deriding, mockery.

Investigation; examination; test, trial. -�. An examination to take place. -ר. To undergo an examination; to pass an examination with success; also -ט. . -ב. An examiner. -ט, -ר. To inspect, examine; to investigate.

-ט (lb. of 动工) n. Spreading; prolixity; verbosity. 动工 To spread about; to give details of.

动工 (lb. of 动工) n. A yearly feast at which villagers take a common meal before an idol.

动工 s. a. Knotted; rough, rugged; harsh, cruel, stern, rude. n. A touch-stone, the philosopher's stone.

动工 1. (=动工, q. v.) a. k. v. t. To spread, disperse. n. Extension, stretch.

动工 2. k. n. A scale, coat of an onion; a web on the eye; slough of a snake; a thin layer of stone; a spider's web; scab of a sore; scurf of the head.


动工 =动工, q. v.

动工 (=动工) k. n. A Pariah.

动工,动工 s. n. The supreme lord.

动工 s. a. Invisible, imperceptible; absent. n. Invisibility.

动工 s. n. Doing good to others, benevolence, charity. 印度人. A beneficent person.

动工 s. n. A rain-cloud. 2, Indra. 动工 A prayer for rain.

动工 s. n. A leaf. -动工,动工. A hut made of leaves; a hermitage. -动工

动工,动工,动工. Feeding on leaves.

动工 =动工, q. v. 2, -动工.

动工 s. n. A species of medicinal plant, Oldentania biflora.

动工 (=动工) a. k. n. Roughness; harshness.

动工 s. n. A herb, Mollugo cerviana.

动工 (=动工, q. v.) a. k. v. i. To spread, etc.

动工 s. n. Roaming, wandering.
动工 To wander about.

动工,动工 s. n. Limit, border, edge, end. ad. As far as, until, unto.

动工 s. n. Going round; revolution of time. 2, change, mutation.

动工 s. n. End, conclusion, issue.

动工 =动工, q. v.

动工 s. n. Obtaining. 2, end, conclusion. 3, competency. 4, satisfaction.

动工 s. n. Revolution, course. 2, repetition. 3, succession, turn. 4, order, method; style; manner. -动工 A synonym.

动工 s. a. Stale, not fresh. 动工 Eating stale food.

动工 Stale rice.

动工 s. n. Search, inquiry. 2, service.

动工 s. n. A knot of a cane. 2, a section, chapter, book. 3, a division of time: the days of the four changes of the moon. 4, a festival. -动工. The full and change of the moon.


动工 =动工, q. v.

动工 =动工, q. v. -动工. To gnash the teeth. -动工 To gnash the teeth.

动工 1,动工 (=动工, q. v.) a. k. a. Many, several, various. Cps. : -动工,动工,动工,动工,动工, etc. -动工,动工,动工. Several persons.
2. s. n. A particular weight or measure.

त्रय (त्रय, lb. of सर्व) n. A plank; a tabor; a shield.

सर्वा, lb. of सर्व, q. v.

सर्वा, lb. of सर्व, q. v.

सर्वा, s. n. Fleeing, flight; a run.

सर्वा h. n. The dish called Pulão.

सर्वा s. n. The tree Butea frondosa. 2, a leaf.

सर्वा s. a. Grey haired; old, aged. n. Grey hair; old age.

सर्वा f. n. Palastine, the Holy Land.

सर्वा (सर्वा, सर्वा) k. n. Any garden green, any vegetable. 2, a vegetable dish.

सर्वा s. n. A bedstead. 2, a palanquin.

सर्वा a. k. n. An elephant. 2, the black bee.

सर्वा (lb. of सर्व, q. v.) n. A palanquin. 2, =सर्वा, q. v.; also सर्वा.

सर्वा (lb. of सर्व, q. v.) n. Inversion, irregularity, change, confusion. सर्वा.

सर्वा To change places. 2, to invert.

सर्वा s. n. A sprout, shoot; young foliage. 2, a vocabulary. 3, a refrain; also सर्वा.

सर्वा a. A hand like fresh shoot. सर्वा.

सर्वा To sprout; to spread.

सर्वा A yearly feast at which young foliage is worshipped in a temple.

सर्वा h. n. A measure of capacity of 100 or 120 sêrs.

सर्वा (सर्वा, q. v.) k. n. A house-lizard.

सर्वा =सर्वा, etc. q. v. 2, =सर्वा, q. v.

सर्वा s. n. A pound of thread.

सर्वा, lb. of सर्व, q. v. Exact proof or certainty.

सर्वा k. n. Being threaded. सर्वा.

To thread, as a needle, bead, etc.

सर्वा s. n. Winnowing. 2, wind, air.

सर्वा, etc. Bhrima; Hanumat.

सर्वा s. n. A "pound" in money, gold sovereign.

सर्वा s. n. A determination to effect an object; fanatical, pompous or marvellous words or acts.

सर्वा s. a. Pure, clean; sinless, holy. n. The κuṣa grass; a ring made of it and put on the fourth finger. 2, the sacrificial thread. 3, the middle finger. -श, -पु. Purity, cleanliness; holiness. सर्वा The Holy Spirit.

सर्वा =सर्वा, q. v.

सर्वा h. n. An ornament for the wrist of females.

सर्वा h. a. Deceased, defunct.

सर्वा (सर्वा) f. n. An enclosure; a rampart.

सर्वा s. n. Cattle; any domestic animal; a brute, beast; an ignorant person; a victim. -श, शिव; a bull. -श, शिव. A herdsman. -श, Britishness.

सर्वा s. ad. Behind; afterwards. सर्वा.

सर्वा Knowledge that comes after an act. सर्वा. Sorrow, regret; repentance, remorse. -श, -शव, -शव. To repent, regret.

सर्वा s. a. Hindermost. 2, western.

सर्वा n. The back; the west. -श, The western ghauts. सर्वा.

सर्वा lb. of सर्व, q. v.

सर्वा h. a. Agreeable, comely, pleasing. -श, It to make pretty, nice; to approve.

सर्वा =सर्वा, q. v. सर्वा To spread, spread abroad.

सर्वा k. n. Young; green grass, pasture;

सर्वा lb. of सर्व, q. v.

सर्वा (lb. of सर्व) n. Things spread about; a grocer's shop.
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To A Heterodox, To Blame; A -rt. To a3e)e3
Green Sharpness, si^oeio si^77
Zj^i5. ZjS?3^
ZjS?3^
TiTiO'^
Sj^OlJo.

^2.79:::^o 3:l'9:::^o
3i^O30X!j,
Tj^.

;:iS?l.

;:iS?l.

3i^O30X!j,

To a Child. Childhood.

To a3e)e3 a. k. n. A bed, layer. 2, a meaningless word.

f. n. Easter, passover; commemoration of the resurrection of Christ; also -অক্ষ. ।

(lb. of পূৃত্য) n. A period of three hours, watch; a watch or a guard. -অত্বো, -অক্ষ. To watch. -অক্ষোরা. To go about on guard. -অক্ষোরা.

A guard, sentinel. 

, = ক্য, q. v.

ক্ষার (৫ = ৫) k. n. Use, practice, habit, custom. ক্ষেত্রান. To accustom, habituate, train, practise.

ক্ষণকাল (৫ = ৫) k. r. t. To become used to or familiar with; to be trained.

= ক্ষেত্রান, q. v.

ক্ষণকাল a. k. v. t. To strike or dash against; also ক্ষণকাল. n. Opposition, resistance. ।

, = ক্ষেত্রান q. v.

ক্ষোর্ক, ক্ষোর্ক (৫ = ৫. lb. of ক্ষোর্ক) a. k. n. A banner, flag.

ক্ষোর্ক, (lb. of ক্ষোর্ক) v. i. To cry, lament.

1. (৫ = ৫ = ৫) a. k. v. t. To revile, scold. n. Blame; fault; rebuke.

2. (৫ = ৫. lb. of ক্ষোর্ক, q. v.) n. Equality; counterpart; amends.

(৫ = ক্ষোর্ক, q. r.) n. Boiled and seasoned vegetables used as sauce.

(৫ = ক্ষোর্ক) a. k. n. A forest. 2, rubbish; weeds.

( lb. of ক্ষোর্ক) n. Crystal.
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Water. -drinkable. Drinkable; a drink. -drinking. A shed on the roadside for providing passengers with drinking water.

A leaf; the leaf of a book; the leaf of a piper betel.

A traveller; also -v.

A small child. 2, a doll or puppet.


The bitter apple, colocynth.

An apple. -fruit.

Wicked; sinful. n. A sinner, criminal. -most wicked; a sinner.

A puppet, doll; an ensign; the pupil of the eye.

A shoe or slipper.

Herpes, seab.

Low, vulgar; stupid. n. A vulgar man; f. -vulgar. -rudeness; heathenism.

- jumping; to cross, leap; to step, advance; to butt, gore; to knock against. n. Going; course; manner; fitness.


Made of milk. n. A dish of milk, rice, sugar, etc.

A foundation.

Trousers.

h. n. Advantage, profit.

The opposite bank of a river. 2, the limit of anything. ad. Across, over, through. -to help to cross.

To see the end of. -to help out of. To help out of. -to help out of. To be saved from, to get out of. -versed in. -adept, proficient. -transparent.

Quicksilver.

Breakfast.

Spiritual; real, true; spiritually-minded.

Hereditary succession. 2, tradition.

Relating to the next world.

Reading through; perusal; study.

A pigeon, dove.

The further and nearer bank or shore. 2, the ocean.

A partition-deed; a deed relinquishing one's claim.

The coral tree Erythrina indica.

A reward, present.

Moving to and fro, shaking; unsteady.

Common. 2, technical, as a term. [A dove.
alms-house, in Local palpitate, nineteenth ity. 3, possessing ceased funeral left An the f. ralysis. palanquin.

1. a. Terrestrial. 2, Running, flying; a kind of boat; a flying vehicle.

4. s. a. Purifying, pure, clear; apparent, manifest. n. Fire; a fire-poker. 2, religious custom.

7. f. n. A step, stair. -हृ. To ascend the steps. -हृ. To erect steps.

11. (lb. of सु.न.) n. Cloth; a girl's petticoat; a woman's garment.

14. = वसायन, q. v.


19. f. n. A quarter of a Rupee.

21. (= =, घु, q. v.) k. n. Algae produced on stagnant water, etc., lichens upon stones, walls, etc.

22. 1. = कु, q. v.

23. 2. (lb. of सु.) n. A quarter.

25. . lb. of सु, q. v.

27. = रघु, q. v.

29. s. n. A tie, cord, rope, fetter; a noose, snare.

30. (= घु) s. n. = घु, q. v. 2. a die used in playing.

33. h. n. A rope (for the gallows); hanging. -कु, -हृ. To hang.
s. a. Relating or sacred to Śiva. n. N. of a weapon; also v. śiva.

s. n. Heresy. 2, a heretic; also s. n., s. n.

s. n. A stone, rock. 2, arsenic and other poisons. -āja. The plant Plectranthus scutellarioides.

e. n. A pass. -ūtu. To pass. -dhāra. To pass an examination. -aśrī. To make pass.

a. k. n. Likeness, resemblance.

h. n. Distance.

k. n. An earthen saucer-like vessel.

= k. s., k. s., q. v.

= k. s., q. v.

k. n. An ingot or a bar of gold or silver.


= k. s., q. v.

= k. s., q. v.

k. s., k. s., k. s. (lb. of v. s.) n.

An encampment, camp; a settlement, hamlet. -āśa. A Poligar, a feudal chieftain.

s. n. The cuckoo, Cuculus indicus.

s. k. n. The Madras bulbul.

e. n. A pulkaxe.

h. a. Faint, pale; weak; pallid; poor.

= k. s., q. v.

s. a. Reddish-brown, tawny. -a. N. of a fabulous nāga; the 51st year of the cycle of sixty. -o, -ā. A kind of owl.

f. n. Crockery; porcelain, China ware. -āk. A China cup, mug.

= k. s., q. v.

h. n. A syringe. -s. a. Pressed flat. n. A cacao. 2, an inflammation of the eyes.

e. n. Peach, a sweet stone-fruit.

k. n. The rheum of the eye.

k. n. Deficiency in measure or weight. Cpds.: -ātu, -āru.

s. a. Slimy, slippery, smeary. n. A miry place.

s. n. The silk-cotton tree, Bombax ceiba.

f. n. Seum of boiled rice, etc. 2, the gum of the silk-cotton tree.


s. a. Tawny. n. Gold. 2, yellow orpiment. 3, a cage. 4, a skeleton; also k. s. [cotton.

h. n. A carder or comber of s. n. A skin of cotton yarn.

(= k. s., q. v.) a. k. v. t. To divide. 2, to card cotton. v. i. To go asunder; to be rent as cloth.

k. n. A very tender fruit.

s. n. A basket, box; also s. k. 2, a boil, blister.

e. n. A "fiddle", any stringed instrument.

f. n. Trouble, affliction, disease.

(= k. s. a. k. v. t. & i. To seize, catch, grasp, etc. 2, to begin, as rain, etc.; to be required, as time, etc.; to hold, as in a sack, etc. n. A seizing; hold. 2, a grasp. 3, the fist. 4, a handle, hilt. 5, a female elephant. 6, a broom. -ā. Seizure.

a. k. n. A thunderbolt. 2, = m. A dauntless, bold man.
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The musical flesh, deceased.

Forefathers; pious offerings to the dead.

Flesh-eating; to squeeze; to knead; to shampoo.

Patrimony.

A child; the young of animals.

A sound as that of a pipe.

Trouble.
To squirt, syringe. n.  
Squirting. 2, shortness.

A stool. 2, the pedestal of an idol. 3, a basement. 4, a pulpit. The Christian pulpit.

An introduction, preface. 2, a seat, bust.

Squeezing, pressing; vexing, annoying; hurting, injuring.

A generation.

Pain, torment, affliction, trouble. 2, a plague, pest; devil. To suffer pain. To give pain. To be relieved of pain. To torment, trouble; to squeeze. Pressed, pained; hurt, injured.

Yellow. 2, drunk, imbibed. n. A topaz; also . A species of pine, Pinus deodara. Clad in yellow: Vishnū or Krišṇa; a garment of yellow silk.

Fat, fleshy; thick, plump; profuse.

Cough, catarrh; purulent deflection in the nose.

An eask, barrel, tub.

Cow's milk during the first seven days of its calving. 2, nectar.

A species of Careya arborea. 2, a flower. 3, an insect. 4, an atom. A series of generations, pedigree; offspring; also .

Male, masculine. Manhood, masculine gender.

H. n. Loud bawling; crying out.

1. (lb. of , q. v.) n. The tail of a bird.

A timid man, coward.

A blister, vesicle. 2, a sore in the mouth.

H. n. Pride, arrogance.

A tail; the hinder part.

A heap, mass, collection.

To be heaped.

Leaping up, jumping. A kind of play. To rise with a bounce. To bounce.

A fold. 2, a concavity. 3, a cup. 4, a basket made of leaves. 5, a folding. 6, a cover. 7, an eyelid. 8, a single application, as of fire, air etc., as in preparing medicine. 9, a casket. 10, the leaf of a book; a page. 11, a layer of mud in raising a wall. 12, a footprint. To put into a crucible; to refine, as metal.

Bengal gram soaked and parched.

To bounce; to spring, ooze in jets, as water. To cause to bounce. Clasped, folded; bound together; reduced to powder; contracted, spoken.

A basket. 2, a (honey) comb.

Salted dough baked in steam. 2, a wooden ladle.

Powder; dust; pollen. 2, a small packet of powder. -1. A dust-like dry soil.

The Indian civet cat.


A white lotus-flower. 2, a sectarian mark on the forehead.

Lotus-eyed: Vishnu or Krishna.

The Deckanee hemp, Hibiscus cannabinus; red sorrel. Cps.:

A red sugarcane. 2, a sectarian mark.


To persevere in good works. -9. Righteous, virtuous, pious.

A puppet, doll. 2, a gold coin worth about four rupees; pure gold.


A daughter. 2, a puppet, doll.

A k. v. i. To enter into, etc.; to combine. 2, to be hidden.

Mint, Mentha sativa.

Pudding; a dish of soft consistence, variously made.

A k. n. Union; holding in common. -1. To live together. -2. Joint living or concern.

A k. v. i. To enter. v. To hide, shelter.

A k. n. A quiver. 2, a cover; a roof, thatch. 3, a bush; also 4.

A s. a. Beautiful. n. The body. 2, the soul or individuality.

Further; again; back; in return. -1. Again and again, frequently.

Even again, also.

Returning to the place set out from. 2, second advent of Christ.

Reiteration, repetition, tautology. -1. Reiterated; repetition.

Resurrection, esp. of Jesus Christ from the dead.

Regeneration (Chr.); transmigration. -1. Born again, regenerated.
s. n. Becoming new again. 2. a finger-nail.

Hogweed, Boehria procumbens.

s. a. Old, ancient. 2, a man of the past age.

1. (=कृ) k. v. i. To parch, as grain, pulse, etc. 2, to roast, as coffee, etc.

2. (=कृ) a. k. n. Twist, twine, string.

3. a. k. n. Strength, courage.

4. s. n. A castle; a town, city.

1. (=हनु) q. r.) a. k. n. Rivalry, envy; jealousy, emulation.

2. k. n. Uncleanliness after childbirth.


a. k. n. A young parrot.

कृष्ण (कृष्ण) k. n. Fitness; meaning; power, strength.

s. n. Preceding; precedence.

s. n. The front part. 2, forwardness, obtrusiveness.

s. n. The family-priest.

s. n. Leisure; interval; time, occasion. 2, relief. -हो. To be at leisure.

S. n. Revenance, honour. भक्ति. To honour, exalt.

s. ad. Before, in front of.

s. a. Ancient, old; worn out. n. Legendary history, legend; a purāṇa, comprising the whole body of Hindu mythology; there are 18 acknowledged purāṇas, as: भगवत, राम, कृष्ण, ब्रह्म, महाभारत, ऋग, महायज्ञ, एता, etc. -विश्वन. Vishnu; Râma; Siva.

s. n. A man well read in the purāṇas; an expounder of them.
sword. 5, the sky. 6, water. अधिवृक्ष. A garden plant, Costus speciosus. कस्तुष्टियं शूरा An artificial tank.

हालसा s. a. Much, many, abundant; excellent, best.

हालसा s. a. Nourished, well-fed; thriving, strong. आयुष्यातील बुध्दिमत्ता, वेगः गतिः. Growth, thriving; strength, power; nourishment, support; backing, aid.

नृष्णा Nourishing, strengthening. नृष्णा To nourish, strengthen.

हालसा s. n. A flower, blossom. वासुकी A flower; caulk of brass; heat of the sun; a self-moving aerial car. काम. देशके. The elephant of the north-west quarter. वृक्षाचा वृक्षांत्य. The wood-apple tree, Feronia elephantum.

नृष्णा s. n. A garland of flowers. नृष्णा नृष्णा. The spring. ज्वलन. ज्वलन. Flowery. नृष्णा. नृष्णा A flower garden. नृष्णा नृष्णा. The fragrance of flowers अमृताचा. वेदाचा. The spring. तेजस. तेजस Flowered-blooming.

हालसा s. n. Blossom. 2, the 8th lunar mansion. 3, the month pausha (December-January). देवता. A topaz.

हालसा s. n. Blossom. 2, the 8th lunar mansion. 3, the month pausha (December-January). देवता. A topaz.

हालसा s. n. Blossom. 2, the 8th lunar mansion. 3, the month pausha (December-January). देवता. A topaz.

हालसा s. n. Blossom. 2, the 8th lunar mansion. 3, the month pausha (December-January). देवता. A topaz.

हालसा s. n. Blossom. 2, the 8th lunar mansion. 3, the month pausha (December-January). देवता. A topaz.

हालसा s. n. Blossom. 2, the 8th lunar mansion. 3, the month pausha (December-January). देवता. A topaz.

हालसा s. n. Blossom. 2, the 8th lunar mansion. 3, the month pausha (December-January). देवता. A topaz.

हालसा s. n. Blossom. 2, the 8th lunar mansion. 3, the month pausha (December-January). देवता. A topaz.
To fill; to fill up, complete; to accomplish; to effect; to fulfill; to blow, sound.


Continuation of a series.

Before and behind, antecedent and subsequent. n. Connection.

The 25th nakshatra.
Greatness; To be beaten. -^c^. Blows to fall upon. -^c=. =ri. To be hurt.

k. n. Saltpetre; also ^rj. k. n. The back. ad. Backwards. -^rj. To retreat; the back part.

k. n. Hardness; stiffness. 2, brittleness. 3, harshness. 4, difficulty. -^f^=J. An offensive word.

(=^rjj) a. k. v. i. To wrangle, fight.

(=^rj?, q. v.) a. k. v. l. To twist, twine, etc. n. Twining; union.

1. (=^rj) k. n. A clod; a lump.

2. f. n. A bundle.

(=^rj, k. n. A female, woman. -^rj. (=^rj.). A wife.

f. n. A Pindaree, a freebooter, marauder.

[foot.]

f. n. A badge of honour for the

q. v. -^rj. A feminine character.

^rj. =^rj, q. v.; f. ^rj.

e. n. Pension, an allowance for past services. -^rj. Pensioner.

e. n. Pencil.

e. n. Pentecost.

a. k. n. Greatness; abundance; grandeur, sublimity.

e. n. February (2nd month of the year).


(=^rj, q. v.) a. k. n. The crescent moon.

a. k. n. Largeness, greatness. Cpds.: -^rj, -^rj, -^rj, -^rj, -^rj, -^rj, -^rj, -^rj, -^rj, -^rj, -^rj, -^rj, -^rj, -^rj, -^rj, etc.

(=^rj, q. v.) a. k. n. A name; fame.

a. k. v. i. To tremble. n. Fear, alarm. ^rj. To alarm, frighten.

a. k. n. A demon. 2, madness, fury.

f. n. Trouble, difficulty, strait. -^rj, ^rj. To take pains; to be involved in trouble.

h. n. A small kind of turban. 2, a basket; also -^rj.

h. n. A pettah, market-town, bazaar.

h. n. A sweetmeat of milk and sugar; also ^rj.

k. n. Confusion; a demon.

h. n. A foot-soldier; a peon; a pawn at chess.

e. n. A pen.

2. (=^rj) a. k. n. A louse.

s. a. Drinkable. n. A drink, beverage.

=^rj, q. v., as: -=^rj, -=^rj, -=^rj, -=^rj, -=^rj, -=^rj, -=^rj, -=^rj, -=^rj, -=^rj, -=^rj, -=^rj, -=^rj, -=^rj, etc.


f. n. The guava, Psidium guajava.

f. n. Galloping.

f. n. Difference in scales. -^rj.

To remove it.

2. =^rj, q. v.

s. a. Delicate, fine, tender, slender.

e. v. i. To fail in an examination.

f. n. A cup, bowl.

h. n. A revenue officer.

h. n. The Peshwá, the head minister of the Mahratta empire; also ^rj.

=^rj, q. v.

f. n. A copper coin; a pie.

f. n. Money, cash. 2, a division, set.

f. ad. Of, out of; from amongst.

h. n. A prophet.
Appearance, tax, dispute; To settle, a kindling ornament for the feet.

A small tinkling ornament of the foot.

A shoe.

A summerset.


Paternal. Patrimony.

Bilious humour; cholera; foolishness, madness.

A foolish man.

Surveying and measuring of lands.

Green corn, growing corn; any green, growing crop.

An athlete, wrestler.

Endorsement on a letter specifying the date of its receipt.

Infernal, demoniacal. The lowest form of marriage.

Tale-bearing, backbiting, calumny.

A copper coin, 4 pias, or 1 duddu.

Decision of a dispute; settlement of a debt; judgment.

Final settlement.

Crop, harvest.

Tribute; tax.

Shine, lustre, colour.

=, q. v.

=, q. v.

Smoke. To smoke.

Gold, as: -, -.

Boiled rice mixed with milk and sugar. A festival in honour of the sun entering the sign of Capricorn.

To boil over. To expand, blossom; to exult.

A small cup or packet made of leaves, paper, etc.

A hole in a tree.

Empty, useless.

The belly, etc.

, etc.; q. v.

A hollow formed by joining the palms of the hands. To salute respectfully.

A respectful salutation.

Appearance, form, figure. To come in sight, appear.

To tremble, throb, quiver; to flash, shine.

Glitter, shine; glory; power.

To cause lustre, etc.; to decrease.

The earth.

A king.

1. (lb. of ) A full ear of corn. 3, extension. 4, pregnancy (of beasts). 5, a pouch formed by folding the front part of one's cloth.

To join, couple. To fight. Union; a couple.

Fighting; a fight.

Bond, bail; a surety.

To be kindled. To be burned, as rice,
etc.; to be overdone. n. Flaming. 2, the sun; time. -\text{-\text{-}\text{-\text{-}}}. To spend time.

\(\text{कल्याण} (= \text{कल्याण})\) k. n. A cover, wrapper. 2, a roof, thatch.

\(\text{कल्याणिका} (= \text{कल्याण}, \text{q. v.})\) a. k. n. A bush, thicket.

\(\text{कल्याणस्पर्श} = \text{कल्याण}, \text{q. v.}\)

\(\text{कल्याणक्षेत्र} = \text{कल्याण, \text{q. v.}}\) a. k. n. A quiver. 2, a thatch. 3, a bush. 4, a bundle.

\(\text{कल्याणस्पर्श} (= \text{कल्याण, \text{q. v.}})\) a. k. n. Gold, as: -\text{-\text{-\text{-\text{-}}}. etc.}

\(\text{कल्याण} = \text{कल्याण, \text{q. v.}}\) k. n. A diffuse shrub yielding a yellow dye, \text{Morinda umbellata.}

\(\text{कल्याणक्षेत्र} (= \text{कल्याण, \text{q. v.}})\) a. k. n. Gold; as: -\text{-\text{-\text{-\text{-}}}. -\text{-\text{-\text{-\text{-}}}. -\text{-\text{-\text{-\text{-}}}. etc.}

\(\text{कल्याण} (= \text{कल्याण, \text{q. v.}})\) k. n. Increase, growth, greatness.

\(\text{कल्याण} (= \text{कल्याण, \text{q. v.}})\) a. k. n. The outside. -\text{-\text{-\text{-\text{-}}}. To set out, start; to quit. -\text{-\text{-\text{-\text{-}}}. -\text{-\text{-\text{-\text{-}}}. -\text{-\text{-\text{-\text{-}}}.}

\(\text{कल्याण} = \text{कल्याण, \text{q. v.}}\) A broom.

\(\text{कल्याणोदन} (= \text{कल्याण, \text{q. v.}})\) a. k. v. i. To roll, welter.

\(\text{कल्याणक्षेत्र} (= \text{कल्याण, \text{q. v.}})\) a. k. n. Burden; business, work; also \text{कल्याण.}

\(\text{कल्याण} (= \text{कल्याण, \text{q. v.}})\) a. k. v. t. To bear, as a burden, etc.

\(\text{कल्याण} (= \text{कल्याण, \text{q. v.}})\) 1. (= \text{कल्याण 1, \text{q. v.}} \text{कल्याण} = \text{कल्याण}) a. k. n. A load, etc.

\(\text{कल्याण} (= \text{कल्याण, \text{q. v.}})\) 2. (= \text{कल्याण 2, \text{q. v.}} \text{कल्याण} = \text{कल्याण}) a. k. v. t. To nourish, cherish, invigorate, etc. 2, to join; v. i. To be joined. n. Invigoration, refreshment; union.

\(\text{कल्याण} (= \text{कल्याण, \text{q. v.}})\) 3. (= \text{कल्याण 3, \text{q. v.}}) k. n. A fold, layer, stratum.

\(\text{कल्याण} (= \text{कल्याण 4, \text{q. v.}})\) a. k. n. Choking sensation while eating or drinking. -\text{-\text{-\text{-\text{-}}}. To feel a choking sensation.

\(\text{कल्याण} (= \text{कल्याण 5, \text{q. v.}})\) a. k. v. i. To join; to agree; to reach. -\text{-\text{-\text{-\text{-}}}. Joining, contact; harmony, proximity.

\(\text{कल्याण} = \text{कल्याण, \text{q. v.}}\)

\(\text{कल्याण} (= \text{कल्याण 2, \text{q. v.}})\) a. k. n. A way; a manner.
ruin, section; nourishing, belonging. The pu-rohita, the family priest. The office of a family-priest. The office of a puru-

A child; a little boy. A little girl.

Ruin, destruction; waste, stray; profligacy; wickedness. To waste. Stray cattle. A policeman. The duties of the police. Ruin; wasting, squandering. To squander.

Poultice, cataplasm, an application to sore part of the body. Nourishing, cherishing, bringing up. A nonrisher, supporter. Nourished, cherished, fostered. To nourish, cherish, etc.

Apparel. An army, etc. A native commander. His office.

Death. A deceased person.

A grandson; f. person.

A townsman. A species of fragrant grass.

Relating to the past; old, ancient.

A. Belonging to man. Manliness, heroism, power, strength, vigour.

A sort of cake made of grain. To make manifest. To publish. Notification; also To manifest; to disclose; to publish, proclaim.


The stem or trunk of a tree. A branch.

Sort, kind. Way, mode, manner. Similitude. According to, etc. Thus, in this way.

Brightness, brilliancy, lustre, splendour. Elucidation; manifestation; fame. To illuminate, make bright; to develop. To obtain lustre. Manifest; displayed; enlightened. To become manifest; to shine forth. To be full of lustre.

The original or natural form of anything. Nature, character; constitution of the body; temperament. Reality. The five elements. The material world; Nature, as opposed to Purusha. Work to be done. Cause. A pattern, model.
of a word. 阻, Made, accomplished; original; natural; real; the present moment.

Contrary, Confidence, 71. Resistance; Coming, Much, Receiving, Offspring. Respective, Animating, srfitio’d, SJjjsSjaeSjcrf, zJjtJS’d, Sjj’iS, Jj&’SlKTi, Jjisii, 7jyS’S^&,. Sjjiai, 7jJSJSn^, 3Jj-&jcSj, TjJ^jspTj, public; prevalence; fierce; projects. frequent; creed; praise.

the Brahma; publish.

2, famous. present ed; burning, kindling. in, Being, a, flames:

Intellect, energy; a, n. Being, a, n. halt. a. n. Being, a, n. rt.

Day, sixty. in, raising, behaviour; being

To, copy. -m, -m. To copy. -m, -m. Every one, each one. -m, -m. Every man, each man.

- m, - m. Day by day, daily, every day. -m. Every moment. -m. Every year, annually. For other cpds. see below.

Retaliation, retribution; revenge. 2, counteraction, remedy; also ḍ. Tânat. Contrary, adverse; inauspicious. - Opposition; hostility.

s. a. Wise, intelligent, learned. s. a. The mental eye. s. a. Intellect, wisdom; also s. s. a.

s. a. Blazing up, shining; kindling. s. a. Being in flames, burning, shining. s. a. To be in flames; to shine.
s. n. A reflected image, picture; a shadow.

s. n. Admission; consent; a solemn declaration; agreement, engagement, vow, promise; a vow; a statement, affirmation; a proposition. To make solemn declaration.

s. n. An echo. To echo.

s. n. A substitute, representative, proxy; a deputy, vice-regent.

s. n. The opposite side or party. An opponent.

(1b. of n) n. The first day of a lunar fortnight.

s. n. Perception, knowledge. 2, intellect. 3, statement. 4, assertion. 5, action. 6, elevation; reputation.

s. n. A synonym; each word.

s. n. The first day of a lunar fortnight. 2, preferment, regard.

s. n. Explaining, declaring. 2, establishing, proving. To declare; to establish; to accuse. Fit to be explained or proved.

s. n. Protecting, cherishing; nourishing. To protect, guard; to nourish

s. n. Reward, remuneration, retribution. 2, reflection. To remunerate. To receive reward. To be rewarded.

s. n. An obstacle, hindrance, impediment. -s. Obstructive, hindering; an obstacle; a demon, devil. -s. Obstructing, impeding. To hinder, stop.

s. n. A reflection; an image, a picture; a shadow. To be reflected; to reflect.

s. n. Vying with, rivalling. To rival; to oppose.

s. n. A surety, security.

s. n. A likeness, image, picture.

s. n. A likeness, image; an idol.

s. n. Echo; also .

s. n. An image, representation; a picture. a. Similar, corresponding.

s. a. Reverse, inverted; hostile; low; left, not right.

s. n. An answer, reply.

s. n. A counter assertion, contradiction. An opponent; a defendant.

s. n. Echo; also .

s. n. Forbidding, prohibition; denial; negation; the negative mood. The negative mood (g.). -s. The imperative mood of prohibition.

s. n. An illustrious person.

s. n. Setting up; honour, fame; pride; installation, as of a king, etc., consecration, as of a church, temple, idol, etc. An illustrious man. To establish; to set up, as an idol; to install, consecrate.

s. n. A deputy, substitute, proxy.

s. n. Repelling. 2, a door. 3, a porter. 4, juggling, disguise. 5, a place near a town.

: q. r.

s. n. Looking forward to, waiting for, expectation, hope. To expect, wait for.

s. n. Western quarter. Western.

s. a. Gone towards; proved; known; convinced; pleased. Going towards; definite perception; knowledge; conviction; faith; fame; delight.

= , q. r.
Predominant; a. Decrease, 4, perceptible first, rising development, circumambulation of an object (as of an idol, person, etc., by way of reverence).

Showing, exhibiting; exhibitor. Showing, pointing out, exhibiting; an example.

Giving away; an oblation; a gift, present; also סע. A place, region; a country, district.

Corrupt. n. Sin, etc. 2, the first part of the night; nightfall. 3, a vratā in worship of Siva.

Chief, main, principal, pre-eminent. n. A chief object. 2, intellect. 3, the minister of a king. 4, the primary member of a compound (g.j.). Principal sentence. High priest (Jewish).

Development, diffusion, display; expansion; expanse. 2, the visible world or universe. 3, the business of life. 4, manifoldness, diversity. 5, error, illusion. To carry on the business of life. To spread, develop.

One who seeks for refuge.

Rushing forwards. 2, a steep rock, cliff, precipice. 3, a waterfall.

A paternal great-grandfather; f. - so. A great-grandson.

Blown as a flower; covered with blossoms.

A connection. 2, a continuous series. 3, a connected discussion. 4, a literary composition, treatise.

Predominant; strong; abounding with or in. To increase greatly.

Awake. 2, clever, wise, learned. Adult.
Awakening; vigilance; intellect, knowledge; wisdom, intelligence. - 示 Instructing. 東\nTo instruct.

Origin. 2, the first year of the cycle. 東\nFirst, to come into being; to become manifest.

Strength, power. 2, majesty, glory. 3, splendour.

The halo around an idol.

Powerful, mighty. n. A superior, master, lord. - 王 Lordship, supremacy, power, rule.

Much, abundant; high, lofty. n. An oblation of rice, etc. on the tenth day after the death of a person.

Light, splendour, radiance.

Excited; wanton; drunken; impassioned. 2, careless, negligent.

An attendant on Śiva.

Joy, rapture. a. Wanton; impassioned; careless. - 王 A royal garden.

Measure, scale, standard; quantity; extent; weight; limit. 2, ground of assurance. 3, proof, authority; support; testimony, evidence. 4, an oath. 5, a correct notion. 6, statute, law, etc. 7, cause, motive. - 王 To swear. 王 To tell correctly. - 王 Authoritative statement; a formula used in taking an oath. 王 True, fair, equitable. 王 Truthfulness, honesty. 王 To discern, examine.

Stirring about. 2, the 13th year of the cycle.

Intoxication, madness; inadvertence, carelessness; a blunder, error; distress, misfortune.

The 47th year of the cycle.

Measured; understood; conformed, as by some rule. 王 Measure, true knowledge.

First, foremost, chief, principal. 2, at the end of ceps: headed by, accompanied by; and so on. n. A chief; a respectable man.

A subject, topic in general (= 善). 東\nJoy, delight, happiness. 2, the 4th year of the cycle. 東. To rejoice, be delighted.

lb. of 王 q. r.

Great exertion; an effort; an endeavour, essay. 2, difficulty. 王 To make effort, endeavour, try.

A sacrifice; a celebrated place of pilgrimage at (Allahabad) the confluence of 王 and 王.

Setting out; a journey, march. 2, departure, death. 王 To start; to journey; to die. 王 A traveller; a voyager.

Effort, exertion, endeavour, labour, pains; difficulty. 王 To labour, take pains. 王 To be difficult; to require pains.

Used, employed; connected with; endowed with; occasioned by. prep. On account of, as: 王, 王. 王 Use, employment; cause; result.

A million.

Application, employment, use. 2, undertaking, beginning. 3, an order. 4, a design, device, plan. 5, use, usage, practice. 6, ceremonial form. 7, force or usual form (of a word). 王 To use, employ; to throw, as an arrow.

Useful, beneficial. n. A useful man.
object, intention, design. 4, profit; gain, usefulness, advantage, benefit.

s. n. Speaking forth; prattling; crying, lamenting. To speak; to lament, wail.

(= ) s. n. Dissolution, destruction. 2, the destruction of the world at the end of a kalpa, 3, the deluge of the Bible. The time of universal destruction.

s. n. Senseless talk. 2, prattling. 3, lamentation. A sanni that produces delirium. To talk incoherently; to lament, wail.

s. n. A family, lineage. 2, offspring. 3, one of the 49 götras. 4, verbosity, prolixity.

s. a. Engaged in, occupied in. Setting in motion; promoting; an originator, founder; a promoter; moving forwards; activity, action; business; course, proceeding; behaviour; conduct, way, manner. To proceed, go on; to come to pass; to engage in, be occupied in; to act; to carry on, perform, as a business.

s. n. Increasing; also - . Augmenting, increase. Growing, increasing. To grow, increase.

s. n. Flowing, streaming. 2, wind. To flow; to draw, as a carriage.

s. n. Speaking forth, uttering; proclaiming, declaration; discourse; popular talk, rumour, report. Prophecy. A prophet (one who speaks by God's order). To prophesy; also - a.

s. n. A young shoot. 2, greenness. 3, coral. Ashes of coral, used medicinally.

s. n. Sojourning abroad; a temporary sojourn; a foreign abode. To go abroad.

s. n. A sojourner abroad. Dwelling abroad; exile, banishment.

s. n. A stream, current, flow, course. To stream, flow.

s. a. Entered, gone into.

s. a. Skillful, clever, proficient, conversant with; f. Skill, proficiency.

lb. of . q. r.

s. n. Proceeding; purging. 2, progress; advance. 3, active life. 4, prevalence.

s. a. Grown up, increased.

s. n. Growth, increase; prosperity.

s. n. A braided hair.

s. n. Entering into, entrance. 2, commencement. To enter into, enter; go into; to interfere; as to mend, to improve, to mend.

s. n. Going abroad; migration, wandering about, esp. as a religious mendicant.

s. n. A religious mendicant.

s. n. Praise, eulogy. To praise, eulogize.

s. n. Calmness, tranquillity, peace, composure. Appeased, quenched.

s. n. Praised, extolled; commendable; admirable, excellent.

s. n. A question, query, interrogation; also . To ask a question. To question, ask. A sign of interrogation (?). Interrogative. Questions and answers: a dialogue, catechism.

s. n. Connection; the topic of conversation; energy, effort. To take up, as a topic of conversation.

s. n. Connection, intercourse, meeting. 2, topic, a subject of conversation; discussion; a sermon (Chr.). 3, incident, event. 4, the fit time,
season; an occasion. -स्थान, -काल, -लेख, विशेष। To discuss; to preach, proclaim. जाना। A devotee; a discusser; a preacher. -सुन्दरी। The Christian pulpit.

प्रसादम् s. a. Clear, bright; tranquil; soothed, propitiated, pleased; gracious, propitious, kind, pleased with. -स. Pleased. -सादृ, -सादृक। Clearness; favour, kindness, propitiousness.

स्नेनसे s. n. Spreading; extending; extent; diffusion; dispersion. 2, expansion. 3, flow, current. 4, speed; force. 5, affection. -सा. Spreading; surrounding an enemy. -सान्य स्नेनसे। Extensible. जाना। To be extended; to be diffused; to spread.

मायावती s. n. Childbirth. 2, offspring. 3, a flower. 4, fruit. 5, opening, budding. जाना। To beget, bring forth.

केला s. n. Clearness; brightness, purity. 2, calmness, repose, composure; good humour. 3, graciousness, propitiousness, favour, kindness. 4, sacrament, a pledge of grace (as the Lord's Supper and baptism). 5, anything presented to an idol. 6, a free gift, gratuity. -क। Rendering clear; tranquillizing; gratifying; a gratuity. -स। Service, worship.

ग्राहित s. a. Calming; showing favour. 2, come from a king, guru, etc., as a blessing. -स। Purified; worshipped. -क। To grant graciously.

वाहिनी s. n. Going forth, spreading, extending. -वाहिनी। Causing to go forwards, spreading, diffusing, expansion, increase; exhibiting; dissemination.

साधित s. a. Accomplished; well known, renowned, famous; celebrated, public; adorned. -साधित, -साधित। To make known, publish. -साधित, -साधित। Celebrity. -साधित। A notification.

अनुमोदित s. n. Accomplishment; celebrity, fame, publicity. -अनुमोदित। To come to fame. -अनुमोदित = अनुमोदक, q. v.

जनन s. a. Begotten; born. जनन। Birth; offspring. जनना। A woman in childbed.

प्राप्त सा (lb. of जनन) n. An auspicious ceremony, festive occasion, as: the जनन, प्राप्तसा; जनन, etc.

नारायण सा (lb. of जनन) n. Speaking, saying; introduction, preface. 2, beginning. 3, introducing a topic for conversation; the conversation on a topic, the topic itself; narration, news; affair, pursuit. 4, occasion, opportunity; a favourable moment. -नारायणसा। To introduce a topic and converse on it.

मालूमसा s. n. A plain. 2, a jungle.

हिंसा = जाना, q. v. -हिंसा। Introduction, preface; the prologue of a drama; introducing a topic for conversation; the conversation on a topic.

साधित s. a. Praised; declared, said; ready; proximate. n. A proposition. ad. At present.

रिवाज s. n. Table-land. 2, a measure of four kudavas. a. Going forth.

विजय s. n. Going forth; a march; a journey; a method, system.

जाना s. n. A flow, stream; a fall of water; a cascade.

जाना s. n. A watch; the eighth part of a day.

सुन्दरी s. n. Hearty laughter; mirth; mocking; sarcasm, satire; a farce.

सुन्दरी s. n. Pleasure, gladness, happiness. 2, sound. 3, N. of a daitya persecuted for his devotion to Vishnu.

सुन्दरी = सुन्दरी, q. v.

अन्तर (lb. of अन्तर) ad. Before; formerly. a. Previous, former.

सुन्दरी s. n. Publicity, manifestation.
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**Powerfulness; n.** A rampart, fence, enclosure.

**Former, i? s. a.** Original, natural; ordinary, common, uncultivated, vulgar, low, base; vernacular. n. Any provincial or vernacular dialect akin to Sanskrita.

**The** Beginning, intellectual, existing. n. The first member of a compound.

**Beginning from the past time.** s. a. Rising in the east.

**Former, prior, ancient; eastern.** n. The doings of former births and their consequences. 2, a hedge, wall.

**A kind of marriage.** 2, a mode of penance.

**Intelligent, wise, clever.** n. A learned man.

**Breath, respiration.** 2, air, wind. 3, a vital air. 4, life, vitality. 5, the soul. 6, strength, might.

- To offer one's life for the benefit of another; to die. - To a dearly loved friend. - To take away life, kill; to commit suicide. - To die; to go alive. - Danger of life; a dangerous man. - The gift of life. - Loss of life. - The rite of bringing life to an idol. A dearly beloved man. - Jeopardy of life, extreme distress. - Very intimate friendship. - Murder. - Injury to life. - Restraint of breath during meditation.

**Any living creature; an animal; a person.** The animal kingdom.

**At daybreak.** The early morning. Morning ablution. Breakfast.

**Existing only in appearance.** 2, looking like.

**The span of the thumb and forefinger.** s. n. The span of the thumb and forefinger.

**Worldly, secular.** s. a. Attained to; obtained, got, acquired; fit, proper. Attaining to; obtaining; acquisition, profit, advantage; lot; good luck. To be obtained; to come to pass, to come to; to meet with.

**Powerfulness; prevalence.** s. n. Any period of life, age; prime of life. A period of age to be reached. A young man. Age to pass, decline. Generally, usually; to all appearances. A young man; f. The gift of life. A nearly beloved husband.

**An expiation, atonement, penance, compensation.** 2, the atonement Christ made.

**Begun.** n. Fortune, destiny.

**Beginning, commencement.** To begin; to commence.
Protestant
Eating, upon, urging, n.
Love, commissioning, pushing
Prayer-union.
to prayer, for.
drinking, drunk.
valuable; kind, affectionate.
to love.
dear, high in price. n. Favour, love; a husband, lover; f. लैक्षणिक. -श्री. Giving pleasure. -श्री. Most beloved; a lover.
One who speaks kindly.
Beloved; dear, valued, amiable, agreeable, desirable; loving, kind, affectionate. 2, dear, high in price.
Favour, love; a husband, lover; f. लैक्षणिक. -श्री. Giving pleasure. -श्री. Most beloved; a lover.
One who speaks kindly.
Beloved; dear, valued, amiable, agreeable, desirable; loving, kind, affectionate. 2, dear, high in price.
Favour, love; a husband, lover; f. लैक्षणिक. -श्री. Giving pleasure. -श्री. Most beloved; a lover.
One who speaks kindly.
Beloved; dear, valued, amiable, agreeable, desirable; loving, kind, affectionate. 2, dear, high in price.
Favour, love; a husband, lover; f. लैक्षणिक. -श्री. Giving pleasure. -श्री. Most beloved; a lover.
One who speaks kindly.
Beloved; dear, valued, amiable, agreeable, desirable; loving, kind, affectionate. 2, dear, high in price.
Favour, love; a husband, lover; f. लैक्षणिक. -श्री. Giving pleasure. -श्री. Most beloved; a lover.
One who speaks kindly.
grandeur, pomp; proficiency; self-confidence; zeal, enterprise, exertion.

Grandeur; proficiency.

The waved-leaf fig-tree, 
Ficus infectoria.

A float, raft. 2, the thirty-fifth year of the cycle of sixty.
The forty-first letter of the alphabet.

A. s. n. A heron, crane. 2, a cheat, rogue. 3, N. of a rakshasa. -अन्त. 1. A plaintiff, complainant. -विवक्ष, अभिवक्षः. To complain; to file a lawsuit.

B. s. a. Expanded, blown, as a flower; also भुङ्खः. n. A full blown flower.

C. s. n. A kind of sweetmeat like vermicelli.

D. s. n. Foam, froth. तपः Foamy, frothy; the soap plant, Sapindus detergens.

E. s. n. A list, catalogue, roll.

F. s. n. Remnants of food, orts.

G. s. n. A body of troops.
conjecture; to know. _P. ps._ विश्वास, विश्वास. _n. Thought; concern, regard; notion, idea; intention, object, aim; the mind. -शत. To get disappointed. -प्र. To be bewildered, confused. -रो. To grieve. -स्म. To think, reflect. -स्थ. One's thought or purpose to proceed without any hindrance.

291 (cf. विश्वास) k. n. A division, kind, sort; a class, caste; a manner, mode, way. -विश्वास. rep. Different or various kinds. -स्थविश्वास. To be settled. -प्रश्वास. To settle.

(т. of विश्वास) n. A tiger.

क. n. Sediment, dregs, mud, mire.

क. ad. Quickly.

k. n. The thorax.

1. a. k. n. The crying, cooing, chirping, etc., of birds. विश्वास. To cry, coo, etc.

2. k. v. t. To bend, bow; to become submissive. विश्वास. To bend.

क. (fr. विश्वास) k. n. The very thought or purpose. conj. On account of, for; with regard to, concerning.

क (т. of विश्वास) a. k. n. N. 2, a bend; a corner. विश्वास. To be crooked, to bend.

क. n. Gum, glue, resin.

क. n. The creeper _Ipomaea niloba._

k. n. A bungalow.


s. n. The country Bengal. विश्वास. A Bengalee. विश्वास. -विश्वास. Trickery.

1. (т. of विश्वास) n. Appearance; likeness, similarity.

2. (т. of विश्वास) n. Hemp; a potion prepared from it. 2, a crazy person, crack.

f. n. A disease of the skin.

h. n. Protection; deliverance, escape.

(т. of विश्वास) n. A young one; a boy. -विश्वास. A cloth for boys.

k. n. A drain from the bathroom; the bathing room. -विश्वास. The bathroom pit. -विश्वास. A bathroom.

क (क. of विश्वास) k. n. Spinage. -विश्वास. A small annual plant, _Portulaca quadrifida._

1. विश्वास k. v. t. To deposit; to put aside, conceal, hide, cover.

2. k. v. i. To grow lean.

h. n. A musical instrument.

2, a bajantari-player.

क. विश्वास k. v. t. To beat, play a musical instrument. 2, to achieve, execute. विश्वास. A musical performance.

क. विश्वास h. n. A market; the business of a market. विश्वास. Relating to a market; low, disreputable.

(т. of विश्वास) n. An aromatic water-plant, _Acorus calamus._

(т. of विश्वास) q. v. विश्वास.

(т. of विश्वास) n. A čaṇi made of roasted brinjals, chillis, etc.

h. n. Waste land. -क. विश्वास. To become waste. -क. विश्वास. विश्वास. क. विश्वास h. n. A childless woman.

2, barrenness, sterility. -क. विश्वास. To become barren, unproductive. -क. विश्वास. Barrenness.


f. n. A draw-purse.

(ते) k. a. Void, empty. -विश्वास. A wide, open plain; emptiness.

h. n. Distributing of wages.

e. n. A potato.

h. n. The common pea, _Pisum sativum._
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 Roundness.
-^.
-5.
-5.
-5. To become great; to grow; to increase.
-^.
To beat, strike, thresh, bang. 2, to sweep away. n.
Beating; a blow. -2. Beating, etc.; trouble, as that of old age. -7. One who serves up as a meal; one who beats. -r. Fighting, wrangling.
-7.
-^.
= ^.
k. n. A stick, staff, cudgel.
-2.
P. ps. w. = w. = w. = w. = w. = w. = w.
-2.
A stick, pole.
[seed.
3. h. a. Great, big. = ^.
Anise.
k. n. A blunt, dull fellow.
-7.
(= ^) n. Interest on money; usury. -2. Interest to increase.
-7.
To lend money on interest. -7. To pay interest. -7. To charge interest.
-7. k. n. Barrenness, vainness; bluntness; dullness. -2. A dull, stupid —.
-7.
-7.
A poor, wretched —. -2. Wretchedness.
-7.
(= ^) n. A merchant; a merchant caste. -7.
Trade, traffic.
To a Colour, substitute, To colour.

_293_

1. (lb. of ṛṣṭ) n. A servant. -ज्ञ Servitude.

2. (≡ fr. ṛṣṭ) n. A warrior, soldier; a hero. 2, the farmer-caste of the Tulu country.

1. k. n. Wool.


3. (≡ ṛṣṭ) s. a. Maimed, defective; impotent. n. A tailless ox.

4. (lb. of ṛṣṭ) n. Capital, property; wealth.

5. (lb. of ṛṣṭ) n. A battle; war.


7. ṛṣṭ, ṛṣṭक. f. n. Quarrelling; revolt.

8. ṛṣṭक. = पुरुष, q. v.


10. 1. a. k. n. Honey. 2, the pollen of flowers.

11. ṛṣṭ (≡ ṛṣṭ) f. n. Shamelessness, impudence, obscenity, lewdness. 2, awkwardness, trouble, disgrace. 3. A disgraceful position; a very awkward or troublesome affair, etc. -क्षण, -क्षणः, -क्षणः. A shameless or obscene—. -क्षणः = पुरुषक्षण, q. v.

12. k. n. A rock, block or slab of stone.


14. (lb. of ṛष्टक) v. l. To colour, paint. 2, to describe.

15. e. n. A button; a knob to fasten the dress.


17. 2. h. n. Battu, an allowance beyond pay, extra allowance.

18. उ (fr. वृष्ट) k. n. Dried fruit.

19. व (≡ वृष्ट) k. n. Bareness, nakedness.

20. व (≡ वृष्ट) (=पद्य) q. v. f. n. A quiver.

21. h. n. A kind of sweetmeat.

22. (lb. of र्ष्ट) n. A Wick, the wick of a lamp; a candle; a cigar. -क्षणः. To cheat. -क्षणः. To smoke a cigar.

23. k. v. i. To grow dry, as a stream; to dry up, as water; to grow lean, to fade, wither. n. Drying up, etc.

24. e. n. A battery.

25. e. n. A butler: a servant who has charge of the table.

26. = पद्यः, q. v.

27. = पद्यः, q. v.


29. h. n. Ignominity, infamy.

30. k. n. The brinjal or egg-plant, _Solanum metongena._

31. s. n. The jujube tree, _Jizyphus jujuba._ 2, the cotton plant. -क्षणः. N. of a hermitage in the Himalaya.

32. h. n. A convoy, guard on the road.

33. h. n. Changing; change; alteration; exchange; retaliation. a. Other. ad. Instead of. अन्तर्गतः. To change, be changed. -क्षणः. To give in exchange or as a substitute. -क्षणः. To change, alter. -क्षणः. A word in reply; a contradiction. -क्षणः. To reply. अल्पादित, अल्पादितः. Exchange, interchange. अकालिकः, अकालिकः. To change; to alter, make differ. अकालिकः. A substitute.

34. 1. h. n. Mud, mire, slush.
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k. n. A prickly tree, *Acacia ferruginea*.

k. n. (lb. of *R. anat.*) n. The thorny Babool tree, *Acacia arabica*.

s. a. Brown. n. A large kind of mongoose. N. of a son of Arjuna.

k. n. A vegetable macilage used as soap.

k. a. k. n. A heap, mass, swarm.

k. n. A hollow bamboo.

1. (=[*tannak*]) k. n. The evening. -[*nana*]. Till evening. -[*nana*]. Evening time.

2. (=[*tannak*]) q. v.

(*) k. n. Longing, wish, desire, hope; a desired object. 2, a deposit, trust.

k. n. An open space, field or plain. 2, publicity, conspicuousness, distinction; a vacuity; disappearance; vanity; uselessness. To come to light; to become public; to become fruitless. -[*nana*]. To make public; ot show. -[*nana*]. A public privy. -[*nana*]. An open plain; a public privy. -[*nana*]. An open country, a plain.

k. v. l. To desire, wish; to long for. -[*nana*]. Desiring.

k. n. An open spot, a parting. 2,= [*tannak*]. Parting of the hair between the sides of the head.

(*) = [*tannak*]. q. v.

(*) (=[*tannak*]) k. n. The evening, evening-twilight.

k. n. The bastard sago tree, *Caryota urens*.

k. v. l. To abuse, revile; to use bad language. = [*tannak*]. Reviling, abuse, bad language, cursing.

f. n. A kind of gimlet.

= [*tannak*]. q. v.

1. (=[*tannak*]) k. n. Dryness; dearth, famine, drought; scarcity; hollowness; ruin. -[*nana*]. A time of famine. -[*nana*], -[*nana*]. A famine to happen.

2. (lb. of *sanga*) n. Limit. ad. Up to, as in *sanga*.

P. p. of *sang*, as in *sang*.

[*nana*]. Writing. -[*nana*]. Writing; write, scripture, written letters.

h. n. Success; successfulness; overplus.

h. a. Risen, broken up, as an assembly.

k. n. A kind of grain, *Paspalum frumentaceum*. 2, a kind of hill-grass used for writing pens. 3, Indian millet.

k. n. Dried cow-dung.

k. n. Bareness; vainness; barrenness; dullness. -[*nana*]. Useless work. *sena* A useless man. *sena* A barren buffalo.

f. n. A small box, casket, China jar.

h. a. Dismissed, discharged. n. Dismissal.

lb. of *ninni*, q. v.

P. p. of *sang*, q. v.

k. n. A broom. 2, (=[*tannak*]) bareness. -[*nana*]. To make bare, as trees.

(*) = [*tannak*]. q. v.

h. a. Equal; correct; proper, fit. -[*nana*]. Equality; evenness.

h. v. i. To fill or enter (items into a book).

h. n. A monthly statement of payable amounts. 2, a list of public servants.

1. k. n. The side flank.

2. = [*tannak*], q. v.

3. (=[*tannak*]) k. n. Bareness; nakedness; emptiness; soleneness; worthless-
- foot. An empty stomach.

साधन k. v. t. To cause to come, etc. 2, to cause to write.

साधन k. v. t. To come; to arrive. 2, to accrue, fall to one's share; to come into and be in the possession of; to become an acquisition. 3, to be a matter of possibility. 4, to be under control. 5, to be becoming, fit, suitable, useful, proper, or advisable; to be allowed. 6, to suffice for. P. p. साध. Imp. अऽ
pl. साध, साध, साध. rel. part. साध, साध, साध, साध. To allow to come. साधन. More and more, in course of time. साधन. In course of time, and by and by, etc. साधन. To make come; to recover, as money, etc. साधन. Coming, arrival. साधन तथा. To come and go. साधन, साधन, साधन = साधन, साधन, साधन = साधन - तथा. Neg. साधन, साधन.

साधन 1. ( = साध) k. v. i. To write, draw. P. p. साधन, साधन.

साधन 2. = साध 3, q. v. 2, dry soil. - कर, - कर, - कर, - कर, - कर, - कर. A mere —.

साधन h. n. A sort of spear.

साधन a. k. v. i. To die. n. Death. 2, increase, greatness; skill. - ती. A proficient man. - ती. Death.

साधन h. n. Snow; hoar-frost; ice.

साधन s. n. A man of low origin, a non-Ārya, barbarian. 2, the thorny Babool tree.

साधन ( = साधन) s. n. The thorny Babool tree.

साधन (lb. of त्रा) n. Burma.

साधन = साधन, q. v.

साधन s. n. A peacock; also - ती. A species of fragrant grass, Andropogon muricatus; the resin of Pinus longifolia.


साधन 2. s. n. Power, strength, might, vigour; force. 2, violence, severity; daring. 3, help, influence. 4, bulkiness. 5, forces, troops, an army. 6, body, form. - ती. Strengthening. - ती. A powerful man. - ती


साधन 1. (cf. ती) k. v. i. To increase, grow; to become abundant, strong, big, tight, or full grown. v. t. To increase, strengthen, etc. P. ps. - ती, - ती.
2. s. n. Tax, tribute. 2, an oblation or religious offering. 3, boiled rice. 4, N. of a daitya. 5, a soldier. 6, a crow. -ارنا, -لاك. To present a ball; to sacrifice. -ارن. A stone on which a ball is kept. -ارن. To eat a ball. -ارن. To offer a ball. -ارن. An altar.

*SO* (=SO, q. v.) k. n. Strength, firmness, greatness, etc. *Cpds.*: -ارنا, -ارنا, -ارنا, -ارنا, -ارنا, -ارنا, -ارنا. Ability, knowledge; good sense. -ارنا. A man who is strong, able or clever. -ارنا. I know.

*SI*, *SI* f. n. A spear, lance, javelin.

*SI* s. n. The first karana of the day.

*SI* = *SI*, q. v.

*SI*, *SI* (lb. of *SI*) n. Vertigo; confusion.

*SI* f. n. A mendicant's vessel for receiving alms.


*SI* (lb. of *SI*) n. Turning, swinging; revolving. -ارن. To move about.

*SI* = *SI*, q. v.

*SI* (lb. of *SI*) n. A Jaina temple.

*SI* k. n. The waved-leaved fig-tree, *Ficus infectoria*.

*SI* = *SI*, q. v.

*SI* (lb. of *SI*) n. The plant *Basella cordifolia*.

*SI* (lb. of *SI*) n. A bull; its stone-image worshipped by the Lingayats; Basava. 2, N. of the founder of the Lingayat sect. 3, a shameless fellow; f. *SI*, *SI*, (SI or SI) *SI*, A snail. *SI*, *SI*, The bull on which Śiva rides; its stone-image; the founder of the Lingayat sect.

*SI* (=SI) k. n. The Malabar night-shade, *Basella alba*.

*SI* k. v. i. To drip, trickle, ooze. v. t.

To pour off the water from boiled rice; etc.; to strain. *P. ps.* *SI*, *SI*, *SI*, *SI* *SI*, *SI*. Congee or broth strained from boiled rice or vegetables.

*SI* (lb. of *SI*) q. v.


*SI* (lb. of *SI*) n. A barren cow. 2, (lb. of *SI*) fat. 3, (k.) a stubble.

*SI* = *SI*, q. v.

*SI* h. n. A bale of goods; a packet of letters.

*SI* a. k. Pres. rel. part. of *SI*. *SI* *SI* (SI). It will come, etc.; it is possible, permitted; it may, etc.

*SI* h. n. A false plea, pretext.


*SI* (lb. of *SI*) a. Abundant, copious, much, many. n. Abundance. *SI*. Usually; likely, probably; almost, nearly.

*SI* h. n. A title of honour given to the nobles of the court or to persons of respectable station.

*SI* s. ad. Out, outside; out-of-doors; except, apart; also *SI*, *SI*. *SI*. The outside; publicity; notoriety. *SI*, *SI*, *SI*, *SI*, *SI*, *SI*. To make public or known. *SI*
Much, abundant; many; large, great, mighty. -

Many a one, several. -

Abundance; plurality, majority. -

The twelfth year in the cycle of sixty. -

Polyarchy. -

The Indian fig-tree. -

Talkativeness, garrulity. -

A great talker.

Respectability, dignity; great respect or regard for; honourable reception; a present. -

Diabetes. -

The plural number. -

Many coloured. -

Manifold, various. -

A relative or adjective compound.

(A. n.) d. v. It is possible; it is becoming, fit, suitable, or advisable; it is allowed; it may (one may), e.g. -

c. g. -,

A. v. I. To go round; to wander about; to turn round, as in serving dinner. 2, to be wrapped up. 3, to surround. 4, to be in one's company.

n. Surrounding. 2, circuitousness, as of a road. 3, one round or turn, as of a rope, dōtra, śiré, etc.; a turn in serving up dinner.

2. (v = w) k. v. l. To use; to spend, as time; also 

1. A way, road. 2, a place, spot. 3, vicinity, nearness; company. 4, way, mode, proper course. 5, race, lineage. 6, succeeding time. prep. After, afterwards; further, and.

To, towards, near.

Near, by, beside.

To follow.

Different ways; presents to one's daughter other than those given at the time of marriage.

A. n. A gift, present.

A. r. l. To sweep, wipe off with the hand. 2, to apply, as lime, mud, etc. to a wall, cow-dung to the floor, ointment to the body, etc.; to besmear; to anoint. P. ps.

A.

A.

A.

A.

A.

A. prep. After, afterwards, further; also 

A.

A. = A.

A. k. n. Use; custom, practice; exercise; familiarity; familiar intercourse.

A. k. n. A multitude, troop, etc. 2, the family circle, relations.

A. k. v. l. To cause to smear (a floor, etc., with cow-dung).

ಅಂ, k. n. A measure of capacity.


ಅಂ k. n. A jackal.

ಅಂ 1. k. Imp. sing. of  ಸಂ. Come!

ಅಂ 2. (= ಸಂಸಂ) k. v. t. To swell, tumefy.

P. ps.  ಸಂಸಂ,  ಸಂಜನ.

ಅಂ (lb. of  ಪುಟ್ಟ)  n. A glutton; also ಅಂಜನ. -ಆವರ್ತ. Gluttony; f.  ಆವರ್ತ. 

ಅಂ h. n. Remainder; balance; debt. a. Remaining. -ಆವರ್ತ. One who is in arrears.

ಅಂ h. n. A dagger. 2, a bend, curve. 3, a bench. -ಆವರ್ತ. The husband of a pariah woman.

ಅಂ,  ಅಂ ಅಂ k. n. Excessive desire. 2, a covetous person.

ಅಂ,  ಅಂ h. n. = ಅಂ, q. v.

ಅಂ h. n. A gardener; a seller of vegetables and flowers.

ಅಂ,  ಅಂ h. n. Gardenland; a garden.

ಅಂ h. n. The tree  ಕಲೋಸಾನ್ಸೆಸ್ ಇಂಡಿಕ. 

ಅಂ (lb. of  ಕ್ಟುರ್ತಕು)  n. A present, gift.


ಅಂ k. v. i. To bend, bow, incline, stoop. n. A bend, curve; a bow. -ಆವರ್ತ. To cause to bend, etc.

ಅಂ,  ಅಂ q. v.

ಅಂ h. n. = ಅಂ, q. v.

ಅಂ h. a. Miscellaneous. -ಆವರ್ತ. A miscellaneous head in accounts.

ಅಂ h. n. A road.

ಅಂ (lb. of  ಕ್ಟುರ್ತಕು)  n. Hire; rent; fare. -ಗ ವರ್ತಕು. To hire out. -ಆವರ್ತ. A man who has hired. -ಆವರ್ತ, -ಆವರ್ತ, -ಆವರ್ತ, -ಆವರ್ತ, etc. A hired —.

ಅಂ 1. k. v. i. To wither, fade, as shrubs, etc.; to grow dry, as wounds; to become weak; to pine away; to be downcast or sad. -ಆವರ್ತ. To cause to fade, etc.; to eat any pungent food to excite appetite.

ಅಂ 2. k. n. Flesh.

ಅಂ s. n. A shaft, arrow; a rocket. 2, an asura. -ಆವರ್ತ, -ಆವರ್ತ, -ಆವರ್ತ. To shoot an arrow. -ಆವರ್ತ. A maker of fireworks; an archer.

A frying pan; also 
A kitchen; cookery. 
A cook; 
A bond. 2, a musical band.

Intelligence, news. An intelligencer, correspondent.

P. p. of and DeducedException.

Deduction. 
An oppressor, trouble.

Pain, suffering; grief, sorrow, annoyance, trouble; opposition, hindrance; objection; a contradiction; injury, hurt. To oppress, harass, pain, torment, trouble, vex. To suffer distress, etc.

The sky. 2, a pile of earthen pots or of cowdung-cakes. Cloudiness. Earthen pot.

A female slave.

A dam; a heap of stones, etc. used as a landmark. A landmark-stone.

Boiled-rice.

A father.

, lb. of , q. v.
1. (lb. of सन्तोष) n. Weightiness, importance, greatness, abundance, valubleness.
2. h. n. A time, turn; a season, year. अग्नि. Again and again, repeatedly, frequently.
3. h. n. The slope at the side of a great well for bullocks to run down in drawing up water.

To 23 do Young, A To n. charm To Weightiness; Sandalwood.

A (सन्तोष) To 335,2 To sound or play a musical instrument.

2. ( = सन्तोष) k. v. t. To cause to tremble; to set in rapid motion.

3. ( = सन्तोष) f. v. t. To ward off, restrain, remove.

1. k. n. A strap of leather, thong.


3. lb. of सन्तोष, q. v. -सन्तोष. To fill into a book (as items).

A सन्तोष विद्युती. e. n. A barometer, an instrument to measure the weight of the atmosphere.

सन्तोष विद्युती e. n. Barley.

सन्तोष s. a. Young, infantine; newly risen, as the sun, waxing, as the moon, etc. 2, childish, ignorant. n. A child, infant; a boy. 2, the young of an animal. 3, a colt, foal. 4, a tail. 5, the cuscus grass. अधिक. Children's play. रूपसन्तोष. Krishna. प्रसन्तोष. Convulsions of children. आत्मसन्तोष. The waxing moon. अमावस्या. A comet. अमावस्या, अनुज. Childhood; boyhood. अमावस्या. The Devarāngarī character. अमावस्या, अन्तर्निहीन. Instruction for the young; catechism. अन्तर्निहीन. Children's language. अन्तर्निहीन. Cubeb, Piper cubeba.


श्रेणी A Punishment, or instruction of children. अश्रेणी. Infanticide.

वितरण s. a. Young. n. A child, infant; a boy; f. अश्रेणी.

वितरण s. n. A girl.

वितरण s. वितानगरिका n. Childhood, infancy; youth.

वितरण (lb. of चाँद) n. A sister's husband. वितान. The relative, as a sister's husband. अस्त्रमुनि. A wife's or husband's brother.

वितान, = आंसू, q. v.

वितान a. k. n. Sandalwood. 2, (h.) fifty-two.

वितान 1. k. n. A bat; the flying fox.

वितान 2. f. n. A gold ornament worn on the tip of the ear. 2, a doll.

वितान (lb. of चाँद) n. A well.

वितान k. n. A swelling, abscess.

वितान k. n. A male cat.

वितान (= चाँद) h. n. A flag.

वितान, = अस्त्रमुनि, q. v.

वितान s. n. Tears; also अंसू.

वितान a. k. n. Covering. अव. To cover.

वितान f. n. A chaplet of flowers; an ornament of pith worn on the forehead of the bridegroom.

वितान h. n. Stench.

वितान, वितान k. n. A wale or mark caused by a blow or stroke.

वितान (lb. of चाँद, q. v.) n. Speech; a promise; an oath. अस्त्रमुनि. To promise, swear. अस्त्रमुनि, अन्तर्निहीन. A promise-breaker. अस्त्रमुनि. Faithful; one who keeps a promise.

वितान. Pres. rel. part. of वितान, q. v.

वितान (fr. वितान) s. a. Outer, external; excluded from, devoid of. n. A foreigner; an outcast; f. अंसू.

वितान s. n. The arm; the upper arm.

आंसू A Kshatriya. अंसू, अश्रेणी. A bracelet. अश्रेणी. The armpit.
A close fight, wrestling. An armour.

s. n. Abundance, plenty.

s. a. Outer; external; of. An outcast.

(lb. of ) n. A boy. 2, the cuscus-grass. 3, (lb. of ) the forehead.

q. v.

= , q. v.

( = ) = , q. v.

. lb. of .

1. k. n. A sword, knife.

2. ( = ) k. v. i. To live; to be alive; to subsist; to live by; to live happily; to be preserved, as fruit, etc. 2, to be worth, sell for. n. Living; life; livelihood; property. P. p. , , , , , , , , , , . Living, livelihood; profession; household.

k. n. Sliced vegetables dried and fried.

1. k. n. The plantain or Banana; the plantain tree. An unripe plantain. A bunch of plantains. A plantain garden.

A ripe plantain.

2. a. k. n. A sea-fish.

lb. of , q. v. An avaricious person.

(lb. of ) n. Selling, sale.

A seller, vendor.

lb. of , q. v.

h. n. A beggar, poor person. Poverty, wretchedness.

= , q. v.

= , q. v. A stammerer, stutterer. A faltering word.

k. n. Hiccough.

k. v. i. To sigh, pant; to sob in crying; to hiccough; to falter, stammer, stutter. n. Sobbing; stammering; hiccough. 2, the heart.

k. n. Throwing up; vomiting.

To throw up, vomit.

1. k. n. N. of a small forest tree with eatable fruit, Gardenia gummi-fera.

2. lb. of , q. v.

f. v. i. To be out of order, as one's health; to disagree, as the mind. Disagreement.

k. v. t. To bind, fasten; to tighten; to compress; to restrain, as desire; to amass firmly. v. i. To be tight, stiff or full. 2, to become proud. n. Tightness; tension; firmness; well-ordered condition. 2, a girt for horses. 3, pride. To become tight. To keep under control. To tighten; to order, enact; to behave arrogantly. Tightening; tightness.

To cause to fasten, tighten.

a. k. v. i. To be afraid; to get amazed. n. Fear; amazement.

, ( = , q. v.) k. n. Tightness, etc.

( cf. ) k. n. Pride; pomposness.

k. n. Dishonesty, guile.

, (lb. of ) n. Tale, mica.

h. n. A mattress, mat. Mica.

To spread, as a bed, etc.

k. v. t. To extend, spread, amplify.

a. k. n. Expansion, extension, spreading.

k. v. t. To loosen, untie, open, undo, as a bundle, etc.; to lay open, as the mind, etc.; to solve; to draw, as a sword. v. i. To become loose or open, as a tie; to be cracked or broken. n. Loosening; unfolding.

To cause to loosen, etc. To tell plainly. A drawn sword. A rolled up
palmyra-leaf put in the ear-holes of women.

loft (lb. of loft) n. Going; coming; also  etc. To walk; to go; to come.

loft f. n. A jointed hinge, jammers.

loft, loft (lb. of loft) n. A fan.

loft 1. a. k. n. Greatness.


loth 2. (lb. of loft) n. Knowledge, science.

loft, loft n. Saravati.

loth (lb. of loft) n. Compulsory and unpaid labour; press-service; also  83^j; 83a^; 83ci^o. A load carried without hire; that which is worthless; money obtained without labour. 83^j; 83a^; 83ci^o.

To perform biti. 83^j; 83a^; 83ci^o. A meal obtained gratis. 83^j; 83a^; 83ci^o. To exact forced labour.

loth, p. p. of loft, q. v.

loth k. n. Interval; space; cessation; leisure.

loth k. n. Lodgings provided for visitors.

loth 1. = loft, q. v.

loth 2. k. n. A mass, flock, swarm.

2, anger, wrath.

loth, = loft, q. v.

loth k. n. A halting place; a dwelling place; lodgings.

loth (= loft, q. v.) k. a. Loose, separated.

loth. Loose pieces of wood. 83^j; 83ci^o.

loth. Looseness, laxity, freedom.

loth. A plucked flower.

loth k. n. Separation; a crack.

loth k. n. Interval.

loth, = loft, q. v.

loth (lb. of loft, 83ci^) f. n. Respect, regard, consideration; deference for.

2, shame, bashfulness; also  83ci^o.

loth k. v. t. To loosen; to cause to leave; to remove; to cast out; to liberate; to pull out or off, pluck; etc. 83:3 83ci^o; 83:3 83ci^o; 83:3 83ci^o; 83:3 83ci^o; 83:3 83ci^o; 83:3 83ci^o.

loth k. v. t. To let loose; to discharge, throw, as an arrow; to emit, as breath; to let drop; to let on; to let down, as a rope; to let hang down; to set to; to quit, leave; to abandon, give up; to leave out; to set aside; to take off, as from the price; to quit, as a debt; to leave off, as work; to allow, let; to spare or let live; to let grow; to drive, as a horse, etc.; to send, as a servant, etc.; to put forth, as leaves, flowers, etc. v. i. To be loosened; to cease, stop; to halt; to settle; to go away.

loth. P. p. of loft, q. v. esp. in common language, is often joined to a P. p. to lay stress upon its meaning or to express the completion of an action.

loth, etc. Loosening; looseness, freedom, etc. 83ci^o. Release, freedom, liberty. 83ci^o. A flood-gate. 83ci^o. To scatter about. 83ci^o. A head of dish-velled hair. 83ci^o. An open mouth.

loth, = loft, q. v.

loth, etc., etc., etc. k. n. Leaving, giving up, etc.

loth, = loft, q. v.

loth a. k. n. Largeness, stoutness; hugeness; gravity. 2, a metrically long syllable.

loth, = loft, q. v. k. n. Sowing seeds.

loth v. lb. of loft, q. v. 83ci^o. = loft, q. v.

loth f. n. A throne.

loth lb. of loft 2, support.

loth 1. k. v. t. To put seeds, sow. n. Seed; a seed. 83ci^o. To cause to sow.

loth 2. Third p. sing. of the imp. of 83ci^o, q. v.
A clever, well-educated and polite man.


A crescent new moon; the second day of a lunar fortnight.

1. a. k. v. t. To scatter about; to open, as the mouth; to unfold, as the wings; to loosen, untie; to throw about. v. i. To be spread about.


An invitation to dinner; a banquet; a feasting.

A guest. 2, a relative.

A low, base, mean person. Whispering words.

A metal water-vessel.

A drop. 2, a dot, mark.

3, a cypher or dot.

To invite (for dinner). A petition.

2. th. of *कंद*, q. v.

Silently.

A learned man, a proficient.

A respectful petition. To make a humble petition.

Knowledge; skill, dexterity; art, device.

A clever man; f. -कंद, राना.

A disk, ball. 2, a mirror.

A reflection; an image. 4, a rainbow. 5, the fruit of *Momordica monadelpha*. To be reflected.

Firmly, tightly; loudly; powerfully.

P. p. of जोड़, as in कंदराना.
Surprise, To
To mantra.
To a flower.
To a seed
A flower.
The heat and glare of the sun, sunshine. The mirage. A screen to keep off the sun.
To sigh hotly.
To unite firmly, solder. Soldering; composition.
To throw, fling away carelessly or heedlessly; to leave abruptly. P. p. 
Biscuit, a kind of sweet cake.
Borax.
A pendent root, as that of the banian tree.
Whiteness. White; also 
Pale red, pink. 
The timber tree 
A flower plant, 
A large forest tree, 
A lock, pad-lock. 
A key.
The tree 
A seal upon a (closed) door.
A relative by marriage.
A relationship by marriage;

A. Seed (of plants, etc.), seed-corn, grain.
A. The amount of seed required for a land.

The blackwood tree, 
A chink, crack, crevice. To crack.
A small shroot, cigarette.
Leave; halting, 2, a halting place, camp, abode, house.
A halting place; a house, lodging. Halting; a halting place; a camp.
A waste, uncultivated land. 2, a pile, heap. To let remain waste.
To become waste.
A street, road. A street quarrel. To run at one's pleasure; a run ad libitum.
Bean, main timber. 2, (f.) insurance. -Insurance. A policy of insurance.
The flesh of an ox.
A Mussalman lady. A lady; a wife.
Loathsome, disgusting, hideous, detesting. Disgust.
A hero, etc.; f. 2, N. 3, heroism.
A bureau. 2, beer.
To fling, throw, as 'a stone, stick, etc. 2, to give liberally. n. Flinging. 2, spending profusely.

A bill; an account, note.

(fr. মালীক) a. k. n. A fan.

(ld. of পেশ্যাঁক) n. Twenty.

k. v. t. To swing, whirl, wave; to mill, grind; to cast. v.i. To fan; to blow, as the wind. n. Swinging, etc. ছবিরস্তা. To fling, throw. -লক্ষণ
-A millstone.

I. (লইয়ান) k. v. i. To fall; to happen; to turn out; to become; to slip. 2, to go to ruin; to die. P. p. মানসিক; pers. n. sing. মানে. To slip. সার্থস্তত্ত্বে, সুপ্রস্তুতকৃতি. To be of use. মানোনি. To be named; to lose reputation. মানব-। To cost; to fall in price. মানবে। To lie down. মানবে। To wallow from laughter. মানবী-। To fell. মানবে। To knock down. মানবী-। To cause to fall, to knock down. -কাল. Falling; a fall.

2. (লয়ান) k. n. A waste, etc. 2, badness. 3, prostration. 4, leaving. -কাল. To leave fallow. -কালকাল. A waste. -চন্দন, হং মাণু। To give leave to go. -কালচন্দন, হং মাণু। To take leave to go.

লয়ান, লয়ানি। = তৃণব, q. c.

h. n. Powder.

f. n. The heart. 2; a goat; also তিনি, ২, = তৃণব.

f. n. A fragrant powder; also তৃণব.

f. n. A female's ornament.

= লয়ানি) f. n. A spinning top. 2, (k.) the porcher tree, Hibiscus populneoides.

k. n. A swelling, protuberance.

k. n. A spring of water, fountain.

lb. of পূজ্য, q. v. 2, lb. of শঙ্কর. -নিয়া. Birch bark.

f. v. t. To cajole, flatter, persuade.

n. A flower or other figure worked or painted. -সূত্র. Decorated with flowery work.

k. n. A basket. 2, an untrimmed object.

(lb. of পূজ্য) n. The bottom of anything; the foot, as of a tree; the roof, as of the tongue, etc. Cpdls.: পূজ্য, পূজ্য৷, পূজ্য৷, পূজ্য৷, পূজ্য৷, পূজ্য৷, etc. -মাণ। A clan, family.

k. n. A sort of cucumber.

k. n. A small rattle-drum. 2, untruth. -লিপ্ত। A fantastically dressed Mahratta mendicant with a rattle-drum.

k. n. An ink-bottle.

k. n. Roundness, curvedness.

A bandy-legged man; f. বুদ্ধ।

(বুদ্ধ) n. Food (prepared for a journey); travelling provisions. -শুষ্ক। A bundle of travelling provisions.

f. n. A skin bottle for oil, ghee, etc.

s. a. Known, understood; wise.

n. A learned man. 2, Buddha; a Buddhist. বুদ্ধচন্দ্র. The ninth incarnation of Vishnu.

s. n. Perception; intelligence, intellect, judgment, wisdom, sense; knowledge; opinion, notion, view, idea; purpose. int. (in accosting) Well! right! -লিপ্ত। To advise, instruct, exhort. -লিপ্ত। Purposely. -লিপ্ত। The power of intellect. -লিপ্ত। An intelligent, sensible man; f. -লিপ্ত, -লিপ্ত, -লিপ্ত। = লিপ্ত। -লিপ্ত। Perverseness of intellect. -লিপ্ত। An intelligent person. -লিপ্ত।
In the heart, a flower blooms, 

To end its life, it pours out its perfume, 

In the center of their nostrils, 

A kind of coolness.

Less man, 

Deadly spotted, 

A beast.

It's in a small pocket, 

Round, handsome, neat. 

A round, beautiful heel. 

A drawn, a drawn.

A passion, a drawn.

A beast.

A Passion. 

A beast.

A passion. 

A beast.

Round, handsome, neat. 

A round, beautiful heel. 

A drawn, a drawn.

A passion, a drawn.

A beast.

A passion. 

A beast.
cat's eye. -^b^5p^5. An opening in the māligē for the egress of smoke.

शाप a. k. n. Amazement; fear. -^b^5p^5. To frighten.


शियाँ, शियाँ k. n. Heat; warmth. a. Hot, warm. ad. Warmly. -^b^5p^5. To make warm; to beat soundly; to give a bribe.


शियाँ v. i. To be frightened, scared; to fear. n. Fear, dread; a scare-crow. -^b^5p^5. To be seized with alarm.

शियाँ (lb. of शियाँ) n. A bore, hole, as in a gem, etc.; the eye of a needle, etc.

शियाँ (शियाँ) k. n. Fear.

शियाँ e. n. A bench.

शियाँ a. k. n. A small pond.


शियाँ 1. a. k. v. i. To strike forcibly into; to impress, stamp, coin. n. A tool for making impressions.

शियाँ 2. (शियाँ) f. n. A finger, toe. -^b^5p^5. To make the finger-joints crack.
The text seems to be a page from a dictionary or a book on etymology, discussing various words and their meanings. Due to the complexity and density of the content, a full transcription is not possible. However, some key phrases are highlighted and translated into English as follows:

- **Alarm**: A confused, stupid man.
- **Pursue**: To pursue; -अभासः. To follow; to take refuge. -अभासः. A ridge tile. -अभासः. To follow, pursue.
- **Price**: To pay for. -अभासः. To be sold for. -अभासः. Price to fall. -अभासः. Price to cost; price to fall.
- **Coarse**: A shrub with yellow flowers, *Mussaenda frondosa*.
- **Sweat**: Perspiration; sweat; n. Perspiration, sweat; also -इन्द्रा. -राशि. -राशि. The prickly heat.
- **Scratch**: To take away, as rubbish. 2, to stir a heap of grain, in sifting.
- **Mix**: To mix, mingle, join. v. i. To be mixed, united with.
To solder; to unite firmly. v. i. To be in use. 2, to be proud. P. ps. वेरेनः, वेरेनः, वेरेनः.

2. k. n. A stroke with a whip, etc., a blow. 2, a bow for dressing cotton.

शीरः, शीरः, शीरः, शीरः, शीरः, शीरः, शीरः, शीरः. A fisherman.

शोभा (fr. शोभ्याः) a. k. u. Whiteness. Gpds.: सार्थकः, सार्थकः, सार्थकः, सार्थकः (सार्थकः moonlight), शोभा (white leprosy), शोभा, शोभा, शोभा, शोभा (the white heron); शोभा, शोभा, शोभा (garlic), etc.

शीरः k. n. Light; a lamp. शीरः To dawn. शीरः To stand out of the light. शीरः To light. शीरः A window.

शीरः k. v. i. To shine, become bright. v. t. To cause to shine; to manifest; to kindle; to sour, polish.

n. Shine, lustre; the dawn. शीरः To lighten; to cause to sour. शीरः तिलः दण्डां. Till dawn. शीरः तिलः The period of dawn.

शीरः k. a. White. शीरः k. n. A snare, noose.

शीरः k. n. Silver.

शीरः k. v. i. To be burn; to be cooked, boiled; to burn with a fever, grief, etc. P. p. शीरः.

शीरः k. v. t. To beg with an humble, pitiable voice. प. प. शीरः. -वः A crying beggar.

शीरः h. pref. Without; dis-, un-; as: शीरः अशीरः. Insult. शीरः अशीरः. Defamation, dishonour. शीरः अशीरः. Careless, stupid.

शीरः अशीरः. Untenanted, desolate, as a house. शीरः अशीरः. Unr. ameless, fictitious.

शीरः (fr. शीरः) k. 3rd pers. sing. It is wished, desired, requested; it is necessary; it is wanted; it is due, it must; he, she, thou, you, they are desirable, etc. शीरः, शीरः, for शीरः, शीरः शीरः. To be desired, necessary, etc. शीरः शीरः. To say “it is wished or desired”, “it is desirable”, etc.

शीरः शीरः (purposely) अशीरः अशीरः.

शीरः h. a. Foolish, silly. शीरः शीरः शीरः शीरः A fool; see s. शीरः.

शीरः (lb. of शीरः) n. Speed. ad. Speedily, quickly. शीरः शीरः. Quickly. शीरः शीरः.

शीरः f. n. Talc mineral, mica; a thin plate of tin covered with some colouring substance.

शीरः h. n. Compulsory labour without wages.

शीरः (शीरः, q. v.) k. n. Spying. शीरः शीरः.

शीरः k. n. Affliction, distress.
To a huntsman; Pain; not To

To a bank, place where money is deposited. A dealer in money.

A. h. a. Meaningless, groundless, bad.

Weariness (from fatigue, pain, etc.), annoyance.

Hunting, the chase. game. To hunt. A hunter.

A tribe of forest people living by the chase; f. -.

(abbr. of ప్రతిస్థాప, neg. of పరాస్థాప, contrary of వ్యాప్తి) k. def. v. It is not wished, desired, requested; it is not desirable, required or necessary; it is not wanted; it is not due, it must not; he, she, you, they (are) not desirable, etc. Hon. pl. పరాస్థాపానివనది, పరాస్థాపించడి. To forbid, etc.; to refuse, etc. To be undesirable, etc.

A chain, fetter.

To wish; to beg, pray, entreat, request. - పిండి పాగడి. Asking, begging, entreatment.

ుండానికి పిండి, పిండి వంది. To be separated, apart, different, other, else. adv. Separately, further. -ఇవ ఇవ. rep. Separate, different; one by one; various. - ఇవ ఇవ. To place separately. - ఇవ ఇవ. To separate; to change, alter. - ఇవ ఇవ. To become separate or changed.

ుండానికి పిండి, పిండి వంది. Another thing, something else; another. పిండి వంది, పిండి వంది. Another man; another.

ుండానికి పిండి, పిండి వంది. To be separated, apart. పిండి వంది. To distinguish; to separate.

ుండానికి పిండి, పిండి వంది. The wood-apple tree.

ుండానికి పిండి, పిండి వంది. A hedge, fence. - చోయుతి, చోయుతి. To put a fence.

ుండానికి పిండి, పిండి వంది. (fr. పిండి) k. n. Grief, anxiety.

ుండానికి పిండి, పిండి వంది. h. a. Without heir or owner, unclaimed.

ుండానికి పిండి, పిండి వంది. The neem tree or margosa tree, Melia azadirachta.

ుండానికి పిండి, పిండి వంది. h. a. Good, proper, well.

ుండానికి పిండి, పిండి వంది. P. p. of పిండి వంది, q. v.

ుండానికి పిండి, పిండి వంది. (ుండానికి పిండి) k. n. Weariness, fatigue; disgust, vexation.

ుండానికి పిండి, పిండి వంది. v. i. To grow weary or fatigued; to be disgusted. P. p. పిండి వంది, -యుతి, -యుతి, పిండి వంది. To get tired of, feel dislike, etc.
To Bewilderment, division

The hot season. To grow bewildered.

A. k. n. Desires, extreme anxiety.

To offer into fire, as ghee, animals, etc.

A. k. v. i. Split pulse, as of ākāśa, ākāśa, ākāśa, etc. 2, the half of a ākāśa (=).

A. k. n. A common potherb, Chenopodium album.

A. k. v. One of a class of mendicants.

A. n. A bicycle, two-wheeled velocipede.

H. n. Sitting down and rising in alternation (as an exercise or punishment at school).

A. k. v. With a turn or bend.

H. Flatwise, to fall headlong.

2. (as of 2) f. n. A toothless man. a. Bare, uncovered. A toothless mouth.

A pocket in a coat; a betel pouch; horse's gram bag.

A coffer, treasury (as of a king, rich man or temple).

A. k. n. A pimple, blister, boil. 2, any round small hole made by rats, etc.

A. k. n. The palms of the hands joined like a eup.

K. v. i. To bark, clamour.

K. v. i. To bend, stoop.

K. v. i. To stoop down and look.

K. v. i. To cause to bend.

K. To humble.

K. v. i. & l. To lie or speak falsely, deny.

K. a. Wool, fine hair, down.

2. = Ākāśa 2, q. v.

K. n. A feast, etc.; the last śrāddha ceremony performed for a deceased relative.

K. n. A pot-belly.

K. n. A finger; a toe. 2, a small quantity. 3, (lb. of) a circular mark (of sandal paste, etc.) on the forehead.

K. A Truth. = Āka, q. v.

lb. of Ākāśa) n. The trunk of a tree.

K. n. An annual herb, Physalis indica.

K. n. A cloth made of quilted rags.

A large leafless shrub, the triangular spurge, Euphorbia antiquorum.

K. n. Rind, bark.

1. (lb. of Ākāśa) n. The thorny Babool tree, Acacia arabica.
k. n. An outery, shout, bawl, yell; a great noise; loud sound. Also, to make known; instruction; awakening. 2, understanding; perception; knowledge. Instructing; an instructor, teacher; preacher; indicating, signifying.

-काण. 2, a cottersmith. A metal vessel. (lb. of ताक) n. A blacksmith. 2, a coppersmith.

-काण. A toothless man; f. देवी. Toothlessness.

-काण, -काण. h. n. The first sale of goods at dawn; handsel.

-काण. f. n. A fried cake made of horse gram, salt, chillies, etc.

-काण. k. n. The cornice or capital of a column or pillar.

-काण. k. n. Luxuriance in growth; rank fruits (as badanे, savatu, etc.) without substance or taste.

-काण. = निर. g. v.

-काण. k. n. The Roussa or ginger grass, Andropogon martini.

-काण. s. n. Making known; instruction; awakening. 2, understanding; perception; knowledge. -काण. Instructing; an instructor, teacher; preacher; indicating, signifying.


-काण. Bad advice. गुणा. Good advice. गुणा. Explained; instructed. गुणा. To make known, explain, teach, instruct.


-काण. = निर, q. v.

-काण. = निर, q. v. 2, a foreman. निर. Leadership.

-काण. f. n. False courtesy, flattery. गुणा. To flatter, coax.

-काण. = निर, q. v.

-काण (स ताक) k. n. A man with a bald or shaven head. u. Bald, shaven; uncovered. श्रेयस. A roadside plant, Erigeron asteroides. श्रेयस. A shaven or bald head. श्रेयस. The flat roof of a house without a balustrade. श्रेयस. A shaven widow. श्रेयस. To shave (esp. the head).

-काण. To have one's head shaved. श्रेयस. A bald, bare, roofless, leafless, treeless state. Cpd.: श्रेयस, श्रेयस, श्रेयस, श्रेयस, etc.

-काण. गुणा, गुणा, गुणा k. v. t. To coax; caress, fondle, court.

Brahmā, the first deity of the Hindu triad, the creator. 2, a Vedic text. 3, the Vedas. 4, religious knowledge. 5, liberation from further existence. 6, the soul of the universe. 7, the supreme soul. 8, a Brāhmaṇa.

The age of Brahmap. Religious studentship; abstinence; chastity. A young Brāhmaṇa student; a bachelor. Knowledge of the soul of the universe. One who possesses that knowledge. The Indian mulberry tree, Morus indica; the tree Ficus religiosa. N. of a river; a vegetable poison. An aperture in the crown of the head through which the soul is said to escape at death. A fiend of the Brāhmaṇas. The heaven of Brahmā. Divine splendour or glory. The veda and vedaṇa. A sort of lute. The tree Butea frondosa. Union with Brahmā. The sacrificial thread; the vedaṇa sūtra.

The forty-second letter of the alphabet. The letter I. The letter I. A pious, religious man. Devoid of devotion or piety, etc.; a man lacking in devotion; a follower, worshipper, votary; a kind to worshippers. Devotion, devotedness, loyalty, loving faith; love; homage, worship. A devoted mind. The way of loving faith. Sense of devotion. A pious, religious man. Devoid of devotion or piety, etc.; a man lacking in devotion; a follower, worshipper, votary; a kind to worshippers. Devotion, devotedness, loyalty, loving faith; love; homage, worship. A devoted mind. The way of loving faith. Sense of devotion.

The plant Adansonia digita. Dedicated to Brahmā as ceremonies of a śrāddha. The plant Aloe perfoliata. A killer of a Brāhmaṇa. Instruction in mantras, esp. the gayatri.

A kind of food; eatable; a cake.
Happiness, n. pleasant.

Breaking, a love.
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A man in fear; f. -n. -s. गरीब. गरीबता सत्स। Fearful, terrible; fear, terror. नित्यत अलर्म। Alarmed. नित्यत्व। Alarm.

रजा s. n. Bearing, upholding, supporting. 2, a burden, load, weight. 3, a large quantity, multitude, plenty. 4, desire. 5, exacerbation. 6, haste. नित्यत नित्यतरण। To be in great haste. नित्यत। Bearing; supporting, maintaining; wages, hire; filling; filling stuff.

नक्षत्र s. n. 2, the second nakshatra.

नक्षत्र s. n. An actor, dancer. 2, N. of a muni. 3, N. of one of Dasaratha's sons and Rama's younger brother. 4, N. of a monarch. 5, the flux of the ocean, flow. नित्यत नित्यत निद्रा। Flow and ebb. नित्यताकाल, नित्यत्र अनावरणन्त। India.

नक्षत्र s. n. A sky-lark. 2, N. of a rishi.

नक्षत्र s. n. Confidence, trust. 2, quickness. नित्यत नित्यत निद्रा। To believe, trust.

नक्षत्र s. a. Full, filled, full of.

नक्षत्र, नक्षत्र s. n. lb. of नक्श, q. v.

नक्षत्र (नक्षत्र) s. n. Loaded state, as of a cart, vessel, bag, etc. 2, the flux of the ocean.

नक्षत्र (नक्षत्र, नक्षत्र) s. n. A cherisher, supporter; a master; a husband; a chief. नित्यत नित्यत निद्रा। A crown prince; f. -निक्षत्री.

नक्षत्र, नक्षत्र, नक्षत्र s. n. f. int. Fine! well done! brave!

नक्षत्र s. n. A kind of pointed arrow.

नक्षत्र s. n. The marking-nut tree, Semecarpus anacardium.

नक्षत्र, नक्षत्र s. n. A bear.

नक्षत्र s. n. Becoming, existing, existence. 2, birth, origin. 3, transmigration. 4, life. 5, the world. 6, welfare. नित्यत नित्य नित्यतरण। Far from the world and its misery. नित्यत नित्य नित्यतरण। Fetters of worldly existence. नित्यत नित्य नित्यतरण। The ocean of transmigration. नित्यत नित्य नित्यतरण। Another existence.

नक्षत्र s. n. Present time. 2, you, your honour. नित्यत नित्य नित्यतरण। Your ladyship, lady. नित्यत नित्य नित्यतरण। Your, your honour's.

नक्षत्र s. n. Existing; production, birth. 2, a house, dwelling, mansion. 3, a field.

नक्षत्र s. n. पार्वती, Śiva's wife.

नक्षत्र s. n. Living; a living being. 2, a worldling. नित्यत नित्य निद्रा। To produce.

नक्षत्र s. a. To be about to become, future, imminent. नित्यत नित्य निद्रा। Future; futurity, future time; the future tense. नित्यत नित्य निद्रा। Future time; the future tense.

नक्षत्र (नक्षत्र) s. n. Ashes; any metallic oxide. नित्यत नित्य निद्रा। Application to fire in order to make ashes. नित्यत नित्य निद्रा। N. of a demon.

नक्षत्र = नक्ष, q. v.

नक्षत्र s. n. A fraction; a part, portion; share; a division. 2, lot, luck. 3, a place, region. नित्यत नित्य निद्रा। The front part. नित्यत नित्य निद्रा। The hind part. नित्यत नित्य निद्रा। Division (arith.).

नक्षत्र (नक्षत्र) s. n. A whorshipper of Vishnu or Krishpa. 2, N. of a Purāṇa; also नित्यत नित्य निद्रा। 3, the manager of a dramatic performance.

नक्षत्र s. a. Having a share. नित्यत निद्रा। A partner; a co-heir. 2, a possessor. नित्यत निद्रा। To divide (esp. arith.).

नक्षत्र s. n. The Ganges.

नक्षत्र s. n. Lot, luck, fate, fortune. 2, good fortune; welfare; riches. नित्यत निद्रा। Goddess of good fortune; welfare, riches. नित्यत निद्रा। A lucky, fortunate or rich man. नित्यत निद्रा। A luckless or poor man. नित्यत निद्रा। Ill-luck. नित्यत निद्रा। Good luck.

नक्षत्र s. n. A divisor (arith.). नित्यत निद्रा। Dividing, division; a vessel; a receptacle; a recipient; a fit, clever person. नित्यत निद्रा। The dividend (arith.).
A kind of dramatic entertainment.

Any vessel, pot, pan, cup, plate, dish, etc. 2, any implement, instrument. 3, horse trappings, harness. 4, goods, wares. 5, mimery, buffoonery. -(सत्र) (q. v.).

A store-room, store-house; a treasury.

The month Bhādra (August-September); also -म्.

Light. 2, the sun. -व.

Duryodhana's wife. -प्रस. Duryodhana's wife.

Sunday.

Passion, anger. 2, splendour; the sun. 3, a sister's husband. 

A passionate woman; a woman. -प्रस. N. of a metre.

A wife; a woman.

Person, fellow, man, chap; brother.

Bearing. 2, a burden, load. 3, heaviness, weight. 4, gravity; importance; influence. 5, heavy work, labour, toil. -वज्र, -प्रस. To take up a burden, bear the responsibility.

A descendant of Bharata. 2, India. 3, N. of the Mahābhārata in Kauṇāḍa. -प्रस. N. of a small vocabulary to it. -प्रस. India.

Sarasvatī. 2, one of the styles of dramatic composition. 3, a learned man. -व. An actor.

Coming from Bharadvāj. n. N. of a rishi. 2, a sky-lark.

Bearing; a bearer; abundance. a. Heavy. -व. A porter.

Coming from Bhrigu. n. Sukra, the regent of the planet Venus. 2, Parasurāma. -व. Friday.

A wife.


Becoming; existence, appearance. 2, origin. 3, state, condition. 4, truth. 5, manner of being, nature, innate property, temperament, disposition. 6, affection, feeling, emotion, passion. 7, sentiment, idea, thought, supposition, conjecture; intention. 8, meaning, sense. 9, the soul, heart, mind. 10, behaviour, action. 11, an abstract idea. 12, the eighth year in the cycle of sixty.

Knowing the heart or aim of others. -व. -व. Reverencing, treating with respect; imagining, fancying, supposing, thinking; imagination, fancy, reflection; thought; (in med.) saturating any powder with fluid. -व. Indicating a feeling or passion. -व. An abstract verbal noun. -व. The simple meaning of a word; the obvious purport of a phrase, letter, affair, etc.

About to come, future. n.
The future tense; also -व. -व. Full of feeling or sentiment; a prophet. -व. Obtained; manifested; conceived, imagined, thought about, happy, well. -व. To conceive, imagine, fancy; to think, consider; to think of, meditate on (with acc., as रिसु यह महाभारत). -व. Speaking; speech, talk.

A translation. -व. To translate. [talk.

A speaker. -व. To speak, speak (सा = सौ) n. Speech; language; a dialect. 2, a promise; an oath.
To break a promise. To speak a language. To swear. A promise to be broken. To fulfill a promise. Faithful. To make a promise.

An exposition, gloss, commentary. A commentator, expounder.


A short javelin; also a wild mountain race. A physician. Formidable, terrible.

Frightened, alarmed, afraid. Fear, alarm, apprehension, dread; danger.

The second son of Pandu; also. The first. A strong man, hero. N. of a river.

Timid, cowardly; shy. Timidity, cowardice.

Terrible, fearful. Fear, horror. The grand-uncle of the Pandavas. N. of Rukmini's father; Damayanti's father.

Enjoyed; eaten. A dining-room. Enjoyment; fruition; possession; food; the daily motion of a planet. Fruition and final emancipation.


To eat; to enjoy; to suffer, experience.


The atmosphere, the sky. The space between earth and heaven.

Being. The earth. Land; ground; earth, as a substance. A country, district. An earthquake. Destroyed. To destroy. The terrestrial globe. Geography. The earth's orbit; the equator; an umbrella attached to a throne. Moving on earth; a man. Darkness. The earth. Donation of landed property. The regions of the


पुत्र s. n. Being; existence; birth. 2, well-being; wealth, riches. 3, power, dignity. 4, ashes. -स. The plant Gentiana chiraaya; lemon grass.

पृथ्वी (= पृथी) s. n. The earth. 2, soil, ground; a country; land, estate; a place, site in general. -त, -त, -म, -स, -व, -व, -त, -च, पुरुष, पुरुष. A king.

पल्लवा s. a. Much, many, numerous. n. Gold. 2, a gift of money to those present at any festival or funeral; also -कर. पुल्लवित्सू s. n. Decorating; ornament, decoration, embellishment; a trinket, etc. देवलिपि. Decorated, adorned. -सम्. To decorate, adorn; to praise. देवलिपि. An ornament, jewel.

पूजन s. n. A brown.

पूजन s. n. N. of a rishi. 2, Venus. 3, a cliff, slope. -सेव. Friday.

पूजन s. n. The large black bee. 2, the bird Cuculus melanoleucus. 3, woody Cassia, Laurus cassia.

पूजन (= पुजन) s. n. A vase used at a king's inauguration or at a marriage. 2, gold.

पूर्व s. a. Borne, carried; also -त. पृश्विक. Support; wages, hire; capital. पृतेश्वर. A servant, minister. पृतिस्विदि. Servitude. पृतिस्विदि. Service; hire, wages.

पृथ्वी = पृथिवी, q. v. -पृथविक. To visit. -पृथिवी. To meet, encounter; a visit to take place.

पृथ्वी (= पृथी) h. n. Meeting; an interview, visit. -पृथ्वी. To come to visit. -पृथिवी. To favour one with a visit. -पृथिवी. To introduce. -पृथिवी. To visit.


पृथ्वी s. n. A destroyer; loosening the bowels, purging. -पृथिवी. To stop purging. -पृथिवी. To break, split; to distinguish; to separate; to destroy; to disclose; to be broken, as the heart; to separate. पृथिवी Breakable, fragile.
The forty-third letter of the alphabet.

and kings. -कुम. Kūma. -कप. The
tenth solar month. -सू. संतस. -को
The sun's passage from
Sagittarius into Capricornus.

**Sāl** s. n. The nectar of flowers;
honey.

**Sāl** k. n. A basket plaited of stout
bamboo slits.

**Sāl** k. n. Children; pl. of शिशु, शौभ
श्रिकृत, श्रीकृत, etc., q. v. श्रीकृतन्त, श्री

**Sāl** h. n. A copy. -श्रील. An exact
copy.

**Sāl** k. n. Rice-field above the level
of a valley.

**Sāl** s. n. A fly; a bee.

**Sāl** s. n. A sacrifice.

**Sāl** k. n. Velvet.

**Sāl** = शिष्य, q. v.

**Sāl** k. n. A son; a male; f. -क्ष. Pl.
शिस्त, शिस्तान, शिस्त।. An adopted son.

**Sāl** k. v. t. To turn round; to return (as in रूपान्तरण). 2, to fall upside down. v. t. To turn, as the leaf of a book. 2, to turn upside down, overthrow. 3, to grind, whet.

**Sāl** f. n. A silk or linen cloth with
borders worn during pūja or meal
and considered ceremonially clean.

**Sāl** s. n. N. of South Behār. 2, its
inhabitant.

**Sāl** k. n. The monkey-bread
tree, Baobab, *Adansonia digitata.*

**Sāl** k. n. An infant, child; pl. शिशुं।. -कप. Childhood.

**Sāl** k. n. (शिशुं) a. k. v. t. To turn round,
to be turned upside down; to recede,
retreat; to happen. शिशूं।। गतिः।। rep. Again and again.

**Sāl** k. n. A weaver's loom. -वया
वया।। A hole in which a weaver
puts his feet when at work. -वया।। A
weaver.

**Sāl** बी, बी (शिशुं) k. n. Side;
the side. बी।। A coverlet.

**Sāl** k. n. The thorny shrub *Vangu-
eria spinosa.*

**Sāl** k. n. Multiplication-table. -सल
।। Multiplication.

**Sāl** k. v. t. To become pale or
sallow; to grow dim, as gold; to
wither; to vanish away, disappear; to
grow dirty or rusty; to perish. 2, to
roar. n. Subjection, submission.

**Sāl** = वी, q. v.

**Sāl** s. a. Plunged, immersed; sunk
into; absorbed. -सव. The state of
absorption, despondency.

**Sāl** s. n. The 10th nakshatra.

**Sāl** f. n. A frame-work set on
beasts for carrying pitchers, etc.

**Sāl** k. n. Dimness, want of lustre
(as of pearls, gold, etc.); obscurity
of intellect, silliness, stupidity. भ्रम.
A stupid fellow; f. भ्रमी।। भ्रमी।। To become stupid, etc. -भ्रम,
भ्रमृं।। Silly behaviour. -भ्रमी।। = भ्रमी।। प्रभ्रम।। A dull understanding.
-भ्रमित।। dpl. -भ्रमी।। A furious, heavy
rain. -भ्रमी।। To become perplexed
or stupid.

**Sāl** (भ्रम) n. A monkey. -भ्रम
भ्रम।। Apish grimaces. -भ्रम।। Mumps.
-भ्रम, -भ्रम, भ्रमृं।। Apish behaviour.
भ्रम।। Hanumat; N.

**Sāl** k. n. A climbing shrub with eatable stem, *Vitis
quadrangularis.*
Fortunate, auspicious, prosperous; beautiful, pleasing.

Good fortune, success, prosperity, welfare, happiness.

A good omen; an auspicious prayer; benediction; lines at the opening or end of a poem in praise of a deity.

Any lucky object.

A happy event, as marriage, etc.

The planet Mars.

Trouble arising from Mars.

A festive occasion.

Bestowing welfare or prosperity.

Tuesday.

A marriage badge worn round the neck by a wife.

Benediction; lines at the beginning or close of a poem in praise of a deity.

Waving of a burning lamp; the lamp so waved.

Benediction. N. of a sea-port in South-Canara.

The thorny shrub

Vanquertia spinosa.

A black speck or scar, mole, freckle.

A piece of gold or silver kept for a sample or test.

To be envious, jealous, selfish; to grudge.

A bill-book for cutting bushes, etc.; also -k.

A cluster of blossoms; a sprout, sprig, stalk; also -f. A cluster or glossary of words, a dictionary.

Indian saffron, turmeric.

The red seeds of the red-wood tree which are used in weighing gold and diamond.

The bow-string hemp, Sansevieria zeylanica.

A coating boat.

The Bengal madder, Rubia namjista.

An anklet.

Which the string of a churning stick passes.

Dew, fog, coldness, coolness; dimness of sight; obscurity.

The cold season.

N. of Śiva or of any male; f. śivala.

Shines; s. a. Beautiful, lovely, charming, pleasing; sweet, melodious.

Approval, confirmation; sanction. a. Approved, confirmed; -s. To approve, sanction, confirm.
1. (8) k. n. Levelness, equality, regularity, exactness. 2, a carpenter's level.
3. (= 8) measure, extent, limit.

A mason's level. - 8. Levelness, evenness, smoothness. - 8. To make even or smooth.

At the very beginning. - 8.

A carpenter's ruler.

2. k. n. Shortness; abating, as wind, rain, fever, price, etc.; inferiority. 2, a pony. - 8. An inferior caste. - 8. An inferior kind.


(8. of 8) n. Earth, clay.

(8. = 8, 1, No. 3) k. n. Measure; extent, height; bound, limit.

Till, until, as far as. - 8. So far. How far? Cpd: 88, 8; 8, 8; 8, 8, etc.

So far: as that. - 8. So far as this.

Until this day.

1. k. n. A bough of the palm, etc. 2, the fibrous coat of a cocoanut.

2. f. n. The bucket of a bullock-draw-well.

s. n. A hut, cottage; a hermitage; a residence of a guru; a convent, monastery; a temple; a school.

Cpd: 88, 8; 8, 8; 8, 8, etc.

= 8 4, q. v.

= 8. f. n. A much cultivated annual pulse, Phaseolus aconitifolius.

1. = 8, 1, q. v.

2. (8 2) k. n. A pot; a water-jar.

v. t. To lay down, place, put (cf. 8); to take into one's service; to procure, as a horse, etc.

2, to hide.

= a. k. n. Folding; a fold.

k. n. A woman. 2, a wife.

k. n. A fold, as of cloth, betel-leaf, etc.

k. n. Thick foliage; a thicket, bush; a bough of the cocoanut tree.

To spread, run, as a creeper; to prevail, increase.

1. k. n. A fold. 2, the pouch-like fold in front part of the garment to put in eatables, etc.; also 8. 3, the bed of a garden. 4, fold, times, as: 88, 88, 8, etc. v. t. To bend; to fold.

2. k. v. i. To die, perish.


4. (8) k. n. The heel, in 8.

1. (8 1) k. n. A fold; fold, times. 2, the warp ready for the loom. 3, a kind of harrow or rake.

2. = 8 2, q. v.


A climbing herb, Morordica dioica; also 8.

(fr. 8 1) k. v. t. To bend, fold, fold up. - 8. A folded cloth.

k. n. Deep water; a pool.

k. n. A small dam or dike.


1. (8) k. n. Dregs, lees, as of oil, ghee, etc.

2. k. n. A tree yielding a soft gum, Ailanthus malabarica.


= 8 1, q. v.
Sacrificial Earth, etc. To the moon; performance of obeisance, etc.; to cause to bend.


Superintendence of temples, mathas, palaces, etc. A maniya-officer, superintendent.

A stool, low bench, seat.

2, a religious performance or vow. To have this maneya performed.

A wild cat, tree-cat.

A halting place for travellers; a temporary shed erected on festive occasions (as marriage, muni, etc.); a sacrificial shed; a structure for carrying about an idol.

The scum on the surface of any liquid; cream, balm, gruel. The castor-oil plant. 3, the head.

= मदुर, q.v.

A small shed, shop.

A disk (of the sun or moon); a circle, globe, ball, orb; a halo. 2, the visible horizon. 3, a district, territory; an empire. 4, a multitude, group, body, society. 5, a period of forty-eight days.

A kind of snake. White leprosy.

A circle, orb. 2, a multitude, company, congregation. 3, whirling. 4, a kind of snake. To whirl, turn round; to be amassed. A ruler, prefect, superintendent.

The knee. To kneel. To kneel.

A wholesale shop, warehouse.

Gout or rheumatism of the thigh.

A sugared cake of wheaten flour.

A stool, to sit down; to be set or turned towards, as the eye.

A frog. Bengal madder, Rubia munjista.

Rust of iron, scoriae. Calcined iron.


Earth, clay, mud, soil, ground. The Sepistan plum, Cordia myxa. To become earth, be soiled; to be ruined.


To put earth (into a person's mouth, i.e. to deceive and ruin him).

An earth-worm.

Thought, considered, intended. A thought, idea; an opinion, view; a doctrine, creed, sect; design.

Sectarian enmity. Fallen from one's creed; an apostate.

Examination of a creed. The dogma of a sect.

A man belonging to a sect.
Another Exercise

Mind; intoxicated; where intoxicated; to lose one's wits; to become stupid; to lose one's sense; foolish. Devoid of sense; foolish. A sensible, clever man.

A stupid man.

Exercise of knowledge. Concord.

Envious, grudging, jealous. Selfish, greedy. Envy, grudge; jealousy, hostility; greediness; anger; also - greediness, - greed.

A shoal of young fry. N. of Vishnu's first incarnation.

Stirring; churning; rubbing; friction; crushing; injury, trouble. To churn; to discuss; to quarrel.


Intoxication. 2, madness. 3, ardent passion, love, lust; lasciviousness. 4, delight. 5, pride, conceit. 6, bloom of youth. 7, honey. 8, musk.

To raise intoxication, etc. To be intoxicated; to be rutlish, proud or furious. An elephant in rut. Blinded by passion. Intoxicated with passion or pride.

A stupid man.

Aid, help.

Intoxicating; exhilarating. Passion, lust. An intoxicated, mad, haughty man.

The thorn-apple, Datura metel. Ornamental supports of the eaves of a house; a crutch-like stand.
The Henna plant, Lawsonia alba.

\( \text{Lawsonia } (\text{lb. of } \text{Lawsonia}) \) n. N. of a town in the Tamil country where red cloths are made. -\( \text{Lawsonia} \). A red turban.

\( \text{Lawsonia } (\text{fr. of } \text{Lawsonia}) \) s. n. Estimation, valuation, rating.

\( \text{Lawsonia, Lawsonia } \) s. n. Spirituous liquor. A tavern.

\( \text{Lawsonia, Lawsonia } \) k. n. Wedding, marriage. To give away as wife. To marry. To cause to be married. To perform a marriage. To be married. Gpds.: -\( \text{Lawsonia} \), -\( \text{Lawsonia} \), -\( \text{Lawsonia} \).

\( \text{Lawsonia } \) s. v. i. To be proud.

1. To grow fat or plump.

\( \text{Lawsonia} = \text{Lawsonia} 1 \), q. v.

\( \text{Lawsonia} \), lb. of \( \text{Lawsonia} \), q. v.

\( \text{Lawsonia} \) is an arrogant, haughty.

\( \text{Lawsonia} \), \( \text{Lawsonia} \) (= \( \text{Lawsonia} \) h. n. Aid, help; succour.

\( \text{Lawsonia} \), \( \text{Lawsonia} \) (lb. of \( \text{Lawsonia} \)) n. A kind of drum, a tabour.

\( \text{Lawsonia} 1 \) (= \( \text{Lawsonia} \)) k. n. Any drug, medicine, whether a powder, pill, or fluid; a remedy. 2. Gunpowder. A powder bag.

\( \text{Lawsonia} 2 \) (lb. of \( \text{Lawsonia} \)) f. n. Intoxication, madness; an intoxicant. The thorn-apple. An elephant in rut.

\( \text{Lawsonia} \) s. a. Intoxicating, gladdening. n. Any intoxicating drink, spirituous liquor. A drinker. Drunk of intoxicating liquor.

\( \text{Lawsonia} \) f. n. Madras.

\( \text{Lawsonia} \) s. a. Sweet; pleasant. n. Honey; the nectar of flowers. 2. Ambrosia, milk. 3. Mead, spirituous liquor. 4. Liquorice. 5. The black bee. 6. Spring, the vernal season. A mixture of honey, and milk; the ceremony of receiving a guest. The creeper Coccus cordifolius. Spirituous liquor, sipping it. The black bee; a voluptuary. A bee. Sweet; pleasant, pleasing; melodious; sweetness; a kind of sugar; the red sugar-cane. Sweetness. Honey.

\( \text{Lawsonia} \) s. n. Madura in the Tamil country. 2, the plant Anethum sowa. A purple colour from that town.

\( \text{Lawsonia} \) s. a. Middle, central; intermediate. 2, middling. 3, right, just. n. The middle, midst, centre. 2, the waist. Midnight. The equator. A mediator. Central: mediation; a mediator, arbitrator; also A middle place; the waist. Mediation, mediatorship (Christ in the work of redemption).

\( \text{Lawsonia} \) s. a. Middle, central; intermediate; middling; moderate. n. A middle condition or quality, mediocrity. 2, the waist. 3, the second person; also -\( \text{Lawsonia} \).

\( \text{Lawsonia} \) s. n. Midday, noon. The marvel of Peru or four-o’clock flower, Mirabilis jalappa.

\( \text{Lawsonia} \) (= \( \text{Lawsonia} \), \( \text{Lawsonia} \), q. v. lb. of \( \text{Lawsonia} \)) n. Mind, etc. To take to heart. To observe, apprehend. To grieve; grief, sorrow. To spoil the intentions (of another). The mind to be spoiled or altered. To pay attention. To be fascinated, charm. To be fascinated, charmed. To touch the mind, be known. To consider and remember.

\( \text{Lawsonia} \) To be baffled, disappointed.
apply one's (whole) mind to. -мнн. Inclination to disappear. -мнн. To
To feel a desire for. -мнн. To be
discouraged, humbled. -мнн. To be
elevated. -мнн. To make hearty
obeisance. -мнн. To rejoice; to
long for. -мнн. To gain one's
favour. -мнн. To suffer a mental
defeat. -мнн. A fool. -мнн
With the whole mind or heart; delib-
erately. -мнн. Sincerity. -мнн
съжь (= съжь). Conscience. -мнн
нинръ. Notion, wish. -мнн.
The heart's desire; the speed of thought.
мнн. Conquering the mind;
pleasing, agreeable. -мнн. Pleas-
ing, lovely, charming; a wise man;
f. мнн. мъръ. Heart-sake, anguish.
мнн. Firm in mind; firmness of mind. мнн. A
faculty of the mind, as thought,
memory, etc. мнн. mnн. Restraining and
governing the mind. мнн
мнн. Pleasing, lovely. мнн
мнн. Pleasantry; diversion, sport.
мнн. A wish, desire, purpose; a
desired object. -мнн. The fulfillment
of a wish. мнн. Attractive, pleasing,
agreeable. мнн. Mind, word and body.
мнн. Passion or emotion of the mind, be-
wilderment, etc. мнн. мнн. мнн. q. v. мнн. мнн. The speed of
thought. мнн. мнн. Mental pain,
anguish. мнн. мнн. Mental opera-
tion. мнн. Captivating, attractive,
delightful, charming, beautiful.
мнн s. a. Thoughtful, careful. n.
Thought; understanding; knowledge;
meditation.
мнн, мнн мнн s. n. A petition, request,
solicitation.
мнн, мнн мнн (= мнн, q. v. th. of мнн
мнн) n. Mind, intellect, conscience,
support a family. -\textit{n}akṣ. -\textit{r}ātr. A householder; a worthy, honourable man. -\textit{n}akṣ. A house-maid. -\textit{n}īr. , -\textit{nīr}. A household deity. -\textit{m}atsya, -\textit{m}atsya. Household affairs; domestic property. -\textit{m}atsya. To settle. -\textit{n}āshā. To build a house. -\textit{n}āśa. rei. House and its appendages. -\textit{n}āśā. To reach the house; the furniture of a house. -\textit{n}āśa. One who ruins a house. -\textit{n}ēnavāt\textit{a}. Ruining a house. -\textit{n}ēnavāt\textit{a}. The master of a house, f. -\textit{n}ēnavāt\textit{a}n, -\textit{n}ēnavāt\textit{a}n. An inmate of a house; f. -\textit{n}ēnavāt\textit{a}; pl. -\textit{n}ēnavāt\textit{a}; also the master of a house (in the wife's language); f. -\textit{n}ēnavāt\textit{a}, -\textit{n}ēnavāt\textit{a}. -\textit{n}ēnavāt\textit{a}. A domestic servant.

\textit{n}āti, \textit{n}āti̊. = \textit{n}āti, q. v.

\textit{n}āī (lb. of \textit{n}āī) n. Churning. 2, a churning-stick. 3, a fault, an offence.


\textit{n}īvī, s. n. A king's councillor, minister. 2, a conjurer. -\textit{n}īvī. A magician. -\textit{n}āṣa, -\textit{n}āṣa. Ministership. -\textit{n}āṣa. To counsel, advice; to enchant with spells or charms.

\textit{n}āṣā (= \textit{n}āṣa) s. n. Churning, agitating, kindling; a churning-stick; also \textit{n}āṣa. \textit{n}āṣa. Churning; kindling fire by friction.

\textit{n}am \textit{k} m. s. a. Slow, idle, lazy, apathetic. 2, dull, heavy, stupid, silly, foolish. 3, little; dim, faint, as light, etc.; mild, as a smile; low, as a tone; gentle, as breeze; feeble, as digestion; thick, as a cloth, plank, wall, curds, etc. \textit{n}am. Indigestion. 2, the planet Saturn. -\textit{n}ām. Causing indigestion. -\textit{n}ām. A slow motion; also -\textit{n}ām. -\textit{n}ām. Marching slowly. -\textit{n}ām. A lotus. -\textit{n}ām. Slowness, dulness, stupidity. -\textit{n}ām. A. Slowness, dulness. -\textit{n}ām. A gentle breeze; also \textit{n}ām. \textit{n}ām. Weak-eyed; bashfulness. -\textit{n}ām. -\textit{n}ām. A smile. \textit{n}ām. Weakness of digestion. \textit{n}ām. A wooden chest. \textit{n}ām. Lukewarm, tepid; gentle heat.


\textit{n}āśī, s. n. N. of a mountain with which the ocean was churned by the gods and asuras; also \textit{n}āśī. a. Large, bulky; thick.

\textit{n}āvī, s. n. The Ganges.

\textit{n}āvī, s. n. The Coral tree, \textit{Erythrina indica}. 2, a white species of swallowwort, \textit{Calotropis gigantea}.

\textit{n}āvī, k. n. Persons, people. \textit{Cpds.}: -\textit{n}āvī, -\textit{n}āvī, -\textit{n}āvī, -\textit{n}āvī. -\textit{n}āvī. Impertinence, arrogance.

\textit{n}āvī, s. n. A habitation, house. -\textit{n}āvī. A temple. -\textit{n}āvī. A palace.

\textit{n}āvī, k. n. A hamlet of the Todas on the Nilagiri.

\textit{n}āvī, s. n. A flock of sheep or goats, herd of cattle. 2, a fold, pen.

\textit{n}āvī, s. f. v. i. To thicken, coagulate, to form a mass; to become pleasing.

\textit{n}āvī, s. f. n. Manna, the (bread-like) food miraculously supplied to the Israelites in the wilderness.

\textit{n}āvī (lb. of \textit{n}āvī) n. Veneration, reverence. \textit{n}āvī. To honour, reverence; to show kindness, treat kindly.


Vol. 5.


Prohibition, stoppage. To be stopped, to cease. To stop, prohibit.

Love; Blue Impurity, 71.

The darkness; dim to overlook, excuse, pardon.

2. Love; Kâma.

The wood-apple tree, Feronia elephantum.

Anger, wrath, fury. To sorrow, distress.

The nape of the neck.

A Manu's age comprising 71 great yugas.

Darkness; gloom; dimness; drowsiness, dulness, stupidity.

Dim sight. Sable darkness. An Asura, Rakshasa.

Of me, mine. Attachment, love; selfishness. Love, tenderness, affection; selfishness; pride, arrogance.


The body. Money lent without document or interest.

Made of, consisting of; full of. N. of an asura.

A peacock. 2, a species of flower, cock's comb, Celosia cristata; also -d. Blue vitriol.

A husband's or wife's brother; a sister's husband; a maternal uncle's son.

A tree; wood, timber. A hedge-shrub, Jatropha curcas.

To draw toddy. A hard kind of sugar-cane. A still; a wooden leg; a corn or salt measure.


The Bondar, Paradoxurus bonodar. The Pimento tree, Pimenta acris.

The hog-plum, Spondias mangifera.

An emerald.

To ruminate, chew the cud, as an animal.

Mint, Mentha sativa.

A wooden basin; a sort of bucket.

The time of death. To kill. To die.

The agony of death. A last will.

Ending in death.

P. p. of root, q. v. P. p. = ens. To turn; to retreat, return; to occur or do again.

Again, back.

Sand, gravel. 2. flower.

The produce of trees.

Renting such produce.

1. a. k. u. Intoxication, madness; bewilderment, torpor.

To become furious.

2. k. u. Hiding; secrecy; forgetting; forgetfulness, oblivion.

To veil, hide, conceal; to cause to forget.
To dorf jr.

To sorrow.

A dog.

To boil up, boil fiercely.

To cause to boil up, etc.

The public works department.

A flamingo; a goose.

The young of any animal; a young child; a pupil; a shoot, sapling.

A chicken.

To bring forth young, to yean.

A colt.

A young cuckoo.

A young spider.

Great grand-children.

A great grand-son.

A great grand-daughter.

To hatch, as fowls.

The young of any animal.

Signs, of roads, houses, tanks, etc.

Repairs.

A Mahratta.

A Mahratta man.

Belonging to Mahratta; a Mahratta person; also Mahratta.

Mirage.

The young of any animal.

Other; next, following; second; again; opposite.

Forgetfulness.

To return, as fever.

A third or last born child.

The next day.

An answer.

An antagonist, enemy.

A sandy desert.

Sorrow, grief; affection, love; allurement, infatuation.

A kind of Ocimum. 2, sweet marjoram.

Wind. 2, the god of the wind.

A kind of plant.

A mad, foolish man; a Mahratta.

Bewilderness, confusion, foolishness, stupidity; fury, madness, frenzy.

A fool.

To become mad, confused.

Confusion, madness, etc.

To become mad, etc. Cpsds.

To take refuge, to seek shelter.

To take refuge. A veiled face.

To disappear.

To resort to, to go for protection.

A monkey, ape.

The Molucca bean; cowhage.

Will, pleasure, opinion; disposition; manner, way.

A hill.

Rank, station, dignity.

A mortal, man.

The earth.

Crushing, grinding, pounding; rubbing; pressing.

To crush, grind, pound; to rub; to destroy.
s. n. A vital part. 2, a secret, mystery; secret meaning; secret purpose; a secret quality. -3, -3, -3. To find out a secret. -3.

A discerning man. 

A rustling sound, murmur.

(= మార్గం) s. n. A limit, border. 2, the bounds of morality, moral law; rule of decency; propriety of conduct; reverential demeanour, respect, civility. -సహస్ర, -సహస్రు, -సహస్రస్త. To show respect, etc. Cds.: జంతుడు, జంతు, జంతు.


1. k. n. A round ornament of glass beads, corals, etc. 2, a kind of necklace.

2. k. n. Bringing up again in rumination. -మరుతం. To chew the cud.

3. k. v. i. To recline, lie down, repose, rest. 2, to incline, bend, as paddy-ears, etc. n. A pillow, cushion. 

To cause to lie down, or recline, to place; to lay down, etc. 

h. n. Enclosure, as of a letter.

h. n. Muslin.

s. n. N. of a hill-range in Malabar; Malabar country. -మార్గం. Malabar mountain. -మార్గం. Malabar air. 

The MalayAlam country.

(= సమూహ, q. v.) Sand. 2, a flower. -మార్గం. The pollen of flowers.

h. n. A difficulty, strait; trouble.

h. n. Ointment, plaster.

s. n. A cluster or string of glass bracelets.

(సు) s. a. Dirty, filthy, unclean. 2, sinful, vile. 3, dark, obscure (as the intellect); dull, rusty (as learning, etc.). -మనుషు, -మనుష్య. A depraved or dull mind. -మనుష్య, -మనుష్యా. Filtness, impurity.

k. n. = మార్గం, q. v.


2. a. k. v. t. To oppose, fight against. v. i. To be refractory; to be haughty, insolent. 

To rebel.

k. n. A wrestler, boxer; an athlete. a. Strong; stout; good. 


To struggle or strive. 

Mutual strife.

( ఈ = ఈ) a. k. n. Turning round. 2, bewilderment, alarm, fear. 3, the black bee. 4, a crowd.

1, మార్గం (lb. of జసినము) n. A cultivated flower shrub, Jasminum sambac. 

Varieties: జసినము-, జసినము-, 

మార్గం-. 

2. s. n. A female image of metal with a lamp-cup; also సిద్ధసంప.

s. n. N. of Siva and of a linga.

h. n. A plantain.

h. n. A village.

s. n. A gnat, musquito; a bug.

e. n. A machine (సమూహ).
Intoxication;  
musquito.  
Planning,  
Great.  

A.  
A torch.  
A torch-bearer; a menial servant of an office.  

Obstineny, stubbornness.  

1. a. k. n. Great agitation, passion; wrath, rage.  

Duskiness; a dusky colour, etc.; impurity.  

a. k. v. i. To expand, develop; to be displayed, agitated; enraged.  
v. t. To display, exhibit. 2, to rub, whet.  

A cemetery; also -n, -n, -n.  

h. n. Planning, scheming; a plan, plot; counsel; clever contrivance.  

A kind of good red soil.  

Spicery.  
A kind of spiced cake.  

S. n. Ink; soot, lampblack; charcoal.  

An inkstand.  

A rag used in lifting pots from the fire.  

To become charcoal (said of buried money).  

Etc., q. v.  

A kind of fire-work.  

A general affidavit; a certificate signed by all present at a transaction.  

Great, mighty, strong, big, large.  

2, abundant, much.  

3, high, lofty, noble; excellent.  

Greatest, mightiest.  

Greater; the oldest; most respectable.  

Greatness, majesty, mightiness, etc.  

A great rishi.  

A kind of fire-work.  

A general affidavit; a certificate signed by all present at a transaction.  

Mahomed; a Mahomedan.  

A receiver of taxes.  

A fierce man.  

Durgā.  

Ten kharvas.  

The populace; respectable men.  

The 6th of the lower worlds.  

N. of certain valuable gifts to priests.  

A large
kettle-drum. -Sr., The 9th or last day of the navarâtri festival. -Sr. Worthy, pre-eminent; a gentleman. -Sr. Ten padmas, a million of millions. -Sr. A heinous crime. -Sr. An eminent personage. -Sr. The total annihilation of the universe. -Sr. An aspirate; a vital air. -Sr. Great fruit; the citron. -Sr. N. of a great epic poem. -Sr. Patanjali's great commentary on Pâñini's grammar. -Sr. A primary element. -Sr. High-minded, liberal, magnanimous. -Sr. Great illusion: Durgâ. -Sr. The great Mêru. -Sr. A great chariot; great warrior. -Sr. An emperor; a word of respectful compellation. -Sr. An empress. -Sr. A great realm; the Mahratta country. -Sr. One of the 21 hells. -Sr. Ten arbudas. -Ś. The Śakti or wife of Nârâyana. -Ś. The ocean; an honorific title; high-minded, magnanimous. -Ś. The great ocean.


-śr. s. n. Abundance. 2, an eminent man.

-śr. (= śr.) s. n. A great dwelling, palace, temple. 2, (= śr.) the latter fortnight of the bhâdra-pada month; the śrâddha performed at that time.

-śr. (= śr., śr.) h. n. A palace, hall. 2, a subdivision of a talook or district.

Śr. s. a. Great, large. n. Greatness. 2, the earth; soil. -Ś. The earth's surface. -śr. A mountain. -śr. A king. -Śr. The whole earth.

रक्षक 1. k. v. i. To reveal secrets.

रक्षक 2. h. n. A garden-herb, Coleus barbatus.

रक्षक (fr. बार्बरस) s. a. A division of a talook. बार्बरस The Magadha language; a sort of jasmin, Jasminum auriculatum.

रक्षकः k. n. A small ear-ornament of females.

रक्षय, रक्षय (lb. of रक्षय) n. The cold season; also -कोष्ठा।।

रक्षय k. v. i. To ripen fully, as fruit; to be mature, as a medicine. रक्षया।।

To cause to ripen, etc.

रक्षय (= रक्षय, रक्षक) s. n. The 11th lunar month (January-February). -रजया. A bath in that month.

रक्षय (fr. बार्बरस) s. a. Auspicious. बार्बरस An auspicious or festive ceremony. 2, prosperity, welfare. -रक्षया, रक्षयः।।

रक्षय k. n. A species of plant. -रक्षयः, रक्षयः, A common weed, Artemisia maderaspatana.

रक्षय h. a. Gone by, passed away; late; former.

रक्षय k. v. l. To cause to disappear; to hide, conceal, efface. n. Dissimulation, deceit, fraud.

रक्षय h. n. An intoxicating preparation of the hemp plant.

रक्षय (fr. बार्बरस) k. n. Making; doing; a work, business, undertaking. 2, a manner, way. 3, handsomeness, beauty. 4, trickery; jugglery, magic, sorcery. -कामः. Good execution, finish. -रक्षयः. A sorcerer; f. -रक्षयः. -रक्षयः. Soreery.

रक्षय 1. (= रक्षय) 2 k. n. A hole or niche in a wall. 2, a kind of litter.

रक्षय 2. (= रक्षय 3; cf. रक्षय) f. n. A large building. 2, an upstairs house; also रक्षया. 3, a gable roof. -कामः बूबुः. A climbing herb, Momordica dioica.

रक्षय 1. k. v. l. To do, make, perform, accomplish, effect, prepare, construct, build, execute; to cultivate, as a field, etc. P. p. रक्षया।।

रक्षय (fr. बार्बरस) s. a. Relating to Magadha. n. A bard, minstrel. बार्बरस।।

The Magadha language; a sort of jasmin, Jasminum auriculatum.

रक्षयः k. n. A small ear-ornament of females.

रक्षय, रक्षय (lb. of रक्षय) n. The cold season; also -कोष्ठा।।

रक्षय k. v. i. To ripen fully, as fruit; to be mature, as a medicine. रक्षया।।

To cause to ripen, etc.

रक्षय (= रक्षय, रक्षक) s. n. The 11th lunar month (January-February). -रजया. A bath in that month.

रक्षय (fr. बार्बरस) s. a. Auspicious. बार्बरस An auspicious or festive ceremony. 2, prosperity, welfare. -रक्षया, रक्षयः।।

रक्षय k. n. A species of plant. -रक्षयः, रक्षयः, A common weed, Artemisia maderaspatana.

रक्षय h. a. Gone by, passed away; late; former.

रक्षय k. v. l. To cause to disappear; to hide, conceal, efface. n. Dissimulation, deceit, fraud.

रक्षय h. n. An intoxicating preparation of the hemp plant.

रक्षय (fr. बार्बरस) k. n. Making; doing; a work, business, undertaking. 2, a manner, way. 3, handsomeness, beauty. 4, trickery; jugglery, magic, sorcery. -कामः. Good execution, finish. -रक्षयः. A sorcerer; f. -रक्षयः. -रक्षयः. Soreery.

रक्षय 1. (= रक्षय) 2 k. n. A hole or niche in a wall. 2, a kind of litter.

रक्षय 2. (= रक्षय 3; cf. रक्षय) f. n. A large building. 2, an upstairs house;
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even 2. 3h. of മഹാരാജാ, q. v. -വ്: A word of respect for one’s mother or an elderly female. -എ: A thorn-apple; a maternal uncle. -ജി. His wife.


even നാശി h. a. Respectable, trustworthy, honest. n. Trustworthiness, respectability.


even ( = മുംക് 2, q. v., മാത്രം, etc.) s. n. The citron.


even മുംക് s. n. Measure, quantity, size, bulk. 2, the whole; the only thing. 3, a minute portion, particle. 4, a prosodical instant. ad. As much as; nothing but, mere, only, none but. Cpd.: മുംകു, മാത്രം, മാത്രം- മാത്രം, മാത്രം, മാത്രം, മാത്രം. Only that, etc. മാത്രം. Just a little.


even ( = മുംക് n., q. v.) s. n. Measure, etc. 2, a pill.


even (fr. മുംക്) s. n. Envy, jealousy, malice.


even s. n. Drunkenness, stupor. 2, joy, delight. 3, pride, passion. 4, tb. of മാത്രം.


even, മുംകാണ്ട (tb. of മാത്രം) n. The citron tree, *Citrus medica.*


even (tb. of മാത്രം) n. A cobbler, chucker; an outcast.


even, മുംകാണ്ട (tb. of മാത്രം) n. The original. 2, a pattern, specimen, sample. മുംകാണ്ട. tb. of മാത്രം, q. v.


even അണ്ഡ s. ad. Like me, resembling me.


even (fr. അണ്ഡ) s. a. Sweet. n. Honey; mead. 2, the month vaisākha (April-May). 3, spring. 4, Vishnu.


even സ. n. Sweetness; pleasantness. 2, kindness, amiability.


even സ. a. Belonging to Madhva’s doctrine; n. An adherent of Madhva; sweetness.


even 1. s. n. Measure, dimension; a measure; rule, standard. 2, half a sōru. 3, likeness, resemblance. -ജി. മുംക്. A measure of rice.


even (fr. പുരുഷം) s. a. Mental; ideal. n. The mental powers, the mind. 2, N. of a lake. മൂലനാസ്തി. Change of mind, repentance (for sins, Chr.). മൂലനാസ്തി. Mental.


even (fr. പുരുഷം) k. n. Stopping, cessation.


even പാതാള s. n. Fees in grain given to a measurer of a village produce.


even s. n. A respectable person; f. -ജി. പ്രൈവേ. Very highly honoured. -ജി. To honour.


even, മനുഷ്യ s. a. Human. n. Humanity.


even ( = പുരുഷം 1) s. n. A copy to write from a model. -വിൻ. To draw the pen over the mânē as an exercise.
trust, (s) juj·gler. deceiving, deceitful; a juggler.

juggler. n. A juggler, a cheat.

dechief. deceitful; a juggler.

1. k. v. i. To be healed. P. p. 

2. h. u. A mother.

1. k. v. i. To be healed. P. p. 

2. s. n. Sounding, crying. 2, gall, bile.

2. s. n. Art. 2, illusion, trick, deceit, deception, fraud; jugglery, sorcery. 3, phantasm, phantom. 4, idealism, unreality.

k. a. Other, following, next. - rn. - hr. The next day.

h. n. Mutual fighting or beating.

k. a. Conformable, suitable.

h. a. Pardoned; gratis.

n. Remission (as of tax, etc.); pardon, excusing.

h. n. The office of a Māmāledāra. - n. A subordinate collector of the revenues of a talook.

k. n. Bustling activity, great zeal, ardour.

h. a. Usual, ordinary.

Custom, usage, prescription. - n. To act according to an established custom.

(1b. of वर्णक, q. r.) n. Also: disappearance, vanishing. - s. = वर्णक. - s. To conceal; to cheat. - s. To vanish. - s. - s. A deceiver; a juggler. - s. The fetters of illusion. - s. Falsehood. - s. A liar. - s. Jugglery, witchcraft. नागिनि. Buddha's mother; Durgā. नागिनि. Illusory, magical; a conjurer, juggler.

1. s. a. Illusory, unreal, deceptive.

A juggler, a cheat.

2. deceit. - s. Illusory, deceitful; a juggler.

2. h. u. A mother.

1. k. v. i. To be healed. P. p. नागिनि. To heal.
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A garland. 2, a channel, a road, way, track. 3, a channel, canal. 4, mode, manner; usage, custom; style. -क्. Journeying. -क्ष. A knower of the right way. -शि. N. of the 9th lunar month. क्ष. A cross road. नृत्य, नृत्ययोगि. Immorality, wickedness. नृत्य. Good conduct. नृत्यं मन्नि To reform. -तस्. To find the road. नृत्यं वितर्ना. A traveller.


क्रं (a. n. Margin. क्रं भ्रमण. Cleansing, scouring, washing. क्रं भ्रमण. A broom. क्रं भ्रमण. s. n. A cat; also क्रं भ्रमण. क्रं स्नाति, क्रं भ्रमणस्ति s. n. The sun. क्रं स्नाति (cf. क्रं स्नाति 3, q. v.) k. n. Exchange, change. क्रं स्नाति. Change. क्रं स्नाति, क्रं स्नाति. To change. क्रं स्नाति (= क्रं स्नाति) s. n. N. of a country, Malva. क्रं स्नाति, क्रं स्नाति. A florist. क्रं स्नाति s. n. Wearing a garland. 2, a gardener. -सि. A florist; फ. फ. -सि. A garland; a necklace; a collection of things arranged, as फ. फ. -सि., फ. फ. -सि.

क्रं भ्रमण (a. n. Uneanness, impurity, sinfulness. 2, obscurity. क्रं भ्रमण k. v. i. To look obliquely, to leer. v. t. To bend to one side, as a post, etc. क्रं भ्रमण k. n. An owner, master. क्रं भ्रमण h. n. Grooming (of a horse). क्रं भ्रमण 1. k. v. i. To bend. n. Sloping; a slope, descent. -क्षण. A squint-eye. क्रं भ्रमण 2. h. n. Property; goods, wares. -क्षण. A man of property, an owner. क्रं भ्रमण f. n. The bael tree, Aegle marmelos. 2, the wood-apple tree, 1 Feronia elephantum. क्रं भ्रमण s. n. A wreath, garland; a chaplet; Vishnuklace; a rosary. 2, a row; a series. -क्षण. A florist; फ. फ. -क्षण. A rosary. फ. फ. -क्षण. A pearl necklace. फ. फ. -क्षण. A wreath of flowers. क्रं (b. of क्रं) n. A father-in-law. क्रं भ्रमण. A maternal uncle. क्रं भ्रमण, क्रं भ्रमण, क्रं भ्रमण s. n. Au elephant driver, mahaut.

क्रं h. a. Yellowish green. क्रं k. n. The mango; the mango tree, Mangifera indica. त्वस्त्र: क्रं भ्रमण, क्रं भ्रमण, क्रं भ्रमण, क्रं भ्रमण, etc. क्रं भ्रमण = क्रं भ्रमण, q. v.

क्रं s. n. A bean; a kind of pulse, Phaseolus radiatus. 2, a weight of gold = 11 grs. troy.

क्रं s. n. The moon; a month of thirty days. -क्रं. A monthly practice; monthly. -क्रं. Every month.

क्रं s. n. A meal of parched barley soaked with sour milk. 2, rice gruel.

क्रं भ्रमण, क्रं भ्रमण, क्रं भ्रमण (b. of क्रं भ्रमण) n. A great man, hero, leader.

क्रं (a. न. Month. -क्रं. A monthly śrāddha.

क्रं भ्रमण (= क्रं भ्रमण, q. v.) k. v. i. To grow dim; to become dusky, foul, dirty. v. t. To dirty, soil. n. Filth, dirt. क्रं भ्रमण. Impurity, dirtiness.

क्रं भ्रमण (a. न. High-mindedness. 2, greatness, majesty, dignity. 3, a legend.

क्रं भ्रमण h. n. Experience, observation; knowledge.

क्रं भ्रमण h. n. A month. -क्रं. A monthly settlement; monthly accounts.

क्रं भ्रमण, क्रं भ्रमण s. n. Relating to Śiva. क्रं भ्रमण, क्रं भ्रमण, क्रं भ्रमण, क्रं भ्रमण, Pārvati, Durgā.

क्रं s. n. A plain, a tract of ground. 2, a bed of the sea.

क्रं = क्रं, q. v.

क्रं f.n. A washerman. 2, a female gardener.

क्रं (b. of क्रं) n. An upstairs house with a flat roof; a flat roof.

क्रं. A house with a flat roof.

43
1. P. p. of गभर, q. v.

2. (= महार) k. v. t. To increase, exceed; to remain. n. Excess; remainder, rest. गभरत. To remain.

3. lb. of ग्राह, q. v.

1. (= महार) k. v. i. To grow great, abundant, to exceed; to be in excess; to remain; to go beyond, surpass. P. p. ग्राहत, ग्राहत. -ें, सराहत. Surplus; remnant, rest. ग्राह कार्या. Greatness; abundance; excellence; excess; remainder, rest. ग्राहकार्या. To surpass; excel; to remain. ग्राहकार्या. To cause to be left or remain.

a. k. ad. Abundantly, much; further; well.

ह. n. Airs and affectation, high notions and fancies.

1. ( = महार, etc., q. v.) k. v. i. To become great; to excel, exceed; to expire, as a period; to pass beyond reach; to behave proudly.

2. k. v. i. To shine, sparkle, glitter; to flash, lighten. n. Shine, lustre, brightness; lightning. ग्रेन्इ. Tale. ग्रेन्ठ. The heart-pea. ग्रेन्भ. ग्रेन्या. To cause to shine; to furnish, polish. ग्रेन्या. A glow-worm.

हांन्या, हांन्या k. v. i. To twinkle, blink; to stare.

हांन्या (= महार) k. n. N. of a plant.

हांन्या k. n. Blinking; staring. ग्रेन्या. To look at in a blinking and inquisitive manner. ग्रेन्या ग्रेन्या. A svarga without attractions and happiness.

हांन्या (fr. गर्न्या) k. ad. In a sorrowful manner. ग्रेन्या. To be greatly grieved.

हां k. n. Jutting out; rising ground; a hill. ग्रेन्या. Hills and dales. ग्रेन्या. Rising ground.

हां ( = महार) k. n. -हां. A small craggy tree with rough leaves, Eupcarpus orientalis.

हां k. n. Sweetmeat. ग्रेन्या. A confectioner.

1. (= महार) k. v. i. To strike, fillip, 2, to toss up with the thumb, as a Rupee.

2. a. k. v. i. To leap, bounce, hop; to move about rapidly; to shed, as tears. n. Springing, bouncing, hopping.

3. k. n. A very young and unripe fruit. ग्रेन्या. An unripe fruit.

हांन्या, हांन्या k. n. A grasshopper, locust.

हांन्या a. k. v. i. To grieve, etc. 2, to become conscious, lively or vigorous, be alive. 3, to move. 4, to urge on. n. Grieving. 2, animation, liveliness; activity; strength, vigour.

हांन्या, हांन्या ( = महार) 2, q. v.) k. v. i. To glitter. n. Glittering. ग्रेन्या. A glow-worm.

हां k. n. A rope of twisted leather straps.

हां k. n. A paramour, lover. 2, a hero; ग्रेन्या.

हां k. n. A small wooden or metal spoon. 2, a small drinking vessel.

हां s. a. Measured; limited; moderate; scanty, frugal; sparing; brief.

हां s. n. Measure; limit; moderation; accurate knowledge. ग्रेन्या. dpt. ग्रेन्या. ग्रेन्या. To overflow its bounds, as a river. ग्रेन्या ग्रेन्या. To go beyond limits. ग्रेन्या. Boundless, immeasurable.

हां s. n. A friend, associate. 2, an ally. 3, the sun; ग्रेन्या.

हां k. n. Treacherous. ग्रेन्या. Thankful to a friend. ग्रेन्या. Friendship, intimacy.


हां s. n. A pair, couple. 2, the sign of the zodiac Gemini.
false. A liar.

Untruth, falsehood, fraud.

To pound; to kill; to rub, grind. To cause to pound, etc.

Marrow; the brain.

Till, until.

A hereditary title to periodical gifts of money, corn, etc.

A holder of a miräś title.

Melon vine, Cucumis melo.

Glitter, shine. 2, to murmur.

Lustre.

P. p. of गल्लित, q. v.

A hereditary title; mingling, mixing; a meeting, interview. मिश्रण. To mix, mingle; to join; to introduce. मिश्रण. Mixed, united, combined.

A million, 10 times 100,000.


Mission; propagation of the Gospel. मिशन. M. work.

M. news. मिशन. M. society, as Basle German Mission, London Mission, Church Mission, etc.

Protestant Christians. मिशनर. A missionary; also मिशनर.

Official inspection (as of troops, peons, horses, etc.).

Miss, an unmarried lady; also मिस, मिली।

To move, stir; to quiver, throb, swing, etc. मिला, मिली। To move, stir about.

Gold.

The sun.

A leather rope; a strap.

A k. v. i. To move about, swing, wave, roll, etc. 2, to prosper, flourish. n. Moving to and fro.

A k. v. i. To strike the wires of a lute or guitar with the finger. 2, to raise with a lever. n. Eminence, greatness, excess; beauty.

A salt manufactory.

Bathing, bath.

A fish. 2, the Piscis of the zodiac. नाग, -नागी. The calf of the leg.

A fish. 2, a star. Varieties: नाग, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल, हल,
out of reach, etc.; to be elated, lofty; to act proudly. P. ps. 301, 339, 338. To violate an oath. 338. To exceed the limits. 338. Time to pass.

Mass, re-sacrificing of Christ in the Roman Catholic Church.

k. n. Anything set apart for a purpose; anything untouched or undefiled, dedicated or vowed. 338. A present for a particular purpose. Cps.: -338, -338, -338, etc. To set apart.

f. n. A mustache, the mustaches. 338. To trim the mustaches. 338. To defy, challenge.

k. a. Three. 338. Three obstacles or ties. 338. (Three-eyed) Śiva. 338. A cow that calves every third year. 338. Three-sixty-fourths. 338. Three feet; a tripod; three-fourths; a copper coin worth three āsūs.

s. n. A crown; crest; diadem.

ls. b. of 338, q. r.

s. n. Vishnu.

s. n. A mirror.

s. n. An opening bud.


= 338, q. r.

1. k. v. i. To eat voraciously, greedily; to gobble. 338. A gobbler.

2. k. n. A small break; a small fragment. 2, pride, arrogance.

k. n. Straining in pain or distress.

a. k. v. i. To come upon, to inclose. n. Coming or falling upon. covering.

k. n. A mouthful for rinsing.

To rinse the mouth with water; to spit out, throw away, abandon.

s. a. Loosened, let loose, set free; quitted; released, liberated, emancipated. A pearl. A pearl necklace.

s. n. Completing; conclusion, end. -338, -338. To complete, finish, execute.


h. n. Valvet.


= 338, q. r.

s. = 338, q. r.

k. v. i. To contract or close, as a flower. 2, to end, terminate, to be completed, accomplished. v. t. To join the open hands (in saluting).
P. ps. 商品房, 行政机关.  -竞争对手.  
Closing, joining; ending.  -關.  To finish, close.

**k. n.** A cloud; the sky.

**k.** = 球, q. v.  -球.  The cord put through an ox's nose.

**k. n.** A settlement about salary, rent, etc.

**k.** (tb. of **k.** ) v. i. To bud, sprout.  A bud, opening bud.  -開.  To bud.

**k.** n. A thorny tree, the Acacia summed.

[trip.]

**k.** , **k.** , **k.** v. i. To stumble,  -跌倒.  
1. **k.** v. i. To be interrupted in going; to stumble; to fall; to sink.  n.  A pitfall, as in  -陷阱.

2. **k.** v. i. To be musty or mouldy.  n.  An offensive smell, mouldiness, mustiness.  -穢.  A mouldy smell.  -穢.  To become musty.  -穢.  Mustiness, mouldiness.

**s. a.** Perplexed; stupid, ignorant; foolish, silly; artless, innocent.  -傻.  -無.  Stupidity, simplicity.  -傻.  An artless woman.

**k.** , **k.** ( = 糞, 糞, etc., q. v.) k. n. That which is before, in front of, or preceding, following, etc.  -前.  To move on, advance.  -前.  An offset at the foot of a wall.  -前.  Advance in money or kind.  -前.  The front side, etc.  -前.  The darkness just after sunset or just before sunrise.  -前.  To have foresight.  -前.  -前.  The first rains.  -前.  The first crop.  -前.  The fore legs (of quadrupeds); the upper part of the foot.  -前.  Foreboding, prognosis.  -前.  A front lock.  -前.  To fall on the face.  -前.  The forearm.  -前.  Momentary anger.

**k.** , **k.** , **k.** k. n. The mongoose.

**k.** = 稀, q. v.  -稀.  Dawn, noon and evening.

**k.** h. n. A final agreement in writing.

**k.** k. n. A winnowing fan, used by children as a toy.  -扇, see s.  -扇.

**k.** v. l. To close, shut; to shut up; to cover; to conceal.  v. i. To close, shut (as in  -到).  n.  Shutting, closing.  -封.  The stone cover of a gutter.  -封.  Secrecy.  -封.  A cover, lid.  -封.  Shutting, closing; ceiling.

**k.** , lb. of **k.**, q. v.

**h. n.** Deduction, remission.  2, respect, bow or salàm.  -敬.  To make all allowance.

**h. n.** Matter, consequence.

**s. n.** , **s.** = 稀.  **s.** , **s.** , **s.** , Beforehand, previous.  **s.**.  To precede; to exceed; to outdo, surpass, excel; the preceding, previous or prior state; former time, etc.  **s.**.  Previously, formerly, first; before, earlier than, ere.  **s.** , **s.**.  Early morning.

**s.** , **s.** s. n. A sort of grass, Saccharum muñja.  2, the investiture of a boy with the sacred thread.

**s.** , **s.** , **s.** , lb. of **s.**, q. v.  **s.** , lb. of **s.**, q. v.

**k.** v. l. To cause to touch; to apply to; to cause to reach, deliver, as a letter, etc.; to apply or lay out, etc.; to kindle, as a light.

**k.** 1. **k.** v. l. To touch; to come in contact with.  v. i. To reach, arrive, as a letter, place (with Dat.); to be laid out, expended, as money, etc.  n.  Touch, contact.  2, hindrance.  -障.  As far as, till, up to.  -障.  To pluck up by the root.  -障.  -障.  To finish completely.
To immerse completely. A stoppage-pole, total pillage. To pillage.

2. k. n. An implement, tool; utensils, furniture.

1. k. v. t. To bind or tie the hair of the head; to fasten it, as flowers. n. A knot, bundle; a braid of hair. 2. unshaved hair on account of a vow to an idol. 3, a hollow ring of brass used as a charm. 4, a kind of crown for idols. To tie up in a bundle of straw; hair braided round the head. = शुद्ध । -मेक, -मेक। A kind of fragrant grass, Andropogon schoenanthus. To fasten in the hair-knot, as flowers.

2. a. k. v. i. To end, come to an end. n. End.

P. p. of अन. 1, in अनैतिकता, as अनैतिकता क. v. t. To bend, shrink, become crooked, distorted. v. t. To bend, distort. n. Bending, distorting; a curve, an angle.

k. n. A bundle, money-bag, as one dedicated to an idol.

a. k. n. The shoulder, shoulder-blade.

To sink, to be drowned; to dip, bathe; to set, as the sun; to be ruined. n. An immersion, dip. To immerse, dip, plunge; to drown; to ruin.

s. a. Shaved, bald. 2, hornless. 3, blunt. 4, mean. n. The trunk of a lopped tree, pollard. 2, a headless body. 3, a bald head. 4, a barber. 5, myrrh. -म. The lopped trunk of a tree; the head. -म. Tonsure, shaving. To cover the head, as a widow.
Anger, 

To.,  

s. 

v.  

3. 

To prosecute  

up,  

hide,  

child. 

m. 

T.  

j.  

paper;  

t.  

seed.  

A 

print;  

A 

term.  

s. 

their.  

A 

office.  

A 

print;  

A 

woman.  

A 

seal-ring. 

A 

impress;  

dedication to  
a deity at the end of a poem or book.  

To seal;  
to stamp;  
to print;  
to coin;  
to seal up.  

Three.  

That which is before.  

ad. Before.  

To inform beforehand.  

The forehead.  

To proceed.  

To appear or show beforehand; to 

to show the way.  

The ocean.  

300.  

The dawn.  

A native, subordinate civil judge.  

h. a. Right, proper, fit, due.  

n. Discretion.  

To become angry, to 

to be displeased.  

n. Anger; also -r,  
r.  

s. n. An ascetic; a sage, 

saint; a devotee; a monk; a Buddha.  

2, a male devil.  

A great sage.  

h. n. A writer.  

2, a teacher of language.  

s. n. Anger, wrath, passion, 

rage, eumity.  

Anger to calm down.  

Anger to cease.  

An angry man.  

To be the first of a series.  

Etc. In the presence of.  

k. n. The front part or side; following, succeeding; 
the state of being first, before, or 
future.  

To shut, as 

door.  

To place in 

front; to put off, delay.  

To go before; to surpass; to go forward; to 

know beforehand, to be far-seeing.  

To go to the front, excel.  

To put in front; to put forward, extend.  

The front; in front; to the front, 

forwards.  

Prospects to be 

ruined; to be at a loss, to despair.
To take the lead; to remember.

To put to the front, to bring forward.

To rush forward; to advance.

A leather rope for cart.

Before, in front of; forward; first, in the first instance; further; thereafter, hereafter, in future.

To come or arrive first; to happen in future.

A jar-like brass vessel.

See s. 1.

To know beforehand.

The day before.

A predecessor.

(See s. 11.).

Three-fourths of a papa (2 anës and 6 kâsûs).

Old age.

Moon's light in the sukla paksha before it is full.

Weight in the front part (of a cart).

Threefold; three times.

To treble; to do thrice as much.

Desirous of freeing.

A person desirous of muki.

Returu, recompense; retaliation, punishment.

A gift, present.

To present an object at a marriage.

To repay (in a good or bad sense); to revenge.

1.

2. a.

Encompassing, surrounding.

A daitya slain by Krishna.

Vishnu, Krishna.

= = , q. v.

h. n. Sulphate of copper; or semi-vitrified oxide of lead.

A flute, pipe.

Krishna as flute-bearer.

An ear-or nose-ring.

To bend, be bent; to grow crooked; to turn; to wind; to stretch one's self (with windings of the limbs).

A bend, curve, winding.

A ring worn on the wrist.

A pad of wool laid under the saddle of an ox.

A fragment, piece.

To break; to break off; to crush;

to break down, defeat, destroy; to break up; to do away.

To break; to lose strength; to be impaired, etc.

P. ps. = = , - .

To cause to break, crush; to get changed as a coin.

Breaking.

Bending, twisting.

A twisted bracelet.

The turning point in a cross-road.

A fragment, bit, as of bread, sweetmeat, etc.

Frowning, making grimaces; foppishness; showiness.

To be bent, shrink, shrivel.

A shrub or small tree.

Hetteteres isora.

Roughness, ruggedness, unevenness.

To pluck out by twisting.

A maimed or imbecile man.

= = , q. v.

The mate mangosteen, Garcinia purpurea.

h. n. Respect, regard for.

A gilding or plating.

To groan, as when lifting a heavy load; to strain.

To feel disgust.

Straining.
Thorns. "Horripilation; to coward. Boiled."

Revenue. a. Relating to revenue. 2, native, indigenous.

A Mahomedan jurist or theologian; a schoolmaster. The Koran.

87. = = = q. v.

Thirty. Three persons.

A pestle, club.

Stubbornness, obstinacy, insolence. To be obstinate.

Difficult, hard. A difficulty.

The closed hand, fist. 2, a hilt or handle of a sword, etc. To clench the fist. Clenching the fist; a handful. A fight with fists.

Boiled rice considered to be unclean. A pot in which anything has been boiled.


A travellers' bangalow.

A crucible.

A black ape; also - rubbing.

k. v. l. To cover; to hide; to swarm, crowd. n. A cover, veil. A cover to form.

A large and black kind of ape; also -.

A species of grass, Cyperus rotundus; also -.

The grass, Cyperus hexastachyus.

Prepared, ready. Preparation; things prepared.

s. n. A moment, instant. 2, the fit time. 3, the twelfth part of a day and night. An astrologer.

s. n. A sitting posture. To sit down.

A k. v. i. To grow passionate, angry, etc. To enrage.

Anger, passion.

k. n. A cause.

(k. = = k. = = etc.) k. v. i. To sink under water; to sink; to immerse one's self, dive; to set as the sun, etc.; to be ruined. To immerse; to dip, plunge; to bathe; to ruin.

A. k. n. Ruin, loss.

k. n. A thorn; a pointed thing, a sting, spur; the hand of a clock; the tongue of a balance, etc. Thorns and stones. The prickly pear, Opuntia dillenii. A prickly kind of yam, Dioscorea tomentosa. A small prickly shrub, Barleria prionitis. A thorny hedge. The tree Andersonia rohilia. A spiny shrub, Canthium parriflorum. The point of a thorn. A pock-marked face.
common cucumber, Cucumis sativus.

A kind of white rose, Rosa glandulifera.

A porcupine, A. borealis. A thorn to prick.

Three. 300. 31. 30. 33.

Urine.

Dumb; stupid, etc. Perplexed; ignorant, etc.

Yaishnava's faith. A foolish, ignorant person.

The face, mouth, snout, beak.


Confronting and upbraiding, taunt. To confront, and upbraiding, taunt.

Exchange; barter; sums lent and paid on running accounts.

Agni. Third. Three sectarian marks of a Vaishnava's forehead. Three or four. Three and three, each three. The three worlds. Three letters or colours, etc.

The three quarters.

A fool, blockhead. Stupidity, foolishness, ignorance.

Stupefying. 2, fainting, stupor. 3, vehemence. 4, rising of sounds, intonation. 5, a semi-tone in the musical scale. Stupefied, fainted, fainting.

To faint away, swoon. Painting, loss of consciousness; swoon; hallucination. To faint away. To recover from fainting.
A solid body; a material form, visible shape; matter, substance; embodiment, incarnation. 2, an image, idol, figure, form. 

To assume a form; to sit down. 


The forehead; the head. Inaugurated, installed; a consecrated king; a Kshatrya.

The basis, ground-work, beginning. 2, root, origin; cause, means. 3, the original. 4, capital, stock. 5, the 19th lunar asterism. 6, termination, ruin. 


Proprietary right of a land.


The radish, Raphanus sativus.

Primary. A root; Ceylon leadwort. A vendor of medicinal roots.

A corner; an angle; a point of the compass. To be ruined.

Thirty.

A thief; a mouse; a rat; also a cudgel.

To smell. To test by the smell.

A crucible. 

A climbing herb, Cucumis trigonus.

To assent, agree to, approve, be pleased with; to like. Assent, approbation; what is pleasant; satisfaction, pleasure.

What is praiseworthy.
Assent, approbation, approval, liking; pleasure. .walk. To cause to assent, etc.; to please.

Magistrate, a justice of the peace.

A step, stair; steps, stairs.

To step, pace, walk; to tread or trample on; to put on, as slippers. .walk. To cause to step, etc.

A step of the foot.  a step of a stringed instrument.  a sandal, shoe. 4. the step of a stair.  A platter filled with rice on which the bridegroom has to stand at a certain part of the marriage ceremonies.  A stair.

The throat.  Glandular swelling of the throat.

A step, stair.


Softness.  Soft, pliant, etc.  ad. Softly; slowly.  Soft, etc.

To coat walls with chunam or mud; to plaster, lay on, press into.  Plastering; plaster.  To plaster.

Bedding; a mattress.

Marrow; the brain.

lb. of  q. v.

A heap, pile, stack, esp. of straw. 2, silliness. -  -  . To pile, stack.

(b. of  )  Fenugreek, Trigonella foenum graecum.

The body; side, part, place.  The body to be wasted away.  To present one's self, to apply the body (or shoulders) to.  A valiant person.  A lazy man.  Laziness.  A body-guard.  To become lean or emaciated.  A coat of mail.  To stroke the body, caress.  All over the body; through the whole body.  The body to become stout and strong.  Apparel of the body.  To appear one's self; to show; to exhibit valour.  Pain in the body.  To become stout and strong.  To bend the body, as in work.  Unconsciousness; swoon; inadvertence.  To swoon, faint; to be careless.  To fall upon; to attack.  To put upon; to burden on.  To take care of one's body.  To make obesiance, to prostrate; salutation, obeisance.  To imbibe, absorb.  A loan without pledge or mortgage.  A simple bond.  Beauty, comeliness.  To act upon the body, as food, medicine, etc.

A great display; a public procession.

Shine, lustre.

To shine; to gleam, glitter; to appear. 2, to display, exhibit, parade.  P. ps.  n. Shine, lustre; ostentation.  To cause to shine; to display; to exhibit.

To wander, roam about.  To spread abroad, as a secret.
A slow pace.  A gentle voice or word.

Rumination.  The lower jaw.  Gently; slowly; deliberately.  Very gently or slowly.

To chew, masticate, mumble, eat.  A bush, clump, thicket.

Rolling; looking obliquely, squinting.  A squint-eyed man.  Oblique vision.

Messiah, the Anointed One or Christ, the Saviour.

May (the 5th month of the year).  The upper side.  The instep.  Guard, supervision.  The back of the hand.

Rivalry.  A peg, tent-pin, nail.

A she-goat.

A girdle, zone.


Dark-blue.  Dark-blue-colour.

A table; dinner.  Entertaining, receiving hospitably.

A pair of stockings.

A chief, head.  The plough-tail.

A pillar, post.  Height; a hillock.

Bees' wax, oily dirt; gum.  A wax-candle.  A wax-doll.

The plough-tail.  The share of the crop given to the person who assisted in ploughing.

Upwards; further; besides.

A basket- and mat-maker.

Spirituous liquor.

Fat, marrow, brain.

The earth, land.

A king.

A sacrifice (as the, of, the).

An intelligent, wise man.

Intelligent, wise; a learned man.

A kind of palankeen.

To graze, eat grass, feed.  To graze, feed.

N. of a fabulous mountain said to be in the middle of Jambudvipa.

A boundary, limit, verge; an end; the bounds of propriety; manner; extent, rate.  2, sphere, region.  3, devotion.  To exceed bounds.  To encroach upon another's boundary.  Immoderate.

In comp. To become higher, superior,
move up and down. —कार्याणं. To fall upon; to begin to quarrel; to compete with impertinence. —वृक्षः। To toss up. —कार्याणिः, र्नोर्निः। To lift up. —वृक्षान्तः। To ascend, mount. —अन्यान्तः।

After that. —कार्याणं। Hereafter.

कार्याणं k. n. Grazing; pasturage, feed.

कार्याणं s. n. A ram. 2, the sign of the zodiac Aries.

कार्याणं = कार्याणं, q. v.

कार्याणं f. n. A head workman.

कार्याणं s. n. Urine. 2, urinary disease; also -कार्याणं.

कार्याणं h. n. Exertion, pains. —अन्यान्तं। To take pains.

कार्याणं = कार्याणं, q. v. कार्याणं k. n. 4, mirth, merriment, jest, sport, fun. 5, a musical instrument. 6, a band of musicians. —वृ, —सम. A musician.

कार्याणं, —कार्याणं, कार्याणं. To meet, combine; to join, assemble. —अन्यान्तं, ह. अन्यान्तं, सम. Union, harmony, chorus. —कार्याणं। A chorus; a dance with music. कार्याणं। An assembly.

कार्याणं k. n. The body, etc. —कार्याणं। A lazy man, sluggard. —कार्याणं। Laziness. —कार्याणं। See s. कार्याणं।

कार्याणं (fr. कार्य) s. a. Friendly. n. Friendship, goodwill; intimacy. 2, a friend; also -कार्याणं।

कार्याणं h. n. A plain, a level tract.

कार्याणं h. n. The Goravaṅka, a kind of jay.

कार्याणं k. n. N. of a mountain.

कार्याणं, कार्याणं, कार्याणं (= कार्याणं, q. v.) f. n. Filth, pollution, dirtiness.

कार्याणं e. n. A mile. —कार्याणं। A milestone.

कार्याणं (lh. of कार्याणं) q. v.

कार्याणं h. n. An affair, matter; a case, civil or criminal.

कार्याणं k. n. Settlement, fixed, certain. n. An appointment. —अन्यान्तं। To appoint.

कार्याणं (= कार्याणं) h. n. Comparison, collation.
The "head-stall series."
The person's A A (A load.)

- 1. A heap, mass, assemblage.
- 2. A headman; a chief officer; a trustee, as of a temple.

- To put to shame in a person's front.
- To turn the face towards one.
- A head-stall for horses; a mask; a muzzle.

- A power of attorney.

- The ridge of a roof.

- Arm, q. v.

- A Mogul.

- To cover; to attack. n. Desire.

- The state of being first, preceding, prior; the chief thing; the beginning; the base; the principal or capital. ad. At the beginning, first, etc.; for the first time.

- That which is the first, the first. That. A headman. Preceding, prior. As much as in former times. At first; first of all.

- A block, log of wood. 2, stupidity; bluntness. A male blockhead; f. estrogen.

- A point; an extremity, end; sharpness. 2, courage.

- A tongue used to make wire.

- To become blunt.

- A bold man.

- A fight, battle.
An A^d dj* To sSJSfzi To Final A

mohur.

gators.

The breast.

curds.

breast.

weak.

to complain.

Roaring; the breast.

suckling.

to murmur; to bubble. n. Humming.

A hare; a rabbit.

A paw or foot.

A puppy. -a, -io. A suckling.

The nipple. -a, -io. To suck the breast. -a, -io. To suckle, give the breast. -a, -io. To wean.

A kind of jasmine, Jasminum multiflorum.

Curds. -a. To churn the turned milk. -a. To strain curds. A boiled rice mixed with curds.


f. n. A tax on artizans.

1. h. n. A gold coin, mohur.

h. n. An annual Mussulman festival commemorating the death of two heroes, called Hassau and Hoossein, Moharam.

h. n. A leader, chief; cf. रूसी. 2. h. n. A little channel to carry off water.

h. n. A seal; a seal-ring.

h. n. Restraint put on a person to prevent his escape or to enforce the payment of a demand; arrest.

( = रूसी 6 = ज) k. n. A projecting joint; a cubit. -sSj ( = रूसी ।) The knee. -s ( = रूसी). The elbow.

k. n. A germ, bud, sprout.

(6 = ज) a. k. v. i. To sound; to roar; to thunder. n. Thunder. 2, the plant Mursitea quadrifolia.

k. n. Germination, etc.

k. v. i. To grow, shoot forth, sprout, bud, shoot; to appear. P. ps. रूसी, रूसी. n. A germ, bud, sprout. 2, a pin, nail, spike, wedge, peg, stake. 3, the core of a boil. 4, piles. रूसी. An iron nail. रूसी. A wooden peg.

1) s. n. Liberation, deliverance, release. 2, liberation from individual existence (Hindu); salvation, final beatitude (Chr.) 3, death. रूसी. The time of liberation.


h. n. Abolishment, cessation; adjournment or recess, as of a court.

s. n. Final emancipation. -स. A deliverer, liberator.

h. n. A shoemaker.

k. v. i. To become a widow.

( = रूसी) h. n. A boot.
The forty-fourth letter of the alphabet. For words beginning with ఓదో not found here, see s. ఓ.

ఓదో s. n. The letter ఓదో.

ఓదీ s. n. N. of certain demi-gods attending on Kubéra; f. ఓదీ స్త్రీ. A kind of dramatic composition.

ఓదీ త్రిపులు The resin of Shorea robusta. ఓదీ, ఓదీ కుబరా. ఓదో స్త్రీ (= ఓదీ స్త్రీ). A female Yaksha; Kubera's wife; a female fiend; sorcery done with that fiend's help. ఓదీ విల్పం. A sorcerer. 

ఓదీ విల్పం. Sorcery.

ఓదీ విల్పం, ఓదీ విల్పం s. ad. Whatsoever, somewhat.

ఓదు త్రిపులు (ఓదు త్రిపులు) s. n. Effort, exertion; energy, diligence, perseverance; pains, care; effort for; eagerness; help. ఓదు మరియు, ఓదు మరియు, ఓదు మరియు, ఓదు మరియు. To make effort, take pains.

ఓదు బి జి జి బి జి జి s. ad. In which manner, as, like as, like. ఓదు బి జి జి బి జి జి. At pleasure.

ఓదు s. n. Price, value, cost.

ఓదు అంటే s. a. Withered, faded; languid; feeble, weak; dejected, melancholy.

ఓదు అంటే Witheredness; languor.

ఓదు అంటే s. n. A non-Aryan, barbarian, outcast. ఓదు అంటే A foreign or barbarous country.

To silence. ఓదు సిలెన్స్. A vow of silence. ఓదు సిలెన్స్ అనేది. A silent person.

ఓదు కానీ s. n. A clarionet.

ఓదు కానీ h. n. A Mussulman priest.

ఓదు, ఓదు s. n. The head, top. ఓదు A crown, crest.

ఓదు ఆలోచన. ఓదు ఆలోచన The sacrificial veda.

ఓదు s. n. A sacrifice. ఓదు సిలెన్స్. To sacrifice; to kill; to beat soundly.

ఓదు వల్ల The sacrifice.
cording to law. -कः. Proper place; in regular order, properly, suitably.

सत्वधर्मः s. a. True, real, genuine, right. ad. Truly, justly, suitably. n. Truth, etc. -सत्व. Truthfulness, veracity, propriety.

सत्वदर्शः (fr. सत्वदर्शृ-) s. ad. According to wish or desire; plentifully, copiously. सत्वदर्शः A suitable wish or desire. = सत्वदर्शः.

सत्व s. ad. When; since, as.

सत्वः s. n. N. of an ancient hero and his race.

सत्वः s. n. Self-will, wilfulness, independence; accident, chance.

सत्वः s. conj. Or, else, whether. -सत्वः Disorderly; disorder, confusion.

सत्वः s. n. Any instrument, machine, engine, apparatus. 2, a band, fastening. 3, restraint. 4, an amulet, charm; a diagram of a mystical or astrological nature. -सत्वः To tie an amulet. -सत्वः A machinist. -सत्वः. The mechanical art.

सत्वः s. n. Keeping in check; restraint; self-control. 2, the god of the infernal regions, punisher of the dead. 3, a pair; a twin. 4, the south-quarter. -सत्वः. Self-imposed restraint. -सत्वः The south. -सत्वः, सत्वः मृत्युः. Messenger of death. -सत्वः, -सत्वः, -सत्वः, सत्वः यमः. Yama's region, hell. -सत्वः, -सत्वः. The torture inflicted by Yama, hell-torments.

सत्वः s. n. Restraint; a religious obligation. 2, a twin, pair. 3, a kind of play upon words or paronomasia. a. Two-fold, doubled.

सत्वः s. n. A pair. 2, twin; also सत्वः 3, the number two.

सत्वः s. n. N. of a river.

सत्वः s. n. N. of the fifth monarch of the lunar race.

बृजः s. n. Barley, Hordeum hexastichon; also -बृजः. Saltpetre, nitre, nitrate of potash.

बृजः s. n. A Greek; a Mahomedan; a foreigner. -बृजः. Bactria; Turkidsthan, Arabia.

बृजः (lb. of बृजः) n. A law-suit; quarrel.

बृजः. lb. of बृजः, q. v.

बृजः (lb. of बृजः) s. n. Honour, glory, fame, reputation; beauty, splendour. बृजः, बृजः. Famous, glorious. बृजः, बृजः. A famous man.

बृजः s. n. Krishna's foster-mother.

बृजः s. n. Of. a female.

बृजः (= बृजः, q. v.) s. conj. Or.

बृजः k. pro. Why? wherefore? (i. e. बृजः अनां तः?)

बृजः s. n. A sacrifice; also बृजः.

बृजः f. n. A stone cutter's chisel.

बृजः, बृजः s. n. A petition, request; begging. बृजः, बृजः. A petitioner, beggar. बृजः बृजः. To ask, beg, request.

बृजः s. n. A sacrificer; a priest.


बृजः वादः s. n. N. of the author of a code of law.

वादः 1. (= वादः) k. n. A picotta.

वादः 2. s. n. The driving of an elephant with a goad. 2, going, motion.

वादः k. pro. Why? for what?

वादः, वादः s. n. Requital, retaliation. 2, acute pain, torment, anguish, agony, pain, as of hell.

वादः k. pro. Of what? वादः। From what? वादः। Of what it (is). वादः। Of what (is) he?

वादः s. n. A traveller, wayfarer. 2, an evil spirit, demon. 3, witchcraft, torture.
Going; travel; expedition. 2, going on a pilgrimage, pilgrimage. 3, a car-festival; a festive procession. 4, support of life, maintenance.

Pilgrimage to Benares, Tirupati, Shrirangam, Ramōśvaram, etc.

(lb. of ೇ) n. A large aquatic animal, sea-monster.

(fr. ೇ) s. n. A descendant of Yadu; Krishna.

h. n. A memorandum, rough note. [scrap.

h. n. Remembrance; a memo.

s. pro. (int.) Which or what like? which? what?

nia s. n. Going. 2, a conveyance or vehicle of any kind.

f. a. Another. conj. Alias, or.

s. a. Relating to instruments or machines.

s. n. Delay, procrastination; loitering. 2, maintenance, support.

(lb. of ೇ, q. v.) n. Trade, traffic.

(= ೇ) s. n. Going; motion, course. 2, a night-watch, eighth part of a day.

(lb. ೇ) n. Wandering; a vagrant mendicant; alms.

k. pro. (pl. of ೇ, q. v.) Who?

(= ೇ, q. v.) f. n. Cardamoms.


Always, ever.

s. ad. Throughout life.

(lb. of ೇ) n. All, the whole.
A. A flock, herd; a troop.

b. The leader of a herd, as of elephants.

c. A post to which the sacrificial victim is tied; also -s. 2, a column erected in honour of a victory.

lb. lb. of श. र. To cheat.

f. n. A Jew, Hebrew or Israelite.


f. n. Jesus, the Saviour of the world. -y. A Christian. -c. A Jesuit, one to counterinfluence the Reformation; a crafty person.

The teachings of the Jesuits.

s. n. Yoking, union, contact; connection; mixture; arrangement; manner, means; an expedient, plan; charm, magic. 2, work, business; performance. 3, fitness, propriety. 4, accession of property. 5, conjunction (of stars); an auspicious moment; good luck. 6, a period of time. 7, a constellation. 8, etymology. 9, construction. 10, an aphorism. 11, abstract contemplation, meditation. 12, N. of a system of philosophy. 13, the body. 14, a remedy. -r. श. Well-being, welfare. -च. Contemplation (of the Deity). -क. A state between sleep and wakefulness. -स. र. A lucky man. -म. र. A letter on the top of another. -स. र. A compound consonant. तथा Practice of the yoga.

(s. n.) s. A yogi; an ascetic; a devotee; f. -c. श. र. Useful, serviceable, fit, suitable, proper; able. n. A useful, worthy man; f. - र. श. र. Suitable-ness, fitness; ability.

lb. (lb. of श.) n. Application of the mind, consideration, reflection, (sorrowful) thought. रा To deliberate, reflect, think; to consider, ponder; to ascertain.

= s. n. Junction; application. 2, a measure of distance (=about 9 English miles). 3, grammatical construction (g.). 4, abstraction. शा. To deliberate; to approve, assent.

s. n. A warrior, soldier.

s. n. The womb; birth, origin; family, race. -म. विवार. Viviparous.


\[6\]

The forty-fifth letter of the alphabet.

h. n. An item; an amount; a dose; a piece. -म. र. Piece by piece.

The letter ज.

lb. lb. of श, q. v. 


्गति 2 s. n. A buffalo. 2, the fifty-eighth year in the cycle of sixty.

संगीत s. n. A guardian, protector, saviour. 2, the only Saviour Jesus Christ. संगीत, संगीत. Watching; tending, protecting, preserving; saving; salvation in Christ. शरीर. A book-cover. शरीर. The binding of thread around the wrist as a preservative (against evil spirits, etc.). शरीर. To guard, protect, preserve, save, keep, tend; to save (from sin by Christ's atonement).

हृषिक = ताह, q. v.

संगीत s. n. Protecting, protection, care; a preservative; a mark of ashes on the forehead; a charm, amulet. -शत, -शत. To tie an amulet. -शत. An amulet-ring. ताह. A coat. ताह शरीर. A sandal. शरीर. A turban. शरीर. Proper to be guarded, protected, etc.

अमृत h. n. Abundance, profusion, masses, lots, heaps; throng.

आंगन f. n. A grinding stone.

थर (lb. of थर) n. Vain words, gabble. 2, a never-ending business; prolixity.

थर s. n. N. of an ancient king. थर. His race or family; also थर; N. of a poem (by Kālidāsa). थर, थर, थर, थर, थर, थर, थर. Rāma.

उद्ध s. a. Indigent, poor. n. A beggar.

उद्ध (उद्ध, q. v.) s. n. Colour; paint, hue. 2, a stage, arena, circus. 3, a place of assembly; an assembly of spectators. 4, a battle-field. 5, dancing, acting; fun. 6, splendour, glow. -उद्ध. Vishnu. उद्ध. An arena, theatre. उद्ध, उद्ध. Ornamental lines and figures drawn with various powders on the floor. उद्ध. Vishnu; N. उद्ध, उद्ध. The battle-field. उद्ध. To be coloured; to be excited.

उद्धरण f. v. t. To press and rub fine, as small articles.

उद्धरण h. n. A dyer.

उद्धरण. lb. of उद्धरण, q. v. -उद्धरण. A saloon, drawing-room.

उद्धरण. lb. of उद्धरण, q. v.

उद्धरण s. n. Making, forming, formation, creation, arranging; arrangement, disposition, performance; embellishment; composition; a literary production. उद्धरण. Made, formed, produced, planned, composed, etc. उद्धरण. To make, form, construct, compose, array, etc.

उद्धरण (उद्धरण 2) k. n. Crying aloud (of children), noisy clamour. 2, report, publication.

उद्धरण, q. v. -उद्धरण. Acceptable; a compromise, composition deed.

उद्धरण s. n. A washerman; f. उद्धरण.


उद्धरण s. n. Night. 2, Durgā. उद्धरण, उद्धरण. The moon.

उद्धरण, उद्धरण (lb. of उद्धरण, q. v.) n. A Rajpoot.

उद्धरण, उद्धरण (उद्धरण, q. v.) s. n. Gloom, dimness. 2, dust, powder. 3, the pollen of flowers. 4, passion, foulness.

उद्धरण h. n. Leave, permission. 2, leave of absence.

उद्धरण s. n. A rope, cord, string.

उद्धरण s. a. Colouring. 2, gladdening, rejoicing, pleasing (see उद्धरण). 3; powder. 4, the train of powder to a mine. उद्धरण. Colouring; delighting, rejoicing. उद्धरण. To shine;
to appear; to be beautiful; to be affected, excited; to be pleased.

1. k. n. A coarse, thick cloth. 2, the cover of a book; its binding.

lb. n. A Reddi; a title of a caste of Telugu cultivators.


k. n. A small plough.

k. n. A widow. 2, the plant Salvinia cucullata. -स. Widowhood.

s. a. Pleased, satisfied; delighted with; intent on; devoted to, engaged in. n. Pleasure.

1. s. n. Pleasure. 2, love, affection. 3, Kâma's wife; also -चित्र.

2. f. n. A small weight.


s. n. A carriage, car, chariot. 2, a warrior. 3, the body. 4, the foot. 5, a limb, member. 6, pleasure, desire. -कछ. A carriage-shed.

N. A feast on the 7th day of the eleventh lunar month. वीरााक्षम्, वीरााक्षम्योक्त्य. Mounting a chariot; the ceremony of placing an idol on a car. कछ. The owner of a carriage; a charioteer. कछ. A car-festival.

A Wish, desire; object.

h. a. Null and void, cancelled, repealed. -अम्भ. To repeal, cancel.

s. n. A split, fissure, opening, hole, cavity; a defect, fault, flaw. वेंट्र. To bore a hole.

lb. of दृश्य, q. v. Cpdas.: -रोप, -रूप, -रूप, -रूप, -रूप, etc.

s. n. A kind of weapon.


f. n. Exportation. -स. To be exported.

s. n. Violence, vehemence, haste, speed. 2, passion, anger. 3, pleasure. 4, a loud cry, clamour.


, s. n. A wife; a woman; Lakshmi. दृश्य, दृश्यक. Vishnu. दृश्य. To rejoice, play.

k. n. Clamour.

k. n. A shoemaker's awl.

k. n. A twig, small bough.

s. n. The plantain tree, Musa sapientum. 2, N. of an Apsaras.

s. a. Enjoyable, pleasant, delightful, beautiful.

, ( = दृश्य) h. n. A subject; a tenant; a ryot. दृश्य. Peasantry.

s. n. A cry, shriek, yell, howl, roar; sound, noise. -रा. Crying, sounding; jesting; a camel. दृश्य. To cry, etc.


h. n. Despatch; a pass, permit, passport. -स. To send on, despatch, transmit.
The sun. 2, a mountain.
3, wealth. अर्थात्. A sort of crystal.
-सूर्य. The solar race of kings. -सूर्यार्थात्. Sunday.
(Pr. of देव) n. A grain, granule; a particle of anything; hail; grits.
-सूर्य, ग्राणु. A little, trifile.
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piano, harmonium; also -स्वादी।

क्षत्रिय. १. k. n. Raggy, a sort of grain, Eleusine coracana. -मक्षत्रिक. Raggy gruel. -राग्गी। R. bread. -राग्गी। R. meal; its porridge.

क्षत्रिय (fr. क्षत्रिय) s. n. A descendant of Raghu. 2, Rāmaṇḍra; also राखरी क्षत्रियः।

कस्तूर (=कस्त, कस्तूर, q. v.) s. n. A king, sovereign, prince, chief; an excellent man; a master. 2, a Kshatriya.

कस्तूर. A petty king; what comes from a king. -कस्तूरी। A (virgin) princess.

कस्तूरा. State affairs. -कस्तूरां। Royal, kingly. -स्तूरुक्ष। A prince. -स्तूरुभा। A carbuncle. -स्तूरुक्ष। A royal family.

कस्तूरी, राण, राणी। A palace. -कस्तूरी, राण, राणी। Insignia of royalty. -स्तूरुक्षके। The best of kings. -स्तूरुक्षके। Kingship, royalty. -कस्तूरी। The tree Cassia fistula; the plant Pterospermum acerifolium. -कस्तूरी। A king's duties; a virtue fit for a king. -कस्तूरी। A capital. -कस्तूरी। Royal politics. -कस्तूरी। A royal tiara. -कस्तूरी। A queen. -कस्तूरी। Kingship. -कस्तूरी। A prince; a Rajpoot. -कस्तूरी। Excellent (an honorific term). -कस्तूरी।

कस्तूरी। -कस्तूरी। -कस्तूरी। -कस्तूरी। -कस्तूरी। -कस्तूरी। An easy mode of meditation.

कस्तूरी। Princely. -कस्तूरी। A royal saint. -कस्तूरी। A royal family. -कस्तूरी। State policy. -कस्तूरी। A royal physician; an excellent practice of medicine. -कस्तूरी। A royal edict. -कस्तूरी। राष्ट्रीय। The first of kings.

कस्तूरी। The chief of kings; Śiva; N. of a king. -कस्तूरी। राष्ट्रीय। N. of a Kannada poem. -कस्तूरी। A term of courtesy. -कस्तूरी। A royal assembly, a court of justice. -कस्तूरी। A great sacrifice at a king's coronation. -कस्तूरी। King's service. -कस्तूरी। A flamingo.

कस्तूरी। Scrofula. राणी। A royal decree. राणी। A king of kings.

राजा १. s. n. A strip, line, row.

राजा २. h. a. Willing, ready. n. Full consent, willingness, agreement, content. -राजा। A deed of resignation (of an office, claim, etc.), an acquittance.

राजा। To bring to terms. -राजा। To consent, acquiesce.

राजा, राजपुत s. a. Relating to a king. n. A lord, noble person.

राजळ s. a. Illuminated; adorned.

राजळा s. v. t. To shine, glitter. v. l.

राजळा। To make radiant.

राजळा s. n. A species of fish. 2, a lotus. 3, water. -राजळा। Vishnu.

राजळा। The sun.

राजळा (२४) s. n. A king of kings.

राजळा (२४) = राजळा। s. n. A queen.

राजा s. n. A kingdom, empire, country, government. 2, administration of government. 3, kingship.

राजा। राजा। राजा। To rule. -राजा। Rule, reign. -राजा। राजळ। To exercise government. -राजा। An empire; an honorific term. महाराजळः। A ruler, king.

राजा का का। Coronation.

राजा का का। २. त्राजळ, त्राजळ, त्राजळ। त्राजळ (lb. of त्राजळ) n. A machine for drawing water; a spinning wheel; a wheel of any machine. 2, a whirling machine. त्राजळ। To wind upon a reel.

राजळ s. n. A mass of mud. a. Foul, turbid.

राजळ (lb. of त्राजळ) n. A queen. २, a wife. -राजळा। A queen's government.

राजळा। A queen's apartment.
h. n. A weight of 12 or 16 ounces, a pound.

h. n. A nutritive and fattening diet; a regular quantity of food.


s. a. Accomplished; prepared; obtained. A demonstrated truth, dogma.

s. n. N. of the foster-mother of Karna. 2, N. of Kṛṣṇa's favourite wife.

f. n. Astringent property, as juice of fruits.

h. n. Custom, usage. To become familiar.


s. n. Secretaryship in native government. 2, a letter from a superior (guru, etc.). A clerk.

s. n. Roaring; N. of the ruler of Lankā (Ceylon) slain by Rāma.

lb. of q. v. The dāitya Rāhu. 2, a startle. The evil eye. A horror to touch. To wave an offering before a person to remove evil influences.

lb. of q. v. A horseman.

s. n. A heap, mass, pile, quantity. 2, a sign of the zodiac. a. Exceedingly much. An astrological diagram. To pile, heap up.

s. n. A kingdom, realm, empire; a district. The Mahratta country.

s. n. Uproar, noise. 2, a rustic dance, as of Kṛṣṇa and gopis; also - To heap up.

lb. of q. v. Excessive passion. To heap up.

s. n. The thorny shrub Mimosa octandra.

s. n. N. of a demon supposed to swallow the sun and moon and thus cause eclipses. 2, the ascending node of the moon. 3, a startling event, as an eclipse, etc.

= q. v.

f. n. Resin in general. The white dammer tree, Valerio indica.

h. n. A stirrup.

f. n. Empty, vacant, unemployed. A registrar, as of assurances, etc. Registry.
Protection; leniency, indulgence. 

A troop of horses.

A course. 2, way, method, mode, manner, fashion; usage. 3, style, diction.

A wooden lath, reaper.

Bright, radiant. n. Gold. 

A goldsmith. 

N. of a daughter of king Bhishmaka and wife of Krishna.

Agreeable, pleasing. 2, tonic, stomachic. n. The citron.

Light, lustre. 2, wish, will; taste for. 3, taste, flavour, relish, savour, appetite. 

To taste, try. 

Savoury, tasty. 

To impart a flavour. 

To be savoury or tasty; to be agreeable, as a word.

Bright, beautiful; sweet, pleasant, nice.

Sickness; toil, fatigue; cf. 

Signature; proof. 

To sign; to prove. 

Proved; proof, evidence. 

Hearsay evidence. 

Circumstantial evidence.

lb. of 

A headless trunk; a skull. 

A wreath of skulls.

Crying, howling. 2, N. of the god of tempests. 2, Siva. 

A peculiar knot of a Šaiva's sacrificial thread. 

A place of burial or cremation.

N. of a śrīveda hymn. 

A kind of lute. 

Anointing a linga reciting. 

Siva's incarnation; excitement, rage, fury. 

The berry of Elaeocarpus ganitrus tree.

Spitting blood; the fifty-seventh year in the cycle of sixty.

= 

q. v.

= 

q. v.

k. v. t. To grind. n. Grinding.

A turban. 2, a handkerchief; also .

A pie, kāsu.

lb. of 

A silver chain worn on the legs by women.

Repetition of words and sentences. 

To repeat them frequently, to commit them to memory.

Emaciation; harshness, cruelty.

lb. of 

A common noun.

Rise; origin. 2, custom, usage, common currency, general use; a popular use of words (opposed to etymological meaning). 

To become common. 

To practice. 

A common word.

To be commonly known and used; to become famous. 2, to improve, accumulate.

Any form, figure, shape; an image. 2, an inflected form (g.). 3, shapeliness, beauty. 4, feature, character. 5, kind, sort. 6, a single specimen, type,
pattern. 7, mode. -कृष्ण. A handsome man; f. -कृष्णा, -कृष्णी, -कृष्णा. Ugly. नक्षत्रादि. A change of form, transfiguration, as of Christ. -कृष्ण, -कृष्णा, -कृष्ण। To assume a form. नक्षत्रादि. To form, mould, figure; to represent, show, point out.  

सज्जन s. a. Figurative. n. A metaphor. 2, a form, figure, image. 3, a drama, play; a dramatic composition or performance.  

साँची (lb. of साँची) s. n. A rupee, -कृष्ण. A rupee’s weight, tola.  

सुंदी, lb. of सुंदी, q. v.  

साँची s. a. Handsome. 2, stamped. n. A stamped coin; silver.  

साँची, साँचीदान h. ad. Face to face.  

साँची e. n. A rule; a line.  

साँची. lb. of साँची, q. v.  

साँची (क = कश्चिं) k. n. A wing. -कृष्ण. A winged ant. -कृष्ण, -कृष्ण। To shake the wings.  

साँची (क = कश्चिं) k. n. The arm; the upper part of the arm; also दोष।  

साँची (क = कश्चिं) k. n. An eyelid. -कृष्ण। The twinkling of an eye. -कृष्ण, -कृष्ण। To wink.  

साँची (= कश्चिं) k. n. A twig.  

साँची k. n. A reed used to write with,  

Sacccharum sara.  

साँची f. n. Emptying, evacuating, leaving; purging. 2, doubt.  

साँची k. n. A thin plate of metal. 2, the petal of a flower.  

साँची (lb. of साँची, q. v.) n. A line.  

साँची (= कश्चिं) s. n. A line; a streak, stripe; a row; drawing. 2, the first meridian. 3, a small quantity.  

सांभाष्य. Longitude. सांभाष्य। Geometry.  

साँची k. v. i. To be aroused, excited; to become angry.  

साँची. To irritate, excite, make angry.
The twenty-sixth letter of the alphabet; now out of use and represented by ʇ.

The symptoms of a disease.

Examination of a disease.

Consumption, appetite.

Cure of a malady.

A sickly man.
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vri. The forty-seventh letter of the alphabet.
vri h. n. Wood.
vri s. n. The letter v.
vri s. n. A kind of bread-fruit tree, Artocarpus lacucha.
vri s. n. The envelope of a letter; a closed letter.
vri f. n. A kind of pigeon.
vri k. n. The shrub Vitex negundo; also a.
vri s. n. A mark, sign, token. 2, a butt, aim. 3, appearance, show, pretence. 4, a lac, one hundred thousand. 5, (= vri f. n. No. 2) attention, regard, consideration. To give heed, pay attention to, to mind, aim at. By laes. To consider, regard. To come under observation, to be perceived. A lac and more, very much. A lac. By laes, very much, very many. To distinguish; to aim at; to consider, regard; to behold, notice, know.
vri s. n. A distinctive mark, token, characteristic; character, attribute. 2, a favourable sign; handsomeness. 3, a symptom, as of a disease. 4, a definition. 5, aim, scope, object. An unlucky person. A lucky or handsome man. An ellipsis, metonymy.
vri s. a. Having signs. 2, lucky, fortunate. n. N. of Râma's younger brother. 2, the male Indian crane; f. n. A.

vri s. n. Good fortune, prosperity, wealth, happiness. 2, beauty, loveliness. 3, N. of the goddess of fortune and beauty, Vishnu's wife. Causing prosperity. To make a mark, to be aimed at. An aim, object, butt, a feature. 2, attention, consideration, regard, care for. To mark, mind. To mark, mind. To mark. To be flogged, flog.
vri h. n. Enclosure, appendage. To append, enclose. Adjoining.
vri s. n. A wicked woman.
vri = vri, q. v.
vri = vri, q. v.
vri f. n. Union, connection. 2, application. To make applicable to, as provisions of law. To join; to beat; to eat.
vri (lb. of vri, q. v.) a. Light. n. Alleviation. ad. Quickly, swiftly. The state of being easy or difficult. Very quickly.
vri (lb. of vri) n. Ascending, scaling; an assault, attack. To be scaled. To scale. To scale.
vri s. n. Attached; joined, united; auspicious. n. The time of the sun's entrance into a zodiacal sign; an auspicious moment; time for
action; also স্ব, স্ত্ৰী. 2. marriage. 3. the rising of the sun, planets, etc. -০. An auspicious moment; the marriage-time. পীঠ. A natal star. -র্ণ. A paper on which the time of celebrating a wedding is noted down; a letter of invitation for a wedding. প্রথম-কাশ্য. A marriage ceremony.

প্রাচ্যী সংস্কৃত অক্ষর ব্যবস্থাপনা ক্ষত্রিয় আইনগত বিষয়ে শাস্ত্র ও সাধারণ জ্ঞান

Light- 1. s. u. Lightness. 2. smallness. 3. frivolousness. 4. meanness. প্রাচ্যী সংস্কৃত অক্ষর ব্যবস্থাপনা ক্ষত্রিয় আইনগত বিষয়ে শাস্ত্র ও সাধারণ জ্ঞান

Quick, Obtained, Invitation prickly n. A la letter s. o. J. Altercation, a branch. Shame, etc. e. i. S. A Altercation, coming to blows.

Lightest f. n. To grow agitated; to be restless; to be alarmed.

Invitation f. n. Altercation, coming to blows.

h. n. A stick; a club. a. Stout, thick. -চর. A roller; a rolling-pin. প্রাচ্যী সংস্কৃত অক্ষর ব্যবস্থাপনা ক্ষত্রিয় আইনগত বিষয়ে শাস্ত্র ও সাধারণ জ্ঞান

Quick, Obtained, Invitation prickly n. A la letter s. o. J. Altercation, a branch. Shame, etc. e. i. S. A Altercation, coming to blows.

h. n. A stick; a club. a. Stout, thick. -চর. A roller; a rolling-pin. প্রাচ্যী সংস্কৃত অক্ষর ব্যবস্থাপনা ক্ষত্রিয় আইনগত বিষয়ে শাস্ত্র ও সাধারণ জ্ঞান

A string, as of pearls.

s. n. A wretch, villain.

Pithless f. n. To become pithless, as wood. -সহস্র. Pithless firewood.


A kick; a blow. -বাহ্য-কর, -স্ব. To kick; to give a blow.

h. n. The dung of elephants, horses, camels, etc.

s. n. Speaking, talk. 2, the mouth. প্রাচ্যী সংস্কৃত অক্ষর ব্যবস্থাপনা ক্ষত্রিয় আইনগত বিষয়ে শাস্ত্র ও সাধারণ জ্ঞান

A cloth for wrapping round the head.

s. a. Obtained, got; gained, acquired. 2, obtained, as a quotient.

Loss of any thing acquired.

s. n. Gaining, acquisition. 2, gain, profit. 3, quotient (arith.).

h. n. A caste of Mahomedans.

s. a. Acquirable, obtainable; attainable. 2, suitable, proper, fit. প্রাচ্যী সংস্কৃত অক্ষর ব্যবস্থাপনা ক্ষত্রিয় আইনগত বিষয়ে শাস্ত্র ও সাধারণ জ্ঞান

s. a. Covetous, greedy; desirous; addicted to. -জ্ঞ, -জ্ঞ. Greediness; lewdness.

k. n. Weariness, fatigue.
s. a. Hanging down, pendulous, dangling. 2, hanging upon. 3, long; spacious. n. Length. 2, a perpendicular (geom). - insecurity. 2. Hanging down; a necklace.

h. n. A Lumbadee, a migratory caste trading in salt, grain, etc.

s. a. Hanging down, pendent; resting on. - to hang down or from, to dangle. r. l. To lengthen, expand (as words, time, etc.).

s. a. Pot-bellied. n. Ganesa.

s. n. Clinging, adherence. 2, a dwelling; rest, repose. 3, melting away; dissolution; extinction, destruction; disappearing. 4, time or pause in music. - rest, repose; a place of rest.

s. n. Playing, sporting. 2, lolling the tongue.

s. n. A woman, wife. 2, the tongue.

s. n. The forehead. - forehead. Destiny written on the forehead. Śiva.

s. n. A mark; sign. 2, a banner, flag. 3, greatness, dignity. 4, beauty. 5, an ornament. 6, an eminent person. 7, a horse.

s. a. Sported; wanton, voluptuous; lovely, beautiful; simple; soft, gentle; pleasant, sweet. n. Sport; beauty, grace. 2, simplicity, artlessness. - to, to. One of the ragālē metres.

s. n. Caressing; love, affection; a kiss. - to caress; to kiss; also 2. s. n. Cutting; plucking. 2, a fragment, piece, bit, a little. 3, a moment, instant. 4, wool, hair. 5, N. of a son of Rāma.


h. n. A female slave; a strumpet.

s. n. Salt. 2, N. of a Daitya. a. Saline, briny, salt. - to, Caledonian salt. - Ocean. n. To wind; to shine, flash.

f. n. Ardent desire, longing. To desire ardently.

= q. v. 2, an iron club.

s. n. Garlic.

h. n. An army; a cantonment. 2, a lascar.

s. a. Shining, glittering; skilful, clever. - a. A clever word. Played, sported; come to light; skilled.

l. s. n. A large wave, billow; a waving line.

2. h. n. Intoxication.

s. n. Liveliness; enthusiasm, animation, cheerfulness; dexterity.

= q. v.

(= q. v.) k. n. A crab.

s. n. Lac, sealing wax.

(fr. Distinguish, characteristic; technical. n. A distinguished teacher.

h. a. Red, crimson.

f. n. A summerset. - to, To make a summerset, to tumble.

f. n. Expense, cost.

h. n. Beginning, commencement. a. From the beginning.

(= q. v.) f. n. A leap, jump; a summerset. 2, excess. 3, catch, hold; an aim.

(fr. Quickness, swiftness; lightness, levity; dexterity, ease; littleness; delicacy; slight.
s. n. A plough. 2, the palm tree.

s. n. A tail.

h. a. Helpless, poor. -ज, जी ज्ञ Helplessness.

s. n. Parched grain.

s. n. A mark, sign; a stain, stigma. संस्कृत. Furnished with; marked, characterised.

s. a. Old, worn, spoiled. n. X. of a people. 2, repetition of words in the same sense.

e. n. A lantern.

e. n. A lot.

f. n. A cord. 2, a strap. 3, a tape.

= राप 2, q. v.

= राप, q. v.

= राप, q. v.

s. n. Gain, advantage, profit; emolument. -रो. Profit and loss. कार्य. To gain, to profit.

रापेण, रापें (lb. of रापेन) n.
The cuscus-grass, Andropogon muri- catus.

( fr. रापेन) s. n. A stable.

h. a. Fit, proper; merited, qualified; excellent. यस्ते. Unfit, etc.

रापोस, रापोस s. n. Caressing, fondling, dandling. रापोस. Caressed, fondled, etc. रापोस. To caress, fondle; to listen kindly, accept favourably; to attend to.

रापोस s. n. Longing, ardent desire. a. Ardently desirous.

राप, रापोस s. n. Saliva, spittle.

k. n. A lullaby sung to children. रापोस. To sing lullaby.

= राप, q. v.

s. n. Cutting; plucking. 2, a sort of quail. रापोस. The red spur-fowl.

s. n. A reaper. 2, a snake-catcher and exhibitor. 3, a quail. रापोस. Tale-bearer.
A beautiful woman. 2, N. of a treatise.

Play, sport, amusement, pastime. 2, wanton sport. 3, sportive appearance, sham, child's play. 4, air, mien. 5, grace, beauty. 6, a story about a deity's sports. Cpsds.: रिल, सत्सित, रें, उप, etc.

Loss; damage. -अर्ण, -अर्णा. To suffer damage or loss.

A cloth tied by males round the loins.


To plunder, pillage.

Broken; deprived of; omitted; elided; obsolete.

Desiring; covetous, greedy. -त्रित. A miser; the sixth nakshatra. -जु. Avariciousness.

Agility, briskness, quick motion.

Robbing; booty, spoil. 2, misbehaviour, mischief. -सी. A mischievous fellow.

A cutaneous disease.

Reckoning, numbering, calculation; arithmetic; a sum; an account; a number. 2, estimation, regard. -रंड़ा. To keep account. -शेत्य. To give an account. - संता. To count, reckon up. - संता. To examine an account. रंड़ा ( = रंड़ा). Accounts, transaction. रंड़ा. To count, reckon up; to esteem, regard.

th. of रेंड़ा, q. v.

Leita and pagađe.

A writing, writ, letter, document; etc. -रंड़ा. A writer, copyist; a clerk. -रंड. Writing, copying.


A scratch. 2, a writ.

A lady.


Besmearing, daubing. 2, salve; plaster, mortar, chunam, white-wash, etc. रंड़ा. To smear, besmear, ancient, etc.

A mattress, bed.

Derision, mockery.

= रंड़ा, q. v. -रंड़ा. Borrowing and lending.

A Levite, one of the tribe of Levi (Jewism).

A particle, atom, bit, small quantity; smallness. -रंड़ा. Only a little.

Goodness, excellence; well-being, welfare; pleasantness; beauty; propriety, fitness; reality.


Auction. -रंड़ा, -रंड़ा. Auctioneer.

License, permission.

To lay, as dogs, etc.; to smack in tasting.

Gabbling, jabbering. v. i. To gabble, jabber.

To scold.

A smack with the tongue. 2, emptiness, hollowness. 3, a lie, fib. -रंड़ा. To smack the tongue; to lie.

= रंड़ा, q. v.

Saliva.

Nothing.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>एकिर्ष</td>
<td>aversion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>एकिर्ष s. n.</td>
<td>The wide world, sky; the world; any place, region, country. 2, mankind, folk, man, people. 3, common life or practice. 4, sight, regard. -किर्ष. The Creator of the world. -किर्ष. The three worlds: heaven, earth, and lower regions. -किर्ष. An inhabitant of the world; a worldling. -किर्ष. Lord of lords; a king. -किर्ष. The sun, moon. नृद्र, रूद्र. Heaven, the place of the ransomed souls. नृद्र, एकिर्ष. This world. Cptds.: -किर्ष, -समस्य, -समस्याः, -समस्रो, एकिर्ष, एकिर्षाः, -किर्षाः, -किर्षः, एकिर्षः. -किर्ष. Seeing, viewing. एकिर्षसारस. Another world; a future life. एकिर्षरसा. The visible and invisible world. एकिर्षरसाः. A public charity. एकिर्षसा s. n. The eye. -किर्षसा. Perceptible. एकिर्षसा h. n. An earthen pot. एकिर्षस्य f. n. Pushing, disturbance, annoyance. एकिर्षस्य f. n. A long bolster to recline upon. एकिर्षस्य s. n. Cutting off; deprivation, want; ellipsis. 2, omission, dropping or falling out; annulling; elision (g.), as: अकौम्, अकौम्, अकौम्, अकौम्, अकौम्. -किर्षस्य. The dropping of—, etc. एकिर्षस्य. To omit, drop, elide. एकिर्षस्य h. n. Frankincense, olibanum. एकिर्ष s. n. Eager desire, cupidity, avarice, greed; also -किर्ष. 2, affection, favour. एकिर्ष. Greedy, covetous, avaricious; a greedy, etc. person. -किर्ष, -किर्ष. Greediness, stinginess. एकिर्ष s. n. The hair of the body. -किर्ष. Hairy. -किर्ष, -किर्ष. The bristling of the hair, horripilation.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sanskrit</th>
<th>English</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>एकिर्ष s. n.</td>
<td>Moving hither and thither, shaking; agitated, alarmed; unsteady, restless; changeable, fickle. 2, longing for. -किर्ष. Fickleness; cupidity. एकिर्षस्य. Very eager, greedy after, covetous. एकिर्षस्य, एकिर्षस्य, एकिर्षस्य, एकिर्षस्य. Eager desire; greediness, desire, lust. एकिर्ष k. n. A sloping fixture to a flat roof. एकिर्ष s. n. A lump, clod; also -किर्ष. एकिर्ष s. n. Any metal; iron; copper. 2, a weapon. 3, aloe wood. -किर्षस्य. A loadstone, magnet. -किर्षस्य. A blacksmith. -किर्षस्य. Rust of iron. -किर्षस्य. Steel drops. -किर्षस्य. Calcined metal. -किर्षस्य. Manganese. -किर्षस्य. A railway. एकिर्षसस्य, एकिर्षसस्य. Lustration of arms. एकिर्षसारस s. a. Red. -किर्षसारस. The colour red.. 2, blood. 3, copper. 4, anger. 5, an axe. -किर्षसारस. A ruby. -किर्षसारस, Saffron. एकिर्षसारस एकिर्षसारस k. n. Mucilage, mucus. albumen, gelatine; also एकिर्षसारस. -किर्षसारस. The aloe, Aloe littoralis or perforata. एकिर्षसारस k. n. Saliva; tenacious mucus, phlegm. एकिर्षसा (fr. एकिर्षसा) s. a. Worldly, mundane; popular, general; vulgar, common; secular, not sacred. -किर्षसा. A man of the world; a secular business. -किर्षसा. Common practice. एकिर्षसा, lb. of एकिर्ष, q. v. -किर्षसा. A secular business. एकिर्षसा (fr. एकिर्षसा) s. n. Cupidity, avarice.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The forty-eighth letter of the alphabet.

**k.** A syllable used to form the pres. or fut. relat. part. and future tense, as: ज्ञानसम्बन्ध, सामान्य, तत्त्व, etc. राजसंज्ञान, ज्ञानसंबंध, ज्ञानसंबंध, etc.

अस्व s. n. A bamboo. 2, a flute. 3, the spine. 4, a lineage, race, family; a dynasty. 5, an assemblage. 6, the Sal tree, Shorea robusta. अस्व. Belonging to the family of. अश्रम. The last of a family, or race. अश्रम. Lineage, descent; progeny. अश्रम. Genealogical tree. अश्रम. One of a (good) family. अश्रम. अश्रम. The line of a family, genealogy, pedigree. अश्रम. A deliverer or preserver of a family.

अवध s. n. The letter अ.

अवधः h. n. The duties of a Vakil. अवधः. A power of attorney.

अवधः h. n. A lawyer, pleader; an envoy.

अवधः, अवधः (= मुगे) s. n. The tree *Mimusops elengi*.

अवधः (lb. of अवधः) n. Comment; statement. 2, the address to a letter or petition. अवधःवर्णम्. A subtle style. अवधःवर्णम्. To explain, state.

अवधः अवधः s. a. Proper to be said; blamable; accountable, responsible; dependent, subject. n. A precept, sentence; speaking, censure.

अवधः अवधः (lb. of अवधः) n. A speaker; an orator. a. Eloquent, loquacious.

अवधः s. n. The mouth; the face.


अवधः (lb. of अवधः) n. The breast; also अवधः. अवधः h. prep. *Et caetera, and the rest.* अवधः, अवधः (lb. of अवधः) n. Drought.

अवधः lb. of अवधः, q. v. अवधः. A kind of curved armlet; a hook.

अवधः k. n. A dagger.

अवधः s. n. Bengal proper; its inhabitant. 2, tin. 3, lead. अवधः. Calx of tin.

अवधः a. k. n. An assemblage, multitude.

अवधः s. n. Speaking. 2, a speech, word, expression, utterance, sentence; a promise. 3, a text, aphorism, rule. 4, grammatical number (q.). अवधः. To promise. अवधः. अवधः. To fulfil a promise. अवधः. The three numbers (q.): singular, dual, and plural. अवधः. A slip of the tongue. अवधः. One who has broken his promise. अवधः. A trustworthy man. अवधः. अवधः. Fit or proper to be spoken. अवधः अवधः. Rumour, report, scandal.

अवधः = अवधः, q. v.

अवधः h. n. Weight. अवधः. Weighty; influential; an influential man. अवधः. Of weight.

अवधः h. n. Subtracted. n. Subtraction; deduction; removal. अवधः. To subtract, etc. अवधः. Making up and settling of accounts.

अवधः h. n. A vizier, prime minister.

अवधः s. a. Adamantine, hard; severe.

अवधः n. A thunderbolt; a discus. 2, a

దస్త్రి s. a. Deceitful, crafty. n. A deceiver, rogue, cheat. -హో. Fraud. దుస్త్రి, దుస్త్రి. Cheating, tricking, defrauding; fraud, deceit; illusion. దుస్త్రి, దుస్త్రి. To deceive, cheat.

సా s. n. The banyan or Indian fig-tree, Ficus indica. 2, (= ఘ) a kind of fried cake; also -గ. సాఖ s. n. Ficus religiosa f. n. The compound round a house. 2, a lodge, room.

చేస s. n. A boy, lad. 2, a Brahmacaři, a religious student.

సారు ( = సారు, q. v.) h. n. Discount: a deduction made by money-changers or money-lenders in their own favour.

సార్గర్సు = సార్గర్సు, q. v.

స్థితి h. n. Heat.

సారి k. An affix of nouns to intimate a person's trade or employment, as: అమీ. A florist.

సారి (th. of సారి) n. A fried cake made of pulse.

సారి k. An affix of masc. nouns to express fondness or habit, as: అమీ. A person fond of bribes. అమీ. A talkative person. అమీ, neut., as అమీ, అమీ, etc.

సామ s. n. A merchant, trader. 2, trade, merchandise.


సారి ( = సారి) s. fem. affix. She who possesses. n. Asking; begging.

సారి s. n. A calf; a child, boy; a son; f. సారి. 2, a year (= సా). -గ. A little calf; the medicinal plant, Wrightia antidysenterica.
Soliciting. 2, praising. 3, obeisance, reverence, worship, adoration. 4, a festoon. —रात्रेवा. To reverence, salute respectfully.

A s. u. A praiser, bard. दधस्य. Praised, extolled. —त्. To praise, eulogise; to show honour; to worship. दशाय. Laudable, praiseworthy; adorablc.

=नमः, q. v.

Sowing seed. 2, shaving.

A s. u. A form, figure; body.

A s. n. A hollow. 2, fat, marrow.

A s. n. A sown field. 2, a rampart, mudwall, mound; a bank; a ditch.

A s. n. Vomiting. 2, an emetic.

Youth, prime of life. 2, age, time of life. संसारिक्य. An old man. औरवाप्रन्तो. Advanced in age.

(�० of सत्ता) n. A way, means.

(�० of सत्ता = अ०, q. v.) n. Parade, showiness, dandyism, coquetry; also अवसारविधी. A showy person.

(�० of सत्ता) n. An excursion on horseback, ride; a procession of idols carried by people.

ङ्गुर्मुखा f. u. Administration; despatch; business; use; practice; also अवसारविधी.

अस्त्र s. u. Choice, election. 2, a boon, blessing, favour; talent; a gift; a reward. 3, a dowry. 4, charity. 5, a lover, bridegroom; a husband.


व्यंजन h. u. A thin plate of metal, tinsel.

सत्ता s. u. A veranda, portico. 2, (e.) warrant, right authority to do a certain act.

लिदारी (ल. of लिदारी; cf. लिदारीस्वरूप) n. Tidings, report, intelligence. —त्. To report.

(अट्टी) क. u. A line, row; lineage, race, family.

(अट्टी) (ल. of अट्टी) n. A boar.

2, a gold coin with a boar-stamp, a pagoda. —वीणा, —अट्टी. A brush, made of a hog's bristles.

सुत्र s. u. A cowry, Cypraea moneta (used as a coin, 1/5 of a pana).

संख्या f. n. A public subscription; tax. —ईयान, —संख्या. To make a subscription.

संसार h. u. Urging for payment.


दूर 2. (निहो) k. u. Limit. —दूरी. Up to, till, until; as far as. —दूरी. Up to this.

दूर s. v. I. To choose, espouse, elect, desire, claim; also अवसारविधी.

दूर = दूरादे, q. v.

दूरादे s. u. N. of the god of heavens and waters. 2; the regent of the western quarter.

दूरादे, लिदारी, q. v. —दूरादे, लिदारी. rep. Every year, for years.

दूरादे s. u. Protection; armour; shield. 2, a multitude, assemblage, army.

3, a chariot.

दूर (निहो) f. u. Limit, boundary. prep. Until, as far as. —दूर. Until, as far as, up to.

दूरादे s. u. A division, class, tribe, society, family. 2, any classified group of words or consonants; heading, category. 3, a section, chapter. 4, a sphere, province. 5, a school-class. 6, the square of a number. 7, transfer, as of officers, etc. 8, a ledger. —दूरादे. A kind of alliteration. —दूरादे.

vigour. 2, lustre, brilliancy. 3, form, figure, shape. -ship. Full of lustre.

Excluding, avoiding, leaving; exclusion. 2, hurting, injury. -ship. Avoidable; improper. -ship. Excluded, avoided.

exterior. 2, colour, hue, dye, paint; lustre. 3, dress. 4, gold. 5, a sort, kind, class, race, tribe, caste. 6, a letter of the alphabet. 7, property, quality. 8, a musical mode. -ship. A mask; colour; a syllable; a bard; a poetical diction. -ship. Description, explanation, pointing out qualities; praise, panegyric. -ship. To describe, etc. -ship. The alphabet. -ship. A mixture of castes. -ship. Caste and order. -ship. Their duties. -ship. To depict, delineate, write, describe; to praise.


moving. -ship. To moving, etc. 2, proceeding, conduct; practice, employment, use. 3, abiding; living; 4, living on; livelihood, subsistence; earnings, wages. 5, occupation, profession; commerce. 6, appointment.

present. -ship. The present tense. 2, news, tidings, notice. -ship. The present time, present tense; also -ship. -ship. A newspaper.

moving. -ship. Moving, going; behaving, acting. 2, the wick of a lamp; also -ship. 3, a swelling, rupture. -ship. To move, go; to conduct one's self; to take place, occur; to enter upon; to stay; abide.

Round, circular. -ship. A circle. 2, a kind of pulse, pea.

Increasing, augmenting. -ship. Increasing; strengthening; cutting. -ship. A carpenter. -ship. Increasing; growing; increase, growth; prosperity; success; strengthening; a restorative; cutting. -ship. A broom, brush.

A birthday, nativity. -ship. Increasing; growing; thriving; prosperous; the castor-oil plant; Burdwan. -ship. To grow, etc. -ship. To increase, grow, thrive.

a coat of mail. 2, a bulwark, shelter, defence. 3, -ship. Eligible; eminent, best.

=ship, q. v.


a bracelet, armlet; a girdle, zone. 2, a circle, boundary; enclosure.

=ship ( =ship, q. v.) -ship. Flight, emigration. -ship. (People) to leave a village en masse.

the caves of a roof.

a garment made of bark.

an ant-hill. 2, swelling.

a lover, husband, friend; f. -ship. A wife, beloved female.


Subjugating, enchanting.
Controllable, subdued; docile, humble, tame; a decoy.

S. n. The gums.

s. n. Dwelling; a dwelling place, house, abode. 2, comfort, commodity, convenience.

s. n. Clothing, clothes, dress. 2, a dwelling, residence.

s. n. Spring. 2, a kind of rāga. 3, (कृत्रि) saffron water. -क्रृत्रि. The vernal season. -क्रृत्रि. The cuckoo. -क्रृत्रि. The creeper Gaertnera racemosa. -क्रृत्रि. A shed erected for recreation during the hot season. -क्रृत्रि. A festive occasion on which vasanta (okali) is sprinkled.

h. n. Vaseline.

h. n. A veranda. 2, a perfume.

s. n. N. of a rishi.

s. v. t. To dwell, live, abide.

h. n. Support, patronage. -रत्रि.

A patron.

s. a. Good; wealthy; chief. n. Excellence. 2, light; fire, agni. 3, wealth; a gem, etc. 4, N. of a deity. -रु. The moon-plant Aselepias acida. -रु. The earth.

h. n. Collection; revenue; also संक्र., -रत्रि. To collect, as revenue, etc. -संक्र. A balance of revenue due.

s. n. The marrow of the flesh.

h. n. A teacher of wrestling, dancing, etc.

s. n. Abiding, staying; an abode; the people, population. 2, the abdomen. 3, the ends or skirt of a cloth.

A master of language; an eloquent man.
Loquacious, talkative, eloquent. An eloquent man.
Speech; language; discourse; a word.
Reading; declaratory; verbal; a speaker, reader.
Reading power.
Talkative, loquacious; wrangle.
Speaking, uttering; a word, an attribute.
A speaker, minister.
Verbal, oral; news, tidings.
To speak, say, etc.
To be spoken; blamable, censurable.
Attributive, declinable.
A predicate (g.).
The voice of a verb.
Proper and improper to be said.
Strength, energy.
 speedy.
Vegetable food.
A horse.
A mule.
A mare.
Fit, proper, right.
Wish, desire.
Wished, desired, longed for.
To wish, desire.
A slope, incline.
A prospect; a court-yard; a compound, garden.
A road, way.
A course, procedure.
Submarine fire.
The lower regions. The fire of the lower regions.
Usage, custom, practice.
Sound, speech; voice.
Sarasvati.
Sarasvati, muse.
Sarasvati, muse.
A merchant.
Traffic, trade.
A shrewd or passionate woman.
Wind, air, breeze.
Rheumatism, gout.
One of the (three) arteries near the wrist.
No. 2.
A serpent; a tiger.
Tender fondness, love.
Talking.
Another.
A musical instrument.
To play upon it.
Relating to a forest.
A Brāhmaṇa of the third order: a hermit, anchorite.
A monkey.
Vomiting; an emetic.
Cholera.
A sowing machine.
Well.
Beautiful, pleasing; lovely.
Reverse, adverse, opposite.
Left, not right.
Crooked.
The rotation. Deceit, lie; pretext. 2, (s.) wearing; sewing.


Dwarf. 2, Vishnu in his 5th incarnation. STSS-fiocSoS, A purâña about this incarnation. = STSS No. 2.

(lb. of STSS) n. Deceit, lie; pretext. 2, (s.) wearing; sewing.


Dwarf. 2, Vishnu in his 5th incarnation. STSS-fiocSoS, A purâña about this incarnation. = STSS No. 2.

Tenancy for a stipulated period.

Wind, air; the god of wind. 2, a vital air. 3, flatulence, rheumatism, gout. = STSS. The set of five vital airs. = STSS, STSS, = STSS Bhima; Hanumat. = STSS A plant of which the seed is used as a vermifuge, Erycibe paniculata. = STSS. The velocity of wind. = STSS, = STSS. Fire.

A landlord's half share of the produce of a field as rent. 2, = STSS.

A turn, time. 2, a day of the week; a recurring day for furnishing a meal to poor males. 2, a moment, occasion. = STSS. Food obtained by poor males in rotation. = STSS. Unpropitious day for a journey, etc. = STSS. Good-Friday.

Warding off, keeping off; removing; protecting; resisting; opposition. 2, armour. 3, an elephant. 4, an embankment. = STSS. To ward off, remove, as fear.

The town Benares.

A bodice; a quilted jacket; armour.

Heritage; the proprietorship of it; claim, title. = STSS. An inheritor, heir. = STSS. An assignment.

Ownerless, unclaimed.

1. f. prep. By; according to; for; also = STSS.


To ward off, keep back, stop, remove.

A. = STSS, q. v.

1. = STSS, q. v.

Of Varûṇa. = STSS. The west.

Declivity, sloping.

Welfare. 2, chaff. 3, (= = STSS) news. = STSS. A reporter, teacher; a critical gloss.

Livelihood; profession. 2, tidings, rumour, news, intelligence. 3, knowledge. 4, meanness. Cpd.: = STSS, = STSS, = STSS.

= = STSS of 3, an increase. 2, old age; also = STSS. = STSS N. of a metre.

To be warded off. 2, eligible, desirable.

= = STSS of Annual.

Hair. 2, tail. 3, the cuscus-grass. = STSS. A certain divine personage.

A bracelet. 2, a finger-ring. 3, the cuscus-grass. 4, a tail.

A. = STSS, q. v. lb. of = STSS.

Service, etc. 2, a hautboy. N. of a monkey. = STSS. Aûgâda.

smell, superiorit. of a river; an army. —Vishnu. A general. —V. To cause to bear.

s. n. A tail. 2, a tumour. 3, aff. = s.

t. s. pref. Apart from, asunder; off; away; various; manifold.

s. a. Twenty.

s. a. Large; formidable, hideous, ugly; horrible; crooked, perverse.

s. a. Very terrible; hideous.

s. v. t. To alter, change (arith.).

s. a. Defective, incomplete. 2, decayed, impaired. 3, confused, confounded. —t, —^ Confusion, agitation; sorrow.

s. n. Alternative, option. 2, uncertainty; indecision, doubt. 3, error. 4, suspicion; an evil thought. To form differently.

s. n. Bursting, blossoming, expanding; cf. चरण.

s. n. Change, modification, abnormality. 2, change for the worse, disease. 3, perturbation, passion, excitement. Cpd.s.: चरण, चरण-, चरण वृ, चरणक, etc. चरण-, चरण-. Perversion of understanding. चरणो. Changing; an ugly person; the thirty-third year in the cycle of sixty.
Opening, expanding, blowing, budding. 2. expansé, sky. 3. appearance, display, manifestation.

Scattered, dispersed; spread about; filled with; famous.

Changed; disfigured, ugly; afflicted; unnatural; estranged; strange. n. Change; a disorder. Change from a natural or healthy state. 2, the twenty-fourth year in the cycle of sixty.

Stepping or going beyond; a step, stride. 2. heroism, prowess. 3. The era of Vikramaditya. A valorous person. N. of a king of Ujjayini.


Thrown away; scattered; bewildered.

Throwing away; rejecting; scattering; confusion; a side-glance.

Renowned, famous, celebrated. Fame, celebrity. Making known, announcing, publishing; acknowledging, confessing; exposition.

lb. of, q.v.

Gone, departed, disappeared, devoid of, obscured.

Flowed away, trickled; dropped, fallen; liquefied.

Shape, form; an image, idol. 2. the body. 3. separation, analysis; a division, portion. 4. encounter, conflict, war. Idol-worship. To oppose. To perform the rite of bringing life into an idol.

The sixtieth part of a ghatikā.

Destruction; a blow; opposition, prevention, obstacle.

An obstacle, impediment, hindrance, opposition. 2, any trouble.

Separating, disuniting; separation, parting.

To separate; to disunite.

Far-sighted, discerning, wise, clever. A clever woman; cleverness, skill.

Moving about, unsteady.

Deliberation, consideration, examination, trial. 2. discrimination, judgment, decision. 3. subject, topic. 4. doubt; perplexity, anxiety, trouble. An investigator, judge.

A fool. Foolishness. To inquire into; to reflect. Thoughtful, inquisitive.

A thoughtful or considerate man; also. Deliberation, examination, investigation; the exercise of judgment.

The trial of a lawsuit. A trial to take place. A judge; a manager, superintendent.

To examine, try; inquire; to ask; to reflect.

Variegated; wonderful, surprising.

Separating; cutting off; interruption, cessation; destruction, loss; pause in a verse; limit.

Cut asunder, severed, divided; broken off; interrupted; violated; destroyed; variegated.

Separation; cutting off; interruption, termination, disappearance; a section; dissension.

Lonely, solitary.
A Split, Bodiless. Gap; Imitation, The Known. Vishnu Of 3, An Enmity, Learned = Understanding. A jester, Cavil, whistling; a SICDO S3iti S'sit); S&l o^r® S1&l ^SjS 5Ji3, To exhibiting; a mixed guise, professing, request, application. sent, posture, eding; proficient. argument; omnipotence, wearing, A despotic, humble plant. A piece of batatas paniculata. (as to) To split, rend.

The tenth day of Pancha-rapu. Vishnu as worshipped at Pandharpur.

Imitation, copying, disguise, masquerade; simulation; imposture, deception, fraud. 2, displaying, showing. 3, ridiculing, mocking. 4, vexation.

Grand display, pomp.

Enmity, annoyance.

Cavil, frivolous argument; criticism.

Broad, wide; expanded; accomplished, celebrated. A stringed instrument. Stretching out; extension; a collection, multitude; a cluster.

A gift, donation. 2; giving up. 3, liberality.

Argument, discussion, conjecture; opinion; deliberation; doubt.

The second of the seven lower regions.

Stretching out, expansion. 2, an awning, canopy.


Knowing; a knower.

N. of a district in Bengal, the modern Berar proper. Damayanti; Rukmini.

Split, rent; opened, blown (as a flower). n. Cuttings, chips.

Splitting, rending, killing; war.

Tearing asunder. 2, the plant Batatas paniculata. To split, rend.

A. a. Known, understood; informed; represented. n. Knowledge; information; thought.

A. a. Knowing, intelligent. n. N. of the younger brother of Dhritarashtra and Pandu.

A. n. A wise man; a scholar; f. Moderator.

Remote; devoid of, without.

An abuser; a jester, buffoon.

Foreign country.

A. s. a. Bodiless. n. Mithilā, Tirhut; its people.

lb. of; q. v.

q. v.
Exemption


An internal abscess. Flight, retreat; panic; liquefaction. Learning, erudition. त्रित. A scholar, philosopher. त्रित. An assembly of scholars.

A wise man, scholar. Enmity, hatred; contempt. त्रित. An enemy.


Arranging, disposing; arrangement; action. 2, a rule, precept; a law, ordinance; a regulation, sacred text. 3, a rite, ceremony. 4, a form, mode, manner. -कृ. According to rule.

Dispensing, arranging. n. A precept. 2, a ruler, leader.
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Exchange, barter. 2, deposit, security.

2, assignment, distribution (as of eatables). 3, application, use, employment. 4, a business. To assign; to use.

Well-trained, educated, well-behaved; modest, gentle; lovely, handsome. Good behaviour.

Praise. N. Praise. to use.

Division, sport, play. 2, interesting pursuit, pleasure. 3, jesting, joking. A playful man; one fond of jesting.

To play, sport; to be delighted.

N. of a mountain range.

Depositing; a deposit; arranging, distributing; disposition; a receptacle. 2, gesticulation.

An opponent, adversary, enemy; a rival. 2, a syllogism.


(ib. of अवर्ग) N. Adversity, calamity, misfortune, disaster.

Reversed, adverse, contrary; uncommon, unusual; different; disagreeable. An unusual act. An adverse time.

Reverse, contrariety; perverseness; opposition; misfortune; exchange, barter; error, mistake; also अवर्गता.

A moment, instant.

Cooking; ripening, maturity; result; calamity, distress.

A wood, forest, grove.

Large, great, broad, wide; spacious; ample; profound.

\[ = \text{q. v.}\]

A prct. 2, a Brāhmaṇa.

Contradicted; prohibited.

Repentance. N. Repentance.

Disjunction, separation.

Cheated; hurt; afflicted.

Prattling; wrangling; quarrel.

Fruitless, useless.

A learned or wise man.

Awaking; intelligence; wisdom. 2, absence of mind.


A division, partition. 2, a portion, part. 3, inflection of the cases of a noun or pronoun. A table of inflection of cases.

Division (arith.), separation, partition.

To divide (arith.).

Display; greatness, glory, dignity; power; wealth; magnanimity. 2, the second year in the cycle of sixty.

Division, separation; partition, part, share; distribution. A deed of partition. To divide, distribute.

Divisible, portable.


A foreign language. 2, an alternative, option.

Light, lustre.

Fearless. N. The tree Terminalia bellirica.

Terrifying, formidable. N. of Rāvana's younger brother.

Omnipresent; excellent, eminent, supreme. N. A master, lord, ruler.

Might, power; ownership.

Great power; might, dominion; dignity; great success, prosperity, welfare; glory. 2, the ashes.
给 of sin (through Christ). To liberate, set free; to save.

s. n. Separation, disunion; loss, death. *Cpd.:* दुःखि, दुःखिन, दुःखिनाय, etc.

s. a. Disaffected, indifferent. 2, free from passion or affection. n. One who is free from worldly affections or passions. अस्वाद्यः Absence of affections or passions, indifference, apathy. अस्वाद्यः, अस्वाद्यः, अस्वाद्यः, अस्वाद्यः To be indifferent.

s. n. Arrangement; compiling; contrivance; composition. रचना To arrange, construct, compile, etc. रचना, रचना s. n. Brahmā.

s. a. Stopped, ceased, rested. निरूढः Cessation, end; indifference.

s. a. Thin, delicate; loose; wide, apart; rare, scarce; remote. लक्षणे, लक्षणे Rareness, etc.

s. a. Juiceless, sapless, tasteless, insipid; unenergetic. विस्मृतः To offend. विस्मृतः To become offended.

s. n. Separation; loneliness; want of; abandonment, cessation. विवृत्तिः, विवृत्तिः, विवृत्तिः, विवृत्तिः Ardour of love in separated lovers.

s. a. Absent from, bereft of, deserted, devoid of, destitute of, free from, without. निवृत्तिः निवृत्तिः q. v.

s. n. Passionlessness.

s. n. Shining; splendour, beauty. शीतलाः Shining, splendid, handsome. शीतलाः To shine, be brilliant, etc.

s. n. The first progeny of Brahmā; also शीतलाः शीतलाः.

s. n. Cessation, rest; stoppage, pause. 2, end, conclusion. निःसारः A sign of pause.

s. a. Opposed, hindered, obstructed; contrary, opposite; reverse; hostile, adverse; disagreeable; pro-
hibited. n. Opposition, hostility.

Opposition, contrary meaning.

Deformed, misshapen, ugly, monstrous. n. Deformity; also -d. 

Shining, purging.

Purging, expansion; exhibited.

the monstrous.

Shining; 2, the sun; the moon; the fire. 3, Bali's father.

Opposition, obstruction, hindrance; restrain; contradiction, contrary; contrast; inconsistency; hostility, enmity. -uss. Opposed to a religious sect. -uss. Opposed to scripture. -uss. An enemy, opponent; the twenty-third year of the cycle of sixty. -uss. The forty-fifth year of the cycle. -uss. To oppose, hinder, obstruct; to hate. v. i. To be opposed.

Other, different; extraordinary, strange, odd, novel. n. Oddness, strangeness.

Hanging down; pendulous. 

Slowness, delay; also -.

Depending; pendulous; slow. n. The thirty-second year of the cycle of sixty. -uss. To hang down; to protract.

Dissolution; destruction.

Flashing, shining, brilliant, splendid. -uss. Shining; sportive; a gleam, flash; sport. -ing.

Lamentation, crying, weeping.

h. n. Europe; a foreign country.

a. Foreign, European.

A label, address on a letter; also .

2, sport, pastime, amusement; coquetry. 3, grace, elegance, charm. -uss. A pleasure-house.

Sportive, playful; a sensualist. -uss. A coquettish woman.

h. n. A class, head, order, arrangement. -uss. Assorting; classifying; distribution; settlement. - -uss. To order.

s. n. Besmearing, anointing.

Smeared over. -uss. To smear over, etc.

The eye.

Beguiling; allure, attraction, temptation. -uss. To allure, tempt.

Reverse, contrary, opposite. n. Reverse order.

Shaking, tremulous, fickle, unsteady. n. Tremor; rolling. -d. Tremulousness.

Meaning, sense; intention, purpose, wish. -uss. To wish to say; to intend.

Expansion; specification, detailed account, particulars. 2, an interval; a breach. -d. Explanation, exposition, interpretation; description, detail. -uss. A statement of particulars. -uss. To explain, interpret; to detail, specify.

To leave, abandon.

Colourless; pale, pallid; ignorant.

Increase; growth.

A dispute, quarrel, controversy, debate, contest, contention.


Diverse, manifold, various.

Discrimination, discernment, judgment; also -d. 2, true knowledge. 3, discretion. 4, discussion, investigation. -uss. Discriminating, prudent; a discriminator. -uss. To discriminate, decide.

Discriminating. n. Investigation.

Suspicion, doubt, fear.

Clear, pure, bright; white; evident, obvious. -d. Clearness. -ess. To clear, explain.
s. n. The sixteenth lunar asterism.

s. a. Skilled in, conversant with. 2, confident, bold.

s. a. Large, wide, broad, extensive. -Expansion, magnitude.

s. a. Distinguished; endowed with; superior, excellent. 2, without a rest, all.

s. a. Clean; pure; pious; rectified, accurate. Purity; rectitude.

s. n. Discrimination. 2, difference, distinction, speciality, peculiarity; particularity. 3, a defining word (g.). 4, a sort, variety, species, kind, etc. 5, peculiar merit. a. Extraordinary, singular, much, more.

Resin of Boswallia thuifera. -Distinguishing, characteristic; an attribute, predicate. -Distinguishing, discriminative; distinction; discrimination; an attribute, adjective (g.). -Especially. To distinguish; to particularise, specify.

Distinguished; a noun; the subject of a predicate (g.); also .

s. n. Rest, repose; pause, step; also Purity; rectitude.

s. a. Rested, reposed; calm, composed.

s. n. Rest, repose. To take rest. -The Sabbath-day.

s. a. Renowned, famous.

s. a. All, every; much, many. n. The universe, world. -The creator. -The architect of the gods; a minister. -The giver of all. -Siva; a N. Supporting the universe; Vishnu. Universal, omnipresent.

s. n. The universal soul.

s. n. Trusting, confiding. Trustworthy. -Trustworthiness. N. of a Kshatriya who became a Brāhmaṇa.

s. n. N. of one of the gandharvas. 2, the thirty-ninth year in the cycle of sixty.

s. n. Trust, confidence, faith, reliance; hope; affection, love. 2, a secret. -The faith of Christians. -The creed. Dogmatics. To believe, place confidence in. -Breach of trust. -A traitor; f. -Trustworthiness. Trusting, confiding; trustworthy, honest; a trustworthy person.

An unbeliever. -Trust, believe, confide in; to love.


s. a. Uneven, rough. 2, unequal, irregular. 3, odd. 4, different. 5, coarse, cross. 6, disagreeable, troublesome. 7, unusual. 8, adverse. n. Unevenness, etc. -An unremittent fever. -A crooked mind. -An odd number. To become abnormal, as a fever.

s. n. An object or organ of sense; any thing perceptible by the senses. 2, an affair, business. 3, concern, respect, regard, reference; subject, subject-matter. 4, a region; field, sphere; scope, range, reach. A different topic. -A man of the world; a ma-

त्वरते s. n. Dejection, despondency, lassitude; sadness; fear.

त्वरते s. a. Various, manifold. n. The fifteenth year in the cycle of sixty.

त्वरते s. n. The equinox.

त्वरते s. n. A kind of spasmodic cholera.


त्वरते s. n. False assertion; deception; disagreement.

त्वरते s. n. Absence of euphony.

त्वरते s. n. Emission; dismissal, getting rid of; separation; the aspirate marked by two dots (†).

त्वरते s. n. Sending forth, letting go; relinquishing; abandoning, getting rid of; voiding; donation, gift. -श्रृंग. To get rid of, reject, relinquish.

त्वरते s. n. Erysipelas; a kind of itch; elephantiasis. -श्रृंग. Spreading, itching.

त्वरते s. a. Let go; emanated, created.

त्वरते ते ते s. n. Spreading; extension, diffuseness; proximity; minute detail. 2, vastness, expanse. 3, a layer; a seat. 4, abundance. ते ते, ते ते. To spread out, extend, amplify, detail.

त्वरते s. a. Spread about; expanded; broad; large, vast; roomy, wide. n. Extent; area.

त्वरते s. n. Wonder, surprise, amazement. -श्रृंग, -श्रृंग, ते ते. To be astonished, surprised, etc. ते ते. Surprised, astonished, perplexed.

त्वरते s. n. Forgetting, oblivion. ते ते. Forgetfulness, oblivion, unmindfulness.

त्वरते s. n. Floating forth, trickling.

त्वरते s. n. Going about. 2, pastime, pleasure.

त्वरते s. n. Walking for pleasure, taking an airing, roaming. 2, sporting, pastime, pleasure. 3, a Buddhist or Jaina temple. 4, a pleasure-garden. ते ते, ते ते. To take away; to ramble, roam; to sport, play.

त्वरते s. a. Regulated, settled; suitable, fit, proper.

त्वरते s. a. Destitute; devoid of, free from, without. Cpsd.: ते ते, ते ते, ते ते, ते ते, ते ते, etc. -ते, -ते. Being wholly free from.

त्वरते s. a. Agitated, alarmed, confused; distressed.

त्वरते = ते ते, q. v.

त्वरते s. n. Looking at, sight. ते ते. To see, behold, observe.

त्वरते = ते ते, q. v. 2, a king's attendant.

त्वरते s. n. Fanning; a fan.

त्वरते = ते ते, etc., q. v.

त्वरते s. n. The Indian lute. -श्रृंग. A lutanist.

त्वरते s. a. Gone, accepted, liked; quiet, tame. 2, set free, exempted. -श्रृंग. Free from passions; calm. -श्रृंग. Free from sorrow.

त्वरते (= ते ते, q. v.) s. n. A row, line. 2, a road, street.

A double drum used at weddings, etc. 2, (s.) a fragrant grass.

Vigour, strength, energy. 2, heroism, prowess, courage. -वृहः, -वृहम्. A vigorous man.

A sixteenth, १६ of a hana. -वही. Interest at one-sixteenth.

The betel plant, Piper betel; the leaf of Piper betel.

For Kannada words with these initials see s. वृ, वृः.


Crooked, curved. 2, wicked; wrong. 3, sin, vice. 4, distress.

Turned. 2, round, circular. 3, existed; happened; past; gone, done; fixed. n. Event, news. 2, practice, occupation. 3, action; conduct. 4, a circle, circumference. 5, metre; a verse. -वृत्तम्, -वृत्तां. Well-behaved; a man of good conduct. वृत्तोत्सवः. Occurrence, event; tidings, rumour, report; a tale, story; a subject.

State, condition. 2, course, conduct, practice, profession, employment; livelihood, maintenance; inanimate land. 3, use, currency. 4, style in composition. 5, comment, exposition, gloss. 6, a hedge. Cpdś.: तोप्प, तोप्पां, तोप्पे, तोप्पे, तोप्पे, तोप्पे, etc.

Darkness. 2, N. of a demon.

Unnecessarily, uselessly, fruitlessly. a. Vain, useless.

Grown up. 2, old, aged, ancient. 3, large. 4, wise. n. An old man; f. वृक्षाः. -स्त्रीलिङ्गम्. Old age.

Increase, increment, growth. 2, an assemblage. 3, prosperity, success, advancement. 4, profit, gain. 5, money-lending; usury, interest (=वृद्धिः). 6, lengthening of a vowel, augment (g.). -वृद्धिः. A usurer. -वृद्धिः. Living by usury.

A multitude, flock. वृद्धिः. A little tower-form erection of clay or stone in which Krishna's worshippers plant and preserve the tulasi.

A scorpion. 2, the zodiacal sign Scorpio. -वृश्चिकः. The mouth when the sun is in Scorpio.

A rainer. 2, a bull; the sign Taurus. -वृश्चिकः. Karna's son. -वृश्चिकः. Siva; Ganapati.

A bull. 2, the zodiacal sign Taurus. -वृश्चिकः. -वृश्चिकः. Siva. -वृश्चिकः. The mouth when the sun is in Taurus.

A seat of a religious student or ascetic.

Rain, shower.

a. Abundance, excess. -वृषः. वृषां. Excessiveness, muchness. वृषां. To become much, to increase; to be actuated by impulse.


Crookedness; perverseness.

Spending, expenditure, outlay, disbursement. वृङ्गाः, वृङ्गाः, वृङ्गाः. To spend. -वृङ्गाः. To be spent. -वृङ्गाः, -वृङ्गाः. Expense to be required.

Heat.

Knowledge, perception. 2, pain, torment, agony.

1. s. n. A learned Brähmana; a teacher.

s. n. A raised place prepared for sacrifice; an altar, pulpit.

s. v. l. To make known. 2, to afflict, trouble.

s. q. v.

s. a. Known.

An arranger; Brahma. 2, boring a hole.

s. n. Entrance, ingress. 2, an abode. 3, dress; disguise. Hypocrisy, falsity. 3, ornament. A masquerader; a hypocrite. One who is disguised; a hypocrite. The guise of a woman. To disguise one's self.

s. n. Surrounding; a wrapper; a turban, diadem; a girdle; a cover.

s. n. A dōtra. Surrounding, wrapped up. To surround, encircle, wrap round.

tb. of , q. v.

Time; season. 2, opportunity, leisure; convenience. 3, tide. A watchman.

s. n. Imperfection, deficiency, defect (as: , , , ); incompetency; agitation, flurry.

s. n. Vishnu or Krishna. 2, the heaven of Vishnu. Death.

s. n. Articulate utterance; the faculty of speech.

s. n. A Brähmana of the third order, a hermit. 2, N. of a sect of Vaishnavas. Their scriptures.

s. n. Proficiency, skill.

s. n. Variety; manifoldness; surprise.

s. n. A banner, flag.
s. n. A gem of a dark colour, Lapis lazuli.

s. n. A flute.

s. n. The river of hell.

s. n. (fr. लोक) s. n. Cleverness, skill, wit; cunning.

s. a. Vedic, scriptural, sacred. n. A religious mendicant.

Living as a religious mendicant.

lb. of श्राद्ध, q. v. 2, the day of performing a śrāddha.

s. n. A trader, merchant.

s. a. Vedic. 2, medical. n. A doctor, physician; medical practice. -स्म. Medical science. -तन्त्र. Śiva; N. of a poet. -लोक। The science of medicine. -शिक्षा। To practice as a doctor.

s. n. Widowhood. [ignorant.

s. a. Foolish, madman, lúmbar, stupefied, dull.

s. n. Garuḍa.

s. n. Contrariety, adverseness, reverse.

s. n. Power, greatness, grandeur, glory, wealth.

s. n. Great sadness or sorrow. 2, hostility of feeling towards.

s. n. Spotlessness, purity.

s. n. Barter, exchange.

s. a. Grammatical. शिक्षा। A grammarian.

= वाचन, q. v.

s. n. Heroism. 2, enmity, malice, spite. -हत्या। Enmity, hostility. -दुःख। An enemy, foe.

s. n. Passionlessness; absence of worldly desires. नोगच्छ। An ascetic or devotee.

s. n. Contrariety, disparity, difference. 2, novelty, strangeness.

s. n. Revolution, change of existence.

s. n. Vivasvat's son Yama. 2, the Manu of the present period. 3, the present period.

s. (fr. विवाह) s. a. Relating to marriage.

s. n. N. of a sage; Vyāsa.

s. n. The second month of the lunar year (April-May).

s. a. Particular, characteristic. n. N. of a philosophical system founded by Kaṇḍāda.

s. n. A man of the third caste; f.

s. n. A daily offering to all deities.

s. n. Agni, fire.

s. n. Inequality, oddness. 2, calamity, distress. 3, injustice.

s. n. Relating to Vishnū. n. A follower of Vishnū.

(lb. of देश) n. Deceit, fraud.

s. n. A comic actor, buffoon.

& क। For Kannada words with these initials not found below, see s. ओ & व.

s. a. Manifest, apparent, clear, evident; specific. -विनोद। To make clear, show. -स्वात्म। Very plain. भाव। Clearness, distinctness, discrimination; indication; individuality; an individual; an entity.

s. a. Distracted, perplexed, agitated. 2, zealous, occupied. -स्त्री। Perplexity, confusion; zeal.

s. a. Limbless; deformed, crippled.

s. a. Sarcastic, allusive. n. Sarcasm; insinuation; crookedness, perversity, impropriety. अविष्कर्त। A covert meaning. अविष्कर्त। Covert language; improper speech.
Explaination, Confounded, A state, n. an
Violation; Separated, Disquietude, T^nS
improper except; industry, less; calamity,
versed; calamity, n.
53^0;^330;^oSeajD^ Sio'rfpsfj
variation; adulterate. adultery; industry;
aversion; 

To grievous. To be in use; to deal in, to trade, to litigate, contend.
A plaintiff, litigant.

A simple word (g).

Being unprofitable, fruitful;
unmeaning. Grammar; grammatical
analysis. A grammarian.

Confounded, perplexed; troubled. n. Anxious thought, grief.
Perplexity; grief. A commentator, annotator, as:  {

A contradiction; inconsistency.
A tiger.
Deceit, fraud, craft; disguise; pretense. -(saṣ. Disguised reproach.


A hunter, fowler. [ill.

Sickness, disease. -ṣ. Sick;

One of the vital airs.

Pervading, diffusive, widely spreading. n. An intimate associate. । All-pervading. । Pervading, penetrating. । To reach through, pervade, cover, fill.

Occupation, business, trade; profession. 2, exertion, practice. 3, work, affair, operation, transaction. 4, trade, traffic. -tattva. reti. -saṣa, -ṣaṣ. To do a work; to trade. -ṣaṣ. -ṣaṣ. A tradesman, dealer, merchant. । Mental operation. । An excellent practice.

Pervasion, permeation. 2, universality. 3, obtaining, acquiring. 4, occupation, work. । Pervaded, pervading; filled up, full; overspread.

A fathom. 2, sickness.

Bewilderment. 2, inordinate affection, carnal desire.

Athletic exercise, exercise of the body in general.


(f. s. n.) Practical, active, judicial, legal; customary. n. Use.

Separation from. 2, exception, removal. 3, turning away. 4, repetition. Distribution, severality; detail; diffusion, extension; the diameter of a circle. 2, Vyāsa, the original arranger of the Vedas. -ṣaṣ. A kind of stool for placing a reading book.

Assiduous application to.

Utterance, speech, a word; a humorous speech.


Produced, derived; taught; quite proficient in; learned.

Tracing (words) back to a root. । To derive from a root.

A mass, flock; an army; military array. -ṣaṣ. To array.

A blacksmith. 2, a coppersmith.

The sky, ether, atmosphere. -ṣaṣ. Śiva. -ṣaṣ. The heavenly Ganges.

A road. 2, a flock, herd. 3, a cowpen, cattle-shed.

A wound, sore, boil, bruise.


(th. of s. n.) n. Expenditure, One of the three first classes who has lost caste through non-observance of the sanskāras; an outcast; an illiterate, ill-bred man. -ṣaṣ. Wickedness.
The forty-ninth letter of the alphabet. It *does not occur* in pure Kannada.

*स* s. *n.* Saying, reciting; praising.

*सा* Said; praised. *सा* Speech. praise; cf. ध.

*सा* s. *n.* An era, epoch. -सा, सा, शा. A year of the saka year, *esp.* of शताब्दी.

*सा* (= *स* ।) s. *n.* A cart, wagon.

*सा* s. *n.* The letter श.


*सा* s. *n.* N. of the daughter of an Apsaras, the heroine of a celebrated drama.

*श* s. *n.* Strength, power; ability, capacity, faculty; regal power; the energy of a deity personified as his wife. शक्ति, नृत्य, नृत्ति. The inherent power of an idol. -शक्ति, -शक्ति, -शक्ति. A plague occasioned by a village goddess. -शक्ति. Sakti-worship.

*कपडः:* श कपडः, श गन्धर्व, श तलाव, etc. -शक्ति, -शक्ति. Strong, mighty, able. -शक्ति. Powerless, impotent. शक्ति. Strong, mighty; able, capable; clever, intent.

*श* s. *a.* Able, possible, practicable; शाक्ति. Admissible meaning; meaning conveyed by a word.


*श* s. *a.* Causing happiness. *n.* Śiva; a N. शक्ति. N. of a celebrated scholar.

*श* s. *n.* A pin, peg; a stake, post, pillar. 2, a dart. 3, the trunk of a lopped tree. 4, the pin of a dial. 5, a surveyor's compass. -शक्ति. A sun-dial.

*शः* s. *n.* Doubt, uncertainty, scruple, suspicion, misgiving, fear, alarm. 2, presumption. श्य, श्याम, हार, लाल, ब्याज. An evil spirit. यांग, यांग, यांग. Making water. यांग. To doubt, hesitate; to fear; to suspect. -शः. Doubted; doubtful; alarmed; scrupulous; suspicious.


*शः* s. *n.* N. of Indra's wife; also -शः. -शः, -शः. Indra.

*श* s. *a.* Wicked, bad, dishonest. *n.* A rogue, knave; a fool; rogery. -श. Wickedness, rogery; foolishness.


*श* s. *n.* The planet Saturn. 2, a wicked person. -शः, -शः, शः. 50
The planet Saturn.

An imprecation, curse. an oath, ordeal, swearing.

Cursing. an oath.

To curse; to abuse.

(1b. of N., q. v.) A corpse. clothes. all sorts of beasts.

h. n. Nocturnal procession.

N. of a wild mountaineer tribe; a sort of deer. N. of a demon. 

n. Noiseless, still.

A chapter on words.


N. of a Kannada vocabulary. N. of a Kannada grammar.

A grammar. N. of a Kannada grammar in Sanskrit.

The meaning of a word. Rhetorical use of words.

The component parts of a term.

Noiseless, still.

Quiet, tranquillity, rest, calm. quietude, stillness, absence of passion.

Quietism and self-command.

Appeasing, tranquiliizing, soothing; tranquillity; cessation, end.

Appeased, allayed, calmed.

To be appeased, alloyed, calmed; to cease; to appease, pacify, soothe, etc.

A legume, pod. the tree

Mimosa suma. calm, tranquil.

N. of a demon and of a daitya. water. a cloud.

Provisions for a journey.

Causing happiness. A happy, prosperous man.

Brahmā. Vishnu. Śiva.

Lying down, repose, sleeping. sleep. a couch, bed.

A dormitory. To lie down, repose, sleep.

Sleepy, slothful.

A couch, bed; sleeping, sleep.

A sort of reed or grass Saccarum sara. an arrow. cream.

water; a lake. sound, noise.

A protector, preserver.

protection, help, refuge. a refugee.

Coming for protection; a refugee.

A person seeking protection; a form of salutation.

To take refuge.

To seek refuge.

Dependent; poor, helpless; protection, defence; a protector.

[Autumn. The ocean.

s. n. A fabulous animal.

h. n. Wickedness, outrage.

Hurtful, mischievous.

The body.

Suicide. Corporal punishment.

The functions of the body. Constitution of the body.


The gross material body.

The atomic body.

A bilious habit.

A glorified body.

A relative.

To live by hard labour.

Embodyed, a sentient being.

= q. v.

s. n. A potsherd. a pebble, gravel.

candied sugar.

s. n. Happiness, delight.

refuge. an ending of a Brähmana's name.

s. n. Night.

The moon.

s. n. A porcupine's quill; also
A grasshopper; a locust.

A dart, spike, shaft, a thin bar.

1. A stake, pin, splinter. 2, a dart, javelin; a pike; an arrow. 3, N. of the maternal uncle of Pāṇḍavas.

Thin muslin cloth; a shawl.

A corpse. Cremation or interment of a corpse.

A hare, rabbit.

The moon.

The moon. A sword-fight. The digit of the moon.

M. The moon-stone.

Said. Ameek.

The science of arms. A surgeon; surgery.

Military exercise. Arms and missile weapons.

h. int. Bravo! well done!

A city or large town.

A city.

Any vegetable; vegetable food.

A female demon attendant on Durga.

Relating to śakti. A worshipper of śakti.

Buddha; also. A philologist; grammarian.

The branch of a tree, etc., branch in general. An arm, a sect, party.

A monkey.

Cloth, garment; a petti-coat.

A bathing cloth.

Villainy, dishonesty, deceit.

f. A clever man.

Sharpening, whetting. A whetstone.

Hempen. A hempen garment.

Whetted, sharp. thin; weak.

Happiness. Gold.

Marriage.

A village clerk. The business of a village clerk.

Cloth. Much; many.

Appeased, calmed, hushed; tranquil, calm, satisfied; extinguished; mild, gentle; meek. A meek man.

Calmness, meekness.

To pacify, etc.

Bhishma, son of Santanu.

Quietness, calmness, peace; serenity; mildness; quietism, stoicism; rest, repose; appeasing, soothing; any expiatory or propitiatory rite for averting evil.

Allaying of distress.

The nut of Termalia belerica.

To appease, etc.

N. of the 12th book of the Mahābhārata.

Curse, cursing. Abuse.

An oath. Seized by a curse.

Void of curse.

Deliverance from a curse.

=, q. v.

Sounding; verbal, oral. Wordy; a philologist; grammarian.

lb. of cloth, q. v.

Appeasing, curing.

Including; extending to.

A tract of land attached to an estate.

Inkstand. An inkstand.

A witness at law; witness, deposition.
Endowed a Eternal, Learning, 

Crested, teacher

teacher

The gastric-

juice.

A bow. Vishnu.

A tiger.

The thirty-fourth year of the cycle of sixty.

A black stone worshipped as sacred to Vishnu.

Endowed with, possessing, having, as: Vedas, Vedanta, Jyotirlingas, etc.

N. of an ancient king and institutor of the era so called. The era of Śālivāhana.

A woolen shawl. A pair of shawls.

Cashmere shawl. Cashmere.

A hall; a room; a house.

A horse-stable.

An arsenal, armoury.

A kitchen. A school.

A college, etc.

The silk-cotton tree.

A permanent assessment.

Ruling, government, training; punishing.

An order, rule. A lasting work. A permanent assessment.

Ruling, government, training; punishing.

An order, rule. A lasting work. A precept.

To punish.

An order, rule. A religious or scientific treatise; scripture, institutes of a religion.

A scientist. Cpdas: Vishnu, Jyotirlingas, Chandogya, Brāhmaṇa, Āraṇyaka, etc.


The tree Dalbergia sissoo.

Folding, as of paper.

Hunting, the chase.

To hunt.

A hunter.

A teacher, instructor.

Learning, knowledge.

Training.

Study, teaching, instruction.

Punishment. To suffer punishment.

To punish.

Chastising and protecting.

To teach; to check, discipline; to chastise, punish.

A peacock. N. of a son of Drupada born as a female.

A hermaphrodite.

A point, top, summit; the peak of a mountain. Pointed; a mountain; a cover; a forest

Crested, tufted.


A peacock's feather.

A point, peak, top.

A crest, tuft, plume; a lock of hair on the head; the acme.

A flame; a ray of light.

A crest-gem; pre-eminent (at the end of Cpdas).

A cithara; a stringed instrument.

Loose, lax, not rigid; out of repair.

Inert, feeble.

Looseness, laxity.

Laxity; languor.

Recommendation; patronage.

A ray of light.

Leprosy.

= śā, q. v.
An

Cool,  

Coolness,

A distinguished honour

Virtue, happiness.

Vertigo, giddiness.

A crest-jewel; a distinguished person.

Balance left.

Balance right.

An art, any manual or mechanical art.

Handicraft, art.

A workshop.

Mechanics.

An artificer, artist, artisan; also

A post, peg.

One who causes happiness.

Siva's followers.

Buttermilk.

S. of a village in Mysore.

Kailasa.

A scendent plant, Gloriosa superba.

A festival held in honour of Siva.

A Jaigama; a Lingavanta.

Other cpds.: -कृ, -कृ, -कृ, -कृ, -कृ, -कृ, -कृ.

A temple dedicated to Siva.

h. ad. Besides; except; extra.

f. n. A legume, pod.

s. n. The head, skull.

A helmet. A bath of the whole body.

Vertigo, giddiness.

A crest-jewel; a distinguished person.

Balance left.

Balance right.

An art, any manual or mechanical art.

Handicraft, art.

A workshop.

Mechanics.

An artificer, artist, artisan; also

A post, peg.

One who causes happiness.

Siva's followers.

Buttermilk.

S. of a village in Mysore.

Kailasa.

A scendent plant, Gloriosa superba.

A festival held in honour of Siva.

A Jaigama; a Lingavanta.

Other cpds.: -कृ, -कृ, -कृ, -कृ, -कृ, -कृ, -कृ.

A temple dedicated to Siva.

f. n. A palanquin, litter.

s. a. Cool; cold.  

Cold,  

cold.  

2, the cold season; also -कृ.

The moon. Kind treatment with cooling articles.

s. n. A child, infant; the young of any animal. -  

Infancy, childhood.

s. a. Disciplined, trained; obedient; learned; eminent, noble. 2, remaining.  

A learned man. 2, remainder.

A guardian of the virtuous. The custom of good people.

s. n. A pupil, disciple.

Pupilage.  

A disciple of Christ.

h. n. Aim. 2, assessment, tax.

3, decoration. A pop; a lewd man; f. -कृ.

Lewdness.

s. a. Quick; speedy.

Quickly, swiftly.

A camel.

s. a. Cold, chilly.  

2, idle, lazy.

3, damp. n. Cold; dampness.

The moon. Ague.

A kind of fennel.

s. a. Cold, chilly.

Small-pox.

s. n. Disposition, character; habit.

2, practice, conduct.

3, good disposition or character, good nature, etc.; virtue; also -कृ.

4, form, beauty. At the end of cpds.: possessed of, disposed to, as: नृत्येऽकृ, धारणेऽकृ, वनस्पतियेऽकृ, etc. -कृ.

A man of good conduct.

Very virtuous. लक्षणार्थी. Ill-natured.
A clean, an purity, a pearl.

A. Bright; white. n. The planet Venus. -\textit{Sūrya}. Friday. \textit{Vāra} (\textit{Mīti}). The preceptor of the Asuras.

\textit{Sūrya} (= \textit{Sūrya}) s. a. Bright; white. n. The light half of a solar month. 2, the third year in the cycle of sixty.

\textit{Sūrya} s. a. Clean, pure. 2, virtuous, innocent; honest, true; accurate. n. Purity, virtue, etc. -\textit{Māra}. Purifying. -\textit{Māra}. Cleansing, purity.

f. u. A blockhead, dolt.

s. n. Dry ginger.

\textit{Guruvāya} (= \textit{Amorphophallus}) s. n. An elephant's trunk, proboscis.


\textit{Sāru} s. n. Purity, cleanliness, holiness. 2, purification, cleansing. 3, goodness; clearance; correction; accuracy; truth. -\textit{Maśa}. An errata list.


\textit{Sāru} s. a. Shining, bright. 2, white. -\textit{Māra}. A white cloth.


\textit{Sāru} s. n. Service; reverence.

\textit{Sāru} s. a. Dried, dry; shriveled; useless; fruitless, vain. -\textit{Mārasya}. Useless talk. \textit{Mārasya}. Vain compliments.

\textit{Sāru} s. n. The awn of barley. -\textit{Maśaka}. Bearded grain.

\textit{Sāru} (= \textit{Sāru}) s. n. A man of the fourth caste; f. \textit{Sāru}, \textit{Sāru}, \textit{Sāru}. -\textit{Sūrya}. The state or condition of a \textit{śūdra}.

\textit{Sāru} (= \textit{Sāru}) s. u. Empty, void, hollow; vacant. 2, utterly destitute, without. 3, ruined. 4, bare. n. A void, blank; a cypher; a desert. 2, a zero. 3, the anusvāra. 4, vacuity. 5, sorcery. -\textit{Mārasya}. To injure by sorcery. -\textit{Mārasya}, -\textit{Mārasya}. To remove the effects of sorcery. -\textit{Mārasya}. A sorcerer; f. -\textit{Mārasya}, -\textit{Mārasya}. An atheist; a Buddhist. -\textit{Mārasya}. An effigy.

\textit{Sāru} s. n. A hero, warrior, mighty man. -\textit{Mārasya}, -\textit{Mārasya}, -\textit{Mārasya}. Heroism, etc.

\textit{Sāru} (= \textit{Sāru}) s. n. An esculent root, \textit{Amorphophallus campanulatus}, Telinga potato.

\textit{Sāru} s. n. A van; a sifting fan. -\textit{Maśa}. Winnowing, sifting. -\textit{Mārasya}. An elephant; Gāṇeśa. -\textit{Mārasya}, -\textit{Mārasya}. N. of the sister of Rāvana; any monstrous female.
सन्देश

सन्देश s. n. A spear, pike, lance; the trident of Śiva; also గ్రంథస్థలం. 2, any acute pain, colic.

పుష్పం (పుష్పం, No. 2) s. n. A sharp pain, colic, headache. పుష్పం. The colic. పుష్పం, పుష్పం. Pain in the sides; pleurisy. పుష్పం, పుష్పం. An aching heart.

చిత్రసాధనం s. n. A chain, fetter. 2, a girdle, zone.

సందేశ s. n. A horn, a mountain peak; height, supremacy. 2, N. of a rishi. దేవానం. Horned; peaked; a mountain; a deer.

చిత్రసాధనం s. n. Decoration, embellishment; beauty. చిత్రసాధనం, చిత్రసాధనం, చిత్రసాధనం. To ornament, decorate.

చిత్రసాధనం s. n. N. of a village and matha on the ghāts. చిత్రసాధనం, చిత్రసాధనం, q. v.

చిత్రసాధనం = చిత్రసాధనం, q. v.

చిత్రసాధనం h. n. The native collector of the revenue of a division of villages. చిత్రసాధనం s. n. A chaplet, crest, diadem. 2, a chief.

చిత్రసాధనం (పుష్పం. lb. of స్త్రయ) n. Cloth; a garment.

చిత్రసాధనం = చిత్రసాధనం, q. v.

చిత్రసాధనం = చిత్రసాధనం, q. v.

చిత్రసాధనం = చిత్రసాధనం, q. v.


చిత్రసాధనం (పుష్పం) s. n. Coldness, coolness; dampness; chilliness. చిత్రసాధనం, చిత్రసాధనం. A cooling thing, as an orange, etc. చిత్రసాధనం. Presenting a tired guest with cool drinks.

చిత్రసాధనం s. a. Stony, rocky. N. A mountain.

చిత్రసాధనం (పుష్పం) s. a. Relating to Śiva. n. A worshipper of Śiva. చిత్రసాధనం. N. of Śiva purāṇa.

చిత్రసాధనం s. n. Sorrow, grief, mourning. చిత్రసాధనం, చిత్రసాధనం, చిత్రసాధనం. To mourn, lament. చిత్రసాధనం. Deep sorrow or distress.

చిత్రసాధనం s. n. Search, inquiry, scrutiny. చిత్రసాధనం. Purificatory; a purifier, refiner; an inquirer, seeker, searcher, examiner, scrutinizer; a tempter. చిత్రసాధనం, చిత్రసాధనం. Search, research, examination; cleaning, cleansing, purifying; trial, temptation, correction, clearing away faults; the refining of metals. చిత్రసాధనం, చిత్రసాధనం, చిత్రసాధనం. To purify, cleanse; to correct; to strain, sift, filter; to refine, clean; to examine, investigate, search.

చిత్రసాధనం s. n. Swelling, tumefaction.

చిత్రసాధనం s. n. The thirty-seventh year in the cycle of sixty.

చిత్రసాధనం s. n. Brilliance, lustre. చిత్రసాధనం. Handsome; auspicious; lustre, brilliance; any auspicious ceremony, as a marriage; also చిత్రసాధనం, చిత్రసాధనం, చిత్రసాధనం. Beautiful, splendid. చిత్రసాధనం. To shine, be splendid, look beautiful. చిత్రసాధనం. Light, lustre, splendour; beauty, elegance, comeliness.

చిత్రసాధనం s. n. Drying up; draining; withering; exhaustion. చిత్రసాధనం. Dried up, exhausted. చిత్రసాధనం. To dry up; to become dry; to make dry.

చిత్రసాధనం (పుష్పం) s. n. Purification. 2, easing nature. 3, evacuation; excrement. చిత్రసాధనం. Practice of purification. చిత్రసాధనం. To go to stool.

చిత్రసాధనం (పుష్పం) s. n. Heroism, prowess, might, courage; also పుష్పం. A hero, valiant man.

చిత్రసాధనం (= రామాయణం) s. n. A cemetery, burning or burial ground; also రామాయణం. చిత్రసాధనం. Kāli or Durgā.

చిత్రసాధనం (= రామాయణం) = రామాయణం, q. v.

చిత్రసాధనం (= రామాయణం) s. a. Dark-blue. చిత్రసాధనం. Blackness. నే, రామాయణం (= రామాయణం). A kind of edible grain, Panicum frumentaceum; also నే.
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-3s. a. Heard; reported; understood. n. Traditional learning; a sāstra, the vēda. To let know, tell. Hearing; an ear; oral account, news; the vēda; any vedic text; a sort of drone. Hard to the ear.

Contrary to vedas. The vēdānta.

s. n. A line, row, range. 2, a multitude, troop.


s. a. Best, excellent, very eminent, far better; most prosperous; sonior. Superiority, excellence. (= ) The head of a tribe or company.

s. n. The ear; also .

s. n. A Brāhmaṇa versed in the vedas.

s. n. Flattery; praise; boasting. To praise. Praiseworthy, respectable.

s. n. A figure of speech in rhetoric, connecting words of a double meaning, pun; also .

Faith, belief, trust, confidence. 2, reverence; hope; wish. Faith and devotion. Faithful.

Exertion, labour, toil, taking pains. 2, exercise, drill. 3, weariness, fatigue. 4, distress; annoyance. 5, penance. To fatigue, annoy. To be fatigued, wearied. To take pains. To weary. To be wearied; to suffer. A hard working man. Christ's passion. Week of passions of Christ. Labouring; an ascetic; a Buddhist mendicant.

Improvement of land by cultivation. Farming land on a rent less than its original value. A lease on such terms.

Hearing, listening. 2, the ear. Hearing; the ear; the twenty-second lunar asteri-m; a goldsmith's pincers. The organ of hearing.

An anniversary ceremony performed to the manes of the nearest relatives. Its performer. Yama.

Tired, fatigued, exhausted. 2, calm, tranquil. Fatigue, exhaustion.

A hearer; a pupil. 2, a particular class of Jainas.

Audible. N. of the fifth lunar month.

s. n. Phlegm, rheum. -स्त्र, A phlegmatic disease. -स्त्र, A phlegmatic constitution.

A s. n. Any verse or stanza. 2, a kind of metre. 3, celebrity, fame. -स्त्र, शर. Well-spoken of; a famous person.

s. n. A man of low caste; a Cāṇḍāla.

s. n. A father-in-law; f. स्त्रि. s. n. Breathing, respiration.

The fiftieth letter of the alphabet.

It does not occur in pure Kannada.

h. n. Doubt, suspicion; blemish, शृङ्खला. Six. श्रावण. The six duties of a Brāhmaṇa, as: अध्ययन, sacrificing; अर्पण, officiating at sacrifices made by others; अर्पण, studying the vedas; अनुस्मरण, teaching vedas; अनुदान, bestowing alms; सिद्ध, receiving alms. श्रावण, A hexagon. श्रावण. N. of a Kannada metre. श्रावण. Six-membered; the six vedāṅgas. श्रावण. A decoction of six medicinal ingredients. श्रावण. Six enemies: वायु, विद्युत्, अग्नि, तित्तू, नर, नर. श्रावण. The six indriyas. श्रावण. The six objects of sense, as: तृष्णा, शत्रु, शरीर, स्नात, अन्तः. श्रावण. Six-fold; an aggregate of six qualities. श्रावण. Six-born. n. N. of the fourth note of music.

s. n. The six tastes: madhura, कातु, अम्ला, तुवरा, तिक्त, and लवण. श्रावण, 'कातु' और = कम, q. v.

s. n. A multitude, collection, group, heap, flock. -प्र. A eunuch.

h. n. A wager, bet. 2, agreement, condition.

h. n. A sweet drink so called.

h. n. Remark; nota-bene.

h. n. Spirituous liquor.

h. n. Trousers.

h. n. A. Sixtieth. 2, = सदी. श्रावण. Sixty; = सदी.

s. a. Sixtieth. श्रावण. The sixth day of a lunar fortnight.

e. n. A shop.

= श्रावण, q. v.

h. n. A subordinate tenure whose revenue is paid through the proprietor.

h. a. Begun. n. Beginning, commencement.


s. a. Sixteenth. 2, sixteen. श्रावण. Sixteen ways of doing homage (to idols) or civility (to men). श्रावण. Sixteen ceremonies to be performed from birth to death.
The fifty-first letter of the alphabet.

Restraint, check. 2, humanity, forbearance. 3, a religious vow. -\(\text{र्}\). Restraining, checking. An ascetic. United; attached; blended; endowed with.

Connection, junction; union, association; conjunction. To join, mix. A guardian. Protecting, guarding, preserving; saving. To guard, protect, save.

Talking, friendly conversation, chat.

A year. The lunar year. The solar year.

Preparing, preparation, procuring. To make ready, prepare.

Conversation, dialogue; discussion; communication, report. To speak with, converse; to discuss.

Disposition; performance; plan; minding.

Perception, consciousness, understanding. To know, learn.

Uncertainty, doubt, scruple, suspicion. 2, difficulty, risk. To wander, to become suspicious. To doubt, suspect. Refuge, shelter, protection. To shelter.

Close union; close contact; association; intercourse; acquaintance.

Secular life; the affairs of life; worldly illusion; a household; a family; a wife. Family cares. To manage the affairs of life; to keep house. The weight of affairs of life. Emancipation from the world. Worldly secular. One who has a family.

Complete accomplishment, perfection. 2, nature.

Conjoined, united, common to all; re-united (as kinsmen).

Union, combination; a re-united kinsman, co-partner.

Preparing, preparation, procuring. To make ready, prepare.

Sanctifying or purificatory rite or ceremony, as: a sanctifying or purificatory rite or ceremony, etc. 6, funeral obsequies. To prepare, refine; to sanctify, consecrate. Refined, polished; consecrated; the Samskrita language.

Praised; lauded. Praise, eulogy. A collection; conformity. 2, any place, a station, presidency. 3, a royal city; a capital; a state, government. A ruler, chief.
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s. n. Standing with; contiguity; duration. 2, abiding; situation, condition. 3, standing still; death.


Remembering; 4, abridgment, diminution.

Close combination; compactness; an assemblage.

Destroying, destruction. A compilation, compendium. 2, any arranged collection of texts; the hymnical text of the vedas.

lb. of 2, q. v.

Transitive. n. The transitive verb.

s. a. All, whole, entire. n. Every thing; the whole.

h. n. European woollen cloth.

The letter ꙻ.


s. a. With family or wife. 2, all sorts together

s. a. Having hair, hairy. ꙻ. An unshaven widow.


s. a. Attached to; diligent, attentive. चा. Attachment, contact; severity. चा. Hard; harsh; oppressive.

= चा, q. v.

s. n. An associate, companion. चा. Friendship, intimacy.

f. n. The whole in a lump; an average.

Cowdung.
hesitate, the Abridgment, reception; Union; Abridged, number; J 2, abridge; be n. include, To Agreement, proper, concise, causeway. 3, shrink, concise, subject, company, 2, occurrence, affair; matter, 2, subject, business. To fall into society. 2, To keep company with. According to circumstances.

Abridged s. n. Meeting; union, junction; association, intercourse. 2, the confluence of two rivers.

Agreement, assent. 2, a day and night. 3, devouring. 4, war, battle. 5, trouble, pain.

To be joined, mixed. 2, to be brought about; to come to pass, occur.

Union, company. prep. With, together with. A companion, friend. To give up connection with a person.

Sung together. n. Symphony; a concert, chorus. A singer, a music-master. The science of music. The notes of the musical scale.

Seizing, grasp, taking hold of. 2, reception; gathering; collection, heap, store; a compilation; a totality. 3, an abridgment, summary. 4, a catalogue. 5, a store-room. To collect, lay up in store. To gather; acquire; to abridge; to include, comprehend union; an assemblage; cluster. A companion, friend. To provide necessaries for a wedding.

A battle, war, fighting.

A combination, gathering, multitude, crowd, group; a commitee. Union; junction; being effected; collision; friction. To occur, happen; to be effected; to strike against.

Rubbing, grinding, friction, collision, emulation.

A union, association. 2, a mass, heap, assemblage, cluster. A companion.
animate and inanimate; universal. "The universe.

s. n. A companion. 2, a counselor, minister.

Sentient, animate, living.

s. a. Clothed, dressed. Abduction in one's garments.

Existence, thought and joy (of the universal soul—vedantic).

h. n. Punishment.

s. a. Alive, animate.

Covered. 2, trimmed. 3, prepared, ready. 4, armed. n. Equipment, harness.

s. a. Respectable; virtuous, good. A good or virtuous man. Good company. Goodness.

lb. of Holcus spicatus, q. v.

lb. of Holcus spicatus, q. v.

(= Holcus spicatus) f. n. Wheaten flour, rolong. 2, a dish made of it.

Country alkali, carbonate of soda.

k. n. The grain Holcus spicatus.

2. (lb. of Holcus spicatus) n. A place of rest.

2, an upper story. A sleeping apartment.

1. = Holcus spicatus, q. v.

2. (lb. of Holcus spicatus) n. That is accumulated or saved (as money, grain, etc.).

Advancement, earnest money, pledge, deposit.

s. n. Heaping up, collection, heap, store, quantity. Putting up or saving; taking the ashes of a cremated body and throwing in a river. To collect, put up.

s. n. Travelling, going about; motion. To walk or move about, roam, wander. Roaming, wandering; passage, progress, course; a passage. A wanderer, traveller.

f. n. A sack, bag.

f. n. A section or part of a book.

s. a. Heaped up, amassed, collected, saved. 2, filled with. Cpd.: save.

k. n. An expedient, means; an artifice; a trick, intrigue; skill. A secret plot, intrigue. To intrigue. A spy; f. = intrigue.

s. n. Remaining alive. 2, bringing to life; an animating process; an elixir. A plant that restores to life. To remain alive, to resuscitate.

(lb. of Holcus spicatus) n. Evening.

Evening twilight.

s. n. Sense; knowledge, thought, mind. 2, a sign, token, signal, symbol, gesture, hint.

3, a title, term. An initial letter.

= Holcus spicatus, q. v.

(Falsehood, lying, cheating; villainy; also retit.
.. A lie. A liar.

k. n. A spoon, ladle.

k. n. Agitation; eagerness; joy; festivity; festive display. 2, excellence, beauty. To grow agitated, elated or joyful; to adorn.

(= Holcus spicatus, q. v.) k. n. Loose, slack, relaxed or lax. To become lax. To slacken, loosen. A sign. To relax; to give liberty.
A brother-in-law, the husband of a man's wife's sister.

A sowing machine used with the hand.

Respect, honour, esteem; attention, heed. To respect, etc.; cf. अ.

Existence; authority, sway; power, might.

An umbrella.

Rubbish, dirt, stuff, trash.

True; real, sincere, honest, truthful, faithful. Truth, sincerity, reality; a fixed rule. To receive hospitably; to treat kindly; to welcome.


A sacrifice; an oblation; liberality; wealth. A place of refuge.

An alms-house.


A powerful man. A weak man.

Quick, speedy.


A seat. An abode, house. 3, exhaustion.

True and pure; truly pure. Truly pure devotedness.
407. To Complete. Inflamed, hot, glowing.

Familiarity, friendliness; facility.

Afore-said, above-mentioned.

An assembly, meeting; 2, a set. An assessor, member.

Always, at all times, continually, ever; also -also. -also. Good manners; a good custom.

A virtuous person. -wise, -wise. Always happy; N. of Siva.

The strong-smelling rue, Ruta graveolens.

Like, similar, same; fit, proper. -like, -wise. Likeness, similarity.

To bruise, crush; to strike, beat. -wise. To be reduced to powder.

Trash, rubbish, stuff.

To cease, stop (used only in the imperative).

lb. of -of, q. v.

Today, this moment, now; at once, on the spot, presently.

An age or period, year; anno.

Ns. of Brahma's sons.

A grant, diploma, charter, patent. -wise. Held by a grant.

Eternal; ancient. n.

A hautboy.

Having a master. 2, possessing, having.

A clarion, hautboy.

A bayonet.


Continuous, lasting, eternal.

Lineage; offspring, progeny.

The female line. -wise. The male line.

Burnt up.

Inflamed, hot; glowing.

A sumptuous meal.

lb. of -wise, q. v.

Prony, offspring; a child. -wise. Increase of progeny. -wise. To afflict, torment. -wise. To be distressed or afflicted.

3rd pers. sing. of the imperf. of -wise.

Satisfied, contented, well-pleased, delighted. -wise. Satisfaction, contentment.

Complete satisfaction, satiety.

A mass, crowd. 2, a fair or market -wise, -wise, -wise. A market to convene. -wise. A market to disperse.

A lesson. -wise. To tell a santee repeatedly.

Satisfaction.

happiness, delight, joy, pleasure. -wise. To give joy. -wise, -wise. To please, gladden, gratify.

To feel happy or glad. -wise. Causing joy, etc., pleasing.


A collection, crowd, flock, throng. -wise (v. t.). To collect, meet, crowd, flock.
Approximation, To Seven, 2, chapter.

Information, Polish, Preparation, [message. peace;

h. n. A large box, chest. [message. s. u. Information, tidings; a s. u. Doubt, uncertainty; scruple; risk, danger. -?rj. -?rj. , To doubt, suspect. -?rj. To remove a doubt.

( = ?rj, q. v.) s. u. Junction; combination; alliance, league; peace; reception. -?rj. Bribe.

( = ?rj, q. v.) s. u. Conjunction, union. 2, alliance, peace. 3, euphonic junction of letters (q.). 4, a joint. 5, a critical juncture. 6, a breach, gap, hole; a chapter. 7, an interval. -?rj. Contents of a chapter. A diphthong.

Contents s. u. Conveniences, opportunity, leisure. 2, affair, matter. -?rj. -?rj. , To be opportune or convenient.

s. u. Seeing, sight, vision; meeting; an interview, visit. -?rj. -?rj. , To visit.

k. u. Payment of what is due. -?rj. To be paid up. -?rj. To pay.

= ?rj 2, q. v.

s. a. Obscure; dubious, doubtful, uncertain.

s. v. i. To join; to fasten; to tie; to fix. v. i. To associate one's self to. 2, to occur, happen.

P. p. of ?rj, q. v. -?rj. To die.


h. n. A large box, chest. [message. s. u. Information, tidings; a s. u. Doubt, uncertainty; scruple; risk, danger. -?rj. -?rj. , To doubt, suspect. -?rj. To remove a doubt.

( = ?rj, q. v.) s. u. Junction; combination; alliance, league; peace; reception. -?rj. Bribe.

( = ?rj, q. v.) s. u. Conjunction, union. 2, alliance, peace. 3, euphonic junction of letters (q.). 4, a joint. 5, a critical juncture. 6, a breach, gap, hole; a chapter. 7, an interval. -?rj. ( = ?rj, q. v.) Rheumatism. -?rj. Contents of a chapter. A diphthong.

Evening time, evening. Twilight; evening. Morning and evening adoration. = ?rj, etc., q. v.

s. a. Armed; arrayed, prepared; provided, ready.

s. u. Preparation, military array. 2, armour, mail.

tb. of ?rj, q. v.

s. u. Approximation, nearness, vicinity.

s. u. Proximity, vicinity, nearness. Proximity, nearness, presences; Cpsds.: -?rj, -?rj, -?rj, etc.

s. u. Falling down; collision. 2, combined derangement of the three humours (wind, bile, and phlegm).

( = ?rj, q. v.) n. A sign, hint.

k. u. A lever.

s. u. Laying aside, resignation, abandonment of all worldly possessions and earthly affections, asceticism. An ascetic, religious mendicant.

s. u. Approbation, sanction. A good understanding.

s. u. Respect, honour. To honour. To respect, honour.

s. u. The right way; a virtuous conduct. A man of good conduct.

h. n. Polish, gloss; smoothness; cleanliness, neatness, elegance.

s. u. A kinsman. Offering of a ball of rice to a deceased relative. Performing the said rite for a deceased relative.

s. a. Seven. The constellation Ursa major; seven great rishis. The seventeenth. Cpsds.: -?rj, -?rj, -?rj, -?rj, -?rj.
Seventy. - s. The seventh. -

The seventh case, locative; the seventh day of the lunar fortnight. -

The seven kinds of case-terminations.

Flatness; dulness; insipidness. a. Flat; dull; effectless. ad. Flatly, insipidly.

The suppan or brasilletto, *Cassalpina sappan.*

k. n. A sound, noise. -

To make a sound or noise.

Foliage, leaves.

Insipid, dull, dejected, inert. n. Flatness, insipidness, spiritlessness. -

Diet without salt and acids.

s. a. Fruitful, productive, successful. - Fruitfulness, productivity.

h. a. White.

Soap.

Cause, reason, motive.

A pack-saddle for bullocks.

s. a. Powerful, strong.

A spear, lance, pike.

f. n. Sago.

f. n. Sabbath, day of rest and Divine worship.

s. n. Mirth, jest, fun. - A jester, buffoon.


k. n. A slender branch of a tree.

Soap. 2, sago.

s. n. An assembly, congregation, meeting; a company; a community. -

The Christian church. -

To constitute an assembly. -

An assembly to meet. Cpd.s.: -

- A Bashfulness in the public as-

sembliness. -

Courtesy, politeness, civility; persons of an assembly. -

The president or chairman of an assembly. -

A meeting house. -

N. of the 2nd book of the Mahabharata. An audience hall, council-chamber. -

A member of any society.

s. n. Fit or suitable for an assembly; well-bred, decent, civilized; gentle. n. A polite man. - Politeness, refinement.

s. prep. Con, with, along with. ad. Greatly, thoroughly, well.

s. a. Even, level, flat. 2, same, equal; like, similar. 3, straight; upright; honest, just; good; fit, proper, right; perfect. n. Identity of objects compared. -

To put in order. -

To make even or equal; to put in order; to make proper. -

The same time; simultaneous. -

Even-minded; indifferent. -

Common denominator (arith.). -

Homogeneous. -

Evenness, equality; fairness; justness. -

Impartiality. -

An equal share. -

Of like nature; sameness, equability. -

Level ground. -

Midnight. -

A straight line.

s. a. All, entire, whole. a. Totality; also -

h. n. Persuading, appeasing; peace. -

To persuade, satisfy, appease, calm, quiet.

a. k. v. i. To be acquired, found, or got; to come about; to occur. v. t. To prepare.

s. a. Universal; entire. n. Limit, term. -

All round.

s. ad. In that way, so, thus.

s. n. Repetition, reiteration
vitril s. n. Proper time, opportunity, occasion; time; leisure. 2, conventional usage. -vitriled. A difficulty. -vitril. An opportunity to be lost. -vitril. To come in time; to be opportune. -vitril. In due time or season. -vitril. Dependant on circumstances. -vitril. Seasonable, opportune.
vitril s. n. Conflict, battle, war. -vitril. A battle-field. vitril. Fit for war.

vitril (vitril) k. v. l. To trim; to adjust the contents of a corn-measure.
vitril s. a. Proper, fit; capable, competent. 2, strong, powerful. able. 3, having the same sense. -vitril. -vitril. Adequacy; capability, ability. -vitril. To make fit or ready.
vitril s. a. Suiting; worthy of, conformable.
vitril, vitrined s. n. Presenting; offering. -vitril. To present, offer; to deliver.
vitril s. a. Dirty, impure. n. Ordure.
vitril s. n. Totality.
vitril (= vitrile) k. v. l. To make wear away.
vitril s. a. All, whole, entire. n. The whole.
vitril s. n. Giving part of a stanza by a person to be completed by another as a trial of skill.
vitril, vitrified s. n. Report; fame, renown. 2, a term. 3, a document of convention signed by all concerned.
vitril s. n. Meeting, encounter; union. junction; company.
Prosperity; accomplishment, attainment, ability.

Gaining; acquiring, getting, attaining; gain; acquisition.
To acquire, obtain, get.
Gain, acquisition.

The sam-pigē tree.

A casket, box; also -f.

Prosperous, full; complete; all, whole, entire. -v, -f, -k, rootScope. Perfection, completeness.

A member of a sect.

Attainment, acquisition; gaining.
To be got, found. -f. Failure, missing.

Connection; relationship, relation; a relation, relative.
A relation; a friend. To be related; to join.

Seasoning ingredients, as pepper, cloves, nutmeg, etc. -k. The crow pheasant.

Pay, salary. To take (any body) into one's employ for pay.
To receive pay. To fix a salary. A paid servant; a retainer; also -f.

Prosperous, accomplished; acquired; possessed of, endowed with.
A worthy householder. -i.
To manage. 2, to support, to take care of. 3, to last.

Perfect knowledge. 2, calling to; the vocative case.

The sword-bean, Canavalia ensiformis. - ಗಾನವಲಿಯ. A superior kind of rice.

The vocative case. 2, instructing, addressing. ದನ್ನೆದೆ. To instruct, advise.

The Java almond, Canarium commune.

Birth, origin. 2, cause; possibility, probability. ಈಶಾಯಸ. To occur; to take place, happen.

Preparation, provision; apparatus, necessaries; ingredient; wealth.

Fitness, adequacy, ability. 2, idea, fancy. 3, regard, esteem. 4, worship, honour. 5, a present. 6, value, price. ಸ್ವಾತಂತ್ರ್ಯ. Esteemed, honourable; a respectable man. ಸ್ವಾತಂತ್ರ್ಯ. To honour, esteem, greet. ಸ್ವತಂತ್ರ್ಯ. Suitable; possible, probable; respectable.

Conversation, discourse, conference; also ಸ್ವತಂತ್ರ್ಯ. -ಸ್ವತಂತ್ರ್ಯ. To converse with.

Enjoyment, pleasure, delight; fruition. ಸ್ವತಂತ್ರ್ಯ. A sensualist. -ಸ್ವತಂತ್ರ್ಯ, ಸ್ವತಂತ್ರ್ಯ. To enjoy.

Whirling about; hurry; confusion; zeal; rapture, pleasure; grandeur, pomp. ಸ್ವತಂತ್ರ್ಯ. To be confused; to be in rapture.

A shoemaker; f. -ಸ್ವತಂತ್ರ್ಯ.

Agreed, assented to; esteemed; considered. n. Consent; approval. 2, opinion. ಸ್ವತಂತ್ರ್ಯ. Agreement, permission, consent, assent, approval; esteem; regard; order. ಸ್ವತಂತ್ರ್ಯ. To agree, consent to.

The division of a talook.
1. h. v. t. To move on, slip aside; to give place, yield. रंगणा। To push aside.

2. k. n. Goods, things, commodities, cargo; valuable articles, as cloths, rice, etc.

3. f. n. Frontier, boundary.

4. q. v. An iron rod, bar. 2, an arrow.

5. f. n. The notes of the gamut.

6. f. a. Unobstructed, easy. नीम रव। An easy road.

7. h. n. A shroff, banker; a cashier.

8. f. n. Spirituous liquor. नीम। A spirit-still.

9. h. ad. Anyhow; on an average; approximately. नीम। Average.

10. (fr. क्रिया) s. n. Going uninterruptedly, without difficulty.

11. k. v. t. To move, go; to move aside; to slide, slip; to run over. c. l. To shove in. 2, to put in proper order. n. Sliding; a precipice, ravine.

12. k. n. Fitness, propriety, rightness; correctness; evenness; similarity. a. Fit, proper, right, correct, even, reasonable. ad. Indeed, in truth.


14. एकता। A man of equal position.

15. नीमह। To make equal.

16. नीमह। To agree with.

17. नीमह। To require, repay.

18. नीमह। To compare; to examine.

19. नीमह। To become right; to suit.

20. नीमह। To become right; to agree with, suit.

21. नीमह। Even and odd.

22. नीमह। A grown up son; f. नीमह।

23. नीमह। To adjust; to compare; to make even.

24. नीमह। To become equal, fit or right.

25. नीमह। Midnight.

26. नीमह। Properly, rightly, correctly.

27. नीमह। Very proper indeed.

28. नीमह। Quite equal.

29. नीमह। Noon.

30. नीमह। Exact time.

31. नीमह। To become fit or equal.

32. नीमह। Resemblance.
The whole body.  

Universal rule.  

All offences.  

One who is guilty of all sorts of transgressions.  

All matters; all objects.  

Universal success.  

Lord of all; the universal monarch.  

s. ad.  

Everywhere; always.  

s. ad.  

In all ways, by all means; entirely, wholly; assuredly, certainly; exceedingly; at all times.  

s. ad.  

Always, at all times.

s. n.  

The whole of one's property.

k. n. A time.

k. n. The leader of a herd.

k. n. Cause, account.

On account of, for.

k. n. Washing and bleaching new cotton cloth.

(= s., q. v.) h. n.

Counsel.

k. n. To foster, preserve, bring up, take care of.  

Fostering.

f. n. Salad, raw herbs dressed with vinegar, oil, etc.  

S. oil.

h. n. Safety, peace.  

2, a mode of salutation expressive of respects or thanks.  

To salute, complement; to greet.  

To tell one's compliments or thanks.

(lb. of  ) n. An iron rod or bar.

1. (fr. , q. v.) k. n.

Payment.

= , q. v.  

A crowbar; a kind of spade.

k. n. Familiarity; freedom, indulgence.

= , q. v.  

A just price.  

A proper word.
Riding a. To 2, To 1, To A To A n. -c^J. To find an area. -Qe. A cubic foot.

Conversation, ri^UO rizi. d£/0 ie5 j(y5 je3 ie3. To familiar discourse. To discourse.

To k. v. i. To fulfil; to give, grant; to show; to pay; to spend.

k. v. i. To accrease; pass, be current (as money, etc.); to be in use; to pass by general consent, be valid or fit; to depart from life; to be given, be paid or liquidated. 2, to be famous. P. p. ^orj. ^orj. It is unfit, improper, etc. ^orj. A useless man.

^orj. lb. of ^orj, q. v. To be equal. To quite equal; in the very same manner.

^orj. (= ^orj) k. n. A ladle, spoon. v. i. To dirty, or be dirty, as clothes.

^orj. f. n. Pincers.

^orj. (= ^orj) lb. of ^orj) v. t. To prepare, get ready, arrange. ^orj. To trim one's mustaches.


^orj. ^orj. In ^orj, ^orj, q. v.

^orj. k. v. i. To be acquired; to occur.

^orj. s. n. Coeval, contemporary. A coeval; a contemporary; friend.

^orj. (= ^orj) q. v.

^orj. 1. k. v. t. To cut off branches of a tree, etc. 2, to chip. ^orj. To cause to cut off branches; to cause to chip.

^orj. 2. k. v. t. To rub in or apply to, as water, oil, etc. ^orj. To have applied to.

^orj. 3. (m = m) k. v. t. To trim (as the hair etc.); to measure even with the striker.

^orj. s. n. The letter s. 2, the homogen. a. Belonging to the same class of letters; homogeneous.

^orj. h. a. One and a quarter. ^orj. 1\frac{1}{4} sheer.

^orj. h. n. A man on horseback, horseman, rider.

^orj. h. n. Riding upon the back of any animal or in a carriage, riding. Cpds.: -^orj, -^orj, -^orj, etc.; ^orj, etc.

^orj. h. n. A question, inquiry.

^orj. 1. (= ^orj) k. v. i. To wear away; to pass, as time.

^orj. 2. k. v. t. To taste; to eat. a. Savoury, sweet or nice. n. Taste; sweetness; ambrosia. -^orj, -^orj, -^orj. To taste; to be pleased. -^orj. A witty man. Cpds.: -^orj, -^orj, -^orj, etc.; ^orj, etc. A delicious meal. -^orj. To have a pleasing taste.

^orj. s. a. Detailed. ad. Minutely.

^orj. (= ^orj) k. n. A spoon, ladle.

^orj. (= ^orj) k. n. A kind of cucumber, Cucumis utilissimus; also -^orj.

^orj. (= ^orj, ^orj) f. n. Firewood. fuel.


^orj. (= ^orj) k. v. i. To be spent; to wear away, be wasted; to pass away. 2, to be made ready.


^orj. k. a. Still, motionless.
Endurable, perception, totality, young, companion; to straightness.

Innate, to it contagi-

Enduring, patiently, cooperation; also, together; with, assistance. -s. One who co-operates with another; an assistant, associate. -s. A woman's burning herself with her husband's dead body. -s. A wife. -s. A brother; innate. -s. The youngest of the Pandava princes; f. -s, also the ash-coloured flea-bane. -s. A lawful wife. -s. Eating together. -s. A fellow-student.

s. a. Innate; inherent; natural. 2, true, proper. -s. Inherent nature. -s. An offence easily accounted for.

s. n. Enduring, endurance, patience, toleration. -s. Of a patient disposition.

s. n. Companionship; intercourse. -s. A companion, friend.

s. ad. On a sudden, suddenly; at once. 2, by no means.

s. a. Powerful, strong, mighty. -s. A powerful man.

s. n. A thousand. -s. Many years. -s. The thousand names of any deity. -s, -s. The sun. -s. A chief of a district. -s. By thousands.

s. n. Aid, help, assistance, succour. -s. To help, aid. -s. A helper.

(s. q. v.) h. n. Signature.

s. a. Accompanied by, possessed of; along with, with.
Cultivation, a witness. - sruao?i, - s.
A false witness. - sruao?i.
The sun. - sruao?i, - sruao?i.
Conscience.
= sruao?i, q. v.
k. n. The forest tree Sleicheria trijuga.
1. k. n. Extending and bending forwards. - sruao?i. To extend and bend forwards.
2. s. n. The ocean.
= sruao?i, q. v.
k. v. t. To carry on, perform; to conduct (as affairs); to manage (as a household); to convey; to nourish (as the belly). 2, to cultivate.
1. k. v. i. To move forward (as a ship, person, etc.); to proceed, advance (as work, etc.); to continue in time; to be brought about. sruao?i.
To send on, to accompany a short distance. sruao?i. To carry on; to send on.
2. k. n. Cultivation, tillage. - sruao?i. Cultivation to take place. - sruao?i.
Cultivation to be abandoned. - sruao?i.
To cultivate.
3. k. v. i. To lengthen, extend. sruao?i. To elongate (as iron by hammering).
(fr. sruao?i) s. a. Contagious (as disease).
(fr. sruao?i) s. a. Relating to number or calculation; deliberating, reasoning.
N. N. of a philosophical system; also - sa?i.
(fr. sruao?i) s. a. Having members; complete, finished, perfect. sruao?i.
With all members and parts.
s. n. A flat circular stone with a hole in the middle used in gymnastic exercises.
h. a. True, real. 2, a mould or matrice.

lbs. of sruao?i, q. v.
- sruao?i. Likeness. a. Like, equal.
= sruao?i, q. v.
h. n. Exchange, barter. - sruao?i.
Bartered merchandise.
To grind, sharpen, as a knife. - sruao?i.
A sharpener of tools.
- s. f. n. A sieve, strainer. - sruao?i.
To sift, strain.

- cloth.
- s. n. Satin, a species of silk.
- s. a. Real, substantial, natural, genuine, true; honest, sincere, good, amiable, gentle. - sruao?i.
- s. Honesty, sincerity, etc.
- s. n. Respect; love.
- s. h. a. Arrived, come; issued.

- sruao?i, q. v.

Any contingent charge (as of an office, stationery).
1. k. n. The black colour with which females mark their foreheads.
2. = sruao?i, q. v.
- s. n. Likeness, resemblance; a protrait; a likeness.
- s. n. Exercise, practice. 2, a skilful man; a practiser.
- sruao?i.
- s. n. A means, expedient; an instrument, agent; an implement, utensil, ingredient. 2, exercise, practice.
3, a document. - sa?i.
Materials and means. - sa?i. To practice; to recover.
- s. a. Plain, simple; mere, pure, etc. - sa?i. A plain


**Accomplished** s. a. Accomplished, succeeded; recovered; subdued. 2, derivative.

**To effect** s. v. t. To effect, perform, do, complete, settle; to substantiate, prove. 2, to recover. 3, to obtain; to acquire. 4, to subdue; to master. 5, to charge (upon another). - kad. To prove an offence. - kad. To master an art or science.

**Virtuous** s. a. Virtuous; mild, tame or gentle (used also of beasts). 2, fit, right. n. A good or honest man; a saint. - kad. A good person.

**Practicable** s. a. Practicable, feasible, possible. 2, subduable. 3, curable. n. Accomplishment. 2, a thing to be proved.

**A chaste or virtuous woman** a faithful wife.


**A companion, colleague; also a fem. affix, e.g. श्री, श्री, श्री, etc.**

**An summit** 2, a summit.

**Suitable** s. a. Suitable, favourable.

**Courteous** s. a. Courteous, kind, polite.

**Fruition** s. n. Fruition, experience.

**Approbation, assent** s. n. Approbation, assent.

1. = kad, q. v.

2. lb. of kad, q. v. - kad. N. of a man; f. - kad. - kad.

**Consolation, comforting; conciliation** - kad. Consoling; friendly salutation and enquiry.

**Nearness** (fr. kad) s. n. Nearness, vicinity; presence.
The Relating To

Traditional.

(afr. दोशमा) s. n. Śiva. -तम. Śiva along with Ambha.

(afb. of दोशमा) q. v.

s. n. Likeness; a comparison, simile, harmony. 2, (afb. of दोशमा) fees paid for the performance of some ceremonies. -सौ. Equality, sameness.

स्वेदं s. n. Universal sovereignty, empire.

(= दोशमा) s. n. Benzoin. 2, a kind of perfume.

s. lb. of दोशमा, q. v.

s. Evening, eventide.

h. n. Excise, custom.

k. v. i. To die, decease, depart from life. P. p. दोशमाय, 2, power to be lost, as that of a limb, etc. दोशमाय निर्माय, दोशमाय अन्नमाय. To recover from a dangerous illness.

स्वेदं s. n. Intimate union, absorption into the divine essence.

1. k. n. Scaffolding.

2. s. n. Essence, substance; the essential part of anything; the matter of a speech, etc.; real truth. 2, marrow; pith. 3, the sap of trees; nectar. 4, strength, power; vigour. 5, a summary, epitome. 6, a verdict. a. Excellent; real; sound. दोशमाय. Real and vain. दोशमाय. Pithless, juiceless. कीर्तं. The strength of a soil.

s. a. Cathartic, laxative. दोशमाय. Expelling.

कीर्तं s. n. The spotted antelope; a deer. 2, the ātaka bird. 3, a large bee.

स्वेदं f. n. A kind of fiddle.

स्वेदं s. n. A chariot, gig.

स्वेदं s. n. A drain, channel.

स्वेदं (lh. of स्वेदं) n. A sieve, strainer.

स्वेदं k. n. Smearing, smoothing (with cow-dung, etc.); also स्वेदंन्त्र. Cpd.s.: स्वेदंन्त्र, स्वेदंन्त्र, स्वेदंन्त्र, स्वेदंन्त्र, स्वेदंन्त्र.

स्वेदं s. n. A coachman. -शं, स्वेदंन्त्र. Charioteering, driving.

स्वेदं h. n. A camel-driver. 2, (s.) a scholar.

स्वेदं (afr. दोशमा) s. n. The Indian crane. 2, a goose. 3, a lotus. 4, Yama. 5, a mountain. 6, weariness. 7, a sharp man. 8, a girdle or zone.

स्वेदं s. n. Essence, substance; scope, purport; an abstract, epitome.

स्वेदं, स्वेदंन्त्र (= दोशमा, etc., q. v.) k. n. Spiritual liquor, gin. -स्वेदंन्त्र. A gin shop. -स्वेदंन्त्र. A tax levied on the sale of spiritual liquors; a liquor shop.

स्वेदं k. n. A time, turn; time.

स्वेदं k. n. A piece of land.

स्वेदं k. v. l. To smear, smooth, clean.

1. (स दोशमा) k. v. l. To cry out, proclaim, publish. दोशमाय. To cause to proclaim, publish.

2. (स दोशमाय) k. n. Sauce, broth, pepper-water. Cpd.s.: दोशमाय, दोशमाय, दोशमाय, दोशमाय. दोशमाय s. n. Sameness, resemblance, conformity.

(afb. दोशमा) k. v. i. To go near, approach. 2, to apply to, to put.

(afb. दोशमा) s. a. Significant, important, useful; wealthy. n. A caravan. -कम. Important, useful, advantageous; fruitful.

स्वेदं s. a. Relating to all, general. दोशं. Continually. दोशं. Universal, public. दोशं. Sailed to all places,
To: insufficient. To u.

Debt. To ask for a loan; to demand payment of a debt. To lend. To discharge a debt. To borrow. To quit a debt. A creditor; a debtor.

A loan without security. A loan on interest. To pay a debt. A creditor; a debtor.

A cluster of solar rays. A N. of Brahmá's wife. 3, N. of Umá.


A mode of humble prostration by which eight parts of the body, viz. the hands, breast, forehead, knees and feet are made to touch the ground. Such a salutation. To prostrate as above. A school. A school. To put to school. To study at school. To establish a school. An alms-house. An (inclosed) veranda; an out-house.

Abiding in the same heaven with the deity.

A banker, merchant; a rich man. The business of a merchant.

Leisure, an interval; slowness. Leisurely, slow. Slow manner.

Attention, carefulness, due heed. Attentive, careful, cautious.

The garden-flower, Chrysanthenum indicum.

A. Composed of parts.

To recruit one's spirits. An N. of Brahmá's wife. 3, N. of Umá.


A mode of humble prostration by which eight parts of the body, viz. the hands, breast, forehead, knees and feet are made to touch the ground. Such a salutation. To prostrate as above. A school. A school. To put to school. To study at school. To establish a school. An alms-house. An (inclosed) veranda; an out-house.

Abiding in the same heaven with the deity.

A banker, merchant; a rich man. The business of a merchant.
s. n. Association. 2, literary composition, poetry. 3, a collection of materials or implements.

-3:3s?J), A lord or master; a gentleman, sir, etc.

s. n. A porcupine.

s. n. A lion. 2, the sign of the zodiac Leo. 3, a hero. To war-cry. To reign, game. A menagerie, aviary.

h. n. The royal seal; a coining die.

k. n. A comb.

k. v. i. To be caught; to fall into the hands of; to get among; to be found; to be obtained or got. 2, to insert. n. Entanglement, intricacy; impediment, obstacle, trouble. To disentangle. To fall into a snare; to be caught. To insert; to cause to be caught; to entangle. To hold or tuck anything under the arms, etc.

k. v. l. To split; to tear or rend. To get split.

k. a. A splinter, shiver, rind.

k. n. Shame, decency, modesty; timidity; disgust. A bashful person. A finished, polished, perfected. A white lotus.

k. v. i. To go angry, passion, wrath, rage. To provoke to wrath. To become angry. To revenge one's self.

h. n. A lord or master; a gentleman, sir, etc.

k. n. A passionate or angry man. To enrage; cf. sq. To foster anger. To become angry with. To grow angry.

fr. a. 2.) k. n. Headache. 2, jumping about from pride.

k. a. Small, fine. Drizzling rain.

k. n. A hook-machine on which men are suspended in the air by a hook passed through the sinews of the back. The swinging feast.

k. v. i. To fly about; to be spattered, as mud, etc; to snap, as parched grain; to start; to bounce. n. Scattering, spattering. 2, a spring trap. Alarm, consternation, fear, perplexity. To spatter, bespatter.

h. n. A ladder; a staircase.

k. n. A thunder-bolt, shaft of lightning.


k. n. The small-pox. To vaccinate. A pock-marked face.

k. n. A fetid smell.

k. v. i. To frown.


k. v. l. Of, etc. A leather-bottle.

s. n. Accomplished, finished, perfected. 2, successful. 3, establish-
ed, demonstrated, proved. 4, valid; primitive (g). 5, ready; decided, settled. 5, thoroughly prepared; dressed; matured; ripened. 6, sanctified; emancipated; eminent. n. A semi-divine being; an inspired sage or seer; a saint. -sanction. To have made ready. -scepter. To prove; to decide; to prepare. -a. Perfection; validity (as of a rule). -sanct. Ore; a primitive verbal theme (g). -s. Quicksilver. 

**s. n.** Established truth, conclusion, dogma, axiom; a theorem. -sanct. To prove, demonstrate. s. an. An astrologer or astronomer.

**s. n.** N. of the fifty-third year in the cycle of sixty.

**s. n.** Accomplishment, fulfilment, perfection. 2, success. 3, proof; validity. 4, certainty; determination. 5, solution of a problem. 6, preparation; readiness. 7, a supernatural faculty. 8, good effect; advantage. -a. To bring to completion, to accomplish. -a. To be fulfilled. -s. To be accomplished; to prepare.

**s. n.** A kind of leprosy; also -g. 1. Red lead, minium. 2. The river Indus. 2, the sea, ocean. -s. The country of Sindh. -s. The river Indus.

**s. n.** Rock-salt.

**h. n.** A native soldier; a policeman, a belted peon.

**k. n.** An oyster-shell.

**K. (== }\text{ fr. s. A}) n.** A tailor. -h. A common grass, Panicum cruscorvi.

**k. n.** The mucus of the nose. -n. To blow the nose.

**k. n.** A coil of straw for setting a vessel on the ground. 2, the coil of a snake. -s. To coil.

**lb. of }\text{ } q. v. -h. The sunflower. -s. A strong smelling herb, Gynandropsis pentaphylla. -h. A wealthy man.

**h. n.** Vinegar.

**.** - }\text{ q. v.}

1. (== }\text{ } q. v. ) k. v. i. To be entangled, caught. n. Troublesomeness; also -e. 2. h. n. Balance in hand; also -e.

**2.** k. n. Thin, as boards, paper; transparent, as water.

**k. n.** The hyena.

**k. n.** A bundle of straw or grass. 2, a pad put under a load or vessel; also -e.

**e. a.** Civil.

**.** - }\text{ q. v.}

1. k. n. Whistling. -h. To whistle.

2. k. n. Rheum of the eye.

**k. n.** A bifurcation, fork.

1. k. n. Sweetness. -h. The pulp of ripe mangoes mixed with sugar. -h. The Goa potato, Dioscorea aculeata. -h. Drinking water. -h. -s. A vegetable dish without tamarind. -h. Fresh curds.

2. k. v. i. To be scorched, burnt, parched. P. p. -h. A parched ear of corn. -s. Parched, or burnt.
state. -शा. Anything burnt in the bottom of a vessel in cooking.


एलसी Å. n. A very small kind of fish.

एलसी k. n. A climbing prickly shrub,

Acacia concinna, the pods of which are used like soap. -शा. Its pod. -शा.

Its creeper.

एलसी k. v. i. To slide along on the posteriors.

एलसी f. n. Combined derangement of the three humours.

एलसी f. n. The custard-apple.

एलसी f. n. The chicken-pox.

एलसी s. n. N. of the wife of Râma. एलसी

एलसी s. n. बाँसा, एलसी. Râma.

एलसी k. n. Sneering; a sneer. v. i.

To sneeze. P. p. एलसी.

एलसी ( = को त्रिकोण 1) k. v. t. To suck.

एलसी h. n. The guava. -शा. Its fruit.

एलसी k. n. The bamboo-slit. 2, bamboo twigs put on roofs of houses.

एलसी s. n. Parting of hair on each side of the head. 2, a ceremony performed during the time of a woman's first pregnancy. -शा. A first-born son; f. -शा.


एलसी Kerosene oil. -शा. Chalk.

एलसी k. N. A tender cocoanut.

एलसी (को त्रिकोण) k. n. A streak, stripe.

एलसी k. n. A small chisel.

एलसी k. n. A comb.

एलसी 1. k. v. t. To louse. n. A nit.

एलसी 2. (को त्रिकोण) a. k. v. i. To become angry. n. Raging, fierceness.

एलसी वीणारा. A wild dog.

एलसी (lb. of घुड़सा) n. A female's garment.

एलसी lb. of घुड़सा, q. v.

एलसी a. k. v. i. To hiss, puff; to show disgust.

एलसी, एलसी s. n. Lead.

एलसी h. n. A bottle, flagon.

एलसी k. v. i. To split, to be eleft, to be rent. v. t. To split, rend. n. A split, fragment, piece.

एलसी s. pref. implying good, well, excellent, excellently; excessive, excessively, much, readily, etc. -शा. Practicable, feasible; doing well. -शा.

A time of plenty. -शा. Good report. -शा. A beautiful youth (f. -शा); tender, delicate. -शा.

Well made; virtuous, pious; a virtuous act; virtue; fortune; auspiciousness; reward. -शा. Perfect health. -शा. A fine gait; a good condition. -शा. Fragrant; fragrance. -शा. Scented oil. -शा. एलसी. Indian spikenard. -शा.

The tuberose, Polianthes tuberosa.

एलसी Sweet-smelling; a kind of fragrant flower-grass. -शा.

The country sarsaparilla. -शा.


Well conducted, well behaved. -शा.

Good mind. -शा. A gentleman. -शा

शा. गरुडा. Gentlemanliness. -शा.

Understanding, knowledge. -शा.


To destroy by fire. -რ- იგუის ფატუს. რenen. A cemetery. -ირ- ინუთჟ. A disagreeable word.

რაჯა, რაჯაჟ i. n. A cyclone, hurricane; also -რ-/.

რაჯაჟ (lb. of ურაჟ) n. Dry ginger, the common ginger.

[ băng ძაჯაჟ] რაჯაჟ (lb. of ურაჟ) n. A musk rat; also რაჟიაჟ, რაჟი ( = ირაჟი, etc. lb. of ურაჟ) n. An elephant’s trunk.

რაჟი ქ. v. i. To evaporate. ქრთჟ. To cause to evaporate.


-ირ- დეჟ. The basement of a pillar.

რაჟვ i. s. a. Begotten. n. A son; წ. სრაჟ. რაჟი, რაჟი, რაჟს. ა. s. ad. Altogether; utterly; never.

(ქა) მეჟაჟ i. k. prep. About, round about, surrounding; all around. -გოჟ. To come round about. -აქილ ქაჟაჟ ჯაჟ. To do a thing with circumspection. ჯაჟაჟ. The surrounding wall of a temple.

ქაჟ ქ. n. A hammer.

ქაჟ i. k. v. t. To surround, put around, unwrap; to roll up, wrap up. v. i. To go around; to walk about. n. Enclosure; expansion; a coil, roll, cheeroot; a walk round; a turn. a. Circuits, round. -ჭაჟ, ჭაჟიჟ. Compass, circumference. -ჭაჟიჟ. = ოჟ. q. v. ოჟიჟაჟ ოჟიჟაჟ. To wind up; to go round about. ოჟაჟ ოჟაჟაჟ. To reel and fall. ოჟაჟ ოჟაჟ. To go round and look. ოჟაჟ-აჟ. To feel giddy. -ოჟ. To surround. -იჟ. Turning round. ოჟაჟ ოჟ. To cause to roll or wind.

ჭაჟ ს. ad. Along with, also, even; also ოჟაჟ.


ჭაჟაჟ (lb. of ურაჟ) n. News, tidings, intelligence, rumour, talk.

ჭაჟაჟ ს. n. A civilized or enlightened state; revising, as a work. ქ. rest, forbearance, shift.

ჭაჟაჟაჟ ს. v. t. To adjust; to train; to finish; to polish; to civilise, enlighten. ქ. to rest; to manage or get through. v. i. To be civilised or enlightened.

ჭაჟაჟ ს. n. Nectar, ambrosia; milk; juice. ქ. lime, mortar. ქ. the embic myrobalan.

ჭაჟჟ h. n. Circumcision.

ჭაჟაჟჟ ს. ad. Without trouble or difficulty, easily.

ჭაჟაჟჟ ქ. n. Reading and explaining. ჭაჟჟჟჟ. To explain, tell.

ჭაჟჟ i. s. a. Beautiful, handsome, charming; agreeable. ქ. Beauty.

ჭაჟჟ i. s. a. Slept, asleep; numbed. ოჟჟჟ. Sleep; numbness.

ჭაჟჟ ძჟ f. n. A sleeping mattress.

ჭაჟჟ h. n. A province. ქ. The chief native officer of a talook.

ჭაჟჟ (lb. of ურაჟ) n. The serpent ādi-sēsha. ჭაჟჟჟ, ჭაჟჟჟ ქ. N. -ჭაჟჟჟ, ოჟჟ. N.

ჭაჟჟ ძჟ k. n. Roughness.

ჭაჟჟჟჟჟ, ჭაჟჟჟჟჟ ს. n. Kārttikēya; N. of a place of pilgrimage in S. Canara.

ჭაჟჟჟჟჟ ქ. n. N. of Krishṇa’s sister and Arjuna’s wife.

ჭაჟჟჟჟჟ, ჭაჟჟჟჟჟ ქ. h. n. Conjecture or guess. ქ. nearness, aboutness. ქ. 3. moderateness, tolerableness. ქ. Middling, ordinary. ოჟჟჟ ქ. About.

ჭაჟჟჟ 1. = ოჟჟჟ, q. v.

ჭაჟჟჟ ქ. f. n. White arsenic; also -ჭაჟ.

ჭაჟჟჟ, ჭაჟჟჟ ქ. ad. Quietly, silently; causelessly; for nothing, uselessly.

ჭაჟჟჟ, ოჟჟჟ ქ. ა. Quiet, silent. -ჭაჟჟჟ. To give gratis. -ჭაჟჟჟ. To come without any particular business; to come often.

ჭაჟჟჟ, ოჟჟჟ, ოჟჟჟ ქ. To silence. ოჟჟჟ, ოჟჟჟ ქ. ოჟჟჟჟჟ. To be silent; (imp. 2nd pers.) be silent.

ჭაჟჟჟ ქ. v. i. To breathe; to sigh. ქ. Breath; a sigh; also ოჟ.
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k. n. N. of a tree with very fragrant flowers. 2, (lb. of ) a sword.

f. n. A hole made by burglars in a house-wall, etc.; a mine.

s. n. N. of a tune.

f. n. An esculent root Arum campanulatum.

s. n. Of Surat. a. Playful; tender.

s. n. The tree Rottleria tinctoria; also .

s. a. Agreeable. 2, fragrant. n.
The cow of plenty. 2, a wise man. 3, mint, Mentha sativa.

( = ) g. v.

( = ) k. n. A coil, roll. Many words.

f. a. Straight and smooth; fair and flowing; plain.

1. k. v. i. To flow, pour, drop, as tears, blood, rain, etc. v. t. To pour, drop, shoot out, etc. To cause to flow, etc. Flowing, etc.

To pour.

2. ( ) k. v. i. To drink with a supping noise.

( = ) g. v.

k. v. i. To become shrivelled; to coil or roll up.

h. n. A collyrium for the eyes. 2, sulphuret of antimony.

= g. v.

s. n. Spirituous liquor, toddy. Drinking of spirituous liquor.

k. v. i. To shrivel, contract; to curl. n. Shrivelling; shrinking; a wrinkle; a curl. A suppressed breath.

( sb. of ) n. A mining crowsbar. 2, a spike for peeling cocoanuts.

h. n. A sultan. Relating to a sultan. A kind of coin.

s. a. Easy, attainable, feasible.

To be easy.

= g. v.

k. v. i. To strip off; to peel; to skin. 2, to plunder, rob. P. ps. , . -s. Plundering, robbery, pillage, booty. To plunder, rob.

k. n. A chorus used by women at marriages, when pounding rice, etc.

h. n. Slowness, delay; laziness. To delay, loiter.

A lazy man.

( = ) k. v. i. To turn round, whirl, revolve, to curl; to wander, roam; to move; to walk; to be unsteady, to waver, flicker. n. Whirling, waving, motion; a whirl-pool. 2, the tender leaf of a plantain, cocoa or areca-nut tree. 3, deception, fraud. To move about. A whirl-pool. The fontanelle.

k. n. Motion, waving. 2, a glimpse, slight notice or sign.

( sb. of ) n. Facility; fine workmanship; ingenuity; cheapness.


s. n. A vedic hymn. 2, a good word. a. Well spoken.

s. a. Subtle, minute, atomic; small, thin, fine, sharp; subtle, artful,

ಮತ್ತು s. n. Indication, intimation, hinting. 2, hint, information. 3, an index, summary. — ಈ ಈ ಈ, To tell briefly. — ಈ ಈ, To point out, indicate, intimate, hint; to show.


ಮತ್ತು k. n. Smartness, quickness.

ಮತ್ತು f. n. A torch of wisps, etc.

ಮತ್ತು k. n. A sheaf or bundle of grass; also ಈ ಈ, q. v. —RACTOR, —R, To put on the head, etc., as flowers, etc.; to receive. n. A bundle; also ಈ ಈ, q. v.

ಮತ್ತು s. n. A charioteer. 2, a bard.

ಮತ್ತು s. n. Impurity from childbirth, menses or death.

ಮತ್ತು s. Birth; offspring, progeny.

ಮತ್ತು s. n. A thread, string. 2, a precept, rule, law, canon, decree. 3, art, spring (as of a piece of mechanism). — ಈ ಈ ಈ, A stage-director; also — ಈ ಈ, — ಈ ಈ.

ಮತ್ತು s. n. Cooking; a cook. — ಈ ಈ ಈ, A kitchen.

ಮತ್ತು, ಮತ್ತು (ತ್ರಾಡ) n. A spike for peeling cocoanuts; also ಈ ಈ ಈ ಈ.

ಮತ್ತು s. n. A son; a child.

ಮತ್ತು s. n. Soup, broth, sauce. 2, a cook. — ಈ ಈ, A cook. — ಈ ಈ, Cookery; a book on cookery. — ಈ ಈ ಈ, = ಈ ಈ, q. v.

ಮತ್ತು. = ಈ ಈ, q. v.

ಮತ್ತು a. k. n. An oath. v. i. To swear; also ಈ ಈ ಈ, ಈ ಈ.

ಮತ್ತು (ಸ = ಬ) k. n. Plundering, pillaging; plunder, spoil. — ಈ ಈ, To lavish, squander. — ಈ ಈ, A plunderer. — ಈ ಈ, To plunder. — ಈ ಈ ಈ, — ಈ ಈ, To be plundered.


ಮತ್ತು a. k. n. A forehead-jewel, trinket.

ಮತ್ತು k. n. A kind of dish; also — ಈ ಈ, A dish.

ಮತ್ತು a. k. v. i. To issue, as breath, etc.; to flow, drop, shower, as water, rain. v. t. To spread, scatter or sprinkle about, as water, etc. n. Sprinkling.

ಮತ್ತು 1. a. k. n. A loud sound, noise.

ಮತ್ತು 2. (ನು = ಬ) a. k. n. A time, turn; a season. — ಈ ಈ, A herald.


ಮತ್ತು 1. k. n. A loud sound, noise.


ಮತ್ತು. Creation; emanation; nature; natural property. — ಈ ಈ, A creator.

ಮತ್ತು, A creation in which the deity is inherent in all the parts. ಈ ಈ, To create, produce, make.

ಮತ್ತು, ಮತ್ತು (ತ್ರಾಡ) n. Heat. — ಈ ಈ, A hot country.

ಮತ್ತು 1. k. n. A cultivated grass, Holcus spicatus.
To grow bulky; to get puffed up. 2, to become stiff, as limbs, etc. 3, to bend, shrink. 4, to fear. Pride, haughtiness. The state of being crooked or bent; pride.

To be envious or jealous. n. Anger, wrath.

The loose end of a garment; cover, protection. To stretch the end of one's garment as a sign of humble petition.

The hollowed palm of the hand; a handful.

Confinement, captivity; a prison, hold. To release from prison. To become a prisoner. To imprison. To take prisoner.

A certificate, testimonial.

Sound; echo. 2, a spring, fountain.

A twig, stick, rod.

To cane, beat or flog.

To draw, drag, pull. v. i. To draw up, as a limb. n. Pulling the current of a stream; also.

Heat. 2, fomentation. 3, sprinkling, effusion.

Per hundred.

n. N. of a medicinal plant.

Sprinkling, shedding; effusion. 2, a bucket.

Bending, shrinking, contraction.

Anger, etc.

A bridge; a mound, dike.

To draw up water; to pull in (a string); to snatch; to draw in (as breath); to smoke (as a pipe, cheroot). v. i. To suffer spasms; to throb and pain; to be contracted.


A host, army. A commander, general.

An apple.

To go to; to approach, to reach; to belong to; to enter; to be included; to join, to meet; to agree to; to be in harmony; to agree with, as food; to be agreeable. P. p. n. Meeting, etc. Joining, etc.

To join; to put together; to put into; to make enter; to insert; to assemble.

A seer, a measure of weight or capacity.

Connection, company, a herd of cattle. One in charge of a cattle-pound.

tb. of ী, q. v.

Macaroni.

A kind of jasmine, Jasminum auriculatum.

Service, attendance, worship, homage; devotion; use, practice. To serve. A servant, attendant; a worshipper; f. Service; devotion; using, taking, enjoying. To use, enjoy, take. To serve, honour, worship; to enjoy, use.

The functions of service. Cpd., etc.

The remains of flowers, raw rice and other offerings made to an idol. 2, raw rice thrown on the heads of a married couple.

Straightness; rectitude; propriety.

Satan, the devil. Devilish disposition.

Catarrh.

Military. A soldier.
To leaf, a native of Sindh. 2, a kind of rock-salt. a. Marine, aqueous.

An army.

The tijs. A female attendant; a toilet woman.

K. v. i. To become mad or intoxicated, to get bewildered or confused; to be proud or arrogant. n. Infatuation; stupification; pride, arrogance. -ki. To be humbled.

Pride to arise.

A. k. n. A sharp smell. 2, touch.

To shine, to cook beautiful, tobe pleasant. Shine; beauty; charm; happiness, pleasure, delight; gle, gaiety. -k. A beau, gay man. -ra. Pleasure to be less.

To touch, come near; to infect, taint. n. Touch, contact, infection. -h. An infectious disease.


A lamp.

K. v. i. To point at a person, as a sign of mockery.

The hip, loins, waist.

(= niti, q. v. lb. of chirind) n. An elephant's truck.

lb. of chirind) n. The musk shrew; also niti.

k. n. The plant Solanum pubescens.

1. (= khirindo) k. n. Crookedness.

2. (lb. of chirind) n. Property, goods.

k. n. The juice that exudes from a stalk, twig, etc.


lb. of chirind) n. The anusvāra.

2, a cypher or zero. 3, (lb. of chirind) Gold. -ra. A dealer in gold.

k. n. Slackness; weakness. v. i. To repress, check. To slaken (as cloth, lips, etc.); to pine; grow weak.

k. n. Foliage; a vegetable, herb, greens. To beat the bush for game. -ra. Leaves and litter.

k. n. The straw of millet.

lb. of chirind) n. Beauty, charm, loveliness, etc. A beautiful man; f. A beautiful woman.


k. v. i. To wither, languish; to grow lean or meagre.

k. n. The state of being contracted; shrivelled as a leaf, or crooked as a bamboo.

1. = rhaj, q. v.

k. n. The milk collected in the udder of a cow or buffalo. To let down that milk.

niti. k. n. A measure of capacity 1/2 of a kuđava or balla.

k. v. i. To say, speak. n. A word. To be said.

(= niti) k. v. i. To drive off, scare away.

(= niti) k. v. q. v.


k. n. A daughter-in-law.


(= niti) k. v. q. v.

lb. of chirind) n. A disguise, mask. To assume a disguise. -ray. To disguise one's self.

k. n. The peculiar leaf of palms, sugar-cane, etc. 2, a peacock's tail.
3, a rudder. *Cpds.*: আঙ্কুর, রাঙ্গ।

শাতিকা f. n. Meal ground coarse, grits of wheat, rolang.

শিখর (≡ নিমফ্যালিকা, q. v. *tb.* of শিখর) n. Surprise, wonder; a wonder.

শটক k. n. The lower part of the cheek. -সুতা. To pinch it.

শপথ f. n. Letting go freely, acquittance. -সুতা, A bill of divorce.

শম্ভ f. n. Remission of a debt, etc.; the sum remitted. 2, release from bondage, freedom.

শম্ভ n. P. p. of শম্ভন, q. v.


শম্ভু a. k. n. An incessant drizzle.

শম্ভু দর্পণ s. n. Materials, provision.

শম্ভুকিম্পা ১. A measure or means.

শম্ভুকীয় s. n. Stairs, steps. -সুতি, A staircase.

শম্ভুক k. n. Anise-seed, *Pimpinella anisum*.

শম্ভুক f. n. A companion, fellow.

শম্ভুকিরা. Company, society.

শম্ভুকিরাস (lb. of শম্ভুকিম্পণ) n. A festive song.

শম্ভুকিরা s. n. A climbing plant, *Sarco-

শম্ভুকা স্তম্ভ মিলিনালা*; its juice. 2, nectar.

শম্ভুকা স্তম্ভ মিলিনালা s. n. A soma sacrifice. -সূতি, A soma sacrificer; a title among Brāhmaṇas. -সিদ্ধার্থ. The lunar dynasty. -সিদ্ধা, Monday. -সিদ্ধু, A sluice for conveying the water bathed to an idol or linga.

শম্ভুকা স্তম্ভ মিলিনালা, শম্ভু স্তম্ভ মিলিনালা. Siva or his representation: N. of a Kannada poet.

শম্ভু কৃষ্ণ k. n. A sluggard, idler. -শ্রম. Laziness.

শম্ভু কৃষ্ণ f. n. Opportuneness of circumstances.

শম্ভু ক্রিয়া k. v. i. To drop, drip, trickle, ooze, flow; to leak (P. p. শম্ভুক্রিয়ান্তোষ). n. Dropping, leaking. -শম্ভুক্রিয়ান্তর. A leaking house. -শম্ভুক্রিয়ান্তর. To cause to drop or flow.

শম্ভু নিমফ্যালিকা f. n. Nitre, saltpetre.

শম্ভু (≡ শম্ভু) k. n. The bottle gourd.

শম্ভু কূটনৈর (Cpds.: স্বাদ, পুষ্কল, পরশুরাম; -চন্দ্রী, -বিষের. A calabash.

শম্ভু k. v. i. To be defeated or overcome; to lose, forfeit, fail. 2, to be captivated allured. (P. p. শম্ভুক্রিয়ান্তোষ). n. Defeat, loss; also শম্ভুক্রিয়ান্তর, শম্ভু ক্রিয়া, -শম্ভু ক্রিয়ান্তর. Defeat and success. -শম্ভু ক্রিয়ান্তর. To defeat, vanquish.

শম্ভু k. n. The slough of a snake; coa of an onion.

শম্ভু ১. (≡ শম্ভু, q. v.) a. k. v. t. To drive off, etc.

শম্ভু ২. k. n. Trace, mark, sign.

শম্ভু ১. *tb.* of শম্ভুক্রিয়ান্ত, q. v.

শম্ভু ২. (*tb. of শম্ভুক্রিয়ান্ত*) v. t. To endure, bear, suffer.

শম্ভুক্রিয়ান্ত (fr. শম্ভুক্রিয়া) s. a. Easiness of performance.

শম্ভুক্রিয়ান্ত (fr. শম্ভুক্রিয়া) s. n. Pleasure, happiness, ease, comfort, enjoyment. -শম্ভু ক্রিয়ান্তাণ্ড. To be happy, etc.

শম্ভুক্রিয়ান্ত (fr. শম্ভুক্রিয়া) s. a. Sweet-scented, fragrant.

শম্ভুক্রিয়ান্ত (fr. শম্ভুক্রিয়া) s. n. Goodness, generosity, kindness, benevolence; friendship.

শম্ভুক্রিয়ান্ত (lb. of শম্ভুক্রিয়ান্ত) s. n. A plastered mansion, a palace.

শম্ভুক্রিয়ান্ত (fr. শম্ভুক্রিয়ান্ত) s. n. Beauty, loveliness, elegance. -শম্ভু ক্রিয়ান্তাণ্ড. A beautiful person.

শম্ভুক্রিয়ান্ত (fr. শম্ভুক্রিয়ান্ত) s. n. Abhimanyu, son of Subhadrā.
A married and unwidowed woman.

A handsome, pleasing, mild, calm, gentle. n. The planet Mercury. 2, the 43rd year of the cycle. —^S. A pleasing form. —^S. Wednesday.


Kārttikēya, the god of war. 2, a learned man. —^S. N. of a puraṇa.

The shoulder. 2, a large branch. 3, a section, chapter. 4, a troop. 5, a prince; a wise man.

Slipping, tripping, tottering; falling or deviating from; an error, mistake, blunder; dropping; shock, collision. —S. Stumbled; unsteady; erring.

The breast of a woman, udder. —S. The male infant.

Thunder.

A cluster, bunch. 2, quantity, multitude.

Fixed, stiff, rigid; immovable, motionless, numb, paralyzed; senseless, dull. —S. Fixedness, immobility.

lb. of. q. v.

Fixedness, stiffness. 2, a pillar, column, post; a stem, trunk. 3, numbness, stupor; paralysis; stupidity. 4, stoppage. —S. Fixing firmly, paralysing, stunning; arrest-

ing, stopping, etc. —^S. To fix firmly, stop.

Praising; praise, a hymn. —^S. Praiseworthy.

Still, motionless, steady; fixed, immovable. 2, tender; wet, moist.

Praise, eulogy; commendation, adulation. —S. Self-praise.

Flattery, —S. Laudable. A panegyrist, bard. —S. To praise, laud; to praise in song.

A heap or pile of earth; a Buddhist monument.

Theft, robbery. —S. A thief, robber.

Little, small. n. A tail. 2, offspring. —S. The cātaka bird.

Praise, eulogium; a hymn of praise, ode.

Praise. 2, an oblation. 3, a multitude; a heap, collection, mass. [prayer.


Ground, land. 2, a place, spot, site, locality. 3, stead, place, lieu. 4, station. —S. Transfer; confusion of places. —S. A resident. —S (= स्थल) A watchman, beadle. —S. Place of residence.

Standing; state; a place, spot, site. 2, situation, position; office, rank. 3, an abode, house. 4, an object. —S. Displaced, out of place. —S. Another place. —S. Local; a paid-servant in a temple who assists the pūjārī. —S. Local.

An establisher, founder. —S. Establishing, found-
ing; instituting; appointing. गृहस्थ s. The Reformation. शीतीय s. To establish. गृहस्थ. Established, founded. गृहस्थ. To establish, set up, found, institute; to place, set, lay.

तो तो s. a. Situated; fixed, stationary, enduring, constant, lasting; steady, firm. -देखा. Real estate. - राणा. Immovable and movable.

तो भि s. n. Situation, state, position; condition; good condition; station; rank; good manners; property, wealth. राग. State and course of life. -देखा. A wealthy man. -गोरा. Elastic; elasticity. भि. Situated; fixed, settled, steady.


तो दी s. a. Stout, bulky; thick, fat, corpulent; clumsy, coarse; stupid. -देखा, -देखा. The material body. देखा. Dulness. -गोरा. Mighty and subtle.

तो दी (fr. दी) s. n. Firmness, steadiness; resolution, constancy; hardness, solidity, calmness, patience.

तो दी s. a. Bathed; immersed; deeply engaged. n. An initiated householder; also दी.

तो दी s. n. Bathing, ablution. दी. To bathe. दी. Bathing all but the head. दी. Recieving the Holy Spirit. दी. Recieving knowledge, baptism.

तो दी s. n. A sinew, tendon, muscle. दी s. a. Oily, greasy, fat, sticky, viscid; smooth; moist; cooling; tender. दी, attached, lovely.

तो दी s. n. Tenderness, love, affection, fondness, friendship. दी. Friendship to originate. दी. To court friendship; to love. दी. To love. दी. A friend; दी. दी. To touch.

तो दी, -दी s. n. Touching; touch, contact; the sense of touch. दी, दी. To touch.

तो दी s. a. Distinct, clear, plain, intelligible; true, real.

तो दी, -दी s. n. Desire, wish; envy. दी. Freedom from desire or envy.

तो दी s. n. Crystal; quartz. दी. Alum.

तो दी s. a. Burst open; clear, plain, evident.

तो दी s. n. Trembling, vibration, rising to mind, suggesting itself. दी. To rise to mind, suggest itself.

तो दी, तो दी s. n. A swelling, boil, tumour, pimple; small-pox. दी. Breaking; cracking; disclosing.

तो दी s. n. Recollection, reminiscence; remembrance; memory. दी. Tradition. दी. To remember, recollect, bear in mind, be mindful of; to call upon God.

तो दी (fr. दी) s. a. Relating to memory. दी, recorded in the smṛiti. n. A Brāhmaṇa belonging to the advaita vedānta creed. 2, any act enjoined by the smṛiti.

तो दी s. n. Remembrance, memory; recollection. दी, the body of traditional law; any particular law-book. दी. A legislator.
A smile, gentle laugh.

A car, 2, water, 3, a river, 4, air, wind.

A wife's brother.

A chaplet, garland.

Flowing, streaming, trickling, 2, a spring, fountain; also -also.

Own, one's own; belonging to one's self. -a. A relative; own persons.

Pellucid; white; pure; clear.

One's own will, own choice. a. Self-willed; spontaneous.

Self-willed, wilful.


One's own form, features; natural state or appearance. a. Similar, like, identical. -a. Disgrace.

Heaven, paradise. 2, happiness, joy.

The celestial region. A deity; dead. Heavenly, celestial.

Gold; a gold coin.

Consisting of gold.

Very small; little, minute, trifling; very few.

A few days. Not far.

A little while.

Welfare, health, blessing.

May it be well! hail!

Invocation of blessings.

Well, healthy, comfortable.

Well-being, health; also -a. At ease, in health.

One's own hand. 2, handwriting, signature.

Welcome, welcoming.

Come of one's self.
Self-interested, selfish. -सृष्टिः Selfishness.
निर्भर शृंखळा s. a. Self-dependent.
अप्रत्याशित (रिकाठु) s. n. Land exempt from tax or liable for a trifling quit-rent.
आग्नि श्री s. n. Agni's wife. int. An exclamation made at oblations: Ha! blessing!
आदेशवध s. v. t. To make one's own adopt, accept; to embrace, as a fait accompli to admit, assume.
आदेशवधन s. n. Making one's own appropriation; taking, adoption. अदेश अनुक्रिया Adoption of a son.
आपत्ति s. a. Own, peculiar, characteristic.
आपत्ति (सुध) s. n. One's own will or will; self-will, wilfulness.
आपत्ति s. n. Sweat, perspiration. Insects, vermin, etc. produced sweat.
आहस्त (कोश) s. a. Self-will wilful. n. Wilfulness, self-will.

The fifty-second letter of the alphabet.
आई s. n. The letter आ.
आईको s. h. n. Account, statement; affairs, facts.
आईको h. n. A physician.

The plant *Sopogon aciculatus.*
आईको s. h. n. Gleanings (of coriander), छिंटामणि. To glean.
आईको k. n. An incrustation or scab.
1. k. n. Dry mucus or rheum; a seb.

2. h. n. Right, title; a just right or claim. —�್ಜ್. The holder of a right. —অষ্ট, —অষ্টং. = অষ্ঠ.

3. k. n. A place for reposing, etc.; a bed.

4. = কালীমূল, q. v.

5. = কালীমূল, q. v.


7. কালীমূল k. n. The dandruff of the head. 2, a split of a bamboo.

8. কালীমূল k. n. The daytime; a day. ad.

By day. —কালীমূল. A day-robber. —কালীমূল: Day and night. —কালীমূল. A kind of firework.

9. = কালীমূল, q. v. Gum, resin.

10. = কালীমূল k. a. Light; easy; mean. —কালীমূল. To make light. —কালীমূল. Lightness.

11. k. n. Hatred, enmity. —কালীমূল. To hate.


13. k. n. = কালীমূল, (= অষ্ঠ) k. n. A subterranean granary.

14. (l. of কালীমূল) n. A rope or cord. —কালীমূল, —কালীমূল. Lpds.: =কালীমূল, —কালীমূল, etc.

15. k. n. Low ground.

16. = কালীমূল, q. v.

17. = কালীমূল k. n. An evergreen shrub, Dodonaea viscosa.

18. h. n. a. Temporary. তালোক. The season, time, as for business or anything. —কালীমূল. A temporary employment.

19. h. n. Uproar, tumult, riot; an assault. —কালীমূল, —কালীমূল. To make an assault.

20. k. n. An obligation, indebtedness; regard. কালীমূল, কালীমূল. A man under obligation. কালীমূল. To remind a person of neglecting his obligation.

21. = কালীমূল, q. v. A stool.


23. = কালীমূল, q. v. A stout cotton cloth; a bed sheeting.

24. k. v. l. To apply to; to put to; to join, affix, attach; to fix. 2, to use or employ. 3, to kindle, light. 4, to mince; cf. তুলসী, তুলসী. To set fire to. —কালীমূল. To kindle, light; to cause to apply to; to have planted; to put or join to.

25. k. n. Cane or rattan; tattoo. 2, a bamboo split. —কালীমূল. To tattoo. —কালীমূল, —কালীমূল. A tattooed mark on the forehead.

26. h. n. Concealment. 2, digestion.

27. h. n. A barber. —কালীমূল. Shaving.

28. h. n. A hall, pavilion.

29. h. n. The presence of a superior authority, as collector, judge, etc. 2, the principal collector’s office; also =কালীমূল.


31. k. n. 2. A means, plan, expedient. —কালীমূল, —কালীমূল. To devise a plan. —কালীমূল. A contriver, etc.

32. k. v. l. To divide, share, distribute.

33. k. n. 1. A tile. 2, a potsherd. মবল।. A ridge tile. কালীমূল, কালীমূল. A house with a tiled roof.

34. k. n. 1. (= কালীমূল, কালীমূল) k. n. A pandal.

35. k. n. 2. (= কালীমূল) k. n. A bamboo split.

36. (= কালীমূল, q. v.) f. n. A roll of cotton.


k. k. n. A ship, sailing vessel. "a harbour.

To steer a vessel. "Mariners, sailors.

k. k. n. An annual allowance of grain or money to washermen, barbers, etc.

k. k. n. A betel-nut pouch. 2, a barber's bag. "A barber; also ఉత్తరం.

k. k. n. (= చాట) k. n. A flat round basket.

k. = కడి, q. v.


k. k. (= కడి) k. n. A bad smell.

k. (= కడి, q. v.) k. v. t. To get, obtain, etc.; to bear, give birth to.


k. v. i. To look slyly, pry, peep; also చెన్నార కాసి. To look closely.

k. (lb. of చాటా) = చాటా, q. v.


k. v. t. To beat thin, sharpen by beating, as a sickle. "Beating; a blow.

k. = చాటా, q. v.

k. k. n. A comb. 2, one of the clusters of fruits, as of plantains.

The forehead. 2, the lair of wild beasts. "కడి సితంబర్. "కడి మంచి. To affix to one's forehead, i.e. to use (said contemptuously). "Destiny, fortune.

k. v. f. n. A certain colour of a pigeon.

k. k. n. The sunflower, Heliotropium indicum.


k. = చాట, q. v. 2, the kitchen herb Celosia albida.

interj. for angry reproof.

s. a. Struck; killed; wounded; ruined; disappointed. "మరి. Miserable. "మరి. To die, perish.

k. a. Close. 2, all. ad. Closely 2, together. "చాట వాయలు. To tie tightly, a a necklace, etc. "చాట వాయలు. To hea thoroughly. "చాట వాయలు. To beat all (fruits off, etc. 

k. (= చాట) k. n. A carpenter's plant


k. v. i. To stick to; to join; to apply to; to touch; to reach, as shore. 2, to be reached, arrived a found as a road, etc. 3, to be required; to suffice. 4, to begin. 5, i take root. 6, to ascend, climb, moun 

k. n. Joining, etc.; climbing, scalin; "చాట. To let mount. చాట వాయలు.
apply; to cause to climb; to kindle, light, as fire, a light. 

To be nearly dead up, as rice in cooking; to be on death-bed. 

To press firmly; to suppress, as laughter.


3. (= సోసుం) k. v. i. To be kindled. 

s. n. Killing, slaying; murder.

h. n. A weapon, instrument.

k. n. Properness, proper way; the tempered state, as of any food, etc.; sharpness; also -n. As to make the proper state, etc. (used of food, 

the temper of food, crop, etc.). 

To make fit for use, etc. 

To temper, sharpen. To reduce to proper state.

1. k. v. t. To lay stone or brick. 

P.p.s. సోసుం, సోసుం. n. A layer of stone or brick.

2. (= సోసుం, q. v.) k. a. Ten. 

Sixteen. 

Eighteen. 

Fifteen. 

Three.

An unripe fruit. 2, way, manner.

k. v. i. To bend.

( సోసుం, q. v) a. k. n. Well-being; steadiness. 

A happy man. To be well; to be 

To feel refreshed.

1. k.n. A kite; a hawk; a vulture.

2. h. n. A limit, border. 

To violate borders. 

De- 

marcation of boundaries.

3. P.p. of సోసుం, q. v.

k. a. Ten. 

Twelve.

Eleven.

S. n. Slaughter, destruction; hurting, injuring.

k. n. A drop. v. i. To fall in drops. 

To pour, as water, etc.

N. of a monkey-chief, the ally of Ramaçandra.

k. n. A stair, step; a flight of steps.

(తోసుం) k. n. A line, row.

(తోసుం) ( సోసుం, q. v) k. n. A pandal, temporary shed.

k. n. A pig, hog, swine. 

A wild hog. 

The small screech-owl. 

A boar's tusk. 

Poggishness.

k. v. i. To move shake. 

To move about.

k. n. A coward.

h. n. An instalment. 2, a week.

(సోసుం) ( సోసుం) f. n. A very thin cake. 

h. n. An Abyssinian.

( సోసుం, q. v) f. n. Vapour, heat.

(తోసుం) (తోసుం) n. A festival, feast, holiday. 

To celebrate a feast. The Indian night-shade, Solanum indicum.

k. v. i. To spread, extend, etc.; to spread, as a creeper. 

The state of being spread. 

Spreading, extention, vastness. 

To cause to spread.

k. n. Cane, ratan, Calamus rotang.

h. a. All, together. 

All kinds of articles.

h. n. A bearer (of a palanquin, etc.); a porter.

( సోసుం, q. v) h. n. An emir, nobleman. a. Excellent.

h. ad. Always, ever.
438

438. a. k. n. Fainting, stupor, torpor. अनुभवत. To faint, swoon.

438. ( = सुदूर) n. A long and narrow money-bag.

438. k. n. Pride, conceit. अच्छ. A proud man.


438, 438, 438 s. n. Milk and all that is made of milk, as curds, butter, etc.

438. k. n. Bewilderment.

438. k. n. Broadness, breadth. 2, spreading; 3, flying, etc. अंधिक, अंधिक अं. A basket-boat lined with leather; also अनुग़्रह.

438. s. n. Conveying, carrying; seizing; removing; a seizer, etc. 2, Śiva. Cpds.: अनुक्रोश; अनुसार; अनुमान; etc.

438. h. n. Opposition, hindrance.

438. अनुक्रोश, q. v.


438. k. n. A blessing. 2, a vow. अनुज. अनुज अनुज. To bless. अनुज, अनुज. To vow. अनुज, अनुज. To fulfil a vow. अनुज, अनुज. To break a vow.

438. k. v. l. To clean (a field) by removing the grass, weeds, etc. अनुग्रह. Removing superfluous standing corn.

438. k. n. Idle talk, jabber, babble. अनुग्रह, अनुग्रह. A babblster. अनुज. To talk idly, prate, blabber.

438, 438. 1. k. n. The ankle; the wrist. 2, a wrist-bracelet of gold and coral beads.

438. k. v. I. To spread; to scratch, claw. v. i. To spread.

438. k. n. The ink-nut.

438 1. s. n. Taking, removing. 2, stealing; withholding.

438 2. lb. of अस्त्र, q. v. अस्त्र, अस्त्र. To restore life. अस्त्र. To obtain life.

438. lb. of अस्त्र, q. v.

438 ( = देश) k. n. Sharpness.

438 a. k. n. A trader, merchant. अनुज, अनुज. Trade, traffic.

438. (fr. अस्त्र 1) k. n. A distance of three English miles.

438. P. p. of अस्त्र 1, q. v.

438 k. n. Manifestation; display.

438 (lb. of अस्त्र) n. Loss of self-control.

438 ( = अस्त्र) k. n. An earthen water-vessel.

438. k. v. i. To spread. v. t. To spread out. n. Spreading, extension.

438. ( = अस्त्र, q. v.) k. v. l. To bless. 2, to make a vow.

438 k. n. A pebble, stone, grit. 2, the castor-oil plant, Palma christi. अनुग्रह. Castor-oil.

438 h. a. Unlawful; wicked, wrong; vile. अनुक्रोश. A restive horse.

438 1. k. v. i. To run; to flow; to creep, proceed; to disappear, as trouble. n. A run, flowing; cf. अस्त्र. A runner, courier; a hawker; a spy. अनुक्रोश, अनुक्रोश. A wicker boat lined with leather. अनु. Streaming; current. अनुक्रोश. To creep or move about. अनुक्रोश. अनुक्रोश, q. v. अनु, अनु. A gutter, channel.

438 2. ( = देश) k. v. l. To tear, rend, break, slit, etc.; to pluck. v. i. To cut, as a knife. 2, to be torn or rent. n. Tearing. अनुज, A split stone.
To spread, disperse.

The sun. 2, the moon. 3, Indra. 4, Vishnu, Krishna. 5, Brahma. 6, a lion.

Any puranic story related with music and singing.

One who relates such a story.

A place of pilgrimage on the Ganges. Vishnu's name.

Sapphire. Krishua's family.

Vishnu's day: the eleventh lunar day; a day of fasting.

A ceremony on the fourth day of a marriage.

A worshipper of Vishnu.

N. of a king of the solar dynasty.

See s. a. 1.

= s., q. v.

A deer, antelope. s. doe.

Sulphur of arsenic, yelloworpiment.

A host, assemblage. 2, business, affair, concern.

A metal dish of any kind.

= s., q. v.

A common potherb, Amaranthus oleraceus.

[bless.

To take away, divide.

The yellow myrobolan tree, Terminalia chebula.

= s., q. v.

A way, means, expedient.

lb. of Arjuna, q. v.

To spread; to disperse. P. ps. s., s. v. l.

To begin to shine, dawn. Dawn.

(The sun) to dawn in the east.

A young man; f.

Bristling, thrilling. 2, rapture, delight, joy; pleasure, gladness.

Tears of joy. Abundance of joy. To rejoice, exult, be glad or pleased.

A tooth.

To gnash the teeth.

A gumboil.

A consonant. Ending in a consonant.

Euphony of consonants.

Many or several persons.

A particular weight.

The shaft of a plough.

The lower part of the cheek. 2, a kind of barrow.

To climb a tree.

A plank, board. 2, a shield.

A ceiling of boards.

Flatness. A flat-nosed man.

= s., q. v.

Much, many; some.

Some, several.

Various kinds.

Many children.

The shrub Asparagus sarmentosus.

Very verbose.

= s., q. v.

The jack tree;

also \( \text{a.} \) A jack fruit.

Oppressed, overcome, ruined, lost.

To shake, agitate.

N. of Balarama. 2, Rama Candra.

A sweeper, scavenger.
A deadly poison.

A deadly poison.

A kind of rock or harrow.

To lament.

Light; unimportant, trifling, inferior, vulgar; also  

To go on, advance.

An attack, onset; scaling a fort. - To, - . To scale, as a fort.

The small house-lizard, Lacerta gecko.


The lobe of the ear. 2, a horse or bullock-shoe.

The seed or pod of the climbing shrub Entada monastachya.

A song of praise.

A tumult; tossing, as the sea, waves, etc.

Measure, proper measure, fitness, etc.; making ready, preparing. Due consideration; contemplation; thought; desire. To make ready, prepare, arrange; to think; to desire.

An oblation, saorifice.


Charge, trust, care. 

A native officer in the army.

Any thing offered as oblation.

Charge, q. v.

Charge, q. v.

Oblations to the gods and the manes of ancestors.

Desire, lust.

Suddenly.

A cow. - A cow and a calf.

Laughing, smiling; a laugh; also . A smiling face.

Good state or order; tillage; purity. - . Beauty to be lost. - . To till; to clean.

Green colour, greenness; freshness; tenderness; young, green grass. - An unripe fruit. - Green colour. - Emerald. - A kind of green snake. - Vegetables of trade.

Greenness; freshness, rawness. a. Green, fresh, moist, etc. - Raw rice. - Green wood. Raw flour of ragi. - Slightly boiled. - Raw flesh. - A green unripe fruit.

To hunger, crave food.

The lower part of a grinding-stone.

A toll (as of vegetable, etc.) exacted by officials from the vendors.
2. k. n. Sharing of the produce between the landlord and cultivator.

3. jo (कृषि, q. v.) k. n. A long bag with an opening in the middle, carried on the shoulder or on a beast; a wallet.


2. (सोल 1, q. v. 2. of सोल) n. A sharp smell.

3. = सोल, q. v.

4. = सोल, q. v.

5. = सोल, q. v. A child. -सोल. Childhood.

6. (सोल, q. v.) k. n. A bed; a decorated seat or place.


8. विश्वरेण्यं (विश्वरेण्यं) Examination (of the lines on the palms) of the hand. -विश्वरेण्यं. Dexterity; sleight of hand. विश्वरेण्यं. Autograph signature, handwriting. विश्वरेण्यं. That is in hand, as capital; a treasury. विश्वरेण्यं. Water poured upon the hand prior to a meal.


10. (सोल = कृषि) k. a. Old. n. Oldness. 2, weeds. -सोल = सोल ए, s. कृषि, q. v. -सोल. An old man; an old servant.

11. a. k. v. l. To strike against.

12. f. a. Yellow, greenish, yellow.

13. Turmeric, Curcuma longa.

14. (सोल = कृषि) k. n. Antiquity; a tradition.

15. रिया, रिया f. n. Inquietude; painful restlessness. रिया. To become unquiet and anxious.

16. (द्रवित = कृषि) k. v. l. To spoil, become old. द्रवित. That which is spoiled.

17. k. n. A bit, piece, lump.

18. (सोल 1, द्रवित = कृषि) k. v. l. To revile, scold, rebuke, scorn.

19. n. Blame, rebuke, calumni; also -अन. -अन. A forest, jungle.


21. द्रवित (द्रवित = सोल) k. n. Depth; a pit, hole in the ground; low ground; a stream, rivulet.


23. k. v. l. To put; to put on; to lay out, plant, plant; to sow; to pour; to cast or throw; to bring forth; to apply, perform; used also pleonastically, as: जलमग्न, ठिठुरा, ठिठुरा, etc. तृणमूल. To pluck out. तृणमूल. To cut off. तृणमूल. To cast lots. तृणमूल. To take out. तृणमूल. To push away. तृणमूल. To cause to put, etc. -तृणमूल. Putting, throwing.

24. f. n. One aṇि and two kāsas; one-fourth. अनुक्रमका. 1 aṇि 3/2 kāsas.

25. k. n. A winding plant with bitter fruit, Momordica charantia; cf. नारङ्ग. -नारङ्गः. N. of a place.

26. k. ad. In that manner, thus, so; like; as; likewise; so that; for nothing. अनुक्रम. So also; likewise, also.

27. रिया, रिया एक. Even so.

28. रिया. = सोल, q. v.

A muster roll. कृपया. Absent.

कृपया k. v. t. & v. i. To sing. n. Singing (also सिंग); a song. कृपया. A singer, minstrel. कृपया To sing aloud. कृपया To sing slowly.

कृपया To sing a song.

कृपया k. n. Manner, mode. 2, suffering, trouble.

कृपया k. n. Mutual beating.

कृपया f. n. A hand. कृपया A handcuff.

कृपया k. n. Adultery; fornication. कृपया An adulterer. कृपया An adulteress.

कृपया k. n. A road, way. कृपया A traveller. कृपया Travelling expenses.

कृपया To go astray.

कृपया s. n. Loss; decrease; damage, harm, destruction, hurt.

कृपया To suffer loss.

कृपया k. n. A sail. 2, crossing; course, way. a. Nice, pleasant. कृपया A fording place. कृपया To be agreeable.

कृपया (= कृपया, q.v.) k. v. t. To assault; to butt. v. i. To step or pass over; to cross, leap; to go, flow. P. ps. कृपया, कृपया. कृपया Mutual butting; fording. कृपया To butt with horns; to cross.

कृपया s. n. A string of pearls; a necklace. 2, taking, conveying; captivating, charming; also -क.

कृपया (= कृपया, q.v.) k. v. t. To look for; to desire; also कृपया कृपया. कृपया Wish, desire.

कृपया (lb. of कृपया) n. A dove, etc.

कृपया 1. k. v. t. To look for. 2, to desire.

कृपया, कृपया, कृपया. A Brähmana;

कृपया 2. (स = कृपया) k. v. i. To leap up; to jump, spring; to run; to fly; to fly about; to cross by jumping.

कृपया तज़ा, कृपया. To open (a door) completely.

कृपया तज़ा, कृपया. To fly about, run about. कृपया To cause to jump, etc. कृपया कृपया. Jumping.

कृपया To fall upon in a passion.

कृपया f. n. A crowbar चांच. The spoke of a wheel.

कृपया f. n. A small bird the cry of which is said to be ominous.

कृपया h. n. Distressful condition; fatigue, humour, etc.; a grievance.

कृपया f. ad. At present, now; current.

कृपया f. n. The coral tree. 2, a dove.

कृपया 1. k. n. Milk; the white juice of a coconut or any plant. 2, (e.) a hall. कृपया, कृपया. Milk and boiled rice. कृपया A milkman. कृपया A wart. कृपया The cream of milk. कृपया Pure silver. कृपया Breast-milk. कृपया Excellent curds. कृपया राशि. Rice boiled with milk.

कृपया 2. = कृपया, q.v.

कृपया कृपया. कृपया, q.v.

कृपया k. n. The tree Mimusops kauki.

कृपया 2, the lobe of the ear.

कृपया f. n. Gestures; dalliance; airs. कृपया Gesticulation.

कृपया k. n. The aquatic plant, Vallisneria octandra.

कृपया k. n. Trouble, harass, annoyance, molestation; havoc.

कृपया (lb. of कृपया) n. A wooden shoe.

कृपया k. n. A snake, serpent. कृपया कृपया, कृपया. A snake-charmer.

कृपया A boa. कृपया कृपया. A serpent which has cast its slough. कृपया A serpent's fang. कृपया A kind of muscle shell. कृपया Colecynthia, Cucumis colocynthis. कृपया A kind of skink.
443

### 443

#### 443

**h. n.** Skill, cunning; art, trick. -अन्तः. A clever or cunning man.

#### 443

**K. n.** The backside, as of a ship; lateness, as of rain.

#### 443

**K. n.** A small branch-channel in gardens.

#### 443

**K. v. l.** To comb.

#### 443

**K. n.** The dung of goats, sheep, etc. 2, (f.) biceough. [wards.

#### 443

**K. v. i.** To separate, extend. 2, to grow elated, begin to rejoice. 3. To separate, straddle; to open, as the mouth of a bag; to slacken.

#### 443

**K. ad.** Behind, after. -अन्तः. -अन्तः. The backside, place behind.

#### 443

**K. n.** The early dawn; darkness after moonset. -अन्तः, -अन्तः. The latter rain; also -अन्तः अन्तः. -अन्तः अन्तः. The second crop. -अन्तः. The hind leg of a quadruped.

#### 443

**K. v. i.** To go back, retreat; to fail. 2, to be imbibed.

#### 443

**S. n.** Asafoetida.

#### 443

**K. n.** The Mahomedan era.

#### 443

**K. v. i.** To be behind. ad. Behind. -अन्तः. = अन्तः अनंतः.

#### 443

**K. v. i.** To retreat, withdraw, recoil; to backslide.

#### 443

**K. v. l.** To separate, disentangle.

#### 443


#### 443

A cake.

#### 443

**P. p. of बुन्द्र.** To seize, lay hold on. -अन्तः. Grasping, seizing; parsimony.

---

#### 443

**S. n.** Laughing, laughter, derision. -अन्तः. A laugher, bufoon; cf. अन्तः.

#### 443

 Essence; abstract.

**ad.** Briefly, shortly. [toll, duty.

#### 443

**B. h. n.** Postage; custom, 

#### 443

1. **K. v. i.** To spread; to lay. 2. A bed. 2, the warp. 3, a chequered cloth. -अन्तः. A slab; also अन्तः अन्तः. To prepare the warp.

#### 443

That is spread; a bed, cover; also अन्तः.

#### 443

2. **th. of अन्तः, q. v.**

#### 443

**K. n.** A beautiful seat.

#### 443


#### 443

**S. int.** of grief, surprise, pain. -अन्तः. अन्तः. A general lamentation.

#### 443

**K. n.** A sheet of glass. 2, a division of paddy land.

#### 443

(, ( , ) K. n. Propriety, fitness; due proportion.

#### 443


#### 443

A deserted village.

#### 443

**S. n.** Injury, hurt. 2, molesting, tormenting. 3, killing; slaughter. अन्तः, अन्तः. Murder; a violent assault. अन्तः. A murderer, persecutor; injurious, hurtful, savage. अन्तः. A beast of prey. अन्तः.

To hurt, harm, wound, injure; to kill, slay, destroy.
Soh 1. (= א, q. v.) k. v. t. To seize, catch, take hold of; to hold, take possession, as of a country. 2, to restrain, as the breath, etc. 3, to undertake, begin. 4, to find out, discover. 5, to stop, as pay. v. t.
To be attacked by insects. 2, to cost. 3, to fit, suit. 4, to be possessed by evil spirits. 5, to be absorbed, as colours. 6, to be affected by disease or pain. 7, to take up time. To be intoxicated. מתי. To be sprained. מトン. To grow mouldy. מית. To take a road; begone! מיה. To marry; to uphold. מית. A hand. A handle, hilt; the fist. מית. A broom. מית. A handful. מית.

A captive.

Soh 2. k. n. A hold; a handful, grasp. 2, a handle, hilt. 3, a broom. מון. A handle, hilt; the fist. מון. A broom. מון. A handful. מון.

Soh 3. s. n. N. of a rakshasa slain by Bhima.


Soh 5. Soho k. n. A bullock's hump. 2, a bow-string. 3, a braid of hair. מון ( = מון) k. n. A lump, oolod.

Soh 6. k. n. The refuse of oil-seed, an oil-cake. 2, a chutney of Emblic myrobalan.

Soh 7. k. v. t. To press, squeeze out; to wring, as a wet cloth; to pinch, as the ears; to extract, as milk; to harass.

Soh 8. (tb. of Soho) n. A multitude, flock, herd. Cpsds.: מון, מון, מון, מון, etc. מון. To form a herd, to come together in crowds.

Soh 9. s. a. Suitable; advantageous, beneficial, useful; salutary, wholesome, agreeable. 2, friendly, kind. n.


Soh 10. k. n. A back-yard.

Soh 11. k. n. Brass.

Soh 12. k. v. t. To peel soaked pulse.

Soh 13. סוה = סוה, q. v. -רנה, -רנה.

To turn back; to return. -רנה (v. t.). To turn back, etc. -רנה, -רנה.

To draw back, finch.


Soh 15. k. v. t. To follow, pursue.

Soh 16. k. n. That which is behind, (in place), back, previous or past; past time. ad. Behind, etc. סוה. Backwards and forwards. סוה. To follow, pursue. סוה. To be behind, finch. סוה. To speak behind a person. סוה. A place that is behind; subsequent time. סוה. To finch; to transgress. סוה. To follow. סוה. That is behind and in front. סוה סוה. To be cautious; to hesitate.


Soh 18. סוה. The Hindustani language.

Soh 19. סוה (= סוה, סוה 1, q. v.) k. n. Past time. prep. Behind, after, at the back, backwards; in former times, ago; later on, afterwards. סוה. To lag behind; to be less in use. סוה, סוה סוה. To backbite. סוה, סוה סוה. To follow.

Soh 20. סוה s. n. A swing, hammock.


Soh 22. סוה, סוה k. n. The refuse after the juice has been squeezed out.
To Protection, | Va
To Scoffing, oos?

The moon. -h'. Snowy, icy. -h', -daj,

Cie. The Himalaya mountain.
h', h. n. Protection, patronage, aid.


Brother of Narasimha.

1. k. a. Great, elder, senior. -h'. Dignity, greatness. -h'. That is big, older, superior, etc. -h'. The eldest son. -h'. An elder, senior. -h'. Elders, ancestors.

2. k. v. t. To break up, pull to pieces; to pull out of; to unsheathe. v. t. To be broken; to fall out of.

= h. 1, q. v.

k. v. t. To squeeze, press, as a fruit; to knead; to shampoo.

h. n. Calculation; an account.

k. v. i. To burst (as a jack fruit); to crack (as a wall).

h. n. A share, part. -h'. A shareholder.

k. n. A bullock's hump.

(h. of hump) n. A basket; cf. k. n. A shoot, rootlet.

k. v. t. To scoff, revile.

k. n. A fruit newly come out of blossom; also k. v. q. v.

s. a. Deprived of, devoid of, without; bereft of; deficient, faulty; mean, base, vile, low. -a.J. A base act. -a. To scoff, sneer; to upbraid; cf. h.

k. v. t. To suck up, absorb, as water, etc.; to drink. P. p. d.

k. n. The vegetable Luffa acutangula. -h'. Its fruit.

a. k. n. A peacock's tail.

h. n. A command, order. -h'. A written order, decree.

h. n. A smoking apparatus, hooka. -h'. To smoke the hooka.

k. v. t. To inter, bury. Burying. Cause to bury.

k. n. A blister, boil, sore.

k. n. Boiled rice mixed with any split pulse and salted or sweetened to taste, as: "k. n. k. n."
A fool; f. साख़ा. Silly conduct.  
Cpds.: साख़ा-साख़ा, साख़ा-साख़ा, साख़ा-साख़ा, साख़ा-साख़ा, साख़ा-साख़ा, etc. साख़ा।  
Foolishness to seize. जाकर्पे। To make a fool of. जाकर्पे। जाकर्पे। To put on a frightful look. जाकर्पे। A rash run. जाकर्पे। Madness.

अन्तरिक्ष h. n. Perverse wrangling, objecting or making difficulties. अन्तरिक्ष। अन्तरिक्ष। अन्तरिक्ष।  
अन्तरिक्ष 1, अन्तरिक्ष k. n. A cock. अन्तरिक्ष। अन्तरिक्ष। अन्तरिक्ष। A kind of border of a cloth.

अन्तरिक्ष 2. f. n. A quantity of cotton yarn. अन्तरिक्ष। अन्तरिक्ष। अन्तरिक्ष। अन्तरिक्ष।  
अन्तरिक्ष 1. (अन्तरिक्ष) 1. n. q. v.) अन्तरिक्ष। अन्तरिक्ष। अन्तरिक्ष। From one's very birth. अन्तरिक्ष। अन्तरिक्ष। अन्तरिक्ष।  
अन्तरिक्ष 2. k. n. A (honey) comb. अन्तरिक्ष। अन्तरिक्ष। अन्तरिक्ष। अन्तरिक्ष।  
अन्तरिक्ष एँ k. v. l. To create, produce, originate.

अन्तरिक्ष एँ 1. k. v. l. To arise, originate; come into existence, be born, be produced. n. Birth, origin; produce; family. अन्तरिक्ष। अन्तरिक्ष। अन्तरिक्ष।  
अन्तरिक्ष एँ 1. अन्तरिक्ष। अन्तरिक्ष। अन्तरिक्ष। अन्तरिक्ष।  
अन्तरिक्ष एँ 2. k. n. A wooden spoon; a paddle.

अन्तरिक्ष एँ 2. (अन्तरिक्ष) 2. q. v.) अन्तरिक्ष। अन्तरिक्ष। अन्तरिक्ष।  
अन्तरिक्ष एँ 2. अन्तरिक्ष। अन्तरिक्ष। अन्तरिक्ष। अन्तरिक्ष।  
अन्तरिक्ष एँ 2. (अन्तरिक्ष) k. n. Powder; dust; snuff. अन्तरिक्ष। अन्तरिक्ष। अन्तरिक्ष।

अन्तरिक्ष एँ ड़े (अन्तरिक्ष) k. v. l. To seek, seek for, search for, try to find. 2, to search, examine.
Parched corn or pulse. -

Roughness of the skin; a kind of herpes; iches. -

To be parched.

Delay. = द्वेष, q. v.

(k = ज्ञ) k. n. Horse-gram, Dolichos uniflorus. - ज्ञ = ज्ञ, q. v.

To give (a horse) gram.

1. (.क्षण) k. v. i. To roast, parch, as grain, pulse, etc. n. Parching.

Parched rice. -

Parched (Bengal) gram. -

A kind of sugar.

2. k. n. Twist, cord, twine; a twisting. -

To untwist a thread. -

To twist.

3. k. n. Strength, courage, valour. 2, the spine. -

To encourage. -

To be courageous; to encourage.

(k = ज्ञ) k. n. Rivalry; envy, jealousy, emulation. -

To rival; envy. -

An envious man.

( = ज्ञतावरी) h. n. A particular kind of red ochre.

(k = ज्ञ) = ज्ञ, q. v.

( = अल्कान) k. n. Meaning; power; use; service. -

There is no use in this, etc.

(k = ज्ञ) k. v. i. To come to light, to be detected.

(k = ज्ञ) = ज्ञ, q. v.

A tiger. -

A tiger's claws; a scandant plant, Gloriosa superba ( = ज्ञसेवाः).

A tiger's skin. -

A tigress. = ज्ञ, A royal tiger.

(k = ज्ञ) k. n. The Indian beech, Pongamia glabra.

(k = ज्ञ) k. n. The timber tree, Terminalia paniculata.

(k = ज्ञ) k. v. i. To increase, thrive, grow. n. Increase in bulk, richness, as of a crop.

(k = ज्ञ) k. n. Grass; straw, hay. -

A piece of straw. -

A paddy-field overgrown with grass. -

Pasture land. -

To tread out corn with oxen. -

To thrash corn. -

A stack of straw. -

To eat grass, graze as cattle.

A grass mat. -

A thatched house. -

A heap of straw. -

Bullocks treading thrashed straw.

(k = ज्ञ) k. n. An antelope or deer.

( = अल्क) d. n. A flower.

(k = ज्ञ) k. n. h. a. Smart, sharp; attentive, alert, watchful; fresh. -

Smartness, intelligence. -

To be alert.

(k = ज्ञ) k. v. i. To become untrue or false. n. A falsehood, lie; also. -

An unripe fruit. -

A missed shot. -

A pretended or gentle smile. -

A flower that drops without producing fruit.

( = ज्ञ) k. n. A worm, insect in general. -

(k = ज्ञ) = ज्ञ, q. v.

1. k. n. Acidity, sourness. 2, leaven. a. Sour, acid. v. i. To be sour.

Cpds.: -

To become sour.

To turn sour.

2. ( = ज्ञ) k. v. i. To get worm-eaten, rot, decay.

( = ज्ञ) d. = ज्ञ) -

Decayed state. -

Decay, rottenness; decayed; unsound, corrupt. -

Base precepts. -

A corrupt mind. -

A rotten tree. -

A peck-marked face. -

A carious tooth.

1. (.क्षण) k. n. A flower, blossom. -

Albugo.

A slight wound. -

A bouquet. -

The Indian shot, Cauna indica. -

A flower-garden. -

Any
light colour. -it. A kind of firework. -it. To begin to blossom. -it. A moderate evening sunshine. -it. A florist. -it. A chaplet or garland of flowers; also -it.

**增加** k. n. A particle expressing consent or assent: yes, well.

**增加** s. int. of reproach, menace, etc. -it. To cry out angrily.

**增加** 1. (=增加, q. v.) h. n. A goggle, jug.

**增加** 2. k. n. Envy, jealousy. -it. A jealous man; f. -增加.

**增加** k. n. A plan, means, expedient, scheme. 2, yoking. -it. A schemer; contriver.

**增加** k. v. l. To join, unite; to yoke; to put oxen, horses, etc. to carts or plough; to arrange, make ready.

**增加** k. n. A circular bastion-like structure of stones for defence.

**增加** s. n. A barbarian, Hun; a European. Cpds.: -增加, -增加.

**增加** a. k. n. A bold man. -it. Bravery.

**增加** k. v. l. To bury; also 增加. 增加脚 n. A burial ground.

**增加** 增加脚 = 增加 2, q. v.

**增加** 增加脚 (th. of 增加脚) n. The stuffing of cakes. -增加脚. A stuffed cake.

**增加** 1. k. n. N. of a straggling shrub.

**增加** 2. f. n. A commotion, alarm. -增加脚. To raise an alarm.

**增加** = 增加, q. v.

**增加** k. v. l. To daub, smear. 2, to break wind downwards. n. A fart.

**增加** (增加 = 增加) k. v. l. To cover; to bury; also 增加. v. i. To sink into, as a foot, etc. -增加脚, 增加脚. A burial place.


**增加脚** k. n. The nape of the neck.

**增加脚** a. k. n. Abundance. 2, conceit, pride; cf. 增加脚. 增加脚. To get proud.

**增加脚** k. v. l. To pick up, take up one by one. 2, to comb.


**增加脚** k. n. The shoulder. -增加脚. A ruthless man.

**增加脚** (=增加脚, q. v.) k. n. Blame, fault, censure, etc.

**增加脚** = 增加脚, q. v. -增加脚 (增加脚). A female child.

**增加脚** (增加脚) k. n. A female; a woman; 2, a wife; pl. 增加脚.

**增加脚** = 增加脚, q. v.

**增加脚** = 增加脚, q. v.

**增加脚** k. n. Pride, conceit, elation; excess. -增加脚, 增加脚. 增加脚. To become elated, to rejoice.

**增加脚** 1. k. n. Increase, growth; excess, superfluity. a. Extra, beyond what is expected. ad. Greatly, much, more. -增加脚. To take more than is due. -增加脚. To increase; exult.

**增加脚** 2. k. n. A small flat basket.

**增加脚** 1. k. v. i. To become more, increase, thrive, grow, swell. n. Increase, growth; largeness; excess;
superfluity, surplus, excess, etc.  a. More, excessive.  विषेषतः. To cause to increase, etc., to multiply, increase.  विशेषतः. Difference; variation; more or less, about.  विस्मयत. To augment, increase; to abound, become too much.  विशेषतः. Exaltation.  विशेषतः. To multiply.  विशेषतः (कर्म). Increase, growth.  विशेषतः. To increase.  विशेषतः. To increase (v. t.).  विशेषतः. Increasing.  विशेषतः. More and more.

2. k. v. t. To mine, as vegetables, etc.

= ओड़, q. v.

== (अनुप्रयोग) k. u. Large ness.  ओड़. Superior honey.

= (अनुप्रयोग) k. u. A foot-step; a foot-print, track.  ओड़, ओड़. To walk.  ओड़. To track, follow by the foot-steps.

== (अनुप्रयोग) k. u. A tile.

= (अनुप्रयोग) k. u. A bush-harrow.  2, dregs of castor-oil.  3, a clod.

= (अनुप्रयोग) k. u. A stout beam.  2, (f.) a dovecot.

= (अनुप्रयोग) k. v. t. To beat, box, give a blow.  2, to insert, put, as a morsel into the mouth.

== k. u. A lump of earth, clod.

== k. u. The back, rear.  ओड़. Hind-binding; to pinion; also  ओड़. ओड़. The back of the head.  ओड़, ओड़. Pinioning.  ओड़. To pinion.

== k. u. The back of the neck.

==, == (लघुत्तम) (lb. of ओड़) u. A basket.

== (लघुत्तम) (lb. of ओड़) u. The expanded hood of a serpent.


== k. u. A corpse; a careess.  ओड़, ओड़. ओड़. A good-for-nothing fellow; a coward.  ओड़. To bury a corpse.  ओड़. A cemetery.

k. v. i. To wrangle, quarrel, fight, strive.  ओड़. Quarrel, fight.  ओड़. ओड़, q. v. ओड़. To cause to fight.

== k. u. Plaiting; that is plaited.

== k. v. t. To intertwine, plait, as mats, etc.; to braid, as the hair; to knit, as nets; to rattan, as a chair.  ओड़. Joining together; plait, braid.  ओड़. To intertwine; to plait.  ओड़. To tie cattle in a row for treading corn.

== k. u. A lump of earth, a clod.  2, an unburnt brick.  3, a bush-harrow.

== 1. k. u. A female; a wife, also -3.  ओड़. ओड़, ओड़, ओड़, ओड़. Wife and children.


== k. u. Cowdung.  2, = ओड़.


== k. u. A female; a woman.  ओड़. Female, feminine.  ओड़, ओड़, ओड़, ओड़, ओड़, ओड़, ओड़ (mare), ओड़, ओड़ (hen), ओड़ (hen-sparrow), ओड़, ओड़, ओड़, ओड़ (bitch), ओड़ (lionness), ओड़ (sow), ओड़ (tigress).  ओड़. Female children; women.  ओड़, ओड़, ओड़, ओड़. A female goat, etc.


==, P. p. of ओड़.
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To P.p. wicki. Motive; To Green A To 35;^J5S.

The cause ing door. milk.
The (-0334). The (-e3)

so, frightened.

The -SJ^nzjj.
The (-ao'sti,

The. (c!j=e3J) etc.;
The. (d=3) A large.

-909. A large tree; a lofty tree producing a fragrant resin, Artocarpus malabarica.

A wicked woman; Durga.

A garden plant, Spilanthes acmella.

. A timid person, coward.

A weapon. 2, light; flame.

s. n. Motive; cause, ground, reason, purpose; proof; logic; sophistry. 

-#. Causal, instrumental; cause.

The cause of a quarrel, etc.

A. A coward in battle.

A loose. A ut.

To pick out lice.

1. s. n. Gold.

2. s. n. Winter; also .

The mountain Meru.

a. To be gone; to be avoided. n. Dislike.

s. n. Largeness, greatness, abundance. a. Much, many; also 

k. n. Abundance.

. To lift up and put upon; to load, lade; to pile up. 

A load; a bullock-load.

k. n. A kind of bitter orange.

k. v. i. To void excrements, eack (P. p. 3J3J). n. Ordure. 2, the
dung of men, dogs, etc. -सृष्टिः. A filthy man. -लोभ्य. A loathsome word.

हिन्द a. k. n. Disgust, repugnance. 2, shame, modesty. हिन्देऽनि To recoil, shrink.

हिन्दसेल (lb. of हिन्दसेल) n. N. of the thirty-first year of the cycle.

हिन्देऽनि s. n. Neighing, braying.

हिन्दसेल (lb. of हिन्दसेल) n. A portent, an ill-omen.

हिन्देऽसी (lb. of हिन्देऽसी) n. A mule.

हिन्देऽसी k. v. i. To feel aversion, have a dislike, to recoil. n. = हिन्देऽनि. -लोह. Nastiness. हिन्देऽनि A disgustful female, हिन्देऽनि, हिन्देऽनि. Aversion, disgust; nastiness; a nasty, disagreeable object; filthy, nasty, loathsome. हिन्देऽसी A prickly shrub, Lantana aculeata. हिन्देऽसीवणिः, हिन्देऽसी दानिः To soil, dirty.

हिन्देऽसीक ( = हिन्देऽसी. lb. of हिन्देऽसीक) n. A basket; a snake-basket.

हिन्देऽसीक (त्रिकृत = हिन्देऽसी) k. v. t. & v. i. To say, speak; to name; to mention; to narrate, relate; to tell; to order, command. हिन्देऽसीक नेमनिः, हिन्देऽसीक नेमनिः. To send word, to let know. हिन्देऽसीक नेमनिः. A shameful business. हिन्देऽसीक नेमनिः. To instruct, communicate. हिन्देऽसीक नेमनिः Unspreakable. हिन्देऽसीक नेमनिः हिन्देऽसीक नेमनिः. A communicated word. हिन्देऽसीक नेमनिः To invite to a meal. हिन्देऽसीक नेमनिः To cause to say, etc. -ब्रह, हिन्देऽसीक, हिन्देऽसीक. Saying, telling. हिन्देऽसीक नेमनिः. Rumour, hearsay.

हिन्देऽसीक (lb. of हिन्देऽसीक) n. A class of Smârta Brâhmanas.

हिन्देऽसीक e. n. Hydrogen, a highly inflammable gas.

हिन्दसेल = हिन्दसेल, q. v.

हिन्दसेल (fr. हिन्दचन्द्र) s. a. Wintery, cold. n. The winter season.

हिन्दसेल h. n. Distressful condition, bewilderment, confusion, trouble, hassass. -सृष्टिः. To trouble, dun.

हिन्दसेल = हिन्दसेल, q. v.

हिन्दसेलां ( = हिन्दसेल) k. n. The navel. 2, the perpendicular dash put under a letter to make it aspirate. -सृष्टिः, -सृष्टिः. To make this dash, as घ into घ।

हिन्दसेल k. n. A boil. 2, the woof of a मर्ग. P. p. of हिन्दसेल, q. v. -हिन्दः. Familiar intercourse.

हिन्दसेल a. k. n. Shine, lustre, offulgence.

हिन्दसेल ( = हिन्दसेल, त्रिकृत = हिन्दसेल) k. v. t. To praise. n. Praise, renown. हिन्दसेल वणिः Praise; flattery. हिन्दसेलवणिः. To cause to praise.

हिन्दसेल k. v. t. To enter. P. p. हिन्दसेल: हिन्दसेलवणिः To cause to enter. हिन्दसेलवणिः, हिन्दसेलवणिः To allow to enter.


हिन्दसेल k. n. The Indian coral tree, Erythrina indica.

हिन्दसेल a. k. v. i. To swell, rise up, as the sea; to be elated; to exult.

हिन्दसेल k. n. The Indian beech, Bongemia glabra.

हिन्दसेल k. v. t. To put on, as tiles; to cover. हिन्दसेलः To cause to put on.

k. n. Chaff; husk of rice or corn; a pod without its contents. -zj. To winnow. -raj (-kaj). To speak nonsense.


= p. p. of -e. In -ej. 

k. n. The elephant grass.

k. n. A hole.

k. v. t. To strike, beat, lash, flag, smite; to cast, as a stone; to shoot, as an arrow; to drive cattle, cart, etc.; to drive away, beat off; to devour. P. ps. -e, -ej, -e. To sack, plunder. -e. To strike the hour, ring a bell. -e. The wind to blow. -e. To pitch a tent. -e. To behed. -e. Rain to fall. -e. Beating; a stroke, blow. -e. To beat severely. -e. Beating. -e. To beat mutually.

k. n. The principal top-beam in a roof.

k. n. An ear of corn. 2, the calyx of the kédage.


k. n. A pit, hole; a pond.

f. n. The small tree, Cerbera-dottlam.

k. n. Day-break. ad. At day-break.

k. n. lb. of -ej. q. v.

1. (= -ej) k. v. t. To be kindled, catch fire. 2, to be burnt at the bottom of a cooking vessel. -ej. To kindle, light.

k. n. The sun; time; a time of the day. -ej. To be time. -q. To spend time. -ej. To fix a time. -ej. To delay. -ej. Time to be passed. -ej. The sun to set. -ej, -ej. The sun to rise. -ej. To await an opportunity. -ej. Time to pass. -ej. From time to time. -ej. At day-break, early.

k. n. P. p. of -ej. q. v.

k. n. A cover, covering, wrapper. 2, a thatch, roof.

1. n. The hollow of a tree.

2. ( = -ej) k. n. A bush. 2, a mass; a host; a herd.

= q. v. -ej. To put on; cover, etc. -ej. = -ej, q. v.

1. (= -ej) k. v. t. To put on; to put over; to wrap round; to cover. P. ps. -ej, -ej, -ej. -ej. To put on one's self. -ej. To put on. -ej. = ej, q. v.

k. n. Union; concord. 2, a cover, wrapper; cf. -ej. -ej. a. k. v. t. To join; to go, near.

k. a. k. n. A stream.
To beating; to attach; to collect; to make fit, as price.

To join (as limbs for greeting); to attach; to collect; to make fit, as price.

To obtain, get, procure, acquire; to experience; to suffer. v. t. To touch; to go nigh, approach; to join; to agree, befit, suit.

Gold; a gold coin; \( \frac{1}{2} \) of a varaha. A common weed, used as a potherb, *Alternanthera sessilis*.

The tree *Terminalia tomentosa*.

A natural division in some fruits. 2, a large timber-tree yielding a red dye.

A kind of plantain.

*Homoeopathy*.

To rise, break out, run over, come forth. 2, to be thick, rank.

To beat, cast; to pour. n. Beating; a stroke, blow.

A cake made by pouring the dough into a vessel.

To cause to beat; cast or pour. Mutual beating.

Beating; a stroke, blow.

Sand.

Calling out. 2, the current of a stream.

To beat, strike, smite; to kill; to cast, pour; to drive (as: \( \text{졌다} \), \( \text{다가} \), \( \text{짚어} \)), etc. n. A stroke, blow. To void urine.

1. The outside. ad. To the outside.

The outside; a public privy; evacuation of bowels. -\( \text{거사} \). The outside.

Outside, without. To be excluded. \( \text{지우} \); \( \text{거하기} \). To put outside. -\( \text{거리} \). To come out. -\( \text{거리} \). To expel. -\( \text{거리} \). To divulge, bring out. -\( \text{거리} \). To pour out; to be spilt. -\( \text{거어서} \). To push out. -\( \text{거어서} \). To make public. -\( \text{거리가} \). To become public. -\( \text{거리가} \). To come out; to become public.

The outside. -\( \text{거리가} \). To set out, start. -\( \text{거리가} \). To rise; to come forth. -\( \text{거리가} \). To go forth.

2. *P. p. of 거다*, in 거다. -\( \text{거리가} \). One who nourishes, as 여리고* 거래.*

A stout long rope.

To go out; to come forth; to set out, sally forth; to start. *P. p. 거다.* To cause to start. *

Starting. To set out. *P. p. 거다.* Exempt, without. -\( \text{거리가} \). To except, exempt. A cot, couch. 2, a kind of pigeon.

A heap, mass.

To roll; to wallow, welter. To be retracted, as a word or promise. To roll about. To cause to roll, etc.; to roll about.

A nostril. 2, money accounts transferred from one head to another.

The scale or coat of an onion, a layer.

Business, work.

To have one's self nourished. v. t. To cause to nourish; cf. *

To bear, carry on the head; to take upon one's self; to impute; to assume. *P. p. 거다.*
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To take upon

to put on.

aoj3^j^J3oSj

carry, bear,

sustain,

To put on;
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lay

to

-nsd,

burden.
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of grass.
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Obscene discourse.
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a. Wicked; bad; ruined.
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**k. n.** A way, passage. 2, impudence; hypocrisy. 3, debauchery.

**v. i.** To go, go off or away, proceed. 2, to be lost, disappear; to die. P. p. निःसर्गः. Rel. p. p. निःसर्गे। To allow to go. निःसर्गम्। To go and come. निःसर्गमष्टिः। To go away. निःसर्गः, क्षणं निःसर्गः। To carry off. निःसर्गम्। To let go; to lose. निःसर्गम्। To throw away, dissipate, squander; to quit. -तः। Going. निःसर्गविन्यासः। 3rd pers. sing. imp. of निःसर्गः।

**a. k. n.** The hollow of a tree; emptiness.

**s. n.** An offerer of an oblation.

**v. i.** A division of a talook. -र्तः। A chief of armed peons. -रतः।

**s. n.** A burnt-offering; a sacrifice. -सहः। A fireplace prepared for an oblation; also -रतः। शूर्षिकं। A sacrificial fire.

**k. n.** A young bull; a he-buffalo. -सः। A he-calf. शूर्षिक-, क्षणं। An uncastrated bull. शूर्षिकः शूर्षिकः। A castrated bull.

**v. i.** To wrestle; to fight; to altercation. शूर्षिकः। Mutual fight, strife, altercation. निःसर्गः। To wrestle, fight, wrangle.

**k. n.** A hole.

**v. i.** To be like, resemble. -सि, -सः। निःसर्गः। Resemblance, likeness, similarity. निःसर्गं निःसर्गं, शूर्षिकः। To make analogous; to compare.

**a. k. Rel. pres. part. of निःसर्गः।**

**f. n.** The holi festival in desecration of cupid when his effigy is burnt; also -सः।

**f. n.** (lb. of शूर्षिकं) A cake in general.

**f. n.** (वर्णं वर्णं) A split, piece, slice.

**f. n.** (सहः सहः) f. n. An uncovered chair upon an elephant. 2, a reservoir.

**k. ad.** Yes. निःसर्गं, निःसर्गं। Whether is it so? निःसर्गं। Is it or is it not?

**k. q. v.** Yes. निःसर्गं। Is it or is it not?

**k. q. v.** Ambition, lust.

**k. ad.** In what manner? निःसर्गं। Somehow; in one way or another, however, at all events.

**s. a.** Short, small. n. A short vowel.

**s. n.** Loss, detriment. 2, decrease, decline.
The fifty-third letter of the alphabet.

The fifty-fourth letter of the alphabet. *At present it is obsolete and represented by ρ.*
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